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A Message

From Our President

T I THEN THIS SOCIETY was organized sixteen years ago

» it was felt by some that there was hardly a need for such

specialization. There was a splitting off from the parent electrical

and other societies, but the charter members were men of broad

vision, together with the other virtues of training and ability to

work, and the child was born and has since amply justified its

existence. The first president, L. B. Marks, who still watches

and advises the progeny as carefully as in the early days, was

frank and honest in the statement in which he outlined the scope

of the society. There must have been a desire on the part of some

of the charter members to make it a society of and for illuminating

engineers alone, thereby following the example of the older socie-

ties; but Mr. Marks, in his wisdom, declared; "The term

'engineering' as used in the name of this society, unless used in

its broad sense, is to a certain extent a misnomer, as the society

will deal with some phases of illumination that may not properly

be said to come within the distinct field of engineering, sucli, for

instance, as the physiological side of the question. The society

will be interested in every phase of the subject of illumination,

whether from an engineering point of view or otherwise, and

will throw its doors quite as wide open to the layman as to the

professional." This pronouncement has been fully lived uj) to by

the society to this day, as witness the honoring of an ophthalmol-

ogist with its highest office. Let us hope that in the future an

architect will also be so honored, thus si)rea(ling broadly the

propaganda of artisiic lighting in its fullest and safest efficiency.
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When the architect really becomes one of us and the close asso-

ciation breeds a more complete mutual confidence we shall make

strides as never before.

It is not long since the fixture manufacturer was considered a

being who measured artistic illumination in terms of brass, but

now the fixture man, the manufacturer of luminaires, to use the

new term, works with the illuminating engineer in the development

of the most efficient and at the same time artistic units. That

all the fixture people have not seen the light must be admitted,

but there is a gradually increasing tendency to work with the

illuminating engineer.

When one looks about him and realizes the progress that this

society has made in the many phases of its activity and also sadly

contemplates the fields that as yet have hardly been touched, such

as school lighting and the lighting of the older factories, it hardly

seems possible that some men without vision said there was no

need of an illuminating engineering society. However, history

repeats itself. In looking over the names of the pillars of the

Optical Society of America one realizes whence it sprang, and

yet some said there was no need of an optical society. In five

short years it has made strides that fully justify its being, and

most of its work is special and of interest principally to students

of optics.

As before stated, much remains to be accomplished in our

special field of good lighting, and to this end our propaganda must

be spread broadcast, the propaganda of the conservation of vision,

of efficient lighting combined with art in living color.

Our society is healthy but too contented, and contentment is

not always a good symptom, sometimes it spells stagnation.

Reference is made to the fact that we are satisfied to have strong

sections and chapters in a certain number of cities while many
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other almost equally important centers are allowed to make out

as best they can without the stimulus of local organization.

A careful study of this subject is being made at the present time

by two special committees—the national committee on member-

ship, piloted by G. B. Regar of Philadelphia, and the committee

on new sections and chapters, whose chairman is D. McFarlan

Moore of Harrison, N. J. To know these men is to expect results,

but they need the assistance of every member of the society.

This does not mean the other members of the society, gentle

reader, it means you. Let us all help with a feeling of altruism in

order that our propaganda may reach to every corner of the

country. Where there are eyes to see let them see.

^C(y^^Kj.^yi^^^^^C^

An Announcement

WITH Tins ISSUE the Transactions appears in a re-

vised form with the hope of making it more newsy and in-

teresting to the members of our society. Volume X\'II begins

with the January number and will be published monthly with the

exception of June, July and August. During the summer months
one number will be published about the middle of July.

In rearranging the make-up, some new departments have been

added. The editorial section features "A Message from our
President" and in each sul)sc(|uent issue messages will be run
from those members contributing constructive suggestions for

further activities of the Society.

The section entitled "Reflections" is introduced with the

thouj^'ht of ac([naiiitiiiu^ the niembershi]) with iin]>ortant items of

general interest in illumination. "Society AiYairs," which will be

found after the section devoted to "Papers," has been expanded.
The Committee takes this opi)ortunity to urge co-operation and

hell) from tlie members in making tlie TKANSArTioNS newsy.
Items of interest, personals, and any suggestions for betterment

of the Transactions will be appreciated, and should be sent

to the editorial olTice.

C()^r^^TT^:I: o\ Inditing and Pi iu.ication.
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Co-operation of Architects and Engineers

Needed for Proper Illumination

MANY building interiors and exteriors which might have
been architecturally beautiful have been spoiled either

because an architect who was not an illuminating engineer tried

to design the lighting or because the requirements of the illumin-

ating engineer were not taken into consideration in laying out the

architectural scheme. Such unfortunate situations could be pre-

vented if architects and illuminating engineers would come to a
mutual understanding that they have a common purpose and that

neither one can produce effective results without full co-operation

from the beginning. Attempts have been made by the Illuminating

Engineering Society through its reciprocal relations committee to

bring about such co-operation, but in general these efforts have
been futile. Sometimes where individuals have attempted the

solution the architect has believed that the engineer was trying to

tell him how he should design the structure ; at other times

the engineer has felt that the architect was specifying things

beyond his sphere of knowledge. No doubt both sides have often

been at fault in the past, but that should not prevent their putting

petty jealousies aside and attacking the problem anew. Both are

experts in their respective fields and each should respect the other's

knowledge. Co-operation can be expected only where the engineer

looks to the architect for advice regarding the application of illum-

ination fundamentals in an artistic way, and the architect must
tell the engineer what effects he wishes to accomplish and then,

if necessary, must so modify his design that illuminating equip-

ment may be selected and laid out with the least possible hindrance.

It is hoped that any further attempts of the Illuminating

Engineering Society to bring about co-operation between architects

and engineers will meet with more success. However, the results

to be desired will be gained only if engineers prove to architects

that the efforts are being made for mutual benefit.—Editorial,

Electrical World, Jan. 28, 1922.



REFLECTIONS
Illumination at Washington Conference

THE SCHEME of illumination at the opening of the Confer-

ence for the Limitation of Armament consisted of four

separate features ; namely, Avenue of Light, Jeweled Portal,

Washington Monument and the Lights of States at the Capitol

grounds. These four features virtually tied the entire city to-

gether in one general illuminating plan.

Avenue of Light
Gas was used as the principal illuminant for four blocks on

Seventeenth Street, which was known as the Avenue of Light.

The electric fixtures were removed from thirty-two city lighting

standards and replaced by four burner gas lamps of Roman design.

The gas supply was obtained by laying pipe mains just under-

neath the parking surface along the curb line, and feed pipes

running to the lamps were laid directly against the standard.

In addition to the gas lamps there were twelve banner standards

which illuminated the Pan American Union Building, the Con-

tinental Hall and the Red Cross Building. The reflected light

from these buildings also helped to build up the general illum-

ination on the street. Each standard was equipped with six kxxd-

watt incandescent lamps in Ivanhoe metal units and 1 6-inch glass

ball globes. These standards were 35 ft. high, each supportmg

three banners sufficiently large to shield the lamps from the direct

line of vision of the pedestrians on the street.

Five hundred-watt flood lighting projectors were placed on the

ground underneath the shrubbery in front of the Pan American

Union Building and located in such a manner as to train the beam
up through the shrubbery and create relief and color effects.

Jeweled Portal

The jeweled portal was erected across Seventeenth Street at B,

which was the south end of the Avenue of Light and in rlose prox-

imity to the Pan American Union Building where the Conference

for the Limitation of Armament was held. The portal consisted

of two obelisks, 66 ft. high, 16 ft. scjuare at the base and 3 ft. 8

inches square at the toj). These obelisks were 86 ft. (> inches

ai)art on centers. Between these two obelisks at a height of 40 ft.

was suspended a curtain of jewels with a center sunburst contain-

ing the Coats of Arms and National I'Mags of the eight principal

I)articipating nations. Approximately 3<),(hx) .^7 mm. Xovagcm
jewels were used on the two obelisks and curtain.

The obelisks were constructed by using a 70 ft. pole sitting 7 ft.

in the ground as a core to supj)<)rt the cables carrying the jeweled

curtain and necessary guy lines. The ()i)elisk framing was !)uilt

5
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Up around these poles and sided in with tongue and groove lumber,

which in turn was covered with building paper and canvas, then

painted with outdoor water-proof paint to resemble travertine

stone. Each obelisk carried eight pieces of plaster ornament,

four of which were of the nature of a fluted column with flaring

cap to house incandescent lamps and steam outlets.

The portal was lighted by thirty 1 8- inch arc searchlight projec-

tors located at five stations—two stations south of the monument
with six projectors each and three stations on the north with five,

six and seven projectors each respectively. In addition to the 18-

inch projectors five 60-inch open type Army projectors were used

at various locations around the portal.

Washington Monument

The Washington monument was lighted by sixteen 18-inch arc

searchlight projectors, equally spaced around the base. Beams
from these projectors were trained on glass mirrors set at an angle

against the monument in such a way as to re-direct the beam the

full height of the shaft. In addition there were fourteen 18-inch

projectors placed at the top level of the monument, the beams of
which were trained on various public buildings throughout the city

which virtually tied the entire city together. Seven Army Cadillac

power units were used to supply current to all projectors used in

connection with the illumination of the monument.

Lights of States

The Lights of States or so-called Aurora Borealis was produced
by the use of twenty-four 24-inch G. E. high intensity Navy type

arc searchlight projectors. These projectors were located in a
single line along the southeast front of the Congressional Library
building and trained so as to form a huge fan lying low over the

top of the National Capitol, which, when viewed from a distance,

appeared to be emanating from the dome of the Capitol building.

The searchlights used throughout the general scheme were
supplied with screens of various colors which enabled the creation

of various novel color effects throughout the period of illum-

ination.

Model of Home Lighting

ONE OF THE most interesting features of the exhibit of the

Committee on Education at the Fixture Show in Milwaukee
was a miniature apartment designed to show properly applied
artificial lighting. This was loaned by the Edison Lamp Works
and was made by Berthold Audsley, who is probably the foremost
artist in this line in the world.



Fig. I.—The Jeweled I'uital.

Fig. i.— Niglil Illuinitiiitii>ii of llic Jcwdrd rutliil.
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The apartment is four feet square built on a scale of one inch

equals one foot and consists of dining room, living room, bedroom,

hall, bath and kitchen. Each room is lighted in an artistic, com-

fortable and effective manner. iMiniature furniture of period de-

sign is provided, wall coverings, drapes and the like are harmoni-

ous.

The most minute details are given consideration in order to get

the play of light shade and color such as would be found in the

actual installation. For example, instead of merely painting the

backs of books on a card and inserting these in the book-case, each

little book about Yj," high is separate. Special wine glasses, dishes

and vases have been blown by experts and hand decorated.

Miniature tungsten lamps are the light sources, and direct, semi-

indirect and totally indirect systems are shown in use. Ceiling

units, portable lamps, bracket luminares and even concealed

lighting at the top of the book-cases, can be demonstrated at will.

Industrial Lighting Exhibit at Boston

THE BOSTON Industrial Lighting Exhibit was opened June

14, 1921, and is installed in the Rogers Building of the

Massachusetts Institute of Technolog>% 491 Boylston St.. Boston,

in the heart of the hotel and educational section of the city.

The installation consists of the usual lighting systems and

apparatus found in an exhibit of this sort, and has been erected in

a first-class manner with the purpose in view of being used a

number of years.

During the summer months, efforts were made to acquaint the

electrical interests of New England with the Exhibit and its pur-

pose. This was done by having contractors' meetings, jobbers'

sales conferences, central station committee meetings, engineering

society assemblies, and other meetings of an electrical nature held

in the room housing the Exhibit.

As the lighting season api)n)ached, careful watch was kept on

the Associations holding conventions in lioston and a demonstra-

tion of the Lighting Exhibit was incor|)()rate(l in the convention

program of such organizations as the National v^afety C(nnicil,

National Association of Cotton Manufacturers. Associated In-

dustries of New England, Commercial Engineers' Association,

and many others.

The use of the room has been offered to thr local associations

that tlie subject of lighting might be of interest, and a demoii^^tra-

tion of the ICxhibit gi\en at the close of the meeting. Associa-

tions such as the Chamber of Commerce, Society of Architects,

State Institution ICngineers, College and v^ccondary Science

Teachers, Industrial Hygiene Doctors, Industrial Nurses' Associa-

tion, etc., have viewed the ICxliibit l)y this means.
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Central Stations, Jobbers and Contractors are continually send-

ing their prospects to the Exhibit. The installation of a large

number of modern lighting installations in factories, stores, offices

and clubs have been reported after a visit to the Lighting Exhibit.

Hardly a day passes but w^hat Jobbers or Central Station salesmen

report the sale of new lighting equipment in establishments that

have sent representatives to the Exhibit as shown by the register.

One instance of the far reaching results of an Exhibit of this

type may be noted. A doctor retained by a number of the largest

department stores in the east as a consultant in industrial hygiene,

after viewing the Exhibit, was so impressed with the desirability

of good lighting that he recommended that two of the largest

Boston stores remodel their office lighting with the result that

indirect systems of illumination delivering lo foot-candles now
replace the former drop cord systems. He is making similar

changes in Washington, Philadelphia, New York, etc.

To date, approximately 1800 people have viewed the Exhibit

and it is intended to continue this Exhibit indefinitely as the re-

sults have amply repaid the costs attached. At some future time

it is contemplated changing the Exhibit to a commercial lighting

one.

A Color-Organ Arrives

A COLOR-ORGAN called the Clavilux, an invention of

Thomas Wilfred, will have its first public showing at the

Neighborhood Playhouse, Manhattan, Tuesday evening. It is a

delicate electrical instrument by means of which color and form

moving in rhythm are projected upon a large screen erected upon

the stage of a theater. The screen at the Neighborhood Play-

house will be made of ground glass. The organ will be behind

the screen, and the color and form will appear through the glass

to the audience, who will sit in a dark theater in which all is

silence save for a low droning made by the machinery of the

Clavilux.

As one short color composition after another is played to the

vision the audience watches color in a gradation hues and values,

change and fuse in harmony, first as field of pure color, then with

the addition of solo figures, new forms created out of white light

by mechanical means. These move in rhythm, constantly devel-

oping into other shapes, changing contour and color.

No music or other accompaniment, interpretation or explanation

goes with the performance of the Clavilux.

The art of which the Clavilux is the instrument of expression

is mobile color, not entirely new in idea but worked out by Mr.
Wilfred on an individual and elaborate basis. He considers

mobile color as a separate art, the great art which reaches the

emotions through the vision as music reaches the emotions through

the hearing. Nczi' York Times, January 8th, 1922.



PAPERS
USE OF LIGHT IN THE SURGICAL, DENTAL AND

OPHTHALMOLOGICAL PROFESSIONS*

BY IvOUISA PAINE TINGLEY, M. D., F. A. C. S.

On accepting your very kind invitation to present a paper be-

fore the New York Section of the llkiminating Engineering So-

ciety on the "Lighting in the Medical, Dental and Ophthalmologi-

cal Field," I sent out one hundred and fifty enquiries to oph-

thalmologists, oto-laryngologists and dentists. It seemed to

me that these specialists required the use of artificial light in their

offices more than specialists in any other line of work in medicine.

In answer to these one hundred and fifty enquiries, I received one

hundred and twenty-nine replies, which showed the interest of

the profession in the subject of illumination I also received

several letters expressing the hope that something might be done

toward the standardization of illumination, especially in the light-

ing of "Test Charts."

The following is a copy of the enquiries :

1. Do you use daylight or artificial light or combined lighting

in your office?

2. If artificial light, what particular appliance do you use for

such lighting, candlepower, style of lamp, etc?

3. What form of illumination do you use in the lighting of

your test charts for distance ?

4. What form of illumination do you use for the reading test

types ?

5. What illumination do you use for your ophthalmoscope

and skiascope?

Questions i and 2 were sent to the olo-lan ngologists and den-

tists, and all five to the ophthalmologists. I will tirst consider

the answers received from the ophthahnologists, quoting from

their own words

:

•A l)«i>rr i>rrHrntrd hcforr tJir Nrw York Section "f the niiinitii.itinK ljiK>"e<"« itiji

Society, Apiil 14. ''*'!.
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Question No. i : Do you use daylight or artificial light or com-

bined lighting in your office ?

8 use daylight only.

6 use artificial light only.

45 use combined lighting, together or separately.

3 use gas.

56 use electricity.

Question No. 2 : If artificial light, what particular appliance

do you use for such lighting, candlepower, style of lamp, etc?

12 use indirect or semi-indirect lighting.

3 use gas filled tungsten lamps—100 to 300 watts.

8 use vacuum tungsten varying from 90 to 160 watts.

I uses an "Ediswan with a gridiron filament, 230-32 mushroom
shaped."

47 use direct lighting.

3 use nitrogen bulbs for ceiling from 100 to 200 watts.

I uses "daylite" in all office apparatus, including desk light? 125 watts.

I uses "prism 6x6 in treatment room,"

I uses i6-cp. with shade.

I uses large tungsten ceiling globes 60 watts, full frosted.

38 use tungsten for ceiling and desk, size of units varying from 25

to 150 watts.

I uses stereopticon, 100 watts.

1 uses a spot lamp.

Question N'o. 3 : What form of illumination do you use in the

lighting of your test charts for distance?

7 use daylight only.

6 use combined lighting.

46 use artificial.

2 use Meyrowitz cabinet reflected light.

2 use Hardy text cabinet reflected and transmitted light.

I uses electric special cabinet reflected light.

I uses special revelation cabinet reflected light.

I uses cabinet with 6 concealed electric lamps, 15 watts each.

I uses boxed type with electric lamps inside.

3 use flood lighting.

3 use transmitted light through glass.

I uses transillumination of transparent paper with 60 watt tungsten

lamp.

I uses polished reflector placed at one side, two 25-watt lamps.

I uses reflector tungsten lamp, 50 watts, at distance of 2 ft. from chart

and one 25 watt reflector.

I uses 140-watt electric lamp at top and one at the base of the chart.
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1

I uses a cone lined with mirrors containing lOO cp. lamps, set ob-

liquely on the wall about 3 ft. from the type, one lamp covering

the whole field uniformly.

I uses reflected light from three angles to prevent perverse shadows.

I uses "Frank parabolic reflector" with two opalite nitrogen 60-watt

lamps.

I uses "Frank semicircular reflector,'' with three lOO-watt lamps.

Dr. Robert Scott Lamb uses "Ives" artificial illuminating white letters

on a black ground and also the acuity test, and for his tests he is

using a very dark room and mirror on the wall to get distance of

25 ft.

I uses 8 lamps, ever ready tungsten, 15-watt, 115-volt. Lamps so

placed that the light is reflected upon the card and not into eyes

of the patient or examiner.

I uses long electric lamps inside reflector.

I uses 200 to 300-watt tungsten.

Dr. David W. Wells reports having tried "daylite" electric lamps, but

found the glare from the cardboard unbearable. He now uses

40-watt tungsten lamps.

Dr. Frederic E. Cheney uses a reflector above the card with three 40-

watt lamps.

I uses two 60-cp. tungsten lamps 3 ft. from the test chart, with re-

flectors back of them.

I uses electric lamps throwing light upon the chart from the front

and side and hidden from the front.

I uses two 50-watt tungsten lamps in reflectors.

I uses four 15-watt frosted bulb lamps, one above, one below, and

one on each side with a 6-inch tin reflector box above the chart.

I uses loo-cp. "daylite" lamp, from above, concealed from patient.

I uses frosted tungsten lamps behind transKicent glass on which test

letters are printed in opaque paint.

25 use electric lamps in reflecting devices placed at the side, above or

in front of the test chart, ranging in strength from 16-cp. to 200

watts and 100 to 150 watts daylite.

Question No. 4: What form of illnniinalion do you use for

for tlic rcadinn^ test typos?

15 use daylight only.

44 use artificial liuht alone or combined.

I uses inverted wall fixture.

I uses 75-watt "daylight" nitroKen lamps.

I uses a small fle.xible arm with a 15-watt tubular ttnigstcn lamp.

frosted and ecpiipped with a small black metal shade.

12 use artificial light with 15, -'5, 40, or Otj-watt units.
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30 use combined, frosted on brackets, desk lights, portable or light

attached above patient's head.

I uses frosted 3-watt nitrogen bulb above the patient's head.

I uses "daylite" nitrogen lamp.

I uses adjustable stand, ground glass 115-watt lamp.

Question No. 5 : What illumination do you use for your oph-

thalmoscope and skiascope ?

(a) For Ophthalmology:

Gas used by 5.

I uses Welsbach burner.

4 use Argand burner.

S3 use electric light.

I uses 36-watt frosted lamp.

I uses a round i6-cp. lamp.

I uses a miniature frosted tungsten lamp.

I uses special Nernst lamp.

I uses 80-watt lamp.

I uses 40-cp. frosted with Curry and Paxton bracket, power of re-

ducing strength at will.

1 uses an opal tungsten lamp.

2 use an electric lamp with an iris diaphram chimney, so as to regu-

late the size of the aperture for skiascopy and ophthalmoscopy.

I uses 30-cp. oculists* lamp on a bracket, frosted stereopticon bulb,

with bulb's eye and tungsten filament.

I uses an electric lamp with a white globe.

I uses a round globe frosted, 25-watt lamp,

I uses 40-cp. frosted lamp.

II use frosted lamps of different sizes on brackets or stands.

(b) For Skiascopy:

Gas is used by 5.

I uses a Welsbach burner.

4 use Argand burners.

43 use electricity.

I uses a 25-watt special frosted lamp with a clear circle in the bulb.

Electric ophthalmoscope now used entirely by 28, and by others in

conjunction with the reflected light ophthalmoscope, especially

for bedside examinations.

II use the electric skiascope of De Zeng.

The above answers show how dissimilar are the means used by

the different ophthalmologists as a procedure for reaching the

same end. Is it any wonder that the results obtained by one ex-
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aminer do not exactly tally with those found by another ? To my
mind too intense light with glare is detrimental to all concerned.

If its use is persisted in for months and years, it cannot fail to

produce some harmful effect upon the eyes of the examiner.

I fear that there will not be any great improvement in the

general lighting conditions of physicians' offices, until the plans of

Professor Caldwell and other investigators have been worked out ;

namely, that the tenants may possess the lighting units. Under

such an arrangement the lighting units could be easily transferred

from one house to another, and not be as now, supplied by the

landlord.

In offices of all physicians, irrespective of specialty three points

should be considered as of utmost importance :

—

1. The light as to whether daylight or artificial light will prove

to be the better illumination for the examination of the patient;

thus allowing us to detect the minutest abnormalities and patho-

logical conditions. A steady light, free from shadows, must be

thrown on the field of operation, so that the operator may not

have his attention diverted by the necessity of adjusting the li^ht.

2. The illumination should be of such a character as to permit

the physician to do the maximum amount of work with the mini-

mum amount of fatigue. Glare, or loo high intensity of light, is

as tiring to one's eyes and nervous system, as too low intensity,

which latter condition blurs the field of operation.

3. The patient also should not be subjected to any unnecessary

eye-strain by improper illumination, or too high illumination. As

a rule a general lighting system of heavy density, semi-indirect

units is highly desirable, as it is often necessary for the jKitiont to

lie down and it is very unpleasant to look at an oi)cn howl or a

semi-indirect bowl.

Consider first the reception room where the patients await the

summons of the doctor; this room should be clean, orderly, at-

tractively furnished, with comfortable chairs and soft colorings,

with a table well sui)i)lic(l with current literature, subjects of

interest to all. Curtains, if any, should be washable, so that they
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may be kept fresh and clean. A patient entering such a room for

the first time will at once imbibe the rest and ease which such a

room offers. If possible, such a room should be light and airy,

with windows facing the street, so that patients may have some-

thing with which to occupy their minds while waiting. Daylight

is preferable to artificial light, except in the late afternoon and on

dark days. The wall coverings should be of some neutral shade,

which neither absorbs too much light nor furnishes glare. In

choosing semi-indirect fixtures for such a room one must consider

the height of the room, being careful to choose such a unit, or

units, as will furnish equal illumination for persons sitting in all

parts of the room without causing either shadow, glare or too low

or high intensity of light. The illumination for such a room
should vary from 5 to 15 ft.-candles, depending upon the size,

shape and height of the room.

Ophthalmologists should have two reception rooms where

patients may wait. The first room should be light for those,

while waiting, who care to read or look out of the window, the

second room should be semi-dark. In the latter room may rest

the patients who are having their pupils dilated with a mydriatic,

those suffering from inflammatory eye conditions, as well as pa-

tients having a mild congenital light intolerance. It is almost

next to impossible to examine successfully this latter class of

patients after they have been waiting in a brightly lighted room.

I think that physicians and surgeons agree that the use of strong

daylight is essential for the general examination of all patients.

The consultation offices should be so arranged, that the

physician sits with his back to the window, having the patient.fac-

ing him and with the daylight shining upon the patient's face. He
can then note the general expression, contour, color of skin and

mucous membranes, condition of hair, hands, finger nails, tongue

and throat, all of which are essential points in. aiding diagnosis.

The pupillary reflexes and general aspect of the lids and eyeballs,

are better determined by daylight.

Daylight is used when testing the field of vision on the "Duane

tangent plane," and for such minor operations as are done in the

office. On very dark days, or in late winter afternoons, artificial

light becomes necessary.
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In Boston it is customary for physicians to hold afternoon of-

fice hours, and hence they are obhged to resort to the use of arti-

ficial light more than are the physicians of other cities who hold

morning hours.

The walls of my consulting office are tinted very dark green

with a wax finish, which gives them a soft light absorbing hue.

The woodwork is dark mahogany. The three windows are pro-

tected by two sets of window shades; red on the outside, which

are drawn from the top, and dark green inside, which are raised

from the bottom. When these two sets of shades are drawn the

windows are black, thus making my office almost light proof. The

patient's chair is placed at the opposite side of the room from the

test charts, a distance of 20 feet. For the illumination of my test

charts for distance I always use artificial light, because it is uni-

form, and by the use of a standard illumination any change in

visual acuity of the patient from one examination to another can

be noted. The disadvantage of daylight is that it varies at differ-

ent seasons of the year, different times in the day and under

different atmospheric conditions.

The illumination of the test charts should be ot such a degree

as not to affect the results obtained when the patient is subjected

to a greater or lesser degree of light in his daily routine of work.

I use a combined test chart illuminator and holder frame, (See

Fig. i) box shaped, painted black, 2 ft. 9 in. long by 12 in. wide

and y/\ in. deep. On cither side is a prism receptacle of horse-

shoe shape, 4 in. by 3 in. overall dimensions, set at obliquity to the

face of the card, 6 prisms in each side facing the card. I found

that the six prisms cast too much shadow on the letters, and hence

I i)ainted the three on the same plane as the card, black, which re-

moved the shadows, and now tlie charts have tlie appearance of

being illuminated from behind by transmitted light. They have

the advantage over those on glass in that one is able to change the

card at will, using white chart with black letters, black chart with

white letters, illiterate chart, v\c. T use four 25-watt, frosted tip

vacuum lamps, two on each side attached to the centre of the

horseshoe with a projection of i^^ in. The lamjis arc .\ in. from

cither side of the test chart and j'.j in. in front of chart. .\t tlie
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Fig. I.—Illuminated Test Chart Holder.

top of the frame is a light tin screen painted black on the outside,

with a projection of 4.75 in. This serves to reflect the light down-

ward over the center of the test chart. The test chart holder is

attached to the wall 3 ft. 6 in. above the floor. The patient, sitting

on the opposite side of the room, is so placed that his eyes are on

a level with the center of the test chart.

I have tried other forms of illumination for my test charts : box

lined with mirrors with polished reflector at one side; (testing out

bulbs of different watt capacity) also flood lighting; but I have

found the test chart holder, first described, most satisfactory and

least tiring to patients being examined. Patients often remark on

the softness of the light and on how much less eye fatigue they

experience by this method than when other type of reflectors have

been used.

For the reading test types, I use an ordinary wall bracket,

placed 34 in. above and to the left of the examinary chair, with an

8 in. tin reflector, painted white inside and black outside. In this

I place a 25-watt type B lamp frosted. If use is made of too high

an illumination for the test types, the glasses so prescribed are not
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adaptable to ordinary working conditions. If a patient can see

and be comfortable with a lense prescribed at a low degree of il-

lumination, he will have no trouble in seeing with it if the illumi-

nation is high. I also use daylight for the reading test, the ex-

amining chair being placed with its back and side toward a

window.

When taking the patient's history I ask the following questions

:

1. The number of hours of continuous near-work done each

day and nature of work.

2. Position of his desk and if it faces the windows.

3. If he works by direct daylight, or by daylight reflected

from a glaring wall opposite his office windows.

4. Whether artificial illumination is used for desk or machine,

and if so, as to whether light is direct, semi-direct or

indirect.

In every case where the lighting conditions are poor in their

homes or at their work, I offer suggestions for the betterment of

such. I usually find that employers care more for the general ar-

rangement and appearance of the desks and machines, and

school committees for the position of the teachers' desks, than

they do for the eye comfort of their employees.

For my oplithalmoscope and skiascope I use electric current ;

either a 4-cp. frosted carbon, or a 15-watt all frosted, type B
tungsten lamp and a Loring oj)hthalmoscoj)e. I use a De Zeng

ophthalniosc()j)e for bedside and home examinations. Tlie light I

prefer, but which 1 cannot have, because my olllce is not pi|>ed for

gas, is that from the Argand burner, as the light can be raised or

lowered at will. I use an adjustable double armed bracket which

can be easily moved from one side of the jtatieut to the other,

when examining the right or the left eye, for botli oj)hthalnios-

copic and ski.'isco|)ic examinations. h'or tlu' renioxal ot' lOrcign
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bodies from the upper lid and the cornea, I prefer dayUght, but

may use Hght reflected from a bracket lamp or the Wurdemann

transilluminator with a cord attached to a wall rheostat. For all

office operations I use daylight, if it is good ; when not, a 25-watt

or 50-watt type B lamp with reflector. The lamp suggested by

Mr. Ward Harrison appeals to me, although I have never tried it.

He gives the following description : **It is similar to a commercial

floodlight unit, is equipped with a stippled glass lens mounted on

a standard easily adjustable for height and mounted on rollers.

This unit will provide high intensities for local work, the stippled

lens producing sufficient diffusion to eliminate harsh shadows."

We will now consider the answers received from the oto-laryn-

gologists

:

Question No. 1 : Do you use daylight or artificial light or com-

bined lighting in your office ?

25 use combined lighting.

3 use daylight only.

2 use artificial exclusively.

Question No. 2 : If artificial light, what particular appliance

do you use for such lighting, candlepower, style of lamp, etc?

4 use gas.

33 use electricity.

I uses indirect Hghting.

I uses semi-indirect lighting.

35 use direct lighting.

I writes : "Direct lighting is an extravagant luxury, semi-indirect is

quite correct."

1 uses a AlacKenzie condenser and Welsbach mantle.

2 use a Welsbach gas mantle.

I uses an ordinary gas bracket, with gas chimney, because he can get

the light from any angle, witiiout changing the position of the

patient.

I uses a lOO-watt tungsten lamp.

I uses 60-watt tungsten Coakley lamp, "the most practical and least

strain on eyes of any on the market."

I uses 35-watt tungsten lamps for office illumination, with 40-watt

tungsten lamps for reflected Hght in cavities, always frosted

globe, re-inforced by large lens.
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I uses for general lighting a loo-cp. tungsten lamp, and for ex-

amination a plano-convex lens.

I uses overhead circles of incandescent lamps which produce no

shadows on the field of operation.

I uses 25-watt lamps in a chandelier.

I uses overhead cluster, ground glass, indirect lights and side wall

brackets.

I uses a round, frosted 60-watt tungsten lamp.

I uses a 25-watt tungsten lamp, Mackenzie condenser. He prefers an

electric head lamp for operating and ordinary head band for

general use.

I uses 75-cp. tungsten lamp.

I uses 60-watt tungsten lamp with condenser lens in front.

I uses a round plano-convex lens, 40-watt tungsten lamp in a Coakley

laryngoscopic stand.

I uses a lOO-cp. ground glass lamp with a Coakley condenser.

I uses a loo-watt stereopticon tungsten lamp.

I uses a 50-cp. arc lamp.

I uses a 280-watt stereopticon lamp.

I uses a 40-watt Mackenzie condenser.

I uses a i6-cp. tungsten lamp.

I uses a tungsten lamp.

I uses a round bulb, 40-watt tungsten lamp.

I uses a Dclavan portable lamp with a condenser lens in front.

I uses 15-watt to loo-watt tungsten lamps.

I uses 40-cp. tungsten lamps for examining the patient and various

electric lamps for diagnosis.

I uses 36-watt tungsten lamps frosted, with clear spot in the center.

I uses a 50-cp. ground glass lamp.

I uses a loo-cp. tungsten lamp with plano-convex lens for examination

and operating.

I uses a 25-watt tungsten stereopticon lamp with Coakley condenser

with lens on a universal arm stand.

I uses a lOO-watt tungsten lamp and stereopticon, also a bull's eye

lantern with a ico-watt tungsten lamp.

I uses a Mcyrowitz specialty lamp with condenser.

6 use the Coakley lamp with difTcrent size bulbs.

Here a^^aiii \vc have a diversity of ()[)ini(jii as lo the dei^ree of

illuiiiinalion needed for llie olo-laryn^olojjists' line of work. I

have permission from I)r. 1). I>. Delavan to (jiiote his letter in

answer to my letter of iiKiniiy. Altlioiij;]i an olo lafynijolo^ist

he treats the subject of illumin.ilion wilh full appreciation of the

defects and advantages of present ilay li^ditinj;.
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"Your subject is opportune and important. At some of our most

important clinics the lighting arrangements are such as to inflict

severe eye-stain. In many offices an unguarded, white incandes-

cent lamp is used. Personally, I believe

:

1. That the incandescent lamp is far superior to the old forms.

(Gas, etc.)

2. White lamps are the most dazzling. Blue lamps are far superior

—

less trying to the eye sight, while they present the natural colors of

the parts.

3. The exposed lamp is unnecessary and very dazzling. Some form

of protector is a great saving of eye sight and an aid to the concen-

tration of the light.

4. Of "condensers" that model invented by Sir Morrell Mackenzie, or

some modification of it, is the best. I enclose a model of one of

my own, made many years ago and used with satisfaction ever

since.

5. In all of these the light is condensed by means of a plano-convex

lens. In using the electric lamp it is essential that the light radia-

ting directly from the films of the bulb be diffused. For the pur-

pose of diffusing the light, I many years ago called attention to the

fact that the plane surface of the lens must be ground. I claim to

have first suggested this very important principle. Without its

application the successful use of the light from the electric lamp is

almost impossible.

I hope you will do something to educate the present generation, which

seems to insist upon securing a maximum of eye-strain with a

minimum of result."

I should like also to quote in part from one of the oto-laryngolo-

gists, who is also a member of the Illuminating Engineering So-

ceity, and who uses both daylight and artificial light. This

specialist has had much more experience than I have had in the

lighting of such offices in question, and has answered my enquiry

more fully than other oto-laryngologists

:

"As an ear, nose and throat specialist I use daylight as well as arti-

ficial light. First, however, daylight will be considered.

My office has been selected with these points in view. Direct sun

rays are avoided and unobstructed skylight is used. That is to

say, city chimneys, towers, or high structures are blotted out. In

fact, a north light is sought, because the light is generally well

diffused and more uniformly distributed. Furthermore, I have

found the amount of light, as well as kind of light, less subject to

variability at this point, namely, due north, than any other point

of the compass. A dark green drop curtain of thick texture serves
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at will to bar the admittance of too diffused light, and also renders

negligible reflections from red brick walls or chimneys. The office

ceiling is cream colored with a dull finish, and the walls are of the

same color with a dull finish.

I now take up the question of artificial light. I use Dr. Coakley's

light container with plano-convex or bull's eye lens. The appara-

tus is mounted upon an upright support. It is admirably adapted

for office work of the ear, nose and throat specialist. It is simple

in construction. It can be moved about easily by means of the

physician's foot. It can be revolved in a horizontal plane, or in a

perpendicular plane. Moreover, it can be adjusted to any desired

height. The light in the container can be controlled at will by

means of an electric foot-switch. The "Bryant" electric foot-switch

appeals to me. A few of its strong points may be enumerated as

follows

:

a. The light can be operated in a cleanly manner.

b. The current can be turned on and off at will.

c. Several lines of operation can be carried on from a single line or

socket.

d. There is less cost of maintenance.

e. When not in use no unnecessary light remains to annoy the patient

or the physician.

In the Coakley container I prefer to use the 25-watt tungsten-filament

lamp to the former carbon-filament lamp.

It is well to have an arrangement of wires by means of two systems.

Then, if one fuse should blow out, the other source could be used.

A change of plugs and cords would enable one to continue his office

work with an imperceptible delay.

The ear, nose and throat specialist uses a head mirror with a central

perforation, which serves as an outlook for the left or rit:ht eye.

This mirror is made with a definite focal distance, it may be more

or less than three decimeters. One may at will fully adjust the

mirror, especially in reference to artificial li.uht, as far as the

Coakley Inill's eye lens is concerned. Thus no lij^ht will be per-

mitted to fall in the patient's eyes. The patient is most grateful

for this added attention. From time to time it would be wise to

make use of one eye and then the other, as far as the head mirror

is conccrncfl. In this way, one eye will not be ovor-oxcrciscd at

the expense of the other eye."

The field nf illiiniination in oto-larynpolo^y has been sd well

covered by its menihcrs that it leaves little for me to say. The

cfficaey of the Coakley lamp seems to lin\e been established.
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Its simplicity of design appeals to me, and with intelligent

manipulation of the lamp, the eyes of both the operator and

patient can be well protected from glare.

I will close my paper with the replies of the dentists to my
enquiries

:

Question No. i : Do you use daylight or artificial light or

combined lighting in your office ?

25 use combined lighting on dark days and winter afternoons.

4 use artificial light for late afternoons and evenings occasionally.

3 use daylight only, stopping work when it grows dim.

Northerly light is preferred by all but one, because it is freer from

shadows. The single exception prefers southerly exposure.

One wrote "all artificial light is a poor substitute for daylight."

Question No. 2: If artificial light, what particular appliance

do you use for such lighting, candlepower, style of lamp, etc?

I uses semi-indirect.

4 use indirect.

27 use direct.

None use gas.

Style of Lamp Used.

9 use Rheinlight.

I uses Archer.

I uses Phoenix.

4 use dentiscope.

6 use Bosworth or modified Bosworth.

I uses Litch.

I uses 75-watt blue daylight lamp.

6 use mouth lamps.

3 use head lamps.

I uses a 50-cp. tungsten reading lamp with reflector, with small shield

to protect the eyes of patient.

I uses a plano-convex lens lamp with 50-watt light for reflected light.

I uses a small electric lamp in the mouth.

As to lighting there seems to be less diversity of opinion among

the dentists, than there is among the physicians.
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Dr. Frederick E. Cheney, in answering my enquiries to opthal-

mologists, offers this valuable suggestion to dentists

:

"I would suggest that dentists using artificial light, would make many
of their patients more comfortable if they had tinted spectacles for

patients' eyes, not, of course, necessary in all cases, but light is

bright for certain cases who have a mild congenital intolerance of

light."

I may add that such glasses might be worn to advantage also

when the daylight is strong and bright. It is well to bear in mind
that such glasses should be carefully disinfected after use, thus

carr}'ing out the principle of sterilization of all instruments.

My criticism of most of the lamps used is that they are of too

high intensity. The position in front, or to the side of the patient,

where the lamp is usually placed, so as to illuminate the field of

operation, must of necessity result in a great strain on the eyes

and nervous system of the operator, as well as of the patient. I

may mention here that an operator who has continually to adjust

a lamp, cannot keep his hands sterile. Such a procedure is con-

trary to all present day teachings of surgical technique.

As the dentist's practice is confined mostly to office work, he

starts his working hours early in the day, and, unless an emer-

gency occurs, he can ordinarily cease work when daylight becomes

insufficient for his requirements. Probably for this reason he

makes more use of daylight than of artificial light. This fact

seems to have been borne out by my statistics. Unless the small

area in which the dentist works is well lighted, many tooth cavities

may be overlooked and work improperly done.

The work of most of the ophthalmologists, oto-laryngologists,

and dentists, is a great tax on the eyesight, and hence the daylight

and artificial light used by them should be made as perfect as

possible.

I understand that mucli is being done at Nela Park, Cleveland,

0., and the Kdison Lamp Works, Harrison. N. J., on the subject

of the ilhiminatioii of (Untists' offices, and they have in use certain

lamps which remove \hv objectionable features of glare and

shadow.
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The above statistics and suggestions which I have brought be-

fore you may pave the way for further investigations by members

of the Illuminating Engineering Society, and help, at least, to

form a basis for the standardization of the illumination of Snellen

and other test charts, and thus serve for the better illumination of

all physicians' offices.

We admit that cost plays an important part with many physi-

cians. They desire adequate illumination, but often look upon it

as one of the things they can do without.

As you doubtless perceive, the trend of my paper has been to-

ward the conservation of vision, which is sometimes lost sight of

in our desire for greater light intensities. The main thing is to

secure the most efficient illumination with the least eye-strain.

DISCUSSION

The papers by Dr. Tingley, Mr. Maijgren, and Dr. Russell

were discussed together. See page 35.



SURGICAL LAMPS*

BY THORVALD MAIJGREN**

The history of the surgical lamp is really a history of

modern diagnosis and treatment. Before its advent physicians

had to rely upon the head mirror giving a reflected light, and

which could only be used for surface diagnosis or for a cavity

sufficiently large to allow of surface examination.

The first real surgical lamp utilized was for the ureth-

roscope. Previously a certain type of considerably larger size

had been used for mouth and throat examinations. This lamp

really did not accomplish any better result than the older method

obtained through the reflected light of the head mirror and could

not be classed as a surgical lamp as it really was nothing but an

ordinary toy lamp such as used in those early days and which was

attached to a tongue depressor and offered to the physicians as

a mouth illuminator.

In the year IcSqS a wandering electrician named Preston

called on the physicians in the city of Rochester offering a

mouth lamp such as the one just referred to and happened to

meet Dr. Henry Koch, a genito-urinary surgeon, who frankly

told Preston that his instrument was of little or no value to a

physician, but stated that if he could produce a lamp of limited

size and comparatively cold it would probably be useful and

would fill a need long felt by the profession. Mr. Preston

stated that he would try, and after considerable experimental

work under the direction of Dr. Koch he presented a small flat

lamj), measuring about 8 mm. in length, 3 mm. in width

and about 1.5 mm. in thickness. This lamp was attached to an

urethroscope designed by Dr. Koch and thus the first surgical

lamp and first electrically lighted surgical instrument was con-

structed in this country. It is proper to state without going

any further that the surgical lamp used in connection with the

cystoscope had been made and utilized in Cicrmaiiy a few years

previous to this time, and for this due credit should be given to

Dr. Nitze of Berlin. This lamp, however, was so large and

•A pnprr pre»*ntf(i hrforr tht New York Section of tlx- IlhmiiiialinK Kngineering
Socirly, April 14, |i>2i.

••Tlic Kl«"clri>-Surj{ical Inslnunciil Comimiiy, K<H:lirstrr, N. Y.
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radiated so much heat that it could not be used for the ureth-

roscope and not in the bladder except in connection with water

dilatation, that is with the bladder filled with water, to modify

the heat radiated by the lamp. The Preston lamp w^th the Koch
urethroscope was a decided advance in the surgical field, as

previous to this time the only source of light that had been

utilized in the urethra was a heated platinum wire used according

to the Oberlaender method of illumination. This method was

both dangerous and unsatisfactory, owing to the great and

constant danger of burning the patient. The great pain caused

by the heat and the necessarily large amount of current required

for heating the platinum wire were serious disadvantages.

Furthermore, the light was so limited and so uncertain that com-

paratively poor results were obtained when utilizing this method

for treatment and the diagnosis was most uncertain. Thus the

surgical lamp as produced in this country brought a great

revolution in the field of surgery. The American lamp was
superior with regard both to size and utility. This was proven

by the fact that for many years physicians who wxnt abroad and

purchased French and German cystoscopes, upon their arrival

in this country purposely removed the foreign lamps from their

fittings and substituted American lamps because with the latter

they could obtain more light with less current and the heat was
so much less that they could use them either with water or air

for dilatation when examining and treating diseases of the

bladder or catheterizing the ureters.

So great was the enthusiasm created in the medical pro-

fession by the Koch urethroscope that it was immediately taken

up by the leading physicians and surgeons in their different

special branches. The proctologist found the surgical lamp, when
properly utilized, of immense value in his work. The procto-

scope and the sigmoidoscope, when equipped .with a surgical lamp,

became instruments through which a heretofore unseen field

could be explored, diagnosed and treated. He could with the

sigmoidoscope, without injury or even discomfort and without

an anaesthetic, explore the entire rectal cavity from the anus to

the sigmoid. This achievement was of the utmost value, as an

early and a certain diagnosis and immediate treatment in this

particular field of surgery is of the greatest importance and has
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been the means of saving thousands of patients from a Hfe of

dreadful suffering and an early death.

The bronchoscopist was not slow in utilizing the opportuni-

ties offered by advantages afforded by the surgical lamp and the

result has been a complete revolution in this field of work. With

the specially constructed instruments, of which the lamp is the

most important part, he has entered into and explored the

oesophagus, even extending his exploration into the stomach.

The trachea as well as the bronchi have been entered, explored

and treated. Untold lives, particularly among children, have been

saved through the pharyngoscope and the bronchoscope, as

foreign substances such as safety pins, buttons, coins and even

artificial teeth, etc., have been removed from the trachea and

the bronchi through the instruments mentioned and with the aid

of specially constructed forceps. A considerable amount of ex-

perimental work and great mechanical skill and ingenuity have

been exercised in constructing these instruments. They have

enabled the surgeons to enter the lungs and drain abcesses, re-

move foreign bodies and cut away obstructions on the living

patient. These operations could never have been accomplished

but for this surgical lamp, as it has, so to speak, shown the way

at all times during the exploration and during the work in ".he

passages and organs referred to.

Many instruments, too numerous to mention in this paper,

have been successfully constructed and tremendous advantages

obtained by the use of the surgical lamp, but I consider the

nasopharyngoscoj)e to be so far the crowning success of these

achievements. This instrument is equipped with optical lenses

and a prism forming a periscope so that by turning the instru-

ment the surgeon has an illuminated view in every direction

When it is introduced through the nostril a well illuminated

view of the interior of the maxillary antrum may be obtained,

the opening of the eustachian tubes can be seen and a clear and

well defined view of the larynx, as well as of the vocal chords

is i)rcscntcd. Never had it been jiossiblc to sec these various

internal organs and cavities accurately except during post mor-

tem examinations and the results obtained by the use of the

sigmoidoscope, bronchoscope and cystoscopc arc nearly as re-

markable.
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I take it for granted that all wish to know what further

progress can be obtained and what further improvements can be

made in connection with the subject of electrically-lighted

surgical instruments and the utilization of the surgical lamp.

It is safe to say that the principal progress in the future will be

accomplished in the way of transillumination through stronger

light with greater penetration into the various tissues of the living

body. A promising field for this kind of illumination is undoubt-

edly the higher transillumination of the region of the frontal and

other nasal sinuses and also possibly a better transillumination of

the digestive organs probably by the method of inserting a power-

ful lamp through the oesophagus into the stomach and thus ob-

serving the pylorus and duodenal region from the exterior when

obstructions prevent the introduction of the gastroscope.

The principal feature of electrically-lighted surgical

instruments of the scope or tubular variety is that they be made
as small in calibre and with as large a light output as possible.

To obtain this result it is important that the circuit carrying the

lighting current take as little room as possible and of course be

so concealed and protected that blood or other fluid cannot reach

it to cause short circuit or any other disarrangement.

In conclusion I wish to assert that in all human history no

lamp ever invented has contributed so much to the welfare of the

race, has done so much to alleviate suffering and preserve human
life as the surgical lamp. I wish also to pay my tribute to the

noble medical profession whose patient and unselfish devotion

to their calling has made these wonderful results possible.

DISCUSSION
The papers by Dr. Tingley, Mr. Maijgren, and Dr. Russell

were discussed together. See page 35.



ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING IN DENTISTRY*

BY DR. PERCY RUSSELL**

It has already been pointed out that there are several branches

of the healing art whose workers need special lighting for their

operations. The general surgeon, the eye, ear, nose, and

throat specialist, and the dentist, (to mention only a few), have

problems which differ yery much among themselves, and differ

from the problem of the general illumination of reading rooms,

reception rooms, retiring rooms, lobbies, stores, etc. It may be

that our nearness to the problem makes our own difficulties seem

great, but I think we are safe in saying that the problem of the

dentist calls for as much ingenuity on the part of illuminating en-

gineers as does any of the others. Illuminating engineers have

of course, mastered the principles of illumination in general, and,

in so far as the commercial interests with which they have to deal

have been willing to adopt their views, they have admirably suc-

ceeded along many special lines. But in the dental field they have

perhaps not as yet been sufficiently encouraged to embody their

knowledge in useful apparatus.

One reason for this is that up to the present the business

manager has been too often the operator himself, which means

that having his own physiological, anatomical, surgical, and other

problems uppermost in his mind, he has been unable to give suffi-

cient attention to the lighting of his operatory or the construction

of illuminators. I believe this is indicated by the fact that

hospitals in which the surgeon and the manager are different

persons, are better illuminated than dental offices in which

generally the manager and the operator are the same person. So it

has been left too largely to the dental manufacturers to work out

the problem of lij^^hting in dental practice, and these men have not

been in as close touch with the illuminating cni^inecrs as they ought

to be and have not generally so analyzed the dental problem as

to be in position to avail themselves intelligently of the availal)le

knowledge; and they have failed in great degree to acquaint the

•A pnjirr prrnrntr*! hrforc tlie New York Section t>f the iniiniinittiiiK Ht>K">''<"''"K
Socirty. April M. luJi.

••Thr I-'lrrlro-Dr-iitiil MiitniractiiriiiK Company, riiil.nlrlpJn.i. Pa.
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illuminating engineer with the peculiar problems in dentistry

which might long ago have been solved if parties could have been
brought into team-work relations.

We are safe in saying that some dental offices are well illumi-

nated by natural light when the weather is most favorable. Such
an office is provided with a large window extending to a high ceil-

ing, looking out upon the north side of the building, with a sky-

area entirely unobstructed. The walls of the room are white or

nearly so, from the ceiling down to the wainscoting, and the ceil-

ing is white. The floor and wainscoting are darker colored. On a

clear day the deep blue sky floods the interior with light of very

good quality. The bracket table and the mouth of the patient are

well illuminated, not only by the direct light from the sky, but by
that which is reflected from the ceiling and walls and the oper-

ator's white uniform. However, there are many offices whose

windows have a poor outlook upon the sky, and often the skylight

itself is poor, or gone entirely. Then the operator needs an illum-

inator capable of flooding the office with the same quality and

quantity of light that comes in from the unobstructed sky-area on

a bright day.

Moreover, there are certain operations in the mouth, the

proper performance of which requires even more light than this.

It must be remembered that the surfaces of the teeth with which

the dentist has to deal, (much more frequently than with the soft

parts), face in all directions, some of them backward. Remember

too, that the lips and cheeks have a way of limiting the direction in

which the light can enter the mouth, as well as the position of

the operator's eyes. When a cavity opens toward the rear, the

dentist is forced to use a reflector to catch some of the skylight,

direct it into the cavity, and at the same time hold his eyes in

position to receive the returning rays. Sometimes this is easy

but occasionally the operator's head most obstinately cuts off the

incoming light, leaving the cavity in semi-darkness. -Then, since

neither the skylight nor that from the illuminator, to make use

enter from outside, it is necessary for the operator, to make use

of a lamp.

Much effort of an empirical rather than scientific sort, has

been made to provide the dentist with satisfactory lamps of those
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two forms; these being the two original phases of the dental

lighting problem. But there is a third phase of the problem which

has some very different characteristics.

There is a comparatively large cavity in the bone of the face;

a cavity below the eye socket, to the side of the nose, above the

first molar tooth, let us say. This cavity opens into the nose and

sometimes becomes infected from the nasal passage. Then
again, at times the roots of some of the teeth enter it and, in

certain conditions, there are discharges into it from the teeth. In

these, and other cases, it may become a breeding place for such

quantities of microbes that the whole cavity becomes filled with

malignant pus. Such conditions are very serious and sometimes

have continued for months without either physician or dentist

being any the wiser, when neither one possessed ready means for

making quick examinations.

This cavity can be examined by light projected through its

surrounding bony and fleshy walls, and for this purpose another

form of illuminator is needed. This form is called, after the

abbreviated name of that cavity the "antrum lamp" (though it is

also Hjsed elsewhere) and it must emit a very bright light. During

the past fifteen years considerable effort has been made to provide

a more satisfactory bulb for this illuminator, and it has been some-

what improved.

We have before us then, for consideration, three forms of

dental illuminator : first for general lighting to sujiplcment day-

light, or take its place entirely; second to generate li.irht within the

mouth for viewing surfaces by light reflected from them; and a

third, to generate light within the mouth for viewing tissues by

liglit transmitted through tJvou.

These three forms of ilhnninalor being rc(|uircil to function

very differently, of course, differ greatly in size, shape. |K)\vcr,

brilliancy, method of ai)plication, etc. Before the advent of the

incandescent electric lamp, form A was represented by a gas or oil

lamp with a reflector behind, and sometimes with a wator-fillotl

lens in front. Later, when the electric bulb took the i)lace of the

lamp, the reflectors and lenses and housings were experimented

with a great deal, and some progress was made.

Then it was suddenly discovered that everybody had been

working in the wrong direction; that no matter how good this
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form of apparatus might be made it would still not be well adapted

to its purpose. This happened about sixteen or seventeen years

ago when Dr. M. L. Rhein, a dentist of New York City, had made
for himself a 4-lamp cluster, fitted with prismatic, diffusing globes,

but without lenses. It was then seen that the old spot-light

principle was wrong; that the light needed to come from a large

area in order to convert the formerly troublesome umbras into the

now almost disappearing penumbras; that this object was best

accomplished by an illuminator which allowed much light to

escape in every direction so as to illuminate up the whole room
and its contents, and that this also resulted in saving the eye strain

due to the former necessity of gazing alternately at brilliantly and

poorly lighted objects. Our ideal now it to illuminate the oper-

ating room artificially exactly as a perfect and unobstructed sky

does it naturally. It would seem to be possible to arrange lamps,

reflectors, diffusers, absorbers, and what not, in such a way as

to provide the needed quantity of light, having the right chromatic

qualities and devoid of the wrong thermal qualities, a so-called

white light is undoubtedly preferable to work by.

It seems that when the dentist is provided with enough light its

color is poor, and there is too much heat with it, while when we
try to give it to him of the right color, there is not enough of it,

and yet the heat is still greater. This is a condition which it is

very desirable to remedy.

Now let us consider the two small intra-oral lamps, the forms I

have called B and C.

Form B is mounted in the handle of what the dentist calls a

mouth mirror ; that is, it ought to be in the handle and 'we bluff

ourselves into thinking it so; but really the lamp is in a separate

housing of comparatively large dimensions with the mirror handle

strapped to the side of it. This combination is made in various

designs by different manufacturers, each one with some good

points and some poor ones. Some are strong and heavy like

ours, some slender and weakly constructed; some easy to take

apart, others too brittle to be practical, and so on. Not one of

them is right in all respects, most of them are wrong in several

respects, and all of them wrong in at least one respect—the color

of their light. Of course, the lamp makers are not directly re-

sponsible for the mounting of their lamps, but indirectly they are.
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Give us small, cool, durable bulbs at a reasonable price and we
flatter ourselves that we can build electric mouth mirrors of very-

decent smallness and sell some, even though their light is yellow,

but if the bulb makers can go further and make them emit a white

light and still run cool, we will sell many more of them, and they

will not only be a credit to you and, by contiquity, to us, but will

be a boon to both the dentist and the patient, because of the strain

removed from the eyes of the former and tlie better service re-

ceived by the latter. This is no idle fancy but a practical need in

dentistry. The operator can only do justice to his work when all

the tissues are clearly seen. Had the eyes of man been developed

evolutionally in the yellow light of our present day lamps, then no

doubt we would all be able to see better by yellow than by white

light, but thanks to our old mother nature who kept us away from

artificial lights while the race was young, we became so accus-

tomed to seeing by sunlight that light of this character is best for

us.

The form I am calling C differs much from B in relative size and

power. While one to two candlepower is ample in B for surface

lighting in the mouth, the trans-illuminating lamp C must develop

20 cp. or more in order to be satisfactorily effective and this must

be projected in a narrow beam through an opening in the side of a

hood. The bulb could be as large as 0.5 in. in diameter and i in.

long, or it might be a 0.75 in. sphere,but it must run reasonably

cool without the clumsy jacket and tubes that have been tried

for carrying off the heat by water or compressed air. And I

ask whether for trans-illuminating teeth gums and bones, the light

ought to be white. We find that partial blanching of a tissue,

for instance, driving the blood out by pressure, allows freer jkmi-

et ration of the yellow rays we use at present. This makes an

enormous difference in the effectiveness of a lam|). A lamp which

could be handled in this way within the mouth, for twenty or

thirty seconds at a time, together with a j)roperly shaped trans-

parent applicator ])ressed against the face to drive the blood from

the surface tissues, would add immensely to the value of this

method of antrum examination.

r)nc must not forget that while making all this a(laj>ta-

tions, the lamj)s for intra-orai use must "boilable." The human
month in tlic^c days of mushy, delicicnt foods. j)liy>ically and
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virtually denatured, has become such a veritable inculator for

serious communicable diseases that it is unsafe to carry material

of any kind from one mouth to another except by way of the

sterilizer. Any illuminator used in the mouth must be so built

as to come apart easily, and the separate parts must be uninjured

by "boiling" and be easily dried before putting together. It is

sometimes said, in extenuation of this disability of the commercial

lamp, that it is not necessary that the lamp bulb should come into

contact with any part of the patient's anatomy, and hence that it

can be used so as never to need sterilizing. This may be

theoretically true, but it is not alw^ays practically possible.

Until so made, they will not satisfy the dentist nor will they

inspire confidence in the dentist's patients. In the only safe

dental office routine the whole armamentarium is handled in

such a way that the operator would be willing to accept his little

daughter as a substitute patient at any time whatever, without

wishing to take any extra precaution.

Now, after this general review of the three phrases of the

lighting problem in dentistry, we might summarize each phase

ideally thus

:

Form A. An illuminator capable of generating a light so closely

simulating the blue, north-sky light that if gradually turned on

while a black curtain gradually shut the daylight completely from

the room neither the operator's eye nor the photo—now the

chromo—nor the thermo meters would detect the difference.

Form B. An electric mouth mirror of one to two candlepower,

emitting a white light without heat ;all parts "boilable." The bulb

being not more than three-sixteenths of an inch in diameter,

having good life, and being of reasonable cost.

Form C. An intra-oral trans-illuminator for the teeth, bones

of the face and jaws, emitting 20 to 30 cp. Without heat; all parts

''boilable," the bulb being not more than 0.5 in. in diameter by i in.

long, with good life, and of reasonable cost.

Of course one must not expect to realize this ideal immediately,

but in view of the very serious shortcomings of present illumi-

nators of all three forms, it is hoped that something good is now
about ready for us along the line of the most important and most

difficult points, namely heat and color, size and cost.
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DISCUSSION

Dr. M. I. ScHAMBERG : This is an intensely interesting subject

particularly to professional men. There are a number of distinct

problems that are brought up and the subject is almost too large

to cover in every detail.

Another phase of the subject is illumination in instruments for

surgical rather for various medical purposes, as the instrument

for illumination of cystoscopes. That, however, is a distinct field

in which the instrument maker is more concerned than the illumi-

nating engineer.

There is another phase of lighcing, however, that is highly im-

portant and that is the illumination of the cavities of the body, the

mouth, the nose, the ear, the abdominal cavity, the external dental

parts and the rectum, which require certain t^-pes, as a rule, of

projected light.

My work is within the mouth. I have been working with e\'ery

type of lamp that has come out for a number of years and have

finally developed something which I believe is a distinct innovation

in lighting. I brought one of the lamps with me this evening but

I do not want to impose myself upon you unless you care to see it.

It is a series of mirrors made out of blue glass so as to absorb

the yellow rays but as nearly as possible to imitate the white light

of daylight. The lamp is arranged in such a way that you can

project light into the mouth, the ear, the nose or any part of the

face without striking the eyes of the patient.

I was rather impressed with the statement of the first paper

where it was mentioned that when patients are exposed for some

time, as they arc in the dental chair, to intense light their eyes

should be protected. I think that the day will come when dentists

will work very much like nose and throat men entirely by artificial

light because it is more uniform, you can get a uniform ilhimina-

tion of a definite decree of intensity, whereas daylight is variable.

Tlic Lord evidently intended that wc should stand the strong

rays of sunlight otherwise we would not really have such intense

sunlight as is occasionlly our good f(^rtune to see upon a clear day

and yet we would not care to use that sunlight either for reading

purposes or for close work. You would not care to read a ncws-

pa|)er in the sun, hut tlu-rc niiglit he another piece of work in

which every hit of daylight available would be of use. The
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gradations of light must be governed by the type of work at hand

;

and in the past we have been endeavoring to work in the mouth

with insufficient illumination and I think there is not a dentist who

has not been straining his eyes, because of this fact, while he is

doing work on the mouth.

For a year and a half I have been working with a lamp which I

devised for this purpose which enables me to keep my operating

chair at some distance from the window. Daylight is used to

illuminate the room and this lamp projects the light into the mouth

directly upon the part that is to be used for operation.

This lamp has attracted quite a little interest on account of its

unusual makeup and I am more interested in having you see it be-

cause no description is quite the same as seeing the lamp itself.

This one happens to be in a light weight casing.

The Edison people maintain that the icxD-watt stereoptican bulb

is not guaranteed for lOO burning hours and it appeared to be one

of the great drawbacks of the lamp until we devised a system of

ventilation which has enabled me to use one of these bulbs for a

year and a half without changing. They also claim that the bulb

must be burned in the erect position. We have burned it in the

horizontal and oblique position. At first before we adopted this

system of ventilation by means of this air chamber between the

shield which protects the eye from the direct rays, we found we
burned out every socket to which we applied this bulb because the

lamp reflected the light and heat back of this socket. The prin-

ciple of this lamp is the reflection from the part of the bulb upon

a series of mirrors, you can see the rays emanating from the

mirrors projecting forward. With this lamp we produce an

illumination of the oral cavity without the eye strain of the

operator or the patient because we can direct the light immediately

below the level of the eye.

Dr. H. L. Lynah : I have been interested for some time in

this illuminating business especially so in the bronchoscopes and

the laryngoscopes. In the work in that line, there is used a re-

flected light source that directs rays in such a way that you can

see some distance but the great difficulty is that the patient coughs

and clouds up the mirror. In the instruments made by one com-

pany, they have devised a method which gives sufficient illumina-

tion far down in the lung or in the stomach. With those in-
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struments, it is \cry easy to remove secretion so that you do not

lose any time.

Somebody may ask how about secretion of the patient coughing

out constantly. The operator must have a number of bulbs at the

side and one nurse is employed to keep the bulbs clean and they

are taken off and on.

Ward Harrison : Recently we spent a considerable amount

of time in developing a lighting unit for a throat specialist and

succeeded in producing one that was very satisfactory. This

particular unit is an application of the ordinary floodlights which

have been developed during the war. It consists of a flood light-

ing mirror about i8 inches in diameter and is equipped with a day-

light lamp. A powerful beam can be directed toward the patient.

A diffusing front cover glass was used to eliminate striation and

spread the beam somewhat.

The unit received very favorable expressions of opinion from

a number of surgeons beside the one for whom it was developed,

and it seemed to us that a projector of this type should be made
widely available. However, we have been unable to find anyone

who would attempt to place it on the market because the com-

mercial difficulties are so great that the party who took it up prob-

ably would not secure a return on his investment. This is a sor-

did viewpoint but one that must be met eventually in every de-

velopment of this kind.

L. C. Porter : Dr. Russell pointed out some very logical lines

for improvement in both dental and surgical lamps, and as a lamp

manufacturer, I should like to bring up a few of the ways in

which some of the surgeons, dentists and manufacturing concerns

can assist the lamp manufacturer.

Two of the points which Dr. Russell brought out were these

—

the necessity of a lamp which would generate less heat and (^f a

lamp with whiter light. There have hcvu rapid strides made
aU)ng both of these lines. In going from the carbon filament

lamp to the tungsten filament lamp, the latter has very largely re-

duced the heat. I think there are possibilities of j^oing still

further. Of course, the heat is more or less tied up with the

efficiency of the lain]), and the cfliciency of tlie lamj) is licxl up

with the life; the shorter the life, the more light one ean get out

of it in |n-o|)oition to the energy which you put into it.
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On the question of color, it should be possible to build some of

these small surgical and dental lamps with a type of glass similar

to that used in the larger lamps for color matching purposes, in

other words, some of the daylight blue glass.

I think the lamp manufacturers owe it to the general public to

look into this subject and see what can be done to improve and

develop the general line of lamps for surgical and dental work,

and I am very glad to say there is already under way a movement

on the part of lamp manufacturers to do this.

In the past, these small lamps have been developed as people

wanted them and nobody seemed to know what they did want.

One manufacturer would want a lamp that he could operate with

a certain size dry battery. Somebody else would want a lamp to

be operated in series with a resistance. Another fellow had a

bright idea to put his lamp on a little transformer. Under such

conditions, it is almost impossible to develop the best lamp of this

type.

In going over a list of surgical lamps that we have been called

on to make during the past two or three years, we found there

were some eighty different types of surgical and dental instru-

ment lamps. Many of them vary from each other by small differ-

ences ; differences in the base, or voltage, or other very minor

differences. Under those conditions it is not possible to carry

lamp development to the highest efficiency.

It would be of tremendous value if the manufacturers of surgi-

cal and dental instruments would get together with the lamp

manufacturers and standardize a small number of lamps. I be-

lieve six or eight lamps could be developed to fill the demand.

The following lamps would probably meet a very high percen-

tage of the surgical and dental lamp field : .

Volts Amperes

0.30

Bulb

1.5 r-H
2.4 O.IO r-u

.

2.1 0,29 T-iyi — tipless

2.1 0.29 T-i}i — lens end
2.1 0.29 T-2^ — tipless

8.0 0.70 T-3>i — tipless

6.0 0.28 G-3 — tipless

3.0 0.90 G-sVz — tipless
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If the manufacturers would standardize on the lamps, it would

enable us to do greater research work in developing the light

sources.

Another thing that should be standardized is the bases. In the

past, the surgical and dental instrument manufacturers put out

bases which they had designed possibly through lack of anything

better to use and also with the feeling that in having a special base

they would in that way control the renewal product. In the long

run such practices hinder the general development of the best t\'pe

of lamp for this class of service, and tend to limit the sale of the

instrument using such lamps. Bases should be standardized so

that the lamps would be interchangeable. Such a plan would al-

low a wider distribution of lamps, and would reduce manufactur-

ing costs, facilitate deliveries and improve quality.

Dr. M. W. Ware : I came here for the purpose of getting in-

formation myself. I have listened to the various speakers and it

has opened up my mind to the fact that it is not the question of the

light but it is a question of the man behind the light. \\'e have

had instances of operations under candle light and oil lamps.

But there is no doubt in my mind that use should be made of

some sort of concentrated light. One cannot do effectively detailed

work with diffused light. The anology of the watch maker I do

not think holds. Me works in the daylight. He has his monocle

and magnifies the object on which he is working.

Miniature lamps to illuminate the interior of the body have en-

gaged my attention a great deal. When we get into the lung, we
do not walk in, but Dr. Lynah knows what we can do with the

lamps. We look into the tube and judge things as they are in tlie

lung by its appearance through the orifice; just as you may judge

a man has a cold by seeing that the orifices of his nose are red.

We are not so insistent upon the life of the lami>. We are ex-

travagant, we physicians. We have not the sense of pri)j)()rti()n

with regard to the mechanics of it. Dr. Lynah has said correctly

that we should always be i)n)vided with two, three or more of the

bulbs because accidents may hapi)en.

1 takr issue witli the gentk'inan who stated that one of the re-

quirements of the small miniature hinips was disinfection h\- hoil

ing. It is not neeessarv to hoil sneh an instniinent hee.iiisi" the
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water would get into cement and destroy it. Nor is boiling neces-

sary because the severest test of those lamps is where in the case

of tuberculosis we have the lamps inside the bladder for nearly an

hour especially where you have to do extensive manipulation. In

such cases the lamp is contaminated and the question comes up

how are you going to do the disinfection. We have other means

than boiling. If you wipe that lamp carefully with pure carbolic

acid that will not affect the mounting and you have an effective

way of disinfecting.

The lamps very frequently become soiled by blood. One must

remove the carrier and replace it. The blood can then be

removed by applying a little peroxide of hydrogen which w^ill im-

mediately cleanse the lamp.

G. H. Stickney : One might, on casual consideration, expect

to find more adequate lighting in hospitals than in dental offices.

Our investigations seem to show that the reverse is true. The

explanation seems to be, first, that the dentist applies his eyes

closely for longer periods of time, and therefore, must expend

more severe visual effort. Again, good lighting is of direct com-

mercial value to the dentist, while in the hospital there is a division

of authority, so that the surgeon cannot always secure lighting

which he might prefer.

In regard to the practice of lighting in dental offices, we have

noted an increasing use of special illumination for certain instru-

ments and conditions. On the other hand, there is a much more

marked tendency to provide strong general (or localized general)

illumination, often of the semi-indirect type. Such units are lo-

cated with reference to the chair, so as to apply the direct light

most effectively.

The hospital operating table should be provided with the best

possible lighting. A practice which we have found desirable, is

to locate the units—six or eight in number-^in a circle of about

8 ft. radius, about 12 ft. above the floor. By means of reflectors,

the light from these several sources is projected on the operating

table beneath the center of the circle. As the light comes from

several directions, shadows are minimized and a good penetration

secured. It is well to have one of the lamps adjustable as to

height and direction for operations requiring a horizontal com-

ponent of light.
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The possibilities of dust falling in the wound is minimized since

the individual lamps are not high heat generators and are not

placed directly above.

White light is especially desirable where it is necessary to dis-

tinguish small veinous and arterial vessels by the difference in

color. The color discrimination is more readily made with the so-

called daylight tungsten lamps than with the regular type, since

the yellow tinted light tends to reduce the contrast.

I believe that the dentists' demand for whiter light comes

largely from the desire to match artificial teeth more accurately,

as a matter of appearance.

Light from the daylight tungsten lamp is a practical compromise

between that of the ordinary tungsten lamp and north skylight,

and is scarcely sufficiently accurate for exact color matching of

teeth. For this work, it is, of course, desirable to secure a repro-

duction of north skylight by the means of special color plates, used

with gas-filled tungsten lamps, which absorb a larger proportion

of the light but give the result sought for as to accuracy.

S. E. DoANE: I want to congratulate the New York Section

on arranging this delightful evening. I think the Society ought

to be complimented in bringing the men together who are so well

known on all phases of this subject.

I would like to ask if the doctors have any recognized Standard-

izing Committee or other procedure that, if a standard were

agreed upon, the individual manufacturer could be induced to ad-

here to it. I want to say to the doctors that we are proud of the

very complete standardization of our industry. The maiuifactur-

ers adhere to the standardized lines very closely. We have ac-

complished this through cooperation. A base of any accejitable

design properly standardized will be a good thing. If the doctors

could arrange some program in which we could cooperate, the

standardization would be easy indeed.

r. S. P.AiLKv : One of the speakers mentioned, in the early

part of the evening, a flood-lighting projector which he had tried

in connection with surgical operations in several hospitals and as

I am rather interested in that subject, I would like to carry away

with nie a definite idea as to whether the device really has a practi-

cal value. I think, pcrha|)S, some one of tlic surgeons i^rcsent

could give- me a definite statement.
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E. L. Sholi.: Will one of the doctors present state what con-

stitutes a warm light, in Fahrenheit degrees. What could the in-

terior of the lungs endure in the way of temperature ?

Dr. Percy Russell : An important point for all of us is the

matter of standardization, the dental manufacturers, the manufac-

turers of surgical lamps, of all kinds and the manufacturers of the

bulbs. This will involve the eliminating of as many forms as

possible and arriving at a compromise that will enable all of us to

use as far as possible the same size and shape of bulb with the

same base. It w^ould have to be a compromise from all sides. It

would involve radical changes in the apparatus used to operate the

dental and surgical lamps and it might involve some changes in the

manufacturing procedure. It seems to me if a conference could

be arranged among ourselves, that we could do some preliminary

work together and then go ahead in some way or other and get

somewhere. The object of my paper, the conscious object of it,

was to bring that about by putting before you some of the prob-

lems that we dental manufacturers have.

Dr. M. W. Ware: We have a woeful lack of standards.

There is not any such committee of standards and I can go farther

and forsee some of the great difficulties because the shafts in

these instruments vary so much and there are so many gradations

that one would have a base with a thread screwed in an inch and

another would have it a different way.

I came down to learn something about the cystoscopes. To-day

cystoscopes are made better in America than in Germany. Those

shafts are standardized in this sense that we have adopted the

French system of scale for calibrating. They build them in two

sizes one for the child and the other for the adult. But even then

there a great variety is made.

To show where the difficulty comes in let me say that when
those lamps are burned out one has to wait two or three months

before you can get another.

Non-member: I would like to say that no degrees Fahrenheit

is considered a warm light and below that would be considered a

comfortable temperature for the body.

As an engineer I realize the necessity of the standardization of

instruments. We engineers have standarized our scales and our

instruments. But we have heard about the necessity of standardi-
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zation among instrument men. I think if the instrument men

would take this matter up with the American Medical Association

and not with isolated groups, we could get better results.

In regard to the cystoscopes, many people are accustomed to

one kind and will not use another, still others have bought one and

do not want another. If this matter is taken up with the Ameri-

can Medical Association, it will give the instruments some pres-

tige, the prestige of the American Medical Association. I think

that is the best way for you men to get at it.

I can appreciate these problems from the point of view of a

former engineer and I take pleasure in ofifering you these recom-

mendations.

Dr. Alice G. Bryant (Communicated) : The subject of the

paper, "Use of Light in the Surgical, Dental and Ophthalmological

Professions" is most interesting and timely. Our laissez-faire

plan, as physicians, in leaving this subject of illumination of our

offices and appliances, for the major part, as an untrodden field of

science, does not reflect credit upon ourselves.

I admit that physicians unassisted will not be able to take up the

study, development and application of illumination at the very pit

mouth of its existence. However, we must look, and we will

look, to the Illuminating Engineering Society for most cordial co-

operation and assistance in this subject. I may add, we are keenly

desirous to learn of a lighting system which is founded on sound

basic principles. Illuminating engineering, as a vigorous offshoot

of electrical engineering, for the short space of its existence has

made [)henomenal progress. I am fully aware that no system of

lighting could be looked upon as fixed in the present day trend of

illuminating engineering. Of necessity, it is in a state of flux. It

is in a fluctuating state with gainful developments from hour to

hour.

However, a course of action is open to us. First and foremost,

we will look to the members of our Illuminating Engineering So-

ciety, which is doing unicjue work, masterly and epoch-making in

its character to lu'l|) solve these j)rol)lems for us. Thus will it not

be possible for the Illuminating Engineering Society, working in

conjunction with ophthalmological societies and many underlying

and correlated societies to establish a uniform national basis for

the standardization of electrical illninination in our work?



ACTIVITIES OF THE COMMITTEE TO COOPERATE
WITH FIXTURE MANUFACTURERS*

An Outline of the Code of Fixture Design

BY SAMUEL G. HIBBEN

In the absence of this Committee's Chairman I have been asked

to summarize the activities of this group of this Society's members,

who, meeting with representatives of the National Council of

Lighting Fixture Manufacturers, are endeavoring to simplify and

standardize certain lighting devices. Our objects are to eliminate

or modify such manufacturing practices as result in

:

(A) Lighting Units that are menacing to safety, through

electrical leakage, fire or explosive hazards, or danger of

falling.

(B) Lighting Units that do not serve the purpose of good

lighting, i. e., those with unnecessarily bright, exposed

light giving parts, or with mal-formed glassware or

reflectors, or with similar optical or engineering short-

comings.

(C) Lighting Units having no unification of such essential

dimensions as reflector shade-holders, or of globe fitters.

(D) Glassware (or metal) fitter-lips, and fitter heels, of a

senseless variety of shapes and dimensions.

(E) Glass diffusing globes too small for the flux of light

released within them ; or the careless choice of lamps for

the globes and reflectors.

(F) Mistakes of ventilation.

(G) Mistakes of accessibility for cleaning.

(H) Useless expense for duplication and small quantity

reproductions of the essential parts of lighting acces-

sories, which, non-interchangeable and slightly modified

by each manufacturer, are only distinctions without

differences.

(I) Pluralities of differing screw threads, tapped and

threaded fits, etc.

*A progfress report presented at the Annual Convention of the Illuminating Engineer,
ing Society, Rochester, N. Y., September 26-29, 1921.

44
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It is proposed to evolve a Lighting Fixture Code, at first, at

least, not mandatory but rather as a guide to manufacturers, and

to include among a number of items the following

:

(a) A list of the present nominal reflector fitter sizes (these

of the prominent manufacturers of lighting glassware

and metal accessories.)

Some of these sizes may be dropped from the standard

list. Imported articles are to be considered here.

(b) The range of dimensions of fitters, heels, and openings.

1. Outside diameter; inside diameter.

2. Vertical dimension of heel and lip.

3. Shoulder diameter, and depth.

4. Depth of groove ; distance from plane of deepest

depth to top of lip.

These for blown, pressed and press-blown glassware

and spun and cast metal articles.

(c) List of lamp bulbs passing through globe fitters clear-

ances, tolerances, thickness of glass, and bulb variations.

(d) List of lamps usable within globes of var\'ing depths.

This applies to squat globes, and may include shallow

dishes.

(e) Weights allowable on three set-screws, or similar points

of support.

The places and conditions where wire netting about

the glassware is needed, etc.

(f) Ventilation—assembly of such authentic data as now
available, and if possible, further tests to enable the

elimination of needless expense for glass drilling, metal

punching, etc.

(g) Standardization of the dcj)ths of lumiiiairo reflector

husks. Limiting these to two depths.

(h) v^tandardization, or at least unification, of depths of

(k'tachable holders, such as Form **0," **I1." "A" and

many of their varieties.

(!) Minimum guagos of metal for parts of huniii.urcs that

sui>port glass reflectors, etc.
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(j) The classification of diffusing glasses as to

(i) Light density

(2) Medium density

(3) Heavy density

(k) The segregation of the illuminating glassware into five

or six general groups, to be known by some such descrip-

tive titles as ^'crystal," "opalescent," "homogeneous

diffusing," "flocculent," "cased," etc.

(1) The classification of glassware according to its pro-

perties of diffusion (applying particularly to uncolored

commercial globes and bowls.)

This may be extended to include maximum allowable

wattage in globes of various areas, i. e., the limiting

intrinsic brightness,

(m) Classification of reflecting glassware, as to values of

(i) Specular reflection

(2) Semi-gloss reflection.

(3) Diffuse (matt-surface) reflection

This may be extended to include silks, papers, and

parchments.

(n) The recommended practices in the manufacture and use

of combination gas-electric luminaires.

(o) The issue of a card of instructions regarding cleaning,

attached to each lighting device retailed.

(p) The recommendations for non-abrasive portable exten-

sion lamp or flexible cord.

It will be seen that activities of this Committee more or less

overlap certain ones of the Glass Guild and National Council's

Standardization Committees, the N. E. L. A. Committee on

Wiring, and perhaps the activities of the underwriters. Never-

theless if one publication or code could contain in ready reference

form a quantity of pertinent data and recommendations, such

would be helpful to both makers and users of lighting devices.

The work of this Committee involves considerable original

research ; as to the resultant code it is conceivable that such a

Rome cannot be built in a day. One may at first thought be

impressed with the large proportion of the work delegated to

mechanical features of luminaires, but after all, good lighting
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practice begins just there. Individuality of each manufacturer

need in no sense be submerged by a unification of utilitarian parts

of lighting devices.

So it is hoped that out of the work of this Committee there will

eventually result a "fixture guide," if it be not termed a code,

which will reflect the large amount of effort and work and co-

operation between the Illuminating Engineering Society and the

Lighting Fixture Manufacturers.

DISCUSSION

C. H. HoFRiCHTER : The fixture manufacturers realize that we

have learned a great deal already from what the illuminating

engineers have told us. In fact, we know we have already accom-

plished something during the past year. I think the basis for our

operations is for us to find a definite objective for which we wish

to strive ; the fixture manufacturers are greatly at sea.

I have studied the fixture industry for the last two or three

years, it seems to me that we are more or less like the overgrown

boy. The fixture Industry has inherited a great many things from

its past, we have always thought and operated in terms of gas, it

has given us our livelihood. In the past few years we have had

to reconstruct our industry, from an industry of gas to one of

electricity. You can readily appreciate the difticultles we meet,

when all our mechanics, designers, engineers, executives, are think-

ing in terms of work a little foreign to the modern thought of to-

day in illuminants. So we covet and appreciate and invite the

suggestions and cooperation of the engineers in hel])ing the fixture

manufacturers find a way out of their dilemma. I would like to

make a suggestion to the engineers. The fixture manufacturers

have been criticized very largely for making a cheap gratle of

fixtures. The reason they have made a cheap grade of fixtures

has been because the demand of the market has been for that class

of material.

I wonder if you realize as engineers that the majority of people

in 1hi^ country arc p(jor people. You have taken away from the

poor people the sixteen to twenty sources of light and have given

them a bulb that costs twice as much, and every addetl thing that

you ha\e ])Ut into illuniinati«)n has increased the cost of ilhiniina-

tion to the ordinary individual or ordinary family.
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We must talk of light as a necessity and not as luxury. A
great many people do not live in terms of luxury, and I believe

the engineers of to-day have a great field in helping the fixture

manufacturer develop a unit that will fill the need of the average

home, the workingmen's home, and not to supplement the work

you have done, to fill the millionaires' homes and the homes of

the high-salaried men. I believe you can contribute much to the

science of illumination by helping us develop such a unit. That is

the great cry which the fixture manufacturer hears and the reason

that cheap material has been put on the market has been the fact

that the merchant demands a unit that can sell at a price, and a

fixture that can sell at a price, and this price has been called cheap.

Along with our education, we must develop from one step to

another. I think it is rather impossible for us to hope to get the

average individual on the high plane in which some of us live

and I think that this is one of the great difficulties of the fixture

industry. It is one of the places where we do not talk the same

language, where we do not think in like terms, and where you will

have to come down to us and we will have to try to get up to you

at the same time.

C. F. Scott: I find a rather peculiar situation. As an

Illuminating Engineering Society we can consider the laws of light

and illumination, the eye, the artistic and so on. We have a

special field of residence illumination, quite a study in itself from

many aspects.

Several years ago a friend of mine was putting up a house, one

of these simple, plain, ordinary citizen's houses. It cost about

three thousand dollars. I was asked something about the illumina-

tion. I immediately thought in terms of this Society. I thought

a particular study ought to be made of each room. It might be

a matter of several days' study to work it all out. It would take

a real illuminating engineer. It then occurred to me how much
the service of an illuminating engineer would be worth, and how
large an amount it would add to the cost of the house.

I was told that an estimate had been made for the fixtures and

the complete list amounted to thirty dollars for the whole house.

The men that sold fixtures had put in two bids, one thirty and the

other thirty-five dollars, the fixture men had made the recom-
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mendations, and I looked them over and looked wise, and said I

thought either bid was pretty good.

A short time ago, I had the choice of fixtures for my own house.

It was an old house in which gas had been used, and had just been

wired for electricity. I thought I ought to have about the right

thing so I studied the problem and thought about it a good deal

from the standpoint of different rooms, and tried to apply tht

different formula and criteria of proper residence practice from

what I had learned from this Society. I discussed the matter with

the wiring firm, and they had a fixture man who brought a lot

of his catalogues around, and we went through the house. Pretty

soon I asked him what he usually put in a room of this kind. He
said, "Well, we usually do so and so." In the parlor, hall, dining

room, kitchen, bedroom, and so on, there were twenty kinds of

problems, in the twenty-five outlets in the house.

The outcome was that I modified a few things, but about three-

quarters or nine-tenths of it was on the advice of the fixture man

of the wiring contractor, and the advice was pretty good.

Now, we heard from the fixture man himself a few minutes ago

that they do not know anything about it, that their psycholog>' is

all wrong, that we have not gotten over the gas age yet. That

presents a situation, if a great part of the residence lighting is

done by the man who sells the fixtures, if the man that makes

the fixtures is still in the gas age and does not know just what

to do. If our Committee, as intimated, rather thinks it is a little

too highbrow, we have a rather difficult problem. How are the

criteria of good illumination to be applied to the varying condi-

tions, I will say, of residence lighting, where the costs must be low,

where the cost must be fixed by the fixture seller, unless we get

very close to the fixture maker and get something which is sound

and universal and cheap?

G. n. Sticknkv: Owing to the turn which the discussion has

taken, I would like to add a few words.

There is always a tendency to pay too nuich attention to first

cost, and not enough to the continuous opcratini; cost and to the

value of an advantage that operates continuously, 'i'he case of

the carbon vs. tin* tungsten filament lamps has somewhat of a

parallel to that of the eheni) fixture vs. the sui)erior, but more
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expensive fixture. Of course, it is essential that the more expen-

sive fixture (luminaire) be superior—which unfortunately has

not always been the case. Some of the worst fixtures, from the

lighting service standpoint that I have ever seen, are magnificent

pieces of metal workers art in millionaires' residences. On the

other hand, I hope that our friends in the fixture industry will

join with us and advocate that which has superior merit from the

users' standpoint, even though it be somewhat more expensive.

It seems to me that the illuminating engineer has considerable

responsibility in bringing his views to the attention of the various

branches of the lighting industry, remembering, of course, that

proper weight should be given to artistic considerations, and that

economy is not the whole problem.

S. G. HiBBEN : I would have liked to have heard from more of

the lighting fixture representatives, but I think we have had a

good discussion. I would like to have anybody else with other

additional ideas come to me afterwards. Perhaps the Committee

will be guided in its work along two dififerent lines. We will try

to work mechanical improvement in the design of the purely

commercial types of fixtures which are sold in quantities ; and on

the other hand, give some time to the period styles of the higher

groups of residence fixtures. I have in mind the truth that pro-

perly applied style and art does not mean sacrifice of engineering

efficiency, and the "efficiency" in home lighting is a "gratifica-

tion of the senses." We can afford to waste quantities of light in

order to secure those things. We will try to remember that the

Committee is as much interested in art and period styles as in

commercial lines. We can do good work in both those fields.

Mr. Hofrichter commented on taking the word "luxury" out

of the lighting fixture business. Another statement can be m.ade

that "illumination" is not a luxury any longer, but a necessary

convenience.
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CHICAGO

Meeting—December, 1921.

At the meeting of the Chicago Section

held at the Western Society of En-

gineers' Rooms on the evening of De-

cember 2nd, Mr. M. Luckiesh, Director

of the Laboratory of AppHed Science,

Nela Park, presented an interesting paper

on the subject "Lighting by Portable

Lamps and Equipment." After the

reading of the paper an interesting dis-

cussion followed. About thirty members
and guests attended the meeting.

NEW YORK

Meeting

—

January, 1922.

A very interesting evening was de-

voted by the New York Section to the

gas industry on January 12, 1922.

At the auditorium of the Consolidated

Gas Company two papers were read. Mr.

Sverre Gulbrandscn of the Welsbach

Company presented the subject "The
Origin of Modern Gas Lighting" and

gave some interesting demonstrations

during his talk.

The second paper ot the evening,

"Some New Wrinkles in Gas Lighting,"

was given by Mr. R. H. Mnurcr, who
displayed a fine exhibit of a variety of

gas fixtures and new ideas in globes

made of (juartz which were demonstra-

ted duriiiK' the evening.

Tlic number of members and guests

attending was ai)proximately a t<Ual of

120.
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PHILADELPHIA

Meeting—January, 1922.

The meeting of the Philadelphia Sec-
tion on January 10, 1922, was designated
as Ladies' Night, and was very success-

ful.

Mr. W. V. D. Kelley of the Prisma
Company, Jersey City, spoke on "Making
Color Motion Picture Films." He de-
scribed their company's two color film

with its double emulsion and the two
pictures super-imposed, one on each side.

He projected each color separately on
the screen and then showed how the two
combined gave the desired true color.

He illustrated both the earlier makes and
the later types of film by passing them
through the machine. His pictures of
colored foliage and various fruits were
most interesting and instructive.

After this Mr. Carrol H. Dunning of
the same company discussed "The Psy-
chology of Color in Photoplay Construc-
tion." He spoke of the added effect and
interest of color applied to objects, par-

ticularly to persons acting in the present-

day plays. His talk was illustrated by
two incomplete parts of a photoplay
based in London in the seventeenth cen-
tury. A full size block of houses, the

construction of which was based on old

prints, was erected and actually burned
to represent the Great London Fire. The
mobs of people, the animals, and the

burning houses; all their natural colors,

were most realistic.

Thirty ladies and men participated at

the dinner at tlie .Arcadia Grill preced-

ing the meeting, while the attendance at

the meeting was approximately 115.
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Afterwards a social time with light re-

freshments was provided by the Dinner

Committee.

COUNCIL NOTES

ITEMS OF INTEREST.

At the meeting of the Council on Jan-

uary 12, 1922, the following were elected

to membership

:

Ten Associate Members

John Beiswanger,

Vice-President,

Gill Brothers Company,

7th and Franklin Streets,

Steubenville, Ohio.

Louis D. Carroll,

Carroll Electric Company,

714 I2th Street, N. W.,

Washington, D. C.

Harvey Deschere,

Electrical Contractor,

405 Lexington Avenue,

New York, N. Y.

G. P. FUERST,

Harrington Electric Company,

413 Caxton Building,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Lewis Fussell,

Prof, of Electrical Engineering,

Swarthmore College,

Swarthmore, Pa.

Edgar A. Harty,

Electrical Engineer,

204 S. Oxford Street,

Brooklyn, New York.

C. J. Netting,

The C. J. Netting Company,

1502 Randolph Street,

Detroit, Michigan.

Frederick C. Sasse,

Sales Engineer,

X-Ray Reflector Company of New
York,

31 West 46th Street,

New York, N. Y.

Uhl M. Smith,

Associate Physicist,

Bureau of Standards,

Washington, D. C.

Arch K. Wood,

General Superintendent,

McKee Glass Company,

Jeannette, Pa.

One Sustaining Member

Krich Light and Electric Company,

306 Market Street,

Newark, New Jersey.

CONFIRMATION OF APPOINTMENTS.

The appointments of the following

chairman and committee members were

confirmed:

As Member of the Committee on Re-

search

Dr. Alexander Duane

As Members of the Comnvittee on

Membership

C. A. Atherton

George G. Cousins

Terrell Croft

E. Y. Davidson, Jr.

W. G. Gordon

J. J. Kirk

Clare N, Stannard

As Member of the Committee to Co'

operate with Fixture Manufacturers

W. F. Minor
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As Members of the Committee on

Nomenclature and Standards

W. J. Drisko

Howard Lyon

G. A. Hoadley

G. H. Stickney

General Convention Committee

Charles L. Edgar, Chairman

H. F. Wallace, Vice-Chairman

Julius Daniels, Secretary

Committee on Advertising

H. Freeman Barnes, Chairman

COMMITTEE REPORTS

Committee ON Membership.—Mr. G. B.

Regar, Chairman, reported gratifying

progress in the work of this committee.

The country has been divided into dis-

tricts, each of which has a regional

director. A letter has been prepared

which will be sent to every member of

the Society, asking that recommen-

dations for new members be sent in to

the Chairman. A letter was read from

Mr. S. G. Hibben in which he said that

the Wcstinghousc Lamp Company is

willing to insert in their next bulletin, a

circular setting forth the advantages of

becoming a member of the Illuminating

Engineering Society, i)rovi(lcd that the

expense of printing the circulars would

be taken care of by the Society. The

Council autiiorized the printing of 10,000

of these circulars to be sent out as sug-

gested by Mr. Hibben.

CoMMlTTEi: ON KUITINC. AN' I) ruHI.I-

CATioN.— Mr. Norman I). Macdonald,

Ciiairman, told of the plans of the Cotn-

mittoc for ciiaiiKiti^ the ninnber of issm-s

of the TkANSAiTioNS to trii. The

Volume will begin in J.mu.ny ;m(l be pub

lished monthly, with the exception of

June, July and August. During the sum-

mer months there will be one issue, to be

published about the 15th of July. A
number of changes in the make-up of

the Transactions are to be made which

it is thought will improve the appearance

of the publication.

The Council moved to accept the rec-

ommendations of the Committee on

Editing and Publication in regard to

changing the style of the Transactions

and the dates of publications.

Committee on Nomenclature and

Standards.—A communication from the

Committee on Nomenclature and Stan-

dards was read, in which it was recom-

mended that the Council of the Society

submit to the American Engineering

Standards Committee for approval as

"American Standard" the present No-

menclature and Standards Rules of the

Society— 1918 edition;

The Council moved that this be done.

The Committee on Nomenclature and

Standards also recommended that the

Council request the American Standards

Committee to designate the Illuminating

Engineering Society sponsor for Illum-

inating Engineering Nomenclature and

Standards for the purpose of organizing

a Sectional Committee to take care of

revisions shortly to bo made in tiio ex-

isting Nt)menclature and Standards

Ivulcs of the Society.

The Council moveil to accept this

recommendation also.

kKVlSl.l) KUI.KS AND SrKCIKICATIONS

FOR Test as Shown in Copy Submitted

iiv Tin: Committee on Motor Vehicle

Lighting- -.'\ letter was read from Dr.

C. H. Sharp, Chairman of this com-

mittee. ri<iu(stim; the Council's approval
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of the revised rules and specifications for

test. The Council moved that this

revision be approved subject to the ap-

proval of the Committee on Papers.

Committee on Time and Pi.ace of

1922 Convention.—Mr. Walton Forstall,

Chairman, recommended Boston, Mass.

as the place for holding the 1922 Con-

vention. The time suggested was the

last week of September, but it was

recommended that the exact date be left

to the Chairman of the Convention

Committee. The Council approved this

report and moved that the Committee

be discharged with thanks.

Report of Letter Ballot on Re-

vision OF By-Law for Article VII,

Section 12 (r).—The General Secretary

reported that the letter ballot had re-

sulted in a concurring vote of a majority

of the entire Council and that, therefore,

according to the Constitution, the new

By-Law is now effective, which reads as

follows : "The Transactions shall be is-

sued at intervals to be determined by the

Council."

NEWS ITEMS

DEAN COOLEY'S SOUTHERN TRIP

Dean M. E. Cooley, President of the

Federated American Engineering So-

cieties will make a trip through the

southwest during February and March,

in the interest of the engineering pro-

fession. He will speak before various

engineering societies and engineering

students in the colleges and universities.

The itinerary includes principle cities

in Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas, Louisiana,

Alabama, Georgia, Tennessee and Ken-

tucky. It is hoped that members of the

Illuminating Engineering Society will

co-operate in their respective localities to

make this trip a success.

1922 CONVENTION AT BOSTON

Boston and the New England Section

will entertain the Sixteenth Annual

Convention of the Illuminating Engi-

neering Society in September, 1922. The
Council has appointed the Chairman,

Vice-Chairman and Secretary of the

1922 Convention Committee. Plans are

now being formulated and full publicity

will be given to the members of the So-

ciety, and present indications point to a

very successful convention.

The first annual convention of the Il-

luminating Engineering Society was held

in Boston, July 30-31, 1907, during the

administration of Dr. Clayton H. Sharp,

the second president of the Society.

GENERAL OFFICE NOTES

Reprints of the "Code of Lighting,

Factories, Mills and other Work Places"

as published in the November 20th issue

can be obtained from the General Office.

There has been incorporated in the

pamphlet a table of contents and an in-

dex. Price 25 cents per cbpy.

Discounts will be allowed for orders

greater than fifty copies upon applica-

tion.

Copies of the following issues are de-

sired :

Vol. XV, No. 7, Oct. 10, 1920.

Vol. XVI, No. 3, April 30, 1921.

The General Office will pay fifty cents

each for copies in good condition of

these issues.
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PERSONALS

Mr, William A. Durgin, of the Com-
monwealth Edison Company of Chicago,

has become associated temporarily with

the Department of Commerce, function-

ing under Secretary Hoover's direction

in connection with a program of simpli-

fication-standardization in industry. It is

understood that the key-note of this pro-

gram is the application of the influence

of the Department of Commerce in pro-

moting co-operation of producers, dis-

tributers and users in a given industry

with a view to elimination of needless

sizes, styles^ types, etc., in the interests

of economy and interchangeability.

Mr. E. F. Newkirk, Department of

Publicity of the Edison Lamp Works,

has designed the layout of the new cover

and the subject heads for the various

departments of the Transactions. The
Committee on Editing and Publication

now express its appreciation of the

splendid co-operation of Mr. Newkirk.

Mr. F. M. Feikcr, Vice-President of

the McGraw-Hill Publishing Company,
who for the past eight months has been

a.ssisting Secretary of Commerce Hcr-

i<ert Hoover in the reorganization of the

Department has resigned. Mr. Feikcr

has not, however, completely severed his

rilalioiis with the Secretary or tiie De-

partment. He has been appointed a

special agent of the Bureau of Foreign

and DcjtiK-stic Commerce, to continue in

a consulting capacity the work lie has

been rendering.

Last May, Mr. Feikcr was given leave

of al)scncc from the McGraw-Hill Com-
pany t«) join tlie Department of Coin

merce as a special Administrative As-

sistant of Secretary Hoover, He was
selected because of his very wide knowl-

edge of and experience and acquaintance

in the American industrial field.

Under the direction of Mr. Feiker and
Dr. Julius Klein, Director of the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, the

industrial and business contacts of that

Bureau have been enlarged, business re-

lations with trade association commit-

tees have been established and the so-

called Commodity Divisions of the Bu-
reau created, Mr, Feiker has drawn
some fifty or sixty experts from the

business world to the Department of

Commerce to be of direct and specific

service to American business. During
Mr. Feiker's stay with the Department,

Commerce Re (y arts the Government's
official foreign trade paper has been

changed from a daily to a weekly publi-

cation and its style and appearance com-
pletely altered to more nearly meet the

needs of business. The Survey of
Current Business, a new publication

destined to be of much assistance to

American business men was brought into

existence. Mr. Feiker's services extended

to the Bureau of Standards, the Bureau

of the Census and other parts of the De-

partment. He served as Editorial Ad-
visor on the Department's Board of Edi-

tors.

Mr. M. Luckiesh, of Nela Park, Cleve-

land, has brought out a new luxik, "Vis-

ual Illusions, Their Causes, Characteris-

tics and Applications," which has been

published by D, Van Nostrand Co., New
N'nrk Citv,
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OBITUARY
William H. Bradley, Chief Engineer

of the Consolidated Gas Company, died

suddenly of heart failure, January i8,

1922, in his office, in the Gas Company's

building. No. 130 East 15th Street, New
York. He had been Chief Engineer of

the company thirty-six years.

William H. Bradley was born in New
Haven, Conn., on August 25, 1838, he was

the son of Charles and Sarah Stanley

Bradley. He received a common school

education and while still a resident of

New Haven he married Elizabeth Whit-

lock, in 1859, who survives him.

Shortly after his marriage he entered the

service of the Continental Iron Works,

Brooklyn, N. Y., as construction engi-

neer. At that time that company was

actively engaged in the execution of

large governmental contracts, among

them, in 1862, they were building Erics-

son's Monitor, and Mr. Bradley took an

active part in the building of that war-

craft, which subsequently met and de-

feated the Merrimac.

Mr. Bradley lived a very active life

and had been the chief moving spirit in

many very large construction engineer-

ing propositions. Although eighty-four

years old, he was a daily visitor to his

office, where he took delight in studying

plans and watching the daily details of

the manufacture of gas, and its distribu-

tion. Early in January, Mr. Bradley ac-

companied by several officers of the

Consolidated Gas Company, visited the

works of the Astoria Light, Heat and

Power Co., at Astoria, Long Island,

where he turned the large bar that

started the flow of gas into the newly

completed 15,000,000 cubic feet gas

holder. This was the second holder of

that capacity that Mr. Bradley had seen

completed on plans and specifications

prepared by himself. In the late

seventies, Mr. Bradley became con-

vinced that the illuminating power of

coal gas could be greatly increased by the

infusion of naptha or gasoline, as a

result, he performed considerable ex-

perimental work on coal gas and car-

buretted water gas.

Mr. Bradley on entering the employ of

the Consolidated Gas Company, of New
York, as Chief Engineer, in 1886, made

an extended trip in Europe, where he

studied the gas plants in various coun-

tries, and on his return made an ex-

tended report on all the properties of

the Consolidated Gas Company and poli-

cies for future guidance to meet the

phenomenal growth of New York City.

His survey of the city led him to report

that the time would come when the

manufacture of all the gas necessary

for the city would have to be made in

some other place than on Manhattan

Island. Two or three properties were

called to his attention, and he selected

the present site of nearly 400 acres at

Astoria, Long Island, where the Astoria

plant, the largest in the world, Is now in

operation. That plant, which has a daily

capacity of 86,000,000 cubic feet of gas,

was constructed under the plans and

specifications in every detail as Mr.

Bradley had planned. The equipment of

the retort houses, the scrubbers, the tar

extract houses and coal handling appara-

tus, as they are to-day, were all designed

by Mr. Bradley.

PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
Illuminating Engineer: A position is

available with a corporation for an ex-

perienced engineer in the design and

layout of factory lighting and general

illumination work. G. L. S. (l)
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American Journal of Psychology

The Influence of Color Upon Mental

and Motor Efficiency

—

Archiv fiir die Gesamte Psychologic, Band

XLI, Heft 1 and 2

Der Metallglanz und die Farbe der

Metalle—
Archiv fiir Ophthalmologic, Band 105

Die relative Rotsichtigkeit und Grun-

sichtigkeit

—

Astrophysical Journal

The Low-Current Arc. Part I

—

Bulletin of the National Research Council,

No. 10

Report on Photo-EIcctricily

—

Central Station

Illumination and Traffic Accidents

—

Temperature of Filaments

—

Lanes of Light

—

Church Window Lighting

—

The Inside and Outside of Filaments

—

Chemical Abstracts

The T^hotochcmical Reaction between

Hydrogen and Chlc^rinc and its

Variation with the Intensity of the

Light—

The Composition of Opa(|ue Glasses

—

Testing the Fastness of Dyed Colors to

Light-
Doublets in Spectral Scries

—

Progress in Manufacturing K*:idio-pro-

tcclivc Glasses

—

D.\TE PAGE

192

1

S. L. Pressey July 326

A. Kirschmann

C. V. Hess

V. L. Chrisler

A. L. Hughes

Nov.

April

90

137

273

E. A. Anderson

and 0. F. Haas Nov. 118

Nov. 128

Chas. P. Gushing Nov. 139

Dec. 160

D. S. Myers Dec. ifM

E. C. Baly and

W. F. Barker Aug. 10 238s

J. n. Krak Aug. 10 2532

H. V. Gordon Aug. 10 2550

D. kogcstvensky Sept. 10 2789

W. W. Coblcntz Sept. 10 2fX)7

57
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Comptes Rendus

Action des rayons infra-rouges sur la

phosphorescence

—

Sur les eclats intrinseques et les

"diametres effectits" des etoils

—

Etude photometrique de I'eclipse de

Lune des 16-17 Octobre, 1921

—

Electrical Merchandising

What is the Trend in Fixture Design?

To Boost Better Lighting-

Electrical Review

Ornamental Street Lighting of Modern
Design

—

Show Window Illumination with

Special Equipment

—

Wiring Systems for Lighting of Hotels

and Clubs

—

Terminolog>' and Standardization of

Illuminating Glassware

—

Artistic Value of Illuminating Glass-

ware

—

Industrial Illumination

—

Special Features of Festival of Light

at Washington

—

Highway Lighting Essential to Modern
Traffic Conditions

—

Types of Circuits Employed in Street

Lighting. Part II—
High-Intensity Searchlight for Moving

Pictures

—

Illuminating Engineers Predict Im-

proved Business

—

The Illumination ot Stained-Glass

Church Windows

—

Illumination Calculations for Various

Planes

—

Standardizing Metal Fixture Parts

—

Milwaukee Combines Forces to Pro-

mote Better Lighting

—

Features of Illumination for St. Mark's

Lighting the Generating Station

—

Electrical Times

Covent Garden Lighting

—

Electrical World

Better Appreciation of Value of Good

Lighting—

M. Maurice Curie Oct. 3 554

M. Ch. Nordmann Oct. 10 578

M. A. Danjon Oct. 24 706

V. D. Greene Nov. 244
Dec. 295

L. A. S. Wood Nov. 12 721

C. E. Johnson Nov. 12 727

Clyde P. Trueax Nov. 12 731

Samuel G. Hibben Nov. 12 735

M. Luckiesh Nov. 12 738

Nov. 12 740

C. D. Wagoner Dec. 10 871

H. H. Ashinger Dec. ID 873

C. H. Shepherd Dec. ID 875

Dec. 10 878

Dec. 10 879

D. S. Myers Dec. 10 881

J. H. Kurlander Dec. 10 885

Dec. 10 889

Dec. 10 891

Dec. 17 919

Dec. 17 922

Nov. 3 395

Nov. 19 loii
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Washington Clothed in Illuminating

Splendor

—

Industrial and Station Practice

—

Ornamental Street Lighting

—

Floodlighting Highly Successful in

Dusty Industrial Plant

—

Letters from Our Readers

—

Minneapolis Street Lighting Report

Recommends Shorter Spacing

—

L'Electricien

L'eclairage des voitures de chemin de

fer—
Eclairage electrique des voitures de

chemin de fer

—

Elektrotechnischer Anzeiger

Lichtquellen fiir mcdizinische Zwecke

Lichtquellen fiir medizinische Zwecke

Die neuen Osrambedingungen

—

Lichtquellen fiir medizinische Zwecke

Gas Age-Record

Selling Illumination by Photometry

—

Gas Journal

Public Lighting

—

Gas und Wasserfach

Uber die heutige Gasbeleuchtung

—

General Electric Eeview

Factory Illumination and Production

—

Helios

Eine ncue Battcric fiir Taschenlampcn

Elcktrische Bclcuchtungsanlagc mit
Anlasscr fiir Automobile

—

Elektrischc Buhncncflfcktc

—

Wolframkontaktc

—

Illuminating Engineer

The IntcmatioiKil Illumination Com-
mission

—

Industrial Manaifcmcnt

Good Lighting Increases Production

—

Nov. 19 1039

L. A. S. Wood

M, Bougrier

M. Bougrier

Georg Heber

Georg Heber

H. Stern

Georg Heber

Distributing Dept.

of the So. Metro-

politan Gas Co.

Dr. W. Bertels-

mann.

U. H. Stickney and

H. E. Mahan

Dec. 10

Dec. 17

Dec. 17

Dec. 24

Dec. 17

Nov. 5

Dec.

Oct. 9

1 177

1223

1227

1276

Dec 24 1291

Nov. I 481

Nov. 15 505

Oct. 6 1 139

Oct. 8 1 147

Oct. 8 1 149

Oct. II 1 157

829

Nov. 23 553

729

1023

3653

Oct. J3 3825

Arthur Furst Oct. 30 518

Paul Schwarzkopf Oct. 30 522

Sept. 165

J. M Ilickcrson Dec. 325
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Journal of Electricity and Western In-

dustry

The Problem of Illuminating the

Stadium

—

Granada is Newest S. F. Picture Play-

house

—

Journal of Experimental Zoology

Reactions to light in the larvae of the

the Ascidians, Amaroucium Con-

stellatum and Amaroucium Pelluci-

dum, with special reference to

Photic Orientation

—

The Photic Reactions of Tadpoles in re-

lation to the Bunsen-Roscoe Law

—

Journal of the Franklin Institute

Data Pertaining to Visual Discrimina-

tion and Desired Illumination In-

tensities

—

Dec. I

Dec. 15

413

476

S. 0. Mast

Oct. 5 149

Vasil Obreshkove

Oct. 5 235

M. Luckiesh, A. H.

Taylor and R. H.

Sinden Dec. 757

Journal of Industrial and Engineering

Chemistry

Graded Seal for Joining Pyrex to

Lead Glass

—

W. C. Taylor and

Austin Bailey Dec. I 1 158

Licht und Lampe

Theorie und Praxis der Automobil-

scheinwerfer

—

Moderne Beleuchtungskorper

—

Theorie und Praxis der Automobil-

scheinwerfer

—

Prufungen in der physikalischtechni-

schen Reichsanstalt

—

Bericht iiber die ordentliche Mitglieder-

versammlung der Deutschen Be-

leuchtungstechnischen Gesellschaft

am 20 Oktober, 192 1

—

Innenarchitektur und Beleuchtungs-

korper

—

t)eber Spar-Gluhkorper

—

Lighting Fixtures and Lighting

Oil and Gas Lighting Still Lead in U. S.

Color Lighting for First Time in

Church

—

Lighting Development Seen in Great

Buildings

—

New York has Lighting School

—

Oct. 6 481

Oct. 6 484

Oct. 20 506

Oct. 20 510

Nov. 3

Alfred Oppenheim

528

Nov. 3 532

Nov. 3 533

Nov. 14

Nov. 16

Nov. 18

Nov. 21
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Moving Picture World

Lighting Expert Describes Startling

Production Illumination Innova-

tions

—

Nature

The International Illumination Com-
mission

—

Pfliiger Archiv fiir die Gesamte Physiologic,

Band 190, Heft 4/6

Ein Photochemisches Modell der Retina

Die physikalischen Vorgange bei der

optischen Sensibilisation

—

Physical Review

Temperature Effect in Barium and

Strontium Photo-Electric Cells

—

Public Works

References on Lighting and Power

—

Recent Developments in Street Illumi-

nation

—

Highway Illumination on Albany-
Schenectady Road

—

Eailway Electrical Engineer

The Gas-Filled Incandescent Lamp

—

Engine-house Lighting on the Rock

Island

—

Some Early Developments in Train

Lighting-

Revue Generale De L'Electricite

Rayonnemcnt (principes scientifiques

de I'cclairage)—
Science

The Relation of the Technical School

to Industrial Research

—

The Spirit of Research

—

Science Abstracts

New Device to Facilitate Hctcrochrom-

atic Photometry

—

Scientia

Lc rroldrmc dc hi luminositc du cit!

nocturne

—

Vision ft rfproductioii di-s forims cl

(Ics coulcurs

—

Scientific American

Recent Advances in Lighting

—

Dec. 31 1142

Oct. 6 195

Fritz Weigert 177

Fritz Schanz 311

Theodore W. Case Nov. 413

Dec. 10 12

Dec. 10 12

Dec. 10 12

Nov. 435

Dec. 466

Dec. 473

A. Blanc Oct. 8 465

Alfred D. Flinn Nov. 25 508
Prof. S. R. Wil-

liams Dec. 2 538

C. V. Voss Oct. 31 523

Ch. l'ai)ry Oct. 271

H. Bouasse Oct.

I0J2

31S

M. Luckicsh Jan. 27
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Transactions of the I. E. S.

Report of the Committee on Progress

for 1921

—

Report of the Committee on Nomen-

clature and Standards, 192 1

—

Sky Brightness and DayHght Illumina-

tion Measurements

—

Incandescent Lamp Temperatures as

Related to Modern Lighting Prac-

tice

—

Animal Light

—

Luminescence as a Factor in Artificial

Lighting—

A Low-Voltage, Self-Starting, Neon-

Tungsten Arc-Incandescent Lamp

The Paris Meeting of the International

Commission on Illumination

—

Transactions of the Society of Motion Pic-

ture Engineers, No. 10

Tests of Screen Illumination

—

Interior Illumination of Theatres

—

Measurements of Projection Illumina-

tion

—

Zeitschrift fiir Psychologic, Abt. I, Be. 87,

Heft 1/2

Studien zur zentralen Transformation

der Farben

—

Heft 3/4

Uber den inneren Farbensim der

Jugendlichen und seine Beziehung

zu den allgemeinen Fragen des

Lichtsinns

—

Uber Mischung von odjektiv dargdo-

tenen Farben mit Farben des Ans-

chauungsbildes

—

192

1

Oct. 10 173

Oct. 10 246

Oct. ID 255

C. L. Dows and
W. C. Brown Oct. ID 284

E. Newton Harvey Oct. 10 319

E. L. Nichols Oct. 10 331

D. McFarlan

Moore Oct. 10 346

Edw. P. Hyde Oct. ID 351

W. F. Little

L. A. Jones

W. E. Story, Jr.

Georg Marzynski

Bernhard Herwig

B. Herwig and E.

R. Jaensch

38

83

103

45

129

217

Zeitschrift fiir Sinnesphysiologie, Bd. 53,

Heft 1/2

Uber die Abhangigkeit der periodis-

chen Nachbilder von der Dauer der

Belichtung

—

Friedrich W.
Frolich 108
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The Idea Behind

The Code of Lighting

WHILE THE CODE of Lighting Factories, Mills and other

Work Places is intended as an aid to industrial commis-

sions and similar bodies which actively take up questions of leg-

islation as related to factory and mill lighting, it is intended in

equal measure for the industries themselves. A statement to

this effect is contained in the introduction to the revised L E. S.

code which was approved as an American Standard in 1921 by

the American Engineering Standards Committee.

From the standpoint of the state labor department, the under-

lying idea of the code is to establish standards of illumination

the enforcement of which will tend to safeguard the factory

workers from accident and from undue eye strain. From a

legislative standpoint the state is concerned chiefly with protection

and only indirectly with production ; hence the code rules, which

are intended as a basis for state legislation, specify minimum re-

quirements for safe and hygienic lighting. These requirements

are not to l)c interpreted as sufficient to insure good lighting.

Tlu' industries on tin* oilier hand arc concerned directly with

production ; to meet the requirements of the industries, the code

sets forth standards not only for safe lighting but for produetixe

lighting.

I'roni the standpoint of the Socielv. the underlying idea of

the code is not (jiily to conserve the eyesight of the workmen and to

make tbe factory a safe ])laco to work in. but to prescribe tbe kind

of ligliling tliat will euable llie woiknien to do the best work. In

carrying out ibis purpose tbe rules ot" tbe code have been iuleii-

tionally subordinated to tbe section eont.iining explanatory ni.attcr,

suggestions and gt'ueral information, wbieb re.illy constitutes the
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body of the code; this section contains a table of approximate

foot-candles in good lighting practice, a classification of light

sources from the standpoint of glare and much other information

and data of direct interest and value not only to the industries

themselves but to the state labor department or other regulatory

body that seeks to apply the code in practice.

Back of the few short rules of the code stands out the aim of

the society to give a groundwork both educational and inspira-

tional. It is gratifying to find that every state that has adopted

the code has printed and disseminated not only the code rules

with which the state is directly concerned, but also the full dis-

cussion of the principles of good lighting set forth in the code.

Experience in the operation of the code in the several states

in which it has been in effect for some years shows that the

operation of the code makes for the elimination of unnecessary

waste and unnecessary fatigue in the industries, thus benefiting

not only the workmen but the industries themselves and therefore

the general public. With comparatively few exceptions there

is an earnest desire on the part of factory owners and operators

to comply with the provisions of the code. The only complaints

that compliance with the rules would work an unnecessary hard-

ship or unreasonable expense have come from those who wilfully

provide unsafe and unhygienic lighting. It happens quite often

that through ignorance of the requirements the factory, manage-

ment transgresses the law ; but in such cases it is significant that

once the attention of the owners is directed by the state inspection

department, to violations of the rules, there is invariably prompt

co-operation of the management in bringing the lighting up to

standard,—not only up to the minimum permissible standards

specified in the rules, but up to the standards of good lighting

practice.

This experience proves that the idea behind the code has been

realized in practice to a sufficient extent to justify the adoption

of the code in every industrial state in the Union.
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REFLECTIONS
Better Illumination as Aid to Defective Vision

HE REPORT of the Committee on Elimination of Waste
in Industry of the American Engineering Council on

"Accidents Due to Eye Defects" contains some very interesting

observations regarding the prevalence of defective vision as

found in the industries to-day. It stresses the importance of

correcting subnormal vision among employees, insisting that

excess eye fatigue results in conditions which must produce loss,

due to lowering the quantity and quality of whatever is pro-

duced. Subnormal vision was found to be of great frequency.

One investigation showed that out of 2,906 garment workers
only 743 or a little over 25 per cent had normal vision in both
eyes, 17 per cent having normal vision in one eye with the other

eye defective. The highest percentage of defective vision was
in the class of workers who made the greatest use of their eyes.

An examination of more than 10,000 employees in factories

and commercial houses found 53 per cent with uncorrected
faulty vision. Of 675 employees in a typewriter company, 58
per cent were found to be in need of correction by glasses. Of
the rejections of the National Army, 21.7 per cent, were be-

cause of eye trouble. An examination of the vision of 3,000
employees in a paper box factory in Brooklyn, N. Y., showed
that the percentage of normal was only 28. The report con-
tinues :

"As in the correcting of other factors of occupational hygiene,

standards have been set; so, after further study, visual acuity

standards will have to be determined for each grade of workers
and readjustments made, with alterations in our methods of
testing acuity to suit conditions, until these standards give us
the necessary minimum for each kind of work. As examina-
tions are made at present any set level would exclude workers
shown by practice to be very efficient producers.

"Many subnormal eyes will work well even for fairlv trving
work if conditions are good. Therefore, it is first of all urgent
to bring the working condition up to the best, on the basis now
understood.

"Even the most sui)crricial survey of lighting conditions re-

veals that in the majority of plants there is much improvement
possibU*. in spitr of the actual increase in production (juantity

and (juality when poor illumination is corrected to standards
now considered satisfactory. There seems to be no (juestion of
loss due to faulty lighting conditions."

65
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One estimate, the report stated, placed the loss due to faulty

lighting conditions in this country as above the entire cost of

artificial illumination. In 446 industrial plants investigated only

8.7 per cent were found to be in excellent condition. The other

ratings were: Good, 32 per cent; fair, 29.1 per cent; poor, 18.8

per cent ; very poor, 3.5 per cent
;
partly good, partly poor, 7.8

per cent. Journal of the A. I. B. B., Feb., 1922.

What is a "Luminaire"?

IN THE REPORT of the Committee on Nomenclature
and Standards of the Illuminating Engineering Society

presented at the annual convention at Rochester, the matter of

a generic term for ''lighting unit" was considered. The Com-
mittee recommends the use of the term 'iuminaire" as being most
acceptable. This word possesses the advantage that it is not

coined but is already in use in the French language in this con-

nection. The Committee considers it equally appropriate and
understandable in English.

The time seems propitious for some such standard as this.

"Lighting unit" is at best rather clumsy and "fixture" scarcely

descriptive. The Elexit will, no doubt, have a wide use, and the

expression "removable fixtures" has often been applied in dis-

cussing the use of Elexit. Obviously, "fixture" indicates some-
thing stationary or fixed and it is rather ridiculous to speak
of "removable fixtures." Similarly table lamps and floor lamps
are portable and cannot be called fixtures. The term "luminaire"
will cover all these cases. Let us get behind its use and secure
the universal adoption of this term. The Bdison Sales Builder,

Jan., 1922.

Milwaukee Lighting Interests Organize

HPhE electrical interests of Milwaukee have com-
bined forces to promote better lighting in Milwaukee and

throughout Wisconsin. The work is being carried on under the

auspices of the Electrical Development Association of Wiscon-
sin.

The Association has already established a bureau in the First

Wisconsin National Bank Building, where all questions relating

to the wiring of buildings and electrical illumination will be

answered free of charge by experienced lighting experts. The
Association does not take contracts nor sell fixtures, but part of

its free service consists in furnishing approximate estimates.
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The main purposes of the Association, however, are the dis-

semination of up-to-the-minute information on better Hghting

among those engaged in the electrical business, informing the

public through every effective agency of the value of better light-

ing in the home, in the office, the store and the factor}^ and
finally backing up this publicity by means of actual demonstra-
tions. The financial, physical, moral and artistic advantages of

better lighting will be explained and emphasis will be placed on
the fact that better lighting is easily within the financial reach
of all who are able to enjoy even the moderate comforts and
conveniences of life.

The publicity is in charge of a publicity committee, the mem-
bers of which are F. A. Coffin, J. C. Schmidtbauer and Arthur
Polacheck. Charles L. Benjamin, Chicago and Milwaukee, has
been appointed director of publicity.

The officers of the Electrical Development Association of
Wisconsin are as follows : President, R. M. Van A'leet ; Vice-
President, Phil Polacheck ; Secretary, F. A. Coffin ; Treasurer,
P. C. Burrill; Directors, H. P. Andrae, R. M. Van AHeet, Phil

Polacheck, F. A. Coffin, F. M. Mclnerv, F. A. \^iughn and P. C.
Burrill.

Industrial Lighting Demonstrations

T^HE INDUSTRIAL LIOHTIXCz exhibits which were in-
-• itiated last Spring by the Edison Lamp Works in eighteen

states of the country are again being conducted. Two bootlis

are on tour this year. The first started in New York State, con-

tinuing through Ohio from which it will go to Indiana, Michigan,
Illinois and down along the Mississipjii, across Tennessee and
Ixick to Harrison, N. J. The other booth started through New
England, New Jersey and probably will lour several of the

Southern States.

Demonstrations of various types of lighting units ranging all

the way from unshaded, glaring lamps lo tiie latest, best and
most efficient units are given in a portable can\as booth. Thus,
those who attend ha\e an opportunity to judge for themselves the

relative efficiency and desirability of the ditTerent tyj)es being
aidrfj by foot-candle mett-rs which are distributed among the

men. A miniature show window forms part of the exiiibit during
the (jemon^tration, lighted witli colored lights showing the effects

that may be obtained in show window illumination not onl\- by
the use of |>rimary colors but by combinations also.
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Last winter and spring three booths accompanied by demon-

strators were in use. Seventy-two cities were visited and the

total attendance was approximately 10,800. Seventy-five per

cent of those attending were industrial executives, such as presi-

dents, secretaries, purchasing agents, superintendents of indus-

trial concerns. Ten per cent were industrial men such as fore-

men and electricians, wdiile another ten per cent consisted of

representatives of civic organizations such as chambers of com-

merce, boards of trade, and Rotary and Kiwanis Clubs.

Color Lighting in Theatres

THE MAGIC of ever changing color harmonies is secured

through a system of lighting from concealed sources with

all lights operated through dimmers. The Pantheon Theatre, Chi-

cago, has installed such a system of cove lighting; the cove is

used to conceal the source of the color Hghting so effectively

employed to display the beauty of the interior decorations.

A series of pov/erful reflectors fitted with clear bulb electric

lamps is built in the cove. Colored screens, red, blue and green

are alternated over the reflectors to produce color lighting. Every

fourth reflector in the series is without a color screen, this be-

ing used to give the clear white light.

It is important that all colored lighting circuits and desirable, at

least, that the white light circuit be connected through a dimmer
equipment. Only by the mixing of color as accomplished by

dimmers—increasing one color, diminishing another, as an artist

would mix his color pigments—can the utmost value be realized

from this equipment.

Wasted Light

AT LEAST ONE-HALF, and sometimes practically all, of

the light utilized in interiors is received by reflection from
ceilings and walls. In our campaign of enlightenment we should

not overlook the fact that a great deal of light is wasted in plants

whose walls and ceilings are dirty and poorly painted. One paint

manufacturer, speaking of plants operating part of the day under
sunlight and the balance of the day under artificial light, states

that using the right kind of paint on the walls and ceilings re-

duces production costs 16 to 21 per cent. The Jobhcfs Salesman.



PAPERS
THE EFFECT OF VARIATION OF VISUAL ANGLE,
INTENSITY, AND COMPOSITION.OF LIGHT ON

IMPORTANT OCULAR FUNCTIONS. *

BY C. E. FERREE AND GERTRUDE RAND/

INTRODUCTION.

In a study^ reported to the Illuminating Engineering

Society last year, the benefit of increase of illumination was shown

for the following functions of importance to the working eye,

—

acuity, power to sustain acuity, speed of discrimination, and speed

of adjustment for clear seeing at different distances. Moreover,

the benefit of the increase was shown to be considerably greater

for eyes suffering from a slight refraction defect than for the

normal eye. It was promised in that paper that the effect on

speed of discrimination would be investigated later for a wider

range of visual angle. During the past year an investigation has

been made for as wide a range of visual angle as the speed of our

exposure apparatus would permit for the range of intensities

employed; and a greater number of observers has been used.

'^I'hc investigation has been extended- to include also the effect

of variations in composition of light. This latter feature of the

investigation has been undertaken anew at the request- of the

American Writing Paper Co. of Holyoke, Mass., who in seeking

for the specifications of the ideal printed page have wanted to

know among other things the effect of color of the page or other

working surface on the functional powers of the eye. In former

studies the comparative tendencies of difference in composition

and color of light to cause ocular fatigue and discomfort have

been determined and the results reported to this Society. In

this study the investigation has been extended to include the

effect of these factors on acuity, power to sustain acuity, and

speed of discrimination. As was stated in the former paper speed

of discrimination and jjower to sustain acuity arc all aspects of
• A l».tjirr j>iTvciilc<l nt the Aniitt.il Couvt-nlioii nf tlic I Ihuniii.itiu;; MtiKitJccrinjj

ocie ty, Kochcstcr. N. V., Sci)tcinlirr if)-j^), i<jji.

•• Depiirtmciit of pHycholoKy, Bryii Mnwr CollfRC, IJtyn Mawr. I'a.

'The Kflfcct of Variations in Intcnhity of Illumination on I*unclionH of Impor-
tance to the Working Kye, Tranr. I. E. S., ni-'n, XV, pp. 719 79-'.

' Tbi» rcqucut ramc throiiRh Dr. R. V,. Rindfusz, Director of Technical Rcse.trcb

of the American Writing Paper Co.

0.;
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acuity, but are aspects not taken account of in the conventional

acuity tests. They are aspects, moreover, which are of very great

importance to the working powers of the eye.

The more significant features of the resuUs obtained may

be summarized in the following statements

:

(i) There is a gain in the speed of discrimination for all

of the visual angles employed. This gain is very great from low

to high illumination when the visual angle is small. As might

be expected, the effect of increase of intensity of illumination on

the speed of discrimination grows less as the visual angle in-

creases. However at a value of 3.45 minutes of arc the effect

is still great. With a value of 1.15 minutes of arc the increase in

speed produced by changing the illumination from 0.4 to 12 foot-

candles amounted to 603 per cent. With an angle of 2.49 minutes

of arc,—a value roughly approximating the details in lo-point

type at the conventional reading distance of 33 cm.—the increase

was 331 per cent; and with a value of 3.45 minutes of arc the

increase was 310 per cent.

(2) The effect of increase of visual angle is greater than

the effect of increase of illumination. And just as the effect

of increase of intensity of illumination on speed grows less as the

visual angle is increased, so does the effect of increase of visual

angle on speed grow less as the intensity of illumination is in-

creased. That is, we get a greater benefit of increase of illum-

ination when the work is small and a greater benefit of increase

in the size of the work when the ihumination is low.

(3) In the investigation of the effect of composition of

light on acuity, speed of discrimination, and power to sustain

acuity, two intensities of spectrum lights were used. Wave-
lengths were selected at seven representative points in the spec-

trum,—in the red, orange (orange-red), yellow, yellow-green,

green, blue-green, and blue ; and all were made photometrically

equal at the test-object. Of these the highest acuity was found for

the yellow and the lowest for the blue. Ranked as to acuity from

greatest to least the following order was obtained for the lower of

the two intensities employed,—yellow, yellow-green, orange, green,

red, blue-green and blue. The spectrum blue and blue-green could

not be obtained at the higher intensity. At this intensity the

ranking of the other five colors remained the same as for the
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lower intensity. The effect of difference of wave-length on acuity

was greater at the higher than at the lower of the two intensities.

This was doubtless due to the relative saturations of the colors

at the two intensities. That is, the difference in saturation between

the colors was greater at the higher intensity.

At the higher intensity the acuity was determined also for

the Macbeth daylight glass transmitting the light of the

type C lamp operated at io8 volts ; and for the light of this lamp

unfiltered. The acuity in both cases was higher than for the

yellow of the spectrum, and higher for the daylight glass than for

the unfiltered light of the type C lamp. The comparison was not

made at the lower intensity. The light transmitted by the daylight

glass was a mixed light but it had a considerable advantage for

ease of discrimination over the yellow with regard to both hue

and saturation. That is, the test surface illuminated by it ap-

peared as a clear white light on which the test character stood out

with great clearness and distinctness. The uncorrected light of

the type C lamp also suft'ered the disadvantage of being a mixed

light but it had an advantage over the yellow in the saturation of

the color component. Had the intensities been higher and the

saturation of the yellow correspondingly reduced, the results of

the comparison might have been very different. As it was, how-

ever, the advantage of the yellow in homogeneity as to wave-

length was more than overcome by its disadvantage in hue and

saturation. Hue and saturation are very important factors in

acuity. For example, the amount of color introduced into the

light of tlu- ty])c C lamp by operating it at 90 volts ga\ c it a lower

acuity than the yellow, approximately equal to the yellow-green,

when the comparison was made at the lower of the two intensities.

(4) The ranking as to speed of discrimination was the

same throughout as the ranking for acuity for all of the lights

employed,—tiic spectrum hghts, thi- daylight glass, and the type C
lamp. In general, howexer, the elVect of change of composition

on the speed of discrimination is \ery nuicii greater than on

acuity. I*'or example, the acuity lor the spectrum yellow was

for the lower of the two intensities of liglit employed 2.2 times the

acuity for the blue; wiiile tlie -^pei'il (»f discrimination for the

yellow was ().j times that of \\\v blue. Tlic acuit\- was determined
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with an exposure of i second. If the time of exposure had been

longer than i second the difference between the results for the

two tests would have been greater still.

(5) The ranking as to power to sustain acuity was also the

same throughout as the ranking for acuity for all the lights

employed with the exception of red and green. A higher acuity

and speed of discrimination were obtained for green than for

red; but in case of the power to sustain acuity the reverse was

true. The eye sustains its acuity better under red light. With

reference to power to sustain the most striking feature is the very

great difference in effect for the different wave-lengths. As

compared with the results of last year, power to sustain as a test

shows a much greater sensitivity than acuity and speed for

picking up differences in the effect of wave-length than for picking

up differences in the effect of intensity.

The work on color is intended merely as a preliminary, not

an analytical investigation. Any very serious attempt at ex-

planation is, therefore, futile at this time, and factors can be

indicated only in a very tenative way..

Acuity.—Considered with reference to the eye there are three

factors in acuity or the power of the eye to see clearly,—the re-

solving power of the refracting media, the space discrimination of

the retina, and its sensitivity to light. To put it another way,

there are the resolving power of the refracting media or the power

to form clear images on the retina and the resolving power of the

retina or the power to discriminate detail in the physical image

formed. There is little doubt that the explanation of the effect

of the wave-length of light on acuity is to be found in terms of

the resolving pov/er of the retina, not of the refracting media.

Rayleigh has claimed that lenses give sharper images for the

short wave-lengths than for the long. While-this may be a factor

in the power of the eye to see clearly, it is obvious from the above

statement of results that it can not be the determining factor.

Considered with reference to the stimulus light, six factors

may be mentioned that are effective in acuity,— the physical

factors : intensity, wave-length, and purity of light ; and their

three subjective aspects: hue, saturation, and brightness. Of
these, wave-length and purity alone affect the resolving power of

the refracting media or the power to form clear images. In-
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tensity, hue, saturation and brightness affect the power to dis-

criminate details in these images, or what we have called the

resolving power of the retina. For example, the ease with which

the details in a black test-object can be discriminated on a colored

background varies both with the hue and saturation of the color.

Moreover the factors hue and saturation are interacting. That is,

the effect of hue varies with the saturation and conversely the ef-

fect of saturation varies with the hue. A part of the advantage of

yellow over the other colors is doubtless in part due to its low

saturation. One of the features of future investigations will be

to determine the effect of differences in hue when the saturation

and brightness are kept the same, and the effect of saturation when

the hue and brightness are held constant.

One is tempted to add clearness as a fourth subjective aspect

of color. The test surface illuminated by blue, blue-green or red

seems somewhat as if it were viewed through a solution in which

some of the pigment was not dissolved but held in suspension.

However, this visual murkiness is perhaps a combination of the

effect of hue and saturation, and not a separate factor. In white

light vision at good intensities one might almost be led to think

that he is dealing directly with the physical image, so clear and

stable are the processes involved. In color vision the situation is

different. So many phenomena occur to confuse clear seeing in

color vision that one falls quite naturally into the use of such

explanatory terms as the resolving power of the retina.

Speed of Discriiiiinatlon.—The speed of discriminalion

should be affected by everything that affects acuity, and to a much
greater degree than acuity is affected particularly if the time (^f

exposure in making the acuity determination is long. In addition

there is a lag in the retina's response to light and color which

differs with the wave-length and intensity of light. The diff'crcn-

tial effect of this factor liowever is probably i)rctty well masked

by the other factors whicli affect discrimination. ••

'Observers bavins a .slijibt nianifcMl bypcrupia .showed a relatively greater lag

of dihcrimination and a greater practice effect fur the long wave lengtbs, particularly

the red; and obnervcrH uliKhtly myopic showed a similar effect for the extreme

^ho^t wavelengths. The effect was also noticeable in the low hypert)pic and myopic

astiRmatiMnn. The las in the hyperojiic meridian was relatively jjreater for the long

wavelength*; and the lag in the myopic meridian was relatively greater for the short

wave Icnglbn. Theiic are noted merely an interesting and suggestive observation*.

Before acceptance, they should be confirmed on a larger number of subjects.
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Pozver to Sustain Acuity.—The power to sustain acuity also

should be affected by everything that affects acuity. This is

particularly true with regard to factors which affect the resolving

power of the refracting media, for example, slight astigmatisms,

etc. With regard to the resolving power of the retina, however,

the correspondence does not seem to be so close. For example,

colored lights giving a relatively high acuity may not give an

equally relatively high power to sustain acuity. As a factor in the

power of the retina to sustain its resolving power, the rate of

decay of sensation for the different colors should be taken into

account ; also the phenomena which accompany decay when the

retina is stimulated by colored light. For example, the streaming

phenomenon* which interferes greatly with the power to sustain

clear discrimination seems to take place more strongly for some

wave-lengths than for others, more particularly for the short

wave-lengths. Green, blue, and blue-green seem especially active

in producing this phenomenon. It may be stated as a general

principle that the retina shows greater instability in retaining its

resolving power under colored light than under white light, and

that this instability is greater for some colors than for others.

It is significant to note that the retina has not only developed

its greatest power to give the achromatic response to the wave-

lengths in the mid region of the spectrum, but over and above this,

that is, w^hen all are equalized in power to give the achromatic

response, these wave-lengths still have a very great advantage for

the three most important aspects of clear seeing,—acuity, speed

of discrimination, and power to sustain acuity. Yellow stands at

the head of the list in all the tests that have as yet been applied,

—

acuity, power to sustain acuity, speed of discrimination, and the

tendency to produce ocular fatigue and discomfort. Yellow-

green and green stand comparatively high in the first three tests,

but have not ranked so well in the tests for fatigue and dis-

comfort. Even the three-minute tests of power to sustain acuity

give evidence of the inability of the retina to hold its resolving

power under the action of these wave-lengths. The indications

from this and the previous work are that the ruddy yellows up to

and well into the orange rank comparatively high all around;

+ C. E. Fcrrcc, The Intcrmittence of Minimal Visual Sensations, Amer. Jour.

Psychol., 1908, XIX, pp. 59-129; The Streaming Phenomenon, Ibid pp. 4S4-503.
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while the deep reds, the blue-greens, and the blues are obviously

not meant to serve as backgrounds upon which achromatic details

must be discriminated with precision, ease, and speed for long

periods of time.

THE EFFECT OF INTENSITY OF LIGHT AND SIZE OF VISUAL ANGLE

ON SPEED OF DISCRIMINATION.

This work was done on 13 observers. The test-object was a

broken circle, the opening of which subtended visual angles

respectively of 1.15, 1.73, 2.49 and 3.45 minutes of arc at the eye

of the observer. The circle was mounted at the center of a

graduated rotating dial. Exposures were made by means of a

tachistoscope somewhat similar to that devised by us for the Air

Service of the U. S. Army, furnished with only one set of ex-

posure discs rotating in front of and as close as possible to, the

test-object. On the front surface of these discs in line with the

observer's eye and the test-object was placed a fixation cross in

order that the exposure might begin with the eye in approximate

adjustment for the test-object. The determinations were made
at 0.4, 2.0, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0 and 12 ft-c. of light nonnal to the surface

of the test-object. The reflection coefficient of the test surface

was eighty-five per cent. The angle of incidence of light on the

test surface was kept constant for all illuminations. The eye was
allowed to adapt to each intensity of light through a 30-minute

practice series provided with normal rest periods. In the final

series eight positions of the test-object were used,—up, down,
right, left and the four 45-(lcgree positions.

The average results of the thirteen observers of normal re-

fraction for 1.
1
5, 1.73, 2.^9 and 3.. 15 minutes of visual angle arc

plotted in I-'igs. i and 2^. The third of these values 2.4c) minutes,

is approximately the visual angle subtended hy tlie details ^^{

iQ-point type at the conventional reading distance 2^}^ em. SjK'cd

is expressed as the reciprocal of the lime in secomls reijuired to

make the discrimination, that is, i divideil by this lime. In iMg. 1

speed is plotted against foot-candles. A strong elTcct of the

increase of illuminalion is seen for all \ isnal .ingles.

* For thr Inritrr pnrt (if thr ilntM rr]>rrNrntr(l in FIk«. 1-4. wr ntr iii(lct>tr<l tu I.oiii-.c

Slonn niirl Mnrium «» Mrirti. K'n<l«i'>tr sttnlrnts in \\\x- Hiyii M.uvr hilKmitory.
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Figs. I and 2.—Showing the effect of increase of intensity of light on speed of

discrimination (13 observers): Fig. i, speed of discrimination plotted against

foot-candles; Fig. 2, percentage gain in speed of discrimination plotted against

foot-candles.

In Fig. 2 is shown in per cent the increase in speed produced

by increasing the illumination for each of the visual angles. As
might be expected the effect of increase of illumination becomes

less as the visual angle or size of object is increased. There is

good reason for believing, however, that there is a considerable

effect even for very large visual angles.

In Fig. 3 speed is plotted against visual angle. In Fig. 4 is

shown for comparison the effect on speed of discrimination both

of increase of illumination and of increase of visual angle. Both

sets of curves are plotted on the same per cent ordinate. The

following points may be noted, (i) The effect of increase of

visual angle is greater than the effect of increase of illumination.

(2) Just as the effect of increase of illumination on speed

becomes less as the visual angle is increased, so does the effect

of increase of visual angle on speed become less as the intensity

of illumination is increased. That is, we get a greater benefit of

increase of illumination when the work is small, and a greater

benefit of increase of the size of the work when the illumination

is low.
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Fig. 3— Showing the effect of increase of visual angle on speed of discrimination at

0.2, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 12 foot-candles of light normal to the surface of the test-

object. Speed of discrimination is plotted against minutes of arc.

Fig, 4.—Showing a comparison of the effect of increase of intensity of light and of

size of visual angle on speed of discrimination. Both sets of curves are plotted

on the same per cent ordinate.

THE EFFECT OF VARIATION OF COMPOSITION OF LIGHT ON ACUITY,

SPEED OF DISCRIMINATION AND POWER TO SUSTAIN ACUITY.

In taking up the problem of color of paper in relation to the

eye we found that it was neither practical nor feasible to work

with colored papers. The control of factors needed could not be

secured without prohibitive trouble and expense with colored

paper. Essentially the same purpose can be served by using white

paper illuminated by colored light and a much better control of

factors can be had.

However, it is obvious that even by tiic use of colored light

a complete separation of factors can not be accomplished. Tiie

best lliat can be done is to vary together certain closely related

factors and hold the remainder constant, h'or example, wave-

length, hue and saturation can be varied together and purity and

phot(jmetric intensity or brightness can be held constant; hue,

wave-length or composition and j)urity can be varied together and

saturation and brightness held constant; saturation, purity and

Comi)osition can be varied and hue and biightness held constant;

etc. I'inal conclusions as to the relative importance of factors

can not be drawn from any one scries of determinations. They

will have to come from ati intercomi)aris()n of the iiulividual

scries.
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For the work to be reported in this paper there has been

chosen the first of these sets of variations. For its accomplish-

ment spectrum Hghts are required. In using spectrum Hght for

this purpose two possibiHties are open ; it can be used to illuminate

a test-object seen by reflected light (the determinations made
being then limited to low intensities) ; or it can be focussed on

the eye in which case higher intensities are possible. The first of

these alternatives has been chosen for the following reasons,

(i) It would be difficult to make the three determinations,

—

acuity, speed of discrimination and power to sustain acuity

—

under comparable conditions with the light focussed on the eye.

(2) Because of its superior sensitivity for picking up small

differences in effect and its advantages for imposing an objective

check on the correctness of the judgment we have wanted to use

the broken circle as a test-object. No test-object nearly so good

has as yet been devised suitable for use wdth light focussed on

the eye. (3) We have wanted to express acuity in absolute or

visual angle rather than in relative terms. This could not be

done with any test-object known to us which could be used with

the light focussed on the eye. (4) At one of the intensities used

yellow gave an average acuity slightly greater than i, V^, or ^Vgo

for all of the observers employed. Moreover any further in-

crease in this intensity caused a decrease in saturation for some

of the colors, for example, yellow, orange and red. That is, at

the higher intensity more than half of the colors were either at

or above their maximum saturation. At the lower intensity

yellow was approximately at its maximum saturation,—the re-

mainder of the colors below the maximum. It seemed allowable,

perhaps advisable, therefore, to conduct one series of experiments

at these intensities even though they were considerably lower than

the intensities found in practical lighting situations.

The light was obtained from a spectroscope designed es-

pecially to give high intensities, with long collimator and ob-

jective slits and correspondingly large lenses and prism. The

collimator slit was 12 mm. long. The collimator lens was a

Zeiss triple achromat 180 mm. focal length, 600 mm. diameter.

The prism was 100 mm. high, with a face 85 mm. in length. The
source of light was a well seasoned Ncrnst filament mounted in

exact aligrimcnt with the collimator slit and as close to it as
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possible. The breadth of the objective slit was 0.5 mm. The

light from the slit was spread directly to the test-object.

The surface illuminated subtended a visual angle of 30.07 x 21.33

min. of arc at 6 meters. The variations of intensity were pro-

duced by varying the width of the collimator slit. The light

reflected from the test surface was examined for purity with a

small Hilger spectrometer furnished with an illuminated scale.

No impurities above the threshold of sensation were found in any

of the lights used after they had suffered reflection from the test

surface.

The lights selected were narrow bands in the red (666/x/x),

orange (624/x/x), yellow {^Syfxfi), yellow-green (563^/4), green

(522/i/i), blue green (^oififi) and blue (488/x/M). Two intensities

of light were used 0.075 ^"^ 0.31 16 ft-c. (0.81 and 3.35 meter-

candles) designated respectively in the curves following as in-

tensities I and II. The lower of these two intensities was the

maximum obtainable for the blue in the spectrum employed.

Neither the blue nor the blue-green could be obtained at the

higher intensity. The lights were made photometrically equal at

these intensities. The equalization was based on the average

results of two observers practiced in making the judgments of

hetciochromatic photometry.

Acuity.—Three observers were used in making these

determinations. The work was done in a dark room. The eyes

were given a 30-minute adaption period before any observations

were made. Also before the final determinations were made for

each color a practice scries of 15 minutes with proper rest periods

was given. The broken circle (the international test-object)

mounted on a rotating dial was used as test-object. In making

the judgment all that was required of the observer was to indicate

the direction in which the opening pointed. The judgment on

which the estimate of acuity was based was thus reduced to very

simple terms and an objective check was had on its correctness.

In the final scries of (Icterminations this opening was turned in

haphazard order riglit, Ici'l, up, down and the four 45-degree

positions. The breadth of the opening was measured on a

niicromcler comi)arator and the \isiial angle comj>ute(l. The

coefficient of reflection of the test surface was 85 per cent. The

prc-exposure and surrounding field were made in each case as
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nearly as possible of the same brightness as the test surface. An
exposure of i sec. was allowed for each judgment. The angle of

incidence of light on the test surface was kept constant through-

out the experiments. Constancy of position of the observer's

eye was secured by biting a mouth board in which the impression

of his teeth has previously been made and hardened in wax.

Curves showing the average results for the three observers

are given in Figs. 5 and 6. In Fig. 5 acuity is expressed as the

reciprocal of the visual angle discriminated, that is, i divided by

the value of the visual angle. Acuity is plotted against wave-

length. For the lower intensity the lowest acuity is found in the

blue and the highest in the yellow. The ranking from highest

to lowest is in the following order, yellow, yellow-green, orange,

green, red, blue-green and blue. For the higher intensity the

order from highest to lowest is yellow, yellow-green, orange,

green and red. At the higher intensity the acuity in the yellow

is 1.052. This is slightly greater than the Snellen norm for the

emmetropic eye. The acuity for the yellow-green is approxi-

mately equal to the Snellen standard for the normal eye.

At the higher intensity the acuity was determined also for

the ^Macbeth daylight glass transmitting the light of a type C
lamp operated at 108 volts; and for the light of this lamp un-

filtered. The acuity for the daylight glass was 1.125; for the

tungsten lamp, 1.077; ^^<i ^oi' the yellow of the spectrum, 1.052.

3C

o 2C

10

/ v

'

/k
/V II

1 1

470620 570 520 470 670 620 570 520

V/AVE LCr^GTH yU/v WAVELENGTH JlyU^

Figs. 5 and 6.—Showing the effect of change of wave-length of light on acuity at

0.075 and 0.3 ii6 foot-candle of light, intensities I and II, (3 observers). Fig.

5, acuity plotted against wave-length; Fig. 6, percentage change in acuity plotted

against wave-length. The lowest value of acuity common to both curves in

Fig. 5 is taken as the base on which to calculate the' percentage change.
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In Fig. 6 are curves showing the percentage change in acuity

with change of wave-length for both intensities of Hght. In these

curves percentage change of acuity is plotted against wave-length

of light. In both cases the lowest value of acuity common to

both curves in Fig. 5, is taken as the base on which to calculate

the percentage change. This is the acuity for red. Blue and

blue-green are not represented in the curve for the higher in-

tensity. The percentage change from red to yellow for the

lower intensity was 21.4; for the higher intensity 34.65. The

percentage change from blue to yellow for the lower intensity was

120.41. The change from red to yellow, it will be noted, was

greater for the higher intensity. This was doubtless due to the

relative change in saturation of the two colors with the increase

of intensity. That is, yellow was around its maximum saturation

at the lower intensity and lost saturation as the intensity was in-

creased. This relative change in saturation will doubtless be

found to be a strong factor in the relative acuities of the colors

at different intensities of light. To investigate this point an in-

tensity curve should be determined for the different colors and

the shape of these curves be compared with that of the saturation

curves for the colors.

Speed of Discrimination.—These determinations were made

for six observers. Again the test-object was a broken circle, the

opening of which subtended a visual angle of 2.49 min. of arc at

the observers eye. The circle was mounted at the center of a

graduated rotating dial. The exposures were made by means of

a tachistoscope furnished with only one set of exposure discs

rotatinj^^ in front and as close as i>ossible to the test-object. On
tlic front surface of tlu'sc discs in lino with the observer's eye

and the test-object was placed a fi.xation cross in order that the

exposure might be given with the eye in approximate adjustment

for the test-object. The reflection coefficient the test surface was

eighty-live per cent. The angle of incidence of light on the test

surface was kept constant Un' all of the determinations. The

work was done in a dark room. The eye was given a 30-minute

adaption period l)cfore any observations were made. I'efoie the

final determinations were made a practice scries of twenty
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minutes, with proper rest periods, was given. In the final de-

terminations eight positions of test-object were used,—up, down,

right, left and the four 45-degree positions.

The average results for the six observers for both intensities

of light are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. In Fig. 7 speed is plotted

against wave-length. Speed is expressed as the reciprocal of the

time in seconds required to make the determination. The effect of

change of wave-length on speed is much greater than on acuity,

but in general the type of effect is the same. The order of rating

from highest to lowest is for the lower intensity yellow, yellow-

green, orange, green, red, blue-green and blue ; and for the higher

intensity yellow, yellow-green, orange, green and red.

The speed of discrimination both for the Macbeth daylight

glass transmitting the light from a type C lamp operated at 108

volts, and the unfiltered light from this lamp, was greater than

for the spectrum yellow. The speed from the daylight glass was

greater than for the unfiltered light of the type C lamp. The
speed for the daylight glass was 58.46; for the tungsten lamp,

48.89 ; and for the yellow of the spectrum, 40.87.

In Fig. 8 are given curves showing the percentage change

in speed with change of wave-length for both intensities of light.

In these curves percentage change in speed is plotted against

wave-length. In both cases the lowest value of speed which is
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Figs. 7 and 8.—Showing the effect of change of wave-length of light on speed of

discrimination, intensities I and II (6 observers). Fig. 7, speed of discrimina-

tion plotted against wave-length; Fig. 8, percentage change in speed of discrimi-

nation plotted against wave-length. The lowest value of speed common to both

curves in Fig. 7 is taken as the base on which to calculate the percentage change.
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common to both curves in Fig. 7, is taken as the base on which

to calculate the percentage change. This is again the acuity for

red. Blue and blue-green are not represented in the curve for the

higher intensity. The percentage change from red to yellow for

the lower intensity was 155.65; for the higher intensity, 239.99.

The change from red to yellow, it will be noted, was greater for

the higher intensity as was the case for acuity; and as might be

expected, the difference in effect which was in all probability due

to the difference in the relative saturations of the colors, was

greater for speed than for acuity. The percentage change from

blue to yellow for the lower intensity was 867.76.

In Fig. 9 are given curves showing the individual results for

the six observers. The general similarity as to type of results

is obvious from these curves. The chief difference is in the order

of magnitude of speed.

Power to Sustain Acuity.—For these determinations a value

of visual angle was selected slightly greater than the minimum

visual angle for the color giving the lowest acuity, namely, the
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Sbowiiiic the individual rf.sults for the six oh>rrvcr!i, intensity 1.

10.—Showing the percentage change with change of wave length of light in all

of the functions tested, plotted to the s.nmc ncale,

—

intensity I. The value for

blue i-1 taken as the base on which '.o calculate the percentage change.
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blue for the lower intensity of light. The value of this angle

was 3.664 min. of arc. The test-object was the same as we
have always used for the work on power to sustain clear seeing,

the printed letters "li," the task being to resolve and hold clear

for a period of three minutes the break between the dot and its

stem in the letter i. The breadth of the break was 0.6255 mm.
and the visual angle subtended by the break at the observer's eye

was, as already stated, 3.664 min. of arc. A record was made
on a kymograph with a key, electro-magnetic recorder, and

Jacquet chronograph of the time the break could be discriminated

in three minutes, the measure of the performance of the eye

being expressed as a ratio of the time seen clear to the time seen

blurred. It could also be expressed as a ratio of the time seen

clear to the total time of observation. There being no ob-

jective check on the correctness of the judgment, its precision

had to be checked up by the size of the mean variation as it is in

photometry and other subjective performances in which an ob-

jective check is not possible. As in photometry, carefully tested and

practiced observers are also needed. The work was done in a

dark room. The eye was pre-sensitized to this condition of field

by a 50-minute period of adaption. Constancy of position of the

eye was secured by having the observer bite a mouth board on

which the impression of his teeth had previously been made and

hardened in wax. The results of these determinations are shown
in Figs. II and 12. In Fig. 11, the ratio time clear to time

blurred is plotted against w^ave-length of light. The order of

ranking as to power to sustain is the same as for acuity and

speed of discrimination with the exception of the ranking of red

and green. The acuity and speed were higher for green than

for red. In case of the power to sustain the reverse was true.

The eye shows better power to sustain its acuity under red light.

The ranking from highest to lowest power to sustain for the lower

intensity was yellow, yellow-green, orange, red, green, blue-green

and blue ; for the higher intensity, yellow, yellow-green, orange,

red and green. In conducting the test, as has been already

stated, a visual angle was selected slightly greater than the

minimum for the light giving the lowest acuity. This was the blue

of the lower intensity spectrum. Since we wanted to compare

the results for the higher and the lower intensity, this angle was
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used also for the higher intensity. This rendered the test for the

work at the higher intensity considerably less sensitive. That is,

for this intensity the visual angle was too large to give maximum
sensitivity to the test. It also rendered large the scale of ratios

of the time clear to the time blurred at the higher intensity.
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Figs. II and 12.—Showing the effect of change of wave-length of light on the eye's

power to sustain the clear seeing of the test-object for 3 minutes. Intensities

I and II. Fig. 11, ratio time clear to time blurred plotted against \vavclcngth;

Fig. 12, percentage change in ratio time clear to time blurred plotted against

wave-length. The lowest value of power to sustain acuity common to both

currcs in Fig. 1 1 is taken as the base on which to calculate percentage change.

As wc have already stated, the effect of color on power to

sustain acuity is very strong. This came out particularly in the

comparison of the daylight glass and the type C lamp with the

spectrum colors. For example, the ratio time clear to time

blurred for the daylight glass was 71 ; for the tungsten lamp, 35

;

and for the yellow of the spectrum, 29.

In Fig. 12 are given curves showing the percentage change

in speed with change of wave-length for both intensities of light.

In these curves percentage change in the ratio of the time clear to

the time blurred is plotted against wave-length. In both cases the

lowest value of ])ower to sustain wliich is common to botli curves

in Fig. II is taken as the base on which to calculate the poiccntage

change. This is the value for green.

I'or various obvious reasons the foregoing curves were not all

plotted on the same scale, nor was the same number of ()!)servcrs

used throughout. In order to make possible a comparison of

the effect (»f change in wave-length on the dilTereni functions

under the conditions tested, I'ig 10 is given in which all the curves

are i>lotte(l on the same scale .ind represent the results of the same
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observer. The curves are plotted for the lower of the two in-

tensities. In all cases the lowest value for all the functions

tested was taken as the base on which to calculate the percentage

change. For the lower intensity this was the value of the blue.

An inspection of Fig. lo shows that the functions most

affected by the change of wave-length are in order from greatest

to least the power to sustain acuity, speed of discrimination, and

lastly acuity. So far as we have been able to tell from all of

our work up to the present time, this order of ranking holds in

general for whatever affects the functional pow'ers of the eye:

errors of refraction, favorableness or unfavorableness of working

conditions, bodily health and fatigtie, etc. From the stand-

point of testing, therefore, the power to sustain acuity affords the

most sensitive, and the conventional acuity test the least sensitive

basis for detecting small functional disturbances in the eye,

whether they are due to errors in refraction or any of the causes

mentioned above. Speed of discrimination, however, is a wery

sensitive test and more feasible for general laboratory purposes

than power to sustain.

With reference to the problem of the coloration of paper

this study shows that wave-length, hue, (which is a subjective

aspect of both wave-length and intensity), and saturation (which

is also a function of wave-length and intensity) are important

factors governing the working powers of the eye. Further

analysis, however, is needed. Obviously an important point yet

to be determined is the relative significance of hue and saturation.

In other words, how much effect is there for difference in color

when the working surfaces are equalized in saturation and bright-

ness and conversely how much effect is there for difference in

saturation when hue and brightness are made equal? For ex-

ample, it is quite possible to make papers of different hues and

of approximately the same saturation and brightness. What
would be the difference in the working powers of the eye under

these conditions? We have already made the determination

(results as yet unpublished) for fairly well saturated red, yellow,

green and blue (mixed lights) with regard to tendency to pro-

duce ocular fatigue and discomfort, and have found a very con-

siderable difference. Later this determination will be made for

acuity, speed of discrimination and power to sustain acuity.
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DISCUSSION

D. McFarlan Moore : The amount of data on this general

subject that Dr. Ferree has collected during the last few years is

certainly very imposing. I note that he was requested by a

paper company to furnish specifications for an ideal printed

page, and I would like to ask Dr. Ferree whether he is now in

a position whereby he could prepare the ideal specifications for

an ideal artificial light, the fatigue factor of which would be

equal to or less than the fatigue factor of the best quality of

daylight. I am delighted to note that these latest investigations

seem to corroborate the opinion of many that the light which

most nearly approaches daylight in quality is easiest on the eye.

Louis Bell : I think we are all indebted to Dr. Ferree and

his colleague for a very interesting mass of information on some

of the reactions of the eye. One thing in particular interested

me (and I think that it would be found worthy of some further

investigation) and that is, what he refers to as the resolving

power of the retina.

Of course, the resolving power of the retina means much.

There has been some comment as to whether theoretically the

resolving power of the refracting media increases directly as the

wave-length shortens. Of course, every microscopist knows

what that particular thing in the optical eflFect is, because in

examining, for instance, diatoms in the microscope, it is a pvv-

fectly common experiment to show the effect of shortening the

wave-length on the resolving power available. It is something

startling to see the way that shifting the wave-length toward

the blue will immediately raise the resolving power, \n a degree

that enables details, absolutely invisible otlu-rwise, to be seen

with the utmost clearness.

Tlu-n tlu-rc is the elTect which was referred to as the re-

solving power of the photographic plate which is quite distinctly

(lei)en(iing largely ui)on the structure of the plate, (^n the fine-

ness of the grain. I carried out some experiments in the List

year on the fineness of grain in plate; and the dilTercnce in re-

solving power comes out very strikingly with some of the fine

process plates, of a structure that is so tine tliat details can be

made out that would be (juite impossible to get in high speed

plates.
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That is a very well-defined, clearcut phenomenon. Now,

the resolving power of the retina is a very curious thing which

I hope Dr. Ferree will investigate still further. We have there a

plate which for any given individual and for fixation in the

fovea, is given a definite structure. There is a point, unques-

tionably, beyond which the size of the retinal structure will quite

plainly affect it. Dr. Ferree is working near it.

It seems to me that here we have entirely a different situa-

tion entering, which determines the factors of sustained acuity,

and that is, the effect of the various wave-lengths on the photo-

chemical substance, whatever it is, which actually determines

vision. We know that there is a photochemical substance which

is decomposed, giving the fatigue effects, and it seems to me
that the retinal action is very much as an ordinary normal

photographic plate would act if it were sensitized with unstable

dyes.

Ordinarily one tries to get the dyes which will keep fairly

well, but if you can imagine a plate sensitized with dyes which

were extremely unstable you would then have something corre-

sponding to the retina. Then you would find that the details

would depend very much on the wave-lengths of the light be-

cause on a fairly long exposure, the sensitiveness of the platt

itself, to various regions of the spectrum, would undergo pro-

found change.

It seems to me that is what Dr. Ferree has stumbled upon

in these experiments, a perfectly genuine effect due to the result

of light of different wave-lengths, falling upon an extremely

unstable substance. It is a thing which we do not find in the

mere investigations of acuity depending upon the dioptric effects

;

it is a thing we do not find in photographic plates with any sta-

bility at all, but which is predominant in the effect of light on

the retina and it would seem that a thorough investigation along

this line might give us a good deal of light on the general

characteristics of the photochemical substance which determines

the effect upon the retina. It involves a distinctly new sort of

resolving power. In all these experiments and all others on

the eye, it seems rather desirable to carry the intensities a good

deal higher than it has been carried here. The experiments on

light of different colors, at low intensities and the experiments
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carried along on quite the same lines much higher, might lead to

some very interesting results.

For example, nothing is more familiar than the fact that

detail which is very faint in relation to its background has a

totally different acuity reaction from detail where the contrast

is large and carrying this particular difference into the experi-

ments on the color effects on acuity, might lead to some very

interesting results.

There have been a good many results published by some

of the foreign investigators, for example, on the supposed re-

action to color of infants, which turned out, after being care-

fully looked over, to be nothing more than contrasts of appar-

ent intensity. In other words, the child was supposed to be

seeing the color, and taking notice of colors, where there was

nothing involved at all except difference of contrast of the color

with the background, and if this question of chromatic contrast

were followed out, I think we would get still another line on the

reaction of the eye to color, which, of course, is really just now

being investigated, and to which Dr. Kerree has made no in-

consideral)le contribution.

E. L. Elliott: Mr. Chairman, it is customary to ox-

press appreciation of papers that are presented, especially those

representing unusual labor and in\cstigation ; but I want to go

a little farther than the previous speakers have yet gone in re-

gard not only to this, but to the contributions that Professor

Ferree and his colleague have been presenting to the Society

for a number of years, beginning, as I recall, in 1913.

Papers on the lines of investigation that they rej^ort are

actually the foundations of illuminating engineering. Ilhimina-

tion, as a branch of engineering, is an applied science ; the engineer

takes tlu- results of ]»nre science and makes i)ractical use of

them. I'or example, tin- strnetinal engineer takes the results of

the metallurgist and tlie physicist .'ind uses tlicm in designing

bridges and structures. It is not uj) to the structural engineer

to devise new alloys; his function is to take the results ob-

tained by the metallurgist and use tliem. The illuminating engi-

neer is in a precisely similar position with regard to the work of

tlic i»hysicist and particularly in regard to the work of the
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psychologist and physiologist. The physical elements of illum-

inating engineering are comparatively few, and most of them

have been long known. The measurement of light, and the

mathematical principles upon which it depends, are certainly

not new. The final result that we are after as illuminating

engineers, is to enable the eye to see with its maximum efficiency.

This does not depend upon what happens outside of the eye, but

upon what happens within the human body; and in this field

we have little exact knowledge as yet. That is why I say that

these papers of Dr. Ferree, and others of a similar nature, are

actually laying the foundation of illumination as a science.

It will interest you, perhaps, if I give as briefly as I can,

the results of a long series of experiments^ extending over some

eight months of continuous work, in a similar line. In this case,

instead of taking discrimination and acuity tests, the results w^ere

obtained in reaction time. Reaction time represents a summa-

tion of a considerable number of physiological and psychological

effects, but it is the thing that the engineer is after. When the

workman (and industrial lighting, I take it, is the most im-

portant of the two divisions of illumination as an applied science)

sees what is before him, and makes a motion, or motions, which

are guided by the visual impression, he is giving a practical ex-

ample of visual reaction time. Probably 75 per cent of all

labor is performed by the guidance of the eye ; and such as is

performed by other guidance does not interest the illuminating

engineer.

In the experiments to which I refer, the three kinds of light

which are now available, that is, sunlight, the light of incandes-

cent tungsten, and the light of luminescent mercury vapor, were

used, at different intensities, representing the practical range of

illumination. The test object consisted of numbers consisting

of four digits printed in ten point type with black ink on white

bond paper. The reaction time recorded was the time it took

the observer to read a number and press a key. All necessary

precautions were taken to avoid the elements of fatigue, adapta-

tion, and acuity, from entering into the results.

J M. KlHott "Comparative Coj?nitive Reaction time with I,ight.s of Different Spectral
Character and at Different Intensities of Illumination. " Avier. Jour, of Psych., Jan., 1922,
Vol. 33, p. 97.
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The investigations were made over a range of intensity from

one-half to fifty foot-candles, so that there was attained not only

the reaction time under these three different types of commercial

light, but also under the different intensities of each light. The

results of three observers averaged, and plotted as reciprocals,

are shown in the curve. The number of reactions in a given time

under daylight at ten foot-candles intensity is taken as 100, and

the other reactions reduced to this basis. See Fig. 13.
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The results showed that ten foot-candles in each case was

practically the intensity that was most useful. There was a

slight rise in the speed of reaction for the mercury vapor light

above ten and a slight decrease with the tungsten light above

twenty; but the change was small.

This indicates that where we have maximum c()ntra>t in

objects to be seen, which is of a fineness represented by ordinary

type, ten foot-candles is the minimum illumination that should

be provided.

The rcmarkal)le thing brought out b\- these exiH'rinunts is

tiiat at all intensities the speed of reaction under mercury vapor

light was markedly greater tlian under either daylii^ht or the

tungsten light; the difference at each intensity seemed to be

al)out constant. Mercury vapor light ga\e about ^i\ per cent

quicker reaction than daylight, and about twelve per cent (jiiicker

lh;in llic ltinL,'sten light. These results seem to \\w particularly

valuable because reaction time takes in all of the elements and

gives Us at once a sntnniation of (he efVei-(s that we arc- after.
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The fact that reaction time is an old and well tried method,

and one which has been found useful in many ways, adds ma-

terially to the value of the results obtained in the present case.

The intermediate steps (cognition, discrimination, etc.) are in-

teresting to the pure scientist, but reaction time gives at once

a total result that is the exact equivalent of the visual factor in

manual labor; and this is of practical interest to the illuminating

engineer.

Ward Harrison : May I ask Dr. Ferree just what "satura-

tion" means as used in his paper? I did not understand quite

clearly what he meant when he said that increasing the inten-

sity of illumination reduced the saturation decidedly.

Dr. Geo. S. Crampton : I understand the discussion is

closed, but I want to say one word in appreciation of this work

that Drs. Ferree and Rand have been doing the past few years.

I certainly appreciate it from the standpoint of ophthalmology,

and I am sure it is appreciated very much by the gentlemen

present. I have the pleasure of living not very far from Dr.

Ferree's laboratory and get a chance to see him frequently and

can vouch for the very consciencious and accurate work that he

and his clever wife are doing.

]\I. LuCKiESH (Communicated) : I wish to compliment

the authors on their recent addition to their long series of re-

searches. I am particularly interested in their results obtained

with nearly monochromatic light. This is the first work which I

have seen on this subject since I published my results ten years

ago (Blec. JVld., 191 1, 58, p. 1252; Trans. I. E. S., 1912, p.

1355 ''Color and Its Applications," 1915), and I am interested

to note that their results relating acuity and wave-length agree

w^ith mine to the extent that they show as my results did that

monochromatic light in the middle of the spectrum near the

yellow reveals detail better than light lowards the ends of the

spectrum.

In my work I used monochromatic light including three of

the spectral lines of mercury. I also had a brightness of my
colored field equal to that of a white surface illuminated to an

intensity of 4.2 foot-candles. The acuity object which I used

was that of parallel lines which could be varied as to width and
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separation. Ferree and Rand's data were obtained at very low-

illuminations and the relations might not be considered to hold

for higher illuminations. However, the data which I obtained

were obtained at what might be considered a normal working

intensity so that the relation appears to hold in general through-

out the range.

C. E. Ferree: In reply to Mr. Moore I would say that

on the basis of the results we have obtained so far on acuity,

speed of discrimination, speed of adjustment of the eye for clear

seeing at different distances, power to sustain acuity, and ocular

fatigue and discomfort, I would be inclined to recommend

strongly daylight composition and color values as best all around

for the eye. I would be inclined also to make a similar recom-

mendation of daylight intensities when the distribution factors

are properly taken care of,—perhaps one should add also, when
daylight compositions and color values are approximated. Just

how much or whether at all the well-being and efficiency of the

eye under daylight intensities depend upon composition and

color value as well as upon the distribution factors I am not at

this time prepared to say. However, so far as the eye is con-

cerned, I do not think we will go far wrong in taking the well

daylighted room as our model with regard to all of the aspects

of lighting,—composition and color value, intensity and the dis-

tribution factors.

As an illustration of the effect of the resolving j)owcr of

the refracting media on acuity Dr. Bell cites the superior clear-

ness with which the short wavc-Kiigths of light bring out details

in the microscoi)ic field. While microscopy undoubtedly serves

as a good means of demonstrating or illustrating the factors

which iiilhunce the resolving |)Owcr of refracting media, it is

aj)t to be misleading and confusing as to the relative importance

of these factors in vision without the micro.scope as an accessory.

That is, in the latter case the eye views its object directly, not an
image of the object formed by .in acces.sory refi.Kiiiig system as

in niicroscoi)y. In niicrosco|)y, therefore, tlu- relati\e inij)ortancc

of refractive resolving j)()\ver and of the factors which inlluencc

it is greatly amplified and exaggerated as compared with their

importance in ordinary \ision. Thv microsc(^j>c is in fact iu>t
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an amplification or extension of the eye's refracting system. It

does not affect the resolving power of the retina. A discrepancy

should not be surprising, therefore, between the effect of wave-

length of light on acuity as represented in the natural power of

the eye, and in the eye w^hose refracting powers are amplified

by means of a microscope. In one case it would appear the re-

solving power of the retina is dominant ; in the other the resolving

power of the refracting system.

Dr. Bell seems to believe that wave-length of light in relation

to fineness of structure of the retina may be of considerable im-

portance in explaining the effect of wave-length on the resolv-

ing power of the retina. So far we have been inclined to explain

this effect largely in terms of the subjective factors hue and

saturation. That is, even when all are made equal in brightness,

black test characters seem to stand out more distinctly,—to have

a greater qualitative difference as sensation from some hues and

saturations as background than from others. However, the point

is an interesting one for investigation. Our next series of ex-

periments will, we hope, present differential evidence for and

against hue and saturation as factors.

The suggestion that the effect of wave-length on the ability

of the retina to sustain its resolving power is due to a difference

in power progressively to disintegrate an unstable visual sub-

stance is an interesting one. If this be true and it be true also

that the difference in the rate of disintegration affects seeing,

it should show out in experiments conducted to determine the

relative rate of exhaustion or adaptation of the eye, achromati-

cally and chromatically, to the different wave-lengths." Such ex-

periments for tlie chromatic response have already been con-

ducted in our laboratory for the same wave-lengths as were

used in the foregoing experiments. They will be conducted in

the near future also for achromatic response. We have noted

in the text the importance of the "streaming phenomenon" as a

factor in the ability of the retina to sustain its resolving power.

(For a description and discussion of this phenomenon, see

"The Intermittence of Minimal Visual Sensations," Amcr. Jour.

Psychol, 1908, XIX, pp. 59-129; and the "Streaming Phenome-
2 This progressive disintegration and the differential action of wave-length of light

upon it might of course also lie at the foundation of the "streaming phenomenon" and
its greater activity under some wave-lengths than others.
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non," Ibid, pp. 484-503). The conclusion that this phenomenon

influences the blurring of details in the test-object and that the

activity of the streaming is greater for some wave-lengths than

for others is not based on speculation or inferential grounds. It

is directly observable.

For many years Dr. Bell has adventured with success in

the "no-man's land" between the physical and the conscious in

the subject of optics. In replying to his discussion, therefore,

I could perhaps say nothing more fitting than to suggest that he

help out in the investigation of some of the interesting points

he has raised.

I agree with Air. ElHott with reference to the importance of

investigations having for their purpose ways and means of best

adapting light to the use of the eye. I would not perhaps go as

far as he has in the relative importance which he assigns to the

work of the psychologist and the physiologist in illuminating

engineering. Nor would I agree with him at all with regard to

the comparative merits of the procedure which he has selected

to make his studies. Mr. Elliott says: "The final result we
are after as illuminating engineers is to enable the eye to see

with its maximum efficiency." If this be true then it is our busi-

ness as investigators to find out what conditions are most bene-

ficial to seeing and to use as i)rocedure test methods which mea-

sure the effect on the most important aspects of seeing, such as

acuity, power to sustain acuity, speed of discrimination, etc. But

we need not include in our test procedure the measurement of

any or all of the body's actions or reactions which seeing touches

off; for, so far as our present knowledge goes or any probabilitv

based on knowledge which we now j)ossess, a lighting condition

aces no! allfct the response of a nnisclf in anv otlur \\;i\- than

tliron.i^h its intluence on the (.-ye's response. W'liv not tlu-n it

wc are concerned in linding out what alTects the speed of the

eye's rcsjK)nsc, as we arc in the case that has been |>resented by

Mr. Elliott, measure the si)Ce(l of this response directlv? Why
include in the interval measured the additional time re(|uired (ur

the response (»l' a innscle, which response is not of itself affected

by the conditions under investigation and adds into the inter-

val a large and inclcxant constant conijionent which serves onlv
to nia^k and conceal changes in tlie component in which we aie
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interested, namely, the eye's speed of discrimination? To add

in die time required for the simple reaction of pressing a key

certainly contributes nothing to the solution of our problem not

already contained in the measurement of the speed of visual dis-

crimination; moreover, it adds to the time required for that dis-

crimination a greater constant time v^hich masks the effect and

serves only to render the test insensitive and of low precision.

There is, it is true, as an adjunct to the problem of lighting

in relation to the eye, a possibility of finding out how far clear

seeing is important to this or that type of work and, therefore,

of how much importance differences in lighting conditions are

to various types of work. This, I infer, is the problem which

Mr. Elliott has in mind. Such knowledge could not be gained,

however, merely by measuring the time required for one degree

of clearness of discriminating a test-object or group of test-

objects, and for so simple and non-specific an action as pressing

a key. It could be had only by embodying in the experiment as

visual task and reacting movement, some important item of the

work under investigation. Such a test is of the nature of a

specific performance or special service test and in order to apply

it to lighting in relation to industry, which seems to be the special

problem vvhich Mr. Elliott has selected from the larger field, as

many varieties of test performances are needed as there are in

the industries types of work requiring different degrees of clear

seeing, speed of seeing, etc. The whittling dov/n of the reacting

movement, for example, to the mere pressing of a key takes away
all the special meaning or service of adding a reacting movement

to the experiment. It becomes merely a clumsy way of recording

the speed of making the visual discrimination,—a way of record-

ing too that adds in to the interval measured the time of making

the movement, which time is larger in most cases than the time

of making the visual discrimination itself.

The reaction time experiment has been in use for more than

a hundred years and has been employed in one form or another

as a measure for almost everything that has come within the

range of psychological testing from the effect of alcohol, tobacco

and drugs to the detection of feeble mindedness and the various

types of insanity. It has been Mr. Elliott's privilege here to

present the experiment in still another role. In this connection
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it may be pointed out that a test the results of which are in-

fluenced by so many factors that it may be used with apparently

equal facility for many purposes, is open to the charge of being

of no particular or special value for any one of these purposes.

To say that the reaction time experiment in the present instance

is open to this charge is not entirely unfair. That is, when used

as a means of picking up differences in the conditions which affect

the speed of making the visual discrimination, this experiment is

insensitive and of low precision to a degree which is very un-

desirable and entirely unnecessar}\ It is insensitive because, as

I have already pointed out, the interval measured includes the

time of making both the visual discrimination and the reacting

movement. The time for making the reacting movement is longer

for all but very low intensities of light than is the discrimination

time, and is probably very little if any aff"ected by the optical

conditions which aft'ect the discrimination time. A component

more or less constant, therefore, so far as optical conditions are

concerned, is included in the quantity measured, which masks

in the total result the changes in the variable component which

it is our problem to detect. It is of low precision in the first place

because of its low sensitivity; and in the second place because

it is subject to the influence of a number of extraneous variable

factors which serve to give it a high mean error, much higher

for example than the discrimination time experiment. I have

been very much surprised to note that during the war the reaction

time experiment was used in several cases where the important

quantity to be measured obviously was the discrimination time

alone. This, however, was probably due to war cmcrgcncv con-

ditions. That is, a method and apparatus for measuring the

visual discrimination tinu- had not \ct \)ccn devised and the re-

action time was used as an available emergency substitute.

(Jiie of the sources of variable resuUs in llie rcaclion time

experiment not found in the simple \isual discrimination experi-

ment is the (liieetion of tlie ol)sei\er's attention. Attention may

Ik* directed t<» the sensory stimnhm. to the reaetiuLi: nio\t'nu'nt.

or possibly somewhat diffusely gi\en to botii. W hen the atten-

tion is directed to the stinnihis. tlu* reaction time has Iiecn found
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to be longer than when directed to the reacting movement. Lange,

for example, found that the reaction time to visual impressions

(simple light impressions) when attention was directed to the

stimulus rather than to the reacting movement Avas 0.29 sec.

;

when the attention was directed to the reacting movement it

was 0.1 13 sec. That is, the value of the first result is more

than twice that of the second and the only difference present

was in the direction of the attention. There was no change in

the objective conditions of the experiment. The first type of

reaction has been called the sensory reaction; the second, the

motor reaction. The motor type of reaction has the smaller

mean variation. The variability of result is no doubt in part

due to the difficulty of maintaining constancy of the type of

reaction; there seems to be a tendency varying with the indi-

vidual reactors for the sensory to pass over into the motor type

The individual differences or variability of results may also be

due in part to a natural tendency to direct the attention one way
or another.

The emphasis in the reaction time experiment is on the time

required for some muscle of the body to give a response,—not

the sense organ. The response of the sense organ is tolerated

only as a means of causing the muscle to react, an objection-

able but necessary element in the procedure. That is the time

required for the muscle to react can not be measured without

including also the time required for the response of the sense

organ. The converse, however, is not true. We can measure

the time of response of the sense organ without including the

time needed for making the various movements which it might

be used to set off. In Mr. Elliott's work the traditional emphasis

in the reaction time experiment is reversed. He is concerned

with the speed of response of the sense organ, but he is willing

to tolerate the inclusion of the response of the muscle although,

so far as our present knowledge goes, that is a factor which is

entirely irrelevant. This inclusion would be more justifiable if

it were necessary, but it is wholly imnecessary. A much more

precise measurement can be made of discrimination time than

of reaction time. I do not mean to say that there are not good
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uses for the reaction time experiment,—commendable uses have

been found for it, as Mr. Elhott has pointed out; but I do con-

tend that it is a poor substitute for the speed of discrimination

experiment in the investigation of the efifect of hghting condi-

tions on the eye or of Hghting in relation to industrial work when
the experiment is used in the form selected by ]\Ir. Elliott. But

if we are to use it for these purposes, let us by all means be

frank and call it reaction time as Mr. Elliott has done, not speed

of discrimination as one writer has recently shown a tendency

to do. The only way it could be called a speed of discrimina-

tion experiment is by recognizing that the time of making the

record is added to the result. In our own measurements of

speed of visual discrimination, the time of making the discrimina-

tion alone is measured. That is, the tachistoscope (rotary) was

set by trial to give the smallest exposure in which the discrimina-

tion could be made, and the value of this exposure was measured.

After the exposure was made the observer reported verbally

whether the opening of the circle pointed up, down, right, left or

any of the 45-degree positions. The time of making the report

was not included in the result measured.

Considerations of the kind noted above have always led us

to reject without hesitation the reaction time experiment in all

work in which our problem is to investigate the conditions which

affect the speed of response of the eye. An example of a better

selected use of the reaction time experiment in relation to in-

dustrial work is the rating of the ntness of individuals for dif-

ferent types of work on the basis of llu-ir si)cc(l of reaction. Here
the variable about which knowledge is wanted is measured di-

rectly; the incisiveness of the experiment is not mutilated bv

the presence of needless irrelevant factors.

My dfjminant interest in the experiments reported hv Mr.
ICliiott is in the method used, not in the lights com|)ared. In

scientific work methods are of importance fn'st because faulty

methods ^ive faulty results. Yet I can not help but wonder liow

significant a difference in result of 6 or even u per cent sliould

be consider! <l wIk n obtained by a test which inav yield, accord-
ing to Lnnge, a difference of 100 per cent, dei»ending upon the

direction of the attention alone. I scarcely need {(oiiit out tint
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in the use of the reaction time experiment unusual care should

be exercised in checkmg up the precision of the work, in the in-

struction and training of the observer, and in the interpretation

of the results. All of this, I presume, has been done in these

experiments. The great objection to the use of a test of low

sensitivity and of still lower precision is the difficulty of get-

ting differences in result, due to changes in the conditions tested,

which are safely in excess of the mean error of the test. I have

not, for example, recommended the speed of adjustment for

clear seeing at different distances as a test of the effect of

lighting conditions because of the presence of the more or less

constant muscle factor, which renders the test unduly and un-

necessarily insensitive as compared with the speed of discrimina-

tion test. And in this test, too, the presence of the muscle

factor is not as objectionable, so far as the reduction of precision

is concerned, as it is in the reaction time experiment because in

it the muscle reaction is reflex or automatic and is not subject

to a variable influence due to the direction of the attention.

Mr. Harrison has asked just what saturation means as used in

our paper. We have not used the term in any exceptional sense.

It is often defined as the ratio or proportion of the chromatic to the

achromatic component in the color sensation. The subjective

aspects hue, saturation and brightness all vary with the variation

of the intensity of the colored light. At very low intensities all

colored lights are seen as colorless. As the intensity is increased

color appears. In case of red the color component comes in

very soon. That is, for red the so-called photochromatic interval

is very slight. This interval varies in magnitude in different

parts of the spectrum, reaching its maximum in the neighborhood

of the yellow-green and green. When color has once appeared,

further increase of intensity causes an increase of saturation

for the greater part of the spectrum, also a change in hue,—until

a point of maximum saturation is reached. The physical intensity

at which this maximum is reached varies quite a great deal for the

different parts of the spectrum, also the actual value of the satu-

ration for different eyes. The point of maximum saturation

comes for all colors quite low in the scale of intensities measured
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either radiometrically or photometrically. A further increase of

intensity beyond the point of maximum saturation results in a

decrease in saturation,—also again a charge in hue for the greater

part of the spectrum. With increase of intensity the short wave-

lengths become colorless or white before the long wave-lengths.

Red and orange, for example, become white only at very high

intensities. Both tend to become yellow before passing into

white. In studies soon to be published from this laborator}^ sen-

sation has been laid off in just noticeably different steps in dif-

ferent parts of the spectrum from the achromatic threshold to

very high intensities, the changes noted, and the points at which

they occur in the intensity scale specified photometrically and

radiometrically. These specifications have been made also for the

point at which the maximum saturation occurs.

In reply to Dr. Crampton I would say that the work done

at the Bryn Mawr laboratory has been greatly aided by our

proximity to Dr. Crampton and other interested and able Phila-

delphia ophthalmologists. I am glad he has given us this oppor-

tunity publicly to acknowledge our indebtedness to a group of

men whose service to ophthalmology and its associated interests

makes Philadelphia one of the greatest eye centers in the world.

As I remember, Mr. Luckiesh conducted two sets of ex-

periments for the rating of spectrum acuities, a nearly mono-

chromatic series for points in the spectrum of a tungsten lamp

between 660-500 ^^, and a monochromatic series for three points

(578, 546 and 436 fxfx) in the spectrum of a mcrcury-vajKir tube.

The work on spectrum acuities was repeated by us ]>artly

in verification of the results obtained by Mr. Piickiesh, but

mainly tliat we might lia\e a basis of comparison of acuity, speed

of discrimination and power to sustain acuity for the same ob-

servers and conditions. The lights used by us were narrow

bands selected from the spectrum by a slit 0.5 mm. wide. They

were of such a degree of purity that when the tot surface illum-

inated by them was examined by means of a small Ililger spec-

trometer no alien bands were revealed. That is, the alien bands

which were in the spectrum beam were reduced below the
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threshold of sensation in the reflection from the surface of the

test-object. Ordinarily it is our custom to filter out the alien

bands usually found in a lens-prism spectrum, but in this case

we wanted all of the intensity available; moreover, as already

stated, impurities were not found in sensible amounts in the

light reflected from the test surface. I infer that alien bands

were present in the higher intensity beam entering the eye in

Mr. Luckiesh's first series of experiments, since no statement

is made of filters or other devices having been used to eliminate

them. However, while the presence of these low intensity bands

would be of considerable importance in case of sensory deter-

mination, it is quite probable that they are of negligible impor-

tance in determinations of acuity.



INTERIM REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON
MOTOR VEHICLE LIGHTING

PREFACE

The first specifications for tests of headlighting devices for

approval by state authorities were put forth by this Committee

in 1918. These were admittedly of a very lenient and tentative

character. On account of the meager amount of laborator}^ data

and of practical experience on the road which were available at

that time, it was necessary that the specifications should not be

made too hard and fast, but that they should be drawn with a view

to future improvement as experience might show necessary. Ac-

cordingly a further revision was effected in 1919, and a revised

edition of the rules was put out under date of May, 1920, This

revision showed marked improvements in the specifications,

and was adopted by a considerable number of states.

Since that time further experience has accumulated in this

field, particularly as a result of the adoption by the State of

Massachusetts of specifications for laboratory tests which in some

respects went further than those of the I, E. S, Committee, and

the application of which was attended with good results. It

became clear from the situation, that the I. E. S. specifications

required further improvement, and that the data upon which

such improvement could be based had become available as a result

of a large number of tests made for various states, the results

of which tests had become matters of public record. The Com-
mittee on Motor X'ohicle Lighting has therefore gone over its

specifications very thoroughly, and presents herewith a revised

edition of them,

II ^h()ul(l be specifically ])ointe(l out tliat those revised rules

prescribe tests which can be made oiilv in a piiotonictric lalx:)rator\'

equipped with i)recise measuring instruments and photometric

standards. Tiiese rules for laboratory testing aio iinuh too

complicated to be applied to tests of headlights on the road, and

are not intended so to ho ai)j)lie<l. The presrnt aiiiplilication of the

ac(H'{)tance test is a natural rosuU of tlu' doveloinnent of the art.

and is designed as a more complete method of excluding inferior

devices.
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In putting forth this revision it is not the intent of the Com-
mittee that headlighting devices which have passed tests under

the older specifications and have been approved, ought necessarily

to be removed summarily from approval lists. The Committee,

without of course having any jurisdiction in the matter, respect-

fully submits that in fairness to all, a time interval should be

allowed and announced, at the expiration of which all devices

which do not comply with the revised specifications should no

longer be permitted to be used.

COMMITTEE ON MOTOR VEHICLE LIGHTING 1921-1922

F. C. Caldwell W. A. McKay
G. N. Chamberlain A. L. McMurtry
P. W. Cobb H. H. Magdsick

E. C. Crittenden L. C. Porter

A. W. Devine C. H. Sharp, Chairman

J. A. HoEvELER G. H. Stickney

W. F. Little L. E. Voyer



RULES GOVERNING THE APPROVAL OF HEAD-
LIGHTLNG DEVICES FOR MOTOR VEHICLES

COMMITTEE ON MOTOR VEHICLE LIGHTING

ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING SOCIETY

Revised February 9, 1922

DEFINITION

By headlighting device is meant either the integral and complete

headlamp or a device intended to modify in a suitable manner the

beam of the ordinary type of headlighting equipment.

REQUIREMENTS FOR APPROVAL

No headlighting device will be approved until it has been

submitted to a laboratory test as prescribed in Section I through

which it is shown to be capable of confonning to the requirements

as to production and distribution of illumination. I'urthermore

it must satisfy the additional conditions which are laid down in

Section 11 entitled "Approval." The laboratory test will be made
by a competent and unbiased testing authority satisfactory- to the

State Aulhoritv.

105
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I. LABORATORY TESTS

(a) tests of DEVICES USED IN PAIRS

Samples for Test

The samples submitted to the testing authority shall be re-

presentative of the device as manufactured and as marketed. They

shall be accompanied by printed instructions for their use as

issued by the manufacturer of the device. The samples sub-

mitted shall include as much of the accessory equipment peculiar

to the device (except batteries) as is necessary to operate the

device in its normal manner. In the case of front glasses the

samples shall be one pair each of 8 V32 (or Ford size) 83^, 9

and gYz inch diameter when practicable.

Reflectors and Incandescent Lamps
In the case of devices to be used in connection with standard

parabolic reflectors, the reflectors used in making the laboratory

tests shall be of standard high grade manufacture of 1.25 inch

focal length with clean and highly polished surfaces, and as nearly

truly paraboloidal in form as practicable, and as approved for

this purpose by the National Bureau of Standards.

The incandescent lamps used in connection with the laboratory

test shall be of standard manufacture and as approved for this

purpose by the National Bureau of Standards. In the case of

devices involving the use of special incandescent lamps, such

lamps together with any necessary accessories shall be submitted.

Marks of Identification

Each device submitted must bear a distinctive designation

prominently and permanently indicating the name and type of the

device. Special incandescent lamps submitted in connection with

devices shall bear the manufacturer's normal, clear bulb rating.

Adjustment of Devices

The testing authority shall adjust the device in accordance with

the printed instructions issued by the manufacturer, which in-

structions must be adequate for practical purposes. An exact

description of the adjustment made for test shall be given in the

report.
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Focal Adjustments of Incandescent Lamps

The following designations of the focal adjustments of the

incandescent lamp in the parabolic reflector are adopted:

Principal Focus. The beam, with bare reflector or plain

front glass, is nearly parallel and of the smallest possible

diameter.

Rear Focus. The beam, with bare reflector or plain front

glass, diverges as much as possible without having a dark

center.

Front Focus. The beam, with bare reflector or plain front

glass, converges and crosses near the lamp and then diverges

as much as possible without having a dark center.

Special Focus. A special focal adjustment is allowed only

when it can be clearly defined and described.

Photometric Tests

The tests shall be as follows

:

Test i

A pair of testing reflectors, mounted similarly to the headlamps

on a car, shall be set up in a dark room at a distance of not less

than 60 feet nor more than 100 feet from a vertical white screen.

If a testing distance of 100 feet is taken, the reflectors shall be

set 28 inches apart from center to center, and if a shorter testing

distance is taken, the distance between reflectors shall be projx)r-

tionately reduced. The axes of the lamps shall be parallel and
horizontal, or tilted in a vertical i)lanc in accordance with maiui-

facturer's adjustment. The intensity of the combined lii^ht >liall

then be measured with each i)air of sami)les in turn, with the

reflectors fitted with a pair of incandescent lamj)s of the gas-tilled

type, C>-8 volts, 21 scp. rating. Tiie lamps shall be such as will

give their rated candlejxjwer when operated at their rated etVici-

cncy. They shall be oper.ited at their rated candle])owcr.

Measurements shall be made at the following |K)ints at the

surface of the .screen :

A. In the incdi.in vertical jjlane parallel to the lanij) axes, on
a level with the lamps.

}». In the median j>l;nie one degree of are below the le\el of the

lamps.
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C. In the median plane one degree of arc above the level of the

lamps.

D. Four degrees of arc to the left of the median plane and

one degree of arc above the level of the lamps.

PL and PR. One and one-half degrees of arc below the level

of the lamps and three degrees of arc to the left and to the right

respectively of the median plane.

QL and QR. Three degrees of arc below the level of the lamps

and six degrees of arc to the left and to the right respectively of

the median plane.

A diagram of test positions is shown in Fig. i.

All pairs of samples tested under the conditions prescribed

above shall conform to the following specifications for observed

apparent candlepower

:

Point A, not less than i,8oo candlepower nor more than 6,000

candlepower.

Point B, not less than 7,200 candlepower, and there shall not

be less than 7,200 candlepower at any point on the horizontal line

through B, one degree to the left and to the right of B.

Point C, not over 2,400 candlepower, and not less than 800

candlepower.

Point D, not over 800 candlepower.

Points PL and PR, at each of these points and at every point

on the line between them, not less than 5,000 candlepvower.

Points QL and QR, at each of these points and at evefy point

on the line between them, not less than 2,000 candlepower.

Note : The above testing directions are drawn specifically

to cover the case of devices accessory to parabolic

reflectors oi 1% inch focal length. In the case of

other classes of devices where these directions evi-

dently cannot be applied literally, their intent must be

adhered to and the testing positions and candlepower

limitations shall govern in all cases.

Acetylene headlamps as at present constructed do

not give a beam distribution of the character covered

in these rules.
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Test 2

A single pair of samples taken as an average representative of

the device as manufactured, shall be submitted to a complete

test with the same testing equipment as specified for Test i.

This test shall show the light distribution characteristics by actual

measurements made in accordance with the best laboratory prac-

tice.

Distribution of Samples

One pair of the samples submitted shall be retained at the

testing laboratory for the purpose of future reference and as

samples of construction.

(b) tests oe devices used singly

Motor cycle headlamps are used singly and not in pairs, and

have commonly a reflector of smaller diameter and shorter focal

length. Hence devices for use in connection with them are not

included in the same classification as those for other motor

vehicles. For the laboratory tests of such devices two samples of

representative sizes shall be submitted. They shall be tested with

representative motor cycle headlamp reflectors. The numerical

limitations of apparent candlepower for Test i with one lamp

only shall be as follows

:

Point A, not less than 1,800 candlepower.

Point B, not less than 3,600 candlepower, and there shall not

be less than 3,600 candlepower at any point on the horizontal line

through B, one degree to the left and to the right of B.

Point C, not more than 2,400 candlepower

Point D, not more than 800 candlepower.

Points PL and PR, at each of these points and at every point

on the line between them, not less than 2,500 candlepower.

Points QL and QR, at each of these points and at every point

on the line between them, not less than 1,000 candlepower.

Test 2 shall be made with one lamp and not with two.

Other deviations from the details of procedure are obviously

made necessary because of the fact that single devices instead of

pairs are subjects of test.
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Reports

The report of the test shall be rendered in duplicate to the

State Authority and shall be signed or initialed not only by the

expert making the test, but also by an executive officer of the

institution making the test.

II. APPROVAL

No device shall be approved which does not pass the labora-

tory tests.

No device involving the use of a tilting reflector shall be ap-

proved unless it conforms with these specifications in its ''tilted

up" position and has an extreme tilting range of no more than

three degrees.

The State Authority reserves the right to refuse approval of

any device which in his opinion is liable for any reason to prove

unsafe or unsatisfactory in practice. Among the defects which

may cause rejection under the above rule are the following:

Unnecessary loss of light due to absorption or diffusion.

Abnormal or unduly complicated adjustment

Unstable or bad mechanical construction

Unduly brii^dit or dark areas or excessive contrast in the

illuminated field.

Irregular or badly defined cut-off line.
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III. ALTERATIONS IN DESIGN

In the case that the design or construction of any device is

changed in any way which akers the characteristics by which it is

ordinarily identified, a new name or type designation must be

given and the device may then be submitted for approval on the

same basis as a new device.

An alteration in the design of an approved device which does

not affect its distinctive appearance, but which is made for the

purpose of improving its performance, or to correct for alter-

ations made in the standards of construction of incandescent

lamps or reflectors, may be allowed under the original approval

of such device, provided that due notice of such alteration is

given to the State Authority and verification tests satisfactory

to the State Authority are made, which show that the device as

altered complies with these specifications.

IV. VERIFICATION TESTS

As a safeguard against deviations of the design and construction

of an approved device from that on which approval was originally

based, the State Authority reserves the right to submit from time

to time samples of approved devices to the testing authority for

a verification of their performance, or to require the submission

at suitable intervals of certified copies of reports of such veri-

fication tests satisfactory to the State Authority made by a person

or an organization fulfilling the requirements of a testing au-

thority. In case copies of verification tests are not submitted as

required, or in case the verification test shows failure of any

device to conform to the specifications, the State Authority may
suspend or withdraw approval of such device.
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SECTION ACTIVITIES

NEW YORK

Meeting— February, 1922.

The New York Section met at the

Engineering Societies Building on Feb-

ruary i6, Mr. William J. Goodwin of the

Society for Electrical Development pre-

sented a paper, "The Aims and Objects

of the Illuminating Engineering So-

ciety," and Mr. Frank W. Smith, First

Vice-President of the N. E. L. A. spoke

on the subject "Better Lighting, Better

Business Campaign."

The papers were discussed in full and

a good deal of interest and enthusiasm

was evidenced. The topics of the even-

ing were so popular that at the close a

motion was offered and passed to the

effect that the I. E. S. appoint a com-

mittee to confer with the Society for

Electrical Development and the N. E.

L. A. with an idea of discussing ways

and means to bring about a co-operative

effort between the three societies to

assist all concerned in the advancement

of business in the electrical field.

There was a total attendance of one

hundred and sixty, of this number there

were fifty guests.

CHICAGO

Meeting -January, 1922.

The C'liicago Section licM u joint

mcctitiK <jn January 2() at the rooms of

the Western Society of I'.nKincrrs. The
following societies participatctl in the

meeting; American Society of Heating
and \'entilating Engineers, Chicago
Safety Council, Western Society of En-
gineers, and Western Efficiency Society.

The following subjects were presented

for discussion : "The Status of Factory

Sanitation, Ventilation, Safety and Il-

lumination in Illinois," by Mr. R. W.
Hamilton of the Illinois Department of

Labor.

The purpose of the meeting was to

get some organized effort behind the

development of a lighting code in the

state of Illinois and speakers from the

various organizations mentioned talked

on this subject and a committee was
formed consisting of three representa-

tives from twelve organizations.

There were in attendance twelve

members and twenty-five guests.

PHILADELPHIA

Meeting—February, 1922.

The Philadelphia Section met on

February 14, at 8.00 P. M., in tiie Engi-

neers' Club to hear a paper, "The Prin-

ciples of Illumination Desi.!.;n," |irosentod

by Mr. E. A. Anderson, of Cleveland,

Ohio.

Mr. AndiTson explained the various

steps taken in the stu<ly and desij^n in

illumination for any given building. The
paper was illustrated by the use of ap-

paratus showing the effect of lighting

under different Ctjnditions.

Tiu' paper was discussed l>y several

members atid guests, and many interest-

ing points were mentioned, among which

were the problems confronting the

XI3
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architect. About seventy members and

guests were in attendance and prior to

the meeting the usual dinner was held at

the Engineers' Club.

WiLUAM E. Clement,

Commercial Agent,

New Orleans Railway & Light Co.,

201 Baronne Street,

New Orleans, La.

TORONTO CHAPTER

Meeting—January, 1922.

The Toronto Chapter met on January

i6 at the Chemistry and Mining Building

of the University of Toronto to con-

sider a paper, "Nitrogen Lamps," pre-

sented by Mr. Watson Kintner, Westing-

house Lamp Works of Hamilton, Ont.

Mr. Kintner exhibited samples of

lamps and gave the history of the re-

cent tungsten filament as used in Type

B lamp. The steps made in research

work on the gas-filled lamp was dis-

cussed and lantern slides of the pro-

cesses involved in the manufacture of

lamps were shown.

A very interesting discussion, per-

taining to commercial and operating

questions, followed the presentation oi

the paper. There were present fifteen

members and thirty-five guests.

COUNCIL NOTES

ITEMS OF INTEREST

At the meeting of the Council on

February 9, 1922, the following were

elected to membership

:

Seven Associate Members

Archibald Douglass Bell,

Lighting Service Dept.,

Edison Lamp Works of G. E. Co.,

Harrison, N. J.

Robert E. Greiner,

Illuminating Engineer,

Edison Lamp Works of G. E. Co.,

Harrison, N. J.

Wallace Ross Hilton,

Sales Manager, Illuminating Division,

Northern Electric Company, Ltd.,

121 Shearer Street,

Montreal, Quebec, Canada.

W. H. Rademacher,

Illuminating Engineer,

Edison Lamp Works of G. E. Co.,

Harrison, N. J.

C. Raymond Smith,

Electrical Engineer,

Southern Sales Representative,

Charles V. Daigcr, Boston, Mass.,

Roslyn Apartment, Bateman and

Roslyn Avenues,

Baltimore, Mar>'land.

Dent A. Taylor,

Northwood Glass Company,

Wheeling, Virginia.

Seven Members

Sampson K. Barrett,

Assistant Professor of Electrical En-

gineering,

New York University,

New York, N. Y.
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E. L. Gross,

President,

Gross Chandelier Company,

2036 Morgan Street,

St. Louis, Mo.

Watson Kintner,

Factory Engineer,

Canadian-Westinghouse Co., Ltd.,

Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.

Ernest Fox Nichols,

Director of Pure Science,

National Lamp Works of G. E. Co.,

Nela Park,

Cleveland, Ohio.

George St.-\nley Phelan,

Industrial Electrical Engineer,

247 Maple Street,

Holyoke, Mass.

Orville R. Tom.\n,

Bedford Light, Heat and Power Co.,

215 Main Street,

Bedford, Iowa.

Clyde P. Trueax,

Wolf, Sexton, Harper & Trueax, Inc.,

7 West Madi.son Street,

Chicago, Illinois.

Two Members Deceased

The General Secretary reported the

deaths of the following memhers

:

W'.M. H Bradley,

Chief luiginecr,

Consolidated Gas Company,

Ijo I'.ast I5lh Street,

New York. N. V.

I'.K.NKST I.. Mi;.sc.i:k,

Gloucester Electric Company,

26 Vincent Street,

Gloucester, Ma^s.

CONFIRMATION OF APPOINTMENTS

The Council confirmed the appointment

of Mr. W. E. Clement as a member of

the Committee on Membership.

Advisory Committee on Illumina-

tion.—The Council moved that such a

committee be organized with the Re-

search Committee as a nucleus and that

Dr. E. P. Hyde be asked to suggest

members from other interests.

COMMITTEE REPORTS

Committee on Editing and Publica-

tion.—A report was read from Mr.

N. D. Macdonald, Chairman of the

Committee on Editing and Publication,

in which he stated that the plan for

changing the Transactions to a monthly

issue is being put into effect.

Committee on Membership.—Mr.

G. B. Regar, Chairman, gave a brief

progress report of the work of this com-

mittee. An additional appropriation was

requested. The Council authorized an

increase of an amount not to exceed

$75 for the use of the Committee.

Co.MMITTKK ON EnUCATION.— Prof. F. C.

Caldwell, Chairman, reported that the

educational exhibit at the Fixture Mar-

ket held in Milwaukee from January

30th to February 3rd had proved a great

success and gave details of the I. E. S.

participation.

I'rof. Caltlwell reported that a meet-

ing of the Committee on ICducation had

been held in Milwaukee t)n h'cbruary 1st

for the inirpose of considering the situa-

tion with regartl to the extension course,

upon which a sub-committee with Mr.

Vaughn as chairman had been wt>rking.

The Couniil accepted this report aii<l

moved t(^ adopt a resolution expressing

tlu- ih.mks of ihc Society to the Lamp
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Companies and their representatives for

their co-operation in this exhibit at the

Milwaukee Fixture Week. The General

Secretary was instructed to send copies

of the resolution to the respective com-

panies.

Committee to Prepare a Bui.i<etin of

Residence Lighting by Eeectricity.—
Mr. S. G. Hibben, Chairman, reported

that the Bulletin is being prepared for

printing and copy will be ready in the

near future.

The Council authorized the publica-

tion of the proposed Bulletin on Resi-

dence Lighting by Electricity at the

earliest possible moment, subject to the

approval of the Committee on Papers.

Committee on Papers.—A report was

read from the Committee on Papers in

which several recommendations were

made, all of which were in sympatliy

with the feeling of the members of the

Board. Copies of the report are to be

sent to each member of the local Papers

Committees for their consideration and

guidance.

Committee on Sky Brightness.—The
presented report stated that measure-

ments were made in Chicago during the

month of January through the smoke
cloud that usually covers the city.

A summary has been prepared of

measurements of starlight, moonlight,

and twilight.

Measurements of daylight are being

made in Cleveland.

Reflection of light from street surfaces

and walls of buildings is being studied

in New York City.

NEWS ITEMS

At the meeting of the Council held

on February 9, 1922, the General Secre-

tary was instructed to write those Socie-

ties and other organizations who have

not expressed a definite opinion on the

question of adopting the term "Lumi-

naire;" and to advise them that the

National Council of Fixture Manufac-

tures had recommended its adoption.

Definite action will be taken by the

Council of the L E. S. at the Alarch

mee'ing.

GENERAL OFFICE NOTES

Reprints of the "Code of Lighting

School Buildings" as issued in 1918 can

be obtained from the general office.

Price 25 cents per copy, discounts will

be allowed for orders greater than

fifty copies upon application.

Reprints of the "Code of Lighting,

Factories, Mills and other Work Places"

as published in the November 20th issue

can be obtained from the General Office.

There has been incorporated in the

pamphlet a table of contents and an in-

dex. Price 25 cents per copy.

The following discounts will be al-

lowed on orders in quantity:

50 copies, discount of 10% per copy.

100 copies, discount of 20% per copy.

200 copies, discount of 30% per copy.

500 copies, discount of 35% per copy.

1,000 copies, discount of 40% per copy.

2,500 copies, discount of 45% per copy.

5,000 copies, discount of 50% per copy.
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Copies of the following issues are de-

sired :

Vol. XI\^ Xo. 9, Dec. 30, 1919.

Vol. XV, No. 7, Oct. 10, 1920.

Vol. XVI, No. 3, April 30, 1921.

The General Office will pay fifty cents

each for copies in good condition of

these issues.

PERSONALS

Mr. Walter D'Arcy Ryan of the Gen-

eral Electric Company, Schenectady, and

well-known for his illuminating design

and installation in connection with the

Panama- Pacific Exposition, returned to

this country from Rio de Janeiro on

January 24. Mr. Ryan had been in Rio

to plan and design the complete illum-

inating features of the Brazilian Expo-

sition which opens in Rio on September

7.

Mr. Samuel G. Hibben has recently

been appointed Manager of the Illumi-

nation Bureau of the Westinghouse

Lamp Co., with offices at 165 Broadway,

X'ew York. In this new position he

will have charge of matters in connec-

tion with lamp applications, lighting

specification practice, photometry and
illumination surveys, bulletins and tech-

nical publicity, and all general activities

of the Westinghouse Companies that are

connected with lighting service.

Mr. Hibben, who has been a member
of this Society since 1910, is closely

identified with illuminating engineering

practice, in both this and a number of

other technical societies. His former
activities include five years as illuminat-

ing engineer of the Macbeth-Evans
Glass Co., of Pittsburgh ; design engi-

neer for the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company; consulting en-

gineer, Pittsburgh ; and several years as

illuminating engineer for the Westing-
house Lamp Company.

During the war he had charge of field

searchlight engineering in Washington,

later operating with the Engineer Corps
in France, and he has retained his re-

serve officer's status as Captain of Engi-

neers, U. S. Army.
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Prepared by the Committee on Progress.

An index of reference to books, papers, editorials, news and abstracts on illumi-

nating engineering and allied subjects. This index is arranged alphabetically

according to the names of the reference publications. The references are then
given in order of the date of publication. Important references not appearing
herein should be called to the attention of the lUuminaiing Engineering Society,

29 W. 39th St., New York, N. Y.

American Gas Journal

Developments in Gas Technology : New
Gas Igniter

—

American Journal of Psychology

Comparative Cognitive Reaction Time

with Lights of Different Spectral

Character and at Different Inten-

sities of Illumination

—

Central Station

New Mazda Mill-Type Lamps in Re-

flectors and Guards

—

Chemical Abstracts

Theory of Illuminants on (electro-)

Luminescence

—

Tungsten

—

Comptes Rendus

Les reactions phototropiques de quel-

ques animaux marins

—

Mesure de I'influence de la chaleur et

de la lumiere sur I'activite de re-

duction des tissus animaux, et ap-

plications a rheliotherapie

—

Electric Journal

The Lighting of Coal Mines and Min-

ing Properties

—

Electric Railway Journal

Daylight Color Light Signals Installed

in Liverpool

—

Electrical Merchandising

Co-ordination Through Standardization

(Fixtures)—
Some Possibilities of Portables

—

Ismar Ginsberg

DATE

1922

Jan. 7

Dec. 5

PAGE

13

AI. Elliott Jan. 97

James M. Ketch Jan. 189

F. Schroeter

Colin G. Fink

192

1

Dec.

Dec.

10

10

3947

3964

Mile M. Goldsmith Nov. 21 1026

1 196

1922

S. G. Hibben Jan.

192

1

36

Dec. 31 1 150

1922

C. H. Hefrichter Jan. 63

M. Luckiesh Jan. 85

118
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Electrical Record

Department of Education of Xew York

City Adds Course in Illumination

to its Curriculum

—

Lamp Replacements for Commercial

Fixtures

—

Electrical Review

Highway Illumination Endorsed Where
Tried-

Electrical Review and Industrial Engineer

How 10 Reduce Your Light Wastage

—

Cleanliness in the Matter of Lighting

—

Electrical World

Selecting Lighting hy Trial Competition

Editorial

—

Ease of Using Illummation Charts

—

Some Brand-New Arguments for Bet-

ter Street Lighting

—

World's Greatest Lighthouse to be

Built in France

—

Electrician

A Xcw Tunysten Arc Lamp

—

Elektrotechnischer Anzeiger

Erfindungen und Verbesserungcn, ein

Zeichcn regen dcutschcn Gcistcs

—

Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift

Cher Bogcnlampcn mit orhohtcr Flach-

cnhclligkcit

—

I'jn iH-ucs Strahlungspyromcter zur

Messung hohcr Tempcraturen

—

Gas Journal

Gcrrjian Mantle Iiulustrv during the

War—
Gas-Tul)ing Specifications

—

Gas-I.amp Progress and Srifiitifu- Ap-
plicatifin—

Tlir 'Minc-tte" Gns-Burncr—
Ilrlios

A New incandcsitrU Lamp Holder—
rings for Trstin« Lamps

—

Illuminatlntr Eni^ineer

rrogrcss in In<lustrial Lighting (F.di

torial)—

Tan.

Reginald Traut-

schold Tan.

1921

32

C. H. Huntley Dec.

1922

31 9/5

Jan. 13

Jan. 36

R. A. Packard 192

1

Dec. 31 13^3

1922

Jan. 21 134

Jan. 21 140

Jan. 21 L^i

192

1

Dec. 30

Constaniin Loeb-

ner

G. GrhlhofT

G. Keinath

I Icini ieh .Mul icr

^2^

Nov. 19 1325

Nov. 17 13
1

5

Dec. I 1384

Dec. 7 603

Dec. 14 746

Dec. 21 705
D'v J

I

Sio

Nov. 6 3997
Nov. 13 4084

Oct. iS«;
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The Value of Lighting to the Gas In-

dustry (Editorial)—
Light and Colour as Elements in Deco-

ration (Editorial)

—

Second Report of Departmental Com-
mittee on Factories and Workshops

Notes on Gas Lighting

—

Silk Shades as Diffusers of Light

—

Journal of Electricity and Western Indus-

try

Use of Artificial Daylighting in In-

dustry and Commerce

—

Journal of Experimental Psychology

A Method for Measuring Retinal Sen-

sitivity

—

Improvement in Brightness Discrimina-

tion and its Bearing on a Behavior-

istic Interpretation of Perception

—

Journal of Experimental Zoology

The Effect of Light and Decapitation

on the Rate of CO2 Output of Cer-

tain Orthoptera

—

Journal of the Franklin Institute

Decay of Bioluminescence in Cypridina

Visibility Curves for Color Defectives

Accuracy in Color-Matching

—

Journal of Optical Society of America

A Proposed Standard Method of Col-

orimetry

—

1920 Report of Committee on Pyro-

metry

—

Supplementary Note on the Frequencies

of Complementary Hues

—

Licht und Lampe

Schiffsbeleuchtung

—

Die Einwirking der Sonnenbestrahlung

auf farblose Glasarten

—

Bericht iiber die 26, ordentliche Mit-

gliederversammlung der Deutschen

Bcleuchtungstechnischen Gesells-

schaft

—

Die erste Tagung der internationalen

Beleuchtungskommission nach dem
Kriege

—

Oct. 187

Oct. 188

Oct. 192

Oct. 200

Oct. 199

1922

Jan. 15 57

G. H. Stickney

Percy W. Cobb 192

1

and Mildred W. June 175

Loring

Edward S. Jones

Joseph H. Bodine

W. R. Amberson
M. D. Shields

W. E. Forsyth

e

H. E. Ives

W. E. Forsythe

Irwin G. Priest

June

1922

Jan. 5

Jan.

Jan.

Jan.

192

1

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

Nov. 17

Nov. 17

Dec. I

Dec. I

198

47

III

113

115

469

494

513

552

555

576

578
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Nature

The Action of Sunlight

—

Microscope Illumination and Fatigue

—

Physikalische Berichte, 2 Jahrg. Heft 22

La Photometric est-elle possible? Le

vice fondamental des unites pho-

tometriques et le double processus

de sensibilite lumineuse de la retine

Proc. of the National Academy of Sciences,

Vol. 7, No. 12

The Growth and Decay of Photo-

Thermionic Currents from Oxide

Coated Filaments

—

Railway Electrical Engineer

Enginehouse Lighting Used on the

North Western

—

Transactions of the Illuminating Engineer-

ing Society

Report of the Committee on Lighting

Legislation

—

Illumination Engineering Factors in

Electric Sign Design

—

Color Temperature and Brightness of

Various llhiminants

—

Eye Fatigue in Industry

—

Some Properties and Limitations of

Optical Material

—

Illumination and Traffic Accidents

—

Present Status of Automobile Head-
lighting Regulation

—

Determination by Various 0!)scrvers of

the Desired Road Illumination

from Auto Headlamps

—

Motor Vehicle llcaclh^liting in Mas-
sachusetts

The Lighting of Public Buildings

—

Recent Departures from Usual Li^btinK

i'raclice in Public Spaces and ()f-

fia

Sir Oliver Lodge

H. J. Denham
Dec. 15

Dec. 15

H. Pieron

C. A. Atherton

496

496

1292

H. D. Arnold and

H. E. Ives Dec.

1922

323

Jan. 34

192

1

Nov. JO 359

Nov. 20 397

E. P. Hyde and W.
E. Forsythe Nov. 20 410

Max Poser Nov. 20 431

W. P.. Rayton Nov. 20 438

E. A. Anderson

and 0. F. Haas Nov. 20 45-

Nov. 20 469

11 11. .\Ligdsick

and R. X. FalKC Nov. 20 480

A. W. Divine Nov. 20 5^7

A. 1.. Towell an<l

i:. Parker Dec. 30 533

.'\. IV C'nrtis and

I. L. Stair Dec. 30 551
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Comments on Heterochromatic Pho-

tometry and the Theory and Opera-

tion of the Ficker Photometer— A. H. Taylor Dec. 30 574

Paints for Integrating Spheres

—

A. H. Taylor Dec. 30 587

Interlaboratory Photometric Compari-

sons of Gas-Filled Tungsten Lamps W. E. Forsythe

and F. E. Cady Dec. 30 591

A. B. Oday and

R. W. Pedan Dec. 30 606

F. H. Verhoeff and

Louis Bell Dec. 30 625

Lighting for the Manufacture of Cloth-

ing—

The Pathological Effects of Radiation

on the Eye

—
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I. £. S. Headlighting Specifications

The Basis for Uniform Regulation

SIX YEARS AGO the conditions of automobile headlighting

were such that night driving was distinctly unpleasant and

unsafe. The concentrated-filament incandescent lamp which had

been developed for use in headlamps furnished beam intensities

far beyond those possible with the acetylene headlamps which

had previously prevailed, and the conditions of glare thereby in-

troduced constituted a menace to public safety. Efforts at regu-

lation of headlights by the states had been made on unscientific

lines and had generally proved entirely ineffective.

In 191 7 the Illuminating Engineering Society proposed a labora-

tory test to govern the approval of headlighting devices used

on automobiles and thereby introduced a system for the scientific

solution of the problem. The testing rules and the specified

limits which were included therein were revised in 1919, and,

particularly in the revised form, they have constituted the basis

for the apj»ro\al of devices by a number of the largest stales.

In igjo the State of Massachusetts adopted the I. E. S. system

but introduced certain changes into tlie regulations and candle-

power limitations which went beyond those proposed bv tlie

Society. The results wliicli accrued from the adoption of the

Massachusetts figures were for the most part favorable and indi-

cated that the I. E. S. figures could with athantage be further

revised. This revision lias been carried out, and it has been found

that in the light nf ;ijl the exjieiieiu (• which has resuhed it is

possible tf> carry tlie regulations somewhat further than Massa-

123
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chusetts had done. The rules and specifications so revised have

appeared in the February issue of the Society's Transactions.

The State of Massachusetts has already adopted the revised

I. E. S. specifications instead of its own. This is an important

gain inasmuch as it leaves the I. E. S. specifications alone in the

field as the only existing standard through which interstate uni-

formity in respect to this important regulatory matter can be at-

tained.

The I. E. S. has undoubtedly performed a very important

public function through its activities in this field, and the result

has shown that a disinterested engineering society working on

a scientific basis is more than able to justify its existence from the

point of view of the unselfish services which it may render.

Clayton H. Sharp, Chairman,

Committee on Motor Vehicle Lighting.



REFLECTIONS
The Boston Convention

AFTER A PERIOD of more than ten years, it was finally un-

animously decided by the Committee on Time and Place, to

hold the 1922 Convention in the City of Boston during the

last week of September.

Noted the entire world over as a great educational center, Bos-

ton seems an ideal place in which to hold the annual meeting of

our Society, as there is no doubt in addition to the delegates who
will attend the Convention from all over the Country, particularly

east of the Mississippi River, we should have a large student repre-

sentation from both Massachusetts Institute of Technologv' and
Harvard University, among whose teaching staff there are scat-

tered a number of members of our Society.

In this city about a year ago, there was organized a Bureau for

Better Illumination and an exhibit has been held three or four

times a week since then and to date attended by over 2000 people,

in the Rogers Building of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, so that the subject—"BETTER ILLUMINATION"—
has been brought before all classes of people, including represen-

tatives of educational institutions, branches of state bodies re-

sponsible for rules and regulations governing factories in the

State, heads of varicjus lighting syndicates with headquarters in

Boston, and Vice-Presidents, General Managers, and the elec-

trical staff representing from 150 to 200 large industrial estab-

lishments scattered throughout the entire State.

Mr. Charles L. Edgar, President of the Edison Electric Illu-

minating Co. of Boston has accepted the Chairmanship of the

General Convention Committee, and the prestige of his name
should insure the active support of all affiliated interest?, and thus

make this Convention a banner one from the standpoint of at-

tendance, quality of papers, character of cnlertainments and all

other things which go to make up a successful Convention for an
Engineering Society of the character of ours.

Luminaire

THE VV^)K1) "LUMINAIRE" selected from numerous sug-

gestions submitte<l to the Committee on Xomenclaliire and
Standards is projjosed as the ecjuivident of such terms as

lighting unit, candelabrum, fixture, etc., which so long liave encum-
bered illuminating engineering literature. L'pon recommendation
of the Committee on Xomenclature and Standard^, the C'ouncil has
taken under adviscmeiU the adojjtion of this word for use in the

12S
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Society's Transactions. Before deciding finally, however, the

Council communicated with other engineering society and com-
mercial organizations in whose literature terms of this kind
find place, to ascertain if such bodies would be willing to join

with the Illuminating Engineering Society in the adoption of

luminaire. Several favorable replies have been received and in

no case has the suggestion met with disapproval.

The Council adopted the use of word "Luminaire" at its meet-
ing on March 9, 1922.

New York Has School of Lighting

UNDER THE DIRECTION of Mr. Frederick J. McGuire, of

the Department of Water Supply, Gas and Electricity, New
York, a course in illumination is given in schools in Manhat-

tan and Brooklyn. The Manhattan school is located at 237 East
37th Street, where instruction is given on Monday and Wednesday
evenings. In Brooklyn the course is conducted at Manual Train-

ing High School, 7th Avenue, 4th-5th Streets, on Tuesday and
Thursday evenings.

Students receive instruction in various methods of illumina-

tion and also in fundamental and visual acuity tests, comparison
of artificial and natural light, flux of light, quality or color of

light and analysis of the design and characteristics of the various

types of lighting fixtures, intensity of light versus glare, analysis

of the various systems of lighting, that is ; direct, semi-indirect,

cove, local, combination of indirect and local lighting, etc.

The course is intended for architectural draftsmen, designers

and salesmen of lighting fixtures, electricians, and those in

charge of the lighting equipments of large mercantile, commercial,
industrial and educational establishments, who, after a short

course of instruction will be qualified to formulate or select

systems of lighting that are based on the four fundamental prin-

ciples cited.

Remarkable interest has been taken in the course, and the at-

tendance is large. Young men and old men, some who already
are employed in the lighting industry and those who are interested

and have been attracted by its possibilities ; compose the classes.

The demand for men who by virtue of their study, training

and experience are qualified to give advice, or to formulate
designs for efficient and economical systems of artificial illumina-

tion is not only very great and urgent, but still increasing. The
demand at present and for the immediate future is, and will be,

greater than the supply, due solely to the lack of practically

trained men.



PAPERS
RADIOLUMIXESCEXCE AND ITS TECHXICAL

APPLICATIOX*

BY VICTOR F. HESS, PH. D.**

Synopsis; Radioluminescence is luminescence caused by the rays of radioactive

substances. The difference between this phenomenon and the phosphorescence
caused by sunlight or artificial light is pointed out by experiments. It is shown also

by experiment that the penetrating rays (beta- and gamma-rays) do not give a

luminosity bright enough for technical purposes. The alpha-rays of less than one-tenth
of one milligram of radium or equivalent other radioactive substances produce
sufficient luminosity when mixed with about one gram of zincsulfioe and little "im-
purities" which are essential iu order to get the best effects. A de.scription of the
processes of production of "Radium luminous material" and demonstration of its tech-

nical application is given. Luminous material is especially important for the illumi-

nation of dials of watches, clocks, and all kinds of electrical and technical instruments.
All other applications are discussed.

A computation of the economy of luminous material is given. It is shown that

the ratio between the amount of energy given off by the alpha-rays of radium
mixed with each gram of zincsulfide and the intensity of light produced is 0.05-

0.07 watt per candle approximately. This efficiency is about ten times the efficiency

of incandescent lamps.

The absolute brightness of luminous material cannot be increased over a cer-

tain limit without diminution of the durability of the respective sample.

The process of extraction of radium and commercial manufacturing of lumin-
ous material were demonstrated by a moving picture film taken at the plant of the
United States Radium Corporation in Orange, N. J.

The development of the radioactivity and the theory of rela-

tivity has shown that marvelous powers are hidden within the

atoms, not only of the radioactive substances but also of all other

chemical elements. When atoms under<^o radioactive decay and
are transformed into other ones of simpler structure certain

amounts of atomic enerj^y are freed in the form of kinetic energy
of the constituents of the atom. This kinetic enere:v is ultimately

transformed into heat and in fact it has been observed that ac-

cording,' to this, radium produces heat continuously at the rate of

135 calories per gram per hour.

Radium is a so-called longlivcd product among the radioactive

substances. Its transmutation is so slow that in
1 5S0 years one

half of it still remains unaltered. When wc consider the amount
of energy given oil by one gram of radium during this period of

• A paper presented Iwrforc the- Nrw York Sritmn oi tiir Illiiinm.itmt; I injinrrnntf
Society, October jo, iqji.

••Chlrf rhy«lct«t. United Stulrs Kidium Corpotntion, Oianuc. N J Contultinir
phyHiet^t to the U. H. IJureuu of .Minrn

t» j .

ii««mng
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years we deal with enormous figures. All this energy was origin-

ally hidden within the atoms and we could use it if we had the

means to accelerate the transformation, but so far this has

been found impossible. Using for instance one gram of radium,

one has to consider that atomic energy is disposable only at a rate

of 135 gram-calories per hour. Taking smaller quantities of ra-

dium the corresponding amounts of atomic energy become very

minute.

Nevertheless it has been possible to use this atomic energy not

only medically for destruction of living cells and so forth, but also

technically for production of light.

This light or luminescence is produced when the rays of radium

or other radioactive substances impinge on certain minerals or

salts like willemite, zincsulfide, etc. This phenomenon is called

Radioluminescence.

The rays of radioactive substances are called ''Becquerel-rays."

As is known there are three different kinds of these rays ; the

alpha-, beta- and gamma-rays.

Luminescence is not only created by the rays of the radioactive

substances. There are a great many salts of metals which when

exposed to daylight or artificial light of sufficient strength, glow

brightly for a short time after exposure. Ordinary light, especial-

ly the parts of shorter wave lengths are absorbed in these "phos-

phorescent" salts, accimiulated and transformed into light of other

wave lengths, which are given ofif gradually, this phenomenon is

called photoluminescence or phosphorescence.

Especially strong in phosphorescence are the sulfides of calcium

barium, strontium and zinc. After exposing these salts to the

light of an arc lamp or a bright incandescent lamp they all are

shining very brightly in different colors. This is the basic phe-

nomenon of phosphorescence. When these salts are kept in a

dark room the intensity of the phosphorescent light diminishes

rapidly and disappears. Technically therefore these substances

can be used only a few hours after exposure to light.

Spectroscopic analysis of the phosphorescent light shows that it

consists of a series of bands ; for instance, zincsulfide gives bright

bands in yellow and green with the maximum intensity at a wave-

length of 0.55 microns.
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Phosphorescence or photoluminescence and radioluminescence

are entirely different processes. The latter is a luminescence

caused by the alpha-, beta- or gamma-rays.

The salts of radium are all self-luminescent. The brightness

decreases considerably when the surface of the salt becomes moist.

Freshly m.olten salts of radium give a very bright bluish light,

perceptible even in full daylight. It may, because of self-lumines-

cence of radioactive salts, be expected, that radium preparation

will produce luminosity also in other substances, when they are

brought sufficiently near to the preparation.

The first observation in this line was made by H. Becquerel

in 1899. He and later observers have shown that salts of the

metals of the alkaline group and of the group of the alkaline

earths, become luminescent when they are exposed to Becquerel-

rays.

Some of these substances are especially sensitive against beta-

and gamma-rays, while others respond only or mostly to the alpha-

rays.

Among the substances which become luminescent under the in-

fluence of beta- and gamma-rays, minerals like willemite, kunzite

and fluorite must be mentioned in the first line.

Willemite consists mostly of ortho-zincsilicate and gives a

light green luminescence. Kunzite, a compound of the fonnula

LiAlSi^Ofl is a mineral of pink color. Exposed to beta- or gamma-
rays it gives a bright i)hosphorescence of orange color. When
this mineral is exposed several days to the rays of a strong ra-

dium j)rcparation, its natural pink color turns to a beautiful grcon,

fUiorite or calcium thioritc gives a bluish luminescence.

It may be mentioned that materials which are useil in X-ray

screens, such as calcium-tungsiate and barium-platino-cyanide,

become luminescent also under the inlhience of the gamma-rays.

Zincsulfide also becomes luminescent when exposed to these rays,

hut relatively to a niiuh Ksser degree.

It has to he emphasized that strong r.idinni preparations (at

least 50 mg. corresponding to a value of $(),ooo) are retjuire*! in

order to produce a luminescenoe hy the etlect of the beta- and

pamnia-rayv that vliouhi become l)right enough to he ^ecn from any
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point of a large auditorium. The possibility of using these effects

for commercial purposes is therefore absolutely excluded.

Now the radioluminescence produced by the alpha-rays shall be

considered. Professor Giesel was the first who found that Sidot-

blend (zincsulfide) became very brightly luminescent when ex-

posed to alpha-rays. Sir William Crookes in England and Elster

and Geitel in Germany examined this phenomenon by means of

microscopes and detected that the radiophosphorescence as pro-

duced by the alpha-rays is not a stationary and homogeneous glow-

ing like that produced by the penetrating rays : on the contrary

even through a magnifying glass it is seen that the light consists

of an enormous number of single bright light-spots. These spots

correspond to the points, where the alpha-particles impinge on the

crystals of zincsulfide. Each alpha-particle causes one light-spot,

or as we call it, one scintillafion. The phenomenon of scintillation

is historically interesting as the first known experimental evidence

of the individual existance of atoms. With a weak source of

alpha-rays it is even possible to find the number of these particles

given oft' per unit of time by counting the scintillations on a zinc-

sulfide screen. Thin cuts of diamonds also serve very well for

this purpose. The duration of a single scintillation is extremely

short and has been estimated to be about 1/40000 of a second.

When zincsulfide is exposed to very strong sources of alpha-

rays for a long time the color of the salt changes to grey and the

intensity of the single scintillations becomes less and less, while

the total number of scintillations remains unaltered.

Now the questions arises, how has radium to be applied, in

order to get the scintillation eft'ects of the alpha-rays. It must be

considered first that all alpha-particles have a certain range. In

air they are not able to go farther than i to 3 inches before they

lose their power to give scintillations. In solid bodies like glass,

mica, or within salts they are stopped at a distance of about 0.04

cm. (1/60 in.).

Therefore it is necessary to bring the zincsulfide very near to

the radium salt or better still to mix small amounts of radium

salts with the zincsulfide. Mixtures of this kind are called "Lii-

niinons Material."
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Luminous material is a very good means for using the atomic

energy of the radioactive decay or in other words the kinetic en-

erg}^ of the alpha-particles for production of light. An amount

less than i/io of a milligram of radium mixed with one gram

of zincsulfide gives sufficient brightness for all purposes in which

luminous paints are used.

It can be easily shown that the luminescence given by such ma-

terial containing about i/ioo mg. of radium is greater than the

luminescence which is produced by the beta- and gamma-rays of a

tube with 50 mg. of radium.

Luminous material can be applied on the surface of bodies which

are to be illuminated in different ways ; either it is mixed with a

volatile liquid and then used like a paint or it is mixed with a

transparent lacquer ; or distributed in powdered form in grooves,

depressions or holes on the surface of the body which is to be il-

luminated. In the latter case it is necessary to protect the lumi-

nous surface by glass or other transparent coverings or by a coat-

ing of good lacquer. Against the normal phosphorescent sub-

stances which were demonstrated at the beginning of this lecture,

the radioactive luminous material shows a very marked difference:

"Radium Luminous Material" keeps its luminosity for years

without any supply of energy, while phosphorescent paiiUs and

salts glow for only a couple of hours after exposure to strong

light.

Another difference exists in its sensitivity to red light. The
normal phosphorescence can be extinguished artiticially by expos-

ing the salt or paint to red light. On the other hand, ra^lioactivc

luminous material is not affected by red light at all.

It may l)e of interest to say something about tlie i)roccs>es used

to prepare luminous material. There are ditVerent methods, the

details of which are kept secret by the inventors or tirms which

produce llie material. In principle the procedure is the follow-

ing: zincsulfide of \ery tine crystalline structure is mixed wiiii a

solution which contains radium chloride oi- bromide, with little

impurities. Afterwards the zincsultide is dried at slii;htly in-

creased temj)erature. Too inurh heat or crushing the crystals

diminishes the luminosity.
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In order to get the maximum of brightness it is necessary to ac-

cumulate the emanation and all other successive products of the

radium family within the radium-zincsulfide mixture. This is

done either by covering the active layer v^ith glass or other trans-

parent material, or by mixing the luminous material with an ad-

hesive which after drying keeps the salt tightly closed.

It must be stated, however,, that the durability of all luminous

material is not infinite. Radium itself, which is mixed with zinc-

sulfide decays very slowly : it comes down to half its amount in

1580 years. With a year it diminishes therefore only 0.04 per

cent. The diminution of the luminosity of luminous material is

therefore not due to the normal radioactive decay, but to a de-

terioration of the zincsulfide, which is caused by the innumerable

impacts of the alpha-particles on the crystals. The more alpha-

particles impinge per second, the quicker the salt becomes tired

as one might say.

For that reason there is an upper limit of the percentage of ra-

dium in luminous material : commercially are produced only those

grades of luminous material which give good luminosity for at

least five years.

Immediately after the mixture is prepared the luminosity in-

creases according to the accumulation of emanation and its succes-

sive products for about four weeks. When the equilibrium has

been reached, the luminosity has been found as being proportional

to the amount of radium present per gram of zincsulfide.

Different practical cases require different grades of luminous

material : for instance, when a large surface is to be painted, it is

sufficient to take a very low grade, not only from the standpoint

of lower costs. Very thin layers of luminous material do not give

the full effect ; it is necessary therefore to use thicknesses of about

1/50 of an inch, in order to obtain the maximum brightness char-

acteristic to each specific grade.

Luminous material may be applied practically at any place

where a source of light is required without any supply of external

energy. The great advantage of luminous material as compared

to phosphorescent paints lies in the fact that luminous material

is always ready for use, no prior exposure to light being necessary.
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The technical and commercial use of luminous material is so

manifold that it is hardly possible to go into details. In many

cases luminous coatings are used for locating objects, in other

cases figures and pointers or letters are to be illuminated so that

they may become legible or distinct in the dark.

Among the numerous possibilities of application of luminous

material the following may be mentioned

:

Watches and clocks : The figures and corresponding points

of the dials are illuminated by coating with luminous ma-

terial. The hands are coated in the same way.

Dials and pointers of scientific and technical instruments:

such as aneroids for airplanes, compasses for sport and

navigation, automobile and motorcycle speedometers,

gasoline gauges, steam and pressure gauges.

All kinds of electric szvitch buttons like: Push buttons, flip

switches, bell pushes, electric pull-chain pendants, hospi-

tal call-bells.

Other applications : House numbers, locks, motor screws,

safe combinations, revolver and gun sights, telephone

mouthpieces, fire extinguishers, buttons for bedroom

slippers, fish baits, theatre seat numbers, Pullman num-

bers, poison indication labels for house-dispensar)\

Luminous material is also very useful for military purposes.

During the European war large amounts of radioactive substances

in luminous material were consumed.

From the stan(li)oint of the illuminating engineer it is of interest

to consider the light economy of luminous material ; that means

the relation between the energy given ofif the railium which is

mixed with each gram of zincsulfidc and the brightness which is

produced by it.

British and Cicrnian authors report that a (juantity of o. i milli-

gram of radium mixed with one g. (»t zincsultulc should give a lu-

minous surface of 1.5 s(|uarc inches with a brightness ccjual to that

produced by a lamp of 10 candlepower at a distance of 10 meters

or about 30 feet. The >pecific brightness of the luminous area is

therefore 10 microlamberts and the sum total of light given ofT

by tlie wliole surface o.cxx)! mean .sj)herical candles.

The amount of energy which is given otT by the alpha-particles

wlu-n they are stopped in the layer of luminous material can \k
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derived easily from the production of heat of the radium. It

has been found that the alpha-particles of one gram of radium

alone produce 124 gram-calories per hour (St. Meyer and V. F.

Hess). One-tenth mg. of radium gives therefore 0.00000348

calories per second or 144 erg per sec. This is equal to 0.0000144

watt.

The amount of energy of the alpha-particles in luminous ma-

terial to produce light of the intensity of one normal candle there-

. 0.0000144 ,, ^, ,

for IS ='-^ = 0.144 watt per candle. The modern metal-
o.oooi ^^ ^

filament bulbs consume about four times as much.

The calculated example gives a very low value for the specific

brightness. Luminous material as manufactured in this country

gives a specific consumption of 0.05-0.07 watt per candle, which

is certainly a very good efSciency compared with that of the

electric light or even the arc-lamp.

DISCUSSION

The papers by Messrs. Hess and Mathews were discussed

together. See page 144.



FLASHLIGHTS AND FLASHLIGHT BATTERIES*

BY EUGENE H. MATHEWS**

Synopsis: The development of the flashlight since first manufactured twenty years

ago is discussed. A description of the first miniature lamps made with carbon filaments

and details of battery construction are mentioned. Four classes of flashlights are in use

to-day, and the development of the spotlight type is treated in length. Two factors made
possible the economical use of the flashlight, first the introduction of the tungsten

filament lamp in 1907 and .second, the final development of a flashlight battery cell which

increased the cell capacity by five hundred per cent of the earlier types.

Some statistics are presented showing the comparison of flashlight and flashligh

battery sales for last year with other standard electrical appliances and specialties.

Mention is made of the universal use of the flashlight in various forms.

The first flashlights were manufactured in this country twenty

years ago and were exhibited at the first Electrical Show held in

Madison Square Garden, New York City. The booth in which

they were displayed was decorated wMth paper flowers and bowls

of goldfish were placed in the several corners of the enclosure.

Flashlight lamps were distributed throughout the flower decora-

tions and flashed in behind the glass bowls. The whole exhibit

was novel and in decided contrast with the other booths where

only large electrical machinery such as motors, generators, switch-

boards, etc., were on exhibition. Thousands of people were at-

tracted onlv by the decorations and after examininir the flash-

lights they all invariably asked the same question. Apparently

no one at that time could visualize the future possibilities for the

flashlight. It required courage and fortitude, after exhibiting

the invention and failini^ utterly to convince anyone that the light

was [)ractical, to continue the develr)pment work with the in-

vestment of more time and money in a j)i()ject which, if jutlged

by the attitude of tlu- i)ublic, apjiarently had so few possibilities.

The flashlight is an AnH-ricaii product and was iinenttd bv

Mr. David Misell. The first model was a \iry crude atVair and

consisted only of a j)aper tube with metal fittings, a rough brass

stamping used for reflector without any Uns. and a spring con-

tact switch. The lamp was hand made, as was also the batterv.

It was submitted in this form to the first manufacturer of flash-

• A j.ii|.rt j.irHriitc<n>rforr the New York Section cf llic niuiiiinatinK I^iiKinrering
8<icirly. OclotKT J<>, iQil.

•• Atnrticiiii Ivverciidy \Vorkin)f National CiirUm Co.. Inc. Long Ulaiul City. N. V.
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lights in 1898. Probably the idea originated from the fact that,

if current could be supplied from the ordinary six inch cell for

bell-ringing circuits and for supplying energy, where the demand

for current was not. too high, that it might be possible to con-

struct even a smaller cell and assemble two or three of these in

series, thus obtaining sufficiently high voltage for the illumina-

tion of a small lamp. This idea was followed out, and the cells

of the first battery were constructed in miniature very similar

to the large six inch battery manufactured at that time.

The flashlight as a whole is composed of three units ; the case,

the lamp, and the battery. The case is the container for the bat-

tery and supports the reflector and lamp, it carries the switch and

becomes a part of the circuit. There have been very many dif-

ferent types of circuit arrangements and a great number of dif-

ferent kinds of switches. Reflectors have been made with many
different surfaces and contours.

During the time while the battery was being developed, lamp

manufacturers were asked to consider the manufacture of the

small miniature lamps necessary for use with the flashlight.

When consulted regarding the construction of a lamp which

could be made to operate at 3.8 volts, they immediately stated

that it would be impossible. It was their opinion at that time, that

a 4.5 volt lamp could possibly be made, but they were positive

that the flashlight would never be a success, and, therefore, could

not be induced by any arrangement whatever to take up the manu-

facture of the lamp. As the public had evinced no 'interest

whatever in the flashlight as a useful tool and having been def-

initely informed by the engineers of the largest manufacturer of

incandescent lamps that the idea was impractical, the manufac-

turer himself very nearly lost faith in the' invention as a com-

mercial product. With no knowledge of the art of lamp manu-

facture, but with full realization of the difficulties ahead, a small

shop was established in Providence, R. I., where flashlight lamps

were first manufactured. The force consisted of one individual

and it was his practice to manufacture a few lamps at a time,

and deliver these in New York personally. Very shortly the force

was increased and miniature lamps were provided in sufficient

quantities to meet the growing demand. Later on, a company was
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incorporated and established in New York, and this company ex-

isted until the demand became so great that the lamp manufac-

turer, who a few years before had refused to consider the minia-

ture lamp as a practical product, was very glad to take over the

manufacture of flashlight lamps.

It might be interesting to note here that miniature lamp manu-

facture, that is, the manufacture of flashlight and automobile

lamps, has reached the point where if the increase continues as

at present, the number of miniature lamps manufactured will in

1928 equal the production for all standard incandescent lamps.

A carbon filament was used in the first lamps. This filament

operated at from three to four watts per horizontal candlepower

and naturally for flashlight service was extremely inefficient.

Coupled vv'ith a dry battery, which provided only about one-

sixth of the service of the present flashlight battery, it may be

readily understood why the flashlight remained so long in the

novelty class. Two factors finally made possible the economical

use of the flashlight as a staple lighting agent : First, the devel-

opment of the tungsten filament lamps in 1907 increased the lamp

efficiency from three to four watts per horizontal candlepower to

approximately one and one-quarter watts per horizontal candle-

power; the other factor was the final development of a flashlight

battery cell which increased the cell capacity about 500 per cent

over that of the earlier cells manufactured.

Unfortunately, there is no data as far back as 1901 which would

show the "intermittent" tests as conijxired with the "continuous"

service tests. The continuous test is simi)ly a discharge test of

the battery made through resistance which corresponds to

the average lamj) resistance. The resistance used is 2vi ohms
per cell, 'i'he cells are diseliarged throu'^li this resistance nutl

when the difTereiice of |)()lenlial at the terminals of the cell has

finally (Iropj)e(l to 0.5 volt, il is considered exhausted. The X<i.

705 battery, al liie i)resent lime, can be discharged on continuous

service for approximately 550 minutes before it reaches a state

of exhaustion beyond which it would not supply cncrg)' for satis-

factory illumination. It' at'ier bring exhausted on contiiuious

service ihe battery is allowed to stand for several hours, it will
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recuperate sufficiently to give about 250 minutes additional ser-

vice.

The dry cell is a perishable product. Just as soon as the cell

is manufactured deterioration starts on open circuit and the

efficiency of the cell is effected by this deterioration. It has not

only been a problem of increasing the life and service on closed

circuit, but also decreasing the deterioration on open circuit when
the cell is standing and idle, that is, the electro-chemical problem

is to combine the materials of the solution in such proportions

that the action will, on closed circuit, be energetic and, at the

,.same time, to provide for and maintain the cell in an inert con-

dition on open circuit. The results obtained up to the present

time have only been accomplished after diligent laboratory re-

search followed by exacting laboratory control of the manufac-

tured product.

The flashlight battery which is most generally used to-day, will

only depreciate about 35 per cent in 12 months on open circuit.

As a result of this improved service, the value of the flashlight

has been greatly increased in those localities where a light is most

necessary and w^here heretofore, due to the depreciation of the

battery, it w^as impossible to obtain such a battery in satisfac-

tory condition. I refer principally to the use of flashlights in

the Tropics and in the Far North where it is now performing

invaluable service.

The dry battery is composed of three essential parts : the zinc

cup, the electrolyte, and the bobbin. The service of the battery

is dependent upon the depolarizing action of the bobbin. The
bobbin is composed of a mixture of manganese dioxide and graph-

ite in certain proportions and formed about a carbon electrode.

The bobbin is wrapped in cotton gauze And is then placed in a

cup of pure metallic zinc. Electrolytic paste, consisting of am-

monium chloride and zinc chloride mixed together with pro-

portionate amounts of flour and water constitute the electrolyte.

Flashlights, as manufactured to-day, may be classified into four

particular kinds of service

:

The first class, that of the tubular flashlight which is adapted

for use indoors and is capable of illuminating objects within a

radius of twenty to thirty feet.
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The second class, is the lantern type light which is not exactly

a flashlight as it is more generally used as a continuous burning

light. This type is employed generally as a safety lamp about the

camp and in the home. Some people, however, prefer the lan-

tern type light for general use as a flashlight, as it is convenient

to carry with the handle and may be placed easily in any position.

It is a light which is well adapted for use where a kerosene or

open flame light would be dangerous.

The third class constitutes the small flat vest pocket light. This

flashlight is simply a case constructed to contain the battery and

to support a flat end miniature lamp, no reflector is provided with

the light and its use is confined entirely to the illumination of

objects at very short distances. Portability is the feature of

this type, as it may be carried on the person with no incon-

venience.

The fourth and newest class is the spotlight type or projection

light. This flashlight has just been placed on the market. It

is well adapted for use out-of-doors. The projection is such that

objects may be illuminated at a distance of 300 feet. Large ob-

jects, such as, houses, tents, etc., may be illuminated at distances

of 1,000 feet. The light is equipped witli a ])arabolic reflector

and a special type lamp. It should be noted that the focusing is

accomj)hshe(l by means of the end cap which may he turned to

the riglit or to the left. There is provided in the end cap a con-

tainer into which are placed two extra lamps, in order that

renewal lamps may be immediately available. As this light is

designed for use by motorists, camjiers, vacationists, police of-

ficers, firemen, watchmen, and for industrial u.-es, it is essential

tli;tt extra lamps be axailable.

Ill yrars ])ast, ])ractically no attcm|)t was made to desii;n a

flashlight which would produce a certain i»re-determined projec-

tion. Most of the earlier lights and in fact a great many of the

modern lights of to-day are e(|uipped with thick heavy piano

convex lenses. This particular type nf moulded lens, which has

been used >>u most flashlights, is |»rol)al>l\- an outgrow tli of 'he

old r.ull's ICye Lantern Kii^. It is somewhat deceiving to the

laymen as it creates the inii)ression thai the magnification in-

creases the amount of light projected. iVobahlv the real reason

for the use of the jdano eoinex lens is for the mechanical
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strength obtained with this form. In all cases the piano convex

lens has been used in conjunction with a reflector approaching

the curvature of the paraboloid. The proper optical system

would be a spherical mirror with the source of light at the center

of curvature, and a lens used in conjunction with this mirror, to

refract the rays in parallel lines. The focal distances necessary

with an optical system of this character are of such great length

that it precludes such a system for use with the flashlight. Due

to the fact that no means whatever had been provided to place

the source of light at the focus of the reflector, the character of

projection obtained with the combination of parabolic reflector

and piano convex lens is anything but satisfactory. In some

very rare instances, the errors would be such that accidents would

happen and a fairly good projection would be obtained, that is,

the light source would be forward or back of the focus, and the

lens would refract the resultant rays in such a manner as to rectify

the errors due to the incorrect position of the filament. It is

impossible to obtain the same character of light projection even

with identical flashlight reflectors, due to the fact that the light

center distance of flashlight lamps have a maximum variation of

3 millimeters. Therefore, unless some form of focusing arrange-

ment is used, it is very probable that the filament will be incor-

rectly positioned in relation to the focus of the reflector.

After conducting a number of experiments with the regulation

flashlight reflectors and lamps, it was finally assumed that if

small reflecting surfaces could be made wdiich would* conform

fairly well with the surface of the paraboloid, if a lamp could

be manufactured which would have a very small concentrated

filament, and if a means could be provided to move the lamp

along the axis of the reflector so that it could be placed at will

at the focus of the reflector, it would then be possible to produce

a beam of light which would far surpass the projection which

had heretofore been obtained with the flashlight.

The function of the parabolic reflector is to reflect light rays

eminating from a small source, located at the focus of the reflec-

tor in parallel lines. Due to the fact that the light source can-

not be made a mathematical point, the rays can never be absolutely

parallel and there will always be a slight spread to the beam.
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The dimensions, that is, the diameter and the depth of the

reflector determine to a great extent the intensity and the char-

acter of the ultimate projection which will be produced. The

diameter of the reflector is limited by the present types of flash-

lights which are now manufactured and further, it would, for

practical use be unwise to attempt to increase the size of the

flashlight head.

In order to determine the proper depth for the parabolic re-

flector for the spotlight flashlight, it was necessary to spin re-

flectors having difl'erent depths and ascertain by experiment the

correct depth for a pre-determined diameter which would yield

the highest beam candlepower. The diameters of these re-

flectors were all the same dimension and the depths varied from

I inch to 2^4 inches in steps of 34 inch. In each instance the

same lamp was used for each reflector and was operated at con-

stant voltage throughout the photometric tests which were made

with the Macbeth Illuminometer. The reflector having a depth

of 1^4 inches proved to be the most efficient. The maximum
beam candlepower obtained with this reflector was 3,000 and the

total spread of the beam was about six degrees.

After making the above experiments a flashlight was assem-

bled, equipped with the parabolic reflector and the specially de-

signed concentrated filament lamjx Trials were made at night

when there was no moonlight to interfere with the observations.

At a distance of 70 feet house numbers 33/2 inches in height were

easily read; at a distance of 300 feet an individual couKl be dis-

tinguished either against a dark or a light background ; at a

distance of 700 feet or over, buildings, houses, etc., and objects

having light colored surfaces were illuminated so that it was
possible to note all details, such as cornices, windows, gables,

and chimneys.

Considerable difficulty was experienced by laiup niaiuifacturers

in producing the specially designed laini> which is now used in

this particular light. The lainj) finally adoi)te(l has a coiled tung-

sten filament of ajiproximalely thirty coils so fashioned that

the fil.nnciit is in tlu* form of a "V" and occupies a verv small

space. The brilliancy of this light is very high. It operates at

3.8 volts and its life is designed for apj)roximatelv 2\ hours,
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in fact it has the same electrical characteristics as the regular

3.8 volt flashlight lamp. A very interesting paper could be

written on the subject of the development and manufacture of

this particular flashlight lamp. Some of the gentlemen who are

responsible for its development are members of this Society and

to them a great deal of credit is due, for the conscientious work

performed in making possible a satisfactory lamp for this par-

ticular and exacting service.

Considerable time had elapsed after both the lamp and re-

flector had been developed before a suitable adjusting or focusing

arrangement was devised. Any number of different mechanisms

were suggested and models were made, and finally a satisfactory

mechanism was developed, patents applied for and tools designed

for the manufacture of the several parts. When the end cap of

the flashlight is turned to the right, the contact member in the

end cap moves forward and engages with the battery, driving

the battery forward. This forward motion is transmitted to

the lamp socket and a positive contact is assured by the com-

pression taken up on the spring. In this manner the position of

the lamp may be adjusted so that it will coincide with the focal

center of the reflector.

It would be of interest to mention some of the general facts

regarding the flashlight. Someone has said that an idea which is

not a practical and commercial money-maker, is not a practical

idea ; the flashlight idea was born of a demand for a' safe, port-

able, self-contained electric light.

You will, perhaps, be interested to know in what relation the

flashlight industry stands, with some of the other commercial suc-

cesses of the electrical industry You have seen electric toasters

advertised and widely displayed in dealers' windows. The yearly

volume of this business is at retail list, $2,400,000. Electric bells,

push buttons, annunciators, etc., a well established line, totals

approximately $5,000,000 business per year. The largest elec-

trical specialty on the market is the electric fan, which sells at

an average price many times that of the flashlight; the total

volume is about $25,000,000 per year. The electric flat-iron is

another big item which totals $17,500,000. Other miscellaneous
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electrical appliances, such as curling irons, and special heaters,

have a volume of $3,000,000 per year.

As compared to these several electrical specialties the flash-

light and battery sales amounted last year to over $20,000,000,

this is on a product selling at an average retail list price of from

$1.50 to $2.00 for the flashlight, and between thirty-five and fifty

cents for the battery. These figures were compiled by and ob-

tained from one of our leading electrical publications and are

vouched for as accurate. It is also stated that there are more

than 10,000,000 active users of flashlights in the United States,

or practically one person in every ten owns or uses a flashlight.

More than 5,000,000 flashlights are sold annually and more than

25,000,000 batteries are required annually to take care of the

flashlights already in use and for the growing demand.

During the twenty years that have elapsed since the first flash-

light was produced, there have been over 580 patents allowed

covering flashlights, hand lamps, and combinations involving

flashlights. Thousands of uses have been discovered, all with-

in the three broad groups of utility, convenience and protection.

While the flashlight is a lighting agent which is used for any

number of different purposes and under a great variety of con-

ditions, it should never be forgotten that as a light to be used

as an emergency, it has no other illuminating competitor. There

is a big field for emergency work. The time is coming when
it will become standard equipment, recognized as such by the

Board of Fire Underwriters and endorsed by all Safety First

organizations. The flashlight will soon take its place with the

fire extinguisher as standard emergency equipment on steamers,

railroad trains, theatres, hotels and for all public buildings.

There are on record a great many interesting and dramatic

incidents where the flashlight has i)layed an important part. The
flashlight was with IV-rry wlun lu* discovered the North Pole,

and was carried by Roosevelt in the jungles of Africa and South

America. It crossed the Atlantic witii tlu- American seaplane

NC—4 and was carried by l>rown and AKock on the first air-

plane trip across the Atlantic. It has been usrd in many cases

for signalling on land and sea. and its use was \orv valuable in

many ways in the W'oiM W'.n. Thousands of people are now
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using the flashlight in their homes and about their business for

every purpose where it is necessary to have illumination.

No other line of electrical development is receiving more con-

centrated effort for efficient development and manufacture.

Flashlights and flashlight batteries are highly technical products

and can only attain their greatest usefulness by scientific re-

search and experiment. It has been said that all men and their

institutions are measured only by service. Surely, then, the elec-

tric flashlight should rank with other necessary commercial

necessities which are contributing to our convenience, our safety

and our happiness.

DISCUSSION

J. B. EwART : I would like to ask if the manufacturers of

radio-luminous materials and the manufacturers of flashlights

have yet co-operated to the extent that we have a flashlight that

we can find in the dark?

V. F. Hess : About the cost of those buttons, Mr. Dey, who is

head of our computation department, would be able to give you

computations.

W. H. Dey : The cost of those would vary considerably with

the treatment. I have been doing quite a bit of research work

in the last few^ months in connection with that and we are now

ready to demonstrate to the flashlight manufacturers, and arrange-

ments have been made to show them a new method which will

reduce the previous cost and at the same time give g'reater ef-

ficiency. I believe the luminous flashlight is a very near pos-

sibility.

Chairman Bozele : Is there any further discussion or are

there any questions? If not, I take it that both Dr. Hess and

Mr. Mathews will be willing and glad to show, upon personal

examination, the various exhibits they have brought.

Non-Member: The last speaker said that some of these lights

had been taken to the North Pole. What temperature do you

have to reach before the dry cell will go out of commission? I

think it will not last very long.
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E. H. Mathews : Attempts have been made to utilize lum-

inescent material on flashlights in order that they may be readily

seen in the dark. Luminescent material is expensive, however,

and as flashlights are sold at a very low price, the addition of

the expensive luminescent material makes quite a difference in

the selling price of a flashlight. We have considered, and have

had models made up with luminescent material in the form of

buttons, and placed on the flashlight, but we did not feel that it

could be put on the market without raising the price. However,

if other manufacturers of flashlights were to adopt luminescent

material, we I think, would also be glad to consider using this

material.

We have never made any extensive tests on flashlight cells

at extremely low temperatures. The service of a flashlight bat-

tery is very slightly affected when operating at 32^ F. and is

only about 15 per cent lower than the service obtained at normal

temperatures. However, at -15° F. the flashlight cell will operate

for approximately 15 minutes on continuous service as compared

to 500 minutes at normal temperatures. Where flashlight bat-

teries have been supplied to expeditions going into the Polar

regions we have advised that, in order to obtain satisfactory ser-

vice, or, in fact, any service, it would be necessary to carry the

flashlight close to the body in order to maintain the battery at

satisfactory operating temperatures; or in the event where bat-

teries had been exposed to extreme low temperature conditions,

that the teni])erature of the battery be raised before ])utting the

cells into service.

E. C. CkiTTKNiJicx : We have had occasion to test some dry

cells for one oi the arctic ex|)e(litions in order to determine

whether the cells would ser\e to operate certain ecjuipment at

very low temperatures. It was foinid that as the leinj)erature

is lowered the voltage of the cell> drops only very little. The
current obtainable from the cells, howt-M-r. cKcreases consider-

ably, and the outjuu of the cells is therefore also materially de-

creased.

L. C. I'oRTER (Comniiiiiie.ited I : .Mr. .M.ithews. in his very

interesting jLiiKr, h:iv pointed ont the reinarkal)le growth of
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flashlights for general lighting purposes and also for signal work.

In addition to these services, flashlights have recently been used

for the projection of pictures.

There has just been placed on the market a standard flash-

light battery and casing fitted with a specially designed reflector

in the shape of an ellipsoid. In front of this reflector is placed

a lantern slide, mirror and an objective lens. The slides used

in this little device consist of individual "positives" cut from

motion picture films. On a white wall or a sheet, very good

pictures 4 feet wide can be obtained in a dark room, and on a

prepared screen, pictures as large as 10 feet are possible. This

is a remarkable performance from a small 3.8 volt, 0.3 ampere,

flashlight lamp. The outfit is sold both as a toy and for pur-

poses of giving lectures to small audiences, doing away with the

necessity of carrying the usual heavy stereopticon lantern, glass

slides.
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SECTION ACTIVITIES

NEW ENGLAND

Meeting—February, 1922.

A most successful meeting of the New
England Section was held at the Engi-

neers' Club on Monday, February 27,

1922, at which representatives of Prizma,

Inc., presented papers and a demonstra-

tion of colored motion pictures. The
subjects and speakers were as follows:

"Making Natural Color Motion Pic-

tures" by Mr. William V. D. Kelley.

"With Prizma in Africa" by Mr. Wil-

liam T. Crespinel, and "The Psycholog>'

of Color as .Applied to Motion Picture

Drama" by Mr. Carroll H. Dunning.

The talk which was probably of most

value to the Society was that of Mr.

Dunning.

The meeting was attended by about

sixty-five persons, including ladies, and

while there was not much discussion,

due to the long program, the general

concensus of opinion was that it was a

ver>' successful evening.

CHICAGO

Meeting—February, 1922.

At the meeting of the Chicago Section

held in the nioms of the Western So-

ciety of Engineers on the evening of

February 23rd, Mr. Ernest I.unn. V.\cc-

trical I'ji^ineer of the Pullman Com-
pany, presented a paper "The Pullman
System of Railway Car Lighting, Cur-
rent Generation and Control."

Mr. Lunn gave a very interesting talk,

with a panel board demonstration of the

system of control for lighting and bat-

tery charging, and described the auto-

matic method of regulating lamp voltage.

He discussed the new lighting system

in Pullman cars, mentioning the latest

center deck fixture consisting of ceil-

ing pan and twelve inch diffusing glass

globe equipped with loo-watt gas-filled

lamp, the power consumption being

about 2 watts per square foot of car

space, giving about 7 foot-candles when
the line voltage is equal to that of the

lamps.

Mr. E. D. Tillson displayed a model
of a car roof complete with advertising

cards which are usually seen on sub-

urban or street railway service. There
were mounted also some incandescent

lamps, burning at low voltage, and glass

fi.xtures to represent the average gas

l)urncr which is in use on some of the

cars. By removing the dark green lining

on the deck of the car he clearly demon-
strated the value of a white ceiling. The
very unsatisfactory glare which is

caused by a string of bare lamps in the

u^^uil deck rail line was shown and Mr.
Tillson displayed some shields to slip

<ncr the lamps which completely elim-

inated the KJare and at the same time
allowed plenty of ilhimination on the

advertisements and points on tlie work-
ing plane.

A \ ery interesting discussion was held

and the meeting pnn-ed to he one of the

most successful and enthusiastic gath-

erings of the year. .\ great many rail-

way electrical engineers were present

making a total attendance of fifty- four
members and guests.
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TORONTO

Meeting—February, 1922.

The Toronto Chapter met on February

20, 1922, at the Mossop Hotel for a

luncheon; the feature of entertainment

was the I. E. S. lecture on "Home

Lighting" as presented by Mr. M. B.

Hastings, who made use of the lantern

slides and material as prepared by the

I. E. S.

The lecture was well received and

there were in attendance twenty-seven

members and eleven guests.

CLEVELAND

Meeting—March, 1922.

At the meeting of the Cleveland Chap-

ter held on March 15, Mr. C. A. Ather-

ton, of the National Lamp Works, spoke

on the subject, "Better Signs." The

large field for improvement in signs so

as to make them more effective as an

advertising medium was mentioned as

well as the fact that this branch of illum-

inating engineering has been established

on a firm engineering basis. The paper

brought out the fundamental principles

of sign lighting and statistical data per-

taining to signs in Cleveland and other

cities.

An interesting discussion followed

the paper and the meeting was attended

by twenty-five members and guests.

COUNCIL NOTES

Three Members.

W. E. Richards,

Superintendent, Electric Department,

Toledo Edison Company,

Toledo, Ohio.

Joseph E. Shaw,
Manager, Fixture and Illumination

Department,

Frank H. Stewart Electric Co.,

27 North Seventh Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Albert F. Stoll,

President,

Russell and Stoll Company,

17-27 Vandewater Street,

New York, N. Y.

Thirteen Associate Members.

Carlyee Adams Atherton,

Engineering Department,

National Lamp Works of G. E. Co.,

Nela Park,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Chenery C. Bartlett,

Electrical Engineer,

The Southern Sierras Power Co.,

Riverside, California,

Robert T. Battle,

Electrical Contractor,

220 West 42nd Street,

New York, N. Y.

ITEMS OF INTEREST

At the meeting of the Council on

March 9, 1922, the following were

elected to membership

:

John J. Collins,

Electrical Contractor,

Meeks-Collins Electric Company,

411 Granby Street,

Norfolk, Virginia.
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Wilbur N. Comley,

Electrician,

Philadelphia Stock Exchange Bldg.,

141 1 Walnut Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Helen A. Smith,

Engineer in Lighting Service Dept.,

Edison Lamp Works of General

Electric Company,

Harrison, N. J.

William H. Evans,

Publicity Department,

The Philadelphia Electric Company,

1000 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

H. G. Smith,

Assistant Sales Manager,

Matthews Electric Supply Co.,

1823 First Avenue,

Birmingham, Alabafna.

Wm. a. Fogler,

Laboratories Superintendent,

Philadelphia Electric Company,

2301 Market Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Randolph A. Garel,

Electrician.

American Electric Cutting Machine

Company,

151 Lafayette Street,

New York, N. Y.

Walter E. L. Irwin,

Cadet Engineer,

United Gas Improvement Co.,

1931 South 9th Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

RoliERT M. Marlky,

Marlcy Electric Company,

116 North Camac Street,

Philadelpliia, Pa.

James Madison Shute,

Lighting Service Department,

Edison Lamp Works of General

Electric Company,

Harrison, N. J.

One Transfer to Full Membership.

Frank R. Barnitz,

Asst. Sec'y and Gen. Supt., Commer-
cial Department.

Consolidated Gas Company of New
York,

130 East 15th Street,

New York, N. Y.

One Sustaining Member.

Narragansi'TT Ei.ectkic Lighting Co.,

Turks Head Building,

Providence, Rhode Island.

CONFIRMATION OF APPOINTMENTS

The appointments of the following

chairman and ci>inmittcc members were

confirmed :

.Is .\fi'nibcrs of the Motor I'chiiU'

Liifhtifi;/ Cottnnittcc

V. C. Caldwell

.A. W. Devine

.Is .Mt'tiilwrs of tilt' Committt'i' on

.Miinlurshif*

H. I'.. Hobson

C. ^L Ma.sson
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As Members of the General Convention

Committee

S. E. Doane
Clarence L. Law
P. S. Millar

G. B. Regar

Chairman of the Committee on Nomen-
clature and Standards

Clayton H. Sharp

Secretary of the Committee on Nomen-
clature and Standards

E. C. Crittenden

COMMITTEE REPORTS

Progress reports were presented from

the following: Committee on Sky

Brightness, Committee on Bulletin on

Residence Lighting by Electricity, Com-
mittee on Artistic Treatment of Interior

Lighting, Committee on Editing and

Publication, Committee on New Sections

and Chapters.

Committee on Membership.—Mr.

G. B. Regar, Chairman, gave a progress

report of the work of his committee and

advised that while the immediate results

of the campaign had not been all that

the committee could have wished, it is

hoped that the next few weeks would

show a marked increase in our member-

ship. Twenty thousand circulars setting

forth the advantages of becoming a

member of the Illuminating Engineering

Society are being sent out with their

bulletins, by the Westinghouse, Edison

and National Lamp Works.

Communication from American Aca-

demy OF Political and Social Science.

—A letter was read from the President

of the American Academy of Political

and Social Science, inviting the Society

to appoint three delegates to attend its

26th Annual Meeting to be held in Phila-

delphia, May i2th and 13th. Messrs.

Crampton, Forstall and Regar were ap-

pointed to serve in this capacity.

Committee on Nomenclature and

Standards.—Dr. C. H. Sharp, Chairman,

reported that the Rules of 1918 have been

given to the American Engineering

Standards Committee to be adopted as

an American Standard.

Committee on Motor Vehicle Light-

ing.—Dr. C. H. Sharp, Chairman, re-

ported that the Committee had effected a

revision of the Rules for Laboratory

Headlighting Tests, a representative

from the State of Massachusetts being

present. Massachusetts has adopted our

revised rules, so there is only one stand-

ard. These revised rules have been sub-

mitted to the American Engineering

Standards Committee as a tentative Am-
erican Standard.

Adoption of Term "Luminaire."—
The Council moved to adopt the term

"Luminaire"' as recommended by the

Committee on Nomenclature and Stand-

ards in the report presented at the an-

nual convention in Rochester, N. Y,,

last September.

Confirmation of the Executive Com-
mittee's Approval to Request the

American Engineering Standards

Committee to Call a Conference on

THE Subject of Colors for Traffic

Signals.—The Council moved that the

action of the Executive Committee be

confirmed.
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NEWS ITEMS.

CONTRIBUTIONS FOR THE 1922
CONVENTION

The Papers Committee is endeavor-

ing to formulate a program for the 1922

Convention which will best serve the

membership at large. In other words,

it believes that without detracting from

the scientific value of the papers, ma-

terial can be made available of wide-

spread or popular interest.

It is a recognized fact that a large

percentage of our membership are much
more interested in what may be termed

"applied illuminating engineering" than

in abstract discussions or theoretical

subjects. Papers dealing with practice

with the "how" as well as the "why" of

the subject brought forth are of direct

benefit. The Committee will endeavor

to secure as many of such presentations

as possible.

On the other hand, this policy will not

reduce the number of strictly scientific

papers which are of much importance

in the development of the art and of

great interest to certain classes of our

members.

Even the most technical paper con-

tains information of service to the man
in the field if he knew how to "dig this

out." The plan is to have every paper

presented in such a manner that these

vital facts arc brou^lu to tlic surface or

to have some one conversant with the

•ubjcct, in discussion point out how the

data can be applied commercially.

The aim will be to make the Conven-

tion papers of interest to the rank and

file—$0 valuable that no one actively

fn^a^'ed in li^'htin^^' can afford to miss

the Convention or not attend the ses-

lions.

The Vice-Chairman of the Papers

Committee, Mr. A. L. Powell, Fifth and

Sussex Streets, Harrison, N. J., will wel-

come suggestions from the membership

on suitable and timely topics and wishes

to hear from members who are in a

position to contribute papers which will

fit in with a general scheme as outlined.

The character of material desired is set

forth very clearly in the Society's

Manual for Authors. With the co-opera-

tion of our membership, we should be

able to carry out some such scheme and

assist in establishing widespread inter-

est in the Society and the principles

for which it stands.

GENERAL OFFICE NOTES

Reprints of the "Code of Lighting

School Buildings" as issued in IQ18 can

be obtained from the general office.

Price 25 cents per copy, discounts will

be allowed for orders greater than

fifty copies upon application.

Reprints of the "Code of Lighting,

Factories, Mills and other Work Places"

as published in the November 20th issue

can be obtained from the General Office.

There has been incorporated in the

pamphlet a table of contents and an in-

dex. Price 25 cents per copy.

The following discounts will l>€ al-

lowed on orders in quantity:

50 copies, discount of io''I per copy.

100 copies, discount of 2o^c per copy.

joo copies, discount of jo'T per copy.

5tK) copies, discount of 2S'7t per copy.

I.CXK) copies, discount of 40*^ [kt copy.

2,500 copies, discount of 45'" per copy.

5,000 copies, discount of 5o^c per copy.
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Copies of the following issues are de-

sired :

Vol. XIV, No. 9, Dec. 30, 19 19-

Vol. XV, No. 7, Oct. 10, 1920.

Vol. XVI, No. 3, April 30, 1921.

The General Office will pay fifty cents

each for copies in good condition of

these issues,

A CORRECTION
The General Office was advised erron-

eously that the National Council of Light-

ing Fixture Manufacturers recommended

the adoption of the term "Luminaire" at

the Milwaukee Fixture Market. Through

this misunderstanding there was printed

on page 116 of the February Transac-

tions a note which was incorrect in sub-

stance.

PERSONALS
Mr. William T. Blackwell has resigned

as Manager of the Lighting Service De-

partment, Westinghouse Lamp Company

to become Manager of the Interior Light-

ing Division, Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg.

Co., George Cutter Works, with head-

quarters at South Bend, Indiana. Mr.

Blackwell has been active in the illu-

mination field for the past fifteen years.

For several years he was an engineer

in the Construction Department of the

New York Telephone Company. In 1905

he became Assistant Superintendent of

the Distribution Department of the East

River Gas Company of Long Island City.

In the fall of 1907 he was appointed

Assistant to the Chief Engineer of Light

and Power, Bureau of Gas and Electri-

city, Department of Water Supply, Gas

and Electricity, New York City. In May,

1916, he accepted the position of Sales

Engineer in the eastern office of the

Benjamin Elec & Mfg. Co., leaving in

1918 to become Assistant Commercial

Engineer of the Westinghouse Lamp
Company. On Jan. ist., 1922 the Light-

ing Service Dept., was organized with

Mr. Blackwell as Manager. He has been

active on various committees of the Illu-

minating Engineering Society and Na-

tional Electric Light Association. In ad-

dition he has contributed many articles

to the technical and trade press.

Mr. John W. Lieb, Vice-President of

the New York Edison Company leaves

this month for three months' trip in

Europe. He will tour Italy, Switzerland,

France, Germany, Holland, and England,

spending most of the time visiting old

friends and business associates in Italy,

where he was chief engineer and tech-

nical director of the Italian Edison

Company from 1882 to 1894. While in

Italy Mr. Lieb will convey the felicita-

tions of the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers to its sister society, the

Associazione Elettrotecnia Italiana, on

the twenty-fifth anniversary of its

organization, which it celebrates this

year. In Rome he will present the

certificate of honorary membership in

the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers which was recently conferred

on Gr. Uff Pio Perrone.

Mr. Lieb is a past-president of the

A. I. E. E., and has also been president

of the Association of Edison Illuminat-

ing Companies, the Edison Pioneers, the

National Electric Light Association, and

the New York Electrical Society.
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An index of reference to books, papers, editorials, news and abstracts on illumi-

nating engineering and allied subjects. This index is arranged alphabetically
according to the names of the reference publications. The references are then
given in order of the date of publication. Important references not appearing
herein should be called to the attention of the Illuminating Engineering Society,

29 W. 39th St., New York, N. Y,

American Gas Journal

Safety Device for Gas Lighting System

American Journal of Opthalmology

Atlas of Slit Lamp Microscopy of

Living Eye

—

Comptes Rendus

Le mecanisme du rayonnement lumin-

eux continu

—

Sur la constitution du selenium

—

Electrical News

Some Suggestions for Better Lighting

Electrical Review (London)

The Manufacture of Carbon Electrodes

Gas V. Electricity

—

Electrical Times

Glaring Headlights

—

Luminous Signs on Cars

—

Electrical World

Co-operation of Architects and Ensi-

ncers Needed for Proper IHumin.-i-

tion —
Types of Church Illninination which

have been Found Effective

—

A Field for Greater Co-operation be-

tween Architect and Engineer-
Novel Method of Road Illtimination—
Hri^jhtnc-ss of Light Sources—

The Electrician

An Electric Gas LiRhtcr —

A. Vogt

DATE PAGE

1922

Feb. 4 IIS

Jan. 63

1921

^L J. Duclaux Dec. 19 1355

M. H. Pelabon Dec.

1922

27 1466

J. T. Scott Feb. I 45

Jan. 13 63

Jan. IJ 66

Jan. 5 I

Jan 19 48

Jan. a8 169

Jan. 28 180

A. L. Powell Jan. 28 181

W Iv I'orsvtiic

I->b. 4
Frl. 4

234

Jan. 16
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L'Electricien

Considerations sur I'eclairage rationnel

Elektrotechnischer Anzeiger

Die Elektrizitat im Dienste der Blonden

Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift

Der Einfluss der Blendung auf die sub-

jektive Beleuchtungsstarke

—

Fabrikbeleuchtung

—

Beleuchtung und Heizung. Der Licht-

trager in Technik und Kunst

—

Beleuchtung und Heizung. Beleuch-

tungsanlagen fiir Weichen und Sig-

nale

—

Gas Age-Record

New York and Candlepower

—

Gas Journal

Gas Lighting in 1861 and in 1921

—

Das Gas und Wasserfach

Das Museum fiir das Beleuchtungs—

,

Heizungs—und Wasserfach sowie

verwandter Facher

—

Technische Rundschau, Lichttechnische

Gesellschaft

—

Helios

Etwas liber das Mattatzen von Gluh-

lampen und das Stempeln mit

einem unentfernbaren Eigentums-

zeichen zur Vermeidung von Dieb-

stahlen

—

Illuminating Engineer

Developments in Artificial Daylight

—

Developments in Sheringham Daylight

Glass for Artificial Daylight

—

The First Gas-lighted Church—
Gas-lighting for Railway Signals

—

An Anti-glare Reflector

—

Journal of American Institute of Electri-

cal Engineers

Influence of Illumination Levels upon

Speed of Vision Investigated

—

R. Wolff

Hans Bourquin

R, Ambronn and

H. Geffcken

S. H. Groom
F. E. Lamplough

1921

Dec. 15

Dec. 8

Dec. 15

Dec. 22

1922

Jan. 28

Norton H. Hum- 192

1

phrys Dec. 28

Dec. 10

Dec. 17

553

1401

1454

1485

Dec. 22 1492

Dec. 29 1516

no

881

820

837

Dec. 18 4530

Nov. 212

Nov. 215

Nov. 219

Nov. 221

Nov. 223

Nov. 22Z

1922

Feb. 149
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Electric Sign Lighting

—

Higher Illumination Standards Advo-

cated as Aid to Defective Vision

—

Licht und Lampe

Bericlit uhcr die 26, ordentliche Mig-

liederversammlung der Dcutschen

Beleuchtungstechnischen Gesell-

schaft

—

Die erste Tagung der internationalen

Beleuchtungskommission nach dem
Kriege

—

Mechanisch hergcstelltc Belciichtungs-

korper

—

O. E. Alberts

Unsere Beleuchtung im W'andcl der

Zeiten

—

Lighting Fixtures and Lighting

Milwaukee to he ahlaze during Better

Lighting and Convention Week

—

Res. Lai). Eastman
Kodak Co.

Monthly Abstract Bulletin

Influence of Light on the Thermal

Conductivity of Selenium

—

The Electrical Properties of SeU niurn

Motor Record

Sizes of Auto Headlights on 1915 to

1 92 1 Cars

—

Moving Picture World

"Lighting for Temperament" is the

Newest Wrinkle in Ciiurnatograpliy

National Electraglst

Better Li;.;liting Catni)aign (Milwaukee)

Flood Light Solves I'rohleni

—

Phllojiphlcnl Mngnzlnc

Tlie I )e|M n<lente <»f the Intensity of

the I'luorescrncc of Dyes up<»n the

Wave- Length «.f the hUciting Light S I. Vavilov

I'hyiiknilsche ZeitRchrlft

\'.\i\ photomctrisch rcgistricrciulcr Koui

parator— F. G008

Feb.

Feb.

192

1

Dec. I

Feb.

ig2i

Dec. I

150

151

576

Dec. I 578

Dec. 15 601

Dec. 15 604

1922

Jan. 22

Jan. iS

Jan. 18

1921

Dec. 76

1922

Feb. 11 673

Feb. 40

Feb. 47

J07
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Kevue Generale De L'Electricite

La mesure de I'eclairage des interieurs Dec. 31 206D

Signs of the Times 1922

Lighted Outdoor Displays Foil Hold-

Up Men in Des Moines

—

Feb. 18

The Sperryscope

Searchlight Carbons— M. L. Patterson Feb. i 9

Zeitschrift fiir Instrumentenkunde

t)ber eine Neukonstruktion des regis-

trierenden Mikrophotometers. Fritz

Goos. Mit einer Vorbemerkung
von P. P. Koch

—

Nov. 313

1921
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OF THE

ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING SOCIETY

Vol. XVII April. 1922 No. 4

Co-operation Solicited

In Extending Illumination Education

"D V AND LARGE, ihe ^equi^ites of good lighting are not

^"^ known to the extent which they should be. However, too

much blame for this situation should not be attached to the Il-

luminating Engineering Society and its committees. The task

of enlightenment has been of enormous proportions, and the rapid

development of the subject has added to the difficulty. It is

with the hope of enlisting the more active co-operation of the

membership generally that the following outline of the work of

the present Committee on Education is presented.

The work of the Society along educational lines has been ap-

portioned among four sub-committees : primary and secondary

schools, colleges and technical schools, extension work (especially

for those connected with the industry) and popular education.

It is hard to say which one of these fields is most in need cU'

cultivation. In the public schools little can be done until text-

book writers and teachers are educated. The teachers must be

reached through normal schools, educational society meetings

and other points of contact. Lectures should be particularly

effective because of tlie ea^e with which iinprc^^i\c demonstrations

can be arranged. As for writers, there are apjjropriate places

in many sciiool texts for material on i;oo(l lighting, but where

the subject is now treated at all it is generally from a \ery in-

adc(juate point of view. .Ainoni^ the texts which could include

something on illumination are tiiose on hygiene, civics, nature

study, elementary science, home economics, physics and even

chennstry.
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In the colleges, while more should be done to provide courses

in illumination for electrical engineers, architects and others,

and while such courses, where given, often need to be modern-

ized, the greatest educational opportunity is in introducing a more

practical and up-to-date viewpoint regarding light and its uses

into courses on physics, phychology, physiology and chemistry,

because a larger number of students are required to take these

courses. Suitable material on illumination should also be in-

cluded in some of the special courses such as mechanical and mine

engineering, home economics and agricultural engineering. The

present status of such educational work is being investigated

by the committee and student research in the field of illumina-

tion is being strongly urged.

Probably more work has been done on popular education than

anything else, but this field is so great that the surface has only

been scratched. Lectures before organizations and other groups

constitute the principal method which has been employed. Con-

siderable work of this character has been done in the vicinity

of New York, and lately a committee of the Chicago section has

been formed to work in that district. Similar committees should

be formed in connection with each section and chapter of the

Society. To facilitate such lectures it is proposed to prepare

and make generally available a list of members of the Society,

distributed throughout the country, who can be called upon to

give addresses.

In attacking the foregoing problems the Committee on Educa-

tion invites and solicits the co-operation of every member of

the society.

F. C. Caldwell, Chairman,

Committee on Education.



REFLECTIONS
More Highways to be Illuminated

CONSTANTLY increasing night travel by motor vehicles has

brought about a congestion of traffic, accompanied by an

appalling succession of accidents, and one result has been a

demand for improved highway lighting. A new system has been

developed within the past year by the General Electric Company
and successfully used on the Albany-Schenectady highway.

Recently the township of Amherst, N. Y. decided to install

this system along its highways. This will involve a complete

installation of nearly 1,500 units along the highways whose total

mileage is about 100. The first units will be placed along five

miles of one of the great trunk motor-travel routes leading from

the Buffalo city line eastward through the town, and the balance

of the installation will be made during the next three years.

This same system is now to be demonstrated on a portion

of the Lincoln Highway in Lake County, Ind. Preliminary plans

for illuminating one and one-half miles of this highway have

been approved by the technical committee of the Lincoln Highway
Association.

Electric Signs Prohibited on Fifth Avenue

ADhX'ISlOX handed down early in March in tlie Supreme
Court of New York State has sustained an ordinance of the

city of New York prohibiting electric signs on the fronts of l)uild-

ings in Fifth Avenue from Washington S(|uare to ( )ne hundred

and Tenth Street, in NL'ulison Avenue from Thirty-fourtli to

Seventy-second Street, and in Thirty-fourth and h'ifty-seveiuh

Streets for several blocks in the neighborhood of these avenues

in New York City.

Judge Vernon M. Davi^, who gave this decision, held that

the law was not discriminatory and was in iIr" "interest and con-

venience of the public." Tliis tinding ()|)ens ihe way to other

municijial legislation restricting electric signs.
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Wireless Lights—Interesting if True

BEARING in mind the successive steps in the development of

present-day electric lighting sources, showing as it has note-

worthy and even sensational advances in successive stages, and

remembering the relatively low^ luminous efficiencies of the best

of these sources, it appears practically a certainty that still further

improvement or new discovery will follow. Certainly no one

would be rash enough to deny this possibility. Consequently

this field not only offers promise to the sincere investigator, but

provides a plausible opportunity for unscrupulous claimants of

new discoveries, serving as bait to the credulous victim osten-

sibly allowed in on the ground floor. Improvements when they

come may be expected in the form of new incandescent filaments

and better types of luminous gas discharge, with the remote pos-

sibility of some hitherto unrecognized method of obtaining a

high luminous efficiency in the phosphorescent or fluorescent

field. Consequently fake claims usually masquerade as new
types of filament, cold light, the wireless lamp, or other sensa-

tional suggestion taken from the field of known opportunity.

But completely revolutionary advances rarely, if ever, occur,

and the most remarkable are generally announced through recog-

nized channels of authentic information to the profession con-

cerned. These advances are always found to rest on sound

scientific principles, applied more widely, or perhaps on new
materials, and their authors invite inspection, criticism and ap-

proval. For only in this way can a new device or method obtain

adoption.

Therefore all new claims of remarkable discovery, whether

in the lighting or other field, should be received with an attitude

of "interesting if true," but should be viewed with the utmost

suspicion if they are shrouded in mystery or surrounded by

guards. Credence should be placed in and support given to them

when a complete explanation of the working method is forth-

coming and endorsed by a competent expert. Electrical World,

April 15, 1922.



PAPERS
MERCHANDISING ILLUMINATION*

BY \VILLIA^r L. GOODWIN-''*

Synopsis: The author points out the need for '^pplying ilhiminatinij enjjineering
knowledge and skill to a large proportion of the litjliting installatiotis now being made.
If. at present, engineering talent is incorporated in only ten per cent of the jobs, he urges
that a way ought to be found to put the illuminating engineer s knowledge at work to
improving the other ninety per cent.

The whole lighting industry, he shows, must be helped to make illumination
selling and illuminating eugiaeering profitable in a money sense. The giving of free
engineering service by (ijthe lamp manufacturers. (2) the utility companies, (}) the
equipment ma'nufacturers, and (4) the whole.salers is a fundamental' error of policy which
has the result of closing up the field of the independent consulting illuminating engineer.

So important and varied are the applications of electric lighting that almost any
plan or scheme to put the achievements of illumiuacing engineering into general use by
the public would be justified, whatever its cost. How much nore essential, then, to
inaugurate at tliis time a great illumination merchandising plan, adopting and applying
provefi merchatidisin;^ melhcids. to obtain for the principles of illuminating engineering
a wider actual application in the everyday installations of lighting.

PREAMBLE

The hope of the future, I believe, Hes in the engineer. If the

engineer can get a true picture of our problems, the answer

will be forthcoming. I don't wish it to be understood that I am
in any way criticizing present practices or the results that are

being accomplished, excei)t regarding the extent that the engineers*

knowledge and ability is being realized and utilized by society

at large.

If you treat with indivitlual or isolated cases, the accomplish-

ments of the engineers have many outstanding virtues, but when
you take the country or the world at large and you realize

that the result of your genius and talent is only utilized perhaps

to the extent of five or ten per cent of its |)ossibilitv. then there

is an oi)i)ortunity for criticism, not necessarily the engineer, but

all of the practices involved in getting the entire ground over.

In other words, it is the eighty or ninety per cent of the untouched
field that I am concerned about, and how we can apply your
knowledge, your genius, in greater measure, is a thing that I am
interested in. In other words, if we have this wonderful engineer-

ing talent and for any reason it is only applied in a ratio of ten
*\ pnprr prrMMitcd ill tlir Atinu il C">nv«MiH..ii ..f thr Illuiiiin tt mg l-lnKiiircring

Society, Kcxrhrttrr, N. V., .September J6-J<i, i><ai.

••AnKi^lnnt to (he Prefildent, Society for Hlectrical Devrlopnirnt NrwYotk N V
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to one hundred, then it seems to me it is a problem of the engineer

to find out why his knowledge can't be applied one hundred per

cent.

I have just had occasion to write a paper for the American Elec-

trial Railway Association which will be presented at Atlantic City

next week, and in viewing the street railway problem in the broad

aspect, there is no question but what a wonderful engineering

job has been done, but the fact remains that sixty per cent of the

street railway industry is in the hands of the receiver and the

other forty per cent is seeking a haven of safety. In other words,

the industry is going to destruction and unless we can check

this microbe which is in the street railway industry, it is only a

matter of a short time until it is going to be in the hands of munici-

palities, or state ownership and I leave it to you if we can hope

for progress under municipality or government ownership. It

is a fine thing to talk about ; it is hell to live with. It is a great

thing in theory, but in practice it doesn't work. Let's carry that

thing into the field of illumination. It is a nice thing to talk about,

but when we come to its application, we find only five to ten per

cent of the markets serve as you would like to be served. How
we can get the other eighty per cent is what I am going to try

to present in the paper.

THE PROBLEM

In presenting my ideas on the subject of "Merchandising Illum-

ination," I realize full well that my approach to the subject is

from the standpoint of the business man whose interest in illum-

ination involves two principal points, satisfied customers and

financial profit from the operation.

I recognize full well the primary interest of the manufacturer,

who desires to sell his equipment as well as the central station

or gas company whose profit comes either from the sale of energy

or equipment. Likewise, I recognize the engineering profession,

professional ethics and the approach to the problem from the en-

gineer's standpoint. As engineers, I assume you strive for results

in product from a scientific standpoint
;
you look at the completed

job in the broad sense from engineering standards realized, and

you consider the operation from the basis of maintenance, eco-

nomics or efficiency standpoint of the completed job.

i
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In the broadest sense merchandising illumination must embody

all practices and ail variables entering into the completed job,

and it is just as important that the constructing engineer, con-

tractor, dealer or actual installer of the job be given consideration

as it is that the manufacturer and central station likewise profit

from the operation.

It would therefore seem to indicate that our hope lies in the

engineer, and that the engineering profession always advocating

and maintaining a high standard of professional ethics, will

continuously and persistently strive to keep the profession upon

such a plane as will compel respect both from the consumer and

the trade.

The merchandising of illumination consists in distributing and

applying the achievements of illuminating engineers for the use

of society at large. The effective marketing of these achieve-

ments, in short, is the problem confronting us to-day, and it is a

vital one, for while illuminating engineers have enunciated cer-

tain principles and methods of lighting which have been applied

with gratifying success to some extent, the fact remains that the

general practice of lighting still lags far behind the methods

known to the engineer. The great public still remains strangely ig-

norant of or indifferent to the advantages of good lighting.

THI<: KNGINEER AND HIS DUTII-S

The medium through which the illuminating engineer nui>t

reach the public with his achievements is the whole lighting in-

dustry, and the success of that industry is fountled upon the

degree of satisfaction it gives its customers bv \irinc of sir\ice

ren(len-(l. litrtin also lies the success of the illuminating expert,

for unless he can reach the ])ublic— educate the people— his

achievements arc nf little practical usefuliuss. His duties as an

engineer are only half accomplishetl. lie is not a useful member
of society unless he contributes to the elevation of the i)eo|)lc

and this he cannot <lo without a clear cut channel for the dis-

semination of his particular know led^^e to the pul)lic. His achieve-

ments can \t€ vahu-d only in so f.ir .is ihev are apj)rcciated and
adopted by the |)eoj>le. In other words, the jjuhlic nuist endorse

the achievements of the illuminating engineer by putting them
to practical use in order th.it liis iiuhi ti\ niav be juNtilieil.
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THE COST OF BAD LIGHTING

That the work of the illuminating" expert should be unqualifi-

edly endorsed by the public is clearly indicated in every line of

human endeavor. In industrial activities, for example, almost

thirty million dollars are wasted annually in the form of spoiled

material and inferior workmanship due to poor lighting. For the

same reason over one hundred thousand workers are incapacitated

by accidents for an average period of twelve months each year.

Again, some one hundred and twenty-five thousand preventable

accidents occur yearly which would be avoidable if adequate

illumination were provided. And, yearly in the United States

alone, many hundreds are fatally hurt—all traceable directly or

indirectly to bad or inadequate lighting.

That seems to me to be evidence sufficient that knowledge

is of no value unless it is capitalized, and used. In order to be

used in this electrical industry, it must be, after all, the applica-

tion of your knowledge as a commercial proposition, and we can't

look upon it as a commercial proposition unless we can make

money out of our dollars invested. That is the practical side of

the question.

SPREADING THE MESSAGE
A general appreciation by the people of such statistics and of

kindred records from other lines of activity would doubtless

greatly stimulate the merchandising of illumination, but such

appreciation is hard and slow to arouse. Furthermore, efforts

along this line alone are insufficient. They must be supplemented

by the use of the whole lighting industry itself as a medium
for the dissemination to the public of the knowledge, possessed

by the illuminating engineer. This dissemination of knowledge

should be tliroiigh the industry to the people, else the message

is very apt to miscarry, for the engineer's advice is of necessity

couched in more or less technical phraseology which is not always

comprehended by the public.

THE MEDIUM
The lighting industry—the manufacturer who produces the

equipment needed for the practical utilization of the engineer's

contribution ; the jobl)er, or distributor, who supplies the dealer

with the manufacturer's product ; the dealer who sells it to the

public, and the contractor who installs the product ; as well as the
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central station which supplies the utility service by which the

people may make use of the engineer's achievements—each branch

should carr}^ the message from the illuminating engineer to the

public. Such dissemination of knowledge is entirely feasible.

It represents a free and unobstructed flow along the most economic

channels. It is a logical movement which it is the plain duty

of the whole lighting industry to assume. It is co-ordination of

effort and is merchandising based on that selling fundamental

expressed by the phrase 'Tlease your customers"— /. e., by render-

ing service and discharging responsibilities.

THE MANUFACTURER'S PART

The manufacturer interprets the achievements of the engineer

in material form. He commercializes these technical accom-
* plishments and provides the practical tools for the material expres-

sion of the engineer's acquired knowledge. He must imbibe

knowledge and appreciation of the expert's developments in their

entirety and must also interpret the needs and desires of the

peo])le to the engineer, modelling his own activities accordingly.

The manufacturer's ])lace in the develo])ment of illumination

merchandising is highly important. He must render service to

the engineer, to other branches of the industry and to the public.

He must produce efficient equipment economically auvl in its

construction must safeguard the public in its proper use.

Till-: M A.VUFACTURER'S RESPONSIBILITIES

Tlie manufacturer should standnrdize his product. In this

respect the electric lighting industry—particularly as it port:iins

to incandescent-lamp manufacture—is probably in adxancc of

almost any otlu-r. Ilowcxir, standardization of lighting equij>-

ment and all material employed in the installation of lighting

systems or in any way affecting the lighting industry must con-

tinue with unabated vigor, t^tandardization is a very necessary

link in the scheme of merchandising illumination and is quite as

much a part ni nurchandising as is the dinct sale over the counter

of the tinislied product. In fact, standardization is apt to be

even more important, for tlu- ordinary stoic transaction is a simple

act entailing the exchange of a connnodity for some praletcr-

minc<l sum. fre(|uently without service or discharge of construc-

tive effort and often with evasion of responsibility—which ccr-
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tainly are not to be classed as constructive merchandising The

manufacturer should establish, as well, high standards of quality

in product. He owes this to the public and to himself. He must

produce economically and must market through the most econom-

ical channels. As quantity production is essential both for quality

and for economy in production, he should manufacture for stock

rather than on order.

THE JOBBER'S PART

The jobber, or distributor, is thus introduced as an essential

link in the lighting m.erchandising chain, with very definite duties

and important responsibilities to the other branches of the indus-

try. He may be likened to being *'an animated stock bin" for

the manufacturer. He distributes the product and should do so

understandingly. His contact with the illuminating engineer may

not be quite so close as that of the manufacturer, who should

in fact be the mechanical engineer interpreting the needs of the

electrical engineer, but his knowledge of technical features as

resolved into material form by the manufacturer should be com-

prehensive. It is this knowledge he should disseminate among his

dealer customers, the transmission of the engineer's message

shorn of the technical details pertaining to design and produc-

tion. Likewise he should co-operate with the manufacturer

in interpreting the wishes and demands of the public as they come

to him from the dealer's first-hand contact.

HIS RESPONSIBILITIES

The jobber has an even greater responsibility in that it is

through him the product of the manufacturer moves. He is

responsible for delivery and to a lesser extent for service. It

makes no difference how excellent the product of a manufacturer

may be, if it cannot be delivered to the customer when he wants

it, the quality of excellence means nothing. It is this delivery

that the jobber is responsible for. Again, if the manufactured

products are excellent and their delivery beyond reproach, the

virtues of both are of little value if the dealer who passes them

on to the ultimate consumer lacks the ability to talk intelligently

with customers about them. The jobber is responsible for his
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dealer's ability to carry on the illuminating engineer's message.

The jobber supports the manufacturer, moves the product and

lends support to the dealer.

THE DEALER'S PART
The dealer, properly supported by the manufacturing and

distributing organizations, must be an enthusiast, familiar with

the products he handles, tactful, accommodating, and prepared to

render all legitimate service. Enthusiasm is placed first among
these essential characteristics, for it is known that the largest

proportion of the sales lost by a dealer is due to indifference on

the part of his salespeople. Familiarity with products handled

comes next, as many of the sales lost are traceable to attempts

to substitute other merchandise and almost as many of the failures

to errors on the part of the salespeople. An appreciation of the

engineer's message, that is, familiarity with the technical features

of the product as interpreted by the manufacturer in material

form is the best and surest method of avoiding these losses. Sub-

stitutions will then occur only when justified, errors will be

avoided, and good-will will be established.

REASONS FOR LOST RUSIXKS^

Other reasons why dealers lose customers need only be men-

tioned, as the remedy is in each case quite apjiarent. In order

of their importance they arc tricky business methods, slow deliv-

eries, over-insistence of salespeople, indifference of employees,

unnecessary delays in service, tactless business policies, poor

display of merchandise, ignorance of salespeople concerning the

merchandise, refusal to exchange ])urchases and, last, poor qualitv

of goods. All of these faults can be overcome. They are more
or less prevalent in all lines of business, but in the electrical busi-

ness they must be eliminated. The responsibility is great, for

it is the electrical industry which can render to the ])ublic, in the

fullest way, that great service whit h increases production, reduces

the cost of living and augments human safety, etViciencv and
comfort, and in no branch of the industry are the opportunities

greater than in the electric lighting field.

The service which the elect rial dealer .^hould rij^htfiillv assume

carries him into the contractor class, for the installation of the

crjuipmenl is a responsibility which devolves upon the dealer
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in the majority of cases. Even when he does not install, he should

arrange with a trustworthy contractor to undertake the installa-

tion of the equipment he sells. The contractor, consequently,

serves as a highly important link in the merchandising scheme,

since the lay public—his clients rather than his customers

—

should not be entrusted with the installation of electrical equip-

m.ent. Too many technical responsibilities fall upon the one

making the installation.

THE CONTRACTOR'S PART

The importance of the contractor in the merchandising of

illumination cannot be overestimated, if he assumes and discharges

his full responsibilities. In the final analysis, he should be a prac-

tical workman, a salesman and an educator—a student and an

authority on lighting regulation, development and practice. He
must appreciate the value of proper lighting and realize that his

particular function in merchandising illumination pertains more

to the provision of facilities for securing proper illumination

than it does to the simple provision of connections for some

specific lamp, etc. That is, he should co-operate to the fullest

possible extent with the dealer to sell illumination rather than

lamps. His aim should be to please his customers, and probably

no lines offer greater opportunities for so doing than do those

pertaining to illumination. Let the contractor remember that the

public as a whole is surprisingly ignorant of the advantages of

good lighting, it knows next to nothing about the codes and regu-

lations drafted to safeguard its property and interests- and even

less concerning electricity and sane uses.

HIS OPPORTUNITIES

The contractor has wonderful possibilities when he realizes he

is dealing with illumin'ation, not so many feet of wire and conduit,

outlets, receptacles, fixtures and lamps. Illumination is probably

the cheapest "commodity" handled, nobody knows its full pos-

sibilities or its true value. Competition between contractors should

and can readily be on a basis of quality of illumination provided

—

of service rendered—not the competition which leads to skimping

on work and material.
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THE SITUATION

This is not simply an ideal state of affairs to be striven for,

but an entirely feasible, practical and logical situation, for the

illuminating contractor deals with the cheapest known service,

the public is receptive and anxious to benefit itself to the unmost

for a minimum outlay, ready at all times to pay for an installa-

tion which will prove a good investment. Education of the public

in lighting matters is essential, the dissemination to the public

of the illuminating engineer's message shorn of unnecessary

technicalities by the manufacturer, imbued with commercial and

economic explanation by the jobber and dealer, and interpreted

to the public by the dealer and contractor. Briefly, the qualified

electrical contractor should be able to recognize instantly the

chief causes of bad lighting, to explain and demonstrate the

effects produced and know the remedies to apply, besides being

familiar with the intensities of illumination recommended by

the illuminating expert, from whom the other information also

originates and percolates through the whole electric lighting

industry.

It is very important in order that the expression of the engineer

be carried out that the proper machinery be set out. However,

it requires a combination of essentials in the contractors or dealers

who are charged with the responsibility of making the installa-

tion. No general practice can be established throughout the coun-

try and what will apply in Rochester will not ai)])]y in I'tica.

In engineering practice you strive for a standard. We arc arriv-

ing at standards very rapidly, but in the comnurcial ai)])lica-

tion of your ideas, we have no standanls. We can't set down cer-

tain formulas that the trade will follow, lucause there are such

variables, depending upon tin- claims of the manufacturer in

each particular community and there we tiiul that the human
ccjuation enters to about fifty ptr ctnt in tlu- value (»f the com-

I)leted job and in any engineering j(^b, the human iMiu.ition repre-

.sents about fifty per cent of the value of the lini>hed product.

C()NTR.^CT()K-I)KALKK OHI.IC.ATIONS

To carry through the engineer's message, the contractor-deakr

should :

Educate lamp users to the adxantagcs of niorr intensi\t> u^e

of lamps and the best means of api)Iying lamps.
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Develop new applications for lamps.

Co-operate with manufacturers and jobbers of illuminating

equipment, such as reflectors, fixtures, wire, conduits, etc., etc.,

to assure a plentiful supply of high grade products being on

hand.

Co-operate with engineering and trade associations, archi-

tects, building contractors, engineers, and others in the interests

of good lighting practice.

Advise illuminating engineers and manufacturers regarding

the public demand for new types of lamps and for modifications

of existing types.

Standardize installations by using standard lamps and equip-

ment so far as possible.

Co-operate in the preparation of all varieties of illuminating

engineering publicity.

THE PROGRAM
Ambitious as is such a program, it is entirely feasible, if the

contractor-dealer assumes his responsibilities and can visualize

his opportunities. It entails, furthermore, co-ordinated efiforts

on the part of all other branches of the lighting industry along

similar lines, a campaign of intensive education within as well as

without the industry. Much of this educational work can be

very rightfully, logically and effectively carried on through trade

papers, trade organizations and similar channels functioning to

co-ordinate the various interests in the industry and it would be

highly desirable to carry forward the dissemination of the vast

stores of knowledge which can and should be contributed by the

engineer, the manufacturer, the jobber, dealer and' contractor

under the guidance of some strong national organization represent-

ing, by a directorate and staff of specialists, the whole electrical

industry. Perhaps in this respect the S. E. D. with which I am
associated may be made a useful and effective agency to this end.

CENTRAL STATION'S OR GAS COjMPANY'S PART
This would include the lighting company's interests as well as

the more direct and obvious links in the merchandising chain,

for without the active co-operation of the lighting company even

the most intensive activities in the merchandising of illumina-

tion would be of little avail. The lighting company supplies the

I
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energy for operating the product marketed and the Hghting busi-

ness is one of the most, if not the most, desirable in the economic

operation and expansion of such plants. They should co-operate

in every possible way in merchandising illumination and by slight

changes in policy they will become more effective and worthy

partners in such a movement for the development of present

day civilization. They must be prepared to render adequate and

reliable service, necessitating their close and unceasing attention

to develoi)ments in the illuminating field. They must standardize

their service, their voltages and practices. They should be ready

to meet sudden demands—in fact, should keep well in advance

of the service demands at all times. This, also, is an important

phase of merchandising illumination.

Right there, of course, you engineers realize some of the blun-

ders that have been made in the past by this conglomerate mass

of voltages and frequencies and current and how present-day

development is being retarded due to excessive costs in produc-

ing multiplicity of equipment necessary to adaptation to all these

various voltages, and frequencies and some standardization of

voltages and frequencies plus receptacles and outlets all have a

direct bearing on the popularization of illumination. We must

make it easy for people to use our product. We nui-^t make it

simple of understanding, and personally, I believe that the indus-

try has made its problem altogether too complicated and the man
on the street can't understand it.

We speak a very peculiar language and we must acquire a new
expression in dealing with the public. They are not concerned

with watts, volts and amperes, and all are other technical terms

that we use in expressing our ideas. The public is interested

solely in the result, and if we will talk about results rather than all

of the technical features of the jol). then j)opularization will coiuc

from the public and that i^ very importaiU. I think that one of

the greatest contributions that has been made to the inilustry in

recent years is this direct reading meter that, as it were, visualizes

the result to the consumer. The matter is not whether the exj)res-

sion which he sees is technically correct, lie is thinking in terms

of relative values, and what matter whether the value presented

is accurate or within eighty-five or ninety per cent of accuracy.
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If we can visualize to the consumer what he is actually purchas-

ing in illumination, then the business will go forward in great

volume, and the direct reading of the meter that has recently been

developed and used with great results is one of the greatest con-

tributions to express the knowledge of the engineer that the in-

dustry has encountered, and we want more development along

that line from the engineering profession.

The illuminating engineer and the public,—the two ends of the

merchandising chain,—may well ask whether such an elaborate

program is warranted. The one has originated an epoch making

service for the good and elevation of mankind, the magnitude of

which he may not fully appreciate, despite his special knowledge

of the force he has liberated, while the other may find it hard

to believe that so careful and comprehensive organization and

co-ordination of interests is needed simply that he may have proper

light when desired, almost at will and at a cost which brings proper

illumination within the reach of all.

The answer is best given by citing a few general statistics.

About one-third of the homes in the United States are at present

wired for electric service and the large majority of those which

are wired are inadequately and improperly illuminated.

OBVIOUS MARKETS
Considerably more than five million other homes in the country

are reached by central station lines yet are not even wired

for electric service.

The remainder,—over forty-one per cent of the homes of

the country have not yet been reached by central station lines,

though the great majority of these must eventually be afforded

the comforts and conveniences of electric service.

Industrial, commercial and residential lighting opportunities are

as great. Then there are the thousands of miles of streets and

highways to be lighted and other thousands of miles of streets

inadequately lighted at present which offer great markets for

the merchandising of illumination. There are all the marine

uses for electric lights, the lighting of land transportation systems,

vehicle lighting, motor headlights, lighting of rights of way and

numerous other fields on, above and below the surface of land

and sea offering unlimited opportunities for the installation of

proper lighting systems.
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When manufacturers and lighting companies concentrate their

efforts upon installation of their product, and offer opportunities

of profit to other interested groups, commensurate with the value

of the service they render, all factors considered—we will have a

greater number of individuals and companies promoting the

merchandising of illumination.

It is only necessary to point out the many thousands of prospects

to convince anyone who is giving serious thought to the subject

of the defects in present trade practice. As engineers your inven-

tive talents have i)roduced wonderful results ; but the fact remains,

that the product of your genius is yet largely a matter of proven,

yet unapplied, knowledge.

The practical apj)lication of the product of engineering attain-

ment and modern j)rocesses of quantity factory production still

awaits the call of the actual consumer in tremendous volume.

Undoubtedly this is due to the confusion or over-lapping of

engineering talents into the field of merchandising activities and

vice-versa to an extent that makes the actual merchandisingr and

installing job an unj)rofitable operation. To accomplish greater

results in actual apj)lication, we must without destroying the

reward for initiative, find ways through modified merchandising

methods of ottering greater compensation to merchandising

talent and those concerns actually functioning in this field, namely
the so-called contractor-dealers.

Causes may be cited as examples of existing j)i)licv errors.

1st: A ks>ening (if the >()-calle(l frte engineering services

to con.sumers on the i»art of lamj) manufacturer.^.

2nd: A lessening of the so-called free services of engineers

to consumers (»n the jtarl of central stations or gas ct)mpanies.

3rd: A K'vscning of a so-called fnc >«.r\ice of engineers to

consumers on the part of e(|uii>nu'nt nianufac;nrtrs and whole-

sale distributors.

In other words, without destroying tlu- initiative or the rewanl
of profit, on the part of all three groups just mentioneil. we should

set uj) a sini.lar or proper compensation for the man or comp:iny

or group of those financially responsible for and able to produce
the completed iiiviallation.
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Put another way : If all the so-called free engineerhig service

offered under present practices, to both consumers and contractor-

dealers was limited to the trade only, we would shortly create a

powerful and competent group of contractor-dealers, whose en-

erg}^ directed solely to merchandising illumination would he re-

flected in an unprecedented volume of business and a practical ap-

plication of the hopes and ambitions of the engineer. I feel quite

sure that present practice is gradually but surely closing the field

to the independent consulting illuminating engineer.

Please do not misunderstand me. I am not criticizing past prac-

tices, not saying who is to blame. Perhaps in light of knowledge

and experience, our methods have been sound, but let us come

down from the clouds for a moment and realize some of the

practical habits of nature. What matters and who cares whether

the chicken or the egg came first ; what does concern us and what

we now know is that in order to have good chickens in the future,

we must give equal consideration to rooster, hen and egg. A
well fed, well cared for, properly bred flock of chickens is of

passing moment, if after the eggs are laid they are all consumed.

Soon we would have no more chickens, hence no more eggs.

The modern incubator and other developments of the engineer (or

farmer) may have contributed to the joys and happiness of the

hen, but since the hen has not been consulted, how does the engi-

neer know she is happy. Moral: i. We cannot eat all the eggs

and still have the hen. 2. The contractor or the man who sells

and installs the completed job is worthy of his hire.

If and when we recognize and apply the moral and the analogy,

we will realize that society at large can and will benefit by the

genius of the engineer. To do so you men as a class should

recognize even to a greater degree all the factors and variables

involved in merchandising illumination.

Now let us see if, in the event of such practices being applied,

what part the engineer would then perform.

1st. He would become the trade consultant, either by being

paid by the trade or retained for industrial consulting advice by

manufacturers, either upon a fixed compensation or salary.

2nd. Employment by consumer upon fee, or fee paid by manu-

facturers or lighting companies for passing on completed jobs.
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It would seem to apply then in practice that the talent and

energ)^ of the profession should be directed for the moment in

the preparation of specifications which would direct the trade

and the consumer to an appreciation of proper equipment and

modern practices of illumination.

Broadly speaking, the engineering talent in the field of illumina-

tion is employed by either manufacturers of lamps and equipment

or by lighting companies ; in both cases your compensation is in-

cluded in the price of product or kilowatts. A continuance and

expansion of this practice will in time entirely wipe out the pro-

fession of illuminating engineering. Already the profession has

been commercialized to altogether too great an extent that the in-

dustr\' or trade fails to recognize professional ethics. As you

commercialize professional service, your influence is weakened

and society at large must suffer the consequences.

The problem of how to bring about a broader use of modern

illuminating practice is purely one of applying correct professional

and business principles.

It is a combination of an engineering and commercial undertak-

ing and so it is very important that both factors be recognized

by each element in the undertaking. If we are to look for initia-

tive in a commercial activitv, financial reward must be offered.

If the reward for initiative and effort is admitted to be financial

gain and we also recognize that manufacturers and central sta-

tions api^arently have been so rewarded, then what elements in

the industry are blocking our progress because of the absence

of such financial reward.

A knowledge of the actual conditions existing convinces one

that the jobber, the contractor and the dealer have not found

the business of merchandising illumination to be a profitable

venture, .\ persistent efi'ort to introduce lighting departments

in the jobbing industry under the direction of an experienced

illuminating engineer has been met with little interest and in many
cases very decided opj)osition. The jobber's answer is—there is

n«) money in selling lighting ecjuipmenl other than Ialn|)«^. Here

is a very decided form of sales resistance. A study of the con-

tractor-dealer situation presents about the same answer, 'i'he
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small contractor or fixture dealer does not keep proper account-

ing record, hence does not know his sources of profit. He thinks

he is making money, but the fact remains that the trade at large

is sick and the credit standing of most fixture dealers is very un-

satisfactory. Generally speaking the business is looked upon

as an unprofitable venture.

To the extent that adequate accounting systems have been in-

stalled, some startling results have been exposed, i. e., that the

fixture dealer has carried forward most of his operations with

little or no profit, and the very small percentage of the total work

done has carried the load.

In the field of the larger or more competent contractors, many
of whom employ competent engineers, the result has been about the

same. These concerns do maintain proper accounting records

and the final figures in many attempts to merchandise illumination

prove conclusively that the profit in the undertaking is not com-

mensurate with the energy expended, the capital invested, and

the risk taken. There is a decided indifference on the part of the

large contracting engineering company, when any suggestions

are made, toward high tension sales effort in this large field of

opportunity.

PROPER MERCHANDISING INDISPENSABLE

The field of artificial illumination is so varied, so colossal and

so important to the welfare of humanity that any merchandising

scheme giving promise of placing the achievements of illuminat-

ing engineering in general use by the people would be justified,

whatever its cost. How much more essential, then, is the inaugu-

ration of a positive campaign for merchandising illumination

when all that is needed to assure rapid progress toward the attain-

ment of one of the greatest benefits to modern civilization is the

simple, unselfish co-operative effort of a great, well organized

industry—each individual assuming the discharge of his respon-

sibility to every other representative in his branch of the industry,

each branch its responsibility to every other branch in the indus-

try and the whole industry its responsibility to the public—by
the adoption and application of proven merchandising methods.

The electric lighting industry cannot afford not to adopt such

policy—not any one branch and not any one individual in it. I
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The outstanding hope, the preparation of a proper code, pro-

fessional and business ethics, Hes with the engineer.

DISCUSSION

G. H. Stickney: Mr. Goodwin's paper represents somewhat

of an innovation in the character of papers presented before this

Society. It has seemed to me that we have not been as success-

ful as we should be in securing the wide practical application

of the principles of good illumination enunciated before our meet-

ings. Such knowledge is valuable only as it is applied.

The sales representatives come in close contact with a large

proportion of the people who are responsible for lighting in-

stallations, and are, therefore, in a position to exert a valuable

influence toward bettering the practice.

What can we do to secure this support? Mr. Goodwin's paper

gives us some good information along that line, and I hope it will

lead to a better co-operation between the engineer and the sales-

man. It is not to be expected that we will entirely agree at this

time. But if we can get a better understanding of each other's

viewpoints, I am sure it will help.

Mr. Goodwin has brought up the point of free engineering

.service. I am not an advocate of giving away service or anything

else which costs money. On the other hand, I believe there has

been a justification of a certain amount of such service. During an

introductory period with any commodity, there is a time when
it is necessary for its producer to educate people regarding its

use. There was a time when manufacturers of generators had

to do installation engineering in order to insure satisfactory re-

sults. As soon as consulting engineering was (le\elopcd, the

manufacturers began to withdraw.

In lighting, the withdrawal on the part of manufacturers and

central stations has been retarded by two things

—

tir>i, the ra()iil

ativances in illuminants, and second, the lari^e i)rop()rtion of in-

stallations of insufficient magnitude to sui)p()rt paid consultants.

I do not think any one need fear that free advice will be continued

after the necessity for it decreases. My observation is that the

economics of the situation will compel the discontinuation. No
well managed company is going to increase its costs untuvessarily.
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When I see the large proportion of poor installations, I am not

sure but what the service is being withdrawn too fast. Certainly,

there is to-day plenty of room for constructive advisors to prove

their worth to the lighting clientele. In the organization with

which I am connected, we expend our effort in a wholesale way,

trying to get out information to customers through engineers,

contractors and architects. We handle relatively few problems

direct, just about enough to keep our information up-to-date.

The lighting problem is so closely connected with architec-

ture, plant engineering, etc., that I do not expect to see a large

number of consultants specializing only on illuminating engineer-

ing. Electrical engineers and others will need to come into a

bettering understanding of the importance of lighting practices and

inform themselves concerning them. Then where there is reason-

able assurance that a client can secure good advice, I am sure that

the so-called free competition will have disappeared.

E. L. Elliott : We have heard an arraignment of the I. E. S.

I think it was in good time, and I am going to assume the position

of both counsel for the defense and the chief witness. I may
perhaps be pardoned for qualifying as a witness. I think I am
the only one present at this convention who was present at the

meeting at which the I. E. S. was originally formed, and one of the

three who issued the call for that meeting. I was talking illum-

inating engineering ten years before that. Since that time I have

been both on the inside looking out, and on the outside looking in

;

that is to say, I have been connected at various times both with

the manufacturing of illuminating apparatus, and at other times

entirely disconnected with commercial interest, and looking at the

thing entirely from the outside.

The chief count in the indictment is, that this Society has been

in operation fifteen years and has not made an impression on more

than ten per cent of those we ought to reach,—which I think

is a pretty liberal estimate. When the Society was formed there

was no such thing as illuminating engineering, nor an illuminat-

ing engineer. We got together to study the problem, recognizing

that it should be studied as a special branch of investigation,

and the knowledge pertaining to it collected, so that we might

eventually arrive at a science of illuminating engineering. The
name was largely taken advantage of at the beginning as a
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sales slogan. "Illuminating engineers" sprang up from all sources,

whose training had perhaps consisted in reading advertisements

on the subject. This gave rise to the evil which Mr. Goodwin

pointed out in the latter part of his address; that is, the manu-

facturers and dealers all had "illuminating engineers" whose ser-

vices were free to the public.

This could not do anything else but discredit illuminating en-

gineering as such. It was too much like the advertising that the

patent medicines used to do. They advertised that if you would

describe your symptoms to them, they would send you a prescrip-

tion to fit your case. It would be easy enough to guess what

their prescription would be. If the makers of a particular lighting

device offer to give free engineering, do you think the public is

in any doubt about what is going to be recommended by their

engineers?

At the New York convention I presented a paper on "The Ethics

of Illuminating Engineering," in which I discussed this particular

point. It is a ])erfectly ethical for a manufacturer to have an

illuminating engineer ; but it must be understood that his engineer-

ing goes no further than showing how to use that particular pro-

duct to its greatest advantage. He is not quaiitied to tell you

what is the best thing to use among the different devices of the

kind on the market. Even though he wanted to be imi)arlial

he woukl sub-consciously favor the thing in which he was directly

interested.

As to independent consulting engineers; I remember some

three or four years after our Society had been established, a repre-

sentative from the Curtis Tublishing Comjiany called on me in

search of information as to where hv could tind a consulting

illuminating engineer, to ad\i>e in regard to the lii^luing oi the

big new plant which they were then Ituilding. 1 was obliged to

tell him I did not know oi any independent illuminating engineers.

I could refer iiim to ;i number, who, so t'ai' a> know Kdge went then,

were competent illuminating engineers, bnt w t re all in tlu* employ

of some manufacturer or lighting interest, bnt lie nni^t expect that,

while they would show him all about their own ai)paratus, their

advice would not be impartial.
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Mr. Goodwin speaks of the independent illuminating engineer

being wiped out. It would not be much of a wipe. I have seen

a good many hang out their shingles and try out the game, but

I do not know any that have succeeded. I am not acquainted with

any independent consulting illuminating engineer to-day that is

making a living by that alone. The Society has been unfortunate

in the circumstance that light and illumination, being very compli-

cated technically, offers the greatest field outside of medicine—the

President-Elect please take notice—for faking of any of which

I know. It has been easier to put over fake lighting apparatus

for this reason, and the fact has been pretty well taken advantage

of to the detriment of legitimate engineeiing.

This is one of the adverse conditions that the Society has had

to work against.

To close, I want to say that I have lately reviewed the Tran-

sactions of the Society rather carefully from the beginning, and

I was most impressed with the very great advance that has been

made toward real scientific illuminating engineering. If we
keep on at this rate, of which the papers read at this convention

constitute a long step, we will not much longer need to be either

arraigned or defended.

F. C. Caldwell : It is certainly very interesting and very gra-

tifying to those of us who have been trying to do some illuminat-

ing engineering without being attached to any commercial organ-

ization, to find the point of view that Mr. Goodwin has taken,

held by one in his position. If this matter is looked at from a

broad, economic standpoint there can hardly be any question

that engineering work should be done by independent engineers

rather than by employees of manufacturing organizations.

The present situation has been a matter of growth
;
perhaps

the most extraordinar}^ thing about it is the remarkably good

engineering advice that is generally received from men holding

positions as employees of the large manufacturing companies.

Of course, this situation is not at all confined to illuminating

engineering, and it is true to a large extent in every branch of

the electrical industry that the customer expects to get the advice

he needs, not from an independent engineer, but from the manu-

facturer. If we compare this situation with that which Mr. Elliott
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suggested in the field of medicine, where every inquirer got a

prescription of Peruna, or if the house-builder should get plans

from the manufacturer of building materials instead of from the

independent architect, we can see whither the engineering pro-

fession is tending.

There is one other point I want to emphasize. We are all anx-

ious to see the status of our profession raised, and to see it gener-

ally held in even higher regard than the other professions, such

as medicine and law, and that it shall not be looked upon as a

purely commercial institution. The more we can have indepen-

dent engineering, the more likely we are to have the profession

held in high esteem by the public.

Norman Macbeth : There are just a few points in Mr. Good-

win's paper to which I want to refer. I am sorry that we did

not have the paper beforehand to consider it more fully. First,

I do not entirely agree with him ; I believe that the solution of

this problem is in the education of the man-in-between, Mr. Good-

win's man first removed from the customer. Mr. Goodwin has,

as I understand his proposition, put the contractor between the

engineer and the public. He asks the engineer to get to the public,

but over a prescribed route. He gave an excellent analogy^ of the

Qgg and the chicken in exading responsibility for the present un-

satisfactory situation.

I heard a similar story the other evening handled in a slightly

different manner, which I think may suggest a successful method,

or result at least in an analysis of the difficulty. The question

came up regarding a man who was exceedingly successful in the

<levelo|)ment and training of huiUing dogs, and he was asked how
he did it. He said, "Well, I will tell you. 1 breed a large lunnber,

train a few goo<l ones and hang a lot."

.\nd that is alK>ul the situation wc ha\e to-day. If Mr. (lood-

win can give us a "give-and-take" distributor-contractor by train-

ing, or by .selection, and properly classify the balance then we may
get somewhere on his route.

I <lo not agicf that nndiT present conditions the manufacturers*

engineering service should be curtailed, h't us have more and yet

more of it. Let every ditlerent lamp laU'I have its free engineer
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to confer with its customer ; also every reflector manufacturer,

each fixture man, and assembler have his scientific interpreter.

When that time arrives ; when we have a number of different

manufacturers with conflicting advice from their various illumin-

ating sales engineers, so that the consumer cannot possibly choose

between them, he will then probably be able to find a satisfactory

consulting engineer who will tell him what to do. That is the route

travelled in the past by the consulting electrical engineer and,

with the exception that the competition in the lighting field is

materially less, I can see no other method for a successful result.

Furthermore, as far as I am aware there are at the present time

relatively few consulting illuminating engineers not at present, or

not recently, retained by a manufacturer of lamps or accessories.

S. E. DoanE : This convention will go down in my recollec-

tion among other things for this notable paper Mr. Goodwin

brings to us. He is among the first of those prominent in trade to

make so clear a statement of the great value of illuminating engi-

neering.

I do not believe in achieving our ends by prohibitory laws. I

do not think Mr. Goodwin means what he says when he tells the

manufacturers they should diminish that service. I think the

manufacturers are stepping in and saving the situation from

going to pieces.

I do believe in education. With that part of Mr. Goodwin's

paper I am in thorough accord. I think that is the way to ac-

complish our ends, to see that our knowledge is made available.

I think you will agree we are making rapid progress in that direc-

tion, and I would like to lend my voice to Mr. Goodwin's sugges-

tion excepting in just the ways he suggests.

W. L. Goodwin (in reply) : Perhaps I did not make myself

clear. I have no thought that the activities of the engineering

service on the part of the manufacturer shall be lessened, but 1

did advocate in the paper that these energies be directed along

other lines. In other words, the energies and talent of the engi-

neers in the employ of the manufacturer and public utility com-

pany could be directed to a greater extent on the education of the

trade to the end that the trade will profit from their service. I

think we want more engineering talent in the industry, but we

want a lesser amount of so-called free engineering talent. There
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is no such thing as free engineering service. You either pay

for the services as such, or you pay for it in the product. The

fee for engineering service is included in the price of the product,

but the man who does the installing can not get a profit from his

service because the manufacturer sells to a wholesaler ; who in turn

sells to the industrial, at the same price as it is sold to the con-

tractor-dealer. If then, in addition the central station or the

manufacturer furnishes the engineering service free, "so-called

free service," that is to say, includes it in the price of his product

and the jobber employing a so-called illuminating engineer, sells

his product and includes a so-called free engineering service as

a part of the price of the product when it comes to the actual

carrying out of the installation. The contractor has nothing to

sell but labor. He can not ask anything for engineering service

because that is already covered in i)ro(luct and energy value. He
can not add anything on to the product because that is already

covered by the manufacturer and jobber in product or in the ser-

vices they render so the actual installation becomes one of labor

and since labor in the building industry is highly organized and

controlled, you can realize that it is next to utterly imj^ossible

for any contractor to make a profit off labor and so the indiffer-

ence of the contractor has set up a resistance that we now find

difficult to overcome.

Now, if engineering talent can be directed toward advising the

trade or can be sold as professional services to the consumer

either in |)lanning or checking the final installation, then wo will

get somewhere. In other words, let us direct the engineering talent

on the trade and where we direct it on the public, let us put it in

the same position practically as ihc National Fire Protection

As.sociation and Electrical Codes. In other words, the enu:inecr

becomes the intcr])rcter for tlie consunuT and trlls him whether

he gets what he pays for or not and in tliat way 1 tliink the man-

ufacturers would increase the nuinbrr of engineers in their em-

ploy; the dealers would become insi)ired and encouraged because

they would see a profit for tlu'ir operation and the whole process

would speed up.

Now, I think tliat is a \trv simj)le ojjeration and there is nu

thought of decreasing the importance or \alne of engineering

service, but ^imj)ly directing it in the mo^t pKuhutive channels.
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BY CLARENCE L. LAW

INTRODUCTION

The fiscal year extending from October i, 1920, to September

30, 1921, was the fifteenth year of the Society's activity. In

general the influence of the Society for the cause of better lighting

has maintained the standard of previous years. An increasing

service has been rendered to the lighting art and the advancement

of the theory and practice of illuminating engineering has been

carried forward. With the problems of adjustment following

the war conditions, the Society has functioned within its income,

and has a record of achievement which is satisfactory to the

officers, and, it is believed, quite acceptable to the membership.

Sections and chapters have in general shown consistent interest

and good attendance at meetings held throughout the year ; the

papers presented have been interesting and of high standard.

Two new chapters have been established during the year. The
Cleveland Chapter was authorized by the Council at the January

meeting ; the Toronto Chapter was authorized in May. It is very

gratifying to form this alliance in the interest of illumination

in the Dominion of Canada.

Special mention should be made of the splendid increase in the

number of sustaining members and the revenue from this new
source.

The Committee on Lighting Legislation has prepared a revi-

sion of the **Code of Lighting Factories, Mills and Other Work
Places," which will be submitted to American Engineering Stand-

ards Committee for approval as an "American Standard."

COUNCIL

The Council of the Society during the past fiscal year held nine

consecutive regular monthly meetings, and the Executive Commit-
tee which met in July, August and September transacted the

184
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necessary business. A meeting of the Council was held during

the convention in September, to which members of the 192 1- 1922

Council were invited. The supervision of the affairs of the Society

was carried on with the same degree of interest and earnestness

that has always been characteristic of the officers of the Council.

Mr. Preston S. Millar was appointed director, by the Council

on Oct. 6, 1920, to fill the unexpired term of Mr. J. J. Kirk,

resigned. Mr. D. McFarlan Moore was appointed director on

March 10, 1921 to replace Mr. E. C. Crittenden, resigned. Dr.

Geo. S. Crampton resigned on Sept. 28, 1921 as Vice-President

and Mr. D. McFarlan Moore was appointed to fill the unexpired

term. Mr. G. Bertram Regar was appointed director to fill the un-

expired term of Mr. Moore.

The attendance of the officers of the Society at Council meet-

ings has been all that could be expected, most of the officers hav-

ing attended one or more meetings, while some attended each meet-

ing. The average attendance for the year was eleven officers.

GENERAL OFFICE

In July the General Offices were moved from the eighth floor

to the sixteenth floor of the United Engineering Building.

During the past year a change has been made in the personnel

of the General Office staff. The former Assistant Secretary

resigned in Noveml>er, 1920 and in January, 1921, Dr. Ralph C.

Rodgers was appointed to the ofiice.

MEMBERSllir

The membership of the Society is divided into four classes;

mtmbcr, associate member, student member and sustaining mem-
ber. It may be of interest to note some statistics regarding each

class in drder to convey some idea of the membership status.

Sustaiftiuf/ Mcnihcrs. From this st)urce is deriveil tlic largest

revenue, which is approximately 32 ])er cent of the total revenue

of the Society. As of Sei)t. 15, nu'i . the sustaining members were

eighty-seven in number and bad eontrilmttd an annual inconu- of

$7,440. The corresiK)n{ling figures for llu- last year show fifty-

six sustaining members who contribntKl an inronie of $3.<^3(). The
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increase in revenue for the past fiscal year from this source was

$3,510 or an increase of 89 per cent. This is extremely gratifying

and is an indication of the possibilities in the direction of further

increases. Although the society may have nothing tangible to

show as a result of sustaining membership, there can be most

assuredly pointed out advantages accruing to companies as a result

of affiliation. To this class of membership the Society will assist

as far as possible in the direction of furnishing information of any

character pertaining to illuminating engineering.

Members. From this source is derived 24 per cent of our

revenue. The number of members this year is three hundred

eighty-four as compared with three hundred ninety-one at the

end last year, a net loss of seven ; on the other hand the revenue

derived this year was $5,500 against $3,830 of last year, an in-

crease of 43 per cent. This is caused by the advance in the amount

of members' dues from $7.50 to $15.00 per year.

Associate Members. From this source is derived 25 per cent

of our revenue. The number of associate members this year is

seven hundred ninety-nine as compared with eight hundred

twenty-two of last year, a net loss of twenty-three, on the other

hand the revenue received this year was $5,750 against $3,947

of last year, an increase of approximately 46 per cent. This in-

crease is due to raising the dues from $5.00 to $7.50 per year for

this class.

Student Members. Inasmuch as the dues for this cldss were

only fixed by the Council this last spring, there has been no great

activity in obtaining new members of this class. There is a promis-

ing field for effort in this direction through the medium of our

chapters, and it is hoped that during the college year this

class of membership will be fostered.

In Table I is found a detail summary of the total membership

of the Society for the present fiscal year. Fig. i shows the total

membership at the end of each year from 1906 to date.
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TABLE I.

Class of
membership

Honorary
members Members Associates Total

Sustaining Contri-
members butors

Membership Oct. i,

Additions
Transferred
New members
Reinstated
Re-elected

1920

qualified

2 391

7

I

%22

I

III

7
I

1^15 56

33 2

Sub-total

Deductions
Died
Resigned
Dropped
Transferred

35

3
16

22
I

120

6

51

79
7

2

Sub-total 42 143

Decrease 7 23 30

McnilK-Tship Oct. i 192

1

2 384 799 1185 87 2

Net Decrease during
Year in Membership 7 23 30

laoo

i \,

1400 /
\

k y\

/
\/ \

1200 /
\^-- ^^^^

\^
/

1000 r^
f

J
/"

1. E. S. TOTAL MEMBERSHIP

AT END OF EACH YEAR

1906- 1921

too
/

1906 190/ 1908 1909 1910 1911 191? 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 19!3 1919 19:0 1921

YEARS
FijC- I.— V'ariatioti in McinlxTsliip iiince 1906.

LOCAL RKPRKSKNTATIVES

The i.ocal KcpreseiUativos of tlu* Society now niinil»er ihirtv-

niiic, and arc situated in twcnty-lliree states of llie Union, in

Australia, Canada, and South Africa; in Sei)tenil)er. i()i5. the

Society had nine IakhI Representatives.
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The functioning of the Local Representative is important and

offers great possibiHties in furthering the activities of the Society.

Every state in the Union should have at least one Local Repre-

sentative to promulgate the aims and objects of our Society.

SECTIONS AND CHAPTERS

An increasing interest on the part of many who are not mem-
bers of the Society is indicated in the annual reports received

from the various sections and chapters. The policy of holding

joint meetings with other organizations and technical societies

by the sections and chapters has proved fruitful in bringing about

this added interest. The papers discussed at these meetings were

of value and a large number of them have been published in the

Transactions.

Many valuable suggestions were included in these annual

reports for improvement in the management of the sections.

These items covered details of attendance, exhibition, member-

ship, papers, and publicity.

The following table gives the average attendance, and the num-
ber of papers presented at the Section and Chapter meetings.

TABLE II.

Number of
Section meetings

Papers
presented

Average
attendance

Chicago 4
New Kngland 5

New York 8

4
5

22

60

45
160

Philadelphia 6 6 39

Chapter
«

Cleveland 4 4 50
San Francisco Bav Cities 4 6 54
Toronto 4 2 120

COMMITTEES

During the past year twenty-five committees were appointed

by the President and the Council ; the work of these various com-

mittees have been very satisfactory. The Committee on Lighting

Legislation has com]»lete(l a revision of the Code of Lighting

Factories, Mills and Other Work Places and this code has been
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submitted to the American Engineering Standards Committee

for approval as an ''American Standard." Following are abstracts

from the various committee reports which are on file at the Gen-

eral Office.

Committee on Papers: Many excellent papers were submitted

to this committee as evidenced by the material published in the

Transactions during the fiscal year. From a large number of pa-

pers and reports available for the annual convention twenty-nine

were selected for the program covering scientific, technical, com-

mercial and general subjects on illumination. There were issued

for distribution prior to the convention preprints of twenty-two

of these papers and reports.

Responsibility for the work of the Committee has been sub-

divided, the chairman assuming the preparation of the papers

program, and the vice-chairman the action on manuscripts sub-

mitted. The Committee has been called upon for much painstak-

ing labor and will retire with the assurance of having rendered

a constructive service to a constructive organization.

Committee on Editing and Publication : The chief work of

the Committee has been the editing and printing of publications

of the Society. Due to a printers' strike in May, the regular

issues of the Transactions were delayed for several months.

Committee on Progress: The annual report^ of this Com-
mittee consisted of the usual extensive abstract of articles in the

f(^reign and domestic scientific and technical journals. The
material for the "illumination Index" has been published in each

issue of the Transactions and has proved to be of great value as

a source of reference.

lu)ard of lixaniincrs: This Commit tee, acting for the Coun-

cil, has carefully investigated the (|ualificati()ns of all ai)plicants

for mt'nibcTshii», and during tlu- fiscal year one hundred and

seventy-one applications to the xarions grades wwv approved.

Committee on Mcnihi'rsliip : TlnouLih tlir ilTorts of the Com-
mittee one hundred and thirty-eight \h\\ numbers were added

to the Society durinj^ the lisr.il year, tlic number of sustaining

' Report of Committee on Pri)Krr-n. Thank 1. !•;. S , ly^i Vol. XVl, p. 173.
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members were increased by thirty-three, which is a very satis-

factory record.

Committee on Nomenclature and Standards: The 192 1 report

of this Committee as pubhshed in the Transactions served as

the official report,^ therein is a mention of the problem.s studied

at the Paris meeting of the International Commission on Illum-

ination, as well as the definitions adopted by the Commission. The

Committee also recommended the term "luminaire" in the mat-

ter of a generic term for "lighting unit."

Committee on Lighting Legislation : The published report'

of this Committee brought forth the revision of the Code of

Lighting Factories, Mills and Other Work Places.

Committee on Education: The work of spreading the propa-

ganda of good lighting has been carried forward by this Com-
mittee through various channels. Special attention has been given

to extension education, colleges and technical schools, and popu-

lar education. Members of the Committee have given lectures

and demonstrations throughout the country.

Committee on Sky Brightness : The convention report as

published in the Transactions* served as the official report of

this Committee.

Committee on Motor Vehicle Lighting: The published re-

port^ of this Committee served as the official report. The re-

gulation of automobile headlighting in accordance with the I. E. S.

system has made considerable progress during the past year; ten

states in the Union, and the Province of Ontario have adopted the

system, while Massachusetts has adopted the system in principle.

Committee on Reciprocal Relations

:

—During the past year this

Committee has brought the industrial lighting demonstrations to

the attention of local and national societies. Various members

'' Report of Coiuinittee on Nomenclature and Standards, Trans. I. E. S., 1921, Vol.
XVI, p. 246.

' Report of the Committee on Lighting Legislation, Trans. L E. S., 1921, Vol. X\'L

P- ?,59-

* Sky Brightness and Daylight Hlumination Measurements, Trans. L E. S., 1921,

Vol. XVL p. 235.

5 Present Status of Automobile Headlighting Regulation, Trans. I. K S., 1921, Vol.

XVL P- 4'9.
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of this Committee have made addresses before joint meetings

of the I. E. S. and other organizations as well as before national

conventions of other societies whose interests are allied with

the field of good lighting.

Committee to Co-operate with Fixture Manufacturers : A ten-

tative report'^ was made at the annual convention in September

of the activities of the committee in the absence of the Chair-

man.

Committee to Prepare a Bulletin on the Lighting of the Home
by Electricity : This Committee was organized in June and the

chapters of the Bulletin are in preparation. Tentative material

for the Bulletin was shown at the Convention in Rochester.

Committee on Artistic Treatment of Interior Lighting: A col-

lection of photographs of artistically lighted interiors, and inter-

esting data pertaining thereto has been gathered by the Com-
mittee.

Committee on Research : Organized for work late in the

spring under the chairmanship of Dr. E. P. Hyde ; definite plans

were held in abeyance until the late summer for the return of

Dr. Hyde from Europe.

Committee on Reznsion of the Constitution and By-lazvs: The
revision of the Constitution and By-laws was completed. The
revised By-laws were adopted by the Council, as a result of a

letter ballot, on April 14, 192 1, and were published in the Trans-
actions.^

Committee on Finance: This Committee audited the bills and

made out the monthly voucher lists and financial reports, j^resent-

inj^' them to the Council meetings throughout the year. The
auditor's report reciuired by the Constitution of the Societv is

appended hereto, including a statement of receipts and expendi-

tures for the past year. It is gratifying to note the health

v

condition of the finances of the Society at the end of the fiscal

year 19201 921.

*ArtiviUrN of Ihc Coiniiiiltrr to Coopnatr with Fisltu r Mumfi. in-ns Twws
I. K. S.. I9». Vol. XVII. p .«(

'ConttitiKion nnd Hy-1«WH of tlir Illiimiii.itiiin Kn»cinerrini; Sik icly. I wans. I Jv S..

1911. Vil. XVI. p. 57.
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APPENDIX

Illuminating Engineering Society,

29 West 39th Street,

New York City.

Dear Sirs

:

Pursuant to my engagement, I have audited the accounts of

your Society for the fiscal year ending September 30, 192 1, and

present appended hereto the following Statements

:

Exhibit I—Balance Sheet—September 30, 1921.

Exhibit 2—Income and Expenses—For Fiscal Year Ending

September 30, 192 1.

Income is accounted for on the accruing basis and the accounts,

receivable related thereto unpaid at September 30, 192 1, are

shown classified in the Balance Sheet.

The cash balances were proved ; accounts receivable proved

at the figures shown ; inventories were investigated. The Liberty

Bonds were not examined, but are in the custody of the Treasurer.

The Net Income of the year was $4,402.17 to which are added

minor items aggragating $11.29 pertaining to prior years, making

the Total Net Income $4,413.46.

There was a deficit at the first of the year of $566.16 which

deducted from the Total Net Income leaves a Net Surplus of

$3,847.30 at September 30, 1921.

Respectfully submitted,

Kenneth Fairbanks,

Certified Public Accountants
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EXHIBIT r

BALANCE SHEET—SEPTEMBER 30. 1921

Assets

Cash in Bank and Office

Liberty Bonds

Accounts Receivable

:

Members' Dues
Associate Members' Dues
Sustaining Members' Dues
Initiation Fees
Transactions
Advertising
Miscellaneous

Inventories

:

Badges and Reprints
Transactions—Illustration Cuts

Furniture and Fixtures

> 1500
1375

560.00

5.00

34-30

68.50

5.65

148.00

300.00

$2,459.40

3,000.00

702.20

448.00

585-30

$7,194-90

Liabilities

Accounts Payable

Dues and Fees Paid in Advance
Transactions Paid in Advance

Loan for Educational Purposes
Surplus

$150.99

-50

$ 696.11

151-49

2.500.00

3.847.30

$7.l94 0cl
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EXHIBIT 2

INCOME AND EXPENSES FOR FISCAL YEAR

ENDING SEPTEMBER 30, 1021

Income

Members' Dues
Associate Members' Dues
Sustaining Members Dues

Initiation Fees
Back Dues
Tr-A-nsactions Sales

Advertising Sales

Miscellaneous Sales

Royalties on Sales

Interest—Bank
Interest—Liberty Bonds

Total Income

$5,707.50

5,820.99

8,112.50 $19,640.99

230.00

45.00

817.96

1,393-66

88.65

37.80

106.72

108.75 215.47

$22,469.53

Expenses

Transactions $ 4,535.36

General Office Expenses:
Salaries 7,109.05

Rent 1,385.00

Printing, Stationery, Supplies 781.10

Postage 342.03
Telephone, Telegrams, Express 240.47
Miscellaneous 421.26 10,278.91

Committee Expenses 356.39
Committee on Education—Expenses 317.05 673.44

Educational Course Preparatory Expense 151. 16
New York Section 583.88

Philadelphia Section 636.18
Chicago Section 192.05

'

New England Section 159.36
San Francisco Chapter 13.25

Cleveland Chapter 26.50
Toronto Chapter 13.85 1,625.07

Convention Expenses 803.42 18.067.36

Net Income—Current Year 4.402.17

Adjustments, Prior Years 11.29

Total Net Income $4,413.46

Deficit—October i, 1921 566.16
Net Income as Above 4,41346
Surplus—September 30, 1921 $3,847.30
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SECTION ACTIVITIES

NEW YORK

Meeting— March, 1922.

A very interesting meeting of the New
York Section was held at the Cafe

Boulevard on March 23, 1922. at which

Mr. George Schladt, of the Engineering

Division, Ordnance Department, U. S.

Army read a paper, "Illumination for

Aircraft." Mr. Schladt reviewed the

manufacture, use and the development

of flares during the war period. After

the presentation of the paper an inter-

esting discussion was held.

Before the meeting a taMc d'hote din-

ner was served to about twenty-two

members. There were present at the

meeting thirty-five members and guests.

NEW ENGLAND

Meeting April, 1922.

The New England Section met on

April 7, 1922, at the Engineers' Clul).

Mr. Ward Harrison, National Lamp
Works of Cleveland, Ohio, presented a

paper, "Principles of Illumination."

which was accompanied by a demonstra-

tion of apparatus. There was an in-

teresting discussion and the meeting was
a very great success. About forty-five

members and guests were present.

PHILADELPHIA

Meeting -March. 1922.

A joint meetiiJK of tlir I'liilatji Iphia

Section with the Lighting b'ixture Deal-

ert Society and Lighting Fixture Manu-
facturers of IMiil.tdrlpbia was held at the

lju'in< « r*^' C'liili «i!i M.nih 1 1. \i,.'j.

Mr. Emile G. Perrot, architect, pre-

sented a paper. "Aesthetic and Utilitar-

ian Value of Lighting Fixtures," and

Mr. Stepan de Kosenko, Sterling Bronze

Company, New York City, presented a

paper, "History and L^tilization of

Lighting Fixtures." Mr. Perrot gave a

brief description of the various types of

architecture, illustrating them with lan-

tern slides of buildings located in vari-

ous parts of the world. He then showed
pictures of difterent types of lighting

fixtures, by themselves and as installed

in various buildings, calling attention to

the necessity of designing the fixtures to

harmonize with the architectural fea-

tures of the room in which they are to

be used. Mr. de Kosenko described the

problems and difficulties the designers

of lighting fixtures have to meet. He
also made the suggestion that the Illu-

minating Engineering Society could per-

form a much to be desired undertaking
if they would attemi)t to standardize

the various materials and their charac-

teristics used in the construction of fix-

tures.

The dinner at the Engineers' Club
preceding the meeting was attended by
fifty members and guests of the three

societies; there was a total attendance
of ninety juenibers and guests at the

meeting.

TORONTO

Meeting March. 1922.

The Tortmto Chapter met at the

Chemistry and Mining Building of the

University of Toronto to hear an illus-

tr;ite<l lecture, "School Lighting," pre-

sented by Mr. Davis H. Ttick. Holo-
phane Glass Company, New Wvk C'itv.

If5
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Good and faulty lighting installations

were illustrated and a fine discussion

ensued on the technic connected with the

general suhject. About twenty-seven

members and guests were present.

Seventeen Associate Members.

Georgf'; R. Anderson,

Professor,

University of Toronto,

Toronto, Canada.

COUNCIL NOTES

ITEMS OF INTEREST

At the meeting of the Council on

April 13, 1922, the following were elected

to membership

:

Five Members.

Leon Beauchamp,
Elec. Engineer and Sales Manager,

The Solex Company, Ltd.,

1202 St. Lawrence Blvd.,

Montreal, Canada.

James Ceoyd Herron,

President and General Manager,

Reflector and Illuminating Co.,

565 West Washington Street,

Chicago. Illinois.

John Samuel Reubens,

Assistant Engineer,

Tata Power Co.. Ltd. of Bombay,
Kalyan, Bombay Presy, India.

Ralph C. Stuart,

Superintendent Lamp Department,

Canadian Westinghouse Co . Ltd.,

Aberdeen Avenue,

Hamilton, Ontario. Cana(l:i.

Roland R. Tileston,

Illuminating Engineer,

Colorado Springs Light, Heat and

Power Co.,

Colorado Springs, Colorado.

Dr. W. F. Boiler,

Professor of Ophthalmology',

State University of Iowa,

Iowa City, Iowa.

Clarence Carson,

Research Engineer,

Dodge Brothers,

Detroit, Michigan.

Jesse A. Cook,

Sales Engineer,

Commonwealth Edison Company,

72 West Adams Street,

Chicago, Illinois.

John R. Fenniman,
Asst. Gen. Supt.,

Consolidated Gas Co. of New York.

130 East 15th Street,

New York, N. Y.

Charles Thomas Henry,
Electrical Contractor,

13 West 42d Street,

New York. N. Y.

G. T. Howard,
Althoff-Howard Electric Company,

314 First Avenue,

Evansville, Indiana.

Arthur A. Hueenagle,

Commonwealth Edison Co..

72 West Adams Street,

Chicago, Illinois.

Dr. Edward Daniel Hurley.

Oculist,

410 Boylston Street,

Boston, Mass.

I
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I. L. Illing,

Illuminating Engineer,

The Milwaukee Elec. Railway and

Light Company,

Public Service Building,

Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

One Transfer to Associate Membership

S. \V. Van Rensselatr,

X-Ray Reflector Co. of Xew York,

31 West 46th Street,

New York. N. Y.

Paul F. Kauffman.
Salesman,

Commonwealth Edison Company,

72 W. Adams Street,

Chicago, Illinois.

Edwin Richard Martin,

Asst. Prof. Elec. Eng..

University of Minnesota,

Minneapolis. Minn.

Carl E. Nord,

Owner,

Lumo Sales Company,

521 Sixth Street,

Sioux City, Iowa.

Chkstkr W. Snydfr,

Sales and Advertising Mgr.,

Blumenthal-Kahn Elec. Company,

505 N'orth Eutaw Street.

Hallimore, Maryland.

David Spindkll,

Electrical Contractor,

33! Kosciusko Street,

Brooklyn, New York.

R. L. SuNSTKDT,

Lik;htinK' Spc<ialist.

Wcstin^housc Elec. and M f u. Co.,

Seattle, Washington.

I,. E. Wiikf.lkr,

Street Lik'hting Specialist,

Wrntin^^liouse Eire, and Mftr Co.,

Pittsburg, Pa.

Two Sustaining Members

^fA.x Schaffer Company,
26 Warren Street,

New York, N. Y.

Ckxtral Electric Company,
316 S. Wells Street,

Chicago, Illinois.

CONFIRMATION OF APPOINTMENTS

The appointment of the following com-
mittee members were confirmed.

As members of the General Convention
Committee

Cyrus Barnes

Louis Bell

Roy R. Burnham
John C. D. Clark

C. A. B. Halvorson. Jr.

Arthur B. Lisle

•A. L. Powell

Frank S. Price

Howard T. Sands

Bowen Tufts

As members of the Committee on . tdrer-

tisinu

T. J. MeManis
H. S. Orace. advisory tnemher
Norman Caiitrell. advisory member

COMMITTEE REPORTS

Progress reports were presented from
the following;: Cmnrjiittee on Editing
and Publieahoii. Committee on Member-
ship. Committee on Sky Brightness,
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Committee to Co-operate with Fixture

Manufactures, Committee to Prepare

Bulletin on Residence Lighting by Elec-

tricity, Committee on Advertising.

Consideration of the Request from

THE Society of Electrical Develop-

ment THAT THE I. E. S. APPOINT A

Committee to Co-operate with them

IN Order to Prevent a Duplication of

Activities. Council moved to appoint

the President, Junior Past President and

General Secretary on this committee.

Invitation from Carnegie Institute

OF Technology to Send Delegates to

the Second Conference on Commer-

cial Engineering to be Held May i

and 2, 1922. Prof F. C. Caldwell was

appointed a delegate to this conference.

NEWS ITEMS

CONCERTED MOVEMENT FOR BETTER
BUSINESS

At the invitation of Milan R. Bump,

President of the National Electric Light

Association, members of various electri-

cal organizations and branches of the

electrical industry met with the Associa-

tion officials on January 9th, 1922, to con-

sider the organization of a combined

movement for Business Development.

This was enthusiastically endorsed,

and realizing that concerted action is es-

sential, the Joint Committee for Business

Development was organized with head-

quarters at the offices of the National

Electric Light Association.

The electrical organizations and the

leaders of the electrical industry are

earnestly co-operating in this movement,

which has for its purpose no less an ob-

ject than to "ELECTRIFY" America.

The activities of the Joint Comrriittee

for Bttsiness Development are at present

grouped under five general headings, or

subjects. Each subject is the title of a

Guide Book and Chapters of each Guide

Book have been issued in booklet form

as follows

:

Guide Book I—
Chapter I —

Guide Book II-

Chapter I —
Guide Book III

Chapter I —

Guide Book IV-

Chapter I —

Guide Book V—
Chapter I

—

Organization Plans

General Outline

- Lighting

General Outline

- Appliances

General Outline

- Wiring

General Outline

Industrial Power

General Outline

The Guide Books and Chapters have

been standardized in size and appear-

ance, so that they can be used to form

a ready reference library on the general

subject of Business Development. The
size of the booklet will be 8 inches x 11

inches and each will comprise 8 to 32

pages.

The slogan adopted is "Electrify."

This slogan is to be used everywhere.

Not only will it be used particularly as

a slogan, but it was also adopted to be

used in electric and illuminated signs,

advertisements, for letter heads, etc. A
typical border has been adopted for the

word. The word "Electrify" and the

border are very simple in design.

It is not the purpose of the Joint Com-
mittee for Business Development to pro-

mote this movement as a campaign. In-

stead it is a movement to extend over a

period of years, and which will have for

its purpose a general quickening of the

business of all branches of the electrical

industry.
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fAVY DISTINGUISHED SERVICE
MEDAL AWARDED TO GENERAL

HARRIES

Past-President Geo. H. Harries was
arded the Navy Distinguished Service

?dal by President Harding. General

irries is one of a few men to have

m honored as a recipient of both the

ivy and the Army medals for distin-

ished service in the World War. The
lowing letter contains the citation for

! award.

The Secretary Of The Navy
Washington

April II, 1922

rhe President of the United States

:es pleasure in presenting the DisTiN-

isHED Service Medal to

BRIGADIER GENERAL
[GEORGE H. HARRIES, U. S. A.,

r services during the World War as

forth in the following:

TATION:
'For distinguished service during the

rid war in a position of high respon-

ility when, as Commander, U. S.

my Base Section Five, Brest, France,

by his marked executive ability,

)ad understanding of our problems,

failing courtesy and a constant will-

Tiess to co-operate, matcrally assisted

Navy in its arduous work on the

;nch Coast,"

I'or the President,

(signed) Edwin Denby

Secretary of the Navy

GENERAL OFFICE NOTES

Copies of the following issues are de-

sired :

Vol. XIV, No. 9, Dec. 30, 1919.

Vol. XV, No. 2, ;Mar. 20, 1920.

Vol. XV, No. 7, Oct. 10, 1920.

Vol. XVI, No. 3, April 30, 1921.

The General Office will pay fifty cents

each for copies in good condition of

these issues.

PERSONALS
Mr. Charles Franck, Manager of the

Holophane Glass Company. Inc., New
York City, has left for a three months'
trip in Europe. He will tour Germany,
Switzerland and France, spending most
of the time visiting friends and former
business associates. Mr. Franck was
Manager of the Holophane Company in

Brussels for several years and left Bel-

gium to become Manager of the Ameri-
can Company.

Dr. H. H. Kimball of the United
States Weather Bureau sailed from New
York City for Naples on April 8.

While in Italy Dr. Kimball, as one of
the (Iclegates from the United States,

will attend the meetings of the Inter-

national Union of Geodesy and Geo-
physics at Rome, beginninir in the first

week of May. He will ritnn. to Wash-
ington in the early summer.



ILLUMINATION INDEX
Prepared by the Committee on Progress.

An index of references to books, papers, editorials, news and abstracts on illumi-

nating engineering and allied subjects. This index is arranged alphabetically

according to the names of the reference publications. The references are then

given in order of the date of publication. Important references not appearing

herein should be called to the attention of the Illuminating Engineering Society,

29 W. 39th St., New York, N. Y.

Annales de Physique

Recherches sur le rayonnement noc-

turne et le rayonnement solaire aux

altitudes elevees

—

American Gas Journal

Gas Street Lighting—Is It to Be Dis-

carded ?

—

Incandescent Mantle Gas Lamps-
Washington, D. C.

—

Central Station

Influence of Street Lighting on Crime

Better Lighting Raises Efficiency of

Operation

—

The Amount of Daylight in Lamps-
Chemical Abstracts

A New Form of Mercury Vapor

Pump for High Vacuum

—

Cold Light—

The Manufacture, Properties, and Em-
ployment of Heat Intercepting

Structural Glass

—

Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering

Grain Growth and Recrystallization in

Metals

—

Comptes Rendus

La projection de la lumiere des etoiles

doubles periodiques et les oscilla-

tions des raies spectraies

—

Electrical Merchandising

The Fixture Market at Milwaukee-

Electrical News

Bonspiels—Yesterday and To-day

—

Electric Illumination of

—

Electrical Times

Floodlighting Hoardings—
200

A. Boutaric
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Transactions of the I. E. S. 1922
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Proposed Standardization

Of Colored Signal Lights

AMONG the many problems that have recently become im-

portant through the widespread use of automobiles and the

resulting changes in traffic conditions, are those of the colored

signal lights. It is obviously necessary that the public should be

able to interpret correctly such signals, whether temporary or

permanent, especially when used for the protection and control

of traffic.

The variation in practice from one state to another, as well

as the indescriminate use of red signal lights, are among the

principal causes of confusion. Such confusion is liable to re-

sult in more or less inconvenience, and what is more serious;

collision and other accidents. Since these conditions are develop-

ing rather rapidly, and in many cases are still in the formative

state, it is quite apparent that it is desirable to etlect a reasonable

standardization as ])romptly as possible.

Willi these considerations in view, the Illuminating Engineer-

ing Society, ihroii^;]! its Committee on Motor Vehicle Lighting,

entered a recjuest with the American Engineering Standards

Committee for a conference to consider the desirability of effect*

ing sutli a nnification and to (leterniinc tlu- (U-sirable scojic.

Almost simultaneously and independently, the International

Traffic Officers Association niado a similar request. As a re-

sult of these applications, tlu- Anuriran Engineering Standards

Committee called a conference of all organizations understood

to be interested in tin- (|ucstions.

305
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The conference was held on May 23 in the Engineering Socie-

ties Building. The invited list included some thirty-seven dif-

ferent societies or groups. Among the organizations participating

in the conference were the various steam and electric railway

associations, automobile associations, gas and electric societies,

safety organizations. Federal departments, including the Bureau

of Standards, and representatives of state and municipal traffic

organizations.

After some discussion, the conference recommended in favor

of a national unification of all signals, approving an agenda which

outlined in more or less detail, the scope of the standardization to

be effected. The conference further requested the American

Engineering Standards Committee to form a sectional committee

ior the purpose of preparing the standardization, and also re-

quested them to designate the sponsor organization or organiza-

tions, and to take any necessary steps toward the formulation and

promulgation of these standards.

The Illuminating Engineering Society was represented at the

conference by Dr. Clayton H. Sharp and G. H. Stickney, as

authorized delegates, while a number of other members were

present, some of them delegates from other organizations. Dr.

Sharp made the first presentation of the problem and indicated the

obvious necessity of the proposed action. He further pointed

out that, the Illuminating Engineering Society had no hard and

fast program to promote, was not interested in any particular

devices or practices, and only desired to secure a satisfactory

set of practical standards which could be adopted throughout

the country.

A. H. Rudd of the Pennsylvania Railroad, presented data

showing the large number of railway crossing accidents re-

sulting from the failure to observe signal warnings, and em-

phasized the necessity of not only arriving at intelligible standards,

but also educating the public as to the meaning and importance of

observing them.
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Dr. M. G. Lloyd, representing the Bureau of Standards, pre-

sented a discussion with regard to the scope of the standardiza-

tion, as did W. J. Serrill representing the American Gas Associa-

tion, and several others.

In the discussions, it was recognized that there are certain

standards, such as those employed in navigation and railway

operation which were already established. It was pointed out

that these could not well be changed, but that they should be

considered in order to insure a unified system. While some dif-

ference of opinion was developed as to the desirability of chang-

ing the color of automobile tail lights, the conference in general,

indicated a surprising agreement in all quarters. This, with the

evident interest and activity of the American Engineering Stand-

ards Committee, seems to promise a prompt and satisfactory solu-

tion of these important problems.

G. H. Stickney.

The Membership Drive

Personal Solicitation Urged

TT is very gratifying to find that the membership drive is

•*• accomplishing results, despite the fact that reports from other

Engineering Societies show a marked falling off of new members,

in comparison to other years, due without question to the neces-

sity for business economics.

The number of newly elected members is within a very few of

tlic total number elected during the entire preceding year. While

tlie outlook is oi)tomistic, only a final spurt as we enter the home

stretch will \)v\n^ us within reach of the goal set.

The writer is deeply indebted to the Committee who iiave done

yeoman service and to the members at large who have lent their

aid. It is his opinion however, that personal solicitation is the

keynote to success and surely each mcml>cr could devote a coin-

I)aratively few moments to an avowed intention to obtain a new

member.
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With the present campaign of ''More and Better Business"

being pushed by the National Electric Light Association, there

is a timely opportunity to preach the gospel of good lighting. It

seems unnecessary to present to you the aims of the Society, or

a statement of its splendid accomplishments, with both of which

you are familiar.

In face of the great advancements made in illumination since

the inception of the Illuminating Engineering Society, there is

still much to be done. Lighting service, generally speaking, is

below the standard of the appliance and power service, notwith-

standing that its great potentialities far surpass either of them.

It is only because of a lack of knowledge and appreciation of its

great possibilities by the Public, and in general, the industry as

well.

Every lighting man in the country should be a member of this

Society, and the aims of the Society, namely to put lighting on a

higher standard, should be uppermost in every member's mind.

Won't you do your bit and send us a new member? We will

be glad to send you a blank application form on request.

G. Bertram Regar, Chairman,

Committee on Membership.



REFLECTIONS
Massachusetts Issues Tentative Lighting Code

A TENTATIVE industrial lighting code has been issued by

the Department of Labor and Industries of Massachusetts,

with the object of permitting its experimental application by

employers before a mandatory code is adopted. A public hearing

on the code will be held at the State House in Boston on May
1 6, after which its definitive form will be determined.

The code in its tentative form contains nine rules, ranging

from those of general requirements to classifications. A table

giving the minimum amount of illumination to be maintained

is published. The proper illumination for the various parts of a

plant and various kinds of work is prescribed; methods of re-

ducing glare are explained, and rules for the distribution of light

to avoid sharp contrasts of intensity are given. Entrance and

exit illumination, care of switches, maintenance of luminaires

and the use of shades or diffusive glass are other points covered.

Industrial Lighting Code Proposed in the State of Washington

THERE IS now being drafted an industrial lighting code for

tlie State of Washington by a committee of electrical work-

ers, electrical contractors and the safety division of the State

Department of J^ahor and Industries. When jierfccUnl ihe code

will be submitted to the Department of v'^afcty and a i>ul)lic hear-

ing will be luld. Al ])r(."sent the insi)ectors can only recommend

tlu' installation of i)ropcr lighting c(iuii)nK'nt. Tlie i>lan is not

to add rxj)cnse by forcing emi)loyers to install new hiniinaires,

but ratluM" to provide a standard for future installations. Tlic

code will cnil)race not only yard and factory lighting l)Ut also

the proj)cr arrangement of skyliglits and w indows. Day Morgan,

electrical engineer, who has had cxpnirnic in drafting ligiiting

codes in other states, has l)ecn engaged to gather data and draft

the code with the assistance of Mr. .Meiehein. electrical con-

tractor (»f Seattle; I'. C. 1 Idler of llie electrical workers and

J. II. Lewis, electrical inspector foi- the I )ei)artnient «'f Labor

and Iiidusttii-s

209
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A New Tungsten Arc Lamp

ANEW TYPE of tungsten arc lamp giving virtually a point

source of light has been developed recently by the Philips

Glowlamp Works of Enidhoven, Holland, the smaller sizes of

which are now ready for the market. It is a lamp particularly

adapted for projection, microscopy and general laboratory use.

In this lamp, for which patents have been asked, an arc dis-

charge takes place between two small tungsten spheres in an

atmosphere of a rare gas. In order to insure the striking of the

arc a third electrode is mounted in the terminal glass midway

between the feed wires. This electrode is connected through a

high resistance to one of the lead-in wires. The material and

form of this third electrode have been chosen in such a way

that a glow discharge sets in first between it and the electrode

next to it, thus starting the discharge between the spheres.

The distance between the spheres and the glass wall may be

very small, 2.0 cm. to 2.5 cm., so that an optical condenser with

a short focal distance can be used where the lamp is applied to

projection purposes. A funnel-shaped screen is provided, on

which the evaporated and sputtered tungsten is deposited in

order to prevent the blackening of the bulb. The lamp has the

advantage, it is claimed, that it can be run on a 220-volt alternat-

ing current circuit, and except for a series resistance, no auxiliary

apparatus is necessary.

Cold Light

PURELY from a scientific standpoint the cold light discover-

ies of Professor E. Newton Harvey, of Princeton Univer-

sity, are of great importance. Whether an immediate practical

application of the knowledge he has gained is likely at this time

is problematical and unimportant.

He has demonstrated that cold light is possible, and is pre-

pared to demonstrate that he has found a way to make luciferin,

the light-giving protean substance of animal origin, continue to

glow for a long period. His aim now, and the aim of all scien-

tists similarly interested, is to produce luciferin by artificial means.

When they can do this human civilization soon will find a way

to accomplish what lighting bugs have always done

—Editorial, New York Tribune, April 24, 1922.



PAPERS
BETTER SIGNS*

BY C. A. ATHERTON**

Synopsis: The development of one of the major forms of display lighting,

electric signs, has progressed to a point where there is a need for a more exact

engineering basis of design and a more artistic treatment in general. This is

evidenced by the growing interest of building architects some of whom are in-

cluding the design of the sign in the building plans in an effort to improve especially

the daytime appearance of the signs. Because of the adoption during the last two

years of higher wattage lamps for electric signs, it has also become necessary to

determine the relative size of the spot of light obtained from lamps of different

wattagcs when used in electric exposed lamp displays, in order to predetermine the

exact pattern of the appearance of the sign when seen at night. An equation has

been developed by means of which this spot size can be determined for various con-

ditions. A modification of the same equation is also given which may be used for

the determination of the maximum distance at which Gothic letters, (which are

those most commonly used in electric signs) may be reid under normal conditions.

Through another adaptation of the equation, lamp spacing for the various wattages

is determined for various types of signs. An analysis is made of the more common
forms of motion which together with brightness is the principal differentiating

characteristic of electric as contrasted with other forms of advertising. Proper illu-

mination of enclosed lamp signs is discussed and a simple rule formulated for ob-

taining satisfactory results. The need for maintenance of electric signs is em-

phasized by the record of the improvement in average and uniformity of bright-

ness of an enclosed lamp sign which was cleaned and put into proper shape.

There are several reasons why we may expect in the next few

years an increasing^ use of electric sign advertising;-. In the first

place, business conditions have changed. Whereas during recent

years, a large share of advertising was done to maintain good will,

and to maintain a position already secured ; to-day in the strong

buyers' market and probably for the next few years advertising

will have to create sales, its function will have to be active. Busi-

ness conditions are somewhat as they were in the last years pre-

ceding the war, which were also the last years of active electric

sign develr>|)nient. In the second place the growing p()i>ularity

of large motion ])icture houses, and the more limited incomes

of buyers and the larger proi)()rti()n of automobile owners, ;dl re-

act to bring more and more people into the city and town centers

for relaxation in the evening. It is absolutely certain that just

• A pnprr nrrdnitcflhrforr thr Clcvelnu<l CImptcr i.f the IlUimitiatiuK' Mnginrcrliiir
Society, Miircli is. u-aa,

•• H»iKi««e'rlng nrjmrtni' nl. NiiHutuil I.nmp Work* of Ccnrml Kloctric Co.. Clcve.
luncl. (>
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SO long as people gather for the least preoccupied moments of

their day, and in the receptive mood of the evening hours, adver-

tisers will capitalize the golden opportunity. There will always

be outdoor night advertising and though the nature of it may

change, it will probably be largely some form of electric sign

advertising.

In this industry as in all others in which there are commercial

and social reasons for existence, the first law is that of constant

evolution, of improvement. The industry, in its forty years of

existence has grown and changed very greatly. Many architects

still look upon signs largely as a sort of fungus, an ugly para-

sitic growth upon the beautiful buildings they have been at such

pains to erect. To most of them, electric signs are an avoidable

evil and they have as little to do with them as possible, approving

the least ugly of the submitted designs if they are asked to pass

upon them at all. A few prominent architects however have

accepted the inevitability of a sign on the building and are in-

cluding a sketch of it in the building plans just as they include

the marquee and to a much lesser extent building front display

lighting.

INTEREST SHOWN BY ARCHITECTS

A few typical examples of some of the more exceptional work

that has been done in display and sign lighting will illustrate the

trend and possibility of improvement which may be effected by

having the design of the sign or display lighting either a part of

or in keeping with the design of the building. In Figure i a

form of display lighting is shown which has been built into the

building front. The lamps are hidden and so do not detract from

the daytime appearance of the building, as shown in Figure 2,

and the night-time effect is very fine and dignified. This form

of decorative lighting although it is not strictly in the class of

signs, is a form of electrical advertising. It has been used very

little. I believe, however, that the excellent effects obtainable

should be a guarantee of its popularity if an effort can be made
to acquaint people with its possibilities and architects with the

fact that it may prevent the subsequent addition of less har-

monious displays. In Figure 3 an excellent example of exposed

lamp outline lighting is given. The theatre is one of the more
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popular motion picture houses, the whole building motif is one

of brilliance and spectacular sensationalism. Here is found no

attempt at the classic architecture evident in the case of the Music

Box (Figure 6) for instance. The outline lighting, which of

course is an integral part of the building itself, is quite in keeping

with the rest of the building decoration and as such is excellent.

In Figures 4, 5 and 6, three examples of theatre signs are shown.

The two buildings were designed by the same architect. The

signs stand out as excellent examples in theatre sign design. It

should be noted especially that the sign and building architecture

are harmonious, both are dignified and the sign instead of de-

tracting from the building appearance in the daytime is comple-

mentary and an addition to it.

DAYTIME APPEARANCE

One of the chief criticisms of signs as many are made to-day

is that their daytime appearance is not good. To obtain a spec-

tacular effect at night, the daytime appearance of the building

front and roof are often somewhat sacrificed. The mechanical

structure of the sign, the minimum depth of which is limited by

the size of the lamp receptacle, and the frame work in which the

electrical connections are hidden are large as compared with the

over-all size of building front signs and so task the designer

severely to make his sign have a daytime appearance which is

not heavy and box-like. This difficulty, however, ^jtomaticallv

disappears when ihc sign is niadc large. Large signs do not

api)L'ar heavy or bulky. They do suilVr in ^onie cases from
another and perhaps diametrically opposite effect. When there

is anything directly behind them, and especially when there are

two signs back to back, the daytime appearance is one of great

confusion. Only when the sun is shining directly on white painted

letter faces and the more or less distant background is compari-
tively (lark will the sign stand out dearly, and will the frame work
and backs of the other letters and the oiIk r nearby objects not
interfere seriously with the effectiveness of the sign. In Figure 7,
one f)f the most beautiful of Cleveland's signs by night is shown
as it ai.|)ears on a dull day. The b.ick of the letters facing in tlic

other direction are so |)n)minent that it is difficult to read the
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letters facing the camera. It may be that the science of camou-

flage, used so extensively by the Navy during the War, or per-

haps some form of screen v^^ith which to break up the Unes of the

backs of the opposite letters without interposing too great an

area to wind pressure would diminish this bad effect.

The bulky, unfinished appearance of small signs can be largely

overcome by a careful use of ornamentation. Figures 4, 5 and 6,

especially those of the Music Box and Roosevelt Theatre, illus-

trate the fact that signs for which the building architect is re-

sponsible have the appearance of being less crude, heavy, and

box-like than the ordinary design. The increasing interest of

architects will do much to improve electric signs, to make the

general design more consistent with the building architecture and

to make them appear less as they so often do now, as separate

and incongruous after-thoughts.

NIGHT APPEJARANCE

The development in the future leading toward the improvement

of the night appearance of signs may take one of two forms.

New elements and new principles may be applied to supplement

the old ones, or what is more likely, the elements and the prin-

ciples of the past may be used in more effective ways. The

elements now available must be used more carefully and with a

greater knowledge of what their effects will be.

With the elements now available, the variables with which the

sign designer and advertiser work are

:

1. Pattern; including size, shape, wording, and picture pre-

sented.

2. Brightness; dependent upon the size of the lamps and the

closeness with which they are spaced.

3. Color; which is obtained by use of glass color caps, by dips

or sprays, or by the use of natural colored glass lamps.

4. Motion; obtained by means of a flasher, dimming device

or control mechanism.

THE PATTERN

Of these four variables, the first allows the designer the

greatest latitude ; it is the least susceptible to engineering analyses

and formulae. It is in the creation and selection of the pattern
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5

that the designer must show his genius, his thorough understand-

ing of the psychology of advertising and of his dientele. The

pattern may consist, of course, of lettering or of a picture, or of

a combination of the two. A picture has great attracting power,

this makes the picture sign especially valuable when there are

many other signs with lettering only in the field of vision. But of

even greater value is the high selling power which a picture

possesses, the capacity to impress the message and make it per-

manent in the memory of those who have read it. As competi-

tion becomes keener, methods of greater attracting and selling

power are needed. Even after a sign has caught the eye of the

passerby, and after he has been able to read it, unless the sign

has selling power the message will not be remembered. It will

be forgotten as soon as another bright sign comes into sight. To
effectively sell the message, picture signs are very valuable. For

this reason I believe electric signs of the future like other adver-

tising will have to resort to more pictures and more beautiful

picture portrayals.

There will probably also be a continuously greater demand for

a more flexible construction to permit of a change of display

more often. Most large signs are so constructed now that only

the supporting framework remains standing when the display is

changed. The lettering or picture is built and attached as a unit

or as units to this framework and it is nearly as expensive to

erect an entirely new sign as it is to change the pattern of an old

one. It is not difficult to think of a construction whereby the

pattern could be readily changed each week. I'or districts where
very nuicli the same people pass before the sign week after week,

every sign, no matter how fine its pattern, must lose much of its

effectiveness, by becoming just another part of the familiar old

skyline. A changeable sign is, of course, more expensive, both in

construction and maintenance hut is also more valuable and in

certain places its value certainly outweighs its cost.

Sir.N I'ICTl'KKS Ml'ST lUC SI MI'I.i:

Electric sign advertising differs somewhat from printed adver-

tising. In an electric sign, the intricate detail of a Parrish picture,

for instance, is nearly if not (juite impossi!)le. The most suc-

cessful signs are exceedingly simple or if they are elaborate, they
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are also very large. Artists painting on canvas employ as one

of their chief means of getting certain effects, lines of varying

width. Some pictures on canvas are painted with fine lines and

show intricate detail. In others there are a few bold, heavy

strokes only. These pictures are impressionistic, or suggestive.

We all know that successful sign pictures and lettering are of this

latter class. The strokes are bold and simple. The effects are

obtained largely by suggestion. Whenever a sign artist attempts

to present very fine detail, the contour of the separate lines is

lost. The picture is a mass of light only.

It is not enough, however, merely to say that the strokes must

be simple and heavy. If sign design is to be advanced to higher

levels, it is necessary to know just how heavy, or just how simple

the strokes have to be lest they become confused.

WIDTH OF LINE OF UGHT

We know that whenever we look at any object which is bright

in contrast to surroundings, it appears to be larger than it really

is ; this phenomenon is called irradiation, the apparent enlargement

takes place in the eye. The rays of light from a bright object act

just the same as those from dark objects until they get into the

eye and then they spread out or else the impression from them

does. So that when we look at a sign lamp, we do not see the

bright filament in its true size. We see a spot of li^ht whose

apparent size is much larger than the filament.

The effect of irradiation as it applies to sign design may be ob-

served very simply. If a bare incandescent lamp is mounted in

a dark place and the observer walks away from it watching the

filament all the while, the filament will appear first approximately

in its actual size and shape. As the distance of observation in-

creases, the filament parts seem to coalesce into a ball of light

which increases in size until it entirely fills the ring of the bulb

and then keeps on expanding, always apparently larger.

If two lamps are observed one after the other, the one of higher

intensity will appear of any given size at a shorter distance than

will the one of lower intensity. But if the room in which the

test is made is not quite so dark, the distance at which the spot

will appear of any given size will be greater than at which it

would appear of the same size in the darker room.
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There are several other things which affect the apparent size

of the spot of light such as the color of the light, and the density

of the atmosphere, etc., but these play a less important part and

have to be considered by themselves.

In laying out the pattern of an exposed lamp sign, therefore,

the brightness of the lamps must be taken into consideration. All

good sign designers do this anyway. They have designed many

signs and watched them after they were put up and they know

just about how fine a line they can safely draw and be sure that

it will be distinguished from its neighbors. But occasionally a

sign is built and erected and the effect is not what was wanted.

Perhaps one of the reasons why designers so seldom attempt

much of anything except lettering and the simplest of outlines

is because they do not know just how far they can go with intri-

cacy of pattern and be sure of clearness.

IRRADIATION EQUATION

In a series of tests, the apparent size of the spots of light from

different sizes of lamps under different conditions was measured,

from which a mathematical equation was developed, by means

of which the apparent size of the spot of light from any lamp

when viewed at any distance through clear air may be calculated.

The equation is

:

^=AB + ?.oo83D
+°°°35D d)

in which, "S" is the diameter measured in inches of the apparent

size of spot of light ; "D" is the distance to the observer measured

in feet; "A" and "B" are constants which depend upon the size

of the lamp and the background brightness.

TIP CANDLErOWER

A clearer visualization of the meaning of this equation may be

had from three curves. In l-'igure 8, the variation in the api)arent

size of the spot of Hght from a liyi)othetical lamp whose tip

candlepower is changing is shown. 'I'hr distance at whicli it is

assumed that we .see this lamp is i,(K)o feet and it is set in a dark

field with clear atmospheric conditions, and there are no other

lights visible. As the candlepower of the lamp increases, (with-

out any great change in color), the spot of light will apparently

increase according to this curve.
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DISTANCE

In Figure 9, the effect of viewing a lamp at various distances

is shown. In this curve a 75-watt lamp is observed through the

tip, there are no other lights visible, and the atmosphere is clear;

as the distance increases from the lamp to the observer, the ex-

perimenter who is standing beside the lamp is measuring the

spot which is seen. In the equation, "S" varies as the first power

of **D" plus another smaller function of "D." In electric sign

design this variation is of the greatest importance.

BACKGROUND BRIGHTNESS

In Figure 10 is shown the effect of increasing the background

brightness, in this case, the same 75-watt lamp is used. The

observers are standing 1,000 feet away from the lamp and lights

of various sizes and at various angles from the observed light

are being turned on. A secondary lamp located near the light

source which is being observed reduces the apparent size of the

spot of light more than the same secondary lamp would if located

farther away. In fact all of the light which enters the eye has

an effect of increasing the general surrounding illumination, and

so reducing the apparent size of the spot of light which is being

measured.

In the spot size equation, the only term which is not easy to

determine is "B," which depends upon the background brightness.

In Table I the more commonly found limits of this term (as

applied to electric signs) are given. After a little experience it

is easy to estimate values of "B" for any given condition. The
brighter the district and the more lamps there are in the sign,

the larger is the constant, "B."

TABLE I.—Values of Constants for CANDi,KPOWHm and
Background Brightness

I«amp size

(clear

glass)

Tip
candlepower

Dark district!

Small signs

100 lamps

Bright district*

I«arge signs
3000 lamps

Watts Valae A B AB B B

10

25
50

75
100

2

18

43
81
lao

34
18

14
12

10

3

5

5

5

5

102

90
70
60
50

20

35
35
35
35

680
630
490
420
350
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PATTERN LAYOUT

There are many ways in which the irradiation equation can be

of use. The most natural application is in the layout of the pat-

tern for the sign. For instance, let us assume that a certain

picture, such as Figure 11, has formed the central figure for

years in some particular publicity and it is desired to put it into

an electric sign. There is no intricate detail in this picture. It

is ideally suited to adaption for an electric sign. Let us assume

that a location is selected such that the sign must be clear and

effective from 200 to 1,000 feet, and that, because of the many
other signs about, it is decided to use 75-watt gas-filled lamps.

The most difficult position from which to decipher the sign and

therefore the one which determines its size is the greatest distance

at which it must be clearly legible, in this case 1,000 feet. Ry
means of the equation we can calculate tlie size of the spot of light

from each lanif) at this distance. This determines the width of

the lines of light of which the pattern nuist be coini)oscd, and

so determines the niininuim size of the sign. In order to keep

the cost of the sign low, a bne as wide as possible is used and
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Fig. II.—It is assumed that this picture is the central feature of some publicity

program and that it is desired to reproduce it in an electric sign.

when the pattern is covered with spots proportional to the cal-

culated size it appears as in Figure 12. If the designer is satisfied

with this, the problem is ended. But perhaps he is not satisfied

;

the picture could be brought out more clearly. The features are

a little indistinct and it is decided, let us say, to pay a little more

in order to secure better detail at this limiting distance. At

shorter distances of course the spots would be smaller and the

pattern more distinct.

VALUE OF A CHARACTERISTIC BORDER

There may be several ways to obtain the better detail at the

greater distance : a change in the picture ; an increase in the

size of the sign and the pattern; the use of colored Hght; or by

the use of smaller lamps in the picture to get the detail a little

better and the use of the high wattage lamps in a border to re-

tain the greater attracting and selling power. The bright border

will play three parts. Not only will it attract attention by its

mass of bright lights, but it will raise the brightness of the sur-

roundings which will reduce the apparent width of the lines of

light of the smaller lamps, and so will make it possible to obtain

even greater fineness of detail, and it will give the sign an over-all

characteristic shape. These are all very valuable features but

none more so than the third. If this sign is to command a view

beyond the limit of its ordinary legibility, say a mile or more, it

will stand out from the maze of other signs and lights up to
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Fig. 12.—The publicity pattern if represented with 75-\vatt gas-filled lamps would

appear like this at 1,000 feet. It is good but the details ;ire not quite clear enough.
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Fig. 14.—The legibility equation is based upon a Gothic letter "E,'

sions are as shown. When a single line of lamps is used, W =: o.

whose dimen-
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distances many times the limit of legibility because of its charac-

teristic over-all shape. This is particularly true when the shape

used is one well known in the other forms of advertising of the

same article. The area of its effectiveness may in this way be

increased enormously.

But to come back to our specific design let us assume that it

was decided to use 25-watt clear glass lamps in the picture, and

75-watt lamps in a border to obtain better detail in the picture

itself. Although this will make the outside shape of the sign

more prominent than that of the picture, a reverse eft'ect can

be obtained by alternating with the picture, words using 75-watt

daylight lamps in them and also if desirable by dimming the

border lamps at the same time.

The sign pattern with 25-watt lamps in the picture and 75-

watt lamps in the border would appear at 1,000 feet as shown in

Figure 13. At shorter distances, of course, the lines of light

would be apparently thinner and the pattern would be still clearer.

LETTERING

To make lettering legible at any given distance, the same process

may be used. Because however Gothic letters arc nearly always

used in large electric signs, it is possible to simplify the calculations

by modifying the equation. For convenience, the most used
letter in the English language, a letter "E," whose width in

Gothic form is three-fifths of its height, is taken as a base and the

legibility of other letters is referred to it.

For the- Gothic letter "E," the maxinuim lcgil)ility distance

"D,„" ii^ clear atmosphere (with average eye-sight) may be ob-

tained from ecjuation (2)

in which :

"11" is the letter height, (Figure 14) measured on the center

lines of the outside rows of lamjis.

"\V" is the letter .stroke (I'igurc 14) also measured on the

center lines of the outside rows of lamps, nnd in the onve of a

single line of lamps is Vi\\\:\\ to zero.

"D,n " is the greatest distance at which the Gothic ]c\\ry "E" can
be read.
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"A" and "B" are the lamp and background constants from

Table I.

The relative legibility of Gothic letters of the same height and

good proportions is as follows

:

TABLE II.

A-I.30 H-0.92 O-1.06 V-I.08
B-0.85 I-1.41 P-1.04 W-I.13
C-I.07 J-1.21 Q-I.06 X-I.08
D-I.03 K-1.06 R-0.97 Y-I.04
E-r.oo L-r.19 S-0.95 Z-i.oi

F-i .04 M-1.13 T-I.15

G-0.92 N-i.oo U-I.07

LAMP SPACING

Another application of equation (i) and one that can pro-

bably be used more often, comes in the determination of the

proper spacing of lamps. Just as the greatest distance at which

a sign must be legible determines the size of the sign and of the

letters and figures in the sign, the shortest distance at which the

sign must have a good appearance determines the lamp spacing.

What constitutes good appearance is, in this matter as in most

others, merely an expression of personal preference. In the

picture of the salesman bringing in his big order the spacing was

made such that the spots of light would appear to be just tangent.

For people viewing that sign at i,ooO feet, the sockets would

have been spaced to obtain this effect for the 75-watt lamps 8.5

inches apart and for the 25-watt lamps, 5.5 inches apart, the

diameters of the respective spots. The actual spacing for the

sockets for that sign as for any other sign would have to depend

not upon the greatest but upon the shortest distance at which

the appearance of continuity of light is wanted.

If we accept this condition, that is the spots of light apparently

just tangent, as the best compromise between increasing cost and

improving appearance, we have a basis of calculation for proper

lamp spacing. Because of the mechanical size of the lamp bulbs

and of the sockets, it is not usually feasible to space lamps more

closely than 3 or 3.5 inches. From the equation it will be seen

that lamp spacing to meet this condition of continuity of the line

of light depends principally upon the viewing distance. Contrary

to popular opinion, as evidenced by common practice, it is entirely
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independent of the size of the letter or of the picture ; it varies

only slightly with the total size of the sign but to a greater ex-

tent with the background brightness and the size of the lamp. To
give an idea of the order of these spacing distances, a few typical

examples have been worked out and are shown in Table III.

TABLE III.—Lamp Spacing for Exposed Lamp Signs to Obtain thr
Appearance of a Continuous Link of Light, when the Sign is

seen through clear alr at various distances

Clear

glass

lamp

Distances tc observer in feet

When the surroun ding illumination is

Comparatively bright Comparatively dark

Spacing

Inches

10 25 50 75 100 10 25 .•JO 75 100
watt watt watt watt watt watt watt watt watt watt
lamps lamps lamps lamps lamps lamps lamps lamps lamps lamps

* * * * •* * * * *

3 480 420 * * * 290 * * * *

4 630 560 500 * *
390 330 » »

5 790 700 620 570 * 490 410 * * *

6 950 840 740 680 6ro 590 500 420 * *

7
- 990 870 800 720 690 580 490 440 *

8 - - 990 910 820 790 660 560 500 #

9
- - - - 920 8S0 740 630 570 500

lO - - - - - 980 830 700 630 550
1

1

- - - - - - 910 770 690 610
12 - - - - - - 990 840 750 660
13 - - - - - - - 9CX) 810 720
14 - - - - - - - 970 870 770
15 - - - - - - - 940 830
16 — - - — - - - 1000 990

* P'or distances less than the lowest j^iven in the table, it is impossible
to obtain tin- ap])earance of a continuous line of light. If the exposed lamp
desi^^n is use(l for signs in such locations, the spacing should be maile as

short :is Jiuihanically possible.

From Table III it is possible- [n determine lamp spacini]^ to

obtain any cfTcct that is desired for any of the lamps included in

the table at any distance up to t,ooo feet. Only two conditions

of surroundinj; street illumination are j^iven. lUit from these two,

intermediate and extreme condition si)acin^ can be easilv esti-

mated. .\ larpc si^ has the same effect as increasinj^ the street

illnmin.itii'M and so if the sii^n is exceptionally lar^e, the brif^hter

hack^^round conditions will bold even tlioiii^h tlu* actual stirround-

inpf street illumination is not very luKdi, etc.

vSpacin^ is not shown for distances g:reater than i,(xx) feet be-

cause very few sij^ms are ever .so located that the shortest dis-

tance at which thev are often seen is j,neater than i,cxk) feet. The
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governing distance upon which the lamp spacing should be based

is, of course, the shortest distance from which the sign may at

any time be seen by any number of people. The shorter dis-

tances for the larger lamps are also omitted because the effect

of high power lamps at very short distances is not good.

Probably the most striking fact brought out by the table is

that it is impossible to make an exposed lamp sign using small

lamps for distances less than 290 feet if the requirement that the

appearance of a continuous line of light is adhered to. If, for any

reason, it is desired to have a sign in which there is a space be-

tween the spots of light, equal in size, let us say, to the diameter

of the spots, the spacing used should be approximately double

or the distance approximately half the spacing or the distance

given in the table. While nearly everyone will probably agree that

a continuous line of light is desirable in an exposed lamp sign,

there are times when because of cost the closer lamp spacing will

not be used. In Figures 15 and 16 the exact meaning of a con-

tinuous line of light and of a spotted effect are shown.

There are also many locations in the brighter street where signs

are always seen at distances too short to obtain a continuous line

of light and where enclosed lamp signs with translucent letters can-

not be used because of brighter competing signs, or because the

letters or patterns are too large to be made in glass. For such

installations, the lamp spacing should, of course, be as, close as

possible, which is ordinarily about 3 inches. This applies to all

locations which are marked with an asterisk in Table III.

BRIGHTNESS

Near the beginning of this paper, there were mentioned four

variables by means of which designers can increase the attract-

ing and selling power of electric signs. When a new sign is

erected, it must compete with the other signs about it. We have

already considered some aspects of pattern and of the brightness

of the lamps as it affected the pattern. We found that many
things could be done to increase the attracting and selling power

of the pattern ; the sign could be made larger or the picture more
striking, or it could be made brighter.

The brightness of the lamps is a very important factor. In

general the attracting power of a sign increases directly with its
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TABLE IV.—Sign AND Display Lighting Lamp Applications

Lamp applications

Watts Volt Bulb Finish Surrounding Illumination

Dark Medium Bright
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be
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r 5
C C B E D D El D D C E E E E E E E E E EE

11-1214 S-14 Clear b b b e c c d c c b e d d e

C C C E D E E
d d c e e e e

B B B E C D E D D D E E E E
5 55-65 S-14 Clear a a a e be c b b b e c c d c c c e d d e

A A B E B C D A H B E C D D B B C E D E E
10 110-120 S-14 Clear b b a e a b b a a a e b c c a b b e c d d

C C B A B A B B B A C A B H B A B IJ B C C
^6 I 10-120 P-19 Clear c c c a c be c ' c b b b a a c b a c b b c

C C B A B A h B B A C A B B B A B D B C C

a'
3

25 110-120 P-iq Blue c c c a c b c cob b b a a
1
c b a c b b c

B C C B H B A B B C D A C B A B C E A B C
3

>

as 110-120 P-19 Diffusing c c d b c c b cod c b b a b c b' d a be
E E C B C B C C C B A C A B C B A C C B C

50 110-120 P-19 Clear e e d c d d d d d c a d c c deb boa b

E E C B C B C C C B A C A B C B A C C B C
50 110-120 P-19 Blue e e d c d d d d d c a d c c d c b b c a b

D D D C C B B B B C B B B A A B B D A C B
L

50 no-120 P-19 Diffusing d d d d d d c c c c b c c b b c c b b b a

E E C B D C C D D B A C A B C B A B C B C
f

50 110-120 PS-20 Clear e e d c d d d c c c a d c c d c b a d a b
E E I" B I) C C I) D B A C A B C B A B C B C

50 1 10-120 PS-20 Daylight e e d c d d d c c c a d c c d c b a d a b
D D C C C C B B B C B B P A| A B B C A C B

11

50 1 10-120 PS-20 White d d d d d d c cod b c c b
:
b CO b l> b a

E E D C E D D U D C C D B C D C A A D A B
ta

75 110-120 PS-22 Clear e e d d e d e e e d d e c d e d c be be
D C A A D A BE E D C E l> D D D C C D B C

a
O

75 1 10-120 PS-22 Daylight e e d d e d e e e d d e c d e d c b e be
E E D D E D C C C D D C C B C B B R B B A

_^75 110-120 PS-22 White e e d d e d d d d e e d c c d c d c c c h

Upper case letters are for districts of relatively large circulation.

Lower case letters are for districts of relatively small circulation.

* Gas-filled lamps when exposed to the weather should be equipped with protective
caps.
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brightness. Especially is this the case in locations where the sign

has to compete with many other signs. An ideal condition of

brightness for any sign obtains, therefore, when it is just bright

enough so that by this feature alone it is the first sign to catch

the eye. To make the sign brighter than this would be to add to

its cost and gain nothing as far as attracting power goes. On
the other hand, if the circulation of the sign is large, it may pay

to make the sign brighter than it need be to have high attracting

power in order also to increase its selling power. Because it is

so difficult to evaluate all of the factors, for each individual sign

a list of proper lamp applications based upon good practice has

been drawn up which may be consulted in selecting lamps. The
greatest weight is given to the design which will have good at-

tracting power; the selling power and cost of maintenance are

also weighed. The letters in Table IV means

:

A—Best installation.

B—Good installation.

C—Less desirable installation.

D—An installation so dim as to have very low attracting

power, or so bright as to have very low legibility or

the cost of the brightness of which is out of propor-

tion to the value of the sign.

E—Quite poor.

The upper case letters indicate the application value for rela-

tively hi^'h circulation for the ^vcn district. The lower case

letters indicate application values for relatively low circulation.

COLOR

In s|)ite of the fact that colors have been used almost since the

time of the first sign, and a few very fine colored efl^ects have

been obtained, we pro!)al)ly know less about the application of

color in exposed lamp electric signs than we do about anv other

phase. Wc know that a red light stands out strikingly, that

green light is cool and soothing, etc. We know that a little color

in a sign increases its effectiveness enormously and none of us

likes too much color or colors which do not harmonize or which

make the sign splochy and cheap. Wc know that colored lights

fade and blend as the distance increases so that usually colored

light signs are more effective at shorter distances and wc know
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that more and more colored light is going to be used in electric

signs in the future. This is another of the great problems upon

which electric sign designers are at work upon and for which the

possibilities seem limitless to-day.

THREE KINDS OF MOTION

Motion presents an endless realm of possibilities. Applied to

electric signs, it is of three distinct classes : first, the motion which

imitates the movement of real objects, such as the turning of the

wheels of the motor car and the fluttering of the veil in the breeze

;

second, the conventionalization of motions of the first class, such

as the calisthenics of the Wrigley spearmen; and third, motion

which has no meaning, motion for motion's sake, simply because,

other things being equal, of two objects, the moving one attracts

the eye first.

REAL MOTION REPRODUCED

There are great undeveloped possibilities in each of these

classes. In the first, the picturing of real movement, nothing can

be better or more natural than the closest possible reproduction

of the original motion. This has been done to a remarkable degree

in a few very large signs only. Most attempts at this kind of

motion, however, have failed ; largely because the sign was too

small to get all the steps in, or though large enough because too

few steps were made. It is hard to conceive of any continuous

and smooth motion as defined by three or four stationary pictures.

The motion picture expert would tell you that it takes dozens to

show very small movements even. Probably if sketches were

made giving full value to the correct width of the lines of light for

each of the three or four positions which are used in electric sign

motions of this sort and if these sketches were photographed on

motion picture film and thrown on a screen and shown to the

man who pays the bills, most of these real motion portrayal signs

would be changed either to the conventional movement class or

the motion-for motion's sake class; or else several more steps in

the real motion would be put in.

MOTION FOR motion's SAKE

The third class of moving signs has been used to a very much
greater extent. There are almost as many flashing or flickering
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or running borders and flashing signs as there are still ones. A
few more complicated movements have been used also. The

s^gn which flashes two or more messages is very popular; signs

which obtain curious effects by flashing different colors are quite

common ; signs which, like the Mason monogram and the clock

and carriage call signs, by a change of control made be made to

have any desired reading, have been built ; and signs in which the

wording drifts by over a bank of lamps are quite effective. Prob-

ably as roof sign competition becomes more keen in the future,

some of the older ideas which either have never been built or have

been built and abandoned because they were expensive, or because

of mechanical defects, will be used again. If it pays to put from

lOO to 300 kilowatts of electrical energy into a sign which burns

steadily with one message, and it has been proved that it does, it

would probably pay some competitor to have a sign which is con-

trolled by a huge typewriter-like machine and on which an opera-

tor could spell out messages at will ; or it might pay to have a

bank of closely spaced lamps, like that on which the words drift

across, with a control board similar to it in miniature, so con-

nected that a cartoonist could draw cartoons on the control board

that would be reproduced in lines of light on the sign. The
people in the square below could watch the picture develop. A
written message could follow the picture and then a new cycle

could start, and there would be never two alike. These and many
other complicated and unicjue moving signs have been tried and

will firobably be tried again.

DRIKTING LETTER SIGN VARIATION

There is a variation of the drifting letter sign which I believe

is new and which might be very effective. If the lamp l^aiik

consisted of two sets of lamps, one of small clear glass lamps and
the other of larger blue lanii)s, a purely mechanical design could

be drifted across on the lanii)s of lower intensity, or preferably

the same design or different designs could be drifted across in

the two oi)positc directions, so that the motion of tlu' i)attern in

light would be horizontal and vertical and figures of expanding
squares could be followed by contracting circles and all of die

infinite varieties of moving patterns possible to such an arrange-

ment could be going on contimiously. Then at certain intervals,
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this whole moving background pattern could be dimmed and on

the brighter lamp bank, a stationary reading message could be

brought simultaneously up to full brilliance. I believe the effect

would be startling and pleasing and the whole thing with a large

number of separate messages could be done automatically. Or
better still with an operator the message need never be twice

alike.

DIMMING

There are so many variations of conventional motion which

could be used in electric sign design that we might talk indef-

initely about these alone. But there is one other motion that

should be mentioned. The simplest conventional movement used

in electrical signs is effected by flashing a sign off and on. It is

used very largely where there are two signs facing in opposite

directions. The flashing is done from one side to the other. Be-

side securing motion, half the energy bill is saved and since the

total line load is constant except for slight disturbances at the

time of flashing, there is no surge on the line as there is likely

to be when a very large sign is simply flashed on and off. If

instead of flashing the sign abruptly on and off, it is dimmed down

to a low intensity and then brought again up to full brightness,

slow rhythm of continuous movement will be obtained which is

extremely effective. An additional advantage in this form of

motion is that as the lamps are dimmed the maximum* distance

of legibility is increased so that at different points in the cycle

such a sign has as great attracting power as is possible from

extremely bright lamps and as great legibility distance as any

sign of this size can possibly have, and its unusual nature would

give it extraordinary selling power.

ENCLOSED LAMP SIGNS

So far we have been dealing entirely with signs of the ex-

posed lamp type. We found that it was impossible to make signs

of that type which were to be seen at distances less than about

300 feet and in which the lines of light which made up the

strokes of the letters appeared continuous because the lamps for

mechanical reasons could not be spaced on centers less than 3

inches. There will always be some advertisers who will prefer

the brightness and sparkle and even the spotted effect of signs
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with lamps spaced more widely than the recommended spacing

of Table III, or of signs with the minimum spacing when seen at

distances less than the minimum distances given in that same

table. Probably the majority of persons, however, prefer signs

seen at these shorter distances whose lines are smooth and clear

cut, such as are obtained in translucent letter signs. Objection

is sometimes made that such a sign is not as bright as an exposed

lamp sign and that for this reason, translucent letter signs will

be forced out of the brighter streets. It is ordinarily not practi-

cable nor at all desirable that the luminous parts of a translucent

glass sign be as bright as an incandescent filament. Such letters

would be entirely illegible and unbearable. It is generally ac-

cepted, however, that for all except districts of very high illum-

ination or extra keen competition the smoother, more even and

sharper outline of the illuminated translucent letters give them

so much advantage over the spotted and irregular but more
sparkling appearance of the exposed lamp sign, that the bright-

ness need not be so high to compete successfully.

LAMP SPACING FOR ENCLOSED LAMP SIGNS

For signs of this type, however, a certain minimum average

brightness is desirable and especially must the variation in bright-

ness in the different parts of the sign be kept at a minimum, Al-

through designers do not all agree, a fairly safe rule for lamp
spacing for translucent letter signs is the following.

For enclosed lamp signs using opal glass designs in which the

lamps arc to be located four to five inches from the illuminated

surface, the lamp filament spacing for large patterns should not

be greater than six inches in each direction. Where the trans-

lucent i)attcrn consists of letters whicli are six inches or more in

height or where tliere are figures whicli are rej)eatcd so that it is

especially essential that each be illuminated alike, it is l)ctter to

use a uniform inimhtr of lamps per letter or figure. The proper

number of lamps may be obtained by dividing the luimbor of

square inches of letter surface (including the opa(|uc sections

between the strokes) by 40 and using the nearest even number
to the (luotii-nt. This rule of spacing like nearly every general

rule, has many exceptions. It should be used as a basis of a

careful layout of the sockets rather than as a strict all-inclusive
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rule. Where one set of lamps illuminates two sides of a sign,

the lamp spacing will have to be a compromise, using however

the lamps according to the closer rather than the wider spacing

as calculated from the letter dimensions on either side. An extra

lamp installed in the sign will cause less loss in smoothness than

will a lamp left out. For the lovrest street illumination with such

a socket spacing, 25-watt lamps may be used. For streets of

medium brightness and in this class most of these signs may be

considered to be located, 50-watt lamps arc satisfactory. For

very bright districts, 75-watt lamps should be used. With the

opal glass which is used in large quantities for sign letters of

this type and with painted or stained glass of about the same

density, lamp spacing of this order will produce signs of appar-

ently quite uniform brightness. If the distance from the lamps

to the lighted surface is very much greater than six inches, larger

lamps spaced more widely may be used to obtain the same surface

illumination. A large part of the advantage of a translucent

letter sign—its smooth, uniformly illuminated appearance—is lost

when the socket spacing is so great that the individual lamps

show through.

ENCLOSED LAMP SIGNS PAINTED WHITE INSIDE

A most important requirement in the design of a translucent

letter box sign is a good white reflecting paint or enamel finish

for the inside of the box. Curiously enough, most enclosed lamp

sign manufacturers ignore this very important point and so throw

away a very substantial part of the available light.

MAINTENANCE

There is just one other phase of the improvement of signs

which I want to mention. This is maintenance. Electric signs

are to store fronts what neckties are to men. When they get

soiled and neglected and when a lamp or two is missing, the

store begins to take on the tramp-like appearance of the man with

a frayed and badly tied necktie. In general better advertising

value over a period of a year or more will be obtained from a

small sign which is washed and cleaned just as often as the show

window is washed, and which is painted and has change of lamps

say three or four times a year, than will be obtained from a sign
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IMPRPVLMLNT IN AVLRAGL BRIGHTNESS
No maintenance, for 16months^3lanip5 only burnins, when exdmined

s5ocMef6 filled -5lamps burning

Letters uipedofffy/^orou3/y)on oafjfde u/TJiadry c/ofh

Letters zjashedon out^/de lu/th soap <9r7c/zjafer

letters and box washedon ins/de

rive additionallampsfmaking fof<a/ofJ0-30ualfMAZDA C dear
lamps)/nsfalied to make l/[ghtinsi confornn to bestpractice

IMPR.OVEMENT IN UNirORMlTYoF BRIGHTNESS
lifter16months u/thoutmaintenance lamps onlytfumin^

\ RATIO 150 TO 1

1 I

Nc) cleaning- five necj /amps burning
RATIO 4rol

;^^j^ c/eaned-1l/uminatedbyW/amps

C
RATIO ^ tol

V^Brjghtness ofbr/^htesf areas
^Br/gbtness ofdarkest areas

FiK. 17. All enclosed sIkh contaiiiinK trn inch opal Rlass raised letter*,

provided with five nocketn, three only of which contained jowatt White MAZDA
Utnpa when rxaminrd, had been in operation without maintenance for eighteen inonths.

It wan relainprd and cleaned with the rcKults bhown in this chart.

twice tlu' size which is ncp^lcctcd until it is dirty and five or ton

per cent of the lamps are i)iirnc(l out.

While the netd for ade(juate maintenance exists fiM" nil sii^ns,

it is more important for the small ones than for tlic larj;e ones,

and it is especially needed for translucent letter sii^ns. In such

signs there are three surfaces to be kept clean. ( )nly one of these
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is exposed to the street dust but although the others are inside and

somewhat protected they are never washed by the rain as are the

lamps in an exposed lamp sign. Practically all of these signs

have a neat and clean appearance when new but show slight

deposits of dirt quickly. For this reason box signs should be

so constructed that the inside of the letters may be easily reached

or, preferably, that the letters may be removed and washed in

soap and water, not merely rubbed off, but washed in the water

frequently. Making box signs with removable letters similar to

theatre feature boards increases their cost only 20 per cent and

makes it possible to have a sign which always looks like new.

To evaluate the effect of cleaning a translucent letter sign,

such a sign was examined recently. The brightness in five

positions was measured both before and after cleaning, and after

replacing the lamps with the proper number of new ones of the

correct size. The results are best shown in Figure 17. The

average brightness of the sign was increased twelve times, the

ratio of the brightness of the bright spots to that of the dull

spots in the sign was reduced from one hundred and fifty to

one to two to one. It is probably true that, in these lower ranges

the attracting power of a sign is increased at least in proportion

to that of the average brightness and the selling power inversely

as the variation in brightness.

There are many ways in which a sign may be systematically

maintained. Sometimes the central station sign department under-

takes this work. Sign maintenance companies, and some sign

companies, are equipped to render this service. Any method is

good as long as it is systematic and thorough. The owner him-

self rarely makes a good maintenance man because he lacks the

training and because he can so easily yield to the temptation to

"put the work off" from day to day.

DISCUSSION

The paper by Mr. C. A. Atherton was discussed through cor-

respondence.

H. C. Young : It is my impression that Outline Lighting has

become practically obsolete in this country, and that it is no longer

considered good practice. From my personal observation, there

are very few outline installations now being used, even in the
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large cities. Will Mr. Atherton tell us whether or not this kind

of lighting is now favored by lighting men and by electrical

advertising men; also, whether an appreciable number of new
installations of this class are being made in this country?

A. H. Tayi^or : Mr. Atherton's paper is a very valuable con-

tribution to a branch of illuminating engineering which has not

received the serious consideration which it deserves. It should

prove of immense value to designers of electric signs.

I should like to ask whether the apparent spot size would be the

same for clear and diffusing bulb lamps of equal tip candlepower.

Also, has any comparison been made of the relative spot sizes

as determined by the eye and by the camera?

E. B. Fox: Mr. Atherton has covered the subject in great

detail, and his ideas are most constructive. It seems to me that

the tendency from now on will be in the direction of new and

beautiful color effects rather than in greater brilliancy of the

light source.

The best method of procuring these effects will be through

the development of color caps of blown glass, rather than the

present heavy i)ressed glass. There are a number of colored glasses

which can be used for the work and with thinner caps tb.cre will

be nuich less absorption than with the heavy ones, and the signs

will appear brighter and more ])leasing.

With sets of caps of different colors it will be possible to

change the color of the whole sign or parts of it any time that the

owner thinks it advisable lo gel a new effect. We hope that it

will be possible to use the same light blue glass for these caps

that is now used on sign lamps to give the very white brilliant

effect that is so often seen in signs in the larger cities of the

country. This glass is also used for gas-lilled Daylight lam])s.

Where very even lighting of the letter is recjuired the color

cap itself could be frosted or a frosted cap could be used w ithout

color. Most (lii)pe(l and spraNcd lani|)S will fade or the r«>l<>r will

wash olf in the rain, 'i'hese troubles are overcome l)y the caps.

Where high wattage gas-lilled lanii)S are used for sign lighting

they are burned horizontally and there is a small hot sj)ot just

above the filament. If this is struck by cold rain or snow the bulb

is apt to crack and the lilanient bnrn ont. A glass cap projuTly
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designed for these lamps would not get nearly as hot as the bulb

and would act as a protection against rain or snow.

From the standpoint of the sign owner the advantages of color

caps are obvious. Colored lamps are expensive and not kept in

dealers' stock, so that signs will often be very ragged because the

owner cannot procure lamps when they are needed. Clear lamps

can always be quickly procured and renewal costs are low.

In the case of enclosed signs it would be a much better propo-

sition to have the letters tinted by a sheet of thin colored glass

behind them, rather than by the use of colored lamps. If the

color is superficial it is apt to come off as the lamps get quite hot

in the enclosed box. As stated before lamps made of colored

glass are expensive, but in this case I understand that putting

the coloring matter in the letter itself is an expensive and not

very satisfactory proposition and more variety can be gained

through the use of thin glass plates which can be easily changed.

E. A. M11.LS: Mr. Atherton's paper entitled ''Better Signs"

covers the subject so thoroughly that there is very little to add to

what he has already said. He has treated the subject under

various headings and each of these has been covered very ex-

haustively. It is quite true that architects are now considering

the design of electric signs in connection with their building

plans. This applies not only to a sign of proper design and in

keeping with the outside appearance of the structure' but also

applies to the illuminated interior sign of a directional character

to work in with the architectural layout of the building as con-

trasted with the haphazard manner in which these signs have been

made up and placed in the past.

While the electric sign is primarily used by night, its day-

light appearance should also be considered and I believe this

factor is now given more thought by sign manufacturers than at

any time in the past.

Mr. Atherton is to be congratulated on evolving the equations

which give the proper spacing of lamps. Lamp spacing in the

past has been more or less of a hit and miss proposition, there

being no set rule for spacing, other, than the individual manu-

facturer's experience. We are all acquainted with instances where

an effort has been made to outline a trademark of rather intri-
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cate design with lamps of high candlepower and have noted the

very unsatisfactor}^ appearance of such a layout, particularly

where the sign is so located that it is viewed as a close up, the

effect is anything but good and the glare very objectionable.

Repetition of such installations will be avoided by closely fol-

lowing the recommendations made in Mr. Atherton's paper.

The suggestion of using an illuminated border of high candle-

power lamps to a sign involving considerable detail and made up
of lamps of lower candlepower is I believe a factor that the ma-
jority of sign manufacturers have overlooked and this suggestion

should help in materially improving the eft'ectiveness of signs

of this character.

Mr. Atherton's suggestion of using dimmers in connection with

spectacular displays is certainly unique and I feel sure that we
shall see signs involving this characteristic in use very soon.

It is indeed surprising to find out that the majority of manu-
facturers failed to use white paint on the inside of translucent

signs as it is apparent to anyone that this will improve the effec-

tiveness of such a sign and I believe that the suggestion will be

welcomed by manufacturers of signs of this character.

I cannot lay too much stress upon the subject of maintenance

as brought out by Mr. Atherton. Experience in the past shows
that while the consumer is willing to pay a considerable sum for

an electric sign the question of maintenance is entirely over-

looked and nothing creates a worse impression than an electric

sign witii missing lamps and dull paint. While the central stations

in some cities furnish maintenance of a limited nature, in \ew
York City we have found that this work is best taken care of

by one who sjiccializes in this work and is e(|ui]>pe(l with the

proper facilities to make repairs to Hashers, rei)lace burned out

lamj)S and repaint dull or discolored paint. Located as they are

in many instances in inaccessible places recjuires the services of a

specialized class of workmen not generally employed bv central

Stations and the work presents a certain life lia/ard wliieh the

central station does no! feel willing to assume.

J. M, (fil.cuKiST: b'or the designin:- of large (lisi)lav in-

slallalions the facts and figures, that Mr. Atherton has presented,

should be of great value. T think, however, that their use in con-
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nection with the smaller signs which constitute the great majority

of the signs purchased will be necessarily rather limited. In

his discussion of the interior illuminated sign he has overlooked

one feature that should not be neglected, which is that general

illumination on the store front and on the sidewalk, which you

do not get from the interior illuminated signs, has of itself great

advertising and sales value.

Technically, the interior illuminated sign may be the better

sign, although I do not personally admit it. There is no question

but that on two streets of average illumination, one of which had

nothing but interior illuminated signs upon it, and the other one

nothing but exterior illuminated signs, that the larger crowd

would walk upon the street having the exterior illuminated signs,

simply because of the increased brilliancy of illumination upon

that street. I think this is the big feature that should be con-

sidered as between the exterior illuminated and the interior illum-

inated sign.

We are making as many interior illuminated signs as exterior

illuminated signs, but we are looking forward to seeing the trend

back to exterior illuminated signs. We have seen a good many
of what you might call freak signs of various kinds come and go

w^hile we have been in business, and while we do not call the in-

terior illuminated sign a freak sign; at the same time we feel

that it lacks a very important characteristic, which is' needful if

it is going to continue in its present popularity.

I fully agree with Mr. Atherton's conclusions as to mainten-

ance including the renewal of lamps and the cleaning of signs.

There is no question but that the man who does not properly

maintain his sign is not getting anywhere near, the value which

he should get from the money expended, and there is also no ques-

tion but that the average merchant who attempts to maintain his

own sign does not maintain it, he has just failed to spend the

additional small amount that is necessary to give his advertising

the continuous punch which it should have.

I note Mr. Atherton's comments on the failure of manufac-

turers to paint the insides of interior illuminated signs white. It

is our experience that so great a proportion of the inside surface

of a sign is white glass, which has very good reflecting qualities,
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that, except in single face signs the painting of the balance of the

interior white has very little effect.

Referring to Mr. Atherton's suggestions on the changing of

the reading and the design on display signs, I agree with him

fully that this should be done as often as possible. It may not

be feasible to change it every week or every month, but the cost

of changing it every year is not prohibitive as compared to the

total cost of sign, and the average display sign advertiser who

also uses newspaper and magazine space, would not think for a

minute of running the same copy year after year in his news-

paper and magazine publicity, and he should not think of running

the same electric sign more than a year, and if possible it ought

to be changed during the year.

L. F. R. Bellows: In general I can agree with Mr. Atherton

that there is a great future for the electric sign as an advertising

medium. There can be no doubt of its advertising value and its

adaptability to either the large spectacular display for general

pubhcity or the smaller form which is erected over the mer-

chant's door for the purpose of fixing his location and his line in

the minds of ihe pubhc and localizing the value of all other

advertising which he may do.

Electric sign advertising in one form or another will undoubt-

edly be used for many years to come but whetlier it reaches its

maximum efficiency will, in ihc writer's opinion, depend very

largely on \\\v attitude taken during the next comparatively few

years by men who are engaged in the manufacture and dis-

tribution of electric signs.

I'roni a teduiical standpoint Mr. .Atherton's paper is fine and

1 am certain tliat the data which he has presented will be very

eagerly studied by a large number of responsible manufacturers

who are far sighted enough to realize the necessity of continually

improving their i)ro(lnct if it is to survive. It is hoped that this

will be the first of a great many similar articles which if j>roperly

distributed will eventually help the electric sign advertising busi-

ness to a higher j)lane of efliciency. I was intensely interested in

the first |)art of Mr. .Xtherton's paper !)ut after reading the last

page and reviewing the i)aj)er as a whole I was more strongly

impressed with the last few pages than any other pail.
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The design and construction of large spectacular displays is

very largely in the hands of responsible manufacturers and such

displays in most cases are maintained and operated by the manu-
facturer and a continuation of his contract as well as the securing

of other contracts is largely dependant on the result achieved by
his work. These manufacturers will not fail to profit by such

papers as Mr. Atherton has written and I see no reason why this

form of electric sign advertising should not increase in use very

rapidly.

The matter of the smaller electric signs which are more gen-

erally used for localized advertising and in the majority of cases

are suspended over the public highways is one which requires a

great deal of attention in the immediate future if it is to prosper.

The last few pages of Mr. Atherton's paper dealing with the

maintenance of electric signs applies almost exclusively to this

form of electric signs. The subject of maintenance is the most

vital matter confronting the manufacture of this type of sign

at this time. There are few cities in this country in which the

number of signs of this type which are detrimental to the trade

do not predominate.

It seems ridiculous that the average American business man

will spend good money for this form of advertising and then fail

to insist on its being kept up to its full working efficiency. Al-

though ridiculous this is the actual condition and the manufac-

turer of signs of this type must wake up to the need of selling

maintenance if their business is to prosper. The paper under

discussion points the way to selling sign advertising instead of

merely selling a sign and unless more attention is paid to the

proper maintaining of our projecting signs it is not unreasonable

to expect that eventually a wave of public opinion against the

cluttering of our streets by these structures which are allowed to

get in unsightly condition will force a serious curtailment on

this form of sign advertising. The situation of these manufac-

turers to-day is very similar to that which confronted the bulle-

tin and poster advertising men a number of years ago and forced

them to the front rank in the advertising field by making them

clean up their displays or be legislated out of business.

The fact that the far sighted manufacturers of electric signs

are waking up to the seriousness of the maintenance situation is
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well illustrated by the fact that the largest concern in the interior

illuminating sign field, doing not only a national but an inter-

national business has had a force in the field for some time or-

ganizing a national maintenance system for their product.

Mr. Atherton's paper is very timely and it is sincerely hoped

that more work will be done along this same line to the end that

electric sign advertising may be placed on a more secure basis as

it is only by improving the product and then seeing that it is kept

up to maximum efficiency that we may hope to reach the ulti-

mate developments in this form of advertising.

S. G. HiBBEN : In this discussion of the engineering factors

of sign design and use, the author has admirably given the re-

sults of a great deal of careful work. The purely scientific

study has evolved some tables and equations that show the way

toward much-needed improvement in sign construction ; now

comes the problem of translating these data into simplified and

easily workable material, and of convincing the sign builder and

owner that in this field, as in other branches of illumination,

there is much definite knowledge and many a guiding law ; that

sign engineering should not be considered guess work.

We may have wondered why electric signs have not been more

extensively used. I believe the closest answer is that they have

not been artistically and architecturally fitting. They have been

almost ugly; too frequently they oflFend the eye, particularly in

the daytime, and when we see signs that dress up a building about

like a bill placard dresses up a sandwich-man, we need not won-

der that an organization like the Merchant's Association of New
York have refused to permit all signs i)eing used on some prom-

inent metropolitan street of higher class. Here is food for

thought. I'or the preservation of the electric sign, artistry is

needed fully as much as cold-blooded engineering.

When speaking of color in sign lighting, it is interesting to

consider the field of Inith colored lamps, and colorhoods or caps.

There are cases, as on elevated signs alK)vc traflic, where a glass

color-cap is a distinct menace, l^j) to this tinu- the superficially

colored lami) is the only answer to that jnobKin. and nnich is

yet to be done in perfecting applied color, that will not fade or

chip off, for ex{)osed lamps in channel or flat- faced letters. It
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is gratifying to note that during the recent months the art of

coloring Mazda lamps has greatly improved. Nevertheless the

good engineer will see here a field for a light-weight color-hood

or cap of fire-proof fabric, pyralin or cellulose acetate that would

slip over the end of the lamp bulb.

Some of the signs using the blue glass lamps have been noticed

to gradually become spotted. The first idea would be that these

lamps fade out, and grow less blue-white, but upon investigation

it appears that a deposited film of greasy dust will cause an

apparent fading. The cure is simple, merely a cleaning of the

bulb.

Drifting letter or talking signs are appearing in places of dense

traffic. They introduce special lamp problems, as for example the

rapidity of heating and cooling of filaments. In Chicago, New
York, and a few other cities we see such signs, of about one

hundred feet in length, that consist of a solid bank of perhaps

four thousand lamps. Groups of four lamps eacii are connected

on a circuit, and contactor fingers are arranged for each of these

groups. A moving sheet of paper is passed under these con-

tacts, and where holes are perforated in the paper, the fingers drop

through to make contact. The fastest speed possible is sought,

to utilize the sign to the utmost. At about twenty feet per second

the lamps get only an instantaneous flash, and the cooling of

filaments limits the speed, because when lamps remain glowing

there is a blurring of letters or a comet's tail effect on the fol-

lowing edges of the letter strokes. So far the best success has

resulted from the 10- or 15-watt straight filament lamps.

Signs of cut-out letters backed by diffusing glass, or painted

transparencies, depend as much on the quality of the glass as

upon the placement of lamps behind the glass or sign face. It is

common knowledge that higher transmission of light is secured

when all roughed glass surfaces are placed on the inside, facing

towards the lamps. It is not so commonly known that trans-

missions are higher if the lamps are not too close to the glass, so

that the incident light does not strike at grazing or oblique angles

and hence be reflected back in. Tests show that if the brightness

of the brightest spot on a diffusing glass is approximately four

times the brightness of the darkest part on the glass, the illumina-
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tion appears uniform. Greater differences of brightness cause

spotted effects.

J. M. SiiuTE : The rapid growth of the demand for electrically

lighted signs has opened a wide field to the illuminating engineer.

There can be no doubt in the mind of anyone connected with the

electric sign industry of the value of the facts brought out in

Mr. Atherton's paper, as a result of his tests.

In the past the tendency has been, as in the case of so many

other articles for which there has been a sudden demand, to follow

the path of least resistance and utilize things which had been used

elsewhere or perhaps were most particularly suited to some other

purposes. No doubt this tendency in a great part was due to

lack of knowledge of fundamental principles governing the use

of such signs.

The attitude of the majority of architects toward this form

of advertising greatly narrowed the latitude of design in the

past, but, with the present knowledge of the governing factors

and the realization of the value of artistic signs, we should in

the near future see far more elabor;4tc displays than over dreamed

of previously.

Too much stress cannot be laid on the value of color and

motion in future electric sign displays. The ever increasing

number of "daylight" signs using the blue bulb lamps will soon

make the sign lighted by clear glass lamps the outstanding one.

The beautiful and attention-compelling signs niado uj) of ingenious

combinations of the various colors at our command will prol)al)ly

in the future play much more importaiU parts in large display

signs. It seems as if the economic and mechanically safe limits

in the matter of intensity have been almost reached with the

present lami) iMinipinent, so if the electric adsertisiiig ct»mj>eti-

tion is to go on at its jjiesent rati- these other factors nui->t be

given i>ro|)cr altiiition to aid the factor of light iiUensity.

'i'lic tlaslier, to cause rapid changes in the messages or picture,

has been used successfully for a number of years. Both the

increased advertising value and drcreascd current consuni|)tion

have lead to tiic wide use of such devices. The use of dimming

devices, by means of which gradual changes in the intensity of

the message sent out can i)e obtained, has been greatly neglected.
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Such devices while not causing the quick attention-compelling

change of the flasher can bring out words or pictures in such

forms as to be visible and readable to spectators at varying dis-

tances from the sign itself. A sign controlled by such a device

could at one moment be the most brilliant display in the locality

while at the next would be readable at a much greater distance

due to the less intense light given off. Such a sign would have

not only all the advantages of the present sign with motional

effects but also the added attraction caused by the novelty of

such a display. Future signs may be equipped with such novel

devices thus greatly adding to the many diversifications avail-

able for the use of the electric advertiser.

F. C. Reilly : Mr. Atherton's paper is evidence of an ex-

tremely careful, and allsidcd study of the design and construc-

tion of electric signs; the influences and restrictions efi:ecling

their installation, and the necessity for devoting more real thought

to the planning of electric signs than has bc^en the custom,

generally speaking, in the past.

The productions of a relatively small number of sign manufac-

turers have evidenced the serious thought that they have given

to the design, lamp spacing, size of lamps and mechanical con-

struction but such critisism as has been made of the electric sign,

as an institution, has been largely because of the installations

which had little or no thought given to their design, ' construc-

tion and erection.

As our business is principally with national advertisers, the

larger local advertisers and motion picture theatres, outdoor

advertising companies and central stations, I do not encounter

the same situations as are met by the commercial sign manufac-

turers.

We are selling ''Electrical Advertising" and for a number of

years past there has been a continued, and very marked, inclina-

tion, among the country's prominent advertisers, to regard elec-

tricity as a medium having just as definite a purpose, and value,

as magazine and newspaper space, billposting or street car adver-

tising.

Several years ago we realized that the spectacular electric sign,

representing a very considerable construction expense, occupying
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a high-priced location and having a high operating cost, could

not be successfully merchandised, in good times and bad, unless

the advertiser, who ultimately foots the bills, was provided with

a means of effecting a complete change of copy at frequent inter-

vals, without excessive cost. My experience in connection with

the design and operation of certain of the best-remembered spec-

tacular electric signs, demonstrated that a display in which the

spectacular effect overshadowed the advertising was due to be

short-lived. \Vc set about the development of a display in which

the spectacular effect would be the advertising itself; an achieve-

ment represented to-day by the sign with the moving letters.

We have found that the national advertiser has always felt that

the spectacular electric sign that displayed only a name and :i

trademark, or slogan, was an excellent thing when new but that it

quickly became a land-mark, wherever located, and that it lacked

the versatility of the other advertising mediums with which it

was forced to compete.

The big advertisers have always conceded electric advertising

to be attractive, possessed of a *'punclv' equalled by no other

medium, distinctive and only lacking in that freedom of C(^py-

change pos.sesscd by the magazine and newspaper. We have

provide<l the advertiser with a spectacular feature that dominates

any {y\>v of border or design with which it ina\- be siirrouiuiod,

and whicli, l)y simjjly cliangiiiL,^ the perforaleil roll that operates

the display, affords the advertiser to elleei a complete change of

co})y weekly, or as often as desirtd.

TIk- ilectric sign is due for an eiionnon-lv increased use,

nul bo much in Times Stjuare for there is now iiartllv a s(|uare

foot of vacant roof space available, throughout the I'nited States

and there is an inestimable amount of money to be saved, and
belter results to be obiained, by a careful analysis of Mr. .Athor-

ton's paj)er and i»uning into praetiie tlie i)iinciples to which our

attention has been directed.

in line uilh the thought expressed by Mr. Allieiton c<Muern-

ing the |»ossible development of an electrical display, oiieratcd

by an attendant, arr.iuged to provide continual changes of an-

nouncements and advertisements; we perfected ;i sign of this

type several years ago, which we have not attempted to pl.ice
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on the market for the reason that the field for which this is best

suited, as a bulletin for the metropolitan newspapers, is not a

profitable one.

Harold Cusack : The concensus of opinion is that Mr.

Atherton has made a distinct and extremely valuable contribu-

tion to the science of sign building. In a most effective manner,

he has handled the subject so as to inspire the trade and at the

same time enlighten the lay-public.

The article is so full of splendid "meaty" information that it

is hard to pick out particular "high-spots." AVe are, however,

especially interested in his treatment of the part architects are

coming to play in the designing of signs and in his emphasis of

the value of dependable maintenance. Our experience confirms

Mr. Atherton's statement that there has been a marked increase

in the recognition, by architects, of the desirability of incor-

porating the design for a sign in with the design for the building.

We have found this especially true in the designing of theatres.

In that portion of the paper relating to maintenance, there are

two especially constructive thoughts. One is the evaluation of

the effect of cleaning a translucent letter sign and the other is

the tendency on the part of the sign-owner to procrastinate if

he undertakes his own maintenance work.

A. H. Ford : It is to be hoped that the publication of such

simple rules for the determination of the legibility of eleciric

signs under various conditions will prevent the prevalent waste of

money on illegible signs.

A skeleton sign is visible against the sky in the daytime be-

cause its brightness is less than that of the sky. Ignorance of

this fact often leads to the painting of such a sign a light color,

which renders it less visible in the daytime. The letters should

always be painted dark and the framework light. One of the

best reflectors is that obtained by the use of aluminum paint.

.Covering the framework with this kind of paint should render

it less visible in the daytime. The framework is usu?1]y very

feebly illuminated at night so painting it this color should not

make it unduly conspicuous. Where the background is a buikl-

ing the framework should be painted to match this, with the

letters a contrasting color.



SIGNAL CONTROL OF TRAFFIC*

BY DR. JOHN A. HARRISS**

The results obtained through the installation of a unified system

of signal control in the regulation of traffic in the City of New
York have established the practicability of such a method beyond
the shadow of a doubt. It is a decided step forward in the way
of relieving congestion and expediting the movement of vehicular

traffic in the busier centres, and contributes in no small measure

towards the safety of pedestrians while crossing our thorough-

fares where the heaviest volume of vehicular traffic is to be found.

Put into effect in what is conceded to be the most congested

traffic thoroughfare in any of the larger cities of the world, that

is, Fifth Avenue, between 30th and 60th Streets, New York
City, it at once demonstrated its efficiency in a manner to confound

even the most skeptic, who viewed the situation r-s impossible

of solution.

For several years prior to the installation of the flashlight

system on Fifth Avenue, congested traffic conditions on that

thoroughfare had become so intense as to make anything like a

fluent and expeditious movement of traffic quite impossible, and

something very radical had to be done to cope with this situation.

While the assignment of traffic patrolmen to the various street

intersections and the use of the "Stop" and "Go" semaphores

were rendering a service as efficient as could be expected, they

were entirely inadequate for the proper handling of the abnormal

volume of vehicular traffic traversing I'ifth Avenue dailv, in

recent years. It was i)lainly apparent that an innovation in the

methods of traflic regulation must be instituted without delay

before things would arrive at such a stage as to get beyond control.

By actual test it was found to have taken as long as fortv minutes

for a vehicle to proceed on I'iftli A\enne, from s/lh to 34th

Streets, or in the reverse direction at certain times of the dav. and

at some specific points the traflic congestion had become so in-

tense as to |)ractically rcndi-r iIk in impassable.

•A pip^r T^nA hy tii'«|»»*rt<ir Jolui O'llrini. Police Drpt . City of Nrw York, hrforr the

New York Srctlon of the nhiiniimtiii;; KiiKiiirrrliiK .Society, Deccmhcr 15, 19JI.

••.Spcclnl Deputy Police Couuniiiiiloiier, City of New York.
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After prolonged and deep study and consideration of various

measures of relief, including a possible one way regulation at

certain periods of the day; it was felt that the solution was to be

found in a method of signalling that would clearly indicate and

control the movement of traffic over a reasonable distance, and

the adoption of a flashlight system, using different colored lights

as a medium of direction to proceed, stop, and change in direction

was then decided upon as the most effective of the contemplated

plans to improve conditions.

Accordingly signal towers were erected on Fifth Avenue at

57th, 50th, 42nd, 38th and 34th Streets, modeled somewhat similar

to signal towers on railroads, for the control of the movement of

traffic on Fifth Avenue and cross streets by flashlights, telephone

and push button signals operating between the towers and to

be observed by the traffic officers assigned to duty at street inter-

sections. The floors of the towers are twelve feet above the road-

way so as to afford a clear view for their occupants, and the towers

are so provided at the base as to sheer off passing vehicles, thus

becoming, in addition to their specific purpose, "Isles of Safety"

for pedestrians crossing the avenue at those points.

The master tower, controlling the operation of the remaining

towers, is located at 42d Street, and the movement of traffic aver-

ages about one and a half minutes for that on the avenue, as

against one minute for the traffic from cross streets. Prior to

the change of signals a bell is rung to attract the attention of

the policeman assigned to crossings that a change in the direction

of traffic is about to take place. The telephones are used for the

purpose of transmitting necessary police information between the

towers, or in case of any disorder to transmit the signals, in lieu

of the flashlights becoming disarranged.

The signals flashed from tlie towers indicate the following:

Yellow; Traffic moves on Fifth Avenue and all cross traffic from

side streets stops behind the building lines, or white limit lines

when marked on the roadway. Red; All traffic on Fifth Avenue

as well as side streets stops behind the building lines, or white

limit lines when marked on the roadway. Green; Traffic from
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side Streets proceeds. The signals are in operation from 8 A. M.
until 12 P. M. and regulate the movement not only of vehicular

traffic, but also apply to pedestrians in crossing the roadways,
which they must do at the regularly designated crossings.

Under the new regulation congestion has been eliminated, and
the annoying and costly delay experienced prior to its inception

has been reduced by more than 60 per cent. It has also resulted

in a saving of wear and tear upon vehicles and the elimination of
much inconvenience to individuals. Such excellent results have
been obtained from the system that we are endeavoring to obtain

sufficient funds to extend it to the busier sections of other

thoroughfares throughout the city not only in the Borough of

Manhattan but in the Borough of Brooklyn as well.

DISCUSSION
The papers by Messrs. Harriss, O'Brien, Taylor and Warner

were discussed together. See page 260.



FLASHLIGHT SIGNAL CONTROL OF TR.\FFIC*

BY JOHN o'bRIKN**

The nearest thing to the human hand for signaling is the

flashlight. There is more life in a flashlight than there is in any-

thing else except the human hand. The success of the flashlight

signaling system in operation on Fifth Avenue, Manhattan, is so

apparent that I have strongly advocated the extension of these

lights to many other important thoroughfares throughout the

city, and if we can only prevail upon the officials who have the

power to appropriate the money necessary for this purpose, the

traffic on many more thoroughfares in this city will be regulated

in like manner.

As you Know it requires a great deal of money to extend the

flashlight system, similar to the one now on or proposed for

Fifth Avenue. Fifth Avenue towers as they now appear are

only temporary affairs, which were placed there at the expense

of Dr. John A. Harriss, Deputy Commissioner in charge of

traffic, for the sole purpose of demonstrating whether or not

they were a practical means of controlling traffic. They have so

clearly shown their practicability and worth that they are no

longer in the experimental stage, and ,for that reason the Fifth

Avenue Association have or are now considering the advisability

of erecting towers at their own expense in keeping, with the

dignity of Fifth Avenue. It is proposed to replace these tem-

porary towers by more artistic ones, which will add to the beauty

of the avenue.

While these towers are of great value in the control of traffic

insofar as they apply to Fifth Avenue, they cannot be used to the

same advantage in all parts of the city where we have traffic

control by lights in mind. For instance, the roadways of Broad-

way, Sixth, Seventh and Eighth Avenues in Manhattan and

Bedford Avenue in Brooklyn are not of sufficient width, especi-

ally where there are street car lines, to permit the erection of a

tower in the centre of the street, and consequently on these and

* A paper presented before the New York Section of the Ilhiniinating Engineering
Society, December 15, 1921.

** Insi)ector in charge of traffic, Police Department, New York City.
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similar thoroughfares the Hghts would have to be placed on

poles somewhat like those now used for electric street lamps,

and carried over the roadway on an arm, or, if necessary, could

be extended all the way across the street, cantilever style, and

the lights suspended over the center of the roadway so as to be

just as plainly seen by the drivers of vehicles as those now in

operation on Fifth Avenue.

Many things can be accomplished by the use of lights. Aside

from traffic control, I believe they will be a material aid in re-

ducing the number of street accidents. Many thousands of

accidents occur during the course of a year in New York and

other cities throughout the country ; many fatal, others serious.

While it is true that the City of New York has the largest popula-

tion of any city in the world, with the possible exception of

London, the number of accidents in New York City is not any-

where near what it is in other cities throughout the country in

comparison with the population of these cities.

Statistics from Washington, D. C, show that in the number of

accidents, based on population, New York is thirty-lit ih on the

list. While this is something to be grateful for, still we have too

many accidents, and instead of being thirty-fifth on the list, I

believe that by the extension of our proposed lighting system, we
can go to the foot of the list.

When we were coming across h'ifth Avenue a few moments

ago, myself and a few other gentlemen now here, there was no

policeman at the corner of 39th v^treel and 5th A\enuc—the

lights changed from yellow to red and from red to green—that

meant. North and South traffic stop. Now the traffic did stop

and yet there was no policeman there to compel obedience to the

light ; the drivers of those cars stopped of their own accord. It is

j)lainly evident thai the drivers obey those lights, therefore we

have no trouble at all in that res|)eet but not so with the

pedestrian, he has a total disregard for these signals and we

experience considerable tronble in getting him to obey in (he

same manner.

Some i)eople often ask why we have so many policemen at the

corners of ^.jth and .jjnd Streets on I-'ifth Avenue. The answer

is this: When the present flashlight system was first put in
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operation, the policemen were placed there to educate the pedes-

trians. We called these two points our educational centers, we
reasoned that if we could get the many thousands of pedestrians

who daily cross the street at these particularly congested traffic

points to obey the lights, they would invariably do so when they

crossed the avenues at other points where lights might be installed.

They would at least say to themselves, "If I were at 34th or 42nd

Street I would have to wait for the lights to change, now, I will

be honest with myself and do the same thing here." At first re-

sults were disappointing, but we now find that people are coming

more and more to obey the lights, however, it is a tedious job and

will require considerably more education along these lines, so

you see, lights and education go together.

We have about 30,000 intersecting cross streets in this city and

it is an utter impossibility for the City of New York to place a

policeman at every one of these crossings. Something has to be

done, however, and I am firmly convinced that the only solution

is to extend the light system to all of our main thoroughfares.

If this were done, we would without doubt be able to show a

decided improvement, not only in the efficient handling of traffic,

but a more positive and absolute control of it, with a resultant

decrease in street accidents, which, after all, is the principal

object of police administration.

A considerable number of summonses are issued each year for

traffic violations, but the Police Department doesn't glory in that

fact. It is their plain duty and an absolute necessity because of

the great number of people using our city streets and the many

drivers who show a total disregard for their safety. The pedes-

trian has a right to cross the street. He has what might be

termed a priority right over the automobile, and the summons is

the principal means of impressing that fact upon reckless drivers

and that they must respect the rights of pedestrians and exercise

the utmost care in the handling of their cars. During the year

1920 about 61,000 summonses were served by motorcycle police-

men alone for speeding and other violations of the traffic regula-

tions and fines aggregating about $750,000 or three quarters of a

million dollars collected. The Police Department didn't get any

of that $750,000 and so you can readily see there is no glory nor
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gain in it for the police—it is their plain sworn duty. When you

find people protesting against the number of persons in the Traffic

Courts from day to day and saying "What's the use of taking so

many people there ?" "What are you accomplishing by it ?" Just

remember what I have previously stated, "insofar as accidents are

concerned, New York City stands 35 on the list."

In addition to having the greatest population of any city in the

country, we have also the largest floating population. Hundreds
of thousands of people daily come into this city from surrounding

territory, some as visitors, some on business, some as sightseers

and others on pleasure in the evening. If we were credited in

the Washington statistics with this additional population, we
undoubtedly would be at the foot or near the foot of the list in-

sofar as accidents are concerned.

DISCUSSION

The papers by Messrs. Harriss, O'Brien, Taylor and Warner
were discussed together. See page 260.



TRAFFIC REGULATION ON FIFTH AVENUE*

BY SAMUEI. W. TAYLOR**

The introduction of light signals on Fifth Avenue has un-

doubtedly marked an epoch in traffic regulation; it has been

revolutionary. Prior to the erection of these towers and the

installation of light signals, traffic on Fifth Avenue had become

so congested as to be really appalling to those who charged with

the safety of the lives of citizens of New York, both in vehicles

and on foot. They were a most happy solution of a very dif-

ficult problem and Dr. Harriss, the Special Deputy Police Com-
missioner, evolved this system and put it into operation on

the Avenue at his own volition and expense.

It was found that traffic, prior to the introduction of these

illuminated signals, was constantly held up owing to the individual

control at intersections of the Avenue with the cross streets, by

each individual policeman stationed at those intersections. Natur-

ally the human element entered very strongly into that control.

The policeman had a very short vision, he could not see beyond

a block in either direction, and he was actuated entirely by what

we might call ''local conditions." The result was that he was

holding up traffic or moving it, regardless of what might be go-

ing on at the next corner, above or below. Sometimes while he

was holding it up, there would be two or three blocks absolutely

vacant and if he could have controlled that situation by some

synchronized method, such as is now in force, those entire blocks

could have been utilized by traffic that was congested at this

point.

One of the greatest problems of traffic regulation has been to

utilize to the fullest extent the surface of the street, absolutely

from curb to curb. In the old days, as you may recall, before this

system was put into operation, if traffic was held up at 42nd

Street, there would be only one half of the street, that is, one half

of the longitudinal side of the street, occupied and the other

half would be empty. That space was entirely wasted.

* A paper presented before the New York Section of the Illuminating Engineering
Society, December 15, 1921.

** Secretary, Traffic Towers Committee, Fifth Avenue Association, New York City.
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In consequence of this, I have always feh, and so have a great

many other men who have studied this subject of traffic, that

rather than introduce underground or overhead methods of trans-

portation facihties ; some means should be found to utilize that

space so that the whole surface of the street would be constantly

in use to the fullest extent of its area from curb to curb.

These signals, as you have perhaps learned from the paper by

Dr. Harriss which w^as submitted to you a few moments ago, in-

dicate how traffic is controlled from a central point, 42nd Street,

and it is constant and fluid, almost liquid traffic now from 42nd

to 57th Street. Whereas, it formerly would take forty minutes to

go from 59th Street to 34th Street, you can now do it in ten or

fifteen, which is a most extraordinary saving.

You gentlemen, as engineers, know that the greatest of all traffic

is fluid traffic, the traffic of a river, and that it absolutely possesses

every inch of space that the liquid flows over. If we can reach

some conditions in our traffic regulations approaching that liquid

traffic, I feel that we will have attained the acme, so to sjieak, of

street traffic regulations.

You are doubtless familiar with the fact that the Fifth Avenue

Association some time ago offered prizes for the best design of

a permanent traffic tower, to take the place of these temporary

towers now standing as sentinels on Fifth Avenue. A very

beautiful design by Mr. Joseph II. I'Viedlander has been chosen,

out of 130 designs submitted by architects and artists.

The Fifth Avenue Association intends to raise a large sum of

money, between $f)0,ooo and perhaps $iO(i,(XX), to erect these

permanent towers in place of the temporary ont's ; and which will

not only be useful in the regulation of traflic, but will be l>eautifui

as adornnuMii to tlu- street and make it an object of interest to

people visiting the city from all parts of tlu- country, in f.u t all

I)arts of the world. It will be one of the most uni(|nc thoron.Ljh-

fare.s that ever ixistod.

These towers arc to be of bron/c, vcrv br.inti fully desij^ncd

somewhat after the trijKxl character of the aiuicnt ICg)'ptians;

and the tower itself, that is to .say, the booth will be occupied by

a j)olicenian, as it is to-day. The lights will be the same for
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signal purposes, but I think an opportunity is there for the illum-

inating engineers to suggest something that would add very ma-

terially to the artistic side of these towers.

At a recent meeting of the Towers Committee, of which I

have the honor to be Secretary, the question of illuminating these

towers, in addition to having the signal lights shine forth, v/as

broached. It was suggested that it might be a very beautiful

addition to those towers if we had some means of indirectly il-

luminating the whole tower, making a pile—not a flame—of

iridescent light, so that it would be an object of admiration as

well as useful in controlling traffic. It was suggested that we
might have these lights underneath the floor of the little room in

which the policeman stands, to shine below, and someone else

recommended that we might have them below so they would

shine upward.

Dr. Harriss has recommended, or has in mind, I believe, the

placing of a light on the Water Tower below the Washington

Arch, which will be visible up Fifth Avenue and control traffic

between Washington Square and Madison Square. The illum-

ination of the Washington Arch occurred to me as a possibility.

This could not be done of course, during the daytime, but at night,

it seems to me we might concentrate spot lights from different

directions on the arch, so that when the red signal shines forth,

the whole tower will be a beautiful structure in red ahd alter-

nately, orange and green. That would make the tower a beautiful

edifice at night, as well as serving, in addition to the light signals

on the top of this tank, a means of controlling traffic.

At the City Hall on last Tuesday I had the pleasure of an

interview with Mayor Hylan and this morning he informed me
there would be a meeting of the Board of Estimate for the

purpose of appropriating a sum of money, I believe something

like $250,000, for the purpose of extending these electric signals

for the control of traffic throughout different parts of the city.

I believe that is the purpose of the Traffic Bureau, of which

we have one of the best traffic men in the world in charge and

whom you have heard here tonight. Inspector O'Brien, and I

believe it intends to have this traffic movement controlled in a

large area of the city from central zones, with lights on the
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elevated structures on the East Side, Third Avenue, and on the

West Side, Sixth Avenue, and I believe as far as Eighth Avenue,

so that when the signal flashes forth for north and south bound

traffic to move, it will move simultaneously on Fifth Avenue,

Sixth Avenue, Broadway, Seventh and Eighth Avenues and

Madison and Park; also alternately on cross streets. You can

readily see how such a concerted movement, with the adoption

of one-way streets which has been put in force, will facilitate the

movement of traffic so there will be no cross-currents and no in-

terruptions.

Of course, that is the ultimate of good traffic regulation; to

enable one to get from the starting point to a destination as

quickly as possible without danger to vehicle or himself.

I heard Inspector O'Brien say that the pedestrian is the primal

factor in street traffic. It is a fact. The human being, of course,

whether on foot or in a conveyance, is entitled to be regarded

above property. The pedestrian, of course, predominates in

number over the vehicles, but he also gets the worst of it when it

comes to the force of a collision, as you may readily understand,

and therefore mu.st be protected. At the same time, the pedes-

trian should regard the rights of the drivers of the vehicle.

There has been altogether too much defiance on the part of the

pedestrian ; there has been a latent feeling, we have all felt it,

even we who drive cars, when we are on fuot, that we have the

primordial right of possession of the street and that it is the duty

of the man driving the vehicle to look out for us. That is rather a

defiant spirit ; it is a reckless spirit and is not a co-operative spirit.

Unfortunately it is a j)rc\aK'nt one hut il is a si)irit that shonM be

overcome.

The i)(.'destrian should try his utmost to facilitate the city and

traffic dci)artnu'nts in trying to solve this terrific i)roblem of

moving suili a vast ininibtT of vehicles so necessary in tliis

ccjmi)lex civilization in which we to-day li\c.

DISCUSvSION

'i'lu' papers by Messrs. iiarriss, ( )'P.ricn, Taylor and Warner

were discussed logrtlur. t^if page jU).



HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SIGNALING WITH
COLORED LIGHTS*

BY EDWARD A. WARNER, JR.**

The control of traffic by semaphore or light indication was

first utilized by the railroads. In the beginning this control was

effected entirely by the position of a semaphore arm by day and

colored lights by night, thus requiring two different kinds of indi-

cations for conveying to the engineer the same instructions.

Although to-day semaphore signaling is still used to control the

major portion of the railroad traffic in this country, there is a

growing movement in favor of light signals. The chief arguments

in favor of light signals for railway traffic are:

(i) That with light signals, only one indication is used

by day and night, whereas with semaphore signals two kinds

of indications (day and night) have to be used.

(2) Where the railway is electrified and trolleys used, it

is very hard to see a semaphore arm as it may be obscured

by catenary supports in front; or if all the supports are in

back of the semaphore, it is difficult to discern on account

of the background presenting very little contrast. The best

indication of a semaphore signal is always obtained with a

sky background.

Prominent among the larger railroads adopting light signals

are the Chic. Mil. & St. Paul R. R. and the Penn. R. R. In their

electrified zones, the former employs long range color light signals

and the latter position light signals. It may be of interest to you

to know that the D. L. & W. R. R. is at present installing long

range color light signals between Newark and Hoboken. I think

that a visit to this installation, on its completion, would be of

great interest to you.

Color light signals are also used to a great extent by the rail-

roads for highway crossing protection. These signals are of

many forms, chiefly among them are

:

* A paper presented before the New York Section of the Illuminating Engineering
Society, December 15, 1921.

** Union Switch and Signal Company, New York City.
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Red lights illumined on the approach of a train and burn-

ing steadily.

A single red light flashing on the approach of a train.

A row of red lights which flash in rotation on the approach

of a train.

A single red light on a banner arm which is illumined and

waves back and forth on the approach of a train.

In practically every case of visual annunciation, a red light is

used in connection with highway crossing protection, for it is

the most distinctive "Stop" indication with which the public travel-

ing on highways is familiar.

With the increase in highway traffic in large cities it has become

necessary to adopt means for controlling it

:

(i) With view to expediting traffic movements.

(2) In an endeavor to increase the safety of traffic oper-

ation.

Traffic policemen were at first used for the control of highway

traffic. By the position or motion of their arms they would

indicate "Stop" or "Proceed." As the traffic densities increased,

however, it was found necessary to utilize a control indication that

was visible to a greater distance and, since it was impossible to

find taller policemen, semaphore and lamp stands were adopted.

These consist of semaphore arms of various kinds mounted about

8 feet above the street. A traffic policeman at base of the stand

would operate by means of a lever the semaphore to diff"crent

positions, indicating "Stop" or "Proceed." At niglit a lamp with

colored lenses would be used on top of the stand for the same

purpose. This sema])lu)re arrangement has ])ractioally the same

disadvantages as does the semaphore signal on electrified railroads,

except that instead of catenary trolley supports to render it indis-

tinguishable, it has in large cities high buildings as a background,

but the result is much the same.

The problem of highway traffic control has become such a

complex one as to engage the attention of the foremost city

officials. The latest devclo])ment in this problem is that of traffic

control by color light signals. Amt>ng the foremost advocates

of this scheme is Dr. John .\. Marriss, the father of I'ifth ;\ venue
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signaling. In the selection of a color light signal for highway

traffic control there are a number of points to be considered,

namely: Efficiency, Range, Location and Method of Control.

The color light signal for highway traffic control should have

a high efficiency, that is, for the electric current expended, the

light beam should be of very high intensity. Furthermore, in

order to reach a high efficiency the light should not be diffused,

but should be delivered in a horizontal beam of long range. To
attain these results we use in all our color light signals a doublet

lens combination consisting of circular Fresnel lenses of high

transmission glass, the outer lens being a clear stepped plano-

convex lens and the inner a colored convexo-concave lens with

steps on the outside. It is also necessary, in the interest of

efficiency, that the lamp bulbs be so located as to have their

filaments coincide as nearly as possible with the focal point of

the lens combination.

With our style "N" color light signal we are able to secure a

range of 2,000 to 2,500 feet under the most adverse sunlight

conditions. In this style of signal we use one 36-watt, 30-volt,

double filament semi-concentrated gas-filled bulb per light unit.

The double filament is desirable, for if but one filament were used

and this burned out, the unit would be entirely dark and traffic

might be tied up. This bulb has a rated life of 2,000 hours and

though many bulbs last for a longer period it should nevertheless

be replaced at the expiration of this time.

For the high speed main line railroads, where a longer range

is desired, we advocate our style *X" signal, which has a range

of 4,000 feet under the most adverse sunlight conditions. This

type of signal is more easily adjusted than is the style "N" signal.

It is equipped with two bulbs per light unit, the front bulb being

a 29-watt, 6-volt, concentrated filament vacuum bulb with bayonet

base, similar to automobile bulbs. The filament of this bulb

is accurately located at the focal point of the lens combination

and the base is then cemented in place so that all renewal bulbs

will be accurately located. The rear or pilot bulb is of the 25-watt,

55-volt, semi-concentrated type and is used solely to prevent the

unit being darkened by burning out of a filament. Both of these

bulbs have a rated life of 2,000 hours. To attain a high efficiency

1
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ana Icn^' range it Is necessary to apply the proper voltage to the

bulb and for this purpose we used in our style *X" signal a light-

ing transformer for each light unit. Each light unit of this signal

is equipped with an adjustable reflector. In both style "X" and

style *X" signals each light unit is equipped with an 8-inch hood

to prevent the sun from shining into the front lens and by reflec-

tion giving a false indication.

Unlike the semaphore signal, the sky is a very poor background

for color light signals for the reason that it provides little contrast.

If, therefore, color light signals were mounted on top of a control

tower with sky in back they should be provided with a dark

background and the same would hold true if there were buildings

or signs in back of the signal which were illumined at night.

If, however, the color light signals were mounted on the sides

of control tower, the background would not then be necessary.

In the present Fifth Avenue signaling, three color indications

are displayed up and down the Avenue, ycllozv for "Proceed"

north and south, red for "Stop" and green for "Proceed" east

and west. Another method for controlling traffic would be to

use only two color indications "Stop" and "Proceed" north and

south, and two color indications "East and West." Such a scheme

would necessitate locating the control towers at or very close to

the street intersections and having signals for cast and west traffic

at each cross street.

Regarding the method of control of llicse signals, at present

a traffic policeman is eni])l()yed in each of tin- [\\v towers. With
three shifts, there would be required i'lfueii men for this dutv.

A great saving in ojierating costs would result if the signals of

all these towers were controlled from one location, which would

mean only three men instead of fifteen. The remote control of

col(jr ligljt highway traflic signals is ])erfretly possible, l-'or the

remote control of these signals a total of only two wires the

length of the Avciuie wouM l»c rr(|niri(l. These circuits are very

flexible and by their use the signals could be oiinati-d from any

one of the hve towers. If, due to circunistancf. it bciame neces-

sary to cut one or more towers out from tlie rest and operate

them locally, it conld be so arrangi-d by the throwing of several

switches. These circuits are adajitablc to either direct or alter-

nating current.
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! DISCUSSION

J. H. Frikdlander: Your Chairman has asked me to say a

few words in respect to the Traffic Tower. I am a great believer

in an architect doing his talking with a pencil; in other words,

what he produces must stand for the message he has to convey to

the public. But there is one thought which I may appropriately

dwell on at the present time and that refers to the entire field

of architectural expression, namely that a design or an invention

in architecture must be the logical expression of the condition

inherent on the problem.

The Traffic Tower problem was an unusually interesting one

because its solution was based on novel conditions brought about

by the enormous increase in recent years of vehicular traffic in

New York. This new situation was without precedent, nothing

like it had been known before and it was useless to attempt to fall

back on the usual architectural traditions which had come down to

us through the centuries. There were no traffic towers in Eng-

land, or France or Rome or even Venice from which to seek

"inspiration." Thus it became apparent that the only method to

adopt was to take the traffic conditions as they existed to-day and

clothe them architecturally.

A clear view up and down the Avenue was at all time essential

;

therefore, the open form of tower was used and not a solid shaft.

It was necessary to build a number of towers; therefore, from

the standpoint of economy bronze was adopted so that all could

be cast from one mold. It was extremely important to do away

with the unsightly ladder giving access to the booth. But the legs

of the tripod sloped similarly to a ladder, and so the latter be-

came an integral part of the design.

Thus the tower came into being, a symbol of new conditions

architecturally expressed. And herein to my mind lies the dif-

ference between an architect and an archaelogist. The former,

trained in the technique of his profession, allows the special

conditions of the problem to evolve their own architecture. The

latter brings forth from his library a photograph of some old-

world structure, attempts to jam the same special conditions of

the problem into it and reproduces it for the edification of the

public. One is architecture, the other is archaeology.
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I am convinced that if this vital principle be followed we need

not despair of finding, at no distant date, new formulae in archi-

tectural expression which may exactly interpret the mode of life

and thought of the present era in this countr\\

In respect to the illumination of the Tower, I am greatly in-

terested in developing it along these lines. I have a mental pic-

ture of the effect I should like to obtain for the Towers and

would therefore welcome any suggestion at any time that you

would care to make, for I have always been of the opinion that

the lighting or illumination of architecture helped to contribute

as greatly to the ultimate decorative effect as did mural painting

and sculpture, and that consequently it should be ranked with

them as contributing factors in the successful and final result.

S. W. Taylor: At the risk of fatiguing the audience, I

would like to call attention to one remark made in the ver}- in-

teresting address by Mr. Warner, that is the economical element

might enter into the control of traffic on Fifth Avenue by sub-

stituting automatic signals in place of the humanly controlled

signals as they are to-day. They are in a certain sense automatic-

ally controlled from the central tower at 42nd Street.

A psychological phase of the control of traffic which is trans-

cendent to the economic one, I think, is the presence of the police-

man in the tower. His presence there impersonates the tower, so

to speak, if I may use such a coinage; that tower is thereby

transmuted into a living human factor by the presence of a

policeman in it.

If these towers were merely automatic signals the ordinary-

driver, particularly the taxi man, many of whom are known as

"buckers" would realize there was no policeman in the tower to

telephone to the next tower that he had cut a corner or taken

off a piece of the isle of safety with his hub or some other part

of the machine, and he would become so careless or ruthless that

this would get to be a regular performance.

The fact that we have fifteen policemen on these throe plat-

forms instead of only three, is, under the circumstances not to

be considered. I think the matter of nun is entirely sul>ordinatc

to the larger economic element of safety to human life, limb and

prf)f)crty.
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H. V. BozELiv: I wonder if there is anyone here who is

famiHar with the system which I understand is now in existence

on Woodward Avenue in Detroit?

John O'Brien : That is similar in a great degree with Fifth

Avenue.

H. V. BozKi.1. : I was under the impression that there were

signal lights suspended in the center of the crossings so tb.at

signals were given to the side streets as well as to Woodward
Avenue.

John O'Brien : I think that is true. That vvill be the pur-

pose of the permanent erection on Fifth Avenue; what is there

now was never intended to be permanent but to find out if the

system was practical and it has been found to be practical.

G. H. Stickney : Whether or not the system of signal lights

used in Fifth Avenue is the best that could be devised, no one

who has watched the handling of the traffic before and since its

inauguration, can doubt its success. Not only has the move-

ment of traffic been accelerated, but the pedestrian finds it easier

to cross the street. New York is to be congratulated upon having

a Deputy who had not only the initiative to propose the plan, but

also was willing to support it by his own financial resource.

The use of light signals for traffic control is not new, and it is

perhaps surprising that the plan was not urged earlier by an

engineer. Undoubtedly, the resulting success is largely due to

the long section of street which is operated as a unit. I am in-

clined to think that another important factor is the insistent

demand on the attention exerted by the high power beams of

light.

Regarding the location of signals, it would appear that, while

the placing of towers in the centre of the street may introduce

an impediment to traffic, it does make the signal particularly con-

spicuous to anyone driving on Fifth Avenue.

No mention has been made of the character of light distribution,

intensity of beam and the wattage employed. Such information

would be interesting.

Mr. Macbeth's remarks to me raise the natural query as to

whether any trouble has been encountered in the interpretation of
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signals by color-blind people. I believe nearly ten per cent of the

male population are supposed to be more or less color-blind, and

that red and green are more likely to be so confused than any

other colors. On railroads, such troubles are guarded against

by examinations for this defect, but nowhere, so far as I know,

are automobile drivers required to qualify in this respect.

Floodlighting the ornamental towers would not only enhance

their appearance, but also assist drivers in avoiding the structures.

On the other hand, the effectiveness of the signals depends upon
making them stand out in contrast to their surroundings, so that

floodlighting, especially of the upper part of the structures, should

not be too powerful. Furthermore, any excessive glare from

floodlights must be avoided.

I have seen the signal equipment that was tried out in Cleve-

land. While I am not certain, I have the impression that they

were not particularly effective. They certainly did not seem

very conspicuous, either as to location or power of beam. Per-

haps Mr. Magdsick could tell us more about ihcm.

I believe that the Fifth Avenue installation indicates what can

be done with signals which insist upon being seen.

il. V. BozELiv : The reason I bruuL;hl ui) the question of

watts and candlepower particularly was because there is a

signal light over on llroadway at Times Square and if you do not

know exactly wlierc it is, it is very diflK-ult to make il out against

\hc bright background up around .j^th ami .jSih v^treets. 1 have

been wondering if there have been any experiments performed

with reference to determining the briglitness of the traflic con-

trol liglit on 'I'imes v^(juare because of the ixtrcmelv bris^dit

background behind it.

Another cjuestion occurred to nu-: I wonik-r why the traflic

tower at 371)1 Street lias the lights in a vertical column instead of

a horizontal row as most of the others. Is it nietclv .ni experi-

ment or is there a reason for it?

John (/Ukiicn : 'i'liat is sinii)ly an c-xperinuiit in difl'erent

positions with light. That light was nut really needed except

for the purpose of carrying down to 34th Street.
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H. W. Griffin: One point has not been raised here, the

question of lenses. I understand that the lenses which have

been used in these lights have been simply colored glass. I can

say that by the use of lenses such as are used on the railroad

signals, you would get a real color and a dense color that would

show up, particularly at night, against any signs. I have noticed

that the lights are very poor, especially the green, and I would like

to know how they are colored.

John O'Brien : That was true at first but it is not now. You
will notice to-night, for instance, if you are over there, that the

lights are much brighter than they were some time ago. Recently

they have had new lenses. Dr. Harriss is experimenting with

new lenses and I think he has discovered something along the

line of what he wants. You will notice both day and night that

the lights are much clearer and better than they were at first. On
Broadway the light is simply colored glass.

H. W. Griffin : I understand they use 4(X) watcs behind each

one.

John O'Brien : I guess you might add a little more, as

there are seven lights on each tower on Fifth Avenue and there

is a 125-watt bulb used in each light, so you can see you are

conservative in your estimate. That I think can be reduced

considerably by using proper lenses and reflectors. I think the

wattage can be reduced in the permanent construction.

E. A. Warner, Jr.: In some of the early experiments with

light signals on the railways in this country very high candle-

power lamp bulbs were used in an endeavor to obtain a day-

light beam of very high intensity. It was found, however, that at

night the power of these beams was so great as to practically

blind the engineers. For this reason the Pennsylvania Railroad

at first adopted a scheme of reducing the voltage on the lamps

at night to cut down the power of the light signal indications.

This scheme, however, was rather a costly one in view of the

fact that many of the signals were outlying and the reduction in

voltage had to be eflfected by means of relays and long line cir-

cuits. It was therefore decided to adopt a lower voltage, the same

voltage being used both day and night. For the Fifth Avenue

signals or in fact for any city traffic signals the question
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of undue brilliance at night would not play so important a part

because the illumination of the surrounding buildings and signs

at night would more nearly approach ordinar}^ daylight con-

ditions than would be the case on the railroads in this country.

H. W. Griffin : There is another thought which may in-

terest these gentlemen. I have had considerable signal lighting

experience on railways and as regards illuminating the tower,

I do not believe there would be trouble at night if the proper

lenses and the proper wattage lamps were used, for there would

then be no question but what the red, green, or yellow would be

displayed in spite of practically any illumination that you could

put on the tower. I feel that way because of the indications we
get under sunlight conditions. One other gentleman spoke about

yellow being poor. We find of the three colors, red, green and

yellow, which we display; that the yellow has the longest range,

the red next and the green the shortest range, all with the same

amount of wattage behind the lamps.

S. E. DoANK : This is all very wonderful I can not add anything

to the story of the Fifth Avenue traffic control lights. We know,

of course, that lights have been tried before, one way or another,

but this is the first real workmanlike system that I have seen.

The gentleman asked about the Cleveland control by colored

lights. They were not large enough and they were on the corners

of the streets, because the streets were so narrow they could not

be anywhere else, and the people on the side streets could not see

them. I notice in New York that if you are half way between

the towers on the side street that you have to drive your machine

out beyond the building line in order to get a view of the signals.

I think it would be better if these lights wore j)arallele(l b\ lights

on the side street so that jK'ojjle coming out of the side streets

would know whether or not they should a|)j)ro;u-ii tlie corners.

Tlicre is another ])oint which niii^ht ])e useful in ccMitrolling

traffic in the city of New ^'ork. v^ome time ago when I was in

Paris they cut out the headlights on the automobiles in the

brightly lighted districts and left the tail-lights on. That would

seem to be a very useful idea because sometimes the lights on a

machine backing up in front of you interfere witii a view of the

signals.
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I have also noticed that traffic in New York is not regulated

the way it is in London. In London they regxilate traffic so that

each vehicle passing along the street keeps in its path. For in-

stance, supposing there were three lines of traffic going up Fifth

Avenue and three coming down. The bus and heavy traffic

would keep near the curb and the lighter and faster traffic near

the center.

I was driving in London some years before the war when I

was a little green on driving over there. I was driving in the

line next to the curb, and seeing a chance to slip out, I slipped

out to the left and finally pulled back into the second line again.

A bobby down the street called me and said, "I see you are a

stranger. Take the line that you intend to stay in and stay in

it." I think a great many of the accidents are due to the fact

that we find machines dodging out from behind another and

catching pedestrians who do not expect that there is a rapidly

moving vehicle trying to get in front of the other

It seems to me that we ought to have some control for passing

up and dov/n the street and that we might just as well pick our

line and stay in it. I think if we would all do that, it would help

the re^^ulations on Fifth Avenue.

speaking of traffic regulation in other cities, in Columbus, Ohio,

they have the booth on the ground and have a traffic, light on

the top of the booth with a semaphore. As I remember the

Woodward Avenue signals (and at the time I did not think of

them particularly) they must have been copied after the New
York signals. The signals used in Cleveland many years ago

were those copied after St. Paul.

In closing I would like to have Mr. O'Brien tell us whether

they are considering the placing of booths on the corners or in

the centers of the streets and also if the signals are to be parallel

with the side streets.

John O'Brien: Mr. Doane has just raised a point about

having the lights shown on the side streets. Now that of course

is absolutely true and they are intended to be that way when the

towers are permanently established. As I said a little while ago,

the towers on Fifth Avenue are only temporary ones, and when
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the permanent towers are established, the side streets will be

able to see the light at the time it shows on the tower. That is

intended and it would not be complete unless that was put into

effect, because a view is necessary to the driver on a side street

so he may know what is going on in the other thoroughfare

before he gets to the building line of that particular street.

Mr. Doane also raised the point about the necessity of keeping

in the established lines of traffic. Of course the traftic in Lon-

don, Paris and in other cities differs considerably from the traffic

in New York. We have possibly a greater volume of traffic and

more busy people in this city than there is in any other city in

the world. Take the men and women who are riding in their

cars ; they are busy and want to get some place and they go down

Fifth Avenue and turn into some side street and unfortunately

we can not seem to be able to get around that.

Now I believe left-hand turns should be discontinued as far

as possible or eliminated, but still when you do that, you may
possibly be infringing on the rights of some business people,

which we do not want to do. We do not want to be in the position

of interfering and hampering business, but we want to be help-

ful to business of the city and for that reason we have to try to

do many things that our beltrr judgnu-nt might dictate other-

wise.

Taxicabs have been spoken about. Of course, they are a

nuisance in a great many ways. They run, as we might say, wild,

but still as far as accidents by taxicab drivers are ciMiccrned

;

there arc loss accidents in comparison with the number of taxi-

cabs in the cities than there are with an e(iual number of other

vehicles, h'or those reasons, we can not be too hard on tlie j>oor

taxi (h'iver. We try to hold him down and he needs to be held

down, but )-et he is what I suppose we might call a necessary

evil. 1 think if yon were standing on a wet corner some night,

Mr. I )n;mc, \()n wonld just wish to see a taxi come by with no-

body in it.

T think Mr. Ooane is perfectly right as far as pedestrians arc

concerned. They have to be educate*! up to the point where they

will use reasonable judgnunt in crossing streets. The Tolicc
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Commissioner of the City of New York, as some of you know, has

absolute authority as far as the promulgation of rules and regula-

tions for the control of vehicles is concerned but he has no such

power over pedestrians. The law does not give him that power

and we have tried and are trying to get that power and I hope

some day we will. I have said this over and over, that if we
had the control over pedestrians that we have over the drivers of

vehicles, then we might be able to make better progress.

Of course the people here are so busy and so engrossed in

their everyday activities that they have no time at all to look

after their safety in the streets ; they just simply go; they want

to get there as quickly as possible. They are thinking about some

deal or some business they have to transact and walk out in the

middle of the street and think they are on the sidewalk.

When we get them up to the point where they will submit to

education, that will help us to accomplish the purpose we hope

to accomplish and we will make some headway.
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In this section of the Transactions there will be used (i) abstracts

of papers of general interest pertaining to the field of illumination ap-

pearing in technical journals, (2) abstracts of papers presented before

the Illuminating Engineering Society, and (3) notes on research prob-

lems now in progress.

ILLUMINATION INTENSITIES CHOSEN FOR READING

BY M. LUCKIESH and A. H. TAYLOR*

One of the interesting questions of lighting at the present time

is "What is a satisfactory intensity of illumination?" Of course

in general the answer depends upon many factors such as the

kind of visual work, the distribution and the spectral character

of Hght, the brightness and the color of surroundings, the visual

apparatus and the physical state of the observer, etc. In a recent

extensive investigation^ this was one of the problems studied and

since reporting the results, the research has been extended. This

brief note is confined to the results of the choice of illumination

intensity for reading black print on white paper.

In the original investigations several kinds of type were used

on white and on gray paper and twenty to twenty-five observers

were employed. The investigation of desired illumination inten-

sities for reading black type on white i)aper has been considerably

extended and the results are herewith presented. The lighting

units were above and slightly to the left and rear of the observer

so that the direction and distribution of hght were ideal for read-

ing. The surroundings in the visual field were of a medium buff

and the reading material was that of the Sdturday livening Post

or of a similar nature.

The observers were instructed that the object of the test was to

determine the intensity of illumination which appeared to be most

satisfactory for continued reading. In other words, the choice

was not to 1)0 that intensity with which it was just i)Ossible to get

* L,nl>orntory of Applird Sciencr, NrU Kesrnrch I««boratories. Ifcla I'nrk. Clrvclnnil
Ohio.

^Jour. /•tank, /mtt., 197. i<;ii. \>. 757.

2<)9
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along but rather one which seemed comfortable and desirable.

The observer first read for four minutes under an intensity which

was selected by the experimenter. After four minutes and each

succeeding four-minute interval, the observer was asked to adjust

the illumination intensity to suit himself. Shutters on the lighting

units were arranged to be easily manipulated by means of pulleys

and belts so that the intensity of illumination on the reading matter

could be varied gradually from zero to a maximum or vice versa.

Other details of the experimental method may be obtained from
the paper referred to.

TABLE I.

The Mean Intensities or Ielumination Chosen by a Group
Observers When Different Maximum Intensities of Light

FROM Mazda C Lamps Were Avaieable.

OF

Maximum
available

illumination

intensity

(foot-candles)

Mean chosen intensities
,
(foot-candles)

(Curve A)
From open

position of shutter

(Curve B)
From closed

position of shutter

(Curve C)
Ave-, age

Per cent
maximum

8

30
45
65

ICX)

5.1

12.7

18.8

27.7

48.2

3-3

8.3

13-5

18.9

23.6

4.2
10.6

16.I

23.2

35-8

52.5

35.6
35.8
35.8
35.8

The mean results obtained with light from gas-filled tungsten

(Mazda C) lamps for the large group of observers are presented

in the table for maximum available intensities from 8 to lOO foot-

candles. The mean intensities chosen when the illumination was

reduced from the maximum available to the chosen intensity are

presented in the second column. The mean intensities chosen

when the illumination was increased from zero are presented in the

third column. The fourth column consists of the averages of the

values in the second and third columns. The last column consists

of the chosen intensities in percentages of the maximum available

intensities ; that is, of the values in the fourth column divided by

those in the first column.

As was to be expected the chosen illumination intensitity in a

given case was less when the illumination intensity was increased

from zero than when decreased from the maximimi. It is espec-

ially interesting to note that the illumination intensity chosen in-
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creased with the maximum available and that the average value

was about 36 per cent of the maximum available intensity except-

ing for the lowest value of the latter. Furthermore it is interest-

ing to note the striking uniformity of these percentages (last

column). The results indicate more than a well known vagary

of human nature for they show that with good lighting conditions,

the intensity of illumination chosen increases with the maximum
available. The results appear to show that the intensity of artifi-

cial illumination can be very much larger than that commonly

used, without producing discomfort. (Of course we know this

from experience with the high intensities of natural light but the

public is not acquainted with foot-candle values). Therefore,

if high intensities of artificial illumination are desirable for other

reasons, such as for the stimulation of the worker and for allied

reasons which make for greater production, the limit of artificial

illumination intensities under good lighting conditions has not

yet been reached at 48 foot-candles.

None of the observers were particularly familiar with illuminat-

ing engineering and none were instructed in regard to the under-

lying motive for the investigation. Why they did not always

choose the maximum appears to be accounted for by their assum-

ing that the desired illumination intensity was somewhere within

the range available.

50

540

f3 30
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V20

§
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The values in the second, third, and fourth columns are plotted

in the Figure i.

Owing to the widely different spectral character of the light

from the mercury arc as compared with the continuous spectrum

of the light from the tungsten lamp the same investigation was

carried out for mercury-vapor light with the same observers up

to a maximum available intensity of 45 foot-candles. It was

found that the average observer desired 5 to 20 per cent more

illumination from the mercury arc than from the tungsten lamps.

The authors are at a loss at the present time to account for this

but the latter results are not necessarily inconsistent with that

previously published by one of them in regard to the effect of

spectral character of light. In fact, the results for the mercury

arc light seem to serve chiefly to emphasize the extreme compli-

cation of the phychophysiology of vision.



SOCIETY AFFAIRS
SECTION ACTIVITIES

NEW YORK

Meeting—April 20, 1922.

The New York Section met on April

20, 1922 at the Engineering Societies

Building. Mr. P. Schuyler Van Bloem

of the Viking Sign Company of New
York presented a paper, "A Survey,

Comparison and Classification of Indoor

Electric Signs," which was accompanied

by a demonstration of apparatus. Mr.

C. A. Atherton of the National Lamp
Works of Cleveland, Ohio gave an ex-

temporaneous talk paralleling the above

subject but confined to outdoor signs.

An interesting discussion followed the

presentation of the papers, and the meet-

ing was attended by seventy-five mem-
bers and thirty guests.

PHILADELPHIA

Meeting—April 11, 1922.

At the April meeting of the Philadel-

phia Section held at the Engineers' Club,

Dr. Howard Lyon, physicist, Welsbach

Company of Gloucester, N. J., gave a

paper, "Some Principles of Gas Light-

ing." Dr. Lyon first spoke of the pre-

historic methods of obtaining fire and

light, anrl then traced the development of

various illuminants to the present mantle

for gas. He described the physical and

chemical composition of gas flames and

the effects of using mantles of dilTcTcut

composition. The paper was ilhist rated

with lantern slides and dcinonstrations

with gas flames and mantles. A Irngthy

discussion followed.

The attendance at the meeting was

eighty nieml)ers and guests, and fifteen

members attended the dinner at the I'^ngi-

necrs' Clnb prior to the nurtin;;.

Meeting—May 9, 1922.

The Philadelphia Section met for the

May meeting at the Engineers' Club. A
paper, "The Pullman System of Railway

Car Lighting," by Mr. Ernest Lunn, elec-

trical engineer, Pullman Company of

Chicago, was read by Mr. A. H. Gerald.

A complete account of the lighting in

the cars, as well as the method of gener-

ating electricity and its control, was given

in the paper, which was illustrated by
means of lantern slides. A general dis-

aission was held and about thirty-five

members and guests attended the meet-

ing.

CHICAGO

Meeting—March 23, 1922.

At the meeting of the Chicago Section

held in the rooms of the Western Society

of Engineers on the evening of !March 23,

Mr. Ward Harrison, National Lamp
Works of Cleveland, presented a paper,

"A Method for Determining the Accepta-

bility of Luminaires from the Standpoint

of State Laws." He had on hand a dem-
onstration apparatus for showing the

cfToct of raising anil lowering the lumi-

naires, together with the variation in

color from differeiU sizes of globes.

Considerable discussion followed, as

everyone was interested in the simple

method of classifying luminaires.

Meeting—April 25, 1922.

A joint meeting of tlu- Chicago Section

with tlie Illinois Society of Ardiitects

was lield at the Art Institute of Chicago

on April 25. H)22. Mr. A. j. Sweet, con-

sulting engintcr. .md Mr. H. W. Bogncr,

architect, spoke «>n the mineral topic

"Lighting the Milwattkee Art Institute."

The work descrilx'd by Messrs. Sweet
and Bogncr was a splendid example of

the possibilities in lighting effects ob-

273
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tained by close co-operation between the

architects and illuminating engineers.

Messrs. Sweet and Bogner gave very

careful study to the fine points in the art

of illumination and carried them out

throughout the Milwaukee Art Institute

at an extremely low initial and operating

cost. Slides of all rooms were shown

and there was considerable discussion by

architects present, which showed a de-

cided interest on their part in the art of

illumination.

The attendance was over one hundred

members and guests.

CLEVELAND

Meeting—April 21, 1922.

A joint meeting of the Cleveland Chap-

ter with the Cleveland section of the

Society of Automotive Engineers was

held on April 21, 1922.

The groups assembled for this meeting

at Nela Park at 3 130 in the afternoon for

a trip through a miniature lamp factory,

a miniature bulb factory and a large

lamp factory. The members of both

societies were entertained at dinner at

Nela Park. The evening meeting was

called at 7 130 p. m., when Mr. H. H.

Magdsick presented a paper on "Motor

Vehicle Lighting."

Mr. Magdsick discussed the many fac-

tors afifecting the voltage supplied at the

lamp socket under service conditions and

translated the resulting voltages into

terms of candlepower. He pointed out

the desirability of equipments which

maintain constant voltage over those

which maintain constant current. Socket

construction was discussed at length from

the standpoint of good lighting. He pre-

sented test data on many cars, showing

voltage drop in various portions of the

circuit, and gave tables of maximum,

minimum and average drop as found.

Values of voltage drop which might be

considered good practice for various por-

tions of the circuit were also presented.

A particularly interesting feature of

the paper was the demonstration of light

control by various reflectors and cover

lenses showing many experimental forms

and a number of commercial equipments,

with particular reference to the head-

lighting laws and codes. The paper was
enthusiastically received and was fol-

lowed by an interesting discussion.

The attendance was approximately

sixty.

COUNCIL NOTES

ITEMS OF INTEREST

At the meeting of the Council on May
II, 1922, the following were elected to

membership

:

Three Members

Charles C. Munroe,
Chief of Lighting Sales Staflf,

Detroit Edison Company,

Petroit, Michigan.

John T. Scott,

Engineer Sunbeam Lamp Division,

Canadian General Electric Company,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

W11.1.IAM H. ZORGER,

Physician—Eye, Nose and Throat,

President Zorger Lens Company,

5 ]\Iain Street,

Champaign, Illinois.

Eleven Associate Members

H. Alden Barnes,

Illuminating Engineer,

Wheeler Reflector Company,

156 Pearl Street,

Boston, Mass.

Robert Biddle,

President,

Biddle-Gaumer Company,

3846-56 Lancaster Avenue,

Philadelphia, Pa.
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Herman Colemax,
Penn. Gas & Elec. Supply Co.,

26 N. 7th Street,

Allentown, Pa.

Eugene W. Commery,
Engineer of Light Utilization,

Laboratory of AppHed Science,

National Lamp Works,

Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

MlCHAFX A. DE ChATELAIN,

Professor of Electrical Engineering,

Petrograd Polytechnic Institute,

Lesnoy,

Petrograd, Russia.

Joseph E. Frechie,

Joseph E. Frechie & Co., Inc.,

27 N. 7th Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Charles E. Johnson,

Lighting Specialist,

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Company,

811 Van Nuys Bldg.,

Los Angeles, California.

Hi:iii-KT H. Pfeh,,

Salesman,

Macbeth-Evans Glass Company,
172J Ludlow Street,

l'liila(k'li)hia, Pa.

lL\kKV iioWKI.I. S.MITII,

Vice-President,

W. B. Catlett Elec. Company, Inc.,

114 West Grace Street,

IvirhmoiKl, Va.

Gr.okCK V. Stkaman,

Designer of Lighting I'ixtures,

Milchcll Vance Company, Inc.,

507 W. 24th St., New York, N. Y.

Iv L. 'riniMi'SON,

Illuminating ICnginrer,

Genrgr Cutter \V(»rks,

South Bend, liidLma.

CONFIRMATION OF APPOINTMENTS

The appointment of the following

committee members were confirmed.

As members of the General Convention

Committee

Frederic A. Boss

Charles S. Davis

W. J. Drisko

Guy C. Emerson
Henry K. Morrison

Theo. R. Riser

Fred H. Sargent

Fred H. Smith

E. E. Stevens

R. M. Topham
R. F. Whitney

As members of the Committee on Tellers

A. C. Dick, Chairman

E. L. Bradbury

Arthur Miller

A. S. Turner

S. W. Van Rensselaer

As member of the Committee on Mem-
bership

W. T. Blackwell

As member of the Committee to Co-

operate with I'ixture Manufacturers

Samuel Snyder

As delegates to Conference on Colors

for Traffic Sicjuals

Louis Hell

^^. Luckicsh

C. H. vSharp

(f. II. Stickncy

COMMITTEE REPORTS

Progress reports were presented from

the following: Committee on Editing and

Publication, Commillec on Membership,

Committee on Sky Brightness, Com-
mittee to Co-operate with I'ixture Man-
ufactures, Cojuinittee to Prepare Bulletin

(•n Krsidence LiKhting by C»as. Com-
mittee on Advertising, Conunittcc on
Education, and Ci>mmittec on Papers.
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NEWS ITEMS

CONVENTION HEADQUARTERS AT
BOSTON

The sixteenth annual convention will

be held in Boston, on September 25, 26,

27 and 28, 1922 at the Hotel Vendome
which has been selected as the convention

headquarters.

The Hotel Vendome is located on

Commonwealth Avenue, at Dartmouth

Street, the City's most attractive boule-

vard. Situated one block from Copley

Square, famous for the architectual

beauty of Public Buildings and Churches

surrounding it, two blocks from the Back

Bay Stations, and one block from sur-

face cars and the New Boylston Street

Subway.

In this district are numerous hotels,

clubs and buildings that will be of inter-

est to the Society members.

GENERAL OFFICE NOTES
Copies of the following issues are de-

sired :

Vol. XIV, No. 2, Mar. 20, 1919.

Vol. XIV, No. 9, Dec. 30, 1919.

Vol. XV, No. 7, Oct. 10, 1920.

Vol. XVI, No. 3, April 30, 1921.

Vol. XVI, No. 7, Oct. 10, 1921.

Vol. XVI, No. 8, Nov. 20, 1921.

The General Office will pay fifty cents

each for copies in good condition of

these issues.

PERSONALS
Mr. R. B. Burton of the Duplex Light-

ing Works of G. E. Co., was recently

elected president of the Board of Edu-

cation of I^fount Vernon, N. Y., of which

he has been a member for the past year.

Dr. Ernest Fox Nichols, who has been

spending some time in Honolulu, re-

turned on May 15, 1922 to his work as

Director of Pure Science in the Nela

Research Laboratories of the National

Lamp Works of the G. E. Co., at Cleve-

land, Ohio.

The American universities selected as

their representative to the French Uni-

versity Administration for the first year

Dr. Arthur E. Kennelly, past-president

of the Illuminating Engineering Society,

professor of electrical engineering at

Harvard University and the Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology. He has

met with great success in his undertaking

in France, and in addition to lecturing

before numerous French technical schools

was assigned by the French educational

authorities, through M. Petit Dutaillis,

minister of public instruction in France,

to spend several weeks at the Univer-

sities of Paris, Grenoble, Lyons, Mar-

seilles, ' Toulouse, Bordeaux, Nancy and

Lille, giving in each a course of lectures,

some technical and others of a more
general character.

Mr. G. Bertram Regar, on May 25,

presented a paper, "Adequate Artificial

Illumination as a Means of Improved

Production and Protection to the In-

dustrial Worker," before the Fifteenth

Conference of Industrial Physicians and

Surgeons at Harrisburg, Pa., held in

conjunction with the Ninth Annual Con-

vention of Governmental Labor Officials

of the United States and Canada.
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Why Put up with Pre-war Street Light-

ing?—
Some Difficulties of Factory and Work-

shop Lighting

—

Electrical World

Improved Lighting System to be In-

stalled on Lincoln Highway

—

Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift

Lichttechnische Berechnungen in nomo-

graphischer Behandlumgsweise

—

Elektrotechnischer Anzeiger

Die zunehmende Elektrisierung der

Beleuchtung

—

Die Regeneration von Gluhlampen

—

Beginn der Leuchtfeuerbeleuchtung im

Luftverkehr

—

Ein Mittel zur Einschrankung des

Stromverbrauchs und somit zur

sparsameren Bewirtschaftung der

uns zur Verfugung stehenden Kohl-

envorrate

—

Gas Journal

Industrial Lighting Ideals

—

Incandescent Street-Lamps in Amer-

ica

—

Radial Rise-and-Fall Pendant (Gas

Fixture)

—

The Romance of Artificial Lighting

—

Helios

Elektrische Apparate in der Zahneil-

kunde

—

Illnminating Engineer

Progress in Gaslighting in Relation to

Illuminating Engineering (Editor-

ial)—

A Brighter London (Editorial)—
Progress in Gas Lighting in Relation to

Illuminating Engineering

—

Review of "The Electric Lighting of

Shop-windows"

—

Journal of Optical Society of America and

Review of Scientific Instruments

Brilliance and Chroma in Relation to

Zone Theories of Vision

—

April 6 334

April 6 338

H. H. Bell April 15 731

Von L. Bloch Jan. 19 73

Von Dipl.-Ing.

Wintermeyer

Fritz Hoppe
Jan. 3

Jan. 3

I

2

Jan. 10 37

Constatin Loebner Feb. 10 150
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March 22 699

April 5 24
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K. Trott Jan. 29 54

Jan. I

Jan. 3

W. J. Sandeman Jan. 7

G. K. Fletcher Jan. 36

L. T. Troland Jan.
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Measurement of the Color Temperature

of the More Efficient Artificial

Light Sources by the Method of

Rotatory Dispersion

—

The Blue Glow (Luminescence)—

Journal of Physical Chemistry

The Effect of Light on Fibres Dyed
with a Mixture of Chrysaniline and

Fuchsine

—

Licht und Lampe

Zur Lage der Beleuchtungsindustrie an

der Jahreswende

—

Zur Lage der Beleuchtungskorper-In-

dustrie

—

Die Regeneration von Gluhlampen—

Die Beleuchtung von Hor-und Zeichcn-

salcn

—

Niedervoltige Lumineszenlampen

—

Eine neue Lampe zur Spielflachenbele-

uchtung auf der Buhne

—

Physiologic der Gesichtscmpfindung

—

Monthly Abstract Bulletin,

Eastman Kodak Co.

The Photographic Applicability of Glow
Lamps

—

Adapting Colored Light to the Motion

—

Various Effects Obtained through Col-

ored Lighting

—

National Electragist

Study Lighting Conditions

—

Nature

Improvement of Visibility of Distant

Object-

Philosophical Magazine

A Modilicd Form of Double Slit Si)cc-

trophotomctcr

—

Physikalischc Bcrichte, III
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—
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—
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Physikalische Zeitsclirift

Struktur des Wolframs

—

Physiological Reviews

The Physiological Action of Light

—

Proceedings of the Royal Society

The Coagulation of Protein by Sun-

light-

Proceedings of the Royal Society, A
On the Molecular Scattering of Light

in Water and the Colour of the

Sea

—

Revne D'Optiqne

La notion d'egalite lumineuse pour des
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—

Science Abstracts
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I. E. S. Headlighting Specifications
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—
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Application

—
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—
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The Distinctive Character

of the Illuminating Engineering Society

TN THE EXERCISE of its constitutional function of advanc-

•^ing the theory and practice of illuminating engineering and of

disseminating knowledge relating thereto, the Illuminating Engi-

neering Society is under obligation to bring to bear a diversity

of viewpoints so varied as to lend to its activities a distinctive

character. It may ally itself with ophthalmologists in the study

of the functioning of the human eye, or with architects in the

study of the artistic requirements of lighting, or with commer-

cial organizations in the promotion of improved lighting prac-

tice. The ophthalmologists with whom the Society co-operates

may be interested solely in the eye; the architects may be in-

terested solely in their art, or the commercial organizations may

be interested in tin- j)romotion of their business—but the v^ociety,

while sympathetically inclined toward all movements which are

for the good of the ])u1)lic, is interested primarily in promoting

the purpose for which it exists, as staled above.

Whereas the ophthalmologists as such specialize on the eye, the

Society, when dealing with the function of the eye, ai)proaches

the subject from the ])oint of,\ii\v of adaptation of lighting lo

ocular rc(|uiremenls. W liereas architicts are interested in

structuiHs and ihcir adornnuiit<, tiu- Society in dealing with

architecture is interested in adapting lighting to artistic require-

ments. Whereas comnienial organizations as sucii arc interested

primarily in jiromoting their businrss, tiu- Society in co-operating

with them is seeking to bring al)out tin- improvement of lighting

for i)ublic advantagi'. i'rom the Scjciety jioint of view its func-
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tion cannot be fulfilled without the co-operation and assistance of

such specialists as ophthalmologists, architects and those engaged

in the lighting industry. These purposes are not well served

unless the point of view of the oculist and the architect is brought

to bear when dealing with lighting activities fostered by com-

mercial organizations, nor are they served unless the co-operation

by commercial organizations is enlisted in bringing about the

improvement of lighting which is necessary to a realization of

the ideals of both the oculist and the architect.

In the breadth of view imposed by the very nature of the

problem which it seeks to solve, the Society is distinctive among

other organizations.

Preston S. Millar



REFLECTIONS
Boston—1907, Swampscott—1922

AFTER a fifteen-year interval, Boston has again been selected

as the host for the annual convention of the Illuminating
Engineering Society, during the last week in September.

The first convention of this Society was held in Boston in

the then new Edison Building on Boylston Street, during Boston's
Old Home Week, for which the city was elaborately decorated.
There were in attendance 200 members and guests who were
welcomed by the Governor of Massachusetts, Curtis Guild, Jr.,

and the Mayor of Boston, John F. Fitzgerald.

Mr. Charles L. Edgar, President of the Boston Edison Com-
pany, has accepted the chairmanship of the General Convention
Committee, and associated with him are H. F. Wallace, Vice-
Chairman, J. Daniels, Secretary, and many of the members who
were responsible for the success of the first convention.

The New Ocean House, Swampscott, Mass., has been selected

as convention headquarters in place of the Vendome Hotel at

Boston. Situated twelve miles outside of Boston in one of the

most exclusive sections of the North Shore, the hotel faces the

wide expanse of the Massachusetts Bay and fronts u{")on a broad
curving sandy beach. The s})lendid bathing beach makes swim-
ming a popular diversion. Other entertainment consists of riding,

putting, cro(iuct, tennis, motor boating and fishing.

Nearly all American institutions, literary, religious, industrial

and historic, had their beginning in or around T'oston. Trinitv

Church, founded in i8jS; New Old South Ciuirch ; P>oston

Public Library; Mechanics Building; Christian Science Church;
Horticultural Hall and the Museum of I'ine .\rts are points of

interest tr) visit.

Bv crossing the Charles River tlu- Massachusetts Institute of

Technology buildings are seen and, farther on. one finds Harvard
and Kadcliffe Colleges; Washington Elm, undrr wliich Washing-
ton took command of tlu* C«)ntinental .\inu"; v'^tatue of lolui

Harvard; I'lack Horse Ta\ern, wiiere the Committee of Safety

were spending the night on A])ril t8, 1775: and Cooper's Tavern,
in which two Americans were killed by the British on .•\j>ril ig.

1775-

T,exington sliould be visited l)y every patriotic visitor to Boston
ff)r here we find Mmiroe 'I'avern, used by Karl Percv in 177^)

as headcjuartcrs ;
I.evin.rt,,,, Green, scene of the Battle of Kcx-

^3
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ington ; Parkman Boulder, where the minutemen were Hned up

;

and in Concord, the Old North Bridge, where the minutemen
made their stand.

Returning to Boston, we find scenes of renowned historic in-

terest such as the Old South Aleeting House ; Home of Ann
Hutchinson; Site of Boston Massacre, 1770; Old State House,

1713; Faneuil Hall, "Cradle of Liberty;" Home of Paul Revere;
Old North Church ; Christ Church ; The Constitution ; Charles-

town Navy Yard ; Bunker Hill Monument ; Massachusetts State

Capitol ; Boston Common ; and Boston Public Garden.

The program of entertainment for the ladies will undoubtedly
include an automobile trip along the North Shore to Gloucester,

and visits to the distinctive shops for women for which Boston
is so famous. For those vvho play golf, several very good
courses will be open and the practical set of papers to be pre-

sented this September should make this convention very interest-

ing and profitable to members and their guests.

Street Lighting and Traffic Accidents

I T IS RATHER startling, though it should not be surprising,

-•to learn that 17.6 per cent of all of the deaths due to automo-
bile accidents last year were caused by insufficient street illum-

ination. An estimated cost in dollers only, of these 567 deaths is

over 54 million dollars, while the to.tal street lighting bill for

the countr}^ was only 50 million dollars. It is like a man who is

paying more for fire losses in his factory, than he is for insurance.

It is a hundred times worse than that because of the* enormous
responsibility that is involved in the deliberate sacrifice of human
life, although of course, a lack of information and realization of

the true relative values makes the responsibility less definite.

The figures upon which these costs are based are the result

of a collection of data in 32 cities with a combined population

of over 7,000,000 people and the statistics covered a full year's

record. The complete discussion of "Street Lighting and Traffic

Accidents" by Earl A. Anderson and O. F. Haas appeared in the

Transactions of the Society for November 20, 192 1.

Use of Light as an Aid to Aerial Navigation

IN The Ilhiwinatwg Engineer, Vol. 15, No. 2, Mr. L. F. Blandy
has written an interesting paper on the use of lights on airships

and in aerodromes and of the construction of aerial lighthouses.

In view of the high speed at which airships now travel the lights

attached to them need very careful design. The problem of suflFi-

cicnt intensity with absence of glare is not easy to meet. The
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lighting of the quarters for passengers and crew on board aircraft
is also a vital matter. Aerodrome lighting presents a variety of
aspects, including the use use of light to indicate the presence of
obstructions and the lighting of the actual ground of the aero-
drome.

One of the most interesting sections of the paper is that dealing
with aerial lighthouses and local pilotage lights. The former indi-
cate the route to distant travelers while the latter act as a guide
to aviators approaching their destination. Both classes of lighting
have been studied with care, and the collected data indicate that
considerable progress has been made.

p
Architectural Values in Illumination

ERHAPS the most critical task in arranging the illumina-

tion of a public building is to adjust the character of the

lighting and the fixtures which contain it to the general archi-

tectural reciuircments. In this matter more than anywhere
else has illumination suffered from bad precedents, since in very

many instances the lighting of a building in the past has borne
no relation whatever to the architectural harmony of the whole.

Lighting fixtures have been regarded too often as things to be

judged alone and not in comi)any with their surroundings.

Hence it has happened many times that fixtures beautiful in

themselves considered merely as objects of art have been put in

very ina[)propriate situations, or, on the other hand, fixtures

possessing no y)articular merit have been thrust into service from
merely utilitarian motives. I'l-oni long custom and a slavish

regard to ancient j)rece(k'nt, however had, j)eo])le have come to

tolerate inharmonious treatment of lighting fixtures. For ex-

ample, the exaggerated pendent lights of the mosijue of St.

Sophia, decorative enough individually but hanging from absurdly

long and consj)icuous rods, have served as a motive for an in-

finite amount of bad church lighting.

A (leci(le(lly interesting case of modtrn lighting in which the

fixtures have been worked into the general design of the structure

with usually good results is considered in this issue. The main
problem was ligliting a big arched arcadi*. with a gallery floor

tilled witli stores and shops as well as the ground floor below.

The method taken to obtain powerful and eflective lighting with-

out throwing glare into the gallery was a very etTectivc extension

of cove lighting at the cornice. The coves served as housings

for silvered mirror reflectors which did the actual work, and the

contour of the cove was such as to provide cfTective light with-

out exposing the sources. Another unusual feature of the illurnin-
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ating design was the provision for uniform window lighting

while also allowing color effects to be freely used when especial

displays were necessar}^

Throughout the offices, which take up a considerable part of

the arcade in its upper levels, indirect lighting units were in-

stalled to provide a uniform equipment easily kept up. Strictly

speaking, the fixtures have a material similarity to some semi-

indirect fixtures in that a diffusing glass shield on the under side

of the fixture is given surface brilliancy high enough to avoid

having a dark spot against a bright ceiling. Fixtures of this

character are worth more study than has usually been given

them, for they seem to form a class almost by themselves, as

distinguished on the one hand from pure indirect fi.xtures with

opaque reflectors and on the other from the more or less dense

bowls in which the transmitted light is a somewhat important

factor in the general illumination.

Gradually we are learning how to adapt modern fixtures to

modern needs, and eventually the result will be a class of fixtures

artistic, sound and practically useful. But we think these will,

on the whole, be products of the evolution of the twentieth century

and not adaptations from the sixteenth or seventeenth. These
last have an undeniable artistic value in the period decoration

of suitable rooms, but the big needs of modern buildings demand
something more nearly to scale. The real problem is not how
the Renaissance artists used candles, but how Cellini or da

Vinci would have treated a single source of a thousand candles

to the glory of his art.

—

Electrical World, July 8, 1922.

Economic Aspects of Defective Vision

EVERY CHILD in the United States is entitled to a chance

to see correctly and recent statistics show that every child

does not have this opportunity.

Recent surveys among children in the schools and among the

workers in the industries of several large cities have revealed

alarming conditions of vision. It has been found that defective

vision is a larq-e element of retardation among the children in the

schools. Recent estimates indicate that approximately 25 per

cent of the school children in New York City have defective

vision.

The schools are a particularly fertile field for eyesight con-

servation. In the rural communities particularly, ver}^ little pro-

vision is made for the care of the children's eyes or for the

proper lighting of the school rooms. In 1,262 rural schools

reporting from eighteen different states eyes are not tested
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ill 76 per cent of them. Reports from different states where
school children's eyes have been examined show that a large

number of them had some eye defects needing correction.

When we note that of the 100,000 school children of Xew
York City public schools who failed to pass their exami-
nations last year 50,000 were found to be suffering from eye
defects needing attention we can well understand why some
rural communities report that a number of their pupils are

"retarded."

Teachers throughout the country should be trained to make
certain simple tests of the eyes of the children under their care,

to determine those cases which are manifestly below normal and
in need of immediate attention. This would be of great assist-

ance and would detect most of the extremely bad cases and
thereby avoid much needless suffering as well as waste in the

efficiency of our educational system.

It is significant that, with all the health work that has been
done in schools, it is still true that a great majority of children

in this country with defective vision have not yet received any
intelligent care. Schools are not yet making sufficient provision

for careful examination of pupils. Neglect with reference to

vision is greatest in country schools.

As to the prevalence of defective eyesight in the various indus-

tries recent studies reveal some startling results. In the ex-

amination of more than 10,000 emj)loyees in the factories

and commercial houses, 53 per cent were found with un-

corrected faultv vision, 13 per cent had defects which we-r
corrected, making a total of 66 ])er cent with defective eyes.

In one manufacturing establishment over 70 per cent were
found with eye defects. Tn another plant the following start-

ling condition was discovered : Classes worn and satis fac-

torv, X per cent
;

glasses needed and ordered. S3 per cent ;

no glasses needed, «^ ]K'r cent. .\s an exami)le of inefficiency and
reuniting waste, jo per cent of the inspectors in a large factorv

were found to !)e unable to see sufficloitly "iCrll to detect defect*;

in the product they were inspecting. This is an intolerable

situation and inexcusable when the remedy is so sinijile and in-

expen'^ive. There are .}2,fxx^,o(X) persons gainfully einftloyed in

the Ignited States, of whom over 50 per cent are handicapped

by defective vision or eye strain.

Investigations V)v the conimittee on the eliininaticni of waste

in indn'^t^v of the American luigineering Council of the Federated

American Kn:;ineering Societies sliowed that conditions of vvr-

sight among tlie millions of the nation's workers were not unlike

those found in the schools. This committee arrived at the con-
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elusion that correction of substantive vision produces an in-

crease in return that will pay for its cost. Frequency of sub-

stantive vision has been established by several carefully reported

investigations among employees, especially in the garment in-

dustry. Goggles are not being used in hazardous employment.
Improvement in lighting conditions is desirable in remedying
defective vision in industrial plants. Human efficiency is more
dependent upon good eyesight than any other sense. Nature
allots the human machine a certain portion of nerve energy.

Defective eyes demand extra nerve energy and must, of necessity,

lessen the normal nerve supply. Waste of nervous energy

directly diminishes human efficiency.

Looking at these conditions from a purely economic angle, one

is appalled at the resulting waste of effort and the inefficiency

of millions who daily contend v/ith the handicap of faulty vision.

Conditions like these have led the educators, manufacturers,

engineers and economists to carry into every state an educational

campaign for better vision.

What does this prevalence of defective eyesight mean in the

store, the office, the factory, the bank and in every place of

business? What does it mean to production? That is our big

problem to-day, greater production at less cost. The nation must
produce more and waste less. Full production and the reduction

of waste to the minimum are only possible when the individual

is normal physically. We have given more attention to the

perfecting of machinery than we have to the correcting of physical

defects in the individual. We have developed the mechanical

and neglected the man. More consideration is needed for the

human element, more attention to the physical fitness of the in-

dividual. There are comparatively few positions filled as well

by cripples as by persons physically normal. Still, there are many
people apparently normal and presumably efficient who are to

some degree crippled by defective vision and, therefore, not as

efficient as they should be. No physical defect contributes more
directly to fatigue and inefficiency than eye strain, or is more re-

sponsible for waste of vitality, effort, time and material.

How can we be more efficient, how can we successfully com-
pete with the cheaper labor and longer hours of employment in

other countries? By correcting physical defects and so directly

increase the efficiency and the productivity of the individual.

Every manager should see to it that the eyes of all associated with

him are corrected to compensate for defects. It will pay from a

purely business standpoint being reflected in better service, fewer

mistakes and higher standards.



PAPERS
A TEN YEAR ADVANCE IN THE ILLUMINATION

OF SMALL STORES*

BY A. L. POWELL*'*'

Synopsis: During the ten years elapsed since the original survey was made, the
art of illumination has become better understood, new forms of illuminants have
appeared, many dcvelcpmcnt.s in lighting accessories have been completed, the standard
of illumination has been raised about fifty per cent. The tungsten filament lamp
of the vacuum type has been replaced by the gas-filled lamp, the joo-watt lamp
having been put into use in nearly sixty per cent of the stores recently surveyed.
One of the most significant features of the paper is the departure from the open-

bottom reflectors to the enclosing and the indirect types of luminaircs.
The wattage consumed in these stores indicate the amount used is no more than

that used in 1Q12, while higher intensities of illumination now prevail, the cost of
electrical energy has been substantially reduced, hence the average storekeeper is

getting more efiicitnt illumination and now is paying less for it

Typical lay-outs for various kinds and sizes of small stores are shown to:.;ether

with numerous illustrations. The subject of lighting show-windows is discussed and
mention made of the effects obtained through the use of colored lights and spot-lights.

In 1912 the writer collaborated in an investigation of the light-

ing of the typical small store. The material gathered during this

investigation was presented at the Fall Convention in Niagara

Falls,^ and gave rise to considerable favorable comment. Nothing

especially novel was brought out in the paper, for to quote from

the introductory paragraphs: "The ])urp()se of this paper is not

to present any new ideas on a particular phase of lighting * * * *.

We know there are thousands upon thousands of small stores

throughout the country, any of which are typical of its class. In

the main, these are not of sufticient im]>ortance to be treated indi-

vidually by an illuminating engineer. Therefore, if a set of aj>-

proximate rules could be put in the hands of the central station

or manufacturer's solicitor, with the aid ot" which he could in-

telligently design such lighting installations, a distinct step should

be made in the advancement of the art ot' illumination* *

It seems somewhat desirable to standardize the practice in small

store lighting, and knowing that this can best be done by the

methfxl of averages, we proceeded to determine the present state

of the art and to interpret the observed values."

• A paper i»re»rtitril at llir iiifrtinjf of tlir Nrw I'luKlniid .Section. Rottott, M(»»»
Mf\y a'>. KfJi.

•• I, inhlinx Service Dcpt. Ivli-*"!! I. imp Unrki* of ('• K. C<i.. IlnrriHuti, N J

I rr.iii<nution<. I. !•; S.. Vol. VII. No. 7. p.'iRr 4^7—"Present Prnrticr in Smnll Store
L,i|{htitiK with TutiK^tPn Pilnnient I.nnip.i' by Clarence 1,. l,a\v ntiil A 1,. Pt»\vrll,"

Thr niuminatiiiK J'.tiKlnrerInK Society i» not reNponnilile for the ntntements or
opitiidJiH ndvaiicnl l»y cotitrititttorN.

389
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As a basis of that paper, over 800 ordinary small stores hand-

ling the principal classes of merchandise, were visited and the

lig-htincr features surveved.

We felt that material of this character would be of service

to the classes of members noted above, and so it proved, for to

quote from two typical discussions after the paper was read, a

central station man said : *'This paper touches closer the class of

illuminating engineering I am up against every day * * * *."

Another, **This paper is very valuable to the contractor and com-

mercial lighting man on account of having the watts per square

foot given so clearly." In view of the generally cordial reception

to data of this nature, several papers of similar characteristics

have since appeared from time to time in the Transactions.

Ten years have elapsed since the original material was compiled.

New forms of illuminants have appeared on the market, many

developments in lighting accessories have taken place, and the

art of illumination has advanced. The time seemed logical, there-

fore, to conduct a similar survey. Over 600 small stores ot the

class under consideration were visited, and as before, the follow-

ing facts noted and tabulated : type of store, dimensions, height

of ceiling, color of walls and ceiling,' number of outlets, type

and size of lamp, reflector or globe equipment, type of fixture,

arrangement of lamps, height of lamps and general ' effect of

lighting. In the show window similar data were obtained.

Ten years ago such portable photometers as were available,

were heavy, cumbersome, rather difficult to set up and it was not

deemed expedient to make illumination readings in the stores

visited, We now have the foot-candle meter; a compact, little

device, self-contained, which can be carried in the overcoat

pocket. A mere turn of the rheostat handle makes the device

ready for use, and readings can be obtained almost instantly.

With its aid, therefore, illumination readings at a number of

points were taken in each instance and minimum, maximum and

average values were secured.

Before attempting to analyze or compare the results of the

two surveys, let us stop a moment to determine from partly

theoretical considerations, what the lighting requirements of the

class of interior under consideration really are.
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There are three separate types of stores ; the distinctive shop,

the large drygoods and department store, and the typical small

store such as found in every community. Due to various factors

and economic considerations each of these types has different

lighting requirements.

The distinctive shop is handsomely finished, located in an ex-

clusive section of town, and will expend any reasonable amount

for lighting in order to obtain some desired effect. In other

words, efficiency of light utilization as such is a secondary con-

sideration. The department store with its ramifications obviously

presents a different problem. The third class is the neighborhood

shop or small store, toward which attention is particularly di-

rected in this paper. Such stores likewise have requirements

peculiar to themselves. The capital invested is relatively low

and a large expenditure for elaborate fixtures would be injudi-

cious. Surroundings are usually simple, and ornate lighting equip-

ment would be inappropriate. The store is often kept open for

a rather long period to make a few low value sales. The profit

per individual sale is relatively low and the cost of lighting must

be kept at a minimum. In other words, the desired intensity and

quality of light must be obtained in an efficient manner.

A luminairc for the small store must fulfill several require-

ments :

1. It must have a relatively high output to keep the cost of

operation as low as possible.

2. It must not expose the bright filament to view, hut rather

soften or diffuse the light.

3. It must be low in first cost to prevent the investment charges

being excessive.

4. It must be neat and simple in appearance. There is little

recjuirement of distinctiveness in this class of service and in

general, plain, severe lines arc in better taste than oniate deco-

rations.

5. It must not concentrate the lii^lit in a narrow angle, but

emit considerable fiux to the sides to illuminate the wall shelves.

(). It nuist not tind to accunuilate an excessive amount of

dirt.

7. It must be easy to clean.

Having analyzed what seemed to be desirable (jualities of a

luminaire for the suiall ^tore. let us see what was actuallv in use
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a decade ago, and what is now employed ; then let us attempt to

assign the reason for such changes in practice which may have

occurred.

LAMPS

In 1912 the ]!\Iazda B (vacuum, tungsten filament) lamp was

practically the standard electric illuminant for the small store.

It possessed advantages for this class of service which made its

adoption universal, and had then been on the market long enough

to supplant the inefficient carbon and gem lamps for general

illumination. The most popular size was the lOO-watt. The 150-,

60-, and 250-watt sizes were next in order of popularity, but the

first mentioned was used in far the greatest number of cases.

The Alazda C (gas-filled, tungsten filament) lamp appeared ou

the market in 1914. Due to its higher efficiency and improved

color value, it rapidly replaced the Mazda B lamp, and as indica-

tive of present practice as to size and type of lamp used in this

class of installation, we find, in the 600 stores investigated at

the present time that the following percentages hold.

Per cent

loo-watt Mazda C 18. S

150-watt Mazda C 15.8

2oo-\vatt Mazda C 58.0
Above 200-watt • 3.9

Mazda B lamps 3.5

There has evidently been an appreciable increase in the average

wattage per lamp, but as will be pointed out later, this has not

necessarily been attended with an increased power consumption.

Multiple unit fixtures have been replaced by single unit lum-

inares, advantage having been taken of the increased efficiency of

the higher wattage lamps.

REFLECTOR EQUIPMENT

At the time of the first survey, the clear or bowl frosted Mazda
B lamp in the deep bowl, open bottom, prismatic or opal glass,

direct lighting reflector was to all intents and purposes, univer-

sally used. There were a few flat or shallow reflectors, which

exposed the lamp to view, and some enclosing globes in use. The

Mazda C lamps were first installed in such reflectors, designed

for the vacuum lamps, already in service. In some instances,

the reflecting equipment was of such a nature as to be fairly

satisfactory, in others, the bright filament was visible or improper

distribution of light resulted.
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It is well recognized throughout the industry that it is desirable

to install equipment specially designed for use with the Mazda

C lamp. Gradually the old style reflectors have been replaced

and modern types of luminaires installed, as evidenced by the

data presented below. The enclosing unit might now well be

considered as the standard.

Enclosing and semi-enclosing luminaires
Totally and semi-indirect luminaires
Deep bo%s'l, direct lighting luminaires
Shallow direct lighting luminaires

Per cent

69.S

ID.

I

10.3

7-8
2.0Bare lamps

There is no special tendency indicated as to the use of a cer-

tain type of equipment in a given class of store as indicated by

Table' I.

TARLE I.

Class of
store

Number
Inspected

Type of equipment

>emi- Bowl other
Enclosing indirect reflector forms

Barber shop 30 26 3 I _

Cigar 20 8 - 12 -

Clothing, etc. 155 107 19 25 5
Confectiontrv 3^^ 24 5 7 2

Drug 41 25 5 II -

Florist 19 I 2 4 I 2

Food products 114 87 7 iS 2

Hardware 27 16 I 8 •-%

Jewelry 14 7 I 6 -

Music 22 16 4 2 -

Restaurant .* / 32 2 3
-

Shoe 36 21 7 6 2

Statiojitry 39 22 6 II

The question arises, is this tendency toward the use of a dif-

fusing rather than a directing unit desirable in store ligliling.

and why were so few used ten years a^o? An>\\cring the secontl

question first, we must remember that in the (.-.irly days of the

Mazda B lamp, almost everyone was thinking of the cpiestion of

efficiency; the aim was to design a device which would direct a

maximum amount of the generated light toward a given plane.

Lighting men thought of everything in the terms of a certain

working plane; a certain area to which the light should be con-

fined. This was to In* expected as an outgrOwtii of tlu- day of

the carbon lamj), wliich (.inittid comparatively little light t<> be-

gin with, and it was economically important to use as much of

this as possible.
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When you take a really rational view of the problem of store

lighting, it is apparent that what is required, is a general illumina-

tion of the entire superficial area. We need a flux of light in

every direction to create the impression of brightness and to

make the interior cheerful and attractive. This question seemed

to trouble people in those days, when they were constantly think-

ing in terms of a working plane, for throughout the paper re-

ferred to, w^e find statements as follows : "Art Stores '>'**
the walls on which the pictures are hung form the planes of il-

lumination; bakeries * * * * the counters and pie racks require

the illumination; barber shops * * * * the faces of the patrons

furnish the plane of illumination; cigar stores ^* * * * the planes

of illumination are the counters and show-cases; delicatessen

stores * * * * the shelves and show-cases, which occupy both

sidewalls, are the principal planes of illumination, with the coun-

ter as a secondary consideration; drygoods * * * * the counter

forms the plane of illumination
;
grocery stores * * * the shelves

and counters here demand an equal amount of the light ; restau-

rants ***=<' the tables are the places on which the illumination

is desired; shoe stores * * * * the plane of illumination here is

about one foot above the floor and there are secondary planes,

which are the surfaces of the boxes lining the walls ; wine and

liquor stores * * * * there is no definite plane of illumination, as

the shelves and counter demand equal amounts."

It is quite apparent from the above quotations, that we had the

concept of what was desirable and yet could not get away from

this idea of the working plane.

The enclosing unit, which has come into widespread use, sends

the light more or less uniformly in all directions, and is a logical

choice. We have here an excellent illustration of that great, gen-

eral principle which prevails in the development of any art, which

is, in brief, the thing best suited to a given condition will even-

tually succeed.

Now, of course, there have been other factors which acceler-

ated this tendency. The filament of the Mazda C lamp, due to

its concentrated form, is much more brilliant than that of pre-

vious types of incandescent lamps, and the necessity for shielding

the eye from the filament is greater. With the concentraced
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filament, additional means of diffusion must be given considera-

tion, for, without this diffusion, shadows are sharp and harsh.

The enclosing globe shields the eye and introduces the desired

diffusion. It is true that the light output is not as great as that

of an open bottom direct lighting reflector, but as we have a much
more efficient light source, we can well aft"ord to improve the qual-

ity of illumination and obtain the same quantity as before without

increasing the cost.

TYPE OF SUPPORT

Ten years ago, stem or multiple arm fixtures prevailed, many
being relics of the day of the old chandelier. These have been

superseded by the single chain suspension or ceiling fitters, which

are used in ninety-two per cent of the installations.

MOUNTING HEIGHT

There is still a tendency, on the part of the uninitiated, to hang

luminaires too low, with the belief that better illumination re-

sults will be obtained. Those of us who have given the matter

serious consideration, realize that this, in general, is not the case,

that lamps should always be well above the line of view. Xinety-

five per cent of the ceilings in the stores investigated were more

than ten feet from the floor, and approximately nine feet is the

lowest that it would be desirable to hang the size of unit em-

ployed in the average store. With the ceiling heiglits prevailing,

the lamps could well be ten or eleven feet high.

COLOR OF SURROUNDINGS

lughty-four ])cr cent of the ceilings would be classified as light

in color, white, or cream, the remainder, sixteen per cent were

finished a medium dark tone. In forty-one per cent of the

stores, shelves with merchandise filled the wall spaces, twenty-two

I>er cent had what would be classed as light walls, thirty-four per

cent as medium, and three per cciU dark in color.

INTENSITY OF ILLUMINATION

In T iMr II :ivv tabulated the figures obtained in tlie investiga-

tions v»f 19 IJ and i()22, the range and average values of watts

[)cr square foot eini)loycd in both years, and the average foot-

candle values prevailing in n;jj.

hi comparing the average watts per square foot of eighteen

classes of stores investigated, we lind that comparatively little

change has taken place during this interval. Six of the classes
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showing the same average, five o.i up, one 0.2 up, one 0.3 up,

tvvO 0.1 down, three 0.2 down.

These results indicate a tendency which has been recognized for

a considerable time, namely as the efficiency of lamps is in-

creased there is practically no change in the specific power con-

sumption for most classes of service. When the Mazda lamp

appeared on the market giving three times the light of the carbon

lamp, many believed that there would be a remarkable decrease

in power consumption. Observations, however, indicated that this

did not hold, but that the slogan "Three Times the Light for

\he Same Money" held true.

In 1912 the efficiency of the lamps ordinarily employed for store

lighting averaged about eight and one-half lumens per watt.

At the present time they average about fourteen and one-half

lumens per vratt, hence if the same wattage per square foot is

employed, there has been an increase in generated light approxi-

mately seventy per cent.

The values obtained of average foot-candles coincide fairly

well with the values of watts per square foot and check with

computations taking into consideration the dimensions of the

room, color of walls and ceiling, type of equipment employed

and efficiency of the lamj). It is safe to make the general state-

ment that for the conditions prevailing in the typical small store

with the style of luminaire employed in the majority of instances,

that an average of five foot-candles will be obtained v.ith each

watt per scjuare foot of floor area.

AkKANGKMKNT Ol- OlTLETS

For j)urposes of simplicity, we may well consider all types of

small stores as having similar general lighting requirements. A
few exceptions to this arc noted in ilie following section. On
this assumption we may divide- the small stores into three nmin

groups, depending on tluir dimensions.

(A) A s(|uare room averaging u x u feet with a possible

variation from d to kS feet. 'IMiis tyi>e of store is encountered

where the living rooms or work shop t)f the proprietor are located

in the rear, the building being on a standard city lot.

(P.) A long narrow store, averaging about u fti t wide and

40 feet deep. This type of store is produced where the building

of standard width is divided into two stores.
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(C) The store occupying an entire lot. Average width 20

feet, length approximately 50 feet.

The six hundred stores investigated fell in these groups in the

following proportions

:

Type A—small square
Type B—long narrow
Type C—full width

Per cent

7.2

43-7
49.1

10-16

10-15

-L_L

-30-45

*
9'-!2'-
^ -^ ^

\

TYPE A TYPE B

Fig. I.—Arrangement of outlets for Type A (small square) store. Two 150-

watt Mazda C lamps in deep bowl direct lighting reflectors, if the side walls are

dark; in opalescent enclosing units, if the side walls are light. If the dimensions

are greater than 10 x 15 feet, 200-watt lamps should be provided or four outlets in-

stalled.

Fig. 2.—Arrangement of outlets for Type B (long narrow) store. aoo-w*tt

clear Mazda C lamps in light density opal enclosing globes hung nine to twelTC

feet above floor.

j.r'
^^' »j

1

1
i

-30'

•

H— 9'-n'—

w

1

.^ -^ n /—

\

1^ ^ -15'

^^& n mnrz: n n
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TYPE C

t'iir. 3.—Arrangement of outlets for Type C (full width) store. 150-watt

clear Mazda C lamps in light density, opal enclosing globes hung nine to twclTC

feet above floor for stores up to twenty feet in width. 200-watt units of the same

type for stores from twenty to thirty feet in width.

The typical layouts of such stores are shown in Figures i, 2

and 3. Considering that the opalescent enclosing unit is to be

used, these various groups of small stores are being well lighted

according to the following procedure.
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Fig. 4.—A thoroughly up to date barber shop (70 x 15 feet) illuminated by

fourteen loo-watt Mazda C lamps in enclosing semi-indirect luminaircs. These are

placed close to the ten foot ceiling. A uniform intensity of over five foot-candles

prevails.

•'•K 5 - NiKhl view of n typical citfar More (js x \j frrt) iilutninnlrd by three

150 watt bowl frootrd Mm/(Ia C Inmpn in prUmatic gUiiH deep buwl rcnrrlom. Avcr«Ke
intensity of illuminnliun in npproxiinatrly irvni ffiot randlc*.



Fig. 6.—Night view of a typical drygoods store devoted to women's wear. A
neat, yet effective semi-indirect luminaire is used with a 200-watt clear Mazda C
lamp. Eight outlets are used in this store which is 70 x 24 feet. A reasonably high

intensity of illumination, eight foot-candles, results due to the light finish of all

surroundings.

Fig. 7.—A small haberdashery shop (30 x 15 feet) lighted by three 200-watt

Mazda C Daylight lamps in enclosing, light directing, luminarcs. The ten foot-

candles of general illumination enables one to make critical selection of the merchan-

dise on display.
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(A) Two outlets with units of the 150-watt size for those

stores of dimensions up to 10 x 15 feet. Above these dimensions,

two 200-watt units or preferably four outlets, with 100- or 150-

watt lamps. The relatively high wattage is necessary due to the

small dimensions of the shop. Proportionately more of the

light is absorbed by the side walls with a resultant lower in-

tensity on the counters for a given wattage.

(B) The long narrow store is satisfactorily illuminated from

a single row of outlets. The 200-watt size proves most generally

suitable. Spacing can vary between 9 and 1 1 feet. As the length

of the store in general, varies between 30 and 45 feet three or

four outlets have become more or less standard practice.

(C) The store of 18 to 30 feet in width is generally provided

with two rows of outlets on from 9 to 11 foot centers. The
I5a-watt size of unit should be used up to widths of 20 feet,

above this, the 200-watt size.

SPECIAL FEATURES TO BE OBSERVED

Barber Shops

As the patron is required to lie back in the chair for an ap-

preciable time, bright light sources are particularly objectionable.

Although the enclosing type of direct lighting unit works out

fairly well in practice and is widely used, a semi-indirect system

is preferable, for the brightness of the glassware should be of a

low order. This system has additional advantages in the way
of diffusion and reduces shadows which would be objectionable

when shaving or cutting the hair. The surroundings in the

modern shof), I^gure 4, are liglit in color making the conditions

favr)rablc for this system.

Convenience outlets should i)e avail.'il)le at each station to

which the various appliances can be attaclu-d.

Ciaar Store

Tlu typical cigar store is small in size (type ;\). The sur-

roundings are usually dark and frc(|Uiiitly tlu- walls are lined

with cases, as in I'*igure 5, which are of little u^r in rcllecting the

light which strikes them. Tlu- material on (lisj)lay is dark in

color and of a nature that nuist be examined rather critically.

A fairly high intensity of illumination is (juite desirable.

The Cf)ml)inalion of small size and dark surroundings make it

generally necessary, as indicated by Table I, to use the open
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bottom, direct lighting reflector where costs must be minimized.

Where it is desirable to satisfy the most critical customer, a

color matching unit of the accurate type can well be provided on

the counter for the examination of the shade of cigars.

Clothing and Dry Goods Shops

Mazda daylight lamps can often be used to advantage in assist-

ing the customer in the selection of material. (See Figure 7). The
mistake is frequently made of providing too low an intensity of

illumination. The more progressive shops provide accurate type

artificial daylight units over the triplicate mirrors in the clothing

shop and on the counter in the drygoods store and haberdashery

for matching goods, selecting neckwear, etc. In the millineiy

establishment, some decorative form of luminaire over the mir-

rors at the vanity tables should be given consideration.

Confectionery Stores

These shops are somewhat more elaborately decorated than

most small stores and an ornamental or decorative type of lum-

inaire may be more desirable. In many of the shops the rear

half is devoted to an ice-cream parlor where special lighting

effects may w^ell be introduced. To maintain the desired cool

atmosphere, electric fans should be provided and in addition,

convenience outlets at the rear of the soda counter are necessary

for the agitator or stirrer.

Frequently the candy-making or ice-cream factory a'djoins the

store. The wiring layout should be such as to enable the pro-

prietor to operate electrically such devices as ice-cream freezer,

melting and mixing kettles, marshmallow and cream beaters,

mixers, choppers, grinders, cutters and rollers.

Florist Shop

The lighting can be so arranged as to render the store most

attractive, as evidenced in Figure 11. A slightly decorative form

of fixture can be employed to advantage and in some instances,

artificial flowers can be combined with the supporting fixture in

an artistic manner. Electric refrigeration will prove a decided

convenience.

Food Products

In common, with most stores, there is no one point which de-

mands the highest intensity. An adequate amount of general

illumination will create the impression of a cheerful, sanitary

shop. (See Figures 8 and 9).
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Fii;. 8.—A small dilicattsscn shop (30 x 20 feet) as it appears by night lighted

by three ^oo-watt clear Mazda C lamps in opalescent enclosing globes. This lum-

inaire, neat and inconspicuous, is in keeping with the character of the shop. An in-

tensity of six and one-half foot-candles prevails on the horizontal plane with

slightly less illumination on the shelves.

I Ik: 'I Nighl view nf a proKrcimivc jrrcKrry More («o x .^5 fcrt) li^hlrd lijr

ru'hi .«• • w.in. nnd four i.snwHit Mn/dn (' UinpH in a new nuA Attractive deM^n
of (i|i;ilemrnt rn.-l<i«in8 glnl>r. Althnuvh oitirt* «rr !.p«ecd on jn(oo\ crntcrf^. the

illuminMlion i« in th «ird« r of ^ix fool cAudlt •! throuuhoul the »torc.



Fig. 10.—A modt-rn drug store (40 x 30 feet) as it ajjpears by night, lighted

by twelve 200-watt Mazda C lamps in light directing enclosing luminaires. This

merchant believes in the drawing power of light, and provides eleven foot-candles

01" general illumination.

I'ig. II.— Light is a valuable decorative medium in the florist shop. This

establisl-mcnt (50 x 20 feet) is carefully planned, well painted and maintained. It

is lighted by seven multiple unit luminaires, each supplying five 40-watt Mazda B
laini)s in spherical opalescent diffusing globes. The average intensity is in the

neighborhood of eight foot-candles. It is a pleasure to shop amid such surroundings.
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In most instances, the bake shop adjoins the retail store and
the proper illumination of this room must not be overlooked.

It has been definitely proven that with proper lighting the output

of the industrial plant is increased and sanitation improved.

Recognizing the importance of this feature, most cities have

ordinances in force relative to the ventilation and lighting of

bake shops. The RLM Standard Dome reflector and Bowl
Enameled ]Mazda C lamp or similar efficient equipment, should

be installed here, providing eight to twelve foot-candles. In the

modern bake shop the automatic or semi-automatic machines are

electrically driven and provision must be made for supplying these

with power.

In the grocery, ddicatessen, meat market, convenience outlets

for supplying the small motors on the coffee grinder, meat sheer,

stirrer or beater, and meat grinder should be installed. The
refrigerator can be operated in a most satisfactory manner by

electrical means. Where the ice-box or refrigerator is of ap-

preciable size, it should be furnished with a few low wattage

Mazda lamps which are controlled from the outside and so

wired that a pilot light indicates when these are burning. Some-
times refrigerating display cases are used to advantage, and of

course, should be illuminated in such a way as in minimize the

heating effect of the lamp.

Je^vclry and Cut Class Shops

In stores of this nature, direct lighting is generally desirable.

Too great an element of diffusion or softness of light is not well

suited to make the display ai)pear to the best advantage. The
merchandise should sparkle by reflecting the light source. Mazda
daylight lamps have been used in many installations with g<ni(l

effect. In wiring jewelry shops, one must not forget to provide

convenience outlets for the jeweler's lathe, buffer, and soldering

iron.

Shoe Store

The nio>t important point to be ilhiininated is about one foot

from the floor where the shoe is being fitted. .\ suitable inten-

sity of illumination is also necessary on the faces of the boxes
which line the walls. The typical shoe store has a double l>cnch,

scats back to back, running its length and two rows of units arc
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generally advisable. A type of equipment which sends the major

portion of the light downward is to be preferred to one which

distributes light over a very wide angle.

If a repair department is part of the establishment, an electric

motor will be required for driving the shoe machinery. To facili-

tate speed and accuracy, plenty of light should be supplied from

standard industrial units.

Show Windows

In the large store, the art of show window lighting has experi-

enced remarkable advances within the last decade. There are

now many windows lighted in color, and spot light effects are to

be seen on every hand. The small store can benefit by following

some of the practices worked out in the large department store,

although in the latter we have quite different conditions. A trained

man or group has charge of the display work and devotes con-

siderable thought to the proper arrangement of merchandise. The
window is usually "boxed in," whereas in the small store the

window is usually open.

In the open windows there is still a tendency to utilize the

same type of equipment as used for lighting the store proper,

the window lighting being virtually a continuation of the store

lighting, in fact, the investigation showed this practice to prevail

in thirty per cent of the cases. It is well established that visible

lights in the show window are not desirable. Lamps should be

equipped with efficient reflectors and concealed from view.

Certain classes of small stores, i. e., cigar, clothing, drug, dry-

goods, haberdashery, jewelry, millinery and music usually employ

a "boxed in" window and in general, these are fitted with what

might be termed standard window lighting equipment. The watts

per running foot average 56. There is still much room for im-

provement and there is no good reason why the merchant with

a small establishment cannot make his windows a decided sales

asset. Novel lighting effects are not necessarily expensive and

will do much toward this end.

In conclusion, the author wishes to express his appreciation

of the work done by Messrs M. Horner, H. A. Cook, and E. F.

Carrington of the Edison Lamp Works who compiled the data

and obtained the photographs used to illustrate the text.
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DISCUSSION

The paper by Mr. A. L. Powell was discussed through cor-

respondence.

G. H. Stickney: Prof. Robert Thurston frequently advised

his students that, whenever undertaking a new problem, they

should first, secure an understanding of "the present state of

the art." It was with such a thought in mind that I started Mr.

Powell on the investigation reported to the society ten years ago.

In the discussion, one or two men objected to that class of

information as being likely to encourage sameness. Others, how-

ever, appreciated its importance, which was further emphasized

by the wide extent to which the data was copied and used.

Among the unexpected results of the report was the new
appreciation of the importance of the neglected small store to

the lighting industry, and the value to be derived from field sur-

veys. This new survey is not so spectacular, since the state of the

art is better understood, but it introduces a new factor, namely,

an indication of the trend of j^ractice, and this has considerable

value in gauging the future and guiding installation design.

The influence of the gas-filled lam]) is shown in the displacement

of the lOO-watt lamp by the 200-watt lamp as the most poi>uIar

size. Nevertheless, this does nut mean a doubling of the power

consumption which has advanced but very little.

It is encouraging to note that the standard of illumination has

been raised about fifty per cent. This has resulted largely from

the increased efiiciency of \hc l.inips.

Perha[)S one of the most significant features is the tmid from

the open-!)ottoiii rellector to the enclosing and indirect types of

equijmiml. which means, of course, better dilTusion and reduced

glare, and i)rol)ably bitter niaiiUained installations, as well as

better decoration.

It seems surprising that clothing and drygoods stores fall in

the classes in whicli watta^'e consumption has not increased. Per-

haps this is accounted for by the fact that the stores investigated

arc of the ordinary ratlier than the bctttr gradr.

There are a numlxr of otiur interesting comi)arisons which

may be deduced from the data, l)Ut I will not lake space to discuss
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them. In conclusion. I feel that the report indicates that the

small store is still a fertile field in which to cultivate more and

better lighting.

F. C. Taylor: This survey is a valuable addition to a series

of papers analyzing lighting installations made and showing the

most modern form of lighting for different classes of stores.

Some years ago it was necessary for the central station represen-

tative to experiment with the different fixtures and lamps in order

to determine the best type of illumination for a certain class

of work. At the present time it is seldom necessary to put in a

trial installation. By reference to such papers as Mr. Powell

has presented, it is now possible to find out what is giving

satisfaction, not only in one city but in several. In fact, the

Transactions of the Illuminating Engineering Society, together

with the publications of the Lamp Companies, form the best

text book that can be obtained on practical illumination. To
be of value, this material must be kept up to date. This, Mr.

Powell has done by repeating the work originally performed in

1912.

Mr. Powell has emphasized the necessity of shielding the

eyes from the filament of the Mazda C lamp. In my opinion this

in one of the greatest defects in many otherwise m.odern instal-

lations. More emphasis should be placed upon this one point

by those selling illumination. In any open shade, where the

lamp may be seen by the customer or employee, bowl enamel

lamps should be used and in the case of drop lights, wherever the

image of the filament may be reflected from the work back into

the eyes of the employee, bov/1 enamel or glareless lamps should be

used. It is now the duty of the lighting salesman to sell this

idea to the customer.

E. A. Anderson : I note two rather surprising results in

Mr. Powell's excellent paper, reporting the illumination survey

of a great number of representative small stores.

The foot-candle levels of ilhimination found appear to be very

substantially higher than those reported in previous surveys by

others ; in fact, the maximum values for each class of stores are

practically double the maximum foot-candle recommendations

for similar locations which appeared in standard tables of illum-

inating engineering practice published as late as five years ago.
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Even the average foot-candle levels of illumination found by-

Mr. Pov/ell are fully as great as the maximum suggested by these

older tables of recommended levels. Since the quantity of light

recommended in these former tables was fairly adequate for

examining the goods on sale, it is apparent that some other im-

portant factor has influenced the store owners to select a much
higher level. Very little actual test data showing the increased

attractiveness of higher levels of illumination in stores is available

as yet, however, it seems probable that the high levels of illumina-

tion which were found to exist in these stores at the present time

resulted from the recognition of the importance of this factor

and a practical application of it encouraged by competitive con-

siderations.

A striking proof that the small store owner encountered in

Mr. Powell's survey was well convinced of the value of high

levels of illumination is found in the interesting table which Mr.

Powell includes showing the percentages of the different sizes

of lamps found in the various stores, Nearly two-thirds of all the

stores used the 200-watt size, which is the largest lamp regularly

available with a medium screw 1)ase. In other words, a large

majority of the store owners used the biggest lamp which could

be adopted without changing the lighting fixtures. It is reason-

able to suppose, therefore, that when more of the large size or

mogul sockets arc installed there will be many more lamps of the

300-watt size and larger used, and the levels of illumination will

be corrcsi)ondingly increased above the levels shown.

J, L. Stair: A survey (;f the manner in which our present

day stores are lighted indicates that there is a distinct desire on

the part of the merchant to obtain good lighting, lie seems to

appreciate the advertising value of a well lighted store and at the

same time desires to contribute as much as possible to the physical

comfort of his patrons and sales people.

In reading this paper, I was impressed with four encouraging

tendencies which were brought nut by iiis investigation of the

lighting of typical small stores. Tlu- first of these is given at the

top of the fifth page of his paper and indicates a large use

of enclosing types of units which tend to hide the lamp from

viev/. The second important tendency is toward the use of

diffused lighting rather than illumination of a concentrated type,
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this point is elaborated on the sixth page of the paper. A third

very important tendency is in the manner of instalHng Hghting

units. The general practice of high mounting will keep the lamp

out of range of vision to the greatest possible extent. An in-

crease in the amount of light being used for store illumination

may be considered as the fourth important tendency in the

lighting of this class of interior.

The paper, as stated in the opening paragraphs, is devoted

to the small store or shop, and the lighting methods described and

illustrated were practically all of the direct type. Frequent use

of indirect illumination is made in stores of some of the classes

mentioned in the paper such as florist shops, confectionery stores

and jewelry stores. The luminous type of indirect lighting fix-

ture or the use of indirect portable lamps or other concealed

lighting methods, can be very appropriately employed in stores

of the classes mentioned above. In the jewelry store, especially,

a combination of direct and indirect lighting is often very effec-

tive. The indirect lighting component is employed to illuminate

the ceiling and provide a general illumination of low intensity,

while the direct lighting component is directed upon the counters

and tables.

On the last page of the paper, Mr. Powell devotes some para-

graphs to show window lighting. Proper show window lighting,

of course, is one of the important features of the store illumina-

tion. To this could be added lighting of show cases and wall

display cases, refrigerators, etc., the proper illumination of which

is almost equal in importance to that of the show window.

E. D. TiLLSON : This paper is very interesting to the writer

and particularly as it confirms what has been going on in Chicago.

At one time, the utility with which I am connected had about

24,000 direct lighting store fixtures on its lines, which were in-

stalled and operated on a rental basis. Practically all of these

fixtures were equipped with lOO- and 150-watt type B lamps. As

the type C lamp was put on the market, a large number of

customers demanded that these lamps be installed in the same

fixtures. With a 200-watt C lamp they were very glaring and

sharp indeed ; in fact, the illuminating effects were so raw and

manifestly injurious that the central station decided to develop

a converter whereby these fixtures would be made into enclosing
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units. Some attempt was made to apply this converter with

enclosing glassware without removing the fixture, but it became

soon apparent that this was not the most desirable thing to do.

In the first place, the fixtures had a maximum capacity of 200

watts per unit, which under a direct lighting system might be

ample, but with the enclosing glassware was either not bright

enough or did not give sufficient illumination to satisfy the cus-

tomer. Furthermore, the fixtures had become dilapidated in a

great many cases so that the transformation, even if practicable,

was still incongruous.

Shortly afterward the company started a campaign to sell

complete new fixtures of the enclosing variety to replace the old

style direct fixtures. Within the last few months some 2,500

have been sold on a basis of deferred payments plus a ver}'

small installation charge. It has been found that the 300-watt

fixture is in by far the greatest demand. Next in popularity

is the 200-watt size, while 400- and 500-watt fixtures account for

only a few per cent of the total sales. These new fixtures re-

place the old, unit for unit, as a general thing. I'ortunately the

wiring rules of the city of Chicago have been recently changed

so that on mixed circuits 1,000 watts are now allowed, while in the

case of unmixed circuits 2,000 watts are allowed. Formerly

660 watts was the rule, althout^^h special permissions were ob-

tained under certain circumstances to use 1,320 watts.

Thus, if this new fixture is not wired in with (lro[> cords or

other similar extensions, six 300-watt units can l)e ])ut on a

single circuit if necessary. These new maxinuun wattages only

ai)j)ly to fixtures with solid stems, porcelain sockets, nitrogen

wiring, etc. The lixtures referred to have been particularly

dcsigncfl to fulfill these sti])ulations so that the greatest advan-

tage can be taken of the old wiring as found in these small

stores, and liencc sales resistance is minimized.

The writer is in agreement with Mr. Powell when he states

that elaborate expensive lixtures are not calK<l for in small

stores. On the other hand, we <lo not think that this statement

is any excuse for poor design or worknianshiji such as is found

in a great many low-priced .store fixtures. F.ven the small store-

keeper lias money enough to buy good e(iuipnicnt. This is evi-

denced by the liigh grade labor saving de\iies found in this class
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of establishment ; for example cash registers, motor driven coffee

grinders, slicing machines, etc. The writer observed many times

that the manufacturers of such equipment maintained high

standards of excellence and furnished equipment which is

highly finished and mechanically perfect. In contradistinction

to this, how often do we see enclosing fixtures where the swivel

point is practically at the center of gravity of the glassware so

that it hangs at a drunken angle, or else the glassware is in a

fitter so constructed that it rocks on the two set screws, or else

the stem sticks out from the ceiling at a slant, etc. Glassware,

suspensions and other details are also very poor in many installa-

tions.

For example, the glassware has such deep and complicated

patterns that dirt collection is invited or there is a contraction

at some part of the glassware which makes it excessively bright

or else produces a bad cutoflF. At times there are three or four

heavy chains used for suspension where a slender stem would

be much more sightly and better in every way. Uneven brightness

of glassware is also a serious defect. There are cases of two

piece glassware units, or their attempted equivalent in a one piece

unit, which exhibits excessive bowl-brightness, while the re-

flector above performs practically no function whatever.

My opinion is that we as engineers should set a high ideal for

fixtures of this class, just as we would for installations which

are ordinarily considered m.ore important.

D. W. Atwater : Having participated in a lighting survey of

retail stores for my own organization about a year ago, I was

naturally very much interested in the results of Mr. Powell's in-

vestigation and in reading his excellent paper on this subject.

The data presented corresponds so closely with that obtained

last year that the investigations must have been conducted in

the same general district. Other surveys, as for instance in the

middle west, further confirm these data as representing average

conditions in the medium to large sized cities.

While it is gratifying to note the tremendous strides that have

been made in store lighting during the last ten years there is

yet, however, plenty of work for the illuminating engineer

particularly in educating both the electrical contractor and the

store proprietor. Not only is it important to point out as Mr.
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Powell has done, the proper way to secure correct illumination

but it is equally important that the merchant should be instructed

how to maintain a lighting system after it has been correctly

designed and installed. In the investigation we made it \ras

found that the otherwise canny merchant is absolutely ignorant

of the importance of systematic maintenance and particularly in

regard to the necessity of obtaining lamps of the correct voltage

rating.

While three weeks is usually considered the maximum allow-

able cleaning interval for lighting equipment in retail stores and

although some stores find it pa} s to clean their luminaires as

often as once a week, it was found that only thirty-seven per cent

of the stores surveyed cleaned their luminaires as often as once

every three weeks. Of the remainder, twelve per cent allowed an

interval of two months to elapse, ten per cent three months, and

eight per cent even longer periods. See Figure 12.

riAINTLNAKCC CCNDITIONS IN RCTAIL STORES
ati

PcwccNT or nouzb auovcvco

HALT or THC PC TAIL 5T0PC5 DO NOT BUT SHOULD. CARRY SFARC LAMPS TOR RCPLACCnCNTS
TWO THWD5 or THC 6T0RLS SHOULD HAVC LIGHTING UNITS CLCANCO MOPC rc<COL'CNTLY

I'lH 12 —Chnrt nhowiiiK avrroKr clcmiiiijj lutrrvnlH «)f lifjhtitiK p«|"'1''"*'"*

as fouml in rrtail Ktorm.

'I'lie responsibihty for usin^^' lamps of proper voltage rests

largely with the electrical dealer ami tiic central station. In one

mitropolitan city twenty-five per cent of the lam|)S were rated

above the socket voltage and live per cent below, which means

that thirty per cent of the lamps were not giving one hundred

per cent life and light output, one or the other being considerably

reduced.
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Another interesting point discovered was that only fifty-one

per cent of the retail stores carry spare lamps for replacements.

If a lamp is accidently broken or burns out on a busy night it is

replaced with a lamp removed from some other socket, or not

replaced at all, and the system thus is allowed to deteriorate into

a miscellaneous mixture of different sizes and types of light

sources.

That there is considerable work yet to be done is shown by

the fact that one out of every five store managers interviewed

was dissatisfied with his lighting.

J. Daniels : A few years ago, we made a lighting survey of

a number of stores in Boston along somewhat similar lines. The

intensities found agreed quite closely with those presented in

the paper under discussion. Furthermore, we obtained interesting

information as to the status of illumination in the minds of the

manager and employees of the different stores surveyed.

From this information, there is no question in my mind that

the subject of lighting is considered a very important one. Man-

agers were eager to obtain information concerning the best

methods to light their stores and sales people were anxious for

the best lighting possible, as they believed it had a great bearing

on their sales.

Although this may appear self-evident, we found that the best

stores had the best lighting with a tendency toward the use of

enclosing units of the dust-proof type.

D. H. Tuck : My mental picture of the average small store

or neighborhood shop at night is a dirty window glass and a

dirty yellow gleam inside of such low brightness that one must

peep inside to find out if the store is open for business or not.

From my observation, I think the small store would do well

to discard the opal diffusing type unit as generally undesirable

for lighting stores of their type. It must be remembered that

lamps are burned until thoroughly blackened and until the fila-

ment fails.

The glassware is seldom, if ever, cleaned and the result is

the muddy yellow glow characteristic of the opal diffusing globe

in the small store.
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I would much prefer to use a direct lighting glass unit having

a comparatively high brightness, as high as 30 candles per

square inch, and of a type which would not give a yellow light

w^hen dirty. A prismatic direct lighting enclosing globe is

characteristic of the type of unit which is best suited for the

small store.

I have seen a great many small stores that have been supplied

with very good opal diffusing globes where the globes were

afterwards removed so as to get more light in the store.

Brightness, Life, and "Pep" is what the small store needs.

H. T. Spaulding: The facts obtained by Mr. Powell in his

investigation are extremely interesting and of great value not

only to those engaged in lighting, but also to the merchant in

providing a means of comparing his lighting installations with

others having similar requirements. Table II contains much
food for thought. By far the most interesting comparison in

this table is the average watts per square foot in 19 12 and in

1922. It seems surprising that these values should in every case

check so closely. It would naturally be expected that in view

of the generally increasing lighting standards, the foot-candle

intensities found in small storw^s would have advanced more

rapidly than the increase in efficiency of incandescent lamps. The

reverse is apj^arently true. Most of the lighting of this class

in 191 2 was with open reflectors. At the present time enclosing

glassware, semi-indirect and indirect lighting are more prevalent,

and conse(juently, the improved (juality of illumination is obtained

at a slight sacrifice in intensity. The illumination, therefore, will

be less, comparatively, than if similar eijuipment to that used ten

years ago were employed. Tiiis, and the fact that the average

levels of illumination found an* in most cases uell below the

recommended intensities indicate that there is still work to be

donL* in t!iis field.

W^Akh IIakkison: The data whirli Mr. iNiuell has given us

are both interesting and encouraging for they show that the

small store owner has not failed to a\ail himself of the ad\ antes

in illuminating engineering throughout the past decade. It is

particularly fortunate, also, that the surveys at the beginning and
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the end of the period were both conducted under the direction of

the same engineer. Small stores are a legion and the term of

necessity covers the wide range between the poorest corner fruit

stand and other stores which approach the classification of "dis-

tinctive shops." It would be difficult indeed to insure that the

stores surveyed in 1922 were strictly comparable with the stores

in 1912 had they been selected by different investigators.

The illumination values, the prevailing lamp sizes, and the

types of equipment listed by Mr. Powell are of a somewhat

higher standard than the writer would have assumed to apply to

shops under the general classification of small stores ; in fact,

one would incline to the opinion that the stores in the survey

are of a somewhat better class than the average for the cities

in question or at least for the country taken as a whole. For

example, in a survey conducted a year ago in Chicago and re-

ported in the proceedings of the National Electric Light Associa-

tion for 1 92 1, there were given these statistics for more than 1,000

small stores. A comparison of these figures with those in the

present paper indicate that the average level of illumination in the

Chicago stores was about twenty-five per cent lower, that is,

approximately 4 foot-candles instead Of 5.5 foot-candles. At the

same time the average watts per square foot in Chicago were

about twenty-five per cent higher. These two facts' taken to-

gether indicate a very much lower order of utilization of light

in the stores of the western city and this is substantiated by the

fact that twenty-three per cent of the lamps were found to be

entirely without reflecting equipment instead of two per cent as

in Mr. Powell's survey. Again the great bulk of lighting equip-

ment was in the form of open bowl direct lighting reflectors with

perhaps twenty per cent of indirect, enclosing and semi-enclosing

luminaires as against eighty per cent of this class of equipment

as found by Mr. Powell.

In a less extensive survey conducted in Cleveland in the fall

of 192 1 the results were found to agree substantially with those

reported from Chicago. On the other hand, these apparent dif-

ferences have no bearing on the main theme of the present paper,

that is, the progress in store lighting which has taken place in the
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past ten years. And again, there remains the question as to

whether or not the stores in the East are more advanced in their

lighting; practice.

It is interesting to note from Yit. Powell's data that the wattage

used to-day in the average store is no higher than in 1912. Since

the cost of electrical energy throughout the country has been re-

duced substantially since that time it means that the average

merchant is spending less for light to-day than he did ten years

ago.

G. Bertram Regar : Mr Powell's paper is complete and leaves

little to discuss. There are several points however which I wish

to emphasize, which should be of value to the smaller shops.

The single unit enclosing luminaire has done much to improve

illumination because it has replaced obsolete low hanging pendants

and cluster fixtures, the majority of which were equipped with

flat type reflectors with their objectional glare.

The smaller shop keeper especially has not yet realized the

psychology of merchandising. A well kept store has both the

air of progressism and success. In order to obtain this so-called

efifect of brightness, the following factors must be stresseii

:

First, the lighting units to be hung high; second, the necessity

for light colored wall coverings; third, the imixutance of etVicient

maintenance. As a general rule the last two factors are neglected

in the maiority of cases.

Generally speaking 1 do not approve of the C-J lamj) for store

lighting; it has a cold de|)ressing efTect which can be overcome

only to a limited degree by using a very liii^li intensity. The»»e

lamps have their uses in a number of windows where colored

fabrics are disj)layc(l and where the intensity is high and the

installation pro])er!y installed. \ fry good results can be had by

using C l.'unjts and C J lamps in alternate sockets.

Colored window lighting has limiiid jto^sibilities in the small

shof)S because of (lie nature of construction of the u<nal windows,

the class of jtatrona^c and lli< method of diversified and relatively

large (lis|)Iay of merchandise. I believe ^'eneral li^^'htin^' of high

intensity is better. Colored window lijL^hting can be used to

splendid .'idvantat^e dtuing some of the holidav seasons.
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There are many merchants, such as oculists, merchant tailors

real estate offices, florists, etc., who, owing to the nature of their

business, are limited users of window displays and lighting.

They can do suggested advertising at a small expense by the use

of window spotlights with very artistic effect.

1



ABSTRACTS
In this section of the Transactions there will be used (i) absteacts

of papers of general interest pertaining to the field of illumination ap-

I>earing in technical journals, (2) abstracts of papers presented before

the Illuminating Engineering Society, and (3) notes on research prob-

lems now in progress.

REFLECTION FACTORS OF POWDERED PIG-

MENTS FOR VARIOUS ILLUMINANTS

BY M. LUCKIESH*

The reflection-factor of a colored surface depends upon the

illuminant. This fact should be well known but it is often over-

looked. Sometime ago the reflection-factors of a group of com-

mon pigments were determined for certain illuminants, but these

determinations have since been extended to include some of the

other Mazda lamps. In making these measurements originally

it seemed better to use the dry pigments because they represent

something more definite than paints ; and, owing to their relative-

ly high purity of color, their reflection-factors will vary over a

wider range for a certain group of illuminants than tints of them.

In general, tints of these colors will have greater reflection-factors

than the pure j)igments.

In Tabic 1 will l>e found the absolute reflection-factors for

various illuminants including a theoretical illuminant which emits

equal amounts of energy of all wave-lenghts throughout the

visible spectrum. Two kinds of daylight have been used, namely

nf>rth blue skylight and noon sunlight. Four Mazda lamps iiavo

been used ; Mazda daylight, Mazda C at a certain temjierature,

Mazda P> at a certain efliciency, and a "P'lametint" or "(^lolden"

Mazda which emits light similar to that of the candle flame. I'or

further comparis(jn Tabic II is presented in wiiich tlic rchitivi

reflection-factors arc given as compared with the theoretical

illuminants emitting ccjiial anionnts of energy throughotit the

• Dlrpctor of Applied Hcirnce, NrU Kritrnnh I.nlH)r«torir<i. Neta Pnrk. Clcvcl*ti<l.

Ohio
Th»- Illumiiinliiiit Huninrrting Sixirty \% not rrapoii«iblc for the itnlemrul* or

opiittun.4 ndv.iucril by cotitt ibiitorit.

3IS
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TABLE I.—Absolute Reft^ection-Factors of Powdered Pigments
FOR Various Illuminants

] Uni- Mazda B Golden
form Mazda

7-^ Mazda or
Classification of energy Blue Noon C-2 Mazda C lumens 'flame-

pigments spec-
trum

sky sun (day-
light)

(2780° K.) per watt
(2?75°K.)

tint"
(2000° K.)

American vermilion 0.137 0.II7 0.137 0.148 0.169 0.177 0.201
Venetian red 0.106 0.095 0.106 0.II3 0.125 O.131 0. 142
Tuscan red 0.107 O.IOI 0.107 0. Ill O.II8 0.120 0.128
Indian red 0.099 0. 092 0.099 0.103 O.IIO 0. 112 0. 120

Burnt sienna 0.105 0.093 0.106 O.I 12 0.122 0.127 0.135
Raw sienna 0.324 0.303 0.326 0.340 0.357 0.366 0.380
Golden ochre 0.578 0.548 0.581 0.600 0.623 0.634 0.652
Chrome yellow ochre 0.328 0.289 0.330 0.352 0.387 0.404 0.435
Yellow ochre 0.486 0.460 0.488 0.505 1

0.525 0.534 0.550
Chrome yellow 0.542 0.496 0.545 0.577 0613 0.630 0.660

(medium)
Chrome yellow 0.760 0.700 0.765 0.788 O.81I 0.820 0.839

(light)

Chrome green 0.190 0;I90 0.194 0.185 0.178 0.175 0.173
(light)

Chrome green 0.136 0.142 0.136 0.132 0.125 0.120 O.I16
(medium)

Cobalt blue 0.166 0.183 0.162 O.T52 O.I4I 0.130 0.129
Ultramarine blue 0.080 0.095 0.074 0.069 0.061 0.057 0.052

TABLE II.—Relative Reflection-Factors of Powdered Pigments
FOR Various Illuminknts

Uni-
form

Mazda B "Golden"

Classification of Blue Noon
Mazda
C-2 Mazda C

7-9
luhnens

Mazda or
"flame-

pigments energy
spec-
trum

sky sun (day-
light)

(2780° K.) per watt
(2375° K.)

tint"
(2000° K.)

1.47American vermilion I .00 0.86 0.99 1.08 1.23 1.29

Venetian red 1. 00 0.06 1.00 1.07 1. 18 1.23 1.34
Tuscan red r.oo 0.95 1.00 1.04 1. 10 I. 12 1.20

Indian red 1.00 0.93 1.00 1.04 I. II 1.^3 1. 21

Burnt sienna 1.00 0.89 1. 01 1.07 1.16 1. 19 1.27

Raw sienna 1.00 0.94 1.01 1.05 1. 10 I-I3 1. 17
Golden ochre 1.00 0.96 1.01 1.04 i.oS 1. 10 I- 13
Chrome yellew ochre 1.00 0.91 •I.00 1.07 1. 18 1.24 1.32

Yellow ochre 1.00 0.95 1.01 1.04 1.08 I.I I i-'3

Chrome yellow 1.00 0.92 1. 01 1.07 1. 13 1.16 1.22

(medium)
Chrome vellow 1.00 0.92 1. 01 1.04 1.07 1.08 1. 10

(light)

Chrome green 1 .00 1.03 1. 00 0.97 0.94 0.93 0.91

(light)

Chrome green 1.00 1.05 1. 00 0.97 0.92 0.8S 0.85

(medium)
Cobalt blue 1.00 1. 10 0.98 0.92 0.85 0.79 0.78

Ultramarine l^lue 1. 00 1. 19 0.93 0.86 0.76 0.71 0.65

1
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entire visible spectrum. For example, let us take American Ver-

milion. Its absolute reflection-factor, Table I, is least for blue

sky and increases gradually as the illuminant becomes more yellow

in color. It increases from about 12 per cent for blue skylight to

about 20 per cent for a "Flametint" or "Golden" Mazda lamp.

On the other hand a blue, such as a cobalt blue, reflects more

blue skylight than it does the yellowish light of some of the

artificial illuminants. Its reflection-factor varies from about 18

per cent of blue skylight to about 13 per cent of the light of the

Mazda B or the "Flametint" lamp.

The pigments which have been studied are those commonly

used and they represent a wide range of colors. As already

stated their variation in reflection-factor for a given group of

illuminants is greater than that of their tints. In other words the

ranges of reflection-factors represented in the Tables may l>e

considered in general to be maximum ranges to be found in

practice when these representative pigments are used. Water

colors and various dyes often are purer in color than pigments.

In such cases the variation of reflection-factor for the same

group of illuminants is somewhat greater.

Further discussion and data pertaining to this subject are to

be found in "Color and Its Applications" by M. Luckiesh,

pages 168, 248 and 298, of the first edition ( 191 5) and in Chapter

XVII, page 350 et seq. of the second edition (1921).



REFLECTION FACTORS OF INDUSTRIAL PAINTS
AND PIGMENTS*

BY HENRY A. GARDNER**

During February, 1916, the writer presented a paper entitled

"The Light-Reflecting Value of White and Colored Paints,"*

in which were shown the coefficients of reflection of various wall

colors compared with white magnesium carbonate (0.88). Quite

large size samples of the coated papers used in illustrating the

subject had fortunately been kept in reserve. These had remained

in a dark place over a period of five years. In May, 1921, they

were taken out and the coefficient of reflection of each determined.

The results of the original tests made in December, 191 5 and

those of May, 192 1, are presented in Table I. There is also given

in the table the coefficient of reflection on the basis of 0.98 for

TABLE I.

Readings on Panels on Tinted and Shaded Flat Wall Lithopgne
Paints Applied in 1915 and Aged in Dark Place Until 1921

Coefficient of reflection
—

Basis of 0.98 Basis of 0.08
for for

Classification of paints magnesium magnesium
carbonate carbonate

-

Date of observation

December. 1915 May, 1921

Light cream 74 ' 69
Light pink 67 63
Light yellow 65 64
Light blue 61 57
Light greenish yellow 60 60
Light buff 58 60
Light green 47 47
Light terra cotta 46 46
Medium terra cotta 44 44
Light greenish blue 40 39
Medium blue 36 31
Warm green 21 20
Medium green 16 15
Red 13 13
Dark blue 13 9
Dark green 12 9

* An abstract of a paper presented before the Philadelphia Section of the Illuminating
Engineering Society. November 10, 1921.

Institute of Paint and Varnish Research, Washington, D. C.

I Paint researches and their practical applications.

The llluminnting ETigineering Society is not responsible for the statements or
opinions advanced by contiibutors.

3'8
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magnesium carbonate as of May, 1921. Reference to the table

will show that light yellow, light green, light terra cotta,

medium terra cotta and red suffer no loss in reflection value.

Light greenish blue, warm green and medium green showed
an average loss of only 5 per cent of their original values. Light

cream, light pink and light blue suffered a loss in reflection value

of only about 6 per cent of their original values. Dark blue

and dark green showed an average loss of 30 per cent of their

original values. This latter result may be due to air oxidation

of the colors to darker shades. Light buff showed an actual

increase in reflection value. This result may be due to slight

bleaching of the tint.

It would appear from these results that certain colors, through

oxidation or otherwise, may become darker and thus lower in

reflection value. While other colors remain stationary, some

may bleach and thus show higher reflection factors.

In Table 11 are given some readings on commercial Flat and

Gloss Paints as of December, 191 5, and May, 192 1, based on

098 for magnesium carbonate. The panels coated with these

paints had been kept in a dark place and consecjuent yellowing

of the liquid binder was indicated. The drop in reflection value

is only aliout 10 per cent in five years. T'or the gray paints, an

actual rise in reflection value is shown, and this is probably

due to slight fading of the tints.

TABLE II.

Rf.adinc.s on I'anki.s op Si'HciAL Industrial Whitk Taints Arri.iHD
IN |C^I5 AND AciKDI.N DaKK 1'LACK I'NTII, H)2l

Clll•i^iflc;ltioIl of juiiits

CoefRcient of reflection

BuKis of o.g8

f..r

magnesium
cnrbonnte

BusiK of o.c)8

for

mngneNiura
rarlHinnle

Dntr of Observation

Deceml>ri. i.<i.s Mny, 19S1

Glojw wliite X
White jMianif] X X
Flat white X
Flat white XX
LiKht uTAy
Medium j^trv

65

73
71

67
49
3"

58
tb

64
60
5i

36
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In Table III are given the reflection factors of a few industrial

flat and gloss paints now marketed. It will be noted that some of

them run as high as 82 per cent, a figure extremely high in com-

parison with similar type paints marketed several years ago.

This great advance in the production of interior industrial whites

of high illuminating value has come as a result of many years of

careful study and selection of the pigments and liquids available

for the purpose.

In order to apply the pigments to paper panels, a quick drying

binder was selected, which was made of nitrocellulose solution

in ethyl acetate plasticized with 5 per cent of water white castor

oil, and having a total non-volatile content of 10 per cent. Very

flat, densely coated, matte surfaces of each pigment were thus

obtained, having sufficient binder to prevent powdering.

TABIvK III.

RSADINGS ON PANELS OF MODKRN INDUSTRIAL Wh FT K PaINTS ApPLIRD
IN May, 1921. Obskrvations Made in INIav, 192 i

Classification of paiats

Coefficient of reflection

Basis of 0.98 for magnesium
carbonate

Exterior white oil paint

Non-darkening exterior oil paint
Gloss mill white X
Gloss mill white XX
Glo3s mill white XXX
Flat mill white

71

78

74
76.
82

78

In a still further series of tests intended to develop the coeffi-

cient of reflection of dry white pigments, a series of the same

opaque and transparent pigments used in the previous tests were

compressed into firm pellets about one inch in diameter and

one-half inch thick. The readings on these are given in the

sixth column of Table IV.

In conclusion, it would appar that the following information

was gained from the above tests

:

1. Commercial industrial {)aints for interiors are now available,

of greater reflection capacity than heretofore.

2. In computing the reflection factors of industrial paints,

the factor 0.98 should be used for magnesium carbonate (the

standard) rather than 0.88.
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TABLE V.

Relative brightness of pigments applied in nitrocellulose media to white paper
panels, May, 1921.* Magnesium oxide arbitrarily given value of 100 as fetandard

Zinc oxide (French process)
Titanium pigment
Zinc oxide (s^o lead)

Lithopone (Grade A)
Lithopone (Grade B)
White lead (Type A)
Antimonious oxide
White Lead (Type B)

* Readings (averaged) in above Table V made with Pfund Colorimeter
through kindness of Dr. Pfund and Paul Croll.

3. White paints may show a small loss of reflection value

after remaining in a dark place for several years, due to yellowing

of the oil content. This loss, however, is probably much less

than would occur when paints become darkened due to dust

adherence, even over a short period of time. For the walls and

ceilings of factories a paint is desired that will initially and per-

manently give the highest degree of reflection. Off-color products

or those that show rapid yellowing of the oil content are con-

sidered unsatisfactory.

Tinted and colored paints may or may not show a loss in reflec-

tion value upon ageing. The result will vary with the type of

tinting color used.

4. White opaque pigments vary in reflection value. .It would

appear that the greatest reflection is obtained from pigments

with the greatest opacity.

5. For determining the reflection factors of industrial paints,

it is suggested that two coats be applied under standard con-

ditions to black iron surfaces previously coated with a continous

coat of flat black primer. For this purpose, the same amount

of each paint should be applied, as determined by weight of

paint applied.
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SECTION ACTIVITIES

NEW YORK

Meeting—May 22, 1922.

The New York Section met on May
22, 1922, in the reception room, Pier 54

of the Cunard Steamship Company on

the North River. The assembled mem-
bers and guests were divided into groups

and an inspection trip was made through

the Steamship Aquitania under the direc-

tion of officials of the Cunard Line.

Special attention was given to the light-

ing system of the Aquitania, the turbine

generators and various switch boards

and panels were inspected.

Owing to the size of the various

groups it was not feasible to hold a dis-

cussion at the conclusion of the inspec-

tion trips. The meeting proved to be a

very enjoyable outing in which about 150

members and guests participated, and it

ended the Section activities for the

present year.

NEW ENGLAND
Meeting May 26, 1922.

The last meeting of the year for the

New England Section was held at the

Engineers' Club on Friday evening, May
26, 1922, with an attendance of about

thirty-five membirs and guests. The

si)eaker on this occasion was Mr. A. L.

Powell of the Ivlison Lamp Works of

Harrison, N. J., who presented a paper,

"A Ten Year Advance in the Illumination

of Small Stores." Hy the use of lantern

slides Mr. I'owell k'ave many interesting

comparisons between tb( illumination of

small stores in 1912 and l(;22. The

paper was followed by a very good f^cn-

cml discussion.

CHICAGO

Meeting—July, 6, 1922.

A very novel and interesting meeting

was held by the Chicago Section on

July 6, 1922. Through the co-operation

of the General Electric Company and the

Public Service Company of Northern
Illinois an installation of the new G. E.

Highway Lighting units was installed on

a section of Dempster Street near the

Evanston Golf Club.

Members and guests met at the Evans-

ton Golf Club, where Mr. J. H. Allen of

the General Electric Co. gave an interest-

ing talk on the development of street

lighting. He explained the construction

and characteristics of the new unit, and

showed by curves the particularly uni-

form illumination resulting from its use.

Cost figures based on experience in the

East were discussed.

After Mr. Allen's talk the party ad-

journed to the highway and inspected

the new system ; by driving over the road

the various effects due to the general

illumination were noted, also the effect

of driving with and without a light, and

also, with brij^ht and dim headlij>;hts. To
emj)hasize the ditlerent etTect. the party

also drove over a road lighted with the

old-style flat retbctnrs.

After the inspection trip an interesting

discussion was held at the Golf Club, in

which (juestitms of finance, maintenance

of the units, and their efficiency were

mentioned. .Xbi'Ut forty nienil>ors and

quests were present.

TORONTO
Meeting - April I7, 1922.

The Torotitti CMi.ipter met at the

Chemistry and Mining lUnlding of the

University of Toronto on April 17, ig22,

323
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with the Ontario Section of the Ameri-

can Society of Mechanical Engineers to

hear a paper, "Industrial Lighting" by

Mr. Ward Harrison of the National

Lamp Works of Cleveland, Ohio. Mr.

Harrison covered the subject very

thoroughly dwelling particularly on

points of interest in the proper installa-

tion of units for mill constructed build-

ings and proper types of fixtures appro-

priate for the several different classes of

manufacturing processes carried on in

these buildings. An interesting discus-

sion was held and the attendance at the

meeting was about sixty members and

guests.

Meeting—May 15. 1922.

The annual meeting of the Toronto

Chapter was held on May 15, 1922, at

the Chemistry and Mining Building of

the University of Toronto. The annual

reports of the Secretary-Treasurer were

read and adopted. It was noted that the

membership of the chapter had been in-

creased to thirty-four, fifteen members

were enrolled at the first meeting in the

Spring of 1921.

The following officers for the coming

year were elected: Chairman. Professor

G. R. Anderson; Secretary-Treasurer,

M. B. Hastings; Executive Committee

consisting of G. R. Anderson, M. B.

Hastings. G. G. Cousins, F. T. Groome.

J. Scott, and W. H. Woods.

At the conclusion of the business

meeting a paper. "Bowling Green and

Tennis Court Lighting" was presented

by Mr. R. Love of the Canadian General

Electric Company. By the use of lantern

slides, views of several installations

were shown and an interesting discus-

sion was held. About fifteen members

and guests attended the meeting.

COUNCIL NOTES

ITEMS OF INTEREST

At the meeting of the Council on

June 8, 1922, the following were elected

to membership

:

Four Members

Walter A. Bates,

Engineer and Treasurer, Asst. M'g'r.,

Bates Expanded Steel Truss Co.,

208 S. La Salle Street,

Chicago, Illinois.

Manuel Claparols,

Electrical Engineer,

The College of Wooster,

Wooster, Ohio.

Raymond A. Hopkins,

Electrical Engineer,

Stone & Webster, Inc.,

147 Milk Street,

Boston, Mass.

Daniel, L. Kenslea,

Head of Electrical Department,

Mullane Engineering School,

17 Yarmouth Street;

Boston, Mass.

Thirteen Associate Members

D. G. Cameron,

Illuminating Engineer,

Phoenix Glass Company,

230 Fifth Avenue,
' New York, N. Y.

Otis Amsden Gage,

Technical Representative in Railway

and Marine Sales Division,

Corning Glass W^orks,

Corning, N. Y.

Frank K. Hirons,

Sales Engineer,

Pettingcll-Anderson Co.,

511 Atlantic Avenue,

Bost(.)n, Mass.
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J. H. Lynch,
District Ilium. Sales Engineer,

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,

10 High Street,

Boston, Mass.

Ralph R. Magee,

Lighting Specialist,

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,

165 Broadway,

New York, N. Y.

Harry A. Piasecki,

Instructor,

Seneca Vocational School,

Buffalo, i\. Y.

Louis M. Probst,

Chandelier Maker,

Baylcy and Sons,

105 Vandervcer Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Arthur G. Sias,

Manager,

Municipal Li^ht Department,

Lowell Street,

Reading, Mass.

Augustus E. Snyukr,

Assistant Commercial luigincer,

Westinghouse Lami) Company,

Bloomficld. X. J.

W. L. Stock wEr.i.,

District Ilium. Sales Engineer,

Westinghouse I'.lectric & Mfg. Co.,

George Cutter Works,

III W. Washington Street,

Chicago, 111.

Vernon AL V. Tai,i,.ma\.

Power Engineer,

C. H. Tenney and Company,

201 Devonshire Street,

Hostoti. Mass,

Chari.ks Wilson W akh.

Sales Engineer,

Westinghouse Latup C'otiijiany,

l()(K) Union I'..ink r.uihlinr.

Pittshurgh. I'.i

Clara H. Zillessen,

Asst. Advertising Manager,

The Philadelphia Electric Co.,

1,000 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

The General Secretary reported the

following change in membership

:

One Associate Member Deceased

W'illiam McDonald,

991 Broadway,

New Vork.'x. Y.

COMMITTEE REPORTS

Progress reports were presented by

the following: Committee to Prepare a

Bulletin of Residence Lighting by Elec-

tricity, Committee on Editing and Pub-

lication, Committee to Co-operate with

Fixture Manufacturers for the Purpose

of Preparing a Code of Luminaire De-

sign.

General Convention Committee—Mr.

Julius Daniels, Secretary, gave details of

plans which are being made for the Con-

vention, including recommendations for

memlKTs to be api)ointed on sub-com-

mittees.

Rkt'ort of Tellers. —The repi>rt vf the

Committee of Tellers was read and

accepted with th.mks and the General

Secretary was instructed to give the

names of the newly elected otVicrrs to

ihe tcchnic.il press. The report of the

Comtnittce was as follows:

Gknkral Opkickrs

/or Prt'sidi'ut

Ward Hartison

I'or ('icmral .Sr< ri /«jry

Sanmel (V HiMn-n

I'or Tn'nsurrr

L(*uis n. Matks

/•'i>r / 'iii'-rrt'sidcntK

William J. Drisko
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Otis L. Johnson

G. Bertram Regar

For Directors

F. R. Barnitz

Clarence L. Law
A. L. Powell

New York Section

For Chairman

A. L. Powell

For Secretary

James E. Buckley

For Managers

R. B. Burton

J. R. Fenniman

A. M. Perry

H. A. Sinclair

George Strahan

New England Section

For Chairman

R. R. Burnham

For Secretary

C. A. Strong

For Managers

Walter V. Batson

Julius Daniels

James A. Toohey

L. T. Troland

J. L. Tudbury

Philadelphia Section

For Chairman

Howard Lyon

For Secretary

H. Calvert

For Managers

H. B. Anderson

C. E. Clewell

Merritt C. Huse

J. B. Kelley

W. E. Saunders

Chicago Section

For Chairman

A. L. Arenberg

For Secretary

F. A. Rogers

For Managers

J. H. Allen

W. T. Blackwell

F. A. DeLay
F. Lee Farmer

J. J. Kirk

CONFIRMATION OF APPOINTMENTS

The appointment of the following

committee members were confirmed by

the Council.

As Members of Special Committee of

Five to Review Cushing Handbook
Clarence L. Law, Chairman
H. V. Bozell

F. C. Caldwell

L. B. Marks
P. S. Millar

As Member of Admsory Committee of

State Department of Labor in New York

L. B. Marks
As Members of the General Convention

Sub-Committees

Attendance and Local Arrangements

Arthur W. Marion, Chairman

F. W. Bliss

J. W. Cowles

D. McFarlan Moore
M. D. Riley

Frank L. Sample

C. A. Strong

L. R. Wallis

Finance

H. K. Morrison, Chairman

David Crownfield

C. S. Davis

F. A. Gallagher, Jr.

Robert S. Hale

Publicity

Merle Griffeth, Chairman

A. W. Devine

Louis Gibbs

J. B. Grace

Frank K. Hirons

T. J. McManis
Ralph C. Rodgers
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James H. Toohey

E. H. Whitney

P, B. Zimmerman

Entertainment

G. W. Bicknell

J. J. Cadigan

John Campbell

J. E. Greene

C. A. B. Halverson

J. E. Livor

James Palsick

Communication from American Con-

struction Council in Reference to

Organization.—A communication was

read from the American Construction

Council in which the Society was asked

to appoint delegates to attend the Organ-

ization meeting to be held in Washing-

ton, D. C, June 19-20, 1922. The Presi-

dent appointed Mr. E. C. Crittenden to

represent this Society at this meeting.

NEWS ITEMS
I. E. S. Nomenclature and Standards

Approved

The I. E. S. Xomrnclaturc and Stand-

ards have been officially approved as

"American Standard" by the American

Engineering Standards Committee

These standards arc to be designated by

the title, "Illuminating Engineering No-

menclature and Photometric Standards."

In submitting this material for ap-

proval the I. E. S. Committee on Nomen-
clature and Standards iliou-^ht it U-st

to a<lhcrc exactly to the Intcrii.itional

definitions already accepted, in the hi>|)j'

that this course would facilitate th<"

attainment <»f a still greater degree of

international uniformity in nomenclature

and practice. Tlir ofticial text <>f these

definitions is in I'lcm h. and .m .mtlioti-

tative English translation has yet to be

agreed upon by the British and Ameri-

can delegates to the International Com-
mission on Illumination.

With the exception of the six def-

initions replaced by the new international

definitions as published in the 1921 Re-

port, the standards approved are identi-

cal with those given in the 1918 Re-

port as printed in the Transactions.

The A. E. S. C. has voted also to

approve the recommendation that the

I. E. S. be designated sponsor for the

subject of Illuminating Engineering

Nomenclature and Photometric Stand-

ards. A thoroughly representative sec-

tional committee is now being organized

to take care of revisions in the present

standards and to formulate any desired

new standards falling within the scope

indicated by the title.

Dr. Kennelly Honored

Announcement was made in June of

the conferring of the cross of the T.cgion

of Honor upon Dr. Arthur E. Kennelly,

past president of the Illuminating Engi-

neering Society, professor of electrical

engineering at Harvard University and
the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, who has just finished a success-

ful year as exchange professor to the

French Universities.

Caldwell's Booklet on Motor Vehicle
Headlightmg

.\ii Interesting and instructive booklet

on the siihject of Motor X'ehide Hcad-

lii^htitig has been recently written by

I'mfrssor F. C. Cahlwell of Ohio State

University. It contains an analysis of

the |)robl<Mn of automobile headlighting.

r»-ci)tjut>cnd;»tit>ns as to the amount of

light reepiired ft»r satisfactory head-

lik;hting. a review of headli^hting regula-

ti'itis imw existing in Ohio and a tnimber
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of Other states, and much useful in-

formation on the sul)jcct of headlights,

headlight lamps, spotlights and lenses.

The booklet was written primarily for

those residing in Ohio who are subject

to the headlighting regulations of that

state. Copies can be obtained upon re-

quest from the Engineering Experiment

Station of the Ohio State University

at Columbus.

At the 38th Annual Convention of the

A. I. E. E. held the last week in June

at Niagara Falls, Ont., Mr. Ward Harri-

son, Illuminating Engineer, National

Lamp Works of Cleveland presented a

paper, "Light without Glare." Mr. S. E.

Doane, Chief Engineer, National Lamp
Works took part in the Symposium on

Education during which he read a paper,

"Education."

Mr L. B. ^larks. Chairman of the

Committe on Lighting Legislation, repre-

sented the L E. S. at the organization

meeting of the Advisory Committee on

Places of Public Assembly which was

held at the New York office of the

Industrial Commissioner of the Depart-

ment of Labor of the State of New
York, June 26, 1922. Mr. Richard J.

Cullen, Industrial Code Referee, acted

as chairman of the advisory committee.

The purpose of the meeting was to

draft proposed rules and regulations

relating to places of public assembly, in

pursuance of Chapter 405 of the Laws of

1922, and to be known as the State

Standard Building Code, which will go

into effect on October i, 1922.

Congress has under consideration a

bill providing appropriations aggregat-

ing $190,000,000 to be available for high-

way construction in the next three years.

In the interest of improving traffic con-

ditions, it is hoped that the advantages

of lighting, as well as surfacing of high-

ways, will receive attention in this con-

nection.

PERSONALS
Mr. John W. Lieb, Vice-President of

the New York Edison Company, returned

in June from a two months' trip in

Italy. While in Rome he was made an

honorary member of the National Rail-

way Society. In Turin he attended the

ceremonies organized by the Associa-

zione Elettrotecnia Italiana in commem-
oration of the twenty-fifth anniversary

of the death of its first president,

Galileo Ferraris. On the monument of

Ferraris he deposited two bronze

wreaths, sent by the N. E. L. A. and the

A. I. E. E.

Mr. H. V. Bozell, who has been for

the past two years co-editor of the Elec-

trical Railway Journal and more recently

editor of the new McGraw-Hill publi-

cation Bus Transportation, has been

appointed as editor of the Electrical

World in executive charge of the paper,

of which he has been acting as the

managing editor for the past few

months.

Professor F. C. Caldwell, Chairman

of the Committee on Education, repre-

sented Cornell University at the diamond

jubilee exercises of Otterbein College

at Westerville, Ohio, on June 11-15.

This celebration marks the seventy-fifth

anniversary of the founding of the col-

lege.

Mr. D. H. Braymer, who has served

successfully as engineering editor, man-

aging editor and co-editor of the Elec-

trical World, is now devoting all of

his time to the Electrical Review and

Industrial Engineer, formerly the Elec-

trical Rez'iew, which was purchased last
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winter by the McGraw-Hill Company.

He has been made publishing director

as well as editorial director of the new
paper, with headquarters in Chicago and

he assumed his new duties on July first,

after discontinuing his official position

as editor of the Electrical World.

Professor Charles F. Scott of Yale

University was re-elected president of

the Society for the Promotion of Engi-

neering Education at its recent conven-

tion held at the University of Illinois in

June.

Dr. M. G. Lloyd, Chief of the Safety

Section of the Bureau of Standards,

was recently elected as a director of

the Eye Sight Conservative Council of

America.

Messrs. C. C. Paterson and B. P.

Dudding of the Research Laboratory of

the General Electric Co., Ltd., of Eng-

land visited the I. E. S. headquarters,

where they attended the joint meeting

of the Committee on Nomenclature and

Standards and the United States Na-

tional Committee of the International

Commission on Illumination held on

July I I, ]fj22.

Mr. C. C. I'aterson. who is the hon-

orary Secretary and honorary Treasurer

of the International Commission on

illumination, is spending .some time in

this cciuntry on matters of interest per-

taining to ilhitnination and electrical

engineering. He atten(l(<l the recent

convention of the A. I I". Iv at Niagara

Fall*. Ont.

Mr. Clarence L. Law, manager of the

Bureau of Illuminating Engineering,

New York I'.dison Company, was elected

chairman of the Metropolitan New York
Section of the N. E. L. A., succeeding

Mr. T. G. Spates of the Queens Company.

Mr. Law has had wide experience in

the electrical industry. He has been

manager of the Bureau of Illuminating

Engineering since 191 1, having been iden-

tified with The New York Edison Com-
pany since 1906 when he began as a

special inspector. For many years he

was also in charge of the Survey Bureau.

Mr. Law holds many offices in organ-

izations associated with the electrical

industry. He served two years as Vice-

President of the Illuminating Engineer-

ing Society and five years as its general

secretary besides being one of its newly

elected directors. In the N. E. L. A. he

was chairman of the Lighting Sales

Bureau, chairman of the Industrial

Exhibits Committee, member of the

National Executive Committee of the

Commercial Section, chairman of the

Commercial Division of the section, is

past vice-chairman of the New ^'ork

Companies Section, is ch.iirman of the

general meetings committee of the Met-

ropolitan New York Section, and a mem-
l)er of the New York Electrical l.eai^ue

and the A. I. E. E.

Mr. Law has had a wide experience in

civic organizations and in welfare work

and has iK'en active relative with work

in emi)loyec relations. He is a memlKT
of the Broadway .\ssocialion. Architec-

tural League, chairmaii i^i the ruMicity

Committee of the I'iftli .Avenue A.ssocia-

tion and ilKiirjiiaii of its Be!i>w .i/ftth

Street Committee, and a tlircclor of the

New \'ork State Commission of Preven-

tion of Blindness. He is chairman of

tlie board of trustees of the .Association

of Employees of Tlie New ^'ork Edison

Company, in which a^soci.ttion he ha<

al-».pv taktii a ^'re.it interest.
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WARD HARRISON

PRESIDENT-ELECT, I. E. S.

1922-1923

Mr. Ward Harrison, the newly elected President of the Illum-

inating Engineering Society, was born in East Orange, New
Jersey, May i6, 1888, and was graduated with honors from

Stevens Institute of Technology in 1909. He entered the engi-

neering department of the National Lamp Works of the General

Electric Company in the same year, and was appointed Illum-

inating Engineer of that company in 1914. In this capacity he

has been responsible for much pioneer illuminating engineering

work, particularly in the development and application of new
equipments for use with incandescent lamps. At the present

time Mr. Harrison is at the head of the Illuminating Engineering

Staff of the engineering department of the National Lamp Works.

Mr. Harrison was among the first to conceive the possibilities

of high power gas-filled incandescent lamps for street lighting,

and very largely through his experimental demonstration work

the city of Chicago was able to adopt the series incandescent

lamps as the standard for street lighting, within only a few months

of the time that the first gas-filled lamps were produced in a

laboratory. Again in Cleveland, the first large city to adopt the

high power gas-filled lamps for White Way lighting, he is credited

with the design of the ornamental lantern equipment which

effectively utilizes the point source characteristics of the new

lamps ; a type of equipment which is now being more and more

generally favored by other cities.

Mr. Harrison has developed a number of new lighting equip-

ments for office, school, and museum lighting, notably among

them a semi-indirect luminaire of dust-proof design. He has

always had a particularly close interest in the economic possi-

bilities of better industrial lighting and installed in a Cleveland

manufacturing plant what was perhaps the first artificial light-

ing system approaching daylight standards both as to intensity and

diffusion. This installation utilized a new dift'using industrial

reflector designed by Mr. Harrison, which was possibly the first
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industrial luminaire intended not only to avoid direct glare but

to provide against undue specular reflection and sharp shadows.

In addition to his work as an inventor, he has had a very large

share in numerous co-operative programs leading toward the

standardization of improved lighting equipment, among which

was the RLM standardization for industrial lighting.

In addition to papers covering a wide variety of illuminating

engineering subjects, which have appeared in the technical press,

Mr. Harrison is the author of a text book entitled "Eleccric

Lighting." He has also been a frequent contributor to the

Transactions of the Illuminating Engineering Society. Typical

titles of papers which have appeared under his authorship are

:

"The Analysis of Performance and Cost Data in Illuminating

Engineering," "Some Engineering Features of Office Building

Lighting," "Illumination Efficiencies as Determined in an Ex-

perimental Room," "A Combination of Refractor and Diffusing

Globe for Street Lighting," "Effective Lighting of Factories as

judged by Daylight Standards," "Glare Measurements." Mr.

Harrison was one of the lecture staff at the 1916 course in Illum-

inating Engineering Practice conducted jointly by the Illuminating

Engineering Society and the University of Pennsylvania.

For some years Mr. Harrison has been a lecturer in the Illum-

inating Engineering Course at the Case School of Applied Science.

Many of the results of his experimental development work on

the principles and j)raclice of illumination in his laboratory at

Nela Park, first i)resentc(l in these lectures, have been embodied

in reference bulletins on lighting practice issued b\' the .Vational

Lamp Works.

Mr. Harrison has been acti\e in the work of the Li<;hting

Sales lUireau of the National IClectric Light Association. As

field director for the Ivhuational iCxhibits Committee during 1920

and 19JI, he carried thioiiL^h the installation <>f edmational ex-

hibitions of lighting principles in many cities, and was very

largely responsible for the development of the n()\tl lighting

demonstration methods adopted in these e\hibiti«)ns. h'or several
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years he was Chairman of the Illumination Committee of the

American Institute of Iron and Steel Electrical Engineers and

it was during this period that the committee conducted a survey

of that important industry and developed standard recommen-

dations for the illumination of different departments of iron

and steel works. In addition to special important development

work on lighting problems involved in the prosecution of the

recent war, Mr. Harrison acted as supervising engineer of con-

servation representing the United States Fuel Administration in

ibe industrial plants of Northeastern Ohio.

Mr. Harrison became a member of the Illuminating Engineer-

ing Society in 1910. He was on the Board of Managers of the

Pittsburgh Section for a number of years, and lately has been

one of the Managers of the Cleveland Chapter. He was a Vice-

President of the Society during the years 1913 and 1914, repre-

senting the Pittsburgh Section. Prior to the installation of the

Cleveland Chapter, he was the Local Representative of the

Society at Cleveland. Mr. Harrison has been Chairman of the

Committee on Reciprocal Relations with Other Societies for the
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American Standard.
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TRANSACTIONS
OF THE

ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING SOCIETY
Voiv. XVII September, 1922 No. 7

In Retrospect

IT IS A long span from the coming convention of the Illuminat-

ing Engineering Society to that first convention in Boston fif-

teen years ago, when the Society was young and the art to which

it was devoted was just taking form. A comparison of the papers

discussed at that early meeting with those now prepared bears

witness both to the essential unity of illuminating engineering

practice and to the changes which have forced wide and some-

times far-reaching variation in methods. In 1907 the flame-arc

and the tantalum lamp were the new sources in which keen inter-

est was aroused. They were pushing their way forward, threat-

ening to displace the GEM Lamp, then regarded as standard, the

enclosed carbon arc, beloved for its long burning properties, and

the Nernst lamp, that invaded the western hemisphere just a few

years too late. In those days, too, acetylene lighting was a live

issue. Bat's wing gas jets were still in favor and the Welsbach

mantle in its inverted form was struggling into a position of

security.

Not a single topic was discussed at tlic first coiiventicMi which

would not be fully pertinent now and from which, making due

allowance for the change in sources, valuable lessons could not

still be learned. ( )n the other hand there is not a paper scheduled

for the coming convention which would have taken the earlier

one (|iiite unawares, 'i'he changes for the past fifteen years have

been in material rather than nuthods. The new ijicandcscent

lamps, at first the vacuum tungsten lanij) and then its gas-filled

brother, have i)Ut out of the running many of the popular fixtures
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of the society's early days. As the efficiency of the sources has

risen, so has the necessity of better diffusion, even at the cost

of reduced efficiency, become imperative. At the present moment

we are just at the phase of change which requires the abandon-

ment of many of the old popular shades and reflectors in favor

of newer forms suiting the brilliancy and dimensions of the new

units. For out-of-doors lighting the arc is not yet dead, in spite

of the gloomy prognosis of ten years ago, although the incan-

descent in the larger sizes has steadily pushed its earlier rival to

higher powers and greater efficiency.

The art of illuminating engineering is still growing. Every

attempt to standardize it so that the wayfaring man, even though

he be a fool, could go to his tables and curves and produce

results of the highest quality, has dismally failed. The wayfaring

man has, to be sure, acquired a little of deftness and common-

sense, but he has steadily found, as he will find in the future,

that illuminating engineering is an art rather than a science, a

fine art if you please, not to be learned by rote like the multipli-

cation table. To-day our sources of light are the cheapest of

general necessities and the art no longer has to be based, as at

our first convention, on the attainment of superlative efficiency.

One almost may say that the engineer with an imagination is

free to follow art for art's sake and to combine the useful with

the decorative in a way that gives abundant hope of escape from

the grim utilitarianism of the beginning of this century of achieve-

ment.

Louis Beel



REFLECTIONS
Practical Applications of the Principles of School Lighting

THE LIGHTING of many of our school buildings is far below

the standards prevaihng in commercial and industrial estab-

lishments. This is indeed an unfortunate condition. The eye of

the young child is in a formative state, and undue strain at such

a period will surely react at a later date. Statistics indicate that

a high percentage of absences and failures are due to defective

eyesight. Conditions which tend to cause such effects should

most certainly be remedied. The economics of the situation are

apparent to any thinking individual.

The City of Cleveland recognized that in many of the schools

there existed marked opportunities for improvement, employing

a competent engineer, Prof. H. B. Dates, to investigate the situa-

tion. After a survey of the field and study of conditions, he

caused to be installed, under typical conditions, many forms of

suitable lighting units. These were tested under his direction as

to efficiency and effectiveness. A study was made of such factors

as are important in school lighting, including brightness, quality,

glare, distribution, and the like. As a result of this investigation,

specifications were ad(Ji)ted for a standard unit and lay-out fi)r the

Cleveland schools.

Ill a paper to be presented at the annual couNintion of the

Illuminating Engineering Society to be held at the New Ocean

House, vSvvami)scott, Mass., from September J5 to jS, j'lof. II. W.

Dates analyzes conditions as found, describes tlie Methods of

Test, presents comparative figures on the different systems in-

vestigated, as well as the si)ecifications finally arrived at. No
one iiUer<-^ii(l in school management can afford to miss this

I>a[)er and the discussion which will follow.

The Cost of Daylight

AT I'IKST thought we .ill belie\e daylight to be a free gift of

Nature. It is, under certain condition^. The study of tlie

economics of l)uilding construction, however, indicates that uinlcr

many con«litions it is not as we imai^ined,— (vvv. Windows are

more expensive to build than the same amount of wall space. Tlie
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heat radiating through a window is far greater than through the

wall. This, of course, has an effect on the coal pile in winter.

In congested areas and large buildings, the expense of erecting

and maintaining light courts is considerable in addition to the

overhead on the valuable ground acquired for these. Under
many conditions, a given area could be lighted to an adequate in-

tensity with artificial illumination continuously at a lower cost

than that necessary to provide daylight.

The authors, M. Luckiesh and L. L. Holliday, in the attempt

to point out the economics of the situation, have considered a

number of typical cases and have indicated the method of pro-

cedure when making determinations of this character. Building

managers, architects and designing engineers should be interested

in listening to the discussion of this paper.

Plotting of Spectrophotometric Data

WITH THE DEVELOPMENT of new types of illuminants

and accessories for modifying the light, it is necessary that

the investigator analyze the performance of these in many ways.

One analysis which has been given more consideration of late than

heretofore, due to an increasing appreciation of its effect, is that

of color.

A mere visual examination of light tells very little of its com-

position. The effect of light on colored test samples,. does not

tell the whole story. For accurate comparison, it is necessary

to analyze the light by means of the instrument known as the

spectrophotometer.

The spectrophotometer utilizes a prism, or other means of

breaking the light up into its component parts. The relative

strength, or intensity of these individual parts or rays, is mea-

sured, and this data is interpreted.

The science of spectrophotometry is comparatively new, and as

seems to be universally the case with a new science, the methods

of plotting results, interpreting these and generally applying the

data, have been more or less confused. Each investigator is in-

clined to develop a slightly different system of interpretation.

The time has arrived for standardization of practice.

Mr. F. A. Ben ford analyzes the methods in vogue at the present

time and illustrates the various points brought up with practical

examples from concrete cases in a convention paper. He first
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discusses the limits which should be applied to such tests, taking

into consideration the range of vision of the human eye. Next,

the boundary which should be assigned to the various spectral

colors; then the choice of units for designating the various rays

or wave-lengths.

One point of confusion, is the question of plotting energy or

light. By light is meant the energy interpreted in respect to the

visibility, or in other words, its affect on the visual mechanism

—

the eye. This is a difficult subject to discuss in non-technical

terms, yet Mr. Benford has made his analysis very clear.

In order to compare various tests, it is desirable to have some
common ground, or point of equality. Different investigators

have used different values—the merits of these are put forth.

Any individual in the lighting business has occasion when he

must interpret these data. There is no text book which takes up
the question in such a manner that "he who runs may read."

This paper is, therefore, of real service to the art of lighting.

The Lighting of Public Eating Places

THERE IS PRACTICALLY no field of lighting which offers

as many opportunities for originality and special effects as

the restaurant. Proper lighting is a big factor in the comfort

with which one dines and should be given primary consideration

by the management.

A survey of the field indicates many tyi)es of eating places,

varying from the commercial or industrial cafeteria to the ela])0-

rately decorative cafe such as found on the (ireat White Way.
It is quite ai)parent that the demand for lighting in these vari-

ous classes of buildings are quite varied. The author, Mr. 1. I..

Stair, has skillfully handled the subject, pointing out that in the

first group utility must be given j)riniary consideration, neatness

combined with efficiency.

In the more decorative types, however, wr find an extremely

wide latitude of treatment. The [)aper is illustrated by a large

number of |)h<»tographs showing those which have proven suc-

cessful in service from the standjxtint of comfort and originality.

This paper can virtually be taken as a text on the class of

lighting which it discusses and used as a guide by the designing

engineer or solicitor on which to plan future installations.
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Influence of Daylight Illumination Intensity on Electric Current

Used for Lighting Purposes in the District of Columbia

THE LARGE Central Station has always had a problem

which has been slightly difficult and somewhat expensive

to solve. Throughout the day it experiences a certain, normal,

constant load. With the sudden darkening due to clouds or the

approach of a shower a heavy load is at once thrown on the

system, causing an entirely unexpected peak. To take care of

these emergencies, expensive storage batteries or additional gen-

erators are maintained. The investment in this apparatus could

be minimized if a means of predicting the action of the weather

were available.

Mr. A. Smirnoff has determined as a result of his investigations

that there is a point which he calls the ''psychological darkness"

at which the consumers begin to turn on the lamps at a sur-

prisingly rapid rate. This is at approximately 1,500 foot-candles

in the open air. He has kept a record of many different days,

typically clear, typically cloudy, variable and the like, and by

means of charts shows beyond question of doubt that as the in-

tensity drops below this figure a sudden rise in current consump-

tion takes place. By use of automatic devices located at what

might be termed strategic points in the surrounding country it is

possible to record the change in intensity of light and thps warn

the operators of the expected load.

It is also possible to predict with a fair degree of accuracy

the intensity which will prevail at a given place and a given day,

hour by hour.

A study of this paper will prove of much value to the plant

operator and it marks a big step forward in economics of light-

ing.

A Survey of Residence Lighting

CASUAL OBSERVATION indicates that a large percentage

of the homes throughout the country is inadequately illum-

inated, and further, that the average householder is unaware of

the possibilities of modern lighting. Until recently, however, no

exact data has been available indicating the extent of this in-

adequacy.
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Mr. M. Luckiesh, a scientist, who has devoted much thought

to the question of residence hghting, some time ago instituted a

survey, results of which will be presented at Swampscott, Mass.

By means of a questionnaire, he obtained data as to the actual

installations in some fifteen hundred middle class homes through-

out the country. Such features as the number of rooms, the

type of lighting fixture in each room, the material which shades

or envelops the light source, the number of sockets, the total

wattage to be used, the number of portable lamps, brackets and

convenience outlets, were tabulated and analyzed. The results

of this survey are then compared with what the author terms

"the conservative ideal average middle class home."

The electrical industry, including the jobber and dealer, the

fixture, wiring device and lamp manufacturers and central station

representatives should be intensely interested in the results of this

analysis, which shows that the average wired home to-day may

be considered as only "half lighted." They will be interested

in noting the character of equipment in service and the general

tendencies as indicated by the findings.

Lighting the Moving Picture Studio

WE ARE ALL fascinated by the romance of the movies

and eager for a glimpse behind the scenes. The author,

Mr. F. S. Mills, having had nnich ])raelical ex|)eriencc in this

line of work is enabled to visualize conditions to us and point

out the field of the various ilhiniinants in making the moving pic-

ture industry what it is.

The high intensity arc lanij) for sjjecial eiTects, the Cooper-

Hewitt mercury vapor lamp for general actinic lighting ami the

high wattage Mazda C lamp fills its individual place.

The uninitiated often wonders how some of tlie special etTects

which he sees on tin- si retn are obtained. Mr. Mills has pointeil

out some of the little tricks used in lighting the studio which

give us the effects ai)pealing ajid fascinating.

InteiicM and exterior views of the studio in action and nii^lit

lighting on "location" increase the popular interest of the subject.
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Report of the Committee on Progress for 1922

ONE of the most valuable pieces of work done by a Committee

of the Illuminating Engineering Society is this report. Its

efficient Chairman, Mr. F. E. Cady, and members constantly

follow the literature of the art year by year and by abstracting

the prominent articles make possible a report which, as its title

indicates, shows the developments which have taken place during

the past twelve months.

As a matter of record this report should form a part of every

librar}^ on engineering. It is a subject of comment in the Ameri-

can and foreign press and frequently quoted.

A Direct Reading and Computing Attachment for

Sphere Photometers

COMPUTING scales for use in connection with the pho-

tometering of vacuum tungsten lamps on life test have been

in use for quite a number of years. The increasing use of the

integrating sphere has made it desirable to adapt this arrange-

ment to the sphere photometer.

The scientists at the Bureau of Standards have developed a

very ingenious mechanical arrangement for this purpose which

could be adapted to any photometer with a movable comparison

lamp and fixed head or test source.

The paper, by B. S. Willis, describes in detail the construc-

tion of the device, illustrates it in service and diagramatically and

gives figures on the high degree of accuracy obtained.

Code of Luminaire Design

ANY ART WHICH does not advance is dead. The art of

lighting is by no means even dormant. It is desirable how-

ever, that such advance which takes place be guided by and have

the benefit of, the most recent investigations and best knowledge

pertaining thereto.

New types of luminaires or fixtures are constantly appearing

on the market. If the public is to be served in the best manner,

these luminaires should not violate the well recognized principles

of good lighting.

Recognizing this, some time ago the Council appointed a Com-

mittee to co-operate with Fixture Manufacturers to function as

indicated by its title, and this report is the result of its action.
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There are certain fundamental rules which can be set forth as

applying to all classes of luminaires. Various reflecting and dif-

fusing media having properties which are well understood and

certain devices serve best for particular uses. The Committee's

report contains much valuable data along the lines indicated and

though only in tentative form, will prove of material service to

those responsible for the design of equipment.

Overcoming Daylight Reflections in Show Windows

REFLECTIONS in the plate glass of show windows created

by a bright sky or by outside objects sunlighted to a much
greater brightness than those within the display, often cause an-

noyance by very seriously interfering with the visibility of the

display and correspondingly reducing the attractiveness and effec-

tiveness of the show window. It was found that the difficulty

experienced with these reflections was overcome by lighting the

objects in the display to intensities of the order of i,ooo to

2,000 foot-candles. A description is given of a special lighting

installation employing high power spotlights to concentrate arti-

ficial illumination on the important objects in the display. With

a design of this character a practical installation showed tliat

it was possible to obtain the necessary high intensities and do

away with the objectionable reflections without an excessive watt-

age total.

This ])aper, by Messrs. Harrison and Spaulding, should be of

the utmost interest to the progressive merchant who wishes to

obtain the maximum return on his investment in show windows.

It should prove of value to the central station solicitor in point-

ing out a way in which he can materially assist the merchant in

one of his most serious problems.

The Regular Icosahedron as a Substitute for the Ulbrichl Sphere

Till'. INTICr, i\.\'ri .XO si)lu're is a \(Ty \.ihi:iMe piece of

ap[)aratus as it eiiat)les the photometrician to measure the

total li.uht out juit of a lam|) or luminaire with one reading. Since

a greater aj)preciation is Ix-ing given to tlu- relative efliciencies of

ditlerent lighting devices, the demands for readings of this

character are becoming greater and more integrating devices will

be used in the future.
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The sphere is a rather costly piece of apparatus to construct,

particularly in the larger sizes necessary for testing the high-

powered light sources. Many attempts have been made to modify

the character of the enclosing box to simplify the construction

and reduce the cost. The icosahedron offers certain possibilities

from the theoretical standpoint.

The authors, K. S. Weaver and B. E. Shackelford, accordingly

made a model on a reduced scale and conducted rather extensive

tests with various lighting units also in the proper proportion.

The details of these tests are presented. As a result of the high

degree of accuracy indicated by the preliminary investigations, a

full size unit, of a lo-foot height was constructed and placed in

service. The details of this are of interest to those engaged in

laboratory and testing work.

Lighting Statistics of Representative Urban and

Suburban Homes

THE LIGHTING industry is particularly fortunate in being

able to obtain the data presented in this paper, by Mr.

Norman D. Macdonald. For some time the Association of Edison

Companies have been conducting a survey, as indicated by the

title. The object of this was to improve service conditions in

the residential field. With the resources of these large com-

panies to draw upon, a most comprehensive survey was possible.

A field force of many individuals actually visited typical homes

and obtained information regarding the various elements of their

lighting system. The summation of this data is presented.

Factors which should serve as guides in merchandising equip-

ment or supplying service are now definitely known which here-

tofore were only roughly estimated. Among these are, the aver-

age number of sockets installed, the percentage of these actually

in service, the percentage deemed superfluous, the percentage out

of commission, the percentage in inaccessible positions, etc., the

number of baseboard or convenience outlets in the average home,

the type of lighting fixtures employed in the various rooms, the

frequency of cleaning, the average wattage per lamp and the like.

So many factors are presented that it is impossible to attempt

to enumerate all of these in a brief synopsis. One should hear

or read the paper to gather the full import of these data.
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Lighthouse and Light Vessels, Their Features of Illumination

THE MARINER'S beacons are always a fascinating subject

of observation and study. Comparatively little information

in regard to their internal structure has been available until now.

The author of this paper, Mr, S. G. Hibben, has made an ex-

tended investigation of the subject from the physical and practi-

cal aspects. He presents data on the relative visibility under

varying conditions and analyses these results from theoretical con-

siderations illustrated by easily understood diagrams.

After a brief review of the history, the structure of modern

types of lamps is discussed and illustrated by excellent diagrams

and photographs. The specialized requirements of the various

classes of service are analyzed and the application of the various

illuminants for these are pointed out.

The text is written in an appealing style and one is much im-

pressed by the ingenious means which have been used and are

now in service for providing a safe passage to ships as they

approach hidden dangers.

A Distribution Photometer of a New Design

THERE ARIC many designs of distribution ])h()t()mctcrs in

service in the various industrial, commercial, educational and

research laboratories throughout the country. It might safely

be said that no two of these are exactly alike—each is moditied

to meet certain conditions, and those of recent construction ha\e

avoided the faults experienced with the earlier tyj)es, adding re-

finements and improving the details.

The investigators, Messrs. Colby and Doolittle, who present

this l>aper, before building the device whicli is described therein,

made a careful study of the types in service and chose those

elements which had s|Kcia] advaiUages for their j>articiilar con-

ditions. The completed ap|>aratus, which is described and illus-

trated in detail, has many new features and marks a stej) of ad-

vance in the art of photometry. Kecords of this character are

vaJuable in guiding practice.
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Flicker Photometry

THE SUBJECT of the photometry of colored hght is not yet

fully understood. Each year new investigators bring forth

additional data leading to a clearer conception of the intricacies

of the problem.

There are two principal means of comparing light intensities,

one known as the "equality of brightness" method, and the other

as the "flicker" method.

Discrepancies have always been known to exist between the

results obtained from these two methods. In the first half of

this paper, the investigators, C. E. Ferree and Gertrude Rand,

point out the causes for these discrepancies. They show that dif-

ficulties are encountered with the flicker method, because the in-

tensity of the sensation (in the eye) does not vary directly wnth

the intensity of the light, but is dependent upon the time this

light has to act on the eye and also on the color. They have

found that the flicker and equality of brightness methods agree if

the eye is exposed the same length of time with both methods.

They further show that with the time of exposure ordinarily

employed in flicker photometry, the eye does not reach the con-

dition of maximum sensation, or in other words, get the full

effect of the light, which, of course, obtains when the equality

of brightness method is used, for there a prolonged exposure or

sighting of the photometric field takes place.

In the second half of the paper, which is entitled "Comparative

Studies of Equality of Brightness and Flicker Photometry, with

Special Reference to the Lag of Visual Sensation" the authors

first describe the ingenious apparatus with which they made these

tests.

Figures and curves from the data seem to justify the con-

clusions mentioned above. They indicate that for various wave-

lengths or colors, there is a rise of sensation to a maximum value

which is different for each color and for each intensity. In

other words, it will take a longer or shorter time for the eye to

receive its maximum sensation from a given color at a given in-

tensity, in comparison with the time for the eye to reach its

maximum sensation from the same color at a different intensity

or from a different color at either of these intensities.
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Measurement of the Electrical Response of the Retina to

Stimulation by Light

SOME TIME ago considerable publicity was given in the

daily papers to the experiments performed by the authors,

E. L. Chaffee and W. T. Bovie, on the subject indicated by the

title. It was found that as light inpinged on the sensitive por-

tion of the eye, changes in electrical resistance or other charac-

teristics was brought about which could be noted by the use of the

proper instruments. The eyes of frogs were used for these ex-

periments and the minute changes in current which occurred were

amplified by the now widely used radio tube and indicated by a

sensitive galvanometer. Some most interesting effects due to

the action of light, were discovered through these means.

Lighting the Food Industries

OUR FOOD should unquestionably be prepared under the

most ideal conditions for the health and comfort of a country

is dependent on its food. Federal and State laws have done

much to raise the standard of sanitation in those plants devoted

to the preparation of food and in general, conditions are quite

satisfactory.

The investigation reported in this paper indicates that one

element of plant management has been somewhat overlooked.

Lighting men have known for a long while thai proper illumina-

ticm is a very important factor of sanitation. A well lighted shop

is perforce clean, for there are no dark corners or shadows in

which refuse is allowed to accumulate. iVoper lighting also

assists in increasing ])roducti()n, maintaining a high morale among

the employees and i^romoting safety.

This paper by Mr. \V. H. Radmacher presents data on lighlini;

conditions in a considerable number of factories allied to the

food industry. It may, in geiuTal, be said that tlu- standards are

far too low. Inadecjuate lighting exists in a liigii pc rcmtage of the

plants. A ftw notabU- exceptions wluri- the benefits of i)ropcr

lighting have been a|>])reciated are illustrated and discusseti.

The following scheme of treatment is used in discussing the

lighting re(|uireinents of the various industries. (K-neral diarac-

ter of building, analysis of the processes of manufacture, present
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lighting practice, recommended practice as to intensity, type of

equipment, and method of Hghting, and special or peculiar light-

ing requirements.

The industry is divided into the following headings, each of

which is discussed individually. Grain elevators, flour mills,

bakeries, breakfast foods, canning, meat packing, ice cream manu-

facturing, chocolate and candy manufacture, fruit packing and

milk testing.

As practically every community has some establishment de-

voted to the handling or preparation of food products, the data

contained in this contribution should be of universal application

and valuable.

Skylight Illumination on Horizontal and on

Vertical Surfaces

THIS REPORT of the Committee summarizes sky brightness

and daylight illumination measurements made during the year

ending April 6, 1922. For ten months the measurements were

made in a suburb of Washington that is comparatively free from

city smoke. During the other two months, one in summer and

one in winter, the measurements were made in the smoky atmos-

phere of the city of Chicago.

The measurements were made as nearly as possible with the

sun at altitudes above the horizon of 0°, 20°, 40°, 60°, and 70°
;

and from the sky brightness measurements the resulting illumina-

tion on vertical surfaces differently oriented with respect to the

sun has been computed. These computations, in connection with

the daylight illumination measurements, have been utilized to con-

struct charts showing for latitude 42° North, the skylight illum-

ination for each hour of each day throughout the year as follows

:

(i) On a vertical surface with a cloudy sky, (2) On a hori-

zontal surface with a cloudy sky, (3) Eight charts showing the

illumination with a clear sky on vertical surfaces facing N, NE,

E, SE, S, SW, W and NW respectively.

The extreme daily deviations from seasonal averages, and the

average decrease in illumination intensities at Chicago due to

smoke, are also given.



PAPERS
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE OX PROGRESS

FOR 1922*

**The light which we have gained was given us, not to be ever

staring on, but by it to discover onward things."—^Milton.

INTRODUCTION

While again there does not appear to have been much in the way
of development in illuminants since the last report, there has

been a great deal of activity in the various phases of applied

lighting, and in the study of luminous phenomena. References

in various parts of the report show the wide application which is

being made of the low candlepower neon vapor glow lamp, which

apparently has many possibilities. In fact the number of practical

uses which have been found for this lamp is rather surprising.

The steady increase in the use of automobiles is forcing atten-

tion to street and highway lighting and while the larger cities

have not shown any unusual progress, much is reported from

smaller cities, towns and counties.

Appreciation of the value of the work of this society is seen

in the references to its various codes which occur in almost all

reports of liritish legal committees, in some from Germany, and

in the reccjmmendations for state legislation in this country both

for industrial lighting and for automobile headlights. The Eng-

lish and (jcrman illuminating engineering societies have reported

regular meetings but nothing has reached the committee as to

what is being done by the Japanese society.

A traveler in Siam' has noted that the natives burn holes in the

trunks of mai yang trees to collect a resin which they u->e in lamj)s.

Nearly every mai yang tree is thus nuuilated.

It is reported that* Sir lliuni)hrey I)a\y. who w.i^ one of the

greatest clu-niists of his tinu-, made the mistake in judgment of

objecting to the use of coal gas for the illumination t^\ the

City of London partly on the assumj)tion that such a pi-oject

* A report lo be prr«riifr«l nl ihr Annu.il Convention of ihc Illuminating ICnginrcr-

inn Society, Swampncott. Mas*., Sept. ii-jH, igjj.

* Noll. Geog. Man., Mar., igjj, p. jsg.

* Sc*tnc*, Nov. 4, iv'i. P- 4>u

355
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would require a gas holder as big as St. Paul's Church dome,

and it would blow up at the first opportunity.

The Parish Church of St. John the Evangelist, Westminster,

London, England, is claimed^ to be the first church to be lighted

by gas. Acum writing in 181 6 said that the building had been

illuminated by gas lighting for upward of two years, the light

employed being "equal to 360 tallow candles, eight to the pound."

Nothing is said of the design of the fittings and types of burners.

Many interesting facts regarding the early history of electric

lighting were brought out* at the Semi-centennial Jubilee meeting

of the British Inst, of Elec. Eng. A number of the speakers had

vivid recollections of the days when the incandescent lamp was

a novelty and the arc lamp none too well established. It seems

strange to think that the great city of London was at one time so

uncertain as to the best way to do its street lighting that it

used three systems; the British system with 16 arc lamps to a

dynamo, the Maxim system of a similar character, and the Sie-

mens installation consisting of a number of masts carrying very

big lamps each fed by its own dynamo.

Passenger trains operating between London, England, and

Brighton, a distance of 52 miles were first equipped^ with electric

light apparatus in 1881 and this is believed to be the first attempt

to light a train by electricity.

It is to be regretted that, as in the case of street lighting men-

tioned in last year's report, so little data on candlepower values

are given in accounts of exterior illumination and the committee

again recommend to the Society that this subject be considered

by the proper committee with the view of preparing suitable

forms which shall show all the quantities which it is necessary

for a reader to know in order to obtain from a description an

adequate idea of the lighting conditions.

Thanks are extended to those who have contributed information

and to the publishers of the various journals freely quoted.

Respectfully submitted,

Francis E. Cady, Chairman

Geo. S. Crampton,

F. R. Mistersky,

W. E. Saunders.
' ///. Eng., Nov., 1921, p. 221.

* Jour, of Inst, of Elcc. Eng., Apr., 1922, p. 401.

'^ Rlwy. Elec. Eng., Dec, 1921, p. 473.
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GAS

In describing some interesting facts in connection with the

early history of gas lighting it was brought out" that in London
in i860 houses piped for gas would have connections from three

companies' mains in their cellars. Various methods were used

to ascertain which main supplied the lights in the house. One
method was to smell the gas as each com])any's l)rand had its

own special odor. Another method was to drill a hole in each

main, insert a ferrule with a flexible tube and force in air. When
the air and ])ulsation extended to the lights tlie right main was
identified.

At the last convention of the American C^as Association data

was presented^ showing that approximately 20 per cent of the

gas sold by companies in this couiUry is used for lighting jiurposes.

Manufacture.—A manufacture<l gas has been rei)orte(r in Eng-

land which with a calorific \alue of 350 1*. t. u. is claimed to give

the ordinary consiuner the same value as he can gel from a 5(X)

B. t. u. straight coal gas. It is used in burners without Hr.nsen

tubes and is suj)posed to obtain aeration for combustion purposes

from the air surroiniding the flame. The cciisuiner turns tlie gas

on full l)y means of the taj) at the burner and regulates it until lie

gets the maximnin liglit uilli the niininunn consiunption of gas.

No lighting back or breakage of mantles occurs. The gas can

also be turned down when required without light ini: back.

• Cat Jour., Apr. 5, igj.;, p. 50.

' (/oj Jvur., Dec. Ji, lyji, p. H^o.

• (»flj Jvur, ()cl 5, ly-'i. p jti.
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Additional information is available^ on the production of gas

from straw referred to in the 19 18 Progress Report. A test on

a machine handUng 150 pounds of baled straw gave 850 cubic

feet of gas for this amount in thirty-three minutes. Sunflowers

will produce 15,000 cubic feet per ton, 10 gallons of light oil, 10

gallons of tar and 640 pounds of carbon. An analysis of straw

gas has shown CO2—30.6 per cent, acetylene—6.4 per cent, CO

—

28.2 per cent, methane—21.3 per cent, H—11.3 per cent, N

—

3.2 per cent yielding a calorific value of 469 B. t. u. per cubic foot.

In 1918 the last year for which figures are available^° the pro-

duction of monazite sand in India amounted to 2,117 ^^^^ ^ great

advance over the last pre-war year's production of 1,235 tons.

The outlook is very favorable and it is said the reserves are far

greater than those of Brazil or the United States.

Burners.—To supply the need for incandescent units of small

size and low gas consumption a new design^^ utilizes the inverted

type of mantle on an upright burner. The result is greater rigidity

and strength than is obtained with the upright form of mantle

and constancy in efficiency owing to the maintenance of the

mantle in a central position over the flame. With gas of, say,

475 B. t. u. the consumption is not more than 1.9 cubic feet, per

hour at a pressure of twenty-five tenths. Burner makers after

many attempts have succeeded^^ in producing suitable, burners

for gas of as low as 380 calorific value.

German mantle manufacturers as a result of being cut off

from the usual foreign sources were reduced during the war to

the use of paper thread as a substitute for ramie, and artificial

silk.^^ The candlepower of such pure paper mantles was only

60-70 per cent of that from those made of ramie. The woven

asbestos reinforcement in the head of upright mantles was replaced

by crepe paper and iron wire was used for sewing the mantle

tops. Good durability resulted as the flame tops were low and

the heat value of the gas was reduced owing to the coal scarcity.

In the inverted type a ceramic enamel attached the mantle to the

magnesia ring. Condensed phenols were used largely as sub-

* Cos Jour., Feb. 15, 1922, p. 379.
*° Coj Jour., Nov. 30, 1921, p. 617.

^^ Gas Jour., Dec. 21, 1921, p. 810.

" Gas Jour., Apr. 12, 1922, p. 25.

" E. T. Z., 1921, p. 656.
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stitutes for camphor and castor oil in the preparation of mantle

collodians.

More recent developments, in Germany/* have been made in

the direction of making mantles to fit the various kinds of gas

now being manufactured. The almost general addition of high

percentages of water gas has resulted in lower calorific values

and higher flame temperatures. With smaller flames,—due to

the alteration in air consumption and flame velocity—the older

mantles no longer fitted the flames. Tests on the new product

indicated for the upright type a saving of gas of between 19 and

24 per cent with a slight advantage in candles per cubic foot.

With inverted mantles the gas saving was between 21 and 2^

per cent and the improvement in candles per cubic foot was be-

tween 17 and 22^ per cent.

Calorific Standards.—The Bureau of Standards has issued^ -^ the

fourth edition of Circular 32 ''Standards for Gas Service." The

suggested rules in this circular have been followed very closely in

the regulations established during the past year by North Dakota,

North Carolina, and Maine and in the revised rules of Montana.

Very good progress is being made on the Gas Safety Code on which

the Bureau and the American Gas Association are joint spon-

sors under the A. E. S. C. At the Annual Meeting of the Southern

Gas Association of the United States^" a committee resolution

declared "that freedom from restrictive standards of gas (juality

are absolutely indispensable to the relief of the industry and of

the pubhc as well." The Committee recommended a range of

calorific values from 425 to 525 B. t. u.

In a resume of legislative action on calorltio standards a list

is given of those states which have adopted drfuiing H. t. u.

values.*^ In seventeen states Commissions have not adopted

standards, wliilr in eight states the C'oniinissions lia\i' no juris-

diction over gas utilities. The vahies adopted range from 471)

to 800, the latter value being for natural gas. Averages of many
years* collections of caloritic vahie^, observed and calculated,

have been used'" to make llie following table of multipliers

'• C'ai Jour., Feb. 8, 19 Ji, p. 315.

'• Hat A(jt Kec, Feb. j$, iqjj, p. ij9

'• (/fl/ Jour., Apr. H, IQiJ, p. 100.

" (/oi A\jf Kfc, Dec. J4, X'iix, p. 851.

" 0«J Jour , VcU IS, lyji, p. 3S6.
. ,
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which gives the B. t. u. content corresponding to the different con-

stituents in gas.

CO per cent x 3.23

CnHm per cent x 23.29

CH4 per cent x 10.05

Ho per cent x 3.20

The next table^^ shows the cubic feet per therm for gas of varying

B. t. u. content.

B. t. n. per cu. ft. Cu. ft. per therm

500 200

490 204

480 208

470 212

460 217

450 222

Up to an including February 28, 1922, calorific values as de-

clared^^ under the British Gas Regulation Act are shown in the

following table.

Calorific value declared Number of declarations

42s 6

450 66

460 22

470 20

475 17

480 18

500 29

Other values ranging from 400 to 550 had only two or one

declarations. The result of two years' operation under the Act

shows an average-^ of 466 B. t. u. for 1920 and 461 for 1921.

The slight drop is attributed to the effect of the prolonged coal

strike. In view of the general tendency to lower calorific stand-

ards it is rather interesting to note^'^ a recent movement in Eng-

land in the opposite direction where a number of companies taking

advantage of their liberty in this respect have increased their de-

clared standards. This action is attributed to various causes,

notably better coal, and cheaper and more available oil.

'" Gas Jour., Fob. 22, 1922, p. 448.

* Gas Jour., Mar. 29, 1922, p. 759.

*• Gas Jour., Feb. 22, 1922, p. 452.

*" Gas Jour., Apr. 5, 1922, p. 19.
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Observation and a study of the results of governmental reg-

ulation of English calorific standards has led^^ to the following

conclusions: economic conditions have determined English stand-

ards; in appliances less easily adjustable than those in the United

States, 450 B. t. u. and even lower values are being satisfactorily

and efficiently used ; freedom from restriction as to calorific

values has led to the maintenance of the most economic figure

for each particular works and has led to the development of

new methods and processes ; whether or not the "therm" method
of charging will prove successful is still an open question but

it is better adapted to English conditions than to those in this

country.

Statistics covering the use of acetylene-* for lighting pur-

poses show some 2(S5,ooo homes lighted by this gas. In 1920

there were approximately two and one-half million acetylene

cylinders in use and about one million miner's lamps in actual

service.

The disadvantage of the ordinary candle is its relatively short

life. What is probably the largest candle ever constructed, de-

signed-'* for a church in Naples is 5 feet in circumference, i(S feet

high and weighs af)proximately 1,000 pounds. It is expected

to have a life of 120,000 hours. This might be contrasted with

the life f)f the ordinary gas mantle of about 1,000 hours.

Auxiliaries.—A novel igniter for gas has been brought out in

Germany.-' It works on the electrostatic principle and consists of

four |)rinci|)le parts: the metal casing, the elcctrophor cover, the

electrophor j)latr, and the ignition clianibc-r. TIk" second part is

covered witli leather and the |)late with rubber. By pushing in the

handle the cover and plate are brought elo^e to'^elher and a

twisting motion causes friction in the ii^nition ehanibcr whicii

f)roduces a spark where the parts are separated. .Another igniter'*^

consists of a specially made condenser one element of which is

connected by a siiiL^He wire to the electrical snj)j)ly circuit and

is controlled by an ordinary switch. The other element is con-

/<»«. (iaj Jour,, Nov. if), lOJi, p. 461.

** Actlylen* Jour., Oct., igji, p. J04.

•• .Vfi. Am. H'A/y, Srpt. 17, iqji, p. 195.

** Am. Cat Jour., Jwn 7, iqjj, p. ij.

" tiltc. Jail &, iv'-i. P id-
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nected to a metal brush at the striking end of the lighter. When
the latter is charged it emits a series of sparks which are sufficient

to ignite the gas.

The Committee of the American Gas Association in charge of

standardizing gas tubing^^ has recommended that such tubing,

used for connecting gas appliances, must be in lengths of 6 feet,

"leakage" being defined as not exceeding 0.02 cubic feet per

hour per length. Six tests are detailed and six requirements de-

fined : strength, flexibility, resistance to freezing, resistance to heat,

elasticity of rubber slip ends, and gripping power of rubber ends.

Several strength tests are listed such as a steady lengthwise pull

of 50 pounds for five minutes without leakage ; to withstand

without leakage or becoming detached the shock occurring when

a 5 pound weight attached to one end drops 30 inches, the other

end being supported by the rubber slip end attached to a standard

hose nozzle held in a vertical position.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

The incandescent electric lamp seems to have reached the period

in its development where striking changes are rare. Whether this

is due to insufficient scientific research or to the natural lim-

itations of available materials is a question. Economic conditions

have undoubtedly necessitated considerable financial conservatism

which has been evidenced in the reduction of appropriations for

research, but it is perfectly possible that increased experimental

work might not have produced any radical innovation in

lamps as at present constructed. However, it is encouraging to

note that research work is still going on and that its value and

necessity is appreciated to the extent of its adequate maintenance

on the part, at least, of a number of the larger concerns in the

industry.

Manufacture.—The output of carbon incandescent lamps con-

tinues to decrease, ^^ the demand for the year 1921 being only 3.6

per cent of the total lamp sales as against 4.3 per cent of the pre-

vious year. The distribution of tungsten lamps according to size

and types shows 79.4 per cent for vacuum lamps and 20.6 per cent

for gas-filled. The average lumens per watt shows an increase

from 10.6 to II.

'* Gas Jour., Dec. 14, 1921, p. 746.

* Report of lyainp Committee N. E. L. A., May, 1922.
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The distribution according to voltage indicates a falling off

in the 220-250 volt class. In foreign countries the percentage

of higher voltage lamps used is materially greater than in this

country and in some instances the demand is more than the de-

mand for the no- and 120-volt class reaching in England almost

80 per cent of the total output. Considerable progress is re-

ported in the reduction in this country to the three standard-

ized voltages of no, 115, and 120. During the past two year

period, of 2,880 central stations furnishing data, the percentage

using standard voltages has increased from 76 to 92.5. Of all

lamps produced in 1921, 87.2 per cent fell within the standard

range of no, n5 and 120 volts as compared with 81.2 per cent

of the previous year.

According to a report of the Lamp Committee of the Canadian

Electric Association^^ the 40-watt vacuum tungsten lamp is most

popular in Canada and is followed by the 25- and 60-watt. In

the United States^^ the 40-watt is in greatest demand followed

by the 50- and 60-watt. It is reported that Finland uses approx-

imately two million lamps annually and a factory with a ca-

pacity of 300 to 400 lamps per day has been started to restore

worn out lamps.

In order to avoid the difficulties in making tight seals in the

high wattage lamps used for ])rojectic)n j^urposes a foreign in-

ventor has returned^^ to the use of a rubber stopper held in

place at the neck of the bulb by a metal collar. This procedure

was tried out and discarded in this country some years ago.

The black deposit which collects on tlu* intc'rit)r of tungsten

lamp bulbs when the vacuum is of tin- order of a t\\\ thousandths

of a millimeter has been a>cribc(l cillK-r to tlic direct sublima-

tion of the tungsten, or to the decomposition of water \apor by

the hot tungsten and the reduction by the hydrogen of the oxide

formed. As a result of experimentation it is vuggestcd'* that

a further factor in the (lej)osit is the sputtering caused by tlie

expulsion of occluded gas. When wires are prepared with thoria.

*" Hlfc. H'ld., June 17, iQjj. p. i,J<5.

' Report of Lamp Commillcc N. K. L. A., May ly, hjjj.

** lilec. Rrv. (/.), Apr. i\, iqjj. p. 573.
•* Krv. Ctn. d'lUec, May 13. igjj, p. 7ij.

** Fhy$. Zftl., Mar. 15, ivjj. p. ij6.
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gas collects in the interstices and in the cement and is driven out,

particularly on rapid heating, with almost explosive energy. It

has been found that the particles on the interior of the bulb do

not show crystalline regularity as they should if condensed from

vapor, but are irregular fragments.

New solutions^*^ for the superficial coloring of incandescent

lamp bulbs are claimed to give results which do not deteriorate

with heat nor suffer from immersion in hot or cold water or

from scrubbing to remove dirt.

Types.—New Mill-type lamps in tipless bulbs were listed'* last

Fall. They are made in 25 and 50-watt sizes for 115 volts and in

the 50-watt size for the 230-volt class. To meet the demand for

an ordinary type of white lamp in a size larger than the 50-watt,

the 75-watt lamp is now available in a bulb coated with a white

material which thoroughly diffuses the light, and has an absorp-

tion value of only about 10 per cent. The committee of the

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers on Train Lighting

Equipment recommended*^^ in their last semi-annual report that

"it is desirable to reduce the number of kinds of lamps used for

train lighting purposes to a minimum consistant with meeting

the requirements for illumination of the various classes of pas-

senger train cars." Lamps for 30 to 34 volts and of 15, 25, 50

and 75-watt sizes were specified in the report which is to be sub-

mitted to the membership for approval.

The projector-type of incandescent lamp has been in use in

this country for several years, and such lamps are now appearing

in Germany''^ in a design somewhat different from those made

here. The usual heavy spiral-wire filament wound in the ordinary

flat grid form is supported by a ring of refractory material which

is mounted either vertically or horizontally to meet the need for

either type. The sizes reported range from 60 to 1,500 watts.

Properties.—In an investigation of crystal growth during burn-

ing, in tungsten filaments and those containing up to t per cent

of a refractory oxide such as ThO^,,'^ the deformation of the fila-

^^ III. Rvg., Nov., 1021, p. 225.

•''•' Report of Lamp Committee N. E. L. A., May, 1922.

" Rlwy. Eire. Eng., July, 1922, p. 226.

^ Helios, Apr. 9, 1922, p. 1,192.

'* Chem. Abs., Oct. 20, 1921, p. 3.424-
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ment during life was found to be a function of this growth which

is suppressed in the thoriated filament but appears when the

amount of ThOs is reduced. Traces of common gases when pres-

ent in the lamps act as follows : oxygen forms W.O^^ ; water vapor

forms WO^ at the high temperature parts of the filament which

is reduced to W by H at the cold parts: CO., attacks the

hottest parts of the filament forming a dark blue oxide : Hydro-

carbons convert the surface of the fiilament into tungsten carbide

Experiments made^*^ on drawn tungsten wire in the same way

as those of Wcissenberg, show that in the filament the crystals

are so arranged that the faces of the rhombic dodccahedra, are

at right angles to the axis of the wire. The drawing does not

appear to effect the lattices which are the same as those of

powered tungsten of different origin.

Additional work^' on the brightness of light sources has re-

sulted in values for tungsten, lamps given in the following table

to which are added for comparison purposes those for the ker-

osene flame and the carbon filament.

Brightness
caiullrs per sq. cm.

13

51

227

-'.5

I.J9

408

864

2.0J

I

105

Source

Kerosene flame

4 W. p. c. carbon filament

* 0.9 W. p. c. tungsten filament

Same lamp frosted

50 Watt white "Mazda"—outside

50 Watt white "Maz.da"— filament

2,000-Watt "Mazda"—outside coil

2,000-Watt "Mazda"—inside c<»il

Same type lam]) frosted—outside

Measurements on ihi- brighlncss of tuni^stcn at xarioiis temper-

atures in:i(U' by three different nietliods gave*-

at i.orw K. o.oooo<>S candles per sq. cm
at i.(kx)' K. "O25 candles per sq. cm.

at 2,200° K. 61.7 candles per si\. cm
at 2,800" K. 679 candles per sq. cm.
at 3.400" K. 3.380 candles per sq. cm.
at 3,600" K. S.*oo candles per sq. cm.

Data have nlsf) been obtained* ' on the itlalion l)ctween color

teniperaturr and efficiency of the gas CilU'd tungsten l.iinp^ over

*" Hhyt. Zfxt., Jan. 1, iqjj. p. 14.

•' /flMf. of A. I, E. E., Dec, lyji, p. go5.

" Fhyt. Rev., Apr., iojj, p. 4J6.
** Jour, of Opt. Soc. of Amer., J»n., i<jjj, p. 40.
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a range of from lo lumens per watt to 40 lumens per watt. The
following table is taken from the published curve.

Efficiency
lumens per watt

Color
temperature

12.5 2,750° K.

15 2,820

20 2,950

25

30
35
39.2

3,090

3,260

3,460

3,644

In order to simplify the computations of the characteristics

of tungsten lamps a new set of empirical formulae** has been

worked out. The equation for the relation between voltage v,

and specific consumption, e, is given as

v^^ /e, — 0.1 700V-^'^^

v^ ye^— o. 1 7ooy

Within the range 0.71 to 1.31 w. p. c, the error in using this

formula is said to be less than i per cent. The candlepower

voltage formula is given as

-^ - [0.190 -f o.iO I

^^ 1 Z] I

Cj
[

0.810 — o.i 1 j

where c represents the candlepower, v the voltage and e the

efficiency, c = e^ — i if Cj is the initial efficiency. The simplifi-

cation in these formulae seems to lie in the elimination of the

reduction to normal values which the best previous equations

have required.

The importance of cleaning lamps and glassware has** fre-

quently been emphasized but always from the standpoint of

efficiency and conservation of the light flux. An investigation

has been carried out on the possibilities of injury due to electric

potential from contact with dirty lamp bulbs. Determinations

were made by three different methods of the difference of

potential between the lamp base and various points of contact

on the bulb. Lamps with various kinds of superficial coating were

tested and it was found that on dirty bulbs it is possible on

230-volt circuits to get leakage which may be dangerous.

** Jour, of A. I. E. E., Dec, 1921, p. 905.

«£. T. Z., June 15, 1922, p. 815.
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ARC AND VAPOR-TUBE LAMPS

Few developments have been announced in the field of the

ordinary arc lamp and those which have appeared seem to be

in the types used for special purposes rather than for general

illumination. For instance, improvements have been reported**

in the Beck searchlight arc. In the 150-ampere size the elec-

trodes are only 16 mm. in diameter as compared with 36.5 mm.
in the ordinary carbon arc. In this lamp the arc plays in an

atmosphere of illuminating gas and the crater is often 15 mm.
deep. A 225-ampere size, recently developed, is said to have a

surface brightness of 1,250 hefner candles per sq. mm. which

is seven times that of the ordinary arc or about equal to that of

the Lummer high pressure (6 atm.) arc. The positive carbon

is enveloped by a refractory tube which insures a CO atmosphere

at the tip of this carbon. It is claimed that if the 3C)0-ampere

unit were set up at a distance equal to that of the moon it would

appear as bright as a star of the sixth magnitude.

Type.—There are some features*^ in a recently produced tung-

sten arc which distinguish it from those now in use. A funnel-

shaped screen is provided on which the evaporated and sputtered

tungsten is deposited in order to prevent blackening of the bulb.

The arc discharge takes place between small tungsten sjiheres in an

atmosphere of rare gas. The lamp is available in the small

sizes, and in the one-ampere unit the sj)heres have a diameter

of about one millimeter, whereas in the 2.5 am]>ere unit they are

nearly 2 mm. in diameter. The distance between the s])heres

and the glass wall of tlu- bulb may be as small as j to 2.5 cm.

so that when used for projection purjjoses, small focus condensers

may be employed. The brightness of the sphere is given as

about 14 c. per nini.* The lamps are designeil for 20()-volts on a.c.

circuits and can be run with no other au.xiliary appliance than a

series resistance. A new tungsten arc has !>een reported*" in

Holland which is designed for 22a-volt a.c. at 50 cycles and

gives 1.5 candles with a consumption of otily 3 watts. It is

described as a metal filanuiit lamp in which the filament is

wound back an<I forth bet\\eeii suppcnts in the usual manner.

*• /./rif. Zfil., Nor. 17, I'iJi. p. 1,316.

' Hire. Drc. .v>. u)jt, p. HjH.

** /.. w. /.., Slut. JJ, ifjJJ, p. 14J.
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Characteristics.—The color temperature of the crater of the car-

bon arc has been measured*^ and found to be 3,780° K. for soHd

and 3,420° K. for cored carbons. The above measurements were

made on a 65-volt, lo-ampere arc. An additional study has been

made^*^ of the low-current arc between electrodes of various metals,

and the relation found between potential and current for values

up to 0.5 amperes in the case of C, Ag, Cd, Cn, Fe, Sn, Zn, Se,

and salts of Ba, Ca, Cs, Na, and Sr. As the current is increased

the glow arc changes suddenly to the true arc form and at the same

time the cathode arc drops sharply, in the case of Ag, Cn, and

Fe changing from 214 to 28 volts, from 290 to 16 volts, and

from 205 to 24 volts respectively. These metals all gave the glow

discharge up to o.i amperes.

Using an acetylene flame^^ as a comparison source additional

experiments have been made on the spectral distribution of the

carbon arc. Cored carbons were employed, taking 5.7 amperes.

The curve obtained agrees quite closely with a black-body at

3,325° K., computed from Wein's law. The difference between

these results and previous work is attributed either to the sup-

position that the cored carbons used burned at a lower temper-

ature
;
(the carbon arc has been assumed to radiate like a black

body at 3,750° K.), or that it is caused by the absorption band

that has its center at 0.60 jn, when the arc is at 2,360° K. At

the temperature of the arc flame this absorption band woul'd suffer

a shift toward the violet.

Vapor.—The past year has seen a very marked growth in the use

of the neon vapor-tube lamp, particularly, in the low candlepower

sizes. The development of this lamp has been rapid and it is

available for both lighting and sign purposes.'^- In the former

case one electrode takes the shape of an open type wire spiral.

In the sign lamps one electrode is a metal plate in the form of

a letter of the alphabet. The lamps are designed for both a.c.

and d.c. on 200 and 250-volt circuits. In the d.c. type the

light is emitted from one electrode only and hence the polarity

must be considered. The theoretical life is over 5,000 hours'^*

** Jour, of C)i>. Soc. of Amcr., Jan., i()22, p. 41.

'^° Astrophys. Jour., Nov., 19.21, p. 271.

^^ Nature, July 21, 1921, p. 648.

" ///. Eng., Dec, 1921, p. 243.

" nice. Rec, Oct., 1921, p. 234.
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and some manufacturers guarantee 2,500 hours. An application

of these lamps as pilot lights has again been suggested/'"* In the

case of electric furnaces one neon lamp, in parallel with the

heater winding, would show when the current was on and

help to obviate leaving it on when it should be ofif. The resis-

tance is so high and the current consumption can be made so

small (less than one milli-ampere with a 20,000 ohm series resis-

tance) that the power loss is negligible. With electrically heated

thermostats, incubators, etc., where the means of heating are

not directly visible, the neon lamps serve to indicate contact when

making adjustments, while a second lamp shunted across the

contact breaker reduces arcing.

Among the curious properties of the neon glow lamps''^ may
be mentioned a so-called ''blinking'' with constant frequency,

when the lamp shunted by a condenser is connected in series

with a 200-volt d.c. circuit . The exi)lanation lies in the fact that

the lamp is a non-conductor below 145 volts. If the resistance

in series is sufficiently high the condenser will take an a])])reciable

time to charge and no current will pass through the lamp and

condenser until the voltage reaches 150 volts. At this voltage

the lamp starts to conduct and partly discharge the condenser

until its voltage dro])s to 145 volts when the lani]) again l)Ccomes

non-conducting. The cycle is rc])eate<l indefinitely at a frocjuency

depending on the relative values of condenser ca]\'icity and

resistance. The same effect can be obtained by connecting a

neon lamp and condenser in series on a jjo-volt (.\.c. circuit.

Other |)r(»j>(.Tties of this lanij) are: lighting to almost full

brilliancy from an ordinary telegraphic magnrto; j^lowing when

the j)late of an electrophorus is discharged through it : gknving

when the bulb touches a high jxjtential bus-bar. thertby indicating

that it is "alive;" glowing in a dark room if rubbed by banil.

When a condtiisor is discharged throni^h a iu«in lamp tbe dis-

charge is not oscillatory, iR-ilher is llu- con<lensi'r completely

dischargetl.

The exi)critn( iitv on tbe cathode glow lamps*'' ba\c indicated

that although low starting voltages are characteristic of the al-

kali metal electrodes Nuch eU-ctrodes are not satisfactory be-

•• Naturr, May jj, \')i3, p. t^y.

** lUfc. h'rt ., (/,). Junr j}, lyjj. p. H75.

** Zftl. f. Ifik I'kyitk., J, ly-v, p (> 1

.
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cause of their tendency to sputter and evaporate. Electrodes

of pure iron or tungsten when in the form of fine wire and

gauze and made thoroughly gas free will operate on a starting

voltage as low as i lo-volt with a direct current circuit. A method

of starting'^^ mercury vapor lamps which eliminate the necessity

for hand or electromagnetic operation employs a coiled tungsten

filament in a glass tube containing mercury and an inner gas.

Current through the filament heats the gas which expands and

causes the mercury to move enough to start the arc.

LAMPS FOR PROJECTION PURPOSES

In this class of lighting units the greater number of improve-

ments seem to be in those used for automobile work and in miner's

lamps. Quite a number of new fittings for flashlights have been

announced but the improvements are of a general rather than

of a radical character.

Hand Lamps.—A new flashlights^ is provided with three lamps

which may be used independently or all together, continuously or

intermittently. For signal purposes red, green and clear bulbs

may be used. An improvement in the little flashlight which derives

its current from a hand operated dynamo"^^ consists in the addition

of an extension outfit which permits the user to have light at two

points at the same time. Another modification employs- a tripod

so that the dynamo can be run by foot power leaving the hand

free.

A hand lamp for use, particularly, in factories^** and shops

utilizes the lamp current to energize a magnet placed in the

bottom of the socket holder. This makes it possible to have

the lamp supported by a convenient piece of metal such as the

column or the bed plate of a lathe. The small button in the lamp

base disconnects the magnet when it is desired to move the lamp.

Automobiles.—In a discussion of automobile headlights®^ before

the English I. E. S. it was suggested that a headlight beam should

have three parts : a fairly wide relatively dim beam with a well de-

fined upper limit, 3 to 4 feet from the ground so as to illum-

" Pop. Mech., Aug., 1922, p. 182.

" Elec. Rec, Dec, 1921, p. 395.
*^ Pop. Mech., Nov., 1921, p. 706.

^ Elec, Dec. 16, 1921, p. 763.

" ///. Eng., Apr., 1922, p. 88
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inate roadways, ditches, etc., in front of the car; a central

broad but shallow pentrating beam of much greater intensity

for illuminating the road well ahead with the same upper de-

fining limits; finally, a relatively diffused and subdued beam of

very wide angle, which is of less importance than the first two.

In the class of automobile headlights'^- is one which obtains

its effect by altering the curvature of the reflecting surface

of the ordinary parabolic mirror. The upper part is dished so

that it is inclined to the main axis of the lamp. The angle of

the beam is such that it is said to cover 30 feet at 50 yards,

while good visibility is obtained at 100 feet. A sj)ecial form

of gas-filled lamp is used having a concentrated helical filament.

Another automobile headlight endeavors to eliminate glare by

using a tapered tube 10 inches long*^^ fitted at the end with two

D-shaped lenses and having a horizontal diaphragm which di-

vides the whole length. At the lamp end is a reflector. The lamp

beam can be made narrow and intense, or wide and less intense

by varying the contraction.

Developments®* are being made in automobile parking lamps

as well as in headlights. A new tyj^e is barrel-shajH-d with a

lens at each end, one clear for forward use and one red for

light at the rear. The cover snaps off making the socket easily

accessible. A signal light for autos is intended'''^ to be mounted

on the windshield and has two parts. The upper lens is pro-

vided with a stationary light and revolving colored lenses which

produce a signal said to be visible for n mile or more at night.

Below is a direction signal visible from front and rear, tlie letters

"R," "L," "S," indicating right, left and stop respectively. The

neon discharge tulw:'"' has been adoj)te(i for an automobile stop-

signal device. The tube is made in the form of a human hand,

and glows with the characteristic neon red when the circuit is

closed by pressing a button on the steering wheel.

Scarchli(/lits a)ul Sp>>t l.'itjhts.— Information has been pub-

lished"^ of the j)erforniance of an iinpro\e(l seai^hlii^ht put for-

ward in the sunimer of I')|S bv the ( 'lerinan Wat l>i'partnK'nt.

** III. l-.nfj., I)rr., lyji, p. J\:.

** III. hng., Dec, igji. p. iAi.

•* Pop. Mcch., May, ioj4, p. j^J.

" Fop. Mfch., Murch. iqjj, p. 340.

•*;*.'/>. ^f•ch.. Nov., i03f. p. '^iS.

*^ Set. ''ibt H . J at! II, f)jj, p. 6<j.
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The effective candlepower in the center of the beam is given as

from 422 to 485 million hefner candles, the total weight as 75
kilograms. The radiation at 0.64 fx is equal to that of a black body

at approximately 4,660 to 4,860° C, and the minimum burning

period is 2 hours, with a changing over period of 70 seconds.

The demands of the motion picture news-reel reporter^^ are

such that a portable arc has been designed which is light enough

to be carried by hand and gives a powerful beam with a small

current consumption.

Designed especially for show-window illumination*^^ a recent

spotlight is fitted with a 250-watt lamp and is adjustable to

any angle or direction. It is fitted with a yoke which makes it

possible to attach the unit to a 3.25-inch shade holder of the

regular window reflector or bolt it to any supporting surface.

Spread of the spot is provided for and also the use of colored

media.

A new combination spot flood-light'^ unit has been designed

for service up to 200 feet. It has a framing shutter, by which

any area can be exactly covered, built in so that it does not

interfere with the operation of the color wheel, iris shutter or

other equipment. The arc equipment will take care of 40, 60

or 80-ampere carbons and a 6-inch diameter lens of long range

focus is furnished to correspond to the long range 'adjustment

of the arc lamp.

The stroboscopic principle which has found so many appli-

cations in physics has been applied^^ in an apparatus which is

intended for the study of rapidly moving objects. Thus when

light from the device is directed on to the needle of a sewing

machine the apparent speed of the needle is slowed down to such

an extent that every detail of the movement is visible. The lamp

is made to give intermittent light in flashes with a period of

about one-millionth of a second.

Signalling.—The largest installation outside of this country of

colored-light railway signals to be used in the day time is now
claimed^^ for the re-equipped system of the Liverpool (England)

** Pop. Mcch., July, 1922, p. 48.

•" Elcc. Merck., Feb., 1922, p. 109.

'" Elec. Rec, Jan., 1922, p. 22.

" Elcc. Times, Apr. 20, 1922, p. 401.

''^ Elcc. Rlwy. Jour., Dec, 1921, p. 1,150.
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elevated system. It is said that the signals can be seen for 3,000

feet even in the brightest sunshine.

The committee appointed by the British Ministry'^ of Trans-

port to investigate this type of signalling has presented a re-

port after visiting the installation referred to, and that of the

London and Southwestern Railway. Of the two systems in use,

i. e., red, green and yellow lenses, and, a series of white lights

simulating semaphore positions, the committee was of the opinion

that the former was better as regards practicability, first cost

and maintenance. The committee also came to the conclusion that

three sets of light signals should be sufficient to cover all re-

quirements.

Reference should be made to the proposed standardization

of these lights in the May issue of this Society's Transactions.

It might be noted that in connection with other changes in

railway signal lighting,^* yellow instead of white is used for

the "clear" signal on railroads of this country. White means a

broken glass, and indicates "stop."

The traffic control problem is constantly increasing in im-

portance as the older methods involving semaphores and mere

signs are found to be inadequate for city conditions. The com-

mittee on standards of the American Association of State High-

way Officials has obtained'^ endorsements of over 200 cities and

a large number of auto clubs and national associations to their

recommendation that red, yellow and green be used in road traftic

to indicate respectively, "All traffic stop." "Proceed with caution"

and "Road intersection dangers."

A new guide'" consists of a combination of tliici- lights each

of a different shape; a round red light, a rectangular white light,

and a flome .sha])ed green light. The signal is intended for sus-

pension above the street and to be xislble in all diiwtions. .Vn

other street traffic signal is"^ titted with only two disj)lay sides

in place of four. It is designed to be placed about 7' j feet above

the sidewalk, offering no obstruction to traflir and from any one

street only one color or signal can be >ien at a time. The sig-

nals are located at street intersections, two belni; vised where

" P.lec. Rev., June ifi, \>iij, p. H.|K.

^* Scifttcf NcwM Letter, Mnr. (>, iqjj, p. ii.

^* Safety ling., Sept., lyji. p. 1^6.

^* Etec. M'iii., June 17. lovj, p. t.aso.

" f7<-( A".-
. Apr., 19 J J, p .">
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the traffic is light and four where it is heavy. It is arranged with

two tiers of lenses, each tier showing red and green in reverse

directions, each pair being in a separate compartment and illum-

inated by only one lamp at a time. It is only necessary to light the

top lamp in one tier and the bottom in the other to reverse the

signal, instead of turning it around. It is said to be easily read

in full sunlight for a distance of two blocks.

Details have been given '^ of a signalling device developed

before and during the war which utilizes radiation in a narrow

region of the spectrum just beyond the violet (0.40 to 0.35 fx).

A mangin mirror reflects sufficiently well in this region to permit

the use of an ordinary automobile headlight lamp. A special

glass filter to cut off visible radiation was designed and an ex-

tended investigation led to the use of a barium-platinum-cyanide

fluorescent receiving screen which fluoresces with a considerable

intensity even under weak stimuli. One of the great advan-

tages of this system is the fact that glass is quite transparent to

radiation in this part of the spectrum and hence the receiving

screen can be used with an ordinary prism field glass. In

practice two telescopes are fixed side by side, one for trans-

mitting, the other for receiving. In the former are mounted

duplicate lamps, the filter, eyepiece, and transmitting lens. The

latter contains a condensing lens with the fluorescent screen at

its focus, and an eyepiece. The beam received appears in the

eyepiece as a little green moon which blinks its signals.

The use of incandescent lamps for indicating purposes in

industrial and other mechanical operations is common. A quite

unique application'^ of this idea is the use of a column of 15 lights

connected to the bellows of a master player-piano to show tonal

intensity. The bellows are actuated by holes in the tracker bar

which in turn are controlled by perforations in the music roll.

The number of perforations determines the loudness of the tone

and turns on a definite number of lights. In this way 15 degrees

of intensity ranging from pianissimo to fortissimo may be shown.

Lighthouses.—A French lighthouse^*^ when provided with metal

mirrors instead of Fresnel prisms was found to have an apparent

candlepower as measured in the laboratory of 163,500. The light

"" Elec. \Vl(l., Aug. 13, 1921, p. 307.

""Pop. Mech., Apr., 1922, p. 500.

'w C. R., Jan. 30, 1922, p. 289.

I
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was visible in clear weather a distance of ^t, miles and in ex-

ceptionally clear weather as far as 41 miles. Assuming 91.6

to be the percentage transmission per kilometer of air for a

light of the same type fitted with Fresnel prisms, the apparent

candlepower was computed as 70,000. This means that the metal

mirror type has an apparent efifectiveness over twice that of the

usual construction.

Ordinary maritime lighthouses having an effective projection

of from 40 to 60 kilometers, are far too feeble for aeronautic

purposes owing to the speed of an airship's flight ( 200 km. per

hour) and the distance from the ground (not less than 2.^ km.)

The Technical Aeronautic Service of France has constructed^^* ^-

a lighthouse, with a rating of 1,000 million beam candlepower,

on the top of Mount Afrique near Dijon. It is claimed to be

more powerful than any now existing, and in clear weather will

be visible at 150 km. and under specially clear conditions 300 and

possibly 400 km. The structure houses eight projection systems

of the Fresnel type, each consisting of a panel containing seven

dioptric and ten catodioptric elements. At tiie center of each

of these lens systems (50 cm. focus) is a horizontal d. c. carbon

arc, entirely automatic, the positive carbon ha\ing a continuous

rotative movement. The eight optical sets are arranged in groups

of four on two i)lat forms and are contained in a lantern of 5.5

m. in diameter. The rays from each group converge at a cer-

tain distance into a single beam.

A beacon light has been constructor • for installation on the

top of a building in a middle western city. It consists of two

units Cfjuipped with Imcnik'I lenses and 300-watt concentrated

filament gas-lilled tiuigsten lanij)s sj)at-e(l sutticieiuly far ajiart not

to blend. The fiamework is bnilt of solid bronze and is weather

proof. The l)eacon will be 300 feet ai"o\e the street level and is

exi)ected to be distinctly \isible at a radius of ti\e miles and

at double this distanci- on especiallv ilear nii^hts. It may be

used f(»i- signalling and for bhnking the time as well as for a

beacon.

Miners' lAnn/>s.~-{'\) to Xovember. n)Ji, the Miners' Lamps

Committee of Kngland bad i^sned \'\\c ineinoi .ind.i." ibe la^t two
' I.a (trnir Citi/, Drc. j.\, njji.

•• Hire. Wld., Krb. iH. iqjj. p. J4J.

" lilfc. Hfc, Drc, iqji, p. 407.

•* Nature, Feb. jj. mjjj, p. J<j.
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dealing with the use of perforated metal plates and chimneys,

respectively, for flame lamps. The addition of a short glass

cylinder, known as the "combustion tube," to the end of a metal

chimney suspended directly above the flame promotes better cir-

culation in the lamp, isolates the products of combustion and re-

sults in stronger and better light. This device is growing in favor.

Memorandum Number 6 has since been issued^^ and covers

the lamp-room organization and the upkeep of safety lamps.

The number of electric lamps used in British mines in 1920®'

was 245,900 compared with 197,722 in 1919. Over the same

period there was an increase in the number of lamps fitted with

the magnetic method of locking of some 46,000. Up to April,

1922, twenty-six types of miners' lamps had been approved*^ by

the English authorities and thirteen for use by officials and for

special purposes only. A recently approved design consists of a

pressed steel lead-lined accumulator case, strengthened by trans-

verse ribs, a two-cell battery with equipment to use either solid or

liquid electrolyte, a lantern having a dome-like reflector with its

bulb protected by a cover glass and four steel pillars ; and a mag-

netic lock. Another approved type®^ has two lamp bulbs connected

in parallel in an insulated plate in which are imbedded brass

segment-contacts.

The workers-and-employers division of the®^ "Arbeitskammer"

for the coal miners in the Ruhr region has adopted a resolu-

tion stating their conviction that the introduction of electric

miners' lamps cannot be generally followed in this locality.

One of the objectionable features of acetylene safety lamps for

miners^^ has been the necessity of using a wire to clear the burner

of soot. This has been eliminated in a new lamp in which the

clearing is accomplished by merely pressing a button.

Projection.—In optical projection systems the usual arrange-

ment places the source of light at the focus of the first lens. A
novel modification^^ places a real image of the source at the focus

and thus permits of the employment of as many sources as desired.

" Elec. Rev. (L), Mar. 3, 1922, p. 305.

•«£/«rc. IVld.. Mar, 18, 1922, p. 551.

" Elec, Apr. 28, 1922, p. 507.

" Elec, Feb. 3, 1922, p. 137.

"£. T. Z., Jan. 12, 1922, p. 58.

*^ Pop. Mech., Jan., 1922, p. 116.

•> £. T. Z., July 28, 1921, p. 831.
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The result is an effective source, almost equal in intensity to the

sum of the actual sources. Elliptic mirrors produce the images.

This is a modification of an idea already adopted in moving

picture projection where images of the spirals of an incandes-

cent lamp filament are reflected by means of a mirror back to

positions between the original filament parts, thus producing a

more solid source as well as considerable additional intensity.

STREET LIGHTING

According to the Lighting Sales Bureau of the National Elec-

tric Lamp Association^^ street lighting during the past year was

"the only phase of electric lighting activity in which the pro-

gression was unimpeded."

Very encouraging interest has been shown"^ by small cities and

towns throughout the middle west in improved ornamental street

lighting. Many which have never had any form of street lighting

other than low intensity, overhead fixtures at street intersec-

tions are interested in the new ornamental fixtures, while the

old style cluster posts operated on low-voltage multiple circuits

arc being replaced by single-lamp units. Progress is also being

made in the south-west"* where it is reported that throughout a

section containing one and a half million people, ornamental

street lighting to the cost of about two million dollars is under

construction and in prospect.

The fact may be noted"' that the use of mantles in gas street

lighting began in iS(/) with the installation of JS5 lamps. Ry

19 1
4 this number had grown to over 230,000.

The Committee desires to reiterate the recomnu-ndatinn made

in last year's report**" that the proper committee prepare and

standardi/A' a model for listing information on street li.uhting

in such shape that further reports on this subject may be niore

comprehensive, and that these forms be distributed to engineers

in various cities in charge of illumination.

Reports have been received from engineers in a nnml)er ()f

the larger cities and have been incorporated in the following

descriptions of specific installations:

•» Rrport of Lighting Salm niitr.in. N I".. L. A., May. lOJa.

** F.Uc. W\d., Dec. 10, loai. p. i.>7«; Apr. jj, loij, p. 806.

** Jour. liUc. and IVetl. Ind.. Not. i. i^-". P- 344-

•» (.0* Age Kfc. Frb. j5. '0^^. P- *3"-

••T«AK«. I K. S, Oct. 10, i9-»«. P «94.
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Wester}! Coast.—In Seattle very little extension work has been

going on, but one hundred and fifty 80 cp. and sixty-two 400 cp.

tungsten lamps have been added to the street circuits. There is

also under construction one-half mile of ornamental Hghting using

250 cp. lamps in the University District. The city of Portland

installed four hundred new arc lights.

The greatest changes have apparently been made in San Fran-

cisco. At one time there were over 8,000 gas lamps. This

number has been reduced to less than 5,000. Replacements are

being made with 250, 400, and 600 cp. incandescent electric lamps

in band refractors. All of the old a.c. arc lamps have now been

replaced by either luminous arcs or mazda lamps. The former

is used only in the post type and for decorative purposes. The

latter type has replaced the suspended magnetite lamps.

From highway engineering records^' in various counties in

California it has been established that the growth in traffic has

been taking place at the rate of 300 per cent in seven years. It has

been estimated that 35 per cent of all automobile traffic occurs

between the hours of 6 P. M. and 6 A. M. As a consequence

the value of highway lighting is evident. A study of the lighting

in one county showed more than 5,000 units spread over 186

miles of roadway. The lights had been installed at different

times under varying conditions and presented an excellent il-

lustration of the desirability of having such work designed and

installed by competent engineers. Some of the installations

could not be used because of their unfitness, and in some cases

the expense of maintenance was far in excess of that necessary

to take care of an up-to-date system.

Middle-West.—The completion of the extension of Salt Lake

City's ''white way" lighting system was celebrated October 5,

1921.°^ The new installation consists of three hundred and thirty-

six 6.6 ampere luminous arcs, of 1,500 cp. each, on steel orna-

mental standards, three lamps to a pole, the top one 25 feet above

the street and the other two 18 feet. Plans are being formulated

to light many more city blocks in a similar manner.

At Twin Falls, Idaho,®" the equipment having been on hand

for some time, authorization has been obtained for the installation

of 108 ornamental curb lights along two of the main streets.
'"^ Jour, of Elec. and West. Ind., Jan. 15, 1922, p. 42.

- EUc. IVld., Oct. 22, 192 1, p. 837.

** Elec. Wld., Aug. 13, 1921, p. 335- i
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The Committee appointed to study the street lighting in Min-

neapolis, Alinnesota,^*^" has recommended that the control of the

street lighting be placed in the hands of an electrical engineer.

The report of the Committee discussed a system which would

give fairly uniform illumination on the street surface and would

have an intensity graded according to the night traffic. One
way of obtaining the result would be the replacement of the

present 15 ft. standards spaced at 100 or 120 feet by 30 ft.

standards spaced at 240 feet. The proper use of heavy durable

globes was recommended to eliminate the glare.

Central States.—The street lighting of East Cleveland has been

completely rejuvenated by the replacement of all old gas and arc

lamps by gas-filled incandescent lamps. A total of ()00 units was
put in, ranging from 200 cp. on purely residential streets to i .000

cp. on busines thoroughfares. The lamps are carried by brackets

mounted on poles a 4.5 ft. bracket on residential streets and a

6 ft. bracket on the business thoroughfares. The lamj) hcii^hts

are 16 feet and 20 feet. A distinctive feature of this installation

is that, in order to avoid the necessity of putting in additional

circuits, the lamps u.sed in the residential districts arc all of the

no volt multiple-type, fed from secondary circuits already sup{>ly-

ing residential needs. Tlu- new system \va> inaugurated by a cel-

ebration on March 2J, }g22.

Changes in Cleveland are indicated in the following tal)le

:

Niimhrr
Si/c aiitl ty])f of unit Jiinr i. luJi June i. loij

6.6 Amp. carbon arcs 280 _^

•4 Amp. maj.(nctiti'.s <>-'o (X)^

20 Amp. 600 cp. lunpsten o-w i.3«4

20 Amp. I.OCX) cp. nmj^stcu 607 <V4
20 .Amp. 1.500 (p. tmifs'^tcn 310 4^

750 Watt mtiliipic 9 _ Q
Total 3.079 .^/'4f'

.\t Maric.n. Illinois,'"* a cluster |)ost system li.iv been replaced

by single latiij) povts ((piippcd with 2,0(X) lumen, ().() ampere
series incandeseeni lamps in opal globes. Two circuits are wsvd

one burning all ni^ht .ind the other part of the night. The
posts are cast iron. 11 feet (3.3 in.) in o\eralI lu-ii,dil which

was found in harnioni/e best with building heights.

"° A'/rf . HiJ., Drc. J4, igji. p i.jgt.

••'il'irc. IVtd., Drc. 10, iv". P 1.177.
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A modification of the group ornamental lighting system used

in Chicago has been adopted at Champaign, Illinois/^- where

539 standards will be installed.

Southern States.—Since June, 1921, the only new developments

in street lighting at New Orleans, Louisiana, have been the in-

stallation of twenty-nine overhead service-fed arc lamps and one

underground service-fed arc lamp. The following table gives

the street lighting condition in June, 1922

:

Number of miles of improved streets illuminated 261

Number of miles of unimproved streets illuminated 469
Number of miles of streets not illuminated 324
Number 5.5 amp. magnetite arc lamps underground

circuits 522

Number 5.5 amp. magnetite arc lamps overhead

circuits 2,957

Number White Way Double Light Standards

(250 cp., 7.5 amp.) tungsten lamps 333
Number underground 100-watt tungsten lamps 8

Number White Way Single Light Standards

(250 cp.) tungsten lamps 1,728

South-eastern States.—The great caliseway connecting Miami,

Florida, and Miami Beach has been lighted^^^ throughout its whole

extent; two hundred and fifty cp. 6.6 ampere tungsten "lamps are

used, mounted on pole extensions which bring them 30 feet above

the roadway and are spaced at 400 ft. intervals except on curves

where the spacing is 300 feet. An ornamental lighting system^^*

has been installed on the main business street of Danville, Virgina.

There are about 10,000 gas street lamps in Washington, D. C.,^^'

and an effort to have these replaced by electric lamps was checked

as a result of a public demonstation in which the old upright

type of mantle unit was replaced by double inverted-mantle

fixtures enclosed in clear-glass lanterns, corresponding in de-

sign to that of the standards. It was decided that the dual

system of street lighting was advantageous. A similar decision

had already been made in Baltimore and Pittsburgh.

*o"£/<rc. Rev. (U. S.), Nov. 12, 1921, p. 747.

*"* Elcc. Rec, June, 1922, p. 385.

"** Elec. Rec, Mar., 1922, p. 201.

^'** Am. Gas Jour., Feb. 18, 1922, p. 168.
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Eastern States.—Xo increases are reported in the number of

incandescent tungsten lamps in the city of Philadelphia during the

past year, but at scattered locations throughout the city three

hundred and forty arc lamps have been installed. An ornamental

"White Way" lighting system has been authorized^*^* for Main

Street in the business district of Webster, Massachusetts.

In three ways the new lighting system of Stamford, Con-

necticut,^**^ is an improvement over the old system, namely, in

the use of better fixtures, through better distribution and more

available light. This has been accomplished through the use of

one hundred and fifty 6.6 amj>ere magnetite arcs placed in orna-

mental panelled globes, spaced lOO feet apart and staggered.

Eighty lamps of the earlier system were retained for the outer

zone of the arc lighting area, and nine hundred and thirty-one

vacuum incandescent lamps formerly used there were replaced

by nine hundred and sixty lOO cp. 6.6 ampere gas-filled tungsten

lamps. Two circuits are used so that after midnight one can be

cut out.

Additional new lights have been provided^**"* for on twenty-

six city streets of Worcester, Massachusetts, while at Spencer,

Massachusetts, lights will be placcxi on the street connecting it

with Leicester Center. This will complete the lighting of the

highway between the two cities.

The following table shows the lighting situation in the city

of I>ost()n up to and including June I, 1922.

Magnetite arc lamps
MaKiutitc arc lamps
Incaiulcsccnt

8o() cp. Scries* 5.4»;
800 cp. Multiple -\S

40 cp. Scries i,9t>3

Multiple I A.U
6<) rp. Series 751
KK) cp. Series 5

.Multiple 15

2(X) cp. Series 10

Multiple II

i()8 ^2 Wclsbach
h ()n cp. o.(w>H

Gas-opeu llaiuc I' .\.

Sinj^le Mautel (las WeUhach (m cp

White Way l^ainps included.

New \i)v\i City reports that at the close ot" llu- year 1921,

79,340 lamps were in service on the streets aiul in the parks of

which <^oIJ were gas, t\srl\i- wcio naphtha and the it-inainder were

'"* .Imt. Cat Jour., Apr. j-'. lyjj, p. 3H4.

'" liUc. HU., Oct. JV, IVJI. P »<»«

'••/(m. (jat Jour., Nov. 5, lyji, p. 4jH.
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electric lamps. This represents a decrease of 1,563 gas lamps and

an increase of 2,164 electric lamps from the number in service

at the beginning of the year. The total number of new street

lamps installed was 2,427. Four thousand seven hundred and

sixty-eight other changes were made either to improve the lighting,

or on account of public improvements or changes in the dis-

tribution system. The principal extensions were made in the

Boroughs of Brooklyn and Queens where an increase in public

improvements and in building construction necessitated an in-

crease in illumination.

A decided step forward^^® is evidenced in the township of

Amherst, New York, which is adjacent to Buffalo. All the

highways in the township are to be lighted, making a total of

about 100 miles. The complete installation will consist of be-

tween 1,000 and 1,500 units including those to be placed along

a portion of the Bufifalo-Niagara Falls Highway. It is ex-

pected to have the work completed in three years, but 212 units

are to be installed first along 5 miles of the East and West
Highway^^" leading out of Buffalo, one of the great motor truck

travel routes, as well as along a number of parallel stretches

of improved roads aiid cross roads. The units along Main Street

will be spaced at intervals of approximately 400 feet, placed

30 feet above the road surface and about 20 feet back from the

curb.

Canada.—Toronto, Canada, with some 60,000 lights on multiple

circuits^^^ has installed on the water front boulevard its first series-

system consisting of six hundred cp., 20 ampere lamps on orna-

mental poles with the light center 15 feet from the ground, and

opposite. The lamps are enclosed in octagonal cast-bronze lan-

terns equipped with opalized stippled-glass panels and containing

a one and one-half inch dome refractor with porcelain-lined re-

flectors.

As the finishing touch to a long list of improvements^^- the

town of Montreal West has put in a lighting system covering

about nine miles of thoroughfares. Two hundred and eighty-

eight cast iron standards equipped with 250 cp. 6.6 ampere tung-

^"^ Southtvcst. Elcc, Apr., 1922, p. 24.

^'" Elec. Rec, May, 1922, p. 307.

*^^ £/rc. News, June 15, 1922, p. 39.

^^^ Elcc. News, Oct. 15, 1921, p. 30.

I
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sten lamps in diffusing glass globes with porcelain-hned reflectors

have been installed. The light centers are 12 feet from the

ground and the spacing is 150 feet staggered, except on the

business streets where 100 ft. spacing is employed.

Great Britiam—In England^^^ the resumption of full street

lighting conditions has apparently been slow, and it has been said

that much of the public street lighting is no better than it was

in 1914.

In 1920 at Newcastle-upon-Tyne^^* 1,000 upright gas burners

were replaced by the inverted type and a report has been made

of the result of the change. It states that a higher standard of

illumination has been established together with a considerable

saving in maintenance. The total cost per annum for the up-

right mantle burners is given as 3.633^-^s against 9io£ for the

inverted. The average number of burners used per annum

was 47.9 of the upright, and only 297 for the inverted. The

saving in cost of gas used amounted to 2,584^, making a total

saving of 53o£. The cost of conversion, which was spread out

over a period of two years, was given as 2,43 1£.

The report of the lighting engineer of Livcrpn(.r^'' for the

year 1921, shows a net increase of 7 miles of roads hghted. due

in large measure to tlie improvements on various housing estates.

Of the 20,140 gas lamps fixed, 12,512 are in the old city, and

7,628 in the suburbs. Approximately 6,000 gas lamps have been

converted from the upright to the inverted mantle type and this

conversion is continuing at a satisfactory rate.

In the Oxford UiMrict in the I'.orou.uh ..t St. Marvlebone.

500-watt units have been replace<l by i.5<k> watt lanip^. mounted

in new lanterns of ccagonal form fitted with dithiMng glass

panels. The m.mntin.u heights are J5 feet and the spacing ir>0

feet. The average intensity of lighting is J.i f.)ot candles the

maximum value between ])OSts().2 foot candles.

A r^MMt on gas street lighting in Lon.l<.n"" states that little or

nothing has been (h.ne in the way of improvements on the M)I4

system but th.it that system was of the hi-hest character.

"» I.Uc. 7 iMirj, Apr. 6. lOJJ. p. .U-J-

"• G<u Jour., Krb. 8. igjJ. p. 3'9-

"»GoJ Jour., Apr. J(>, i<iJJ. P J'J.

"• (.aj Jour.. Mar. -•-•. i'j-'j, p. 7«8-
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Italy.—The first attempt at public lighting in Turin, Italy,^^^

was in 191 1. In 1919 a new program was provided for which has

been progressively carried out. Tungsten lamps of 1,000 cp. and

600 cp. (20 amperes) for higher illumination, 7.5 amp. 260 cp. and

100 cp. lamps for lower values have been installed. All lamps

are to have reflectors and are to be placed at spacing intervals

of 35 and 55 meters and at suspension heights of 4.5 to 7.5

meters.

OTHER EXTERIOR ILLUMINATION

Floodlighting continues to be popular for spectacular pur-

poses in connection with celebrations, fairs, pageants, etc.^^®

This form of display together with sign lighting seem to be

the two phases of exterior illumination in which there has been

the greatest activity, outside of street lighting, since the last

report. Sign lighting has assumed such importances^* that arch-

itects are now designing signs in keeping with the rest of the

building.

Pageants.—An elaborate floodlighting equipment^^^ was used to

light "The Pilgrim Spirit," a pageant produced during the prev-

ious summer at Plymouth, Mass., to celebrate the centennial of the

landing of the Pilgrim Fathers. The pageant was given at night

beside the Plymouth Rock and 1,300 performers took part. Fifty

specially designed 1,000-watt floodlighting and 48 regular 1,500-

watt units were operated in fixed positions at an average height

of 50 feet above the field, whose dimensions are 400 feet by 450
feet. Using two parabolic reflectors and an intermedial spher-

ical reflector the divergence of the beams from these units was

kept to within seven degrees.

An excellent illustration of co-operation between civic and

commercial bodies, and city oflicials^-^ is afforded by the display

lighting in connection with Denver's Xmas Tree Celebration.

The ornamental lighting standards were clothed with evergreens

and the lamps were changed to re<:l and green. One thousand

eight hundred vari-colored lamps illuminated the Xmas Tree it-

self, while from it streamers similarly equipped radiated to near-

by points.

*" Rev. Gen. d'Elec, Jan. 21, 1922, p. 21D.
"* Elec. Wld., Oct. 29, 192 1, p. 884.
^^' Elec. Merch., June, 1922, p. 83.

^*' Elec. Wld., Aug. 6, 1921, p. 286.

"* /oMr. of Elec, Jan. 15, 1922, p. 70.
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In connection with the celebration of Armistice Day in Wash-
ington, D. C./"^ a special "Festival of Light" was arranged for,

which in its "Jewelled Portal" was said to rival the results

obtained at the Panama-Pacific Exhibition. The curtain of this

portal was 87 feet wide and with the two obelisks supporting it

contained 37,000 "jewels" of which 32,000 were pure crystal

and jonquil, and the remainder ruby, aquamarine, amethyst,

topaz and emerald. In a great central sunburst on this curtain

were outlined the flags of the eight nations participating in

the "Limitation of Arms Conference." Thirty-two four-burner

Roman lamps in rows with flaring torch-like flames formed an

"Avenue of Light" leading to the "Jewelled Portal." Rays from

four batteries of searchlights, reflected in mirrors were thrown

on the Washington Monument and also, using vari-colored

screens, served to light up the clouds of smoke which followed

the big gun salutes. From the top of the Monument more

searchlights sent out beams illuminating the White House, the

U. S. Observatory, etc. The dome of the Capitol was made
the center of a fan-shaped display called the "Light of the

States." The rays from this display readied such heights above

the city that they were visible for miles.

Floodlighting played an important part^"-'' in the first winter

carnival held at Winnepeg, Canada. 'Hie "Coronation of the

Queen" aii<l Ikt "Evening Court Receptions" were held in a

lOO-foot space on the steps of the west entrance to the Parliament

BuiUlings (the dome of the newest building being pcniianontly

lighted) and were flooded with light from four i,(XXi-watt units

placed i(X) feet away. The entire grounds given over to the

carnival were surrounded by a wall of ice blocks about O feet

high and siinnounted at 33-foot inteixals witli ire pillars. To
light this wall about i.5(X) festoons of J5-watt lamps, red

green and white were ])laee<l on J foot centers, v'^treanicrs and

festoons were also used to li.i^ht the main entrance and the

band stand, an octagonal shaj)e(l building. The ski slides were

illuminated by four i.Ofx^-watt units and decorati'd by streamers

running up to the toj) of the uo-foot tower. About 30 flooii-

liglits inostlv of the l,<K)<)watt ^\/v were u^ed in tlie geneial

ilhunination of the gnuuxN. To txpifv a future inrreaMMl power

** PJrc. Rev. (U. S), Drr. m. i.,ji. p. 871.
••• f'.ler. Nntt, Mar. 1. hjjj. p. .iH.
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supply to Winnepeg a 45- foot steel tower was erected and pro-

vided with six 1,000-watt floodlights at the top, while the structure

itself was outlined with solid lines of light and wound with bands

made up of rows of red, green and white bulbs. About 1,200

sixty-watt lamps were used on this tower.

Buildings.—It seems quite appropriate^-"* Lo have a church tower

illuminated on the outside at Xmas time, and in one case, ninety-six

250-watt units were used to flood the four sides with light so

that the finest detail was clearly evident.

The floodlighting of the Philadelphia City Hall^-'' was displayed

on New Year's Eve. Eight batteries of 500-watt units, totalling

300 lamps, were installed in the form of squares around the

high tower, throwing this feature into sharp relief against the

darkness.

The exterior of the Utah State Capitol Building at Salt Lake

City has been illuminated so that it is as prominent at night

as it is by day.^^" Starting at the dome is a cluster of fourteen

200-watt lamps on the ball. Four 250-watt lamps are on the

cupola while around the upper circle of the dome are twenty-

four 60-watt white tungsten bulbs, while the lower circle is

lighted by twenty-five lOO-watt clear lamps. Straight under the

colonnade there are ninety-six 100-watt clear lamps, extending

around three sides of the building.

For three nights after the unveiling of the War- Memorial

Gates at Rugby^-" an impressive effect was obtained by flood-

lighting with two projectors equipped with gas-filled tungsten

lamps. They were fixed at a height of seven feet so as to bring

the beams above the head level, and diftusion and sharp cut-off

were obtained by the use of diffusing deflectors and a specially

designed spill-shield.

Sports.—Lighting a race track is not so very different from

lighting a thoroughfare^-'^ and possibly the arrangement used at

the Oregon State Fair may find application elsewhere. Sixty-

eight 1,000-watt lamps supported in enameled-steel elliptical angle-

reflectors equipped with special hoods were mounted 30 feet above

the ground, 10 feet from the edge of the track and in such a way
'" Elcc. News, Apr. i, 1922, p. 45.

"' Pop. Mech., Mar., 1922, p. 370.

»" L'/f-c. Wld., Oct. 29, 1921, p. 891.

''^ Elec. Times, Apr. 20, 1922, p. 398.
**• Elec. Wld., Feb. 4, 1922, p. 234.
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as to make an angle of about 20° with the vertical. At the curves

the spacing was about 240 feet and on the straightaways about

320 feet. The illumination produced at the center of the track

ranged from approximately 2 foot-candles, immediately in front

of the lamp, to 1.5 midway between poles.

The overhead span-wire suspension system^-^ was used to

light a city park on the occasion of a ''Wild West Show" held at

night. The distance across the arena was 365 feet and there were

fourteen strings of eight lamps each, suspended over the field

which was 700 feet long. Deep bowl porcelain-enameled reflectors

each containing a 1,000-watt lamp were used.

The Yosemite Valley has become so popular in ihe winter^^*^

that special arrangements have been worked out to make the

sports available at night as well as by clay. In one place the

toboggan slide has been floodlighted.

Commercial.—Floodlighting has been adopted'"'^ to illuminate

the exterior of a large department store in London. A standard

design unit having a reflector made of solid copper lined with

sectional parabolic glass mirrors is fitted with 400-watt gas-filled

tungsten kunps. This is said to be the first example of this type

of lighting as applied lo large London stores.

An interesting .mkI uni(iuc' application of floodlighting'"'- exists

in the illumination of the toj), and space above a 2^y foot con-

crete stack Used to carry off the liiine> t'roni the b;i.i;s of a lead

oxide factcjry. Any irregularity in the procedure in the bag

room whereby the oxide escapes into the atmosphere and is thereby

lost, is indicated by a whitish smoke issuing from the .stack. To

detect this at night a projector ecjuipped with a 5cx')-watt lanij)

was located on a buiKling aboul 150 fret fioni the stack and

throws a concentrated brani which ade(|uately illuminates what

ever issues from the outlet at the tnp of tin- ihimncy.

To facilitate in^jKu tion of hiiih Iriision linr^ and s\\ itches'-""

flijodlights of the 500-watl size ha\e btiii eniployid. inonntcd

on trnnnii)ii^ whi^h permit n{ a wide latitutje ni adin^tnient.

^^ Hltc. Rev. (U. S.), Sep. m. loji. p. jgH.

^'^ Jour, of nice, and li't-tl. hui., Krb. i, nnj, p. iiH.

'*' Hlec. Times, Dec. Jt, iqji, p. 570.
"• Nail. lilt\frogttl, Krb., igjJ, p, 47.

^" til<c. H'Ui., Aug. ij, 19JI, p. JJJ.
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Additional details have been published of experiments on the

legibility of signs^^* a preliminary discussion of which was given

at the last Convention. ^^^ In considering the effect of various

factors on the diminution of the theoretical maximum legibility

distribution, attention is called to the diminution which depends

on the relative brightness of the sign and of the district and

to the partial compensation in the amount of the reduction by

a certain degree of atmospheric transmission, when that is low,

depending on the absorption and the candlepower of the sign.

The operating expense of signs made up with electric lamps^^^

led, initially, to the employment of the low-w^attage type, and

up to a year or so ago the vast majority of such signs were

fitted with 2.5, 5, or lo-watt sizes. Lately, however, there has

been a big increase in the number of high-intensity signs

fitted with 25-watt. 50, and 75 and in a few instances even 100-

watt lamps depending on the brightness of the background and

the surrounding area. More attention is being paid to clear-

ness and smoothness of the result obtained, and there has been

quite a growth in the use of translucent letters rather than in

exposed lamps. In the former case a smaller number of larger

and more efficient units will produce the same or even greater

brightness than is obtained by exposed lamps. Striking effects

have been reached by making up the letters with 75-watt lamps

and filling the border with 25-watt lamps. Apparently in Eng-

land^^^ the 10 and 20-watt lamps are still in vogue.

America has been called the *'home" of electric sign lighting^^*

but great advances are being made in England in this class of

advertising, and Piccadilly Circus, London, is said to be rivalling

Broadway in its nocturnal displays. There is also a growth in

England^^^ of the use of electric signs on large vans and delivery

wagons. These signs sometimes take the form of posters illum-

inated by cornice lights and sometimes they are of the moving-

letter type.

i.-u j:icc. Wld., May 27, 1922, p. 1,061.

"''Trans. I. E. S., 16, 1921, p. 397.

^"^Jonr. A. I. E. E., Feb., 1922, p. 150.

^^' Elec. Times, July 6, 1922, p. 15.

^^ Signs of the Times, Feb., 19-'-', p. 54.

^^' Jilcc. Times, Jan. 19, 1922, p. 48.
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In order to floodlight a long sign 100 ft. x 6 ft.^"*^ with only

three lamps, an English installation employs special spreading

glass fronts which give an elliptical form to the beam. The pro-

jectors have 500-watt gas-filled tungsten lamps and are 50 ft.

away from the sign which is made up of black letters on a white

background.

Aerial.—A paper presented before the English I. E. S. pves

considerable information on the present practice of lighting air-

planes as well as aerodromes^^^ and air routes. Attention is called

to the work which has been necessary to fulfil the requirements in

the way of high powered lamps and in particular the aerial light-

houses where the necessity for a practicable homogeneous light

through i<So°, and the avoidance of dark spots has proved a

difficult problem.

At Croyden, England, ^*^ there has been installed what is ])rob-

ably the largest electric sign in the world. It is in the form of

a star and measures over a quarter of a mile from point to jioint.

It is used at the aerodrome station to assist ])il()ts in landing

during the winter months.

Another aerodrome sign^*^ designed for emergency landing

is being tested by the British Air Ministry. A large T-shaped

steel frame is covered with white canvas, and ])r()vi(k(l with

a vertical fin. It will be mounted on a prominence such as the

roof of a small building, and will operate as a weather \ane.

Acetylene will be usc-d to light this sign at niirht. The wind

strength will be registered and will operate a series of colored

lights so that a pilot can determine the course of tlu' wind along

the ground.

I N'ri:UIOK Il.I.r M I NATION

A review of progress in Ivigland in gas li.L;htin^ for interiors'**

states that as much as .40 candles i)er cubic foot has lieen obtained

with the latest form of low pressure cluster nniis. X'alues are

also given for ibe consumption at ordinar\- low ]>iessures in cubic

feet of gas ])er hour. ])cr foot-eandle. per s(|uarc foot o{ surface

illumin;ited for tliiec .systems of lighting as follows; for direct

•*• tllfc. Ttnxfs, FrI). g, iqjj, p. 140.

"' F.lfc. Hrv., Kondim, M«r. j.|. kjjj, p. 4J8.

**' S(i. Nru'j Letter, Mat. 6. i«j-.', p u.
** 5"f I. An%., Apr. ly. ly/j. p jjH.

*•*///. Bng., J«n., x'hj, p. 7.
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lighting 0.008 cubic feet; for semi-indirect 0.012; and totally

indirect 0.016. With a high pressure system about 0.005 cubic

feet is given as the figure for direct lighting. Translated into

the modern units the first three values become 255, 170 and 125

lumens per centi-therm per hour. It is suggested that a broad

classification of modern gas units might be made on the basis of

candle-hours per centi-therm as foUow^s

:

Low pressure upright 33 candle-hours per centi-therm

Low pressure Ord. inverted 42 candle-hours per centi-therm

Low pressure cluster inverted 63 candle-hours per centi-therm

High pressure inverted 100 candle-hours per centi-therm

The present practice in England^*^ in gas lighting for stores,

homes, offices, factories, churches and schools may be found in

an address last Spring before the London and Southern District

Junior Gas Association. Growth in electric lighting of homes in

the U. S. is indicated in statistics obtained from about 70 per cent

of the electric light and power industry showing that over one

million new residential customers were added during 1921.^**^' ^*^

Office Buildings.—The trend toward the use of higher illumina-

tion intensities is illustrated in the lighting of a large office build-

ing.^''^ Ten foot-candles was decided on as the requirement for

the minimum average intensity. A preliminary investigation and

tests were made of twelve types of luminaires and of the direct,

semi-indirect and totally indirect systems. It was found that the

value 10 foot-candles was exceeded by several of the units, espe-

cially when using 200-watt lamps. Some of the better styles of

"filtered" direct lighting units gave about 15 per cent higher

readings than the semi-indirect and totally indirect luminous-

bowl luminaires, while some of the dense direct lighting units

gave a lower average than the indirect. As a result of the pre-

liminary tests, 200-watt lamps were decided upon for general

illumination and 300-watt units for outlets in drafting rooms.

It was found that uniformity of diffusion of light ranged from

20 per cent variation for the indirect to 100 per cent for some of

the units in the direct system.

"* Gas Jour., May. 3, 192J, p. 266.

^*^ niec. Wld., Jan. 7, 1922, p. 11.

*" Elec. Wld., Jan. 14, 1922, P- 75-

^** Elcc. Rev. (U. S.), Aug. 13, 19-21, p. 235.
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In order to determine the cost of maintenance a careful check

was made of the time required to clean the various types of

luminaires and the loss due to breakage when being cleaned.

Three different types of indirect luminaires were chosen, a

medium, a deep bowl with an interior deflector and opal diffusor,

and a shallow bowl with metal deflectors. Three months after

installation, foot-candle measurements were made and showed

on the average for typical oflice space, 10.2; drafting rooms 18.7;

corridors 0.9; President's office 11.3. Outlet spacings were 9 ft.

4 in. X 8 ft. 9 in., ceiling heights 10 ft. 10 in., suspension distances

from the top of the deflector to the ceiling 2 ft, 6 in.

In another large office building considerable care was taken

in the design of a trough lighting system for the arcade, in order

to keep the reflectors from offending the eyes of persons in the

gallery.^** This arcade has a vaulted ceiling furnished in the

Italian Renaissance period with medallions in shallow relief.

Three hundred and fifty-four units were installed with 75-watt

gas-filled tungsten clear lamps. The sections were wired to per-

mit of three intensities of illumination, the short section in front

of the columns being on a separate circuit to permit of low-

intensity lighting after the evening traffic. The main office part

of this building has a totally indirect system obtained by in-

dividual reflectors enclosed in luminous decorative bowls. Over-

sized diffusers utilize about 12 j)er cent of the light to illuminate

the bowl and a dust cover, fastening into the inner top-supporting

rim of the bowl serves to support the reflector and shut out dust.

About 750 luminaires with 200 and 300-\vatt lamps were recjuircd.

Churches.—A special study of church requirements''" led to the

design of a lighting system which has caused considerable com-

ment in the public press due to its somewhat spectacular character.

In general it was desired to produce a sense of dimness in tlu' audi-

torium corresponding to the theological idea, "a tlini religious

light" in contrast to a great brilliancy of illumination in the chan-

cel and upon the altar. To get the gentle inasscrtive lighting in

the main body of the church. susj)entle(l units were einploved

consisting of pyramid.il oi)a(|ue bo.xes with stained glass panels

on the sides and with open bottoms. The uni(iue character of

the install.ition is foiuul on the inside of these luminaires which

*** [.igkt. Fir. and t.*ght%ng, Nor., igjt, p. iW.

'•• /;/ff . Hfv. (U. S ), Dec. 17, i9,;i. p. gig.
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contain reflectors and a set of four color screens, blue, red, amber

and green. In each unit are four 150-watt lamps one for each

color screen, the whole concealed from view by a single sheet of

opalescent glass. The colors are on independent electric cir-

cuits and can be separately dimmed so that any individual

color-combination can be made to appear on the glass. Special

outlets are provided for lighting the pews. The sanctuary and

altar are brightly lighted by means of concealed units placed

behind the imposts of the chancel arch. A single spot-light from

a concealed source is directed downward upon the alter which

can thus be flooded with white light when the chancel lights

are out. Separate lighting is also provided for the gallery.

In another instance of church lighting, trough-reflectors con-

taining 40 and 60-watt tungsten lamps have been employed. ^''^

The nave is lighted with 14 troughs concealed on the east side

of the arched roof beams containing the clerestory windows.

Thus the light comes from the same level as the windows. There

is ample illumination at the pew heights and the congregation

can look toward the chancel without discomfort. The latter

is lighted by 6 troughs.

Theatres.—As in the case of motion picture theatres those for

the spoken drama^^^' ^^^ are also paying extra attention to their

lighting systems. In the rehabilitation of one of the oldest theatres

in London elaborate luminaires in keeping with the architectural

scheme have been installed. The auditorium is illuminated from

the ceiling by a central chandelier 8 ft. in diameter with provision

for 30 lamps. It consists of a large upper corona surrounded

by six three-light flambeau brackets and a lower corona completed

by a panelled bowl, the whole being carried out in cast brass.

The panels are glazed with heavy cut plate glass and the chan-

delier terminates in a lower cut glass bowl. Five smaller sub-

sidiary luminaires of similar design together with numerous two-

light flambeau brackets on the box and circle-fronts furnish

additional light in this part of the theatre. Between the boxes

are four large standards. Bowl pendants with silk cord suspen-

sions, light the circles and are supplemented by three-light flam-

beau brackets.

*" Elec. Sept. 16, 1921, p. 361.

"' £/f c. Rez'., London, May 19, 1922, p. 7^5-

^** E,lec., May 19, 1922, p. 596.
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Considerable interest has been aroused among theatre-goers^^*- ^"

by the practical application of colored lighting to produce colored

stage scenes, using principles presented and demonstrated to this

society a number of years ago.^^*' By the use of red and blue

lamps and the corresponding pigments in the stage settings and

clothing of the actors, the scene is instantly changed to the wonder

of the uninitiated onlookers. A device for throwing almost mo-

nochromatic colors on a theatrical stage^''" is made up with two

octaves of keys like those on a piano. The upper octave controls

colors while the lower gives twelve different degrees of white

light. An intensely brilliant spectrum is formed by prisms and

is projected by means of lenses, and the bands of color are

manipulated through a series of shutters.

A novel method of illuminating the faces of singers^^* utilizes

a hand flashlight enclosed in a metal compartment at the outer

end of which is a polished metal reflector that catches the light,

reflects and spreads it over the face. The whole is concealed in

a bouquet of flowers held in the hand of the artist. By this

means shadows, which have heretofore barred the use of the usual

flashlight, arc avoided and by shifting the bouquet various parts

of the face and figure can be lighted.

Motion Picture Theatres.—The use of three or more ditTerent

colors^''" on the same or separate circuits is becoming so customary

in the newer moving-i)icture theatres as to be considered standard

practice. Concealed sources are the rule,""' supj)KinontO(l in many

cases by central chandeliers for architecturally decorative eflects.

Novel luminaires a(loi)tcd by the architect of an English motion-

picture theatre'"* re(|uire(l considerable experimental and test

work on the absorption of dyed fabrics and cathedral gla^^s. I'^ive-

watt neon lami)s in torch i^lolie l)rackets ha\e been extensively

used in this theatre for decorative elTects. The ceiling of a new

moving picture theatre is divided iiUo panels by i'wc stained wood

crossbeams.'"* The stage side of each oiu' itl these beams is

'•* lilec. Timet, Sept. 15, 19 Ji, p. 220.

'•• iVi. Inven., Dec, lOJi, p. 706.

"•"Color and Itn Application)*," I.uckirkh. 1015.

"' lilcc. Rfv., Lofuion, Jan. 27, 1922, pp. uSijg.

^**Pof. Afcih., Auk., t')Jt. p. «6j.

*** Stov. Vic. M'/./., Nov. I'j. x'iJi, p. 350.

'•• Af cv. Pic, H'Id., Jan. jH, iqjj, pp. .175, 438.

'•' lilfc. Rev., London, Jan. ao, 1922, p 02.

*** Mov. Pic. U'lit.. Nov. 19. \t)ii. p. M(>.
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hollow and contains a row of 85 white and colored lamps. This

makes possible some very fine lighting effects while screening the

sources from the audience. The proscenium arch is flooded by

colored lights shining from within the orchestra pit.

Another new theatre""'^ has aimed to have the most perfect

lighting system of any theatre in the country. Every important

light source has four color intensities, amber, white, red and

blue with any combination of the four available and can be

separately dimmed to darkness. The switchboard which is claimed

to be the largest of its kind in the world is of the proselective

type and controls the thirty different light centres in the building.

The stage is illuminated from above by one hundred and ninety

150-watt lamps with a like number for foot-lights. In addition

there are pockets in the walls for 48 spotlights. A battery of

powerful lights hidden in the proscenium arch makes special

color effects possible. The main auditorium is lighted by 8 largfe

suspension chandeliers measuring 7 feet across, each provided

with tw^elve 500-watt lamps, while bracket and banquet lamps

are scattered throughout the theatre. The balcony is lighted

by six smaller suspension lamps.

Motion Picture Studios.—Numerous improvements have been

made in the lighting effects used in motion-picture projection.^***

By employing spotlighting, various details in pictures such as a

vase of flowers, a piece of bric-a-brac, beautiful statuary, tapestries

on the wall, etc., may be made to play a real artistic, colorful, living

part. A new scheme has been worked out for door and window
lighting, which dispenses with back lights. By coating the win-

dows with an aluminum or silver paint, which acts as a reflecting

surface for the light beams cast from the outside by the big search-

lights, an appearance of light in the windows is produced without

the use of a light back of the window. Brown paint simulates the

appearance of drawn curtains. Instead of using blue filters to

produce the impression of night scenes, all such scenes no matter

how extensive are taken at night and the proper atmosphere is

thus secured. One of the most valuable innovations introduced

and perfected this year and one which marks an advanced step

in illumination is a large overhead half-spherical dome-lamp

by means of which indirect light from carbon arcs is supplied

*•* /our. Elec. and IVcst. Ind., Dec. 15, 1921, p. 476.
^** Mov. Pic. Wld., Dec. 31, iq-^i, p. 1,142.
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to the scenes below. The arcs are hidden from view by means

of troughs. This results in a perfect diffusion of light which

does not cast shadows. For the latter, additional spotlights are

used. This indirect lighting is a very near approach to perfectly

natural noon-sky light. Still another innovation is a long floor

light which is similar to and serves the same purpose as stage

footlights. A tin trough is used and contains carbon arcs equally

spaced. Simply by the use of two large studio lights, successful

motion pictures were made^*'^ of a ball given by the Motion

Picture Theatre Owners of America. These lights have a 24-

inch mirror.

Having passed from the experimental to the practical stage"*

two large so-called "actinic" searchlights are now working in

motion-picture studios. They are said to be larger than anything

employed in the navies of the world and may be used in the

studios to produce diff"used light by ceiling reflection in any

volume required and over any desired area. They have seg-

mented glass fronts, are mounted on wheeled carriages for the

sake of portability, and have iris diaphragms to control the

size of the emitted beam.

Factories.—A test has been made of the eftect on factory output

of different degrees of illumination.^"^ The test was carried out in

a factory-room devoted to semi-automatic buffing, and two illum-

inations 3.8 foot-candles and i i .4 foot-candles were employed.

The machines in this room were of the revolving turn-l type. For

the lower illumination, 3(XJ-watt clear lamps in bowl type piMcelain-

enamelled steel reflectors were use<l while the same outlets with

500- watt bowl enamelled lamps in H. L. M. standard reflectors

were em])loyed for the higher illumination. The lighting units

were suspended a])i)roxiniately 14 fret above the ll»»()r. The

])ower recjuircnuiits were iiurcised from i.J w.itt por ^(|. ft. of

floor area to 2.01 watts in the two cases. Careful record of

production was made for .1 period i)f \'\\v months, three months

at the low .'ind two nionlhs at the hii^h. The followinix t.-ible

shows the results:

'•• Afof. Pic. Wld., Mar. js, ig.-j, f. 4\\.

*** Pot- Mech , Aug.. igji, p. ioo.

'•Wf'ru. Hire. Kc\., I)rr., lyji, p. i.kjj.
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Moderate High
intensity intensity
per cent per cent

Cost of lighting in per cent cost of labor 0.86 1.86

Cost of lighting in per cent factor>' cost

of products 0.033 0.066

Average increase in production attributed

to high intensity lighting" 8.5

Increase in cost of lighting to increased
value of production 0.4

*Cost of lighting includes cost of power at 1.5 cents per kw-hr., cost

of lamps, 15 per cent depreciation on reflector equipment and 6 per cent

on investment.

The general standard of lighting in factories and workshops

in England is being improved as indicated by diagrams in the

third report of the Departmental Committee on this subject. ^^®

For the various textile industries these diagrams show the per-

centages of workrooms which are lighted to various intensities

and an appendix gives a table of foot-candle values to serve as

a guide in practical requirements. They list for *'fine work"

three foot-candles and for "very fine work" five foot-candles,

but these are not given as legal minima. The values specified

in .\merican codes are also summarized. The report suggests

that the principal industries should be invited to assume partial

responsibility for the fixing of legal values in the future by

sharing in the researches on which they are based. The support

of our society by the sustaining members is one way in which

this result is being accomplished in this country. The British

Home Office has issued^®^ Welfare Pamphlet No. 7 which deals

with the lighting of factories and workshops.

In revising the lighting conditions in a large factory/'^ a pre-

liminary survey was made and followed by a test in a particular

department of some seven different factory types of reflectors.

The work in this department consisted of some very coarse, dark-

colored weaving done by men standing up, one to a loom the

table of which was 36 in. (0.9 m.) above the floor level. One
hundred and 200-watt lamps were tried out and an average of

4^ foot-candles was taken as the requirement for satisfactory

illumination. The result of this test led to the selection of an

"•* Elec, July 7, 19-'-'. P- i(>-

"* Etec. Rev., Sept. 23, 1921, p. 422.

""Elec. IVld., D'c. 31, 1921, p. 1,323.
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R. L. M. dome reflector with 200-watt lamps spaced on 17-foot

(5.1 m.) centers, 13 feet above the floor which gave 4.25 foot-

candles.

The difficulties of lighting locations in which there is a great

deal of dust^'^ have been dealt with in previous reports. A so-

lution seems to have been found in the case of a wood-working

plant by the use of enclosed floodlights. A high illumination

was desired on the working plane and on the feed rolls and cutting

tools of the various machines doing exact or particular work.

Three sizes of flood-lamps, 250, 500 and 1,000-watt were put in

three types of reflectors, wide-angle, standard and concentrating.

In addition to plain lenses, opalescent and diflfusing prismatic

glasses were employed. In most instances the units were placed

so that the rays came to the plane at an angle of 20° to 30° from

the horizontal, although an angle of 45° or even 60° was used in

special cases. The units were kept clean, breakage and theft

was reiluced to a minimum and at the exact points needed there

was plenty of light with an absence of glare.

By using two light sources^^^ whose concentrated beams meet

at an angle of 90° an effective illumination for punch or drill

work has been accomplished. The two luminous pencils intersect

at the surface to be drilled and form a rough cross whose inter-

section can be made to coincide witli the punch mark.

When it comes to lighting a hydro-tloctric plant sjiccial con-

sideration must be given to the wheel pit.'^"' At one plant the

ordinary 22()-volt system was rei)lace<l in the ]Vits by a 32-v()lt

circuit in order to axoid danger due to damp or defective lamp

cords, (icneral illumination is providt^l by a tew high-powered

units with suitable reflectors, particular attention being given to

the a\oi<lan(e of shadows. Provision is ni.idc for :\n adequate

use of portable lamps which are loimected tlnoui^h a rugged

type of heavily-braided water-i)r()of or vulcanized rul)bor cord

to a portable distribution box which is set up wherever extensive

repairs are necessary.

Tn a fruit cannery'^* it has been found di'sirable to have no

shadows on the cutting tables iu front ot" the girls who eut aud

sort fruit. Iti erjuipping a building which has a saw-tooth roof.

'^' liUc. U'lii., Not. 19. lyji, p. i.JiJ.

"« P.. T. 7... Oct. A. lyii. p I.J.U.

•" l\\tc. W\d., Noy. IJ. I9JI. p. 978.
"• /owr. oj li\t(. anA llV/f. Ind., Auk "s. i'j.i. p 115.
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200-watt lamps were used in R. L. M. one-piece reflectors spaced

1 8 feet apart and 14 feet above the floor. Three Hghts over

each table are controlled by a single snap switch and in addition

each set of six lights is grouped on one circuit in a panel-board,

providing considerable flexibility in the system. At the turn-over

tables the reflectors are on lo-foot centers mounted 9 feet above

the tables, 14 ft. heights are used over the graders. Zinc white

has been found^^° to absorb ultra-violet radiation almost com-

pletely and it has therefore been suggested that in all cases where

it is possible for such radiation to be reflected into the eyes of

operators, as in the case of arc welding, the walls and ceiling

be painted with this material, known as ''Chinese white" with

a mat finish.

At first sight it might seem something of a task to light an

X-ray examination room since the luminescent light of the wille-

mite fluorescent screens has a continuous spectrum from 0.48 fi to

0.660 /i.^^*' But by the use of a specially constructed color filter

which transmits only the extreme red and the blue-violet the de-

sired results may be obtained.

A novel effect was produced^"^ at the banquet of the Fixture

Convention in Milwaukee by the use of four searchlights, one

in each corner of the ball-room, which at intervals concentrated

their beams on a big ball studded with plane mirror surfaces.

This ball was slowly rotated by a small motor and the light from

the four projectors was broken into thousands of moving images

providing a most interesting appearance, called by someone "The

Dance of the Million Fire-flies."

Figures taken from a survey^^^ of 1,500 middle class urban

homes show that the average home has only 5.7 rooms with a

lamp wattage of 863, an average of two convenient outlets, 1.6

portable lamps and two wall brackets.

LUMINAIRES

It is reported^^® in an old book published in 1810 that a globular

lamp was patented in 1708 and displayed in 1709, described as

follows: "A new kind of light composed of one entire glass of

"' (7f «. Eire. Rev., Oct., 192 1, p. 866.

'^* C/ifm. Zentralbl., July 27, 1Q21, p. 203.
"'' Elec. Merch., Feb., 1922, p. 61.

"* Elec. Wld., July 22, 1922, p. 193.

"• ZTif c. Times, Dec. 22, 1921, p. 552.
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a globular shape, with a lamp, which will give a clearer and more

certain light from all parts thereof without any dark shadows."

The book also states that the only change in street lighting in

London between 1736, when 4,200 lamps were in use and 1808

was that of replacing the globe type by a bell form and attaching

this in each case to the entrance of a big house. A further

statement reads, "Several attempts to introduce strong reflectors

have failed, as it has been uniformly found that they injure and

confuse the sight."

The annual "lighting fixture" market held in Milwaukee last

February gave an excellent opportunity to ascertain progress in

luminaire design. ^®° The new styles of luminaires are drifting

into two classes, one made up of those designed primarily for

illumination purposes, the other those patently for decora-

tion. Of the first group the totally enclosing globe seems to

be most in evidence. Squat or flattened shapes having a large

downward projected area and a smaller horizontal area are

popular. For store and office lighting the stalactite type is passing

out of style. In the second class is to be noted the continued ex-

tensive use of round-bulb diffusing lamps especially on colonial

candelabra. Silk-shaded ornamental table lamps maintain their

popularity. Polished and brushed brass lead in finishes, with

silver a close follower. More and more thought is being given to

special finishes, to polychrome or enamelled and tinted ])arts

and to silk cords, tassels, decorative chains and the like. The

removable luminaire has not as yet made much headway in com-

mercial use.

The research work of the Standardization Committee of the

National Council of Lighting l-^ixture Maiuifaeturers. to deter^

mine the maximum and niininunn allowance for the se\eial

dimensions of the "heels" on blown glassware, in the 2.25 to 8-

in. sizes, has been practically finished.'"' The heel is that portion

of the globe or reflector which enters the holder or fitter. A
complete set of master gauges is now available and permits the

checking of foin^ measurements at one time. If this standard is

ado|)ted by all mamifactniers it will ]>erinit the production ot a

standard holder, foi- each size of glassware, which will take

the holder screws in the proper position. A iniiiinnnn insi«le

^** Jour. A. I. /:. /;., May, igjj, p. jH.s.

»•• /:/rc. Rev. (U. S), Dec. lo. lyji. p. 8yj.
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diameter will enable the dealer to tell what sized lamp can be used

with any piece of glassware. The Committee has also been

busy^®^ on the standardization of screw threads which was made

necessary by the fact that in the fixture trade there are about

eighty-seven different sizes, threads, pitches, lengths and diame-

ters of screws used. The details of this work have not yet been

announced.

A dozen or fifteen types of luminaires cover nearly all types of

lighting units used in commercial establishments and are suf-

ficiently distinctive and standardized to be readily recognized.^®^

For convenience in determining the size of lamp recommended for

any size or diameter of reflector, tables have been arranged which

give the various types of units and the sizes of both reflectors

and lamps.

It is reported that 97 per cent of electrically lighted homes

in this country^^* have luminaires of the direct lighting type

while only 56 per cent of such luminaires have glassware and 31

per cent have no shades at all.

Reflectors.—In the alabaster-bowl type of luminaire used in

England, a new design for indirect lighting^^^ is provided with

an upper reflector also of alabaster in the shape of an inverted

cone. A foreign luminaire^^® is made in the form of a pear-shaped

lamp bulb, of clear glass above with a diffusing bottopi surface,

and three conical-shaped reflecting surfaces one above the other,

each tilted so that light from the lamp in the interior will be re-

flected downward without being intercepted by the next lower re-

flecting surface. Three sizes are made to take care of lamps from

60 to 150-watts, from 150 to 300-watts and from 500 to 2,000-

watts. An American luminaire^^' also uses three reflectors but

they are inverted cones and throw the light upward. A white

metal husk surrounds the light socket and supports three diffus-

ing louvres and a glass diffusing bowl. This unit is used for totally

indirect lighting. A reflector lamp of mushroom shape has been

brought out^*^ fitted with a milk-glass shade for reflecting down-

**' Elcc. Rec, Feb., 1922, p. 90.

1" Elec. Rec, Jan., 1922, p. 32.

^'** Light Fix. and Lt., Nov., 1921, p. 14.

^''^ III. Eng., Nov., 1921, p. 226.

"* L. u. L., Nov. 3, 1921, p. 539.
^'"^ Elec. Rec, Sept., 1921, p. 164.

'** Elec. Rec, Aug., 1921, p. 98.
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ward rays which would otherwise be thrown on the ceiHng. The

shade is detachable. A mirror type of reflector^^^ has been de-

veloped in Germany which it is claimed permits of great concen-

tration of light and hence may be used for high suspension, there-

by, avoiding glare. It is made in the form of a spherical cap

adapted for show-window lighting; in the form of a deep re-

flector whose rays converge at a point in the plane of the rim of

the unit, and then diverge, the angle of emergency and degree of

concentration depending on the position of the lamp filament;

and in a third form which is a combination of the other two. The

mirror surfaces vary in diameter from 15 to 62 cm. and for pro-

jectors may reach i.i m.

Where the object is merely to protect the eyes from a light

source very fanciful shields have been brought out in England

in a variety of shapes, a most effective being the bird form.^'*°

Models of birds are made from cork with hand-painted wings.

They are attached to the lamp-holder by a counter-balanced wire

fitting. Numerous shields of this character but ditt'erent in form

have been produced in this country.

Lmninaires.—A new luminaire which is somewhat different

from the ordinary type provides an individual semi-translucent

glass shade for each lamp.^"^ These lamps are shaped like conch

shells and are entirely open above. Tlie unit may be made up

with two, three or more of these shades and tlie general design

made to harmonize with other furnishings.

An English luminaire for gas lighting is made on the plan of

an old-fashioned yard-arm balance.'"- The tube from the ceil-

ing rosette suj)|)orts a swinging cross-arm which carries the lamp

at one fiid and an adjustable wciglit on \\\v othtr. In tliis way

the hc-i^ht of tin- lani]) can be fixed at any i>oint within a con-

siderabK- distance. In tlic old days of the coal oil lamj)'"' arrange-

ments were provided eillier in tlu- way of chains or sliding tubes

whereby it could be lowered t'or cleaning and filling and then

raised to its normal position. This e(|ui|»nunt is almost dupli-

cated in a pendant luminaire whieh has pendant holders sliiiing

'" lilfk. u. Match., Drc. 4. lyji, p. <><>«'.

*** lilec. Rev., (U), Feb. 17, lOJJ. P JJJ.

••• lllec. Rec, Mar., i^u. p. i75-

'•• (Jat Jour., Apr. 5, i^JJ, p. ^4-

^^ Lite, Sept. J, \ijj\, p joi.
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over tubular guides giving an adjustment from i to i8 inches, and

more if special sizes are desired. It can be made to accord with

period designs, is very light and can be obtained in a number of

finishes. Suspension chains made of crystal beads^^* are em-

ployed in an imported hand-painted inverted-bowl luminaire. The
glass canopies and socket covers are painted to match the bowls.

Portables.—For taxing purposes^^" the term "portable" as used

in connection with luminaires has been given an official definition

as follows : "Portable lighting fixtures and portable lamps shall

be deemed to include all lighting devices adapted for interior

illumination and not designed to be affixed permanently in one

location and all articles commonly or commercially known as

such irrespective of the illumination used."

As in the past numerous unusual individualized ideas^°® have

been expressed in portable and table lamps. Among these may
be mentioned one representing a candle standing m an oriental

slipper ; another is in the form of an oval picture frame with the

lamp socket attached to the top ; a third is a combination lamp and

incense burner with ash tray and match box attached; another

of porcelain^^^ is in the form of a ballet girl. Variety is given

to a portable lamp of the type used to hang at any convenient

point of a bed or chair by making the support in the .form of a

braided belt and adding a tassel. ^'^^ It is made on the principle of

a balance, a weight at one end counteracting the weight of the

lamp and holder at the other. The braids, shades, shields and

tassels are made in a number of designs, colors, and material.

A very simple device^®^ for the same purpose uses a wire fixed

like a spring clamp. A unique table lamp made of ornamental

cardboard can be folded-^*^ flat and mailed in an envelope. The

shade is painted and semi-transparent and can be shaped into

circular form by means of small tongues which fit in special

grooves. An extra heavy base is provided and a holder to re-

ceive the socket of an incandescent electric lamp.

^** Elec. Merch., Dec, 1921, p. 33-2-

"' Light Fix. and Lt., Feb., 1922, p. 20.

*** Elec. Rec, Mar., 1922, p. 175.

^'^ Elec. Rec, Jan., 1922, p. 24.

'•• £/f c. Merch., Dec, 1921, p. 333.

^^ Elec. Rec, Nov., 1921, p. 326.

*** Pop. Mech., Aug., 1922, p. aio.
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Attachments for converting vases into portable lamps have

been numerous but most if not all have provided for direct

lighting only.-^^ A new arrangement has fittings made in several

different styles one of which is a three-light combination com-
prising a central indirect light and two adjustable side lights,

separately controlled. A modification of this is a cluster fitted

for direct lighting. Silk shade holders are available which per-

mit the side lights to be turned upwards and close to the support

enabling a small shade to be used with the vase. By the addition

of a wire-frame top any type of shade may be used.

Luminaires for Special Purposes.—An ancient Cuban cathedral

has been fitted with an electric chandelier. -'°' Hanging from the

center on a chain 85 feet long it consists of a cast brass band 54
inches in diameter supported by ten heavy braces reinforced with

decorative metal strips. Thirty-five 8-inch ornamental glass urns

for lOO-watt lamps are suspended from the cast band and braces.

The general design is open, of Romanesque detail and decorative.

One of the latest developments in fittings for show-window*"'

lighting has a specially designed prismatic-glass reflector which is

not affected by heat from the lamp and is provided with an inside

color globe whose color is in the glass itself and is claimed not

to fade. The use of these globes also tends to eliminate glare

effects. Part of the reflector is made up with vertical screen-

section prisms which are refracting instead of reflectins; in their

action. This section has a wide angle of utilization.

Lamps for hospital use-°* of the turn-down variety are quite

conmion but most of them have only two or at most four pos-

sible intensities. A recent addition to this class is a boudoir

lam[) which has six degrees of intensity and may W- used for lamps

up to the 40-watt size. A si)ecial Juminairr has biiii (lesi^^md for

use in gymnasiums, play rooms, loading siieds, rtc.,-""' to protect

the lamp from siiocks and it is said to have successfully with-

stood a direct i)ressure of 2(X) pounds. It is jM()\idcd with a

porcelain enamelled reflector.

*' liiec. h'cc, Apr., igjj, p. J4y.

*"* lUec. Kev. (U. S). Aug. i.». iqji. p. J5j.

•* Cen. Stat., Aug., iqji, p. 26.

*** lilec. Rtc, Mar., lyjj, p. 175.
** Eltc. Rtc, June, \^n, p. 41J.
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An English unit for lighting billboards'^*^ (boardings) con-

sists of a sheet-copper trough with silvered glass reflectors which

give a concentrated flat beam. The mouth of the trough has

across its length louvres of diffusing glass and metal. The ver-

tical surface of the board is evenly illuminated and the lateral

distribution is sufficient to permit of lo-foot spacings. Each unit

takes two 250-watt projector-type tungsten lamps.

An equipment designed especially for portable portrait pho-

tography^^^ has a battery of five 400-watt lamps arranged in

two banks which may be used separately. Special reflectors add

to the available intensity and a diffusing screen is also provided.

The development of special fittings for use in dentistry has pro-

ceeded to a considerable extent in Germany. These comprise

adjustable luminaires for general illumination,^®^ and numerous

reflector units for individual classes of work.

The satisfactory and efficient use of the incandescent lamp

in projection work requires such modification in the ordinary

housings that complete equipment for this special purpose has

been worked out.^®^ A 2.5-inch lens, known in the trade as No. 2

is used instead of the No. i (1.5-inch) and doubles the light

which would otherwise be thrown on the screen. Spare lamps are

mounted in removable sockets and a pre- focusing arrangement,

known as a lamp setter has been worked out so that .when the

lamp, once arranged in the socket, is inserted in the lamp housing

the lamp filament will be in the proper optical position.

Residential.—For a time the dome design for central luminaires

in dining rooms-^® seemed to go out of style, but it is returning

although in a slightly different form. The effect is produced with

the candelabra type of unit by using a cylindrical cloth, metal or

fringe shade which serves to conceal the bare lamps and at the

same time permit some lateral as well as upward diffusion.

Highway.—Continual progress is being made in the production

of luminaires for highway and street lighting.-^ ^'
-^'-^ A new unit is

^°* Elec, June 2, 1922, p. 661.

^^ Pop. Mech., May, 1922, p. 675.
*"* Helios, Jan. 29, 1922, p. 54.

** Report of Lamp Com., N. E- L. A., May, 1922.

"" Lighting Fix. and Lt,, Nov., 1921, p. 10.

2" Elec. Rev. (U. S.), Dec. 10, 1921, p. 874-

'" EUc. Jour., May, 1922, p. 194.
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arranged for suspension from a series of interchanging fixtures to

be fastened to brackets, mast irons or span wires as conditions

may require. The reflector is made of a porcelain enamelled

steel, white on the interior and bottle-green on the exterior. Its

shape is parabolic and it is so arranged with respect to a pair

of refractor prism plates that all of the light is thrown on a long

stretch of road without loss in the fields on either side. Practically

every ray of light from the lamp is deviated in the desired direc-

tion parallel to the roadway. To cut off glare from drivers, the

edge of the reflector is shaped so that light in a line parallel to

the direction of travel is cut off through an angle of 14° below

the horizontal. Another-^'' street lighting unit has a panelled

globe in which upper and lower parabolic reflectors distribute a

flood of light on the street with a small amount upward to light

the fronts of adjacent buildings. In addition a portion of the

light above is redirected by an opal glass band around the upper

hemisphere of the lamp or by a band of enamel on the lamp itself.

The maximum light is emitted at a])proximately 20° below the

horizontal. Post or pendant forms are available.

The mortality of lighting standards used for traffic control on

"Safety Islands" is so great that considerable attention has been

given to methods of ])rolonging the life of such traffic aids. A
fixture which is claimed to combine safety with visibility has a

rectangular column-'* 9 feet high and illuminated from the inside

from top to base. It is mounted on a hall am! socket support

which permits tlu' whole coluniu to swing when struck, in the

direction of tlu- blow. A hea\ y si)ring restores it to an u|)right

position.

Materials. \ new material f(U- lanij) shades used to re|)lace art

glass*'^ is said to be practically unbreakable weighs only about one-

tenth as much as glass and may be obtained in any special color.

In order to sa\c the wrii^lit .md i\|HnM' ot car\ed alabaster,^'"

bowls .'irr in:i(lc ot inouldcl plaster rendeicd tianslucenl by a

special process. The easts are re enforced with fabric and this

enables any color or a "marble effect" to be obtained. The

appearance of the bowl when not ilhnnin.ited is tli.it of pure white

"» Naf/. lUiitr.'gtst, May. igjj. jt. 15.

*** l:Uc. Rev. (U. S). Aug. j. iqji. p. J53.

•'• Hlfc. h'fc, Juu., luJi. p. Jj.

"* Hlfc. HfX,, I.iiiidoii, Nov. II. lOJi. p. (tt,*,.
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marble or alabaster. It is claimed that the brilliancy of a silvered

plate-glass mirror is obtained in reflectors made from moulded

crystal glass,-^^ which has been annealed, chemically cleaned,

treated to a hot process of silvering and finished with a gutta-

percha paint, impervious to dust and moisture. These reflectors

are being made in sizes from 3 inches in diameter for flashlights

to 18 inches for locomotive headlights.

Accessories.—A new locking device to protect incandescent

lamps'-^^ consists of two collars, one of which screws into the other.

A ratchet fixed upon the inside of the outer collar engages, when
the latter is turned in a right hand direction, with shoulders

running across the thread of the inner collar. The parts screw

together easily in the opposite direction. In fitting the lock, the

lampholder is inserted into the inner collar with the outer part

screwed home, and the lamp is put in. Then the outer collar is

screwed down until it lightly rests upon the top of the lamp. The

latter must be broken to be removed. The lock is arranged for

the bayonet type of base. A special device for locking lamps on

shipboard employs a ring containing channel slots and a locking

screw set in obliquely.-^^ The screw is slackened back until the

lamp is in place, the ring is then rotated a trifle to bring the

screw opposite to one of the slots with which it engages when

screwed home. The ring is further provided with split threads so

that it will fit on any lamp holder. In Germany--'^' --^ the mount-

ing price of metal filament lamps has stimulated the production of

locking devices to prevent their unauthorized removal from

sockets.

A new shade holder is fitted with many steel points on the

holder nipple, the fastening operation being effected by turning

the cover which has no thread."^^ The points which previously

were pressed lightly against the holder are moved with it and

the holder is screwed upwards on the nipple thus pressing the

points firmly into the cover. The steady increase in the size of

globes due to the high-wattage lamps now in use has raised the

'"^ Pop. Mech., July, 19^2, p. 112.

^^'* lilec. Rev. (E), June 23, 1922, p. 899.

*'* HU'c. Rev., Eoiulon. Mar. 3, 1922, p. 3::2.

^"^ Elck. Anz., Mar. 7, 1922, p. 204.
'^'^^ Elek. /Ins., Nov., 1921, p. 1,325.

^'Helios, Nov. 6, 1921, p. 3,998.
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problem of holding these large globes in the fittings.--^ Screws

are no longer adequate for safety and a solution is found in the

growing use of that class of holders employing flexible metal

strips or fingers which when slipped into the neck of the globe

may be pulled outward by means of adjustable screws and will

permit of wide variations in tension without losing their grip.

To make available the property of ultra-violet light to acceler-

ate fading of dyes or pigments,"* a special equipment has been

designed for testing purposes. A cabinet is provided which con-

tains a mercury vapor lamp and space to put samples of the

colored articles to be tested. A portion of the sample is screened

from the action of the arc.

There is growing use in this country of lever switches of the

toggle and tumbler type.--'' In contrast to foreign practice an

instaneous make-and-break arrangement has been substituted for

the slow action movements found abroad. To avoid the trouble

of having to screw a plug into the old type of screw socket--* a

new attachment has four rounded threaded strips which, when the

plug is pushed into the socket automatically expand, and whon

pulled out contract.

The use of remote controls for gas lighting is not unusual and

it is used somewhat in electric lighting. A switch for this pur-

pose"''" has a symmetrical magnetic system which turns a contact

disc. It is emi)loyed not only for turning the lights on and otT

but also for connecting lights in series, and can be adjusted for

different voltages by merely shifting a collar on a resistance rod.

For the automatic ligliting and extinguishing of marine and

aerial lighthouses'-"''* a new light valve makes u-e of a volatile

licjuid contained in two eonneited glass bulbs, one- of these is

blackened and e\en in comi)arati\ ely weak daylight will he.it ni»

enough to cause a head of li(|uid to develoj) and some of it to ll<»\v

over into the other bulb, thereby tilting the carrier whieh i- free

to rock and is eoinieeted by levers to the gas val\e.

*'* HIec. Rff. (V. S.). Drc. 10. i.j.i. p. H.>7.

• ten. Sla., Apr., ig-*-*. p J9l.

*** lilfc. Rtc, Dec, \'ii\. p. 4«6.

••• V.ltc. Mfrch., Apr., lOJJ. P- 08.

•'^ Hfhoi, June j6. ioji, p. J.^So.

•* ///. H'j.. iVh., Kj.'J. p. (>4
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The use of the electric spark to ignite the gas in burners is

common practice but a foreign invention utihzes the gas pressure-

wave principle to control electric circuits.^'^^ The gas pressure

actuates a membrane connected through levers to a toothed wheel

which in turn controls the position of a tube containing mercury.

In the horizontal position of the tube the circuit is closed and

when the tube is tilted the circuit is broken. The device is adapted

to street lighting circuits where it is desired to turn off all or

certain lights at a particular time.

Tests.—Experiments have been made in Germany-^^ on the ma-

terials used in making globes, reflectors, and shades for lighting

purposes. The tests included the effect of heating to 150° C. for

two minutes in an oil bath and then a one minute cooling in a water

bath at 10° C. The transmission of various kinds of glass was

determined and showed for simple lamp glass of 1.6 to 2.2 mm.
thickness 90 per cent ; for ornamental glass 3 to 6 mm. thickness

56 to 75 per cent; for diagonal rippled glass 5.6 to 5.9 mm.
thickness 67 per cent ; for cathedral glass 3 to 3.7 mm. thickness

90 per cent. Tests were also made on impregnated paper tubes

used as shades for gas lighting.

When the ordinary high wattage lamps first came into generaP^^

use a great deal of attention was paid to the ventilation of en-

closing globes and fixtures. But present practice is in the direc-

tion of non-ventilated units because of the protection from dust

and the possibility of more attractive design. Tests on a 200-

watt unit having a metal housing for the socket at the top, a large,

broadly flaring glass bowl, and a metal-bottom plate were made

under different conditions of ventilation to determine exactly

what effect ventilation had upon the operating temperature of

the lamp and the lead-in wiring. The unit was made and in-

tended for use with no ventilating holes. Five tests were made

;

non-ventilated ; ventilated by holes in the top cap and in the bottom

plate ; ventilated by holes in the top cap only ; same, but with the

bottom plate removed ; ventilated by holes in the tube and bottom

plate. The results showed conclusively that the lamp bulb tem-

peratures were not unduly hij^h and were reduced only about 6.4°

"" n. T. Z., Apr. 6, 1922, p. 405.

"" Z-. u. L., Aug. 25, 19^1. P- 394-
»»» Elec. Wld., Feb. 25, 1922, p. 387.
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even with maximum ventilation. However, ventilation in every

case raised the temperature of the wire just above the socket and

the more ventilation the hotter the wire. It was concluded that

this result was due to hot currents of air rising from the interior

of the fixture.

PHOTOMETRY

During the eclipse of the moon last October atmospheric con-

ditions were such at Strasburg as to permit photometric measure-

ments^^^ of the illumination of the moon's surface, and a curve

was obtained of the illumination at the interior of the umbra and

penumbra as a function of the distance from the axis of the

cone.

It is interesting to note that during the war the Physikalische

Technische Reichsanstalt standardized on the average about five

Hefner lamps per year, which number increased to fifteen in 1919

and reached the pre-war normalcy of fifty-five in 1920.-"'^ In

that year sixteen carbon lamps were measured for use as pho-

tometric standards, and one hundred and eighty-three metal fila-

ment lamps for the same purpose. Sixty-nine of the one hundred

and ninety-nine lamps were standardized for mean s[)herical

candlepower. A numljcr of 6 volts (up to 5 Hefner candle)

lamps used in portable photometers were found to be unsatisfac-

tory in their constancy of luminous intensity.

Apparatus—A modification of the small i)()rtal)lo type of illunii-

nomcter has been developed in England.-'* Like an instrument

brought out in this country some years ago, this meter has a rec-

tangular box with a translucent top surface illuminated to various

degrees of intensity on the inside by a small electric lamp placed at

()]]r end. This top is eo\ere(l l»\' a sliding plate. opa(|ne and ha\ing

a circular oj)ening fitted with a P.unsen disk. The «)uter ring

of the latter has an opa(|ue all)ido surface, the central circle being

translucent and receiving light from the illlnininated screen just

mentioned. I'y moving tiie sliding cover a position can l)e found

in wliieh the iiHier circle of the I'miscn <lisc tends to disappear

wlien the foot candle illninination may be read from the scale

"'
f

". H., Ort. j.|, tOJi. p 706.

***/.. M. L., Oct. Ju, lyJi. C- 5>u.

^^ III. ling., Dec, lyji, p J.iy.
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attached to the instrument. The stock pattern has a range from

0.5 to 20 foot-candles, but special scales may be obtained for

extra ranges.

A new variable rotating sectored disc-^^ has a stroboscopic

method of reading the angular opening while the disc is in

motion. The disc has two sector openings so that two adjacent

fields are presented to view and as the sectors are shifted one

field increases while the other decreases in brightness. The
reading device is different from the stroboscopic arrangement on

the Brodhun rotating sector.

When equality of brightness is obtained in spectrophotometric

measurements by the method of slit-width alteration, errors are

introduced due, among other causes, to the impurity of the

spectrum. This has been obviated"^^ for instruments of the

Vierordt double slit type by the use of a pendulum of short period

operated by an electro-magnet. It has a bob in the form of a

heavy frame of brass containing two rectangular openings, one

above the other, the widths of the openings being adjustable like

the photometer slits. Equality of brightness is then obtained by

altering the width of one or the other of these openings. The

electro-magnetic arrangement gives considerable amplitude and

the equipment is free from the need of a motor. It has, however,

the objection of all slit-movement systems that a given change

in slit-width does not produce the same change in transmission

for all widths of slit. It may be noticed that this arrangement

is really a pendulum sector of the type described in a paper

given before the American Optical Society at the Chicago Meet-

ing in 1921.

Methods.—A rod moved back and forth in front of a bright

background perpendicular to the line of sight will appear to move

in a straight line only if the brilliancy for both eyes is the

same. If the field for one eye is made different by holding in the

light path a smoked or colored absorption glass, then the rod will

appear to move in a circle on the left or right. This phenomenon

is explained by the fact that between the stimulus and the sen-

sation at the eye a time interval occurs which with decrease of

brilliancy is always larger. This constitutes what has been desig-

^'^'Jour. of Frank. Inst., May, Iq^-^, p. C4 1

.

^^Phil. Mag., Apr. ^922 p. 66^.
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nated a "stereo-effect" which has been adapted-^' to isochromatic

and heterochromatic photometry. It is assumed that two Hght

sources, isochromatic or heterochromatic can be said to be equally

bright if the time between the stimulus and the sensation is

accurately equal, and the moving rod is used as an indicator as

previously described.

A method of measuring colors has been devised-^^ which con-

sists essentially in the spectrophotometry of adjacent patches of

the spectrum each patch of a width fixed by the hue scale the

number of patches being dictated by the kind of color and degree

of accuracy used. To make such measurements it is proposed to

use special slits with movable jaws to facilitate the selection of

adjacent spectral patches.

Computations.—At various times in the past nomographic scales

or alignment charts have been worked out for shortening illumina-

tion computations. This type of scale contains a series of par-

allel vertical or horizontal straight lines so divided and spaced

that straight lines drawn across them will show, at the intersec-

tions, the desired result. This idea has been extended-^** to cover

such photometric computations as candlepower on an ordinary

photometer bench, various characteristics of incandescent lamj>s

at different voltages and various candlepower calculations. Sev-

eral methods of calculation for determining illumination in

rooms have api)eared. One**'* considers the joint effect of two

groups (jf light sources and gives graphical constructions for

obtaining the mean illumination and also for the ditlused light.

Another^** involves the use of s|)ecially pre|)ared co-ordinate

paper and includes the calculation of illumination by the point-

bv-point method, average illumination for a certain area by the

flux-'«f-light method, the design of reflectors and the calculation

of street illumination.

Most illumination formulae have bccii worked out for the pui-

pose of determining condition^ in the hori/ontal plane. '•*•' Mrtliods

have been given for vertical surfaces but as nt>ne seemed to l>e

satisfactory for all conditions a new set ha^ been given which

^ Z. /. Inttr., Feb., lyj-, p. 5''

^'^ Jour. Opt. Soc. of Am., Nov., lyvi. p. 4(«j.

*'* K. T. Z.. Jan. iq, igji, p. 7.V

••• I'.h-k. M Afojrk., Sept. 4, igji, p. 4W.
••' lilfc. Kfc, Feb., \%)it, p. gs.

*^ iiUc. Rev. (U. S ). Dec. 10. lo.i. t- yfK.
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is based on the "point-by-point" method and is claimed to be

"truly general in nature and of practical service in designing

the lighting installations for roundhouses, erecting shops, paper-

mills, billboards, etc." Thus the illumination at a point on a

vertical surface is given by the equation

E = IV

where I is the candlepower in the direction of the point con-

sidered, V is the perpendicular distance from the source to the

wall, H is the vertical height from the source to a horizontal

plane passing through the point and L is the distance in the

horizontal plane from the point to the intersection of a plane

through the source and perpendicular to the vertical surface con-

taining the point.

PHYSICS

Light is such an important factor in human experience that it

is quite natural for its effects to be made the subject of numerous

investigations. It will be evident that the past year has seen little

interruption in this phase of activity as illustrated by the number

of results referred to in the section "Action of Light."

Light Sources.—It has been found that a continuous spectrum

identical with the fluorescent spectrum is emitted from -mercury-"*'

in a discharge tube in addition to the ordinary line spectrum, only

when the temperature of the vapor is above 120° C. and below

300° to 400° depending on the pressure ; when the pressure is

above i mm. ; when the current density is low and of the order of

10"* amperes per cm.- or less ; when very little air or other contam-

inating gas is present. Ionization is not necessary for the emis-

sion of this continuous spectrum. An apparatus which is said to

produce-** a continuous ultra-violet spectrum out to 0.205 /x is a

modification of an older type employing high frequency oscilla-

tions and a spark gap under water. The present form uses

tungsten electrodes 3.5 mm. in diameter in a pyrex glass bulb

about 500 cc. capacity having an inserted tube fitted with a quartz

window. The spark gap is about i cm. from the window, and

water flows into and out of the bulb through two openings. An
^** Astrot>hys. Jour., May, 1922, p. 329.

"* Jour. Frank. Inst., July, 1922, p. 83.
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X-ray transformer using 15 amperes and no volts on the primary

with a mercury interrupter and two Leydon jars for capacity

furnishes the source of the discharge. A zinc spark gap upon

which a blast of air is directed is placed in series with the tungs-

ten gap. Using 1.6 kw. in the transformer the tungsten electrodes

disintegrated very slowly and the spark length had rarely to be

adjusted during a complete set of observations.

Ultra-violet radiation has been utilized to study the fluores-

cence of gems.-^^ A necklace of Indian pearls was found to

fluorescence with a bluish color, while Japanese cultured ])earls

gave a mustard green light. Though it has been known for some

time that diamonds were capable of fluorescing under ultra-

violet radiation, it has been found that gems which appear similar

under ordinary daylight fluoresce in entirely different colors.

River-bed diamonds appeared a dark brown, a Brazil diamond

gave a bright blue and another from an unknown source, a

yellow fluorescence. Experimental work on chemi-luminescence-*^

and photo-luminescence of silicium compounds has lead to the

following conclusions, among others : previously described chemi-

luminescence by one oxidation of unsaturated silicium compounds

is restricted to compounds of pure silicon ; the intensity of lum-

inescence is greatest for the yellow luiiiiuous prej^arations ; the

color of the light emitted by a reaction changes with increased

concentration of silicon hydroxide from green, through yellow

to red ; at lower leni|)eratures the oxides of thr same (juantities

result in greater light output; the spectrum of luminescent light

is a broad band from red to gretn. tlu* strongly al)Sorbed short-

wave rays not being emitted ; the color of the photo-luminescent

light is the same as that of ehenii-luminescenee and undergoes the

same changes in color and intensity with variations of concen-

tration of silicon hydroxide. Silicon hydroxide showed a strong

cathodo luminescence, whose color was the same as that of the

chemi-lnminescence and showed the same changes.

Experiments on the eletMriral eon(huti\ it v of crystals of cal-

cite. fluorite and f<-ls|)ar,-*^ all ot' whii'h exhibit tliernm liiinines-

cence when gently heated, showed th.il the eleetrieal conductivity

was increased when the theiino luininescetue was present. This

"»///. /*>(;. Drc. igji. p. J.17-

'••/Tril. /. Phys., May j, iqjj. p. J67.

*" Set. Abi., A., May .11, kjjj, p. 4.W.
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was in accord with what might be expected on the basis of the

commonly accepted theory as to the mechanism of photo-lum-

inescence. Luminescence is different not only in its variability

with temperature and in its spectral distribution but also in

showing marked fatigue effects and in varying with the previous

heat treatment and with the mode of heat used. Some oxides

when heated to a temperature lying within a definite and some-

times very narrow range, show a decided selectivity in a limited

region of the spectrum, and this is ascribed to luminescence.-^*'

As an example the blue radiation from niobium oxide at 560° C.

has been found to be about 85,000 times the corresponding radia-

tion from a black body, the ratio decreasing with increasing tem-

perature until it is 1.35 at 1,037° C- j"st before the oxide melts.

The oxides of beryllium, magnesium, calcium, alum, silicon, and

zinc also show a blue glow. Intensity temperature curves for

the red, green and blue radiations from the oxides of samarium,

gadolinium, gallium, niobium, erbium, cerium, praesodymium and

neodymium, from 700° to 1,550° show that all except cerium

emit a blue or green-blue glow, and all but niobium and neody-

mium have one or two red, green and blue outbursts above

1,000° C.

Photo-EIectricity.—^The photo-electric emission of a .metal is

affected not only by the gas it has absorbed but also by the gase-

ous layer adsorbed on it. The effect of the latter is to retard the

electron emission. Experiments on a platinum strip exposed to

various radiations from a mercury vapor lamp, the gas content

of the foil being changed-"''' by repeatedly heating it first to red

then to white heat showed ; the maximum wave-length capable of

exciting electron emission increases from 0.26 ju to 0.30 fi for plati-

num when the adsorbed gas has been removed ; as the absorbed

gases are driven off the red limit shifts again to shorter wave-

lengths, until it reaches a point near 0.27 //; the decrease in in-

tensity of the electronic emission for different wave-lengths is

markedly effected by the gas content of the platinum, the result

being most pronounced for the longer wave-lengths.

'*^ Phys. Rev., Apr., iQ^-?. P- 300.

**' Ann. d. Fhys., Apr. i^, 19.^2, p. 43.
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For photo-electric cells made up with alkali metals in rare

gases, the seeming non-proportionality of photo-electricity to

light flux has been attributed to a rapid fatigue and recovery.-"''

A slow change in the sensibility of the cells was noted, which

was also attributed to fatigue phenomena. This fatigue is sup-

posed to be due to adsorption of a positively charged layer of gas

on the alkali metal. If this effect was eliminated the photo-elec-

tric effect was found to be proportional to the unit of luminous

flux to within o.i per cent.

The effect of the temperature on the photo-sensibility of sel-

enium has been given additional study'-'^ and a formula pro-

posed to express the relationship. The results indicated that

not more than 4 per cent of the "light effect" is attributed to

heat produced by illumination. A change of color taking place

at the same time as the change in resistance has been observed

when warming crystals of selenium, produced by the sublima

tional method. In contrast to selenium, molybdenum when ex-

posed to green, blue or yellow light has been shown to have a

higher resistance than when ke])t in the dark.-'- The action is

apparently reversible since a small electric current has been

detected from samples exposed to light.

Properties of Materials.—Additional work has been done on the

effect of tem])erature on the transmission of glasses,^^' in this

case for ultra-violet light. Twelve varieties of glass were studied

at temperatures up to 45°, and in one case down to the temi>era

ure of li(}uid air and with radiation down to 0.225 p.. All ex-

hibit a transmission limit below which the transmission for all

shorter wave-lengths was practically zero. Increase of tempera-

ture in all gases raised this transmission limit toward the re^'ion

of loiij^HT wave- lengths.

In the li^ht of some new experiments it is apparently n(»t safe

to draw conclusions*"'* as to the scattering of light by li(juids from

measurements on the absorption. In the case of water rendered

du^t free by the method of distillation in vacuum without ebuli-

tion and also of dust-free benzene, the following tabic gives the

«• Zr*t. f. I'k\t., icjji. p. iH.

» ' /'Aii. Mac-. SrpJ., igji, p. ^t^.

»*Pof. Mfck., July. 19JJ, p. 8.

" Lhrm. Abt., Apr. ^o, mjj, p. i.jtoj.

'"^Jvur. Vkyt. Lhrm, May, lowj. p. 471.
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extinction coefficient € per cm. of water for light of three wave-

lengths.

Ordinary distilled Optically Dust-free

Wave-lengfth water empty water benzene

4,358 A e = 0.00087 c= 0.00012 e — O.OOO56

5,461 0.00072 0.00034 0.00024

5,780 0.00095 0.00064 0.00045

where c is defined by the equation € =—— l^^Se j". ^

being the length of the column of water in centimeters, and y—

is the ratio of the intensity of light transmitted by water to that

which is transmitted by air. Values for ordinary distilled water

are also given.

Data on the absorption of light by sea water^^^ is found in a

report on experiments with a search light of sixty million re-

puted beam candlepower, using a 150-ampere arc in a 36-inch

projector, which could be seen a distance of 62 miles in the air.

The searchlight was placed in the bottom of a steel well 25 feet

long having a plate glass window 40 inches in diameter. At a

depth of 10 to 15 feet in the muddy waters of the New York

navy yard there was total reflection of light attributed to the

condition of the water. The window was seen to be surrounded

by a luminescent sphere approximately 80 feet in diameter. This

sphere was so bright that it acted like a fog to the observer's

vision. Brilliancy of luminosity seemed to be about the same

at all points of the sphere. In clear ocean water it was found

that the beam could not be projected, and that a luminescent globe

was again produced. This globe was visible for possibly a

quarter of a mile and could be used to silhouette mines, anchors,

cables, etc., against its white background. These results indicate

the impracticability of projecting light through any great depth

of water in such a manner as to aid divers or for other similar

purposes. A new theory attributes the color of the sea to the

molecular scattering of light in the water. This scatterings^''

can be calculated and is found to be, in round numbers, one hun-

dred and sixty times that in dust free air. This figure agrees

with the value obtained experimentally.

'*^^ Sci. Am., Nov., 192 1, p. 57-

'"'Proc. Roy. Sec. A., 1922, p. 64.
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The light from a powerful lighthouse in France has been

seen in clear weather-^" at a distance of 31 miles, while on ex-

ceptionally clear days it has been picked up at 41 miles. The

transmission of the atmosphere corresponding to these two ranges

has been computed to be 0.916 and 0.933 P^^ kilometer of in-

tervening air. A non-heat transmitting glass has been manu-

factured-*** which is claimed in 0.25 inch thickness, to transmit

42 per cent of visible radiation, eliminate all glare, and absorb

78 per cent of infra-red rays. It is suggested for use in con-

tainers of chemicals sensitive to light and heat and for wind-

shields of automobiles where glare should be reduced.

The flame of the Hefner lamp or of the Pentane has been

found to act like a turbid medium-^^ in scattering incident light.

Using the narrow beam from an arc lamp the intensity of the

light scattered by the Hefner was increased by 300 per cent, as

the angle between the incident beam and the direction of obser-

vation increased from 45° to 150°. The intensity of the scattered

light was greater for short wave-lengths than for long ones, and

the absorption, therefore, decreased with increased wave-lengths.

Action of Light.—A series of soda-lime glasses of the same com-

position, except that some contained Se, some CO oxide, and others

no admixture, has been exposed-''" to the action of a, fi, y, rays

from radium, X-rays and ultra-violet radiation. All containing

Se, or CO oxide were colored brown by /3-rays, the depth of

coloration corresponding with the range of the /^ i)articles, being

greatest at the surface and increasing with increase of Se or CO
oxide content. As the radiation was prolonged the intensity in-

creased to a maximum which depended on tlu- jK-rcentage of

coloring agent, and tlun rcni.iiiUMJ constant. Thr i)nre soda-lime

glass was only affected by a rays. Ixini,' faintly colored on tlu-

surface. None of the glasses wiic erfccttMJ |)y X-rays or y rays

or ultra-violet radiation, 'i'hr coloration is regarded as due to

the formation of colloi<lal particles within the glass, the j>resence

of such particles being explained by the action of a or /^-rays on

ions already present.

•^ C. H., Jan. 30, lOJJ, p. JOi.

•" C'hem. Abt., Mar. lo, igij. p. 804.

'^ Kolloid Zftl., Nfur , iQjo, p. gQ.

"'Jour. Soc. G'/oii. Tfch., igii, p .155.
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Experiments have also-^^ been made on the effect of sunHo^ht

in decolorizing glass containing manganese, a phenomenon which

was observed some years ago. The results confirmed those pre-

viously obtained, namely, that any glass that contains manganese

shows a violet color if exposed to the sunlight for at least a month.

It has been found that in a number of instances"*^- the presence

of eosin, sometimes even in traces only, brings about a catalytic

acceleration of the action of sunlight in biological and purely

chemical systems.

Serum albumin and oval albumin which have been several

times recrystallized have been found to become sensitive to in-

tense light-®^ either that from the sun or from a strong arc

lam.p, from which the infra-red and the ultra-violet rays have been

removed. The serum albumin is many times more easily affected

than the oval. The change has many of the characteristics of

heat coagulation. It consists of two separate reactions : ( i

)

denaluration—a primary chemical change; (2) flocculation—the

precipitation of denatured particles. The primary reaction is

HccciTipanied by an increase of rotatory power and a decrease of

surface tension.

The action of light of the visible spectrum on ozone has been

investigated.-'""' At room temperature ozonised oxygen containing

16 per cent (by weight) of ozone was deozonized by the action of

intense light between the wave-lengths 0.40 fi and 0.80 /x. The

use of light filters indicated that the effective regions of the

spectrum lie between 0.76 and 0.67 fi and between 0.615 and

0.510 /x.

The vexed question of the nature of the chemical changes

which take place in the haloids of silver when illuminated has

been studied^*^^ with the aid of the microbalance. The results

indicated that thin films of the chloride, bromide and iodide of

silver lose weight when exposed in air to the sunlight. The

original weight is almost completely restored by rehalogenation.

The decomposition is greatly accelerated in a vacuum. Silver

bromide decomposes into silver and bromine. The decomposi-

*^ L. u. L., Nov. 17, 10-: I, p. 555-

'^-Client. Zcntralbl., Jan. 25, 1922, p. 212.

^' froc. Roy. Soc. B., Mar. i, 1922, p. 2.35.

-**' /our. of Chcm. Soc, Dec, 1921, p. 1,948.

^'^'' four, of Chem. Soc, Apr., 1022, p. 682.
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tion of the haloids is accelerated by ozone but the presence of

oxidizing agents is not essential. It is known that an exposure

to ultra-violet light is sufficient to bring about changes in the

properties of many gels.-^" Additional experiments on the

effect of ultra-violet light show that silica gel impregnated with

certain organic liquids will on such exposure give off certain gas

products. Celluloid acts in a similar way.

Another explanation of the action of red and infra-red radia-

tion-''' on the extinction of phosphorescence of various sub-

stances has been proposed.

When an alternating current is applied across a crystal of

zinc sulphide by means of water electrodes in contact with two

faces of the crystals, and one of these faces is exposed to the

light, '^'*
it has been found that a current passes through the ex-

terior circuit in the direction it would pass if ihe crystal were

a source of current with the lighted face as the positive pole. The

strength of the effect varies greatly with the crystal. The mag-

nitude of the effect increases with the intensity of the light and the

strength of the ai)plie(l alternating field. The effect is selective,

being strong in the blue, weak in the green, and absent in the

yellow and red. The current strength is roughly j)roporti<)Mal tn

the candlepower of the incident light when this exceeds a certain

threshold value.

Using the method of isochromats a new \alni--"" of the cnn-

stant c. in the Planck radiation formula has bien obtained,

namely 14,270.

PHYSIOLOGY

Theor\.—A fnrtluT discussion, whieh considers the retinal

ap[)aratus,-'" ot* the so-called (|nantnm theory of eoloi- \isi<>n has

been presente<l. Thr basis of this theory is given in the following

statements: tlu- nuinbi-r of spectral (juanta convertrd into elec-

tronic eniTgy mvX thereby rendrred capable of exciting vision is

cnntrolle<i by tin- liglil absor|)ti()n and the bleaching of the visual

puri)le (or a substance possessing a similar spectral cur\e) ; tlie

'"• /pwr. of Ph\j. C/irwi., Jan., \'iJi, p. <$•

••' C. R., Feb. JO, lOJJ, p. 550.

"• 7rir Phyi., iqjJ. p. jSi.

** Zfil. Phys., M«jr j, toJJ. p. J85.

^* Proc. Roy. Sec. B., 1941, p ji<j.
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quanta, increasing in energy from the long to the short wave-

lengths, stimulate two, three and four fibres of the cone according

to their energy as shown by the color sensation curves. The

simultaneous stimulation of two fibres is attended by the red sen-

sation ; of three fibres by the green, and of four fibres by the blue

sensation. The unit of luminous stimulation is the nerve discharge

of one fibre. No color sensation is associated with this stimulus.

Another theory of vision-"^ assumes that the light absorbed on

the pigment of the retina liberates electrons whose velocity varies

with the wave-length of the absorbed light and which are col-

lected by the rods and cones and again conducted to the central

organ. Various velocities of electrons liberated at the same time

will in their path conduce to an ultimate mean velocity (phenome-

non of color mixture).

A new theory of intermittent vision postulates three steps"^-

in the process of the perception of flicker. The first step con-

sists of a photo-chemical reversible reaction of such a nature

that the equilibrium value under steady illumination is propor-

tional to the logarithm of the stimulus. The second step con-

sists in a conduction process, according to the Fourier diffusion

law. The third step consists in a perception process in which

the criterion for perception is that the time rate of change of the

transmission reaction must exceed a certain constant critical

value. The theory has been evolved on the basis of 'previous

work and some additional experimental data. Formulas have been

derived with which a complete family of low and high intensity

critical frequency curves for abrupt transitions of illumination

may be plotted. A study has been made-''^ of critical frequency

relations in scotopic vision as a part of a more complete study

of "rod" vision. The subject specifically taken up was the eflfect

on critical frequency of the form factor of the intermittent illum-

ination. At low intensities, it was found that with blue light,

critical speeds of disappearances of flicker became independent

of the intensity but differed for each wave-length of the stimulus.

Ophthalmologists draw a clear line of demarcation between

three factors of vision which they call the light sense, the form

sense and the color sense respectively. New data have been

^' Phys. Bcr., Apr. i, 1922, p. J-I^-

'^'^Jotir. Op. Soc. Am., June, 1922, p. 347.

^^Jonr. Op. .9(?r. Atii., May, 1922, p. 254.
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given-^* bearing on the problems related to the separateness of

the mechanisms underlying two of these factors, i. e., those of

the light sense and the color sense and which are explained in

terms of the zone theory of vision. It was concluded that to

arrive at a thorough understanding of the mechanism or theory

of visual response, it is absolutely necessary to take into con-

sideration the zonal structure of the mechanism in\olved. Based

on the assumption that visual impressions are transmitted at

each fiber of the optic nerve by a series of impulses whose effect

depends only on the frequency, quantitative expressions for the

effect of light and dark surroundings on vision have been de-

rived-'^ which for foveal vision, with empirically selected values

of the coefficient for the relative effect of different parts of the

field accord well with observations of difference threshold and of

its "diffusion."

Visual Acuity.—The experiments on flies referred to elsewhere

in this section of the report suggested experiments on foveal vision

in the human eye. The method""" included a control of the initial

light adaptation, a record of the exact beginning of dark adapta-

tion and an accurate means of measuring the threshold of the

fovea after different intervals in the dark. The results showed

that (lark .'i(la])tati()n of llie eye as measured by fowal vision pro-

ceeds at a very preci])itate rate during llie first few seconds, most

of it takes place in the first 30 seconds, and that the process prac-

tically ceases after 10 niiiuUes. On the assumption that the i>hoto-

chemical effect of the light is a linear function of the intensity

it is shown that dark adaptation of the I'oNca ii>elf follows the

course of a bimolecular reaction. This is inter|)rete(l to mean

that then- arc two photolytic ])rodiicts in tlu' fo\c;i; that tliey are

disai)j)earing briause they are rtcombinini; to form anew the

photosensitive substances of the fo\ea; .nul that tin- eoiucntra-

tion of these products of photolysis in the sense cell must be in-

creased by a jjefinite fraction in order to produce a visual effect.

ICx|»eriments"'^ on llic \i>^ibilit\ fuiution and llne>h«)ld for color

defectives indieatr that an abnormal \isibilitv function is not

necessarily associated with color dcfcit but that color defecti\e

"* /iMir. Of'. Si'f. .Int., Jan.. ti)jj, p. ,<.

'** Jour. /i,r/». I'tythoL, Feb., lyjj, p. jg.

"'Jour. GVh. Phyttol., Nov. jo, lyji, p. iij.

^^ Jo%tr. (.)(•. SiH. Am., Jtinr, lyjj, p. j(«j.
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vision does condition a perfectly definite modification of the

visual function and that a theory of vision should interrelate

brightness sense and color sense to an extent sufficient to account

for this fact.

In the 1918 number of this Report-"^ two values of the minimum
radiation visually perceptible were reported, i. e., 3.9 x lO"^ ergs

per second and 1.25 x lO"" ergs per second. Another investiga-

tion-^^ of this quantity for both colored and white light, where

a dark adaptation of 25 minutes w^as employed, gave mean values

for seven observers of

3.85 X 10""^ for A — 0.4 fX

1.6 X IO~^ 0.5

3 X 10-^ 0.55

2.2 X IO~' 0.65

2-5 X 10-^ 0.72

and for total radiation

3-8 X 10-^1

Figures for the threshold value of the retinal illumination neces-

sary to produce the sensation of vision with images of variable

angular dimensions indicate-^** that up to an angle of vision of

about 5 minutes for the cones and 10 minutes for the rods, the

amount of illumination required rises rapidly with decrease of

angle. From this it is deducted that with faintly illuminated

objects the use of magnifying glasses at night may bring an

object within the range of vision by increasing the size of the

image. A threshold method of measuring retinal sensitivity has

been proposed-^^ by which a stimulus of very small and fixed

extent is exposed for a very short measured time. Experiments

showed that the product of the time of exposure by the area of the

stimulus was constant on the average at the threshold.

After an examination of one hundred subjects comprising air-

plane pilots and officers and men of other branches of the govern-

ment service it was concluded"-*'- that binocular parallax is the

essential factor in depth perception and hence that for accurate

judgment good binocular vision is necessary.

«'^ Trans. I. K. S., 13, 1018. p. 504.

'^* Jour. Gen. Physiol., July 30, io-m, p. 743.

^ Zeit. Tech. Phys., 1921, p. ^45-

*" /owr. Exp. Psychol., June, 19J1, p. 173.

^* Am. Jour. Ophth., May, 1922, p. 343.
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Speed of Vision.—In order to obtain a fundamental idea of the

influence of different intensities of illumination upon the speed of

vision and ultimately if possible to determine the exact relation ex-

isting between these two things, experiments have been made-^^

with seven observers using apparatus especially constructed for

this purpose. The results showed a rapid initial increase in the

quickness of impression as the illumination was changed from o

to approximately 18 foot-candles and a continued but smaller in-

crease for higher illuminations up to 100 foot-candles, the limit

of the apparatus. An investigation along similar lines had for its

purpose to see what is the effect of light of different spectral

character upon cognitive reaction time and what is the effect on

this reaction time of different intensities of illumination.-'"*^ The
light sources used were diffused sun-light, a mercury vapor lamp

and two gas-filled tungsten lamps of 200 and 300 watts rating

respectively. It was concluded from the results that continuous

spectral light produces a lag in cognitive reaction time in com-

parison with the line spectral light of mercury vapor; that a

similar action occurs with tungsten light as compared to sunlight

;

that differences in reaction time in general vary directly with the

amount of illumination; that the minimum illumination required

for maximum visual efficiency in reaction time is between 10

and 20 foot-candles.

Eye Strain.— In order to prove that the sensibility of the eye de-

pends not only on the intensity of illumination of the surface ob-

served but also on the character of the distribution of the light

source, experiments have been carried out-'"'' w itli three decidedly

different types of luminaires, one an ordinary unit with enamelled

metal reflector, one a table lainj) with red silk shade and one a

special ty|)e made with a luminous surrouni Hng tul)e. The results

ai)pearefl to confirm other ex|)eriments that to o!)tain the same eye

sensitivity it was necessary in the case of the metal retlector whicli

gave (lircrt unshielded light to use a luminous unit 28 per cent

higher than in the tase of the other two whi^h tend to suppress

glare. ICxperinicnts inadi- to find tlu- i-flect of fatigue with red

light in the white ecjuation (the amount of j)ure spectral red,

***Jot»r. .i . t. li. /;., Feb., lyjJ, p. i ly.

••* Am. Jour. Ptyck., J»n., igji, p. v;.

• fi. T. Z., Dec. IS, iflii, p. 1.4^4-
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green and violet required to match a simple white) yielded re-

sults^®^ considered to be quite inconsistent with the three-sen-

sation theory of vision.

An improvement^®^ in the method of increasing visibility of

distant objects by the elimination of reflected light, consists in

the use of tourmaline in place of the usual Nicol prism. A very

thin plate of tourmaline cemented as a semi-lens on to an ordinary

pair of spectacles will produce the result. The tourmaline must

be cut parallel to the vertical axis. If used when fishing the

glare from the water is completely obliterated. Another use is in

connection with the study of photo-micrographs where the in-

tense illumination required makes objectionable reflection from

the glass.

A report on "Accidents due to Eye Defects" by the Committee

on Elimination of Waste in Industry, of the American Engi-

neering Council states^®® that out of 2,906 garment workers only

743 had normal vision in both eyes. An examination of more than

10,000 employees of factories and commercial houses revealed

53 per cent with uncorrected faulty vision. Of 3,000 employed in

a paper-box factory only 28 per cent were normal in vision. The

first report of the Miners' Nystagmus Committee appointed by the

British Medical Research Council gives among others the follow-

ing conclusions :^®^ The essential factor in the production of

miners' nystagmus is deficient illumination. Other factors are of

secondary importance only. The deficient illumination is due to

the low illuminating power of the safety lamps generally used by

coal miners, to the distance at which these lamps have to be placed

from the objects looked at and the great absorption of light by

the coal and the coal-dust covered surfaces. Workers at the

coal face are more affected than other under ground workers.

The Medical Research Council has appointed^"^ a committee to

study the action of light on the human body in health and disease.

Again reference should be made to a review and summary of

progress in visual science in 1920-"^ and also to a review^^^ of the

physiological action of light which contains a bibliography.

**^Proc. Roy. Soc, B., 1921, p. 232.

"''Nature, Nov. 10, 1921, p. 337.

'''Jour. A. I. E. E., Feb., 1922, p. 151.

"•///. Eng., Mar., 1922. P- 97-

"" Nature, Mar. 2, 1922, p. 274.

*^^ Am. Jour. Physiol. Op., Oct., 1921, p. 316.

*** Physiol. Rev., Apr., 1922, p. 277.
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ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING
Daylight Saving.—Last year 75.5 per cent of the people in New

York State enjoyed the benefits of daylight saving, but owing to

the opposition in the agricultural districts this percentage was cut

down^"^ this year to 73. Two out of every three persons in

New England, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware

and Maryland are observing daylight saving time. In Washing-

ton, D. C. Congress, having failed to establish daylight saving

for the District, a voluntary daylight saving was attempted-"-** by

the government departments which were opened and closed an

hour in advance of the regular time. This was found unsatis-

factory, however, owing to the failure of the people to adjust their

night life. In Kentucky a state daylight saving bill passed-^^ the

legislature and was put before the governor for signature, which

prohibited all cities from adopting anything other than Central

time except where the governor may issue a proclamation under

which the entire State will adopt daylight saving.

A bill before the British Parliament provided-"'*'' -^' that Sum-
mer Time shall come into operation each year "on the day follow-

ing the last Saturday in March," and shall last until "the day

following the first Saturday in October." This is in accordance

with an agreement between the I'rench, English, and Helgium

governments to have their starting and ending times the same.

On the ground that daylight sa\ing worked injury to the

farmers the I'rench Chamber of Deputies passed a bill which,

while enacting'-'"* daylight saving for 1922 as usual jnoxides for

its elimination in 1923. A councillor of the city of Paris urged

that city'-'''' to maintain daylight saving, declaring that its cn-

forccnuiit from March 15 to October 25. i()J2, brought about a

saving of 2(^),ooo tons of coal, repri'scnting I(x),ckx>,(xx) francs.

Light Sources.- -A difTused light of unknown origin is claimed*'*''

to be responsible for tin- ability of the human eye to see only a rela-

tively small nunibii" of slais in tlu- nii^ht ^ky. Its intensity is gi\en

*" lilec. H'lJ., M.'ijr jj, u>jj, p. i,'>oi.

*** I'.lec. H'ld., June 17, lyjj. p. 1.J41.

•** Aftnim; I'xcture H'ld., Apr. i, iq^j, p. 4')j.

'^ lilec. Rev. (L), June 30, 1^22, p. 926.
*'^ Gat Jour,, Feb. ij. IQJJ, p. J67.
"• liltc. ti'tJ., Mar. ^5, igjj, p. 601.

•*• lilfc. IVIJ., Jan. 14, iqjj, p. 101.

** .i'cirfilifl, Oct., igji. p. J71.
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as one five-hundred-millionth of sunlight and if it were not present

it would be possible to see stars of the eighth magnitude or ten

times as many as are now visible to the unaided eye. Improve-

ments in the artificial daylight unit of the reflecting type developed

in England have been made^^^ in the direction of improving the

efficiency. As a result of the study of a large number of pigments

a light ultra-marine has been found which is more luminous and

as satisfactory as the darker color previously used. The emerald-

green has also been improved upon and a yellow pigment sub-

stituted for the vermilion previously used. Rough observations

indicate that the quantity of light obtained has been approxi-

mately doubled by these changes. The types of these units at

present on the market include two industrial shades of 30-inch

and 18-inch diameter for 1,000 or 500-watt and for 300-watt lamps

respectively. Two types of standard lamp are also being made

each employing a 150-watt lamp, one a two-light fitting, the other

a reading lamp while special units are being made for art galleries,

studio and shop-window lighting and for the dental and medical

professions.

In the living world are said^^- to be more than thirty groups of

organisms producing light, and while it is impossible, due to lack

of data at the present time to classify accurately and logically the

various types of luminosity found in living things an attempt has

been made in this direction. Among sixteen groups of luminous

forms investigated for the purpose of demonstrating the lucifer-

in-luciferase reaction, now generally accepted as the source of

light in the fire-fly, it has been found in only four, fire-flies,

Pholas, ostracods and Odontosyllis. In many groups this is

attributed to the small amounts of these substances present in

the luminous organisms, or to their instability. In the medusae

and permatulids, despite a large amount of luminescent material,

luciferin and luciferase have not been demonstrated. Luciferin

of one form will not luminesce with luciferase of another form

or vice-versa unless very closely related (Cypridina and Pyro-

cypris). All experiments emphasize the specificity of the light-

producing substances of Cypridina.

*" //i. Enff., Nov., 1921, p. 215.

""Jour, of Ccn. Physiol., Jan. 20, 1922, p. 285.
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Continued studies of the light emitted by the Japanese ostracod,

Cypridina Hilgendorfi, have shown"'"^' ^^^ that the decay curve of

the luminescence assumes the form of a bimolecular reaction in

which two reactants are present in equimolecular concentrations.

There is a superficial resemblance between this decay curve and

that of inorganic phosphoresence.

It is well known that the larvae of many aquatic animals re-

spond to light but little is known''*^^ regarding the exact nature

of these responses. Work done on certain tadpoles (Amaron-

cium) showed a fairly precise orientation. At first strongly

photopositive they remained so for only a few moments and then

became photonegative. Increase in illumination had no effect

on resting specimens, but active negative specimens responded by

changing the direction of motion. The responses to light were

dependent on the time rate of change in illumination. More

work on this subject^^*^ showed that for another kind of tadpole

(Rana clamitans) for less than 0.3 candle meters illumination,

there was no physiological effect regardless of the time of ex-

posure. With effective illuminations below 20 candle meters

the changes in the receptors proceeded according to the Runsen-

Roscoe law. Eyes are not necessary for the responses of tad-

poles to light of the kind used in these exj^erimenls (tungsten

electric lamps up to 40-watt size). ]Cx])eriments''"' on the etTect

of ultra-violet radiation on sea-urchin eggs resulted for 5 to

15-minut-j exposures in a membrane-formation associateti with

cytolytic action. Eggs thus afTected showed the usual increasei!

susceptibility to the activating influences of hypertonic sea-water.

Other experiments have also been made'"'^ on marine animals

having a phototropism clearly ])ositive, in order to determine

whether they place themselves in the direction ol" the light rays

or react to dilTerent degrees of illumination. Sunlight was used

as a source. The results indicated that the ni(>\enients were not

such as to orient the anini.ds in the direction of the rays, but

irregularly, and so as to bring them into more stroni^ly illuminated

portions.

*^Jour. Frank. Inst., Jiin., iqjj, p. iii.

*^Jour. (Jen. I'hytwl., May. jo, lyjj, p. 517.

"* Jour, of Uxp. ZpoI., Oct. 5, 19JI, p. 144.

*^Jour. of li.rp. Zool., Oct. 5, igji, p. .^.15.

••^ Am. Jour, of Hhyttot., July 1, lyj^. p. J^^-

•• C. R., Nor. ji, 19J1, p. i.oift.
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The effect of light on the movement of crawling flies (Droso-

phila melanogaster) has been investigated'^^ and it was con-

cluded that the effect is related to the intensity of the photic

stimulus according to the Weber-Fechner law, and secondly that

the race of flies known as vestigial is positively phototropic. Ex-

periments to see whether insects are sensitive to ultra-violet light

which is not perceptible to the human eye, indicated"^^ in the

case of certain flies a marked reaction to radiation vv^hich was

not evident to human vision.

Two years ago reference was made in this report'"'^ ^ to the regu-

latory action of the relative length of day and night in initiating or

inhibiting the flowering and fruitage of plants. Additional work

on this effect of day-length which has been named "photoperiod-

ism," has been carried out"^- and it has been found that the dura-

tion of the daily illumination period not only influences the quan-

tity of photosynthetic material formed but also may determine the

use which the plant can make of this material. In general there is

an optimal light period for maximum upward or apogeotropic

elongation of the stem. Departure in day-length from the optimal

for increase in stature causes loss of dominance of the apical bud,

thus promoting various types of branching. Leaf-fall and en-

trance upon the rest period, also, result from exposure to a certain

length of day which is unfavorable for stem growth. Formation of

bulbs is induced by excessively long days while formation of

tubers commonly results from excessively short days. In order to

prevent fungus growths on plants a French botanist has been in-

vestigating^^^ the effect of colored screens. He obtains the screen

by spraying on the leaves, stalks, flowers and fruits of the plants to

be studied a harmless colored solution. The results are not

stated.

Photography.—As a result of experiments on the effect on a

photographic plate of different spectral regions when exposed

separately and mixed in such proportions as to produce the

same change as would be obtained if they acted independently,

"^ Sci., June 23, 1Q22, p. 678.

'"5"ci., May 12, 1922, p. 519.

«» Trans. I. E. S.. 15, 1920, p. 489-

^^'^ Set., June 2, IQ22, p. 5><2.

^^^ Sci. Am. Wkly., Sept. 2\, 1921, p. 223.
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it was found''^^ that over the spectral range used, radiations of

different frequencies do not act independently in producing the

photochemical changes, but probably as a total amount irrespec-

tive of any difference in quality. Comparing"^^ a neon glow

lamp with a tungsten lamp as safety light sources behind yellow

filters for dark room illumination it was found that the neon is

safer for bromide paper and non-color-sensitized plates and has

the advantages of remaining almost cold, and having a longer

life. Without a filter it is a very suitable illuminant for passages

in the neighborhood of dark rooms.

Legislation.—A tentative industrial lighting code has been

issued-'^'' by the State of Massachusetts with the object of per-

mitting its experimental application by employers before it is

made mandatory. A code is also under draft in the State of

Washington.

The attorney general of the State of Washington has made a

ruling''^' that street lights are not a necessity and must be dis-

continued when the city has gone beyond its legal limit of re-

sources. As a result the streets of Winlock, Washington, were

for a time in darkness when the lighting system was shut off".

In the opinion''^'' of llu- Idaho Tublic I'tilities Commission the use

of electric energy for lighting pur|)().>es is more iniporlanl than its

use for commercial i)iir|)oses and if there is not enough energj-

for both, lighting customers must be served first.

Most of the more recent automobile headlight regulations have

been based''''' on two main reciuirements given in tentative speci-

fications drawn up under the co-()j)eration of the Illuminating

Engineering Society and the Society of Automotive luigineers.

These are "that the llglil projected .iliead of an automobile shall

not exceeil j,4(x^ cji. dirrctly in front of the car at an ele\ati«)n

of 1° above tin- liori/oiital. through llu- head lamps, or an\- point

above that, nor S(X) cj). 1" alto\c tlu- horizontal and j' to the

left of the axis of the car;" and "that the light projected aiieatl

of the car nuist \n- at least .j.Soo ep. and preferabK' io.cmk) some-

*'* /'r»i< . Koyal Soc. .'t., Oct. .|, iqji, p. i(«>.

"'^Fhot. tnd.. Miir. li, if)n, p. J46.

*^* lilec. M7</., M»y i.^, xtm, p. 071.
" Hlec. Hid., Apr. 1. igji, p. 650.
•'* Hlec. H'Id., Jun. jH. tga, p. aoa.

"*Gen. Hlec. Kcv.. Frb.. lOJJ, p. tjn.
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where between the horizontal and i° below the horizontal."

Legislation embodying these requirements has been passed in

states which cover 45 per cent of the total automobiles registered

in the United States, and 40 per cent in Canada. The British

Departmental Committee on Headlights and Vehicles has issued^-*^

its third interim report. The regulations proposed are two in

number, i. e., that the range of forward illumination shall not

exceed 150 feet at any point more than 4 feet above the ground

and that the front of any headlight, viewed from any point more

than 4 feet above ground shall have a reasonably soft illumina-

tion throughout its whole surface, without blinding lines or points

of light.

A Second Interim Report has been issued^^^ by the British

Departmental (Home Office) Committee on Lighting in Factories

and Workshops. The first subject considered is that of the re-

quirements for suitable lighting, which are listed under three

headings, glare, shadow and constancy. Attention has been given

to the lighting codes adopted in certain American States and to

recommendations on industrial lighting of this Society and that

of Germany. As a simple practical criterion of proper shading

of a source the Committee suggests the inability to distinguish

the incandescent filament, mantle or flame as such, when viewed

through the shade. Sources at 100 feet or more from the.observer

are excluded from the above requirement. Under the second

heading it is recommended that "adequate means shall be taken

to prevent the formation of shadows which interfere with the

safety or efficiency of any person employed." Under the third

heading it is recommended that "No light sources which flicker

or undergo abrupt changes in candlepower in such manner as

to interfere with the safety or efficiency of any person employed

shall be used for the illumination of factories or workshops."

An appendix to the report gives extracts from various American

codes.

As a sequence to the Batignolles tunnel disaster the Minister of

Public Works has ordered'-- all railway companies in France to

discontinue the use of gas for train lighting. For express trains

"^ 111. Eng., Nov., 1921, p. 209.
^^'^ 111. Eng., Oct., 1921, p. 192.

"^ Gas Jour., Oct. 19, 19.^1, p. 249.
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the change must be completed by Jan. i, 1923, and for suburban

trains by Jan. i, 1924.

Societies.—For the purpose of promoting better Hghting in

Milwaukee, Wisconsin, various interests including illuminating

engineers, contractors and dealers, manufacturers and jobbers,

the local electric light-and-power company and the Chandelier

Club have formed^-^ an association. It proposes to disseminate

knowledge of the latest developments in lighting among those

connected with the electric industry, to educate business men
and the public in the value and economy of good lighting in

factories, offices and homes and to support the movement by

demonstrations.

At the ninth "Jahrestagung" of the German Illuminating Engi-

neering Society''-^ at Frankfurt, factory lighting was the main

subject of discussion. Among others, papers were presented on

"the general requirements of factory lighting, both artificial and

natural;" "Industrial inspection and factory lighting;" "Defin-

ing the position of the eye-physician and practical experiences of

the Baden official industrial inspection."

The German "Kommission fiir Lichtlcchnik" has issued^-'*

another text, which covers the relation between \ariuus ]»ho-

tometric units and (juantities and definitions of terms used in

connection with light sources and illumination.

General.—The Department of Education of Xew York Cit\

has started''-'' a course in the Principles of Artificial Lighting

which is given at two schools, twice a week in two-hour sessions.

The course includes instruction in the xarious methods of illum-

ination and in fundamental and \isual acuity tests. Exhibits of

light units are furnislu-d and the merits ot' the \arious tvpcs dis

cussed. 'i'ri|)S through manufacturing plants, to theaters, halls

anrl institutions are conducted where the class is allowed to mt
and study installations of good lighting and its eflects.

The Report of the British National Physical Laboratory foi

1920 shows''*' that il has undertaken cNperiments on ships' navi-

gation lanii>s, on miners' lamps and on nmtor car headlights. It

'" Elee. li'ld., Dec. 10. lo.-i. j.. 1,188.

"* H. T, Z,, Dec. J3, II) ji, ji. I..]**?.

'" K. T. Z., Mar. jj, 19JJ, p. 4*15.

•" F.lec. Hcc, Jan., iqu, p. j.

** Sci., Aug. u, 19^1, p. 12%.
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is assisting the Office of Works in connection with the Hghting

of government offices, museums and other buildings. Experi-

ments have been made for the purpose of securing adequate illum-

ination at the National Gallery, while avoiding direct sunlight

and diminishing as far as possible glare and direct reflection of

objects and people on the glass which covers the pictures.

Measurements in the House of Commons showed that the illum-

ination was very low, less on the average than the equivalent of

I foot-candle.

A report from Missouri states that 20,523 farms in that state

have modern lighting facilities. -^-^ There is a total of 8,006

isolated electric lighting plants, individually owned, installed on

different farms, while 3,133 farms secure electric service from

central stations and other outside sources
; 9,384 farms are equip-

ped with acetylene lighting plants.

The use of polarized light to increase vision by eliminating

detrimental reflections, referred to in the section on physiology,

has been applied to the examination of old oil paintings. '^-'^ The

entire area of the painting is illuminated by a projection system

which contains a Nicol prism. The observer looks at the work

of art through another Nicol prism and manipulates the prism

until he finds a position in which superficial reflections are

entirely suppressed. It is said that old dull pictures then become

quite distinct the colors are intensified and details long lost to the

naked eye appear in their original form.

BOOKS AND JOURNALS

At the end of last year^''"' -'^^ the Electric Review was pur-

chased by the owners of the Electric World and other publications

and renamed ''The Electrical Reviezc and Industrial Engineer,"

becoming a practical monthly magazine devoted to the operation

and maintenance of electrical and mechanical systems in mills

and factories. Long one of the mediums in which articles on

illumination have appeared frequently it would seem that the

change will end this sphere of its influence.

The Journal of the American Optical Society has been enlarged

to include a section on scientific instruments and is called the

'-•• E/cc. Rev. (U. S.), Oct. IS. 1921, p. 598.
•*-" 5"f I. Am. Mo., Jan., iq-'2, p. 33.
^'^'* Elec. Wld., Dec. 17, 1921, p. 1,211.

'^^ Elec. Rev. (U. S.), Dec. 10, 1921, p. 888.
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'*Journal of the Optical Society of America and Reviezv of

Scientific Instruments."

A new journal has been started in France called *'Reviie

d'Optique Theorique et Instrumentale."
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THE LIGHTING OF THE MILWAUKEE ART
INSTITUTE=^

BY HARRY \V. EOGNER,** AND ARTHUR J. SWEET, ***

Synopsis: This paper is a study of the lighting problem of the Milwaukee Art

Institute. The solution presented by the authors is an interesting treatment of the various

phases of lighting as encountered in a building of this description. Illustrations of various

rooms, floor-plans of the Institute, and types of lighting units are shown.

In a report on the lighting of the Cleveland Museum of Art,

presented before the tenth annual convention of the Illuminating

Engineering Society, Dr. E. P. Hyde has shown what highly

satisfactory results in gallery lighting can be produced when
the building is of a monumental character and architect and

engineer are not working under sharp limitations as to per-

missible expenditure. The following paper presents the appli-

cation of sound principles of gallery lighting to a building simple

in character and shows that sharp limitations in permissible ex-

penditure can be offset, in large part at least, by sympathetic co-

operation of building committee, architect and engineer,—by a

co-operation that leaves to each his proper sphere of decision

and that accepts and works under the limitations defined by the

others for their respective spheres.

The Milwaukee Art Institute is not primarily a museum of

art; rather, it is the active, functioning heart in the art life of

the community. It has, it is true, a worthy art collection of

its own : it brings annually to Milwaukee a number of notable

traveling collections : but primarily it has for its object the ag-

gressive stimulation of the art instinct of the community and the

direction and education of that instinct.

*A paper presented before the Chicago Section of the Illuminating Engineeriajf

Society, April 25, igjj.

••Architect, Milwaukee, Wis.

•••Consulting Engineer, Milwaukee, Wis.

The Illuminating F^ngineering Society is not responsible for the statements or

opinions advanced by contributors.
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The growing demands of the work of the Institute made nec-

essary a very considerable enlargement of quarters. It was de-

cided to add a second story to the entire building, to enlarge and

still further improve the basement, to rebuild a portion of the

first floor so as to provide a much-needed auditorium, to provide

first-class lighting service and to re-decorate throughout. This

entire work had to be done within the meagre appropriation of

$50,000.

Such is the background of the lighting project on which this

paper is a report. The analysis and treatment of the problem thus

presented can perhaps best be set forth by one of those gallery

tours which have proven so effective a method of presentation

in the every-day life of the Institute.

Entrance to the building is through an outer and an inner ves-

tibule. The outer vestibule is lighted by a simple lantern in

wrought iron and diffracting crystal glass, oj^en at the bottom and

fitted within with a concentrating prismatic reflector. This re-

flector throws the major portion of the light down upon the floor

and entrance steps, yet transmits a sufficient portion to light up at-

tractively the lantern itself, though this comes within the normal

field of vision only as one steps out of the inner vestibule in

leaving the building and starts to descend the steps. The inner

vestibule is lighted by an inexpensive yet completely satisfactory

unit consisting of concentrating prismatic reflector, shade holder

and ceiling receptacle. (See Figures i and 2).

Passing through the vestibules, we enter the small exhibit

gallery which additionally serves as lobby and as oftice for a

member of the stall who combines with other duties of a clerical

nature the reception of visitors. This room is an interior one,

receiving by day some light from the front exhibit gallery on

the (Mie side and the sky-light lighted .stair hall on tlu- otlier.

The natuial lighting is, however, scarcely sufiicient for close

desk work, for best display of art objects or for most attractive

etTect to the room as a reicptiou room. The artificial lighting

is providetl by a totally indirect ceiling unit consisting of com-

position bowl ecjuipped with mirrored rellectors. Mazda C-2

(so-called daylight) lamps employed, 17 generated lumens per

square foot of tloor space being |)ro\ided. This totally in

direct lighting is especially well suited to the oftice and reception
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room requirements and is likewise most satisfactory for the

display of art objects other than paintings. For the display of

paintings this lighting is fairly satisfactory though not ideal, a

faint veiling image of the ceiling overspreading the picture unless

one stands well away from it.

We wish first to go to the main exhibit gallery on the second

floor, so we pass into the stair hall. Here natural lighting is by

sky-light and artificial lighting by luminous bowl indirect units

of prismatic glass, supplemented by a single mirrored reflector

unit installed above the toning screen of fine thin fabric which

hangs below the sky-light. The use of luminous bowl indirect

units in the stair hall contrasts pleasingly with the lighting of the

adjacent galleries in which a certain atmosphere of quiet, of re-

straint is sought.

Ascending the stairs, we reach the entrance to the main gallery.

Here let us i)ause a moment to review the requirements of pic-

ture gallery lighting.

Of the several major requirements of picture gallery lighting,

the avoidance of image reflections from the paint masses of the

picture or from the protecting glass undoubtedly comes first.

Under natural lighting through ceiling-light from which direct

sun-light 's excluded, this requirement is usually met. To meet

this requirement under artificial lighting involves far greater

dinicullies. If a so-called "general" lighting system with direct

units be employed, there will be certain positions from which

each i^icture can be seen without image re-flections, but more

positions from which a portion ot* tlu' picture is absolutely blotted

out by a strong image of one of the light units. If indirect light-

ing be employed, an image of the bright ceiling lightly \eils the

picture from all positions and is evtii more objectionable than

the images under direct lighting from which escape is possible

by change in the observer's position,

The one praetit.d way of a\(>i(ling objectionable reflections

under artificial li^^hting is to illuminate each picture chiefly b\- lii^ht

which falls n|>on it at an acute angle (say less than .V>'M with

the picture surface. In practice this will involve closely parallel-

ing with a line of li,L;ht units each wall upon which pictures are to

be hung and so directing or shielding the light from snch units that

none is emitted toward other picture-hung walls.
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A second major requirement is that the lower portions of

walls to be used for picture display be lighted to substantially

the same brightness as the upper portions of such walls. This

requirement is especially important where traveling exhibitions

are displayed and change in pictures frequent. If the light units

are located in a line closely paralleling the wall, as dictated

by the consideration of avoiding image reflections, the sub-

stantially uniform lighting of the wall will require a type of light

distribution approximating an inverse sine cubed curve. It may be

pointed out in passing that each and all of the several types of

trough reflectors heretofore extensively used in gallery lighting

fail to approximate, even remotely, this correct type of light

distribution. Such trough reflectors therefore overlight the upper

wall and underlight the lower wall to such degree as utterly to

condemn their use.

As every artist knows, light is a most important agent of em-

phasis. To the illuminating engineer likewise, it is an elementary

principle of interior lighting that the center of interest should

be treated in proper balance, should be set apart from less sig-

nificant objects, whether subtly or unblushingly as the circum-

stances may dictate, by materially brighter lighting. Hence arises

a third major requirement of gallery lighting that the picture-

hung walls should be much more brightly lighted than any other

objects normally falling within the field of vision. A gallery so

lighted holds the attention like the drama on the brightly lighted

stage. A gallery where visitors move about in as bright a light

as that which falls upon the art displayed is like a drama played

with the house lights on.

It is difficult to meet this requirement under natural lighting.

Louvers above a ceiling-light will serve in part ; but the require-

ment can be met in fully satisfactory degree only under artificial

lighting.

The foregoing are the three major requirements but there are

other requirements of only slightly lesser imix)rtance. The

spectral value of the light should approach daylight as closely

as possible in order to bring out the true color values of the

pictures. Intensities relatively very high as compared with or-

dinary artificial lighting should be provided in order suitably

to bring out the details of the very dark pictures : and in this
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connection it must be remembered that to illuminate a picture

by light delivered at an acute angle involves great losses in

illuminating power through specular reflection. Marked shadows

on architectural features of the interior must be avoided or

brought to coincide with an architectural line. The light sources

themselves must be so treated that they do not attract or at very

worst do not hold the attention. Practical considerations of main-

tenance must not be forgotten : it must be reasonably easy to

keep the lighting system clean and in proper adjustment.

All these considerations must be kept in mind, while over

all hang the spectres of installation and operation cost : but as

a spell of at least partial potency in exorcising these spectres,

let it never be forgotten that an art gallery exists to display the art

which it houses, and that if this be poorly displayed by improper

lighting, all expenditure on architectural features has been in

vain.

With these various requirements in mind, we enter the main

gallery. As we enter, our attention is irresistably drawn to the

picture-hung walls ; and this remains true even though the gallery

be comfortably filled with visitors. The visitors move about in

shadow, as it were, while the pictures stand forth in a strong,

clear light, for the moment the greater realities. We note as

we move about the room that each picture, from wherever viewed,

stands out clear-cut in detail, without reflected image or ex-

traneous high lights of any sort. Studyini,^ the illumination

further, we become aware that all the room excei)t the walls

themselves is lighted from the walls. As we look across the

room, the lighting as a whole seems rather subdued; and more

critically we turn again to the pictures, half exjKcting to find them

undcrlighted. I'nt no,—more light would 1k' unnecessary, per-

haj)S undesirable. We note now how uniformly the walls are

lighted. Perhaps the njtper walls are just a tritle brighter than

the lower walls, l)ut the difTerencc is so slight that we can scarcely

be sure it exists. We observe that the color valuer arc good but

not ((jnal to those under natural light. (See Figures 3 and .\).

And now, as we loni; toward the ceiling, we experience j>er-

haps some sense of <lisapi)ointmcnt. The ceiling, save a strip

ai)proximatelv five feet wide adjacent to the ualN. is one great

[)anelled ceilingdight. In the center of each Uiiiler panel is a
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slightly irregular, slightly striated bright spot of light. The

remainder of the panel glows with a faint light. All other panels

save these border panels are, as far as the eye can detect, absolutely

dark, completely unlighted. Viewed as a ceiling, as a thing in it-

self apart from the room, the efifect is not wholly pleasing. Then

we begin to realize that this effect is substantially unavoidable if

that which we have regarded as a major requirement, the strong

emphasis of the walls, the subordination of the rest of the room,

is to be attained. Further observation convinces us that the

ceiling plays only a subordinate part in the effect of the room

as a whole. We talk with friends who have seen the room by

day as well as by night. They tell us that while the room is

architecturally more satisfactory by day, its effectiveness and

charm as a picture gallery are greatest under the artificial light,

—

this despite the fact that the lighting by day has all the desirable

qualities of the lighting by night save only the marked contrast

between the brightness of the walls and the brightness of other

objects.

The means by which the artificial lighting of the main picture

gallery is accomplished are quite simple. About 30 inches di-

rectly above the inside edge of each outside panel is mounted an

extremely concentrating mirrored reflector of a type designed for

flood lighting. This reflector is equipped with 150-watt, 1,400-

lumen, C-2 lamp. The axis of the unit is directed with great

exactness toward a point on the adjacent side wall 36 inches above

the floor. The sky-light glass is of ribbed crystal installed with

ribs perpendicular to the wall, ribs uppermost. This ribbed

glass serves to spread the light longitudinally so as to give

sensibly perfect uniformity of illumination along any horizontal

line on the wall, while yet but little modifying the distribution

in the vertical plane perpendicular to the wall. The distribution

in this vertical plane perpendicular to the wall produces a very

satisfactory gradual cut-off, free from all sharpness of demarca-

tion, beginning just above the **sky-line" of hanging. The cut-off

at the bottom, which occurs along the floor about five feet from the

wall, is somewhat more sharply demarcated but not sufficiently

so to be at all objectionable, lying as it does in the plane of the

floor.
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\'i)i. 3.— Main Kxhihit (".alkry. N'icw c'si)fcially illustratim; liis'ht emphasis on

pictures and absence of objectionable reflections from face of pictures.
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Fig. 5.—Exhibit Gallery No. 3. Di>playing (jcrtrudc Schucharit CuUcctiuii oi

etchings.

Fig. 6.—Exhibit Gallery No. 5.
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One regretable feature of the main gallery installation is its

considerable cost. The cost of the reflectors, their holders and the

frame-work required for their reliable and rigid support totals

approximately $25.00 per unit, not including conduit and wiring

costs. It was felt, however, that the importance of the main gal-

lery lighting and the character of the lighting results—which,

so far as the authors are aware, could have been obtained from

no other available equipment—justified even so considerable an

expenditure.

The entire lighting of the main gallery is controlled by a single

remote-control switch.

Above the long axis of the ceiling-light, east and west, ex-

tends a hipped sky-light, through which the natural light reaches

the interior ceiling-light. This exterior sky-light is quite dirty

and this has served, up to the present, to tone down what would

otherwise be an excessive intensity under natural lighting. It

is planned to provide a more constant and more hygienic means

of toning down the natural light by painting the south sky-light

with a translucent paint.

The use of louvers would improve the natural lighting, but

building committee, architect and engineer alike question whether

the gain would be sufificient to warrant the considerable cost and

the added adjustment and maintenance attention.

A practical feature of importance is the necessity of keeping

the upper surface of the inner ceiling-light perfectly clean. To
facilitate maintenance, running water and drain ha\e l>een pro-

vided in the ceiling-light loft.

The small galleries are the next point of interest. .\ typical

one is dallery No. 3. the front gallery on the second tloor.

Natural lighting is provided for in part by windows but primarily

by hipped sky-light l>cIow which is hung a toning screen of

fine, thin cloth. ( See Figures 5 and 6).

The artificial lighting of the small galleries presented a difiicnlt

problem. 'I"hc requirements are, of course, identical with those

of tin- main gallery. The architectural construction, however,

imposed the necessity for ditTerent treatment. \'ery satisfactory

lighting results could have been secured by employing the same

mirrored reflector as in the main gallery lighting, but with

ribbed glass held cUxse to the retlector mouth. The cost, however.
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was felt to be prohibitive. It was found that, in view of the fact

that the units were not to be installed behind a ceiling-light,

highly satisfactory results, substantially as good as those afforded

by the mirrored reflector—ribbed glass combination, could be

secured from a prismatic reflector of concentrating distribution

(less concentrating, however, than that of the mirrored reflector

in question), used without ribbed glass in front. The cost of

the prismatic unit was only about one-eighth that of the mirrored

reflector—ribbed glass unit.

The difficulties were far from solved, however, by the selection

of a satisfactory lighting unit. In a small gallery, doors, windows

and corners represent a relatively large proportion of the w^all

space. Proper lighting makes necessary, therefore, a very non-

symmetrical arrangement of the light units, a feature highly

objectionable from the architectural standpoint. Moreover, such

a light unit is not particularly ornamental and should be con-

cealed as far as possible. Finally, all light from the unit save

that emitted toward the walls should be cut off as completely as

possible.

These various considerations are duly met by the construction

illustrated in Figure 7. The unit, with axis directed toward a

point on the adjacent wall 36 inches above the floor line, is

installed just above and back of the edge of the hung screen.

Behind the unit a baffie cuts off all light emitted toward the

screen. Below, the framework of the hung screen cuts off the

downward-emitted light. So nested just behind the screen, the

units are quite unobtrusive.

The lighting results are substantially those described at length

for the main gallery. The efficiency of lighting and the intensity

of illumination are somewhat greater than in the main gallery,

due to the closer location of the light units and the absence of

the absorptions, reflections and refractions introduced by the

ribbed glass. The cut-off, while by no means objectionable,

lacks the perfection of the main gallery cut-off. The color value

is better.

In the small galleries as in the main gallery, the eye comfort

is very noticeable. One is conscious of the same strong sense of

comfort that is experienced when, under a brilliant light, one

gazes out under the shading hand.
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»>K 7 — DflniU of unit u^nl in ij.r piniiiM K<«ll«-Tir«.

Our ^.-ilkTv tour new leads tn i1k« lecture liall. 1 IcR- a com-
posite li^'litin^' prol.lciii. iiu,.I\iii^' many drtails (,t' ditruultv. j. re-

lents itself.
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The lecture hall is, first of all, exactly what its name describes

:

but it is much more. It is a "little theatre," employed for recitals

and for the presentation of the drama. On its walls are hung the

choicest of the large pictures possessed by the Institute : when

not in use as theatre or lecture hall, it is therefore a picture

gallery. These various uses and the resulting importance of

providing the lighting emphasis now for the front of the stage,

now for the entire stage, now for the picture-hung walls, now
for the audience as it gathers for the occasion,— all these require

varied lighting treatment under separate control.

What may be called the main lighting though perhaps least

used, the lighting of the body of the room used when gathering

audience is the center of interest, is furnished by two large in-

direct fixtures employing composition bowls equipped with

mirrored reflectors. These fixtures are hung approximately at

the foci of the large ceiling oval.

Incidently, this ceiling oval and the long companion panels on

either side constitute a note-worthy feature of architectural in-

terest. They were designed to give length and dignity to a room
which, under the limitations of the problem, had to be of rather

awkward square proportions. This treatment of the ceiling

proved very successful in achieving the results aimed at.

Each ceiling fixture is equipped with two 500-watt, 8,750-

lumen, Mazda C units and two 150-watt, 1,400-lumen, Mazda
C-2 units. Each set of two units in combination with the cor-

responding units of the companion fixture are separately con-

trolled, the four larger units by a remote control switch. The
three intensities of general lighting thus available correspond

to the respective values of 3, 20 and 23 generated lumens per

square foot of floor area.

The reflectors of the ceiling fixtures are so directed as to de-

liver their light chiefly within the ceiling oval.

To harmonize satisfactorily the architectural and illuminating

considerations in connection with the lighting of the pictures of

the lecture hall was one of the most difficult problems of the

entire project. Any fixture at the required locations opposite

each wall panel was objectionable from an architectural stand-

point, and the essence of the problem was to develop a fixture

which, while adequately meeting its service requirements, would

represent a minimum of obtrusiveness.
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sharp in definition ( thouj^h not marked in contrast) was made
wholly unohjectionahle, indeed a desirahle featin r, by l)eini; made

to coinci<le with the architectural line markini; the top (tf tlu-

wall panel. The vertical cul-otY atTorded hy the shield is hroui^ht

down coincidrnt with tin- near side of the pilaster, the pilaster
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being sufficiently lighted by a penumbra which extends beyond

the line of cut-off.

The lighting results closely conform to the picture lighting

requirements already discussed. From the architectural stand-

point, while it cannot be claimed that these picture-lighting

fixtures are a desirable addition, it may fairly be said that they

are unobstrusive, that they aft'ord a defense of their presence

by their obvious purpose, and that the lighting results make

possible thereby much more than compensate for any undesirable

element introduced by the fixtures themselves.

The picture lights are controlled by a single remote control

switch.

The lecture hall lighting ofifers an excellent illustration of

the principles of picture lighting, heretofore discussed. With

all center lights on and the picture lights off, the pictures be-

come merely a detail of wall decoration ; while, at practically

every point in the room, the image of the brightly lighted oval

extends as a partially veiling glare over a portion of one or

more of the pictures. With the picture lights turned on and

the center lights still burning, the veiling glare becomes but faint

and the pictures acquire a new importance in the scheme of dec-

oration. Now turning off the center lights, the pictures, free from

image reflections of any sort, become the all-inclusive center of

interest.

The stage lighting consists of four different controls, as follows

:

Front lights : Three units similar to the picture lights are hung

from the ceiling panel in front of the stage and serve to light the

extreme front of the stage. These lights are separately con-

trolled from the other picture lights.

Proscenium lights: Five light units installed one above the

other at heights var^-ing between 5 feet and 10 feet above the

stage floor are provided on each side behind the proscenium arch.

Each unit consists of an angle porcelain enameled reflector and

lOO-watt, 1,260-lumen, Mazda C lamp installed with lamp and re-

flector axis horizontal and pointing toward the opposite rear corner

of the stage. The lamps are equipped with opal lamp caps.

Rear lights: At the back of the stage are two wall indirect

units equipped with asymmetric mirrored reflector and 150-watt,

1,400-lumen, Mazda C-2 lamps. The lighting thus provided
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serves to improve the stage setting when the stage is in active use

and to afford a dim, soft illumination of proper balance for oc-

casions in which the stage has no significant part yet in which

it is not desired to draw the stage curtains.

Border and foot lights: At the same time the plans were being

prepared it was felt that border and foot lights could not be

afforded, at least initially. Accordingly, capacity and circuit

reservation were provided at the distribution cabinet, but nothing

more. The first month of operation has so emphatically demon-

strated the need of both border and foot lights that these will

probably be installed in the near future. Indeed, temporary

border lights are already installed and in active operation. The
foot lights, as planned, involve certain elements of novelty. As
has already been noted, the stage is much used as a lecture plat-

form. When so used, the speaker will generally be more effective

if he stands well to the front of the stage. This consideration

would require that the foot light trough be very narrow. The

level of the seats relative to the stage level makes it highly un-

desirable for foot lights to project above the stage floor.

It is planned to meet these various considerations by use of

miniature mirrored glass reflectors, of a type originally designed

for show-case lighting, equipjx^d with 25-watt, 226-lumcn lamps.

These units will be installed on 4^-inch centers, pointing up-

ward, of course, one-fifth of the units at an angle of 15° from

the vertical, four-fifths at an angle of 30° from the vertical.

The extreme top of each unit will be one inch below the floor

level and the trough in which the units are located will be fitted

with removable covers (made in sections) for use when the foot

lights are not in service. Five control circuits will be provided,

every fifth foot liglit being on the same control. It is planned

to use two controls for white li^ht, and the remaining controls

for colored light in the three primary colors, color effects lH.'ing

provided by gelatine rem-ovable screens sui)ported in the foot lij^ht

trough just al>ovc the mouth of the reflectors. This arrange-

ment affords great flexibility since, where only one color effect

other than white light is desired duriiif^' an entire evening or

where varying toning of white light with any one color is de-

sired, .'ill these controls can be conveniently ecjuipped with screens

of the same color, three intensities of this color being thus made
available.
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Fig. II.—Basement plan.



l\H. V- Licturc Hall with full illumination.

Flj. 10.- Ucclurr li.ill .t« lik'lKnl fr>r In turr.



Fig. 12.—Library.

Fig. 13.—Director's office lighted by artificial daylight behind glass door.
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The entire stage and lecture hall lighting is controlled, either

directly or indirectly through remote control switches, by push

button switches located in the stair hall just outside the door at

the right of the stage. The 150-watt C-2 lamps in the ceiling

units of the lecture hall are additionally controlled at the main

entrance to the room.

Our gallery tour next leads to the basement floor. Here two

rooms connected by broad arch have been designed for use as

exhibit galleries. Since in lighting the basement it was felt that

sharp economies must be practiced, the lighting unit for these

galleries is an extremely one,—an indirect unit made by painting

a wooden chopping bowl white inside and gray outside and sus-

pending same by means of a very simple stem fixture. While

the installation is uni)retentious in the extreme, the lighting re-

sults are really very good, the veiling glare due to reflection of the

lighted ceiling being surprisingly slight. (See Figiu'e 11 ).

The library, while used primarily as such, is also used in

minor degree for the display of pictures. .\ feature in the

treatment of the lighting problem of this room is the fabric

drape dropped from the ceiling parallel to the walls at a dis-

tance of 4 feet therefrom. 'I'his drape serves the double pur-

pose of hiding certain obnoxious piping which it was impractical

to remove aiKl of screening each wall from all portions of the

ceiling excc[)t the adjacent jxjrtion. The light units are reduced

to an ultimate of simplicity, consisting of nothing more than a

receptacle, and a 150-watt, 1,400-lumen, Mazda C-2 lamp equipjKii

with opal lamp cap. This unit is, therefore, substantially a semi-

indirect unit. The pictures Ix^ing screened from all but the ad-

jacent ceiling, there is a coini)lete absence of image reflection.

The one defect of this scheme of lighting, other than its possible

limitations in liic matter of appearance, is that the ui)per walls

are considerably more brightly lighteti than tlu* lower walls.

In the center of the room, within the canopy produced by

tlu- drape, a drop-cord unit furnishes lighting service for those

who may gather around the library table. This unit consists of

packing-house cord .md a semi-enclosing prismatic combination

of reflrctor and retractor which is characterized alike by a

l)roa<l light distribution a|)proxiniating an inverse cosine cul)cd

cnrvr and by a sharp reression in light values above an angle of
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55°. A fabric shade screens the Hght unit proper and provides a

pleasing if simple effect to the whole. The lighting results are

notable both for the distance from the unit at which a good

reading light is furnished and for the entire screening of the

eye of the reader from the light unit itself. (See Figure 12).

Perhaps the most unique feature of the entire installation is

the lighting of the Director's office. Limitations of space made

it impractical to provide the Director with an office elsewhere

than the basement. The only natural lighting available for this

office was a sidewalk window, a narrow, transom-like affair close

to the ceiling. Such lighting intensifies the feeling that one is

in the cellar,—a feeling scarcely in harmony with an aesthetic

atmosphere. Accordingly, it was decided to do away entirely

with the natural lighting and provide an effect of day-light by

artificial means. A three-compartment cabinet was built across

the street end of the office, the central compartment, entered

through an ornamental glazed door, being the lighting com-

partment. The compartments on either side, entered through

the central compartment, are designed respectively to serve as

small lavatory and as closet for the meters. The central com-

partment, constructed of asbestos board, is painted white through-

out and aquipped with sixteen 150-watt, 1,400-lumen, Mazda

C-2 lamps. A glazed semi-circular transom above the dobr sup-

plements the door as a source of lighting service. When the

door is closed, the impression is created that it opens out upon

the outside, day-light world. While this type of lighting is

relatively inefficient, the total cost for so small a room is a

trivial price to pay for affording the Director congenial quarters.

This room has aroused much interest and the lighting has met

with much favor. (See Figure 13).

Three-way or remote control switches are provided in sufficient

measure to make it possible, in proceeding through the building,

to light the way in advance and to turn off the lights behind

one. An ample number of base-board outlets for vacuum at-

tachment or other service has been provided.

A feature of the installation is the freedom of choice which

has characterized the selection of lighting equipment. Mirrored

reflectors, ])rismatic reflectors, white glass reflectors, no reflectors
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Other than reflecting walls as in the light cabinet of the Director's

room and home made reflectors as in the basement galleries,

—

each of these has been used in just such measure as it seemed

best to meet the requirements of each element of the problem.

The entire lighting system was provided and installed at a

cost of $5,100 including architect's and engineer's fees. To pro-

duce at so small a cost the results herein described has been

possible only because of sympathetic co-operation, deference to

each other's right of decision within the respective field of each,

on the part of the building committee, architect and engineer.



ABSTRACTsS
In this section of the Transactions there will be used (i) abstracts

of papers of general interest pertaining to the field of illumination ap-

pearing in technical journals, (2) abstracts of papers presented before

the Illuminating Engineering Society, and (3) notes on research prob-

lems now in progress.

GUARDING RAILROAD AND HIGHWAY TRAFFIC BY
UNIFORM COLORED WARNING LIGHTS*

BY A. H. RUDD

Note—The author is the Chief Signal Engineer of the Pennsylvania
Railroad. The article was prepared in connection with signal light con-
ference of the American Engineering Standards Committee. (See Trans-
actions, Illuminating Engineering Society, May, 1922, Vol. XVII, No. 5,

page 205).

The author points out that the railroads are particularly in-

terested in eliminating the indiscriminate use of red light. They
desire uniform signalling systems for protection of crossings at

grade, without conflict with their own established practice.

They believe that the unification should be undertaken, and that

laws and regulations should be promulgated to enforce observance.

Further, they believe that public opinion should be educated

to appreciate the necessity of complying with rules of this sort.

Uniformity is the foundation, but education is necessary to

secure the necessary support from the public.

Statistics show that in the past ten years, 84,cxxD people have

been accidentally killed or injured, while trespassing on railroad

property. The fatalities among trespassers have been seven times

as great as in train accidents. This type of accident cannot be

prevented by signals.

In regard to crossings, the impracticability of stopping trains,

whether passenger or freight, to prevent accident, was pointed out.

Reviewed, Safety Engineering, July 1922, page 12.
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Because of the nature of the equipments, the train must have the

right of way.

The author presented some statistics from the Pennsylvania

Railroad which probably represent about lo per cent of the

values for the entire country. In the five months ending February,

1922, which covers a period when touring was relatively small,

there were 576 accidents in which 55 people were killed and 251

injured. In a classification of these accidents, it is shown that

in 213 cases where automobiles ran through the crossing gates, no

one was injured. Further classifications as to day and night

accidents, property damage, etc., are of interest. Trying to

beat the train, defective brakes and various forms of careless-

ness are shown to be important cases.

There is need for more strict determination as to who shall

be permitted to operate an automobile. The separation of grades

is proceeding slowly and is becoming more and more expensive.

In the opinion of the author, this is not a com])lete preventive.

The universal adoption of an approach sign, consisting of a white

disk with back "X" and the letters **R. R." is urged as a warning

that there is a railroad ahead. The black and white crossing

gates are regarded by some drivers, while they apparently anger

some. Penalties should be exacted for malicious breakage of

gates. Most of the railroads use black and white stripes and they

should be reserved for this purpose.

The colored lights extensively used on gates should be made
universal as should the stop sign in the hands of crossing watch-

men. The use of gates should be minimized. Unattended gates

in ()j)en ])().siti()n are a menace, encouraging j)e(>ple to cross.

The (juestion of automatic signals is being consiilered b\ the

Signal Section of the American Kailwav .Association, and some

uniform arrangement should be adoi)le(l when agreed u\Hm. A{

the recommendation of the Railway Signal .VssiKiation, several

years ago. the railways representing most of the mileage lia\e

adopted stand.ird ((ilm indications in which red ine.ins danger

(stop): yellow means cauti(»n, green means dear (proceed).

Formerly white was imed as a clear sitjn.il. but was abandoneil

to avoid the pos.sibility of a broken rondel being mistaken as a

clear signal.
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The use of red should be strictly limited to meaning danger.

Its use to indicate a safe exit in a theatre is wrong in principle,

since it should mean stop rather than proceed.

These views are given personally and not as an official state-

ment of the American Railway Association, especially with re-

gard to matters of detail which should be decided later by proper

committees.

The author believes that a suitable standardization, supple-

mented by education, will reduce the amount of police super-

vision necessary. One difficulty will be to find enough dis-

tinctive colors for all purposes. He specifically recommends

that the American Engineering Standards Committee adopt the

principle that red means stop at highway crossings over rail-

ways, at street ends, and possibly to indicate excavations in

streets. He further recommends yellow for automobile tail

lights, possibly for street excavations or elsewhere to indicate

caution, for example, as a warning of changing traffic signals

at street intersections.

Green lights are suggested for fire escapes, to instruct street

traffic to proceed and otherwise indicate that the way is clear.

In connection with the proposal to use yellow for automobile

tail lights, the author urges that automobile clubs, manufacturers,

salesman, etc., unite to change the laws and educate those re-

sponsible for such equipment. (Note—when the yellow tail

light was proposed at the A. E. S. C. conference, Mr. A. L. Mc-

Murtry took strong exception to it, anticipating extreme confusion

in breaking up a practice so well standardized, and involving

motor car owners in an unnecessary expenditure which would,

in the aggregate, be excessive).

In conclusion, suggestions were made as to the part various

groups should take in effecting color standardization and educa-

tion.
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View of Hotel from Jeffries' Point.

^1

View of Ilottl and Annex from the Sea Wall.



SOCIETY AFFAIRS
CONVENTION NOTES

The Sixteenth Annual Convention of the Society will be held at the New Ocean
House, Swampscott, Massachusetts, September 25, to 28 inclusive.

GENERAL CONVENTION COMMITTEE

Charles L. Edgar, Chairman
Herbert F. Wallacb, Vicg-Chaitman

Julius Daniels, Secretary

Cyrus Barnes Henry K. Morrison
Louis Bell Theodore H. Piser

Frederic A. Boss A. L. Powell
Roy R. Burnham Frank S. Price
John C. D. Clark q Bertram Regar
Charles S. Davis tt j t> c 1

_ , r- rx Howard T, 5>ands
Samuel E. Doane ^ . tt <-

,., , p. .

,
Fred H. Sargent

W. J. Dnsko
IT ^ w c un t^ v Fred H. SmithGuy C. Emerson

C. A. B. Halvorson, Jr.
E- ^- Stevens

Clarence L. Law R- ^^- T.^pham

Arthur B. Lisle Bowen Tufts

Preston S. Millar R. F. Wliitncy

SUB-COMMITTEES

finance Enttrtainntcnt

H. K. Morrison, Chairman C. A. B. Halvorsini Jr.. Chm.

Charles S. Davis G. \V. Bickncll

David Crownficld John Campbell

F. A. Gallagher, Jr. J. J. Cadignn

Robert S. Hale J. E. Greene

Publicity J. E. Livor

Merle Griffeth, Chairman James Palsick

A. W. Dcvinc Attendance and Local .trranijements

Ivouis Gibbs Arthur W. Maricm. i'hairman

J. H. Grace F. \V. Hhss

Frank K. Himns J. \\'. Cowlcs

T. J. Mi-Manii D MeFail.m M«>orc

Rali)h C. Rodger* M. I). Kiley

James H. Toohcy Frank L. Sample

E. H. Whitney T A. Strong

P. B. Zimttiernian * L R. W.illis

455
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PROGRAM
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 25

10 :oo A. M. to 12 130 p. M Registration

2 : 15 to 5 :oo p. M Open Session

Evening Reception and Dance

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26

9:15 A. M. to 12:30 P. M General Papers Session

2 : 15 to 5 :oo p. M General Papers Session

Evening Grand Water Carnival

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEAIBER 27

9:15 A. M. to 12 :30 P. M General Papers Session

2 :oo to 5 :oo p. m Inspection Trips and Entertainment

Evening General Session and Entertainment

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 28

9:15 A. M. to 12 :30 P. M General Papers Session

2 : 15 to 5 :oo p. M General Papers Session

Evening Banquet

1922 CONVENTION PAPERS PROGRAM
MONDAY AFTERNOON, SEPTEMBER 25, 2:15 p. m.

Address of Welcome, Dr. Elihu Thomson
Presidential Address Dr. George S. Crampton

Report of the Council by General Secretary Clarence L. Law
Report of Committee on Progress F. E. Cady, Chairman

Report of Committee on Nomenclature and Standards. .Clayton H. Sharp, Chairman

Report of Committee on Education F. C. Cal'dwell,C/jazVman

Report of Committee on Motor Vehicle Lighting Clayton H. Sharp, Chairman

TUESDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER 26, 9:15 a. m.

Lighting Statistics of Representative Urban and Suburban Homes
Norman D. MacDonald

A Survey of Residence Lighting M. Luckiesh

Report of Committee to Prepare Bulletin on "Residence Lighting by Electricity"

S. G. Hibben, Chairman

Report of Committee to Co-operate with Fixture Manufacturers (A tentative

outline) M. Luckiesh, Chairman

How to Tell Period Styles in Fixtures J. W. Gosling

TUESDAY AFTERNOON, SEPTEMBER 26, 2:15 p. m.

Performance of the Tungsten Filament Lamps on Alternating and Direct Current. .

.

John W. Lieb

Overcoming Daylight Reflections in Show Windows
Ward Harrison and H. T. Spaulding

Effect of Light on the Drawing Power of the Show Window
W. Sturrock and J. M. Shute

Lighting for Public Eating Places J. L. Stair
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WEDNESDAY MORXIXG, SEPTEMBER 27, 9:15 a. m.

Lighting for the Food Industry \V. H. Rademacher

Practical Application of the Principles of School Lighting H. B. Dates

Office Lighting from the \'ie\vpoint of Hygiene A. B. Emmons
The Cost of Daylight ^L Luckiesh and L. L. Holladay

Lighting for ^lotion Picture Studios F. S. Mills

WEDNESDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER 27

Symposium—A Fifteen Year Advance in the Art of Lighting—Presented by Authors

of Papers given at the Society's First Convention at Boston, 1907. Com-
ments on Present Practice.

Messrs. Sharp, Millar, Marks, Bell, Ryan, Hale, Blood, Morrison,

Walker, and others.

THURSDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER 28, 9:15 a. m.

A Direct Reading and Computing Attachment for Sphere Photometers

B. S. Willis

The Regular Icosahedron as a Substitute for the Ulbricht Sphere

B. E. Shacklcford and K. S. Weaver
A Distribution Photometer of New Design

C. C. Colby and C. M. Doolittlc

Plotting of Spectrophotometric Data F. A. Bcnford

Flicker Photometry— Parts I and II C. E. Forrce and G. Rand

THURSDAY AFTERNOON. SEPTEMBER 28. 2:15 v. m.

Measurement of the Electrical Response of the Retina to Stimulation by Light

E. L. Charfeo and W. F. Bovie

Report of Committee on Sky Brightness H. H. Kimball, (^/iaj>wi<in

Lighthouse and Lightship Lighting S. G. Hibbcn

Some New Graphical Methods and Tlicir .\pplication iti the Calculation ami Com-
|)arison of Luminous I-'lux C. O. Mailloux

Influence of Daylight Illumination Intensity on Electric Current Used for

Ligliting Purposes in the District of Columbia A. SinirnoflF

ENTERTAINMENT
The entrrtaiinnciit features of the convention will iiuludo auttunobile trips to

points of historic interest, and to plants of the General i-llectric Company ami the

Edison Electric IlluminatinK Company of Boston.

For those who play golf, tournaments have been arranged at a time whicli will

not conflict with the regular business sessions. Card games for the ladies and a

putting contest are also included in the |)rogram. The ban(|uct will be held Thurs-

day night, to which all dclcKatcs to the convetuion arc invite«l.

The I'.ntertainmrnl Committee b.is platmcd several novel features which will l>c

in the nature of surprises.

The advanced registration indicates that this will pmb.ibly be the largest

convention in the histc^ry of the Society. Inasmuch as the committee is making

special arrangements for the ladies, it is hopcil that delegates will bring their

wives where possible.
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CONVENTION BRIEFS

Of special interest this year will be the

grand illumination Tuesday evening. A
beautiful stage back of the hotel lends

itself beautifully to an illumination ef-

fect. In the center of the stage fire-

works will be shown and pyrotechnics

will outline the entire shore for a consid-

erable distance. A large amount of

headlighting equipment will be used

throughout the grounds and electrical re-

quirements are such that a special power

arc will be run around the hotel grounds

for our purpose.

There will be on exhibit for the first

time in this part of the country a new
30-kilowatt incandescent lamp. Marine

pyrotechnics, illumination of water craft

and a special flood lighting display will

be of interest to all.

His Excellency, Channing H. Cox,

Governor of the Commonwealth of

Massachustetts, has courteously con-

sented to address the banquet on Thurs-

day evening, and in addition to this,

other distinguished guests include Rear

Admiral Wiley, Commander of the First

Naval District, Major General Clarence

R. Edwards, Commanding General, First

Corps Area, Captain Franklin D. Karns,

Commanding Officer of the Charlcstown

Navy Yard.

The presence of the U. S. destroyer, J.

Fred Talbot, is assured and is to be an-

chored in the harbor of Swampscott di-

rectly in front of the New Ocean House

during the period of the Convention.

Commander G. B. Mayo will be with the

destroyer.

There should not be a dull moment for

the ladies as concerts, automobile rides,

dancing, golf contests, teas, motor boat

rides, musicales, bridge tournaments and

other features have been prepared for

their entertainment. A feature of this

Convention will be the opening of the

tea-room to the lady delegates without

charge.

Arrangements have been made for the

use of a large automobile bus to leave

Park Square, Boston at i :oo p. m. Mon-
day, and 9 :30 a. m. Tuesday to Thursday

inclusive, to facilitate transportation to

Swampscott, This bus will leave

Swampscott, returning to Boston at the

close of the afternoon sessions and

should greatly stimulate the attendance.

A great deal of interest has been

aroused in New England concerning the

Sixteenth Annual Convention of the I. E.

S, Indications point that the Central

Stations, Gas Companies, Fixture and

Jobbing Houses will have a large repre-

sentation at the business sessions.

The Chicago Section wishes to form-

ally advise all other Sections that it in-

tends to again take the attendance prize

at the national convention at Swamp-
scott A large delegation from Chicago

is assured.

Due to the fact that all the delegates

to the convention will be housed under

one roof, everyone will be benefited by

the excellent program of entertainment

laid out by the Committee in charge of

Mr. C. A. B. Halvorson, Jr., of the Gen-

eral Electric Company.
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COUNCIL NOTES

Upon recommendation of the Board

of Examiners the following were elected

to membership at the July 13th meeting

of the Executive Committee

:

Three Members

Charles A. Collier,

General Sales Manager,

Georgia Railway & Power Company,

Electric and Gas Building,

Atlanta, Georgia.

Frank S. Milev,

Assistant Manager and Technical Ad-

viser,

American Eveready Works of Na-

tional Carbon Co., Inc.,

Thompson Avenue and Orton St.,

Long Island City, New York.

Frank A. Pim,

1404 McGavock Street,

Nashville, Tcnn.

Eight Associate Members

GEOKC.E A I N SWOKl H
,

Manufacturer of Luminaircs,

loi Park Avenue,

New York, X. Y.

11. H. AsniNCEK,

Sales Engineer,

Wcstinghousc IClcctric & Mfg. Co.,

South Bcnfl, Indiana.

Charles ii. Bay,

Illuminating Engineer,

Detroit Edison Company,

20(K) Srcoiid Strctt,

Detroit, MicluKan.

Roscoe J. Bkhan,

Asst. I'icld I'.nginccr,

Autoinobdf Club of S«»uthtTn Calif.,

1344 So. Figucroa Street,

L05 Angeles, Calif.

Aktiii;h Bk'hk, Jk ,

Mur. of Machinery Mfg. Company.

Arthur Brock, Jr. Tool & Mfg. Wks..

533 No. iith Street,

I'hiladclphia, Pa.

Emory Hill,

Opthalmologist,

501 E. Franklin St.,

Richmond, Virginia,

Eric Parnell,

Illuminating Engineering Division,

Edison Electric Illuminating Co.,

39 Boylston Street,

Boston, Mass.

Thomas G. Ward,
Illuminating Engineer,

Detroit Edison Company,

2000 Second Street,

Detroit, Michigan.

One Transfer to Full Membership

Alvin L. Powell,

Lighting Service Dcpt.,

Edison Lamp Works,

5th and Sussex Streets,

Harrison, N. J.

Upon recommendation of the Board oi

Examiners the following were elected to

membership at the August 24th meeting

of the IC.xecutive Committee.

Two Members

Lewis C. Con ant,

Illuminating Engineer,

Buffalo Gt-nrral Electric Coir.pany,

Electric Building,

Buffalo, New York.

William Graham W(H)I),

\'ice Presidrtit and Manager,

Berki-li'y Light Corporation,

Humboldt Bank Bld^..

San Francisci>, Calif.

Nineteen Associate Member*

Clakemi: L. .Vllis,

.Secretary an<l Treasurer,

Woostcr IClectric Com|)any,

Public S(|uare,

Wooster. Ohio.

Iv I Dau.ey.

Wcstrrn Electric Company,

1(>5 B:«»adway,

N. w York. \ Y
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W. F. DaxsbeE,

Lighting Specialist,

Southwest General Electric Co.,

522 Interurban BIdg.,

Dalles, Texas.

Edward George Dolezel,

Student of Electrical Engineering,

10506 Union Avenue,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Morris Herbert Gens,

Electrical Engineer,

Wm. Gens and Son,

53 Hawthorn Street,

Chelsea, Mass.

WiLUAM S. Hake,
Manager Fixture and Wiring Depts.,

Brown & Pierce Company, Inc.,

2 Franklin Street,

Rochester, New York.

Lee D. Hall,

Commercial Agent,

Alabama Power Company,

Huntsville, Alabama.

YOSHIJIRO ISHIKAWA,

Directer and Manager,

Commercial Dept.,

Kyoto Electric Light Company,

Kyoto, Japan,

James Bernard Kelly,

Rehabilitation Assistant,

U. S. Veterans' Bureau,

1037 U. S. National Bank Bldg.,

Denver, Colorado.

Isaac Mark, Jr.,

Illuminating Engineer,

New York Edison Company,

15th Street and Irving Place,

New York, N. Y.

Chasaburo Metsuda,

Research Student at Kyoto Imperial

University,

Electrical Engineering Dept.,

Kyoto, Japan.

Richard C. Moore,

Lighting Dept.,

Wctmore Savage Co.,

76 Pearl St.,

Boston, Mass.

Dr. J. B. Nathanson,
Assistant Prof, of Physics,

Carnegie Institute of Technology,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Josiah Crosby Norcross,

Assistant, Supt. Installation Dept.,

Edison Electric Illumination Co.,

39 Boylston Street,

Boston, Mass.

Lucien C. Priest,

Meter Tester, Edison Electric Illumi-

nating Co.,

II 65 Mass. Ave.,

Boston, Mass.

H. J. Shaw,
President Electrical Specialties Co.,

325 State Street,

Detroit, Michigan.

Frederick Francoz Simms,

Director of Trades School,

Virginia Normal and Industrial

Inst.,

Ettrick P. O. Station,

Petersburg, Virginia.

Clarence Cook Walker,
Salesman,

Wetmore- Savage Company,

76 Hampden Street,

Springfield, Mass.

John Willy,

Editor and Publisher,

The Hotel Monthly,

443 So. Dearborn Street,

Chicago, 111.

One Transfer to Full Membership

Darwix Curtis,

Illuminating Engineer,

Nati(Mial X-Ray Reflector Company,

235 W. Jackson Blvd.,

Chicago, 111.
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SECTION ACTIVITIES

CHICAGO
Mr. Ward Harrison, President-Elect

of the Illuminating Engineering Society,

was in Chicago early in September, and

held several informal conferences with

active members of the Chicago Section.

As a result of these conferences the

Board of Managers will probably decide

to conduct a lecture course on ''Illumi-

nation" exclusively for architects.

Plans for the coming year are now
being made and it is expected that most

of our meetings will be held jointly with

other societies for the purf)ose of letting

them know of the recent activities and

accomplishments of the I. E. S.

A good number of members have sig-

nified their intention of taking a real

active interest in Society affairs and

doing all possible to increase the mem-
bership of the Chicago Section.

PHILADELPHIA
The new Chairman-Elect, Dr. Howard

Lyon, has had a preliminary meeting

during the summer to consider the activ-

ities of the coming season and chairmen

tentatively selected, pending the time for

their official aijpnintmcnt. It is intended

of the various committees have been

that the i)af)ers this coming season will

be along practical rather tlian scientific

lines.

NEW ENGLAND
Great iiitcrcsi has been slmwn duriiiLi

the summer in the work for the coming

convention by the members in the Bos-

ton district. Section activities have

given way t(» convention details.

NEW YORK
Informal plans have been dii^cussed b\

the incoming Board of Managcrn. A
meeting of ihc new officers with the old

Board of Managers has been held.

CLEVELAND
New officers for the coming year have

been nominated and will l>e elected dur-

ing September. The officers of the chap-

ter will be announced at the coming con-

vention.

TORONTO
The members of the Toronto Chapter

are looking forward to a very energetic

season. Last year's officers are to be

congratulated for their accomplishments

not only in their work connected with

the Chapter, but also for the enthusiasm

which they have stirred up in the Illum-

inating and Electrical engineering men of

Toronto.

There are several Business Mens' Or-

ganizations located in Toronto who are

now looking to the Society for advice in

illumination, from both an illuminating

and architectural standpoint, this advice

is given with the greatest of pleasure by

the memi)ers of the executive. Several

interesting lectures have been held dur-

ing the past year, dealing with all phases

of illumination and we are pleased to say

that the interest shown has more than

compensated the Society for the work
entailed in arranging for speakers of

|)re-cminence to address them.

PERSONALS

Mr. (f. Bertram Regar, recently elected

Vice-President of this Society, has been

further honored in U'ing olectei! to the

Chairmanshi|) of the Li^liting Sales

Bureau of the National Electric Light

Association. His I*!xccutive Committee
consists of some thirty members, rejjre-

senting central stations and lamp manu-
facturers throughout the country, who
are all well knowti in the electrical in-

dustry and can be counted on to ener-

getically carry out the Bureau's policy

of one hundred per cent co-operation

with the more and better business cam-
paign.
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It is of interest to note that the entire

personnel are members of and actively

interested in the work of the Illuminat-

ing Engineering Society.

Thomas W. Rolph has been appointed

Managing Engineer of the Street Light-

ing Department of the Holophane Glass

Co., Inc., 342 Madison Avenue, New
York, N. Y., with Works at Newark,

Ohio.

Mr. Rolph is a graduate Electrical

Engineer of Cornell University 1907.

After finishing college he was Com-
mercial Engineer for the Holophane

Company until 1913. From 1913-1920

he was employed in the metal reflector

division of the General Electric Co.

Mr. Rolph's new duty with the Holo-

phane Company will be to promote scien-

tific street lighting.

Mr. H. Calvert, after having been for

twenty years with the Philadelphia Elec-

tric Company, as Designing Electrical

Engineer, has resigned from that posi-

tion and is now President of the Baird-

Osterhout Company, who are Electrical

Contractors and Engineers, in Philadel-

phia, Pa.

Prof. F. C. Caldwell, of the Electrical

Engineering department in Ohio State

University has recently been elected to

the Board of Councillors of the Eye
Sight Conservation Council of America.

Mr. C. S. Davis, Boston District

Mgr,, of the Westinghouse Lamp Co.,

who has been on a two months' pleasure

trip in Europe, returned on Sept. 7, 1922.

;Mr. J. H. Lynch formerly of the Geo.

Cutter Co., South Bend, Ind., has been

assigned to the Boston office of the

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., as Dis-

trict Illuminating Sales Engineer.

Mr. O. H. Perkins, formerly with the

Stuart-Howland Co., Boston is a mem-
ber of the new firm of Perkins, Carpen-

ter Electrical Supply Co., at 90 High

Street, Boston.

Air. W. T. Blackwell, formerly with

the George Cutter Works of the West-

inghouse Electric & Mfg. Company, at

South Bend, Indiana has recently become

affiliated with the Public Service Electric

Company, of Newark, N. J., as manager

of the Lighting Bureau.



ILLUMINATION INDEX
Prkpared by the Committee on Progress.

An INDEX of references to books, papers, editorials, news and abstracts on
illuminating engineering and allied subjects. This index is arranged alphabetically

according to the names of the reference publications. The references are tlien given

in order of the date of publication. Important references not appearing herein

should be called to the attention of the Illuminating Engineering Society, 29 W.
39th St., New York, N. Y.

PAGEAmerican Gas Association, Bulletin of Ab- date

stracts 1922

Influence of Light and Color in Fac-

tories, Truscon Laboratory, Detroit,

(Iron .-/r/r, June i, 1922, p. 1,524)

—

Sept I 696

American Journal of Ophthalmology

The Pupil and Visual Acuity (Edi-

torial)— July 585

American Journal of Physiology

The Action of Ultra-\'iolct Rays on

Arbacia Eggs, Especially as Affect-

ing the Response to Hypertonic

Sea-Water— R. S. Lillic and

M. L. Baskcrvill July i 2J2
Preliminary Dilation a Phase of the

Pupillary Light Rctlcx— J. Ryrnc July i 369
American Journal of Psychology

Voluntarily Controlhd Likes and Dis-

likes of CoKjr Combinations

—

M. Washburn,

M. T. MacDonald
and D. Van Als-

tvnc Julv 426
Annalen der Ph3sik, No. 4

Cl)cr die liihtclcktrischc Wirkung bti

din I'.rdalkalischwcfclphosphorcn— K r,.ii,">il 701
Central Station

MrxUrn Strcrt Lighting Practice— A. !•. Dickcrscm Julv
Historical Record of Lighting Cost— M. I). Coopc-r Auvjusi

Chemical Abatracti

Till- Kale i>{ h.vapnration of a Metal in

a Gas— ^ W.l, r Aui^ust 10 J443
Lifihting iii» a Mndcrn \'( rtical Cement

'^''" C. TsoiHitas AuKUJ^t 10 2585
DcvrjcprTwn's in the U.*c of raraflin for

Coast Lighting- August 10 2595

463

4

40
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The Passage of Flame through Per-

forated Plates and through Tubes

of Small Diameter. Miners' Lamp
Committee

—

The Passage of the Flame of an Ex-

plosion from within Miners' Lamps
Fitted with Chimneys. Miners'

Lamps Committee

—

Report on the Use of Celluloid in the

Construction of Miners' Electric

Lamps. Miners' Lamps Committee

Comptes Rendus

Sur la courbe de repartition de I'energie

dans la partie ultra-violette du

spectre solaire

—

Electric Journal

Illumination in 1922—The Year's De-

velopment in Lighting Devices and

Practice

—

Electric Railway Journal

Electrically Operated Marker and Clas-

sification Lamps

—

Electrical Merchandising

A Commercial Survey of Residence

Lighting Possibilities

—

Glass-Covered Wall Cases—and their

Lighting—

On Lampshade Making—the Newest

Household Art

—

Electrical News

Report of Industrial Lighting

—

Good Lighting an Essential in the Ef-

ficient Conduct of Business

—

The Electrical Equipment of a Modern
Collegiate Institute

—

Electrical Review

Electric Light for the Small Town

—

Colour Light Signals

—

The Possibilities of Flood and Projec-

tor Lighting

—

The Neon Lamp "Blink"—

A Lock for Electric Lamps

—

Summer Time

—

C. E. Munroe

C. E. Munroe

C. E. Munroe

Ch. Fabre et H.

Buisson

S. G. Hibben

August 10 2605

August 10 2605

August ID 2606

July 17

July

July 15

156

298

73

M. Luckiesh Sept. 81

V. D. Green Sept.

Sept.

120

123

•

July I 32

[. H. O'Hara July I 36

Sept. 45

J. M. C. Field June 9 821

June 16 849

F. A. P. June 23 869

T. A. Robertson June 23 875

June 23 899

June 30 926
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Electrical Record

The New Art of Show Window Light-

ing—
The Right Amount of Light at the

Right Place-

Electrical Review (London)

Legislation on Industrial Lighting

—

Electric Times

Modern Street Lighting Equipments, IV
Modern Street Lighting Equipments, V
Electric Signs, II

—

The London County Council's Xew
Home

—

Public Lighting at Poplar

—

Public Lighting at Poplar

—

Miners' Electric Lamps

—

Electrical World

A Few Timely Reminders on Industrial

Lighting-

Possibilities in Better Stf-rc Lighting

—

Architectural \'alucs in Illumination

—

Indirect Lighting in City Office Building

Method of Getting Li^ht \\ ithout Glare

Inadequate Highway Lighting an Acci-

dent Factor

—

Average Street- Lifs'hting Cost About $2

per Capita

—

The Costs of Modern Street Lighting

(Editorial

)

Improved Street LiKhtiiiK that Assures

Greater Safety to Traffic

—

Now is the Time t<> Rrha))ilitatc Street

Lighting (Editorial)—
Brilliant I.iKhtink' Planned for Brazil's

I*,xp<isition -

Illuminating Engineers I'ix IVo^ram
Convention

Boulevard Typo Light in^' for Boston—
Unreasonal>lc OpjMisition to LiKhtitiK

Code* (Editorial)—
Wide \'ariations in Li^lit Distributii n

of K-L-M Dome Kctlcctors -

A. L. Powell July

August

July 21

II

81

74

S. G. Hibben

June 8

June 15

560

585

G. P. Garbett July 13

July 20

July 20

July 20

August 3

35

51

45

56

92

Julv I 28

July I 30

July 8 58

3. F. Evans and

J. W. Morrison Tulv 8 61

July 8 80

Julv 15 127

\. F. Dickerson July 22 i;o

July 2y) 212

Earl A. Ander-

son and ( ) I".

Haas July 21) 22J

August 5 -^3

AukMlSt 5 2t;0

D. W . Blakcslcc

August 5 202

August 5 294

August ij .^ij

AuKU'.t 12 3J0
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Dubious Factors in Illumination (Edi-

torial

—

Multiple Street Lighting Favored

—

Electrical Times

Electrical Signs

—

Electrician

Lighting in Factories and Workshops-
Developments in Photometry

—

Lighting at the New County Hall

—

Ships' Navigation Lights

—

L'Electricien

Les principaux systemes d'eclairage

electriques appliques aux voitures

de chemins de fer

—

Elektrotechnik und Maschinenbau, J. 40,

Eine neue Anwendung der Teichmiil-

lerschen Raumwinkelkugel

—

Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift

Fluchtlinientafeln, Grundlagen und An-

wendungen auf Fragen der Lei-

tungsberechnung und Beleuchtungs-

technik

—

Gefahrdungsmoglichkeiten bei Beriih-

rung unsauberer Gliihlampen

—

Das Lichttechnische Institut der Tech-

nischen Hochschule in Karlsruhe

—

Elektrotechnischer Anzeiger

Neuzeitliche Beleuchtungskorper

—

Die Wiederherstellung ausgebrannter

Gliihlampen

—

Die Wiederherstellung ausgebrannter

Gliihlampen

—

Gas Journal

Some Gas Burners and a Moral

—

Where the Gas-Lighting Load is Almost

Extinct (Editorial)—
Lighting in Factories and Workshops

—

Third Report of the Departmental

Committee

—

Das Gas und Wasserfach

Lichtwirkungen neuzeitlichcr Buhncn-

ausstattung

—

Die Bewertung des Lichtes elektrischer

Gliihlampen

—

August 26 412

August 26 436

M. Bougrier

J. Ondracek

July 6 15

July 7 16

July 21 58

July 21 71

July 28 88

July 15 313

June 4 269

No. 23

H. Schwerdt June 8 777

S. Jellinck June 15 815

J, Teichmiiller No. 30 986

L H. Muller May II

No. 75

628

No. 100 81S

No. 102 837

C. Carpenter June 28 853

July 12 84

July 12 105

A. Grimbert No. 24 387

R. Meyer No. 30 48s
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Die lichttechnischen Anforderungen an

die Beleuchtung von Werkstatten— Lux Priizision

Lichttechnische Ausstellung in Karls-

ruhe

—

General Electric Review

Mazda Lamps for Approach Lighting

in Railway Signal Service

—

Helios

Neue Beleuchtungskorper

—

House and Garden

Tinted Light

—

House Beautiful

Muzzle Your Electric Lights

—

Industrial Engineer

Standardized Brackets Provide Attrac-

tive Factory Roadway Lighting In-

stallation

—

A Swinging Bracket Light for Close

Work-

Industry Illustrated

Lights of the Dim Past

—

The Making of a Filament Lamp.

Quantity Production Methods that

Have Brought Fdison's Invention

Within Reach of All-

Illuminating Engineer

The Lik'^litJiig of i'uhlic HuiMiiij^s ( Edi-

torial )

—

The Lighting of Puhlic Buildings:

Sciriitific Mfthods and Architec-

tural ivcciuircmcnts -

I'.Irctric Lamps as Fog-SiKiials on Kail-

wayH —
The Lighting of Decorative Interiors

( Editorial )
—

The LiKhting of Puhhc liuihlings:

Scientific Methods and Architec-

tural Rc(|nircmrnts. Joint Discus-

sion with the Royal Institute of

British Architects

—

No. 31

H. H. Manchester

J. M. Hickcrson

July

August

July

July

April

496

L. C. Porter and

F. Pollard July 422

No. 2S 2019

M. Luckiesh July 94

M. R. Thomas
and H. Gwy:nne Sept. 218

351

396

8

10

lOI

v.. II. Ivaynrr,

J. W. T. Walsh
Mild II. Hinklry April 107

April uH

M.iv >.n

May 135
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Ancient Light Cases and Photometric

Measurements of Daylight (Edi-

torial)

—

Access of Daylight. An Important

Light and Air Judgment

—

Jahrbuch der Radioakt'vitat und Elek-

tronik, Vol. 18, No. 4

"Ober Zentren und raumliche Vertei-

lung der Lichtemission der Aletalle,

besonders im elektrischen Bogen

—

Journal of the Franklin Institute

A Source of Light Giving a Continuous

Spectrum in the Ultra-Violet

—

The Fire-fly as an Illuminant

—

Journal of the Institution of Electrical En-

gineers

The Earliest Days of Electric Lighting

Light without Glare

—

A New Use for Miniature Lamps

—

Crossing Beacons

—

Journal of the Optical Society of America

The Beginnings of Optical Science

—

Helmholtz on the Doctrine of Energy

—

Helmholtz's Contributions to Physio-

logical Optics

—

Reminiscenses of Hermann von Helm-
holtz—

A Theory of Intermittent Vision

—

The Visibility Function and Visibility

Thresholds for Color-Defectives

—

Accuracy in Color Matching

—

Library Service

Car Lighting—Committee on Train

Lighting and Equipment. (Ru.iy.

Age, June i6, 1922; p. 72, pp. 1,450-

1,456)—
Car Lighting. Train Lighting; the Re-

placing by Electric Lighting of the

Various Existing Systems. (In

French)—
Licht und Lampe

Rcferate. Cher Messung der Licht-

stiirke und der Beleuchtung

—

Effektbeleuchtung

—

H. Gucrin

May

May

133

152

A. Hornle 297

W. H. Fulweiler

and J. Barnes July 83

H. E. Ives August 213

F. E. Gripper April 465

Ward Harrison August 609

August 616

L. C. Porter August 616

J. P. C. Southall June 293

H. Crew June 312

L. T. Troland June Z27

M. I. Pupin June zz(^

H. E. Ives June 343

M. C. Shields June 362

W. E. Forsythe July 476

July 15 163

August 15 188

April 6 171

April 20 192



May 4 219

May 4 ^-4

Tunc I j06

June 15 28S

July 27 35-^
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Die elcktrische Lichtanlage des Kraft-

fahrezeuges

—

G. H. Roder April 20 194

Bericht iibcr die 30. ordcntliche Mit-

glieder-Versammlung der Deuts-

chen Beleuchtnngstechnischcn Gc-

sellschaft

—

Metaliglanzlitze auf Glas und Porzellan

Die Fabrikation dcr modcrncn Metall-

draht-Gli'ihlampcn

—

FarbrikljcleucIUung

—

Farbenwirkungcn

—

Gefiihrdung durch unsaubere Gliihlam-

pcn— July 27 353

Lighting Fixtures and Lighting

Lighting Quality First Consideration in

Dining Room— F. \V. Mathieu August \i

Monthly Abstract Bulletin, Eastman Kodak

Co.—

Electric Light in Portraiture

—

Action of Li::ht upon Uranic Salts

—

The Catalytic Action of Liiiht—

Photograi)liy with Invisible Light

—

Progress in Darkroom Illumination

—

National Electragist

How to Floodlight

—

Nature

I*\nicti(jns of Industrial Research

—

Polarization (jf Diffused Light under

the Sea

—

Pfluger Archiv flir die gesTmtc Physiologie

VoL 194, No. 5

Mcssende Untersucliungcn ulur di n

Gcltungsgrad spcktralcr Farhcn-

glcichunpcn. Zuglcich cin Brit rag

zur Experimental kritik der Dreik-

omponrntcnlchrc dcs Farbcnsinncs H ('.oldniann 49^

Physical Review

Theory (if I**nd loss Cnrrrcti<ms and

their Application to Tum-sfru I':!;i-

ments in Vacuo \ <• Worthing. July Ql

X\\r Complete Scale u{ Ct)lor Tenipera-

ttirc and itn Application to the

Color Grading of Daylirbt and

Artificial Illuminants— I. G. Pric!<t July «J3

T. C. Turner June 2Z\

J. Aloy and 1
^

kodicr June -J5

H. I'fciffer ark1 (;.

Bayer July 26*;

]•". M. Gentry July -'.-3

K. \amias July -'r5

Edgar .1. Frit-dIrirh Ai:ijust .^5

R. S. II. June j^ ^1

1:. !•:. Brooks July 22 \\.\
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\^ariation of Contact Difference of

Potential with Temperature in Po-

tassium and Sodium, and the Ac-

companying Changes in Photo-

Electric Emission

—

The Voltage-Current Relation in Cen-

tral Anode Photo-Electric Cells

—

Physical Society of London, Proceedings,

Vol. 34, Part 4

Demonstration of Some Electric Prop-

erties of Neon-filled Lamps

—

Physikalische Berichte

Die Verteilung der Helligkeit auf der

Sonnenscheibe und die Temperatur-

schtung in der Sonnenatmosphiire

—

Uber das "tierische" Leuchten

—

tjber die Abhangigkeit der Lichtstarke

der Hefnerlampe vom Luftdruck

—

Die Bcdcutung der Gullstrandschen

Spalilampe fiir die Ophthalmolo-

gic—

Physikalische Zeitschrift, J. 23, No. 11

Uber polarisiertes Fluoreszenzlicht

—

Polarisierte Fluoreszenz von Farbstoff-

losungen

—

Psychological Review

Practical Logic and Color Theories

—

Proceedings of the National Academy of

Sciences

Physics : The Production of an E. ^L F.

on Closed Circuit l)y a Light Effect

on Argentite

—

Physics : The Spectral Energy Distri-

bution and Opacity of Wire Explo-

sion Vapors

—

Railway Electrical Engineer

Advantages of Easily Cleaned Lighting

Units-
Discussion of Illumination Report

—

Discussion of Train Lighting and

Equiprnent by Railway E!ectric:i!

Engineers

—

H. E. Ives July

H. E. Ives and

T. U. Fry July

S. O. Pearson and

H. St. G. Anson

H. H. Sbcldor.

and P. H. Geigcr

J. A. Anderson

102

112

L/O

R. Dietzius 483

P. Buchner No. 10 401

A. Boltzmann und

A. Basch No. 10 493

Heinrich Streuli No. II 546

F. W'eigert June I 232

G. C. Schmidt . June I 233

C. Ladd-Franklin ^lav 180

July 161

July 231

June 181

Juiy 212

Jnly 214
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Discussion of Headlights and Classifi-

cation Lamps by Railway Electrical

Engineers— July 215
Report of Committee on Locomotive

Headlights and Classification

Lamps— July 216
Report of Committee on Train Lighting

and Equipment

—

July 2l8

Discussion of Report on Locomotive

Headlight and Classification by the

American Railway Association

—

July 226
Safety

Illumination and the Worker

—

G. B. Regar July 156
Safety Engineering

Guarding Railroad and Highway Traf-

fic by Uniform Colored Warning
Lights— A. H. RiKJ.l July 12

Science

The Reaction of Drosophila to Ultra-

violet— F. K. Lutz and
F. K. Richtmyer May 12 519

Tetrachromatic Vision and the Develop-

ment Theory of Color— C. Ladd-Franklin May 26 555
Sealing Quartz to Glass with Silver

Chloride— H. O. Hurlburt Au;ju^t 4 146

Illuminating Engineering Nomenclature

and Photometric Standards

—

Augu-t 18 1S6
Science Abstract!, Section A

Effect of Thermolumincscence on Elec-

tric;il Conductivity— C. A. Mackay M.«y j{i ^32
Scientific American

New Class of Dyes

—

August 82

Gas from I,<avcs

—

August 12

?

Lights as an Aid to Aerial Navigation Sept. 168

(A London Correspouileut )-

TraniactioHB of the Faraday Society

I\;i(liati<»n and ClHinivtry T Pcrrin May 546
Transaction?! of the Illuminating Engineer-

ing Society

Economic Aspects of Defective \'ision— Inly 2S6

A Ten N'ear Advance in the Hlumina-

ti. n of Stnall St'.rrs A 1., Towdl July 289
Zeitichrift fur Brleuchtungswesen, No. %

10, J. 28

Das Li< litt( ehniselie liistilut der Ha<l-

isehrti Trrhnisihni Hoihschulc in

Karlsruhe—
J. Teichmullcr 51
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Die Beleuchtungstechnik als For-

schungs-und Lehrgebeit an der

Technischen Hochschule Karlsruhe

vor der Griindung des Lichttechnis-

chen Instituts

—

Die Bedeutung der Ulbrichtschen

Kugel fiir die Photometric und die

Lichttechnik

—

Verbrennungsvorgange in der Bunsen-
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A Message

From Our New President

VyiTH ITS EXCEPTIONAL attendance and enthusiasm the

Swampscott Convention just closed could scarcely fail to

inspire everyone who was present with a new faith in the future

of the Society and with a renewed purpose to work for the attain-

ment of those principles for which it stands. A brief quotation

from a convention paper of a year ago suggests also that the op-

portunity for such work is not far to seek.

**While illuminating engineers have enunciated certain prin-

ciples and methods of lighting which have been applied with

gratifying success to some extent, ihc fact remains that the gen-

eral practice of lighting still lags far behind the methods known

to the engineer. The great public still remains strangely ignor-

ant of or indifferent to the advantages of good lighting."

Is it not true that this attitude of indifference on the part of

the public is more apparent tiian real and that it is in tact simply

an evidence of the general lack of familiarity with modern light-

ing methods and even witii the simplest of the fundamentals

involved? Nevertheless, the burden comes back again to tiie So-

ciety; it must not only devise new and bitter ways of lighting

but it must educate the i)ublic to their u>c as well. .\nd as the

bulk of tile knowledge in the possession ot* the Society and its

niembers grows, just so does the obligation to disseminate inlorma

tion inereave. The case was well put at the (.'onvention when

.someone said tbat "ibe Society as a whole mii^ht well louKe

itself into a Committee on i'.ducation."

47J
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Every architect, oculist, consulting engineer, every member

of the Society, through his own personal contacts can do much

toward furthering the knowledge of good lighting and by the

same means he can provide a most substantial support to the

Society in its organized effort directed through schools and col-

leges, special lectures and other courses to promote proper light-

ing education.

Mt^/ iChi>i^^,^^^



REFLECTIONS
A Welcome Change of Procedure

IN THE past there has been frequent criticism of the illuminat-

ing Engineering Society for being too scientific and not devot-

ing enough attention to the application of fundamentals to com-
mercial problems. This objection can hardly be raised this year.

The papers and discussions were intensely practical ; still, the

more scientific subjects which must always be the basis of pro-

fessional society activity were not neglected. The grouping of

subjects for discussion was especially commendable since it in-

duced the attendance of practicing engineers and commercial engi-

neers who must be depended upon to put the best thought on
illuminating problems into execution. Besides, it brought them
into contact with the devotees of science who congregated on the

last day of the convention. This intermingling of commercially
and scientifically inclined minds cannot help to be beneficial.

Another innovation was the interpretation of ever)^ paper by
means of the abstract published with it. A continuation of this

practice will help to draw hitherto uninterested persons into I. E.

S. activities if advance publicity is given to the interpretations

through affiliated organizations and if they are emphasized by
chairmen in introducing the speakers. Incidentally such treat-

ment may prevent high-class contributions from moldering on
library shelves.

Two other lessons might be learned from this and j)revious con-
ventions. First, the amj)le material made available through this

society should !)e used more extensively to educate architects,

contractors, fixture dealers and the public in the fundamentals
of

f:^()()(\
lighting. Second, renewed attempts should be made to

bring al)r)nt closer ('o-f)peration l)etween men of the callings just

mentioned and illuminating engineers. The llhuninating Engi-
neering Society, as an organization, may l»e counted u])on to do
its part. In addition, individuals must study how thev can helj)

—

and then do something. Editouiai., Ulcctrical World, ( >et. 7,

1922.

Illumination of the Brazilian Centennial Exposition

ON lvl'"(jri';ST of Dr. Carlos Samj)aio, I'resident of the Ex-
position Commission and I'refeito of ihe City of I\io do

Janeiro, W. D'A. Ryan, accompanied by A. 1'. Dickerson, assist-

ant Engineer, and J. W. (losling, Decorative Designer of the II

hnnin.'iting Enginei'ring Laboratory, went to Rio de j.ineiro, Hr.i

/il. to desi^'n a selu'nie ;iiid scope of illniuin.it idU for the R.r.i/ili.m
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Centennial Exposition which opened September 9, 1922, to com-
memorate the one hundredth anniversary of the independence of

the United States of Brazil. The illuminating efifects finally de-

cided upon are similar in many respects to the illumination of the

Panama-Pacific International Exposition held in San Francisco in

191 5. The main buildings and grounds are flooded with light from
masked cartouche and banner standards, supplemented by orna-

mental luminaires mostly of the so-called lantern type.

The relief lighting in the towers, minarets and windows is rose,

red and orange, to give depth, texture and atmosphere. The floral

effects for the most part are in masses of solid color which are

brilliantly featured in illumination.

Flags and special features are lighted by incandescent search-

lights so as to stand out strongly against the blue-black background
of the sky. The entire composition is dominated by a scintillator

in ever changing colors.

The roof and dome of the Palace of States is treated with

40,000 Novagem jewels which enhances the beauty of the structure

and adds much to the carnival spirit, not only at night in the arti-

ficial light, but in the daytime under the rays of the ?un.

In addition to the main exposition building, Ihla de Fiscal, sit-

uated on a crescent of the beautiful bay at a distance of about
half a mile from shore has its quaint building of German Gothic
architecture bathed in softly colored light. On either side are

palm trees, which at night stand out in scarlet against the darkness
and harmonize in effect with the banner standards, light from the

windows and colored relief lighting of the structure. While this

island is approximately half a mile from the north entrance to

the Exposition, the colors are reflected in the water and the gen-

eral effect of this beauty spot is one never to be forgotten by
those fortunate enough to visit the Exposition.

The amusement section of the Exposition is treated in outline

lighting accentuated by carnival effects in color. The Exposition

grounds proper cover approximately fifty acres. The interior

illumination is more of a conventional order in harmony with the

architectural and decorative treatment. The total cost of the light-

ing, installation and operation is approximately half a million

dollars.

While this is a national exposition, it is in reality international

;

twenty-two foreign nations are represented and the United States

Government has appropriated a million dollars for participation.

The American, British, French and several other nations have
constructed buildings which serve as permanent Embassies. The
picturesqueness of the city of Rio de Janeiro is beyond descrip-

tion and the features, especially at night, surpass in certain re-

spects any illuminated spectacle heretofore created.
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The installation was made by the Brazilian General Electric

Company, under the supervision of J. W. Schaffer of the Illumi-

nating Engineering Laboratory, sent from Schenectady.

The electrical department is under the able management of one

of Brazil's most eminent engineers—Dr. Roberto Marinbo,
assisted by Dr. Eugenio Hime. W. D'A. Ryan.

Investigation of the Conditions in Residence Lighting

TWO papers on the conditions governing residence lighting

were brought out by the convention of the Illuminating Engi-

neering Society, both of them based on a careful survey of resi-

dence lighting as it is. The studies were intended to cover all

types of residences, although in the average they dealt, as any

statistical investigation must necessarily deal, mostly with middle-

class living conditions. The total number of living quarters con-

sidered reached several thousand, and the averages obtained were,

on the whole, probably as representative as could be wished.

From this study several interesting features of practice emerged

which perhaps were hardly looked for.

In one of the investigations the rather surprising fact was
elicited that in the average house considered the artificial lii^hting

was almost or quite as good as the natural, the fact being that

in small houses, particularly in crowded city quarters, the win-

dow space is small, so that the distribution of light is bad, and in

many instances the interior finish is such as greatly to reduce

the effect of natural daylight even a few feet inside the windows.

Dark flecoratioiis in fact ])roved to be one of the bad features in

ordinary domestic illumination. On the whole, the values for arti-

ficial Hghting were adecjuate if properly utilized, and where the

lighting was bad the cause was unskillful dealing with the facil-

ities at hand.

T'he usefulness of fixtures installed by the a\erage speculative

builder, or even by the casual owner of a lionst-, depends very

largely on two factors—how much is left of the building appro-

priation after everything else has been taken care of and what
the fashion of the moment in decoration may be. l*or instance.

at the present time, as has ha|)pene(l ]icri(Klically in the past,

most decorators seem to think it necessary to inflict on their

clients conventional and e\j)ensive wall brackets which for illumi-

nating j)ur]>oses might just as well be non-existent, particularly

when the room finish is dull, as it sometimes is in the vim y rooms
that need the most light, to wit, libraries.

It was found, as was to be ex|)ected. that «»n the whole peo-

ple who owned their own homes went to more trouble and exi)ense
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in insuring proper lighting equipment than did those who were

merely renting. But even the better class of owned houses showed
a good many failings in the matter of equipment and particularly

as regards convenience outlets. These ought to be rather numer-

ous to avoid too much stringing of lamp cords. Such outlets

are valuable not only for electrical appliances of various sorts,

but for the portable lamps which in many rooms furnish the

best available means for suitable illumination. The average pro-

vision for watts output per socket was in general found satisfac-

tory. The total wattage, however, falls short on account of the

inadequate number of outlets generally found, so that, roughly

speaking, it is not much more than half what would be desirable

for a well-lighted house properly equipped with conveniences.

The main reason for the lack of an adequate number of outlets is

the extremely high cost of wiring brought about not only by the

cost of material and labor but by restrictions which add to it a

large unnecessary factor. Much of this needless expense is due to

underwriters' requirements which ought to have been thrown over-

board long ago.

In addition, some trouble is undoubtedly due to lack of wisdom
on the part of electrical contractors and workers who do not

realize yet that cheap and effective methods of wiring in the long

run mean an increase of use which will bring prosperity to the

very men who now stand in the way.
The whole survey shows clearly the need of a general over-

hauling of wiring methods and material with a view to finding

out what our neighbors across the Atlantic have long known,

how to carry out house w'iring in the interest of the man who has

to pay for it and use it.

—

Editorial, Electrical World, Oct. 14,

1922.



PAPERS
ADDRESS OF WELCOME^

BV ELIHU THOMSON**

It is with much pleasure that I welcome the Illuminating Engi-

neering Society to our home town, Swampscott, where I have

myself lived for over thirty years. I hope that the Society will

be favored in every particular, and that the weather during the

Convention will be ideal for the meetings, such that the impres-

sion taken back by those who live at a distance may be altogether

favorable.

Mr. C. L. Edgar, who has done so much to assist the holding

of the present Convention, used to be a near neighbor, as was

also Mr. E. W. Rice, Jr., late President of the General Electric

Company, and Mr. George E. Emmons, now Vice-President, but

formerly Manager of the Schenectady Works. I may add, also,

that a number of other prominent men, particularly Mr. Charles

A. Coffin, who is well known and who was for many years the

President of the General Electric Company, lived about a mile

away in L>nn in the early days of the organization.

'J'hose of you who may not be familiar with the North Shore

must learn about it. It is justly famous for its many miles of

fine beaches, its roads, its woods, its pictures(jiie tmvns and vil-

lages, not only along the shore, but far back in the rural coun-

try beyond. The streams arc clear, the foliage at this time of

year of glorious tinting and the views ovrr hill .nul dale ha\e a

wonderful charm. 'I'here are (hnibtless places more l)lessed a^ to

climate, but if "variety is the spice of life." we ha\e it here, and

the New hjigland normal fall is a season une(|naled for bright,

sunny days, with a crisp, invigorating chill in the air which stirs

all our energy. The country, through its roads .nul dtlur mat

ters, is highly developed for automobile toming.

• PreHrntcil nt llir Ai.tiiml Cotivrnlitui o( !hr inuiitiiiitiing HngiiirrritiK Society

SwnmpscoH, M.ihh ,
Srjitrinl>rr j\-j>^, H/Ji,

•• CofiHtilttt»K I'.HKlnrcr. (irtirrnl HIrclrlr Co , l.yiin. Mn<n«.

Thr nhii»inatinK Mnuiiirrriiig Sorirly in not rmpunniblr for ibr itatrmciH* oi

opiniona advanced by contrihutom.
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The work of an illuminating engineer may be said to be a cer-

tain combination of science and art, and it has grown up well

within the past half century. My own recollection easily carries

me back to the use of whale oil, lard oil, and camphene, a mix-

ture of turpentine and alcohol, which, along with candles and out-

side of the comparatively limited use of gas, where the illumi-

nants of my early boyhood. Houses fitted with gas were adver-

tised as choice, the gas supply being advertised as a sort of luxury,

very much as was the case with the later introduction of bath-

room and toilet facilities, as also hot water.

In those far-off days of fifty or sixty years ago, the usual gas

burner was an iron burner, with two small holes throwing jets of

gas against each other, so as to spread the flame out into a sheet.

It was not an efficient burner, as the burner itself grew very

hot. Then, about i860, came the introduction of what was termed

"coal oil," otherwise known as kerosene, which began to be sup-

plied in new types of lamps instead of the old camphene and oil

lamps, as soon as the pumping of oil began in the Pennsylvania

oil fields. The whole oil industry, in fact, has had its enormous

development during the period well within my own experience.

The enormous stores of oil underground lay untapped, until the

drive-well principle was used to pump from them. There is no

need now to dwell upon the extensions of the oil industry, the

energy and avidity with which new sources of supply are sought

and brought into being.

I have mentioned the gas burner, and the first improvement

I remember was the introduction of the so-called ''lava tip," of

which there were two varieties, known as the "fish tail" and

the "bat's wing" burners. The fish tail burned from four to five

cubic feet of gas an hour, while the bat's wing might go as high

as ten. These terms were used to indicate the general shape of

the flame produced.

So the illuminating art proceeded, until about forty-five years

ago, when a new standard was set. The beautiful light source

known as the "carbon arc," which had only been seen in labora-

tories and by few people, began to be looked upon as a commer-

cial possibility for lighting large spaces. This was based upon

the invention of the dynamo machine, driven by engine power.
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but the light itself was a large unit, highly efficient in light pro-

duction, and there came with it the question for the problem

—

as we may choose to call it—known as "the sub-division of the

electric light," meaning by that, that the electric light was the

arc light, the only one known, and that it would be desirable to

cut such a light source into fractions and distribute them about

A great amount of misapprehension has arisen in the minds ol

many as to the real meaning of "the sub-division of the elec-

tric light," and many scientific men of high standing have been

quoted as very foolishly asserting, or at least taking the attitude

that the sub-division was an impossibility. This dictum has been

often quoted to their discredit, when in reality they were right,

and the fact remains to-day that "the sub-division of the electric

light" has not been accomplished, and never will be. They pointed

out that the production of light in small units would involve

great loss in output of light per unit of power, and that is exactly

what would happen.

Edison, however, had the merit of looking at the problem from

an entirely different standpoint. His object was to produce a unit

of light wliich would replace a gas burner, and it it should cost

in power very much more than the same amount of light produced

by an arc, he was willing to accept the disadvantage and set it

against the superior distribution. When 1 saw, in Mcnlo Tark.

in December, 1879, the Edison exhibit of the first carl)on incan-

descent lamps, it was plainly evident that little more than ux^

candlepower could then he obtained t'roni incandescent lamps

per horsei)o\ver expended, while ten times that amount ot* lii;ht

was given by an arc with the same power. (lains in etliciency

of incandescent lighting of course have been made, and will be

referred to.

It is (urions to note that in the early days of the introduction

of electric lighting, one of the arguments in favor of gas as against

electricity was that by burning gas. one obtained not only the

light but the heat, and that a building would, therefore, require

less coal to heat it in the winter if ^ms were binned. This was

a peculiar argument, indeed, since it was known that the hot air so

obtained was full of deleterious gases, the prodnits of combus
tion. and that increased ventilation would be necessary to remove
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those gases, so that the air would be proper to breathe. If this

were clone, of course the heating effect would be lost along with

the hot gases escaping.

It was early seen that the success of electric lighting in any

form, and especially in the form of incandescent lamps, would

depend upon cheapening the power. The engines of those early

days were non-condensing, and rarely required less than five or six

pounds of coal to the horsepower hour. Not only, then, was

there need of improvement in the efficiency of the lamps, but

the generation of power at greater and greater efficiency was

also a problem involved. The development, although gradual,

and the period while this was going on, was marked by the bring-

ing out of the mantle light, or Welsbach burner, used with gas,

which undoubtedly had a great effect in the production of light

from gas, and as such the efficiency was about doubled, or even

more than doubled.

However, progress went on until at last the tungsten vacuum

lamp gave the same light as the earlier incandescent lamps, for

about one-third of the power, and the half-watt lamp cut this in

half again, or made it one-sixth of the power. At the same time,

the huge turbine plants, together with utilization of water power,

cut down the cost of power production to a degree, which,- twenty-

five or thirty years ago, could hardly have been anticipa,ted, and

yet progress must not stop. We must be continually on the alert

to discover better means of light production and cheaper power

production, if such be possible.

The ideal light, such as the kind of light given off by the fire-

fly, is one which is often called a "cold light." In reality, as you

all know, light is only luminous heat or radiation which affects

the eyes, and is identically the same in character as the radiation

which we cannot see, as the infra-red of the spectrum, or the

higher radiation which we cannot recognize by sight, that is, the

ultra-violet rays; even including X-rays and the gamma rays of

radium. To obtain a li.i^bt in which the radiant energy used or

the heat energy is all luminous may not be a possibility, but some-

how, we cannot help regarding the fact that the firefly has in-

deed solved that problem. We, with our laboratory facilities,

have been engaged upon the working out of this problem for
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scarcely fifty years, while the firefly, in its process of development,

probably has to its credit during its evolution hundreds of mil-

lions of years, so that the actual invisible heating effect of the

firefly radiation is practically negligible. There is evidently plenty

of work for the future, but it may be that eventually the work of

the chemist may really solve problems of this character, in pro-

ducing, by chemical methods and from cheap materials, the par-

ticular substance, whatever it is, which is oxidized by the firefly.

It is well known that the light of the firefly is extinguished when
oxygen is cut ofT, as when the firefly is put in an atmosphere of

hydrogen, so that the process of light production is really one

of slow combustion.

.
In conclusion, allow me to congratulate the Illuminating Engi-

neering Society on the apparent success which is to be anticipated

at this Convention, and to again reiterate my greeting of welcome

to the Society in its visit to the Xorth Shore.



THE ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING SOCIETY
ITS IDEALS AND CHARACTER*

BY DR. GEORGE S. CRAMPTON

Although your retiring president has been deeply interested in

the aims and aspirations of the Illuminating Engineering Society

for many years, he has always retained for himself the privileges

of an outsider, an outsider within the fold, one who although

enjoying all the advantages of membership as though he were

really an Illuminating Engineer, nevertheless stands away as it

were, in order to allow a better view or estimate of what the

Society really means to the public and to its membership.

What is the type of this group of men who have banded them-

selves together in a common interest? Are their aims alone al-

truistic and scientific or coming as they largely do from the vari-

ous industries in which light is turned into dollars are they blinded

to the real fundamental good that their profession can do for

mankind ?

This standing away at times in order to obtain a better per-

spective gives one a wider angle—a more nearly unbiased view

point from which people and events appear in their true relation-

ship.

In the present instance the results of the bird's eye view have

been most reassuring and pleasant. Big men have" been seen

to offer the hand of encouragement and real help to those less

well equipped, mentally and physically, for the battle of life.

Jealousies, great and petty, are always with us but here they

appear to loom very small and harmless.

Commercialism has only to raise its head and one of the old

guard is ready to say gently but firmly
—"You have your place,

a very legitimate place but that place is not in this Society."

So here we have a society, the very foundations of which are

commercial—composed of a group of men who cherish a senti-

ment that leads them to higher levels, to the higher plane of

scientific fact.

The Presidential Address presented before the Annual Convention of the Illumi-

nating Kngineering Society, Swampscott, Mass., September 25-2S, 1922.

The Illuminating Engineering Society is not responsible for the statement! or

opinions advanced by contributors.

484
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In the science of their art they find a new rehgion. A religion

which binds together the people of the World—makes them speak

the same language—causes the same sort of heart throbs wher-

ever they may be.

What could be more beautiful than the science of light? Can

we find fault with the ancient worshippers of the sun ? Truly

a beautiful religion it was and always will be.

So it should not surprise one to find that the society which

delves into the science of light is a society of the highest ideals

and character.

"Character" may be taken as "the sum of the qualities which

distinguish." It manifests itself most obviously by acts. **By

their fruits ye shall know them." A more subtle quality leads us

to appraise character in cases where we lack knowledge of acts

which might reveal it. This quality expresses itself through its

very existence as an undemonstrated force which is sensed with-

out being manifested.

It is this latter mark of high character upon which Emerson

dwells at length in his classic essay.

In science the Illuminating Engineering Society pursues the

truth without regard to the effect of its findings. While not

ignoring expediency and while recognizing the importance of

timeliness and tact in all things, it adheres to and promotes truth.

In art the Scx'icty seeks beauty. The artist is welconu' in

the Society's councils. Reconciliation of the vicwiH)ints of the

artist and the engineer is a cherished hope toward the consunia-

tion of which progress is Ijeing made. We who supply and apply

light, control the great medium of beautitication. *'Thcre is

nothing either beautiful or ugly but lighting makes it so."* The

Society seeks to learn how to beautify by means of lij^hling .mJ

to spread thi knowlerge for the !)enefit of all.

In service the Society's altitude and endeaxor are philanthroi)ic.

Its Constitution fixes uiK)n tiie dissemination of knowledge as

one of its fundamental aitixitics. Knowledge of lij^hting prin-

ciples and of means of applying them brings to the public greater

economy, added beauty, and better heahh. Toward these ends

the Society is bending its efforts.

* PnriiphrNiic of llMinlrCii line "There in iiolhing "ilhrt kihx) or 1»m«I ))iil llnnUitiK

makr* it o."
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In method the Society is ethical. The success it has attained

in securing co-operation among the diverse elements of its mem-
bership and in harmonizing competing commercial interests evi-

dences the rectitude and broad-minded conduct of its activities.

In management the Society has proved by its activities in or-

ganizing lecture courses which define in scope and outline the

practice of illuminating engineering; by its technical committee

work in advancing the science and art of illumination ; and by

its service to the nation during the war that it possesses a fair

degree of enterprise. In view of the perennial change in ad-

ministration the record to date is perhaps all that could have

been expected. But considering the vast opportunities for ser-

vice in the lighting field it would seem that larger achievements

are possible in the future.

The membership comprises those who design objects which it

is desired to see ; those w^ho provide light with which to see

them ; and those who conserve the organs with which they are

seen. These three classes of members join this Society to pro-

mote mutual understanding and to better their respective services

to the pubUc.

The less tangible qualities which are difficult of verbal descrip-

tion are perceived clearly through the respect which the working

membership displays for the reputation of the Society; and

through the devotion and often the self-sacrifice which charac-

terizes their service. Committees operate with a tacit understand-

ing that no breath of suspicion as to purity of motive must be

permitted to be attached to the Society's attitude or acts. These

things come to pass because the members sense the high char-

acter of the Society and interest themselves to uphold it. It is

the more remarkable therefore that larger numbers have not

been attracted to its membership. For some reason the Society

appears to lack magnetism for outsiders despite the possession

of attractive qualities which are quickly realized by those active

in its service.

Having then an organization which seeks the true and the

beautiful and which, in an enterprising and ethical manner, en-

gages in a philanthropic service it is no wonder that those who
serve it come to feel a measure of interest and even of affection
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which transcends that usually engendered by service in technical

societies. The Illuminating Engineering Society is of a character

that commands such an attitude on the part of its servants. Hap-

pily success in its work, while contributing to philanthropic ends,

at the same time promotes the commercial interests of those rightly

and properly engaged in the lightng industr)\ Thus while ad-

vancement of commercial interests is incidental and occupies a

position of secondary importance, commerce finds in our Society

a common ground with altruism.

There are philanthropic organizations ; there are scientific

societies ; there are professional societies ; and there are commer-

cial associations. But, the Illuminating Engineering Society is dis-

tinct from all these. It draws its membership from several dis-

tinct professions, arts and businesses. It engages in scientific

work in the development of an art and in education and philan-

thropy. The diversity of its membership and the diversity of

its activities, all revolving about the art of lighting, render it

distinctiz'e, if not unique among organizations.

Thus, by reason of its acts ; by reason of its rare qualities ; and

by reason of its unusual composition and function, the character

of the Society has been established beyond peradventure. It is

a character which commands the respectful adhesion and the

unstinted service of its membership.



LIGHTING STATISTICS OF REPRESENTATIVE
URBAN AND SUBURBAN HOMES*

BY NORMAN D. MACDONALD**

SYNOPSIS: A description of the illuminating engineering features of a survey

which has been made by a committee of the Association of Edison Illuminating

Companies in New York, Chicago, Boston, Detroit and Rochester.

Statistics are supplied for areas of rooms, watts of incandescent lamps, repre-

sentative foot-candle readings by day and night, wall decorations, cleaning period of

fixtures and lamps, number of wall or baseboard receptacles, visibility of bare lamps, etc.

The conclusion reached, after a study of these statistics, is that the public in

general is not informed of the advances in illuminating engineering in the past

ten years and is not guided by the generally accepted principles in the lighting of

homes.

INTRODUCTION

During the summer of 1921 the Association of Edison Illumi-

nating Companies through a sub-committee*** of its Lamp
Committee engaged in a survey of residence service conditions

in certain cities in which member companies of that Association

operate. Through the courtesy of these committees the illumi-

nating engineering data of this survey have been released for pre-

sentation before the Illuminating Engineering Society. The

author desires to express to these committees his appreciation of

the privilege they have afforded him in making the data of this

paper available.

This survey was undertaken by the participating companies

with the idea of studying and improving residence service. The

illuminating engineering data which form only a part of the in-

formation obtained were secured as one means towards this end.

The data secured were necessarily limited, but it is felt that

most of the information is accurate and dependable and may be

used as a base line for the measurement of future progress.

A paper presented at the annual convention of the Illuminating Engineering

Society, Swempscott, Mass., September 25-28, 1022.

** Asst. to General Manager, Electrical Testing Laboratories, New York City.

*** Personnel of Sub-Committee: Clarence I^. t,Rxv, Chairman; J. F, Becker, William

A. Uurgin. Miss S. M. Sheridan, L,. R. Wallis, T. H. Yawger; Norman D. Macdonald,

Secretary.

The Illuminating Engineering Society is not responsible for the statements or

opinions advanced by contributors.
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Where however the returns rest upon the surveyors' judgment,

there is of course some question of reliability.

Extent of Survey.—This survey was participated in by

The New York Edison Company
The United Electric Light & Power Co. of New York
Commonwealth Edison Co. of Chicago

Edison Electric Illuminating Co. of Boston

Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation

The Detroit Edison Company.

The statistics were analyzed by the Electrical Testing Labora-

tories.

For each company, two hundred and fifty residences were

chosen whose yearly bills were estimated to approximate the

average for residence consumption of electricity in the city.

Conditions Under Which Survey Was Made.—Each residence

was visited by a surveyor and a recorder whose equipment con-

sisted in a set of survey forms, a foot-candle meter, a foot rule,

and a small camera. In all, about one hundred men engaged in

the surveying. These men were representatives of the local

central station company, and were chosen carefully. Except in

a very few cases, none had had any illuminating engineering

training, but a short training school was hold in advance of each

survey, and the men were coached carefully in the methods of

securing the data and the reasons for securing them. .'\ survev

sheet U)V each residt-nce covered, among other things, the lamps

in each room, the decorations, daylight conditions and typical

illumination values. In tin- living rooms only, a more extensive

study of the luininaires was made. The survey in each residence

took about one hour.

Tlu" inforiiiatidii sniind, whik- fairlv complete for tlu* pur-

pose, represents a comi>roniise between a desire to secure full

information and a disinclination to inconvenience the house-

holder.

(icncral Statistics. In tiii^ papi-r the data w ill be indicated for

the average of the houses, or the average of the apartments, all

cities being combined. The following table contains general

statistics underlying the dethiced data which will be slu)wn here-

after:
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TABLE I.

Statistics of Residentiai, Instali^ations

Average Avernge Average Average no. Total watts
no. *area no. operative lighting No.

rooms sq. ft. people lamps installation surveyed

APARTMENTS
High city §9-9 iJi? 4-3 17-5 856 273
Average 7.8 831 3.6 147 664 144

Low city $6.1 563 2.9 10.9 502 52

HOUSES

High city 12.2 1,550 4.9 21.0 950 222

Average 10.4 1,232 4.6 19.4 859 138

Low city 9.3 1,047 4-2 16.9 760 61

^Exclusive of attics and cellars.

**Includes any lighted area enclosed hy walls, such as halls, closets,

baths, etc.

S"High city" indicates the highest average value for any one city.

4:"Low city" indicates the lowest average value for any one city.

TABLE n.

Area OF Roc)M IN Square Feet

Hall lyiving Dining Kitchen Bed Bath

APARTMENTS
76 183 162 126 138 55
66 164 152 108 116 45

55 141 134

HOUSES
IZ 93 30

83 197 172 147 156 < 5Q
71 190 166 130 132 55

49 181 160 116 121 53

High city

Average
Low city

High city

Average
Low city

Sizes of Lamps ( Figure i )
.—The distribution diagrams shown

in this figure indicate the predominance of the vacuum type lamp

of the 25 to 6o-\vatt ranges. There is no general use, at the

present time, of gas-filled lamps. The average watts of the

lamps in apartments is 45.3 and in houses is 44.1.

TABLE HL

Watts of Lamps L\stallkd per Square Foot of Room Area
average of ale cities

Type of
residence Halls I.,iving room Dining room Kitchen Bed room Bath

Apartments 0.73 116 0.95 0.59 0.60 1.15

Houses 0.67 1.09 0.82 0.53 0.44 0.89
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These data arc ilelerniiiied from the operative hiiiips installed

in the varifjus rooms shown. Tlie tij^ures approximate tlie watts

per square foot used in hi^htin^ these rooms with the possible

exceptions of the dininj^ and livim^^ rooms where it is found that

normally only a jjortion of the t(jtal installation is used. The
variatif)n in ihese two rooms api)ears to he due to two causes:

(a) turnin;^' off a portion of the lamp load in normal times, the

reserve h.-^htini; hein;,' used only at the tinu' of some special

function; (h) the rei)lacement of orii^in.il e(|uij)ment by table

or floor lamj)s, making a portion of the orii^inal installation super-

fluous. Later data fiom another source (ixes tlu- per cent of

lamps normally used at from ^<» to 75 |)er cent for such rooms.

One reason for the low watts per sipiare foot of used ecjuip-

ment in dining and living rooms is the spotty character of the

illumination. In j^encral. fairly hi^li illumination is found on *

the dinin;,' table ami at the center of the livini; room. The in-

tensities fall off rapidly as the sides of the room are approached.
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TABLE IV.

Representative Foot-candles—Day and Night

Apartments Houses

Dayligfht Artificial Daylight Artificial

No. Avg. No. Avg. No. Avg. No. Avf.
rooms ft. rooms ft. rooms ft. rooma ft.

Rooms meas. cand.

1.2

meas. cand.

1.7

meas. cand.

1.6

meaa. cand.

Halls 676 130 684 77 1.7

Living rooms 662 8.9 98 4.1 433 3.4 59 4.2

Dining rooms 599 6.1 87 3.6 434 3.4 68 4-8

Kitchens 704 7.2 75 3.6 453 4.5 70 4.1

Bedrooms 1,652 6.7 205 2.6 1,499 3.3 220 3.1

Baths 737 6.5 84 3.2 434 3.2 70 5.0

The values given represent the average of at least three

measurements taken at representative points in each room. As an

example, in measuring dining room illumination, night or day,

a measurement was made at the head of the table, at some repre-

sentative position at the side of the table, and at some side room

position, such as top of a serving table, sideboard, etc. The values

therefore, show an attempt to determine the mean intensity at

the most used points of the room. The higher daylight illumina-

tion in apartments is probably due to the relatively larger window

space and relatively smaller rooms.

Wall Decoration and Daylight (Figure 2).—This figure shows

the proportions of rooms having good, fair and poor natural

lighting, contrasted with the proportions of rooms having light,

rnedium and dark decorations. In both apartments and houses

there is a tendency to use of dark decorations in dining rooms,

living rooms and halls. In general, the proportions of respectively

light, medium and dark decorations are as those of good, fair and

poor natural lighting. The tendency, is to assist the natural

lighting in bed and bath rooms with decorations of light tone.

Wall Decoration and Daylight (Figure 3).—A greater pro-

portion of dark decorations were found in poorly lighted rooms.

In discussion of this fact with a number of men engaged in the

survey, a variety of explanations was elicited, some of them as

follows

:
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Wall De-COrations and Daylight^
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Fig- 3-

1. Dark walls are used for decoration of certain rooms which

are usually in the darker portions of the house, such as dining

rooms, dens, etc., and decoration, and not daylight, is the chief

factor considered.

2. With little daylight, very light walls may present too much
contrast and therefore be out of harmony with the general decor-

ation.

3. Sleeping rooms and bath rooms which are usually deco-

rated in light tints are often situated where they receive the

best natural light.

4. Wall paper and paint are often selected in shops without

reference to daylight conditions in the room where they are to

be placed.

It is plainly indicated that there is opportunity for improvement

in lighting conditions through the employment of lighter tints

in decoration, where this can be accomplished without doing

violence to the desired appearance of the rooms.

Uses of Lighting Sockets.—About 5 per cent of the total num-
ber of fixed lighting sockets arc found to have been fitted with
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cord and plug to lead the current to some more convenient point

for use in either a portable lamp or appliance.

Of the sockets remaining for strictly lighting use, 85 per cent

are used in lighting; i per cent contain burned out or broken

lamps, 3 per cent are empty, although normally in use, and 11

per cent are empty through disuse. This last figure is usually

explained through the obsolescence of some sockets of the rigid

luminaires, through the substitution of gas-filled lamps, using

fewer sockets, or through the substitution of portable lamps.

TABLE V.

Statistics of Uses of Lighting Sockets in Residences

Distribution of sockets less those
Per cent si>ck.ets Total devoted to cord and plug
devoted to

cord and
plug

renininiiig Containing lamps Era
Drdinarily
used

21V
sockets
surveyed Operative

Bur
or

ned out

(

broken
Not
used

APARTMENTS

High city

Averatje

Low city

5-3

3.3

3.530 88.5

2,2,^7 83.Q

990 79.4

HOUSES

1-7

0.9

0.0

6.3

1-3

16.4

11.0

High city

Averaj^^e

Low city

7.4

5.2

3.1

S,i8q 92.0

3.163 86.8

1,219 81.0

1.4

0.8

0.2

2.8

2.3

1-4

13-3

10. 1

8.4

TABLIC VI.

ToTAi. Lighting Sockets and Kkci:ptaci,es

Avg. no. Avg. no. Avg no
l.ivjlitiufj lighting re- tolnl

Rrsidenrrs Lighting Ke- socket.s vS: rt- sockets ceptaclei outlets
Mnrvey»-d sd'-ket-* ceplaclrs ceptades i)er survey per surrey per survey

Apartments 947 16,952 720 17,672 17.0 0.76 18.7

Houses 550 13.362 i,(»84 14.416 -"4 3 107 2t)2

Accessibility of Lamps (I''ij^urcs .1 and 5). 'i'lie statistics col-

lected indicate that in 75 per cent of the casts lamps may easily

\)c rt'm<»\(Ml from lixlures and that in \\\v ollu-r J5 per cmt the

chan^in^' is attended by some inconvenience. This is a point to

be remembered in consideriii); tlu- (iiustion of (hist collection

and conseciiienl icdiiction of illumination as the fixture which is

difficiih to reach is tlie one in wiiich dust is most likely to be

allowed to accumulate.
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Figure 5 presents a study of these data, room by room. The

indication is that the lamps which are difficult to change are

usually found in hallways. This is probably due to the use of

some form of lantern, or totally enclosing globe. In other rooms,

the variation is not marked, but indicates the presence of more

complicated luminaires in living and dining rooms.

Wall or Baseboard Receptacles in Various Rooms (Figure 6).

—

The wall or baseboard receptacle or "convenience outlet" to use

the newly coined term, is employed in only one-quarter to one-

half of the cases where it might be used. A very striking feature

in this chart is the difference in the use of "convenience outlets"

in apartments and houses. The houses have twice as many out-

lets as the apartments. It would appear that the reason for this

is that the speculative builder can see no profit in increasing the

number of outlets. The home owner, however, provides the

convenience outlet for his own comfort. In apartments, it is

probable that neither the tenant nor the landlord cares to go to

the expense of installing outlets, therefore lamp cords from

luminaires are used instead.
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Condition of Luminaires (Figure 7).—Undoubtedly the judg-

ment of the inspectors has something to do with a somewhat large

variation which appears between the average values for dif-

ferent cities. The average of all surveys, however, indicates that

approximately 63 per cent are in good condition, 30 per cent in

fair condition, and the rest poor. This refers only to mechanical

excellence. "Poor condition" indicates loose sockets, swinging

chandeliers, etc. "Fair condition" indicates that luminaires have

some minor defect, such as dropped canopy, bent piping, etc.,

which may or may not detract from the usefulness, but debars

the luminaire from the mechanically good class. The difference

in condition between the luminaires in apartments and houses is

probably the natural variation occasioned by the number of

houses which are owned by the tenants and which may be expected

to be kept in better repair.

TABLE VII.

Cl.KANI.NG TkRIOUS OF LUMINAIKKS I'Kk VKAR

Apnitnu-iits Huusrt
Cleniiitigs per yr. CleKiiiuK* per yr.

Hi^h city 12.0 6.4

Average ^3 5.3

Low city 2.3 4.2

Average cleaning perio<l.s as reporlcd for the various cities seem

to be in fairly close agreement, except that values found for

two ot' tli<' (omit.iirK's in the same lity in tlu- apartment survey

are very nituh higher than all the others, although they check

each other, which indicates tliat a diflerent condition obtains in

that city, 'i'he reason f(»r this is obscure. The j^eneral indica-

tion, however, is that a doubling of tlu- cleaning periods would

probably make for more satisfactory lighting.
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TABLE VIII.

Spare Lamps

Per cent
residences Number of spare
having lamps per residence

spare lamps having lamps

APARTMENTS

High city 34.6 4.7

Average 12.8 3.3

Low city 2.0 i.o

HOUSES

High city 34.2 7-3

Average 21.0 4,4

Low city 13.0 1.5

A variation of from 2 to 35 per cent is found in the per-

centage of residences having spare lamps. The variation be-

tween different cities is probably due to the variation in lamp

supply methods. The significant indication of the table, however,

is that most householders are not at present provided with an

emergency supply of lamps.

DATA FOR LIVING ROOMS

Classification of Luminaires (Figure 8 and tables).—The dia-

gram shown illustrates the luminaires which are in constant use.

For instance, the 9.3 per cent of living rooms in apartments which

are illuminated by table portables probably have installed some

form of chandelier or wall brackets, but in all cases our in-

spectors were informed that the table portable was the only unit

in regular use. If a chandelier was used usually with the portable,

the living room was classed with the group called "Center Fix-

ture with Portable." It is interesting to note that the shower is

the most popular luminaire in apartments, and that in houses

the table portable is the largest single factor, the shower being

used only half as generally as in apartments. It is possible that

the inexpensiveness of the shower is one cause of its popularity.

Portable Connected to Luminaire (Figure 9).—In approxi-

mately one-third of the living rooms, both apartments and houses,

a portable lamp is connected to the fixture. This may be the

result of several different causes.
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1. First and probably most important is the unsatisfactory

quality of the installed center fixture. In a j^reat many cases

this was a poorly designed shower. In a rented home, the land

lord probably will not improve the original installation and feels

that he has done everything that is required of him in placing

a chandelier in the center of the room, and therefore the tenant

in improving lighting conditions at his own expense, has the

choice of installing a new fixture, which properly designed for

the room might cost him between $50 and $60 installed, and

which might revert to the landlord upon his giving up the

premises, or of purchasing a table lamp, which will give him

the cosy warm feeling which he craves, at about half the price,

with no installation cost. There is no question of his right to

take such a lamp with him to a new home.

2. The second cause is probably that many of us have child-

hood associations with the central kerosene table lamp, and un-

consciously choose its electrical successor from habit.

3. Undoubtedly the question of style plays a large part, as

portable lamps are being advertised largely and sold through

many agencies.

Fercentaije of Combination Gas and lilcctric Luniinaire^

(l^^igure 10).— It nuist be remembered in discussing this chart that

these surveys were all made in houses connected to the lines of

electric central station companies. This chart is in no sense a

comparison of residences illuminated by gas vs. those illuminated

by electric liglit. It does indicate the proportion of residences

lighted b\' electricity which have, in addition, facilities for gas

lighting. It is probable that this is rapidly decreasing as the

combination fixtures, as indicated in some of the lantern slides,

are of an older type. This i)r()p()rti()n will f)robably become

smaller as modern luminaires are adopted. Modern illuminants.

both gas and electric, do not lend theineslves to combination

treatment.

Position of Lamps and Use of Reflectors ( I'igure ii"). The

position of the lamp in the living room fi.xtures is of greatest

significance only in the case of chandeliers, and in these it is

found that more tlian half are designed for downward burning.
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Apartmcnts

Lamps V\siblc
Living rooms only

Mouses

Fig. 12.

It is probable many new luminaires will be manufactured with

the lamps in this position, and that the chandeliers which arc now

found installed, havin^^ lamps at an anj^le, are more or less obso-

lete types. It is surprising to find, however, boih in showers and

in chandeliers, that in about 25 per cent of the cases shades and

reflectors are dispensed with. It is probable that in all such cases

the luminaires are designed originally for frosted lamps, but it

is found in tlu- substitution of new lamps for burnouts, that it

is not always easy for the householder to procure the juoper

frosted lamp, and therefore clear lamps are used. It is unfor-

tunate that a tally was not made of the tro.stcd and clear lamps

in our data. Something as to lamp exposure will be found in

the next figure.

Visibility of Hare Lamps (Figure 12).— Inspectors were in-

structed to look at each lighting unit in living rooms from a num-

ber of the most used portions of the room. In about one-halt

of the cases bare lamps were found to be within the line of vision,
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the percentage being about 60 in apartments and 40 in houses.

This is a very important finding, as it indicates that in our cam-

paign of education we have not as yet persuaded the householder

of the objectionable character of glaring sources.

CONCLUSIONS

In summing up the data which have been presented, we find

that the average central station customer lives in a dwelling of

nine enclosed spaces (probably five rooms, bath, two halls and a

closet) of about 1,000 square feet in area. He uses about sixteen

incandescent lamps of the 25 to 60-watt sizes. There are three

to four persons in the family (average 3.6). The rooms vary in

size from 45 square feet to 190 square feet. The rooms in gen-

eral are illuminated in spots, but the watts per square foot in-

dicate that the general illumination is low, although the most

used portions of the rooms are fairly well illuminated. The

customer selects home decorations from the viewpoint of custom

or appearance and pays relatively little attention to their in-

fluence upon illumination. He has far too few convenience out-

lets and therefore uses drop cords for table lamps and appliances.

He needs 4 per cent more lamps at once to replace outages and

has not been taught the value of keeping spare lamps on hand.

He has abandoned 11 per cent of his original installation as

unsatisfactory or superfluous.

Owing to height or inconvenience, he has trouble in replacing

25 per cent of his bulbs. He needs to be taught the value of light

reflecting decorations and that his lighting appliances need to be

cleaned as often as his windows. And last, and most important,

he is unadvised of the advances in lighting practice of the past

few years, and of his own need of proper modern lighting equip-

ment, as in the majority of cases the luminaires found are of

the same period as the house. A rough estimate would indicate

that less than 10 per cent of the luminaires reflect modern engi-

neering thought. This is further emphasized by the fact that in

living rooms 50 per cent of the lamps are so placed that bare

lamps are in the line of vision, and in 33 per cent of these

rooms portable lamps have been introduced to improve the origi-

nal installation.
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Here then, is the problem for this Society. There is available

in the Society the ability, the talent and the will to better this

condition. It is not being improved because the average man

handling lighting products, be he manufacturer, dealer, architect,

contractor, or central station representative, has not been suf-

ficiently impressed with the need for good lighting. A big

opportunity for service will be lost if the channel is not soon found

through which the residence consumer may be impressed with the

need for better lighting conditions and the need for proper advice

in securing them.

DISCUSSION

The papers by Messrs. Macdonald and Luckiesh were dis-

cussed together. See page 531.



A SURVEY OF RESIDENCE LIGHTING*

BY M. IvUCKlESH**

SYNOPSIS: This paper is based upon the results of a detailed survey of

lighting in the urban middle-class home. The results are averages of about 1,500

representative homes consisting of groups from a number of cities throughout this

country. The average values obtained for the first 800 homes did not differ ma-

terially from the average values of the rest of the homes represented in the survey

up to the present time. This indicates that the aggregate number is sufficient to be

representative. The survey is being continued and extended to smaller towns and

to the low-class home.

It was the aim of the survey to obtain a detailed view of the lighting and

wiring conditions in the wired homes in order to show the deficiencies. This de-

tailed view indicates the trends that campaigns for better lighting should take and also

shows where those responsible for lighting have failed in the past. An elaborate

survey-form was devised in such a manner that a member of the household could

easily record the data requested. All forms on which there was an obvious error

were completely discarded. These will be studied later in order to ascertain if pos-

sible the points with which the public is least familiar.

The survey reveals the influence of rental and of ownership on the wiring and

lighting equipment. It shows that the average rented middle-class home consists of

slightly under six rooms and the average "owned" home slightly more than seven

rooms. The rented home is more deficient than the owned home in all details of

wiring, wattage, fixtures, portables, convenience-outlets, etc.

The survey-form reveals the conditions in each room such as number of con-

venience-outlets, ceiling-fixtures, wall-brackets, portables, watts per socket, the type

of fixture, the material of shades, etc. A group of low-class homes is compared

with the average middle-class home.

A conservative wiring and lighting equipment was specified for Ihe average

middle-class home and this was compared with the average actual conditions. This

comparison provided the degrees of saturation of various items of wiring and

equipment in the middle-class home. All items excepting ceiling-fixtures are less,

and most of them much less, than 50 per cent of what they should be if convenient,

proper, and conservatively adequate lighting existed in the middle-class home of

to-day. The deficiency in wiring is chiefly found in the cases of convenience-outlets,

and outlets for brackets. The deficiency in lighting equipment is chiefly found in the

cases of shades, wall-brackets and portables. In general the watts per socket should

be increased somewhat but the chief need is the increase in the number of sockets.

From 12 to 38 per cent of the wall-brackets, depending upon the room, were found

without shades and from 7 to 21 per cent of the ceiling-fixtures had no shades.

*A paper presented at the .Xnnual Convention of the Illuminating Engineer-

ing Society, Swampscott, Mass., Sept. 25-28, 1922.

••Director of Applied Science, Nela Research Laboratories, Nela Park, Cleve-

land, Ohio.

The Illuminating Engineering Society is not responsible for the statements or

opinions advanced by contributors.
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1

The situation may be summed up approximately as follows: one-half of the

population of this country live in places larger than 2,500 inhabitants; only one-half

the homes within easy reach of electric service are wired; one-half the wired homes
are rented; the middle-class home is less than "half-lighted;" and the low-class

homes are only half as wel' lighted as the middle-class homes.

INTRODUCTION

It does not require extensive observations to conclude that

a large percentage of homes is inadequately and improperly illumi-

nated and that the average householder is unconscious of many
of the possibilities of modern lighting. If adequate and proper

lighting is to be introduced into the home, a large field at the

present time is represented by the eight million houses that are

vi'ired for electricity. It is easy to design the wiring and light-

ing for a house or an apartment to be built but to convince the

owner is another matter. That the public has not been convinced

of the importance and possibilities of lighting is proved by the

lighting conditions in the homes to-day. It is known in a general

way that residence lighting is deficient and defective, but little

is known of the details. To obtain detailed information of

existing conditions a survey was planned.

In order to get the most from a survey it appeared necessary

to recognize the groups into which homes and householders can

be classified. I'or this purpose some general data arc available.

According to the census of 1920, 54 per cent of the population

of this country lived in rented homes and a[)j)r()ximately 50 per

cent of the poi)ulation lived in places larger than J,5(x^ inhabitants.

Inasmuch as relatively few single houses are rented, it may be

assumed that ajtpro.ximately one-half the poi)ulati()n lives in

ai)artnuiits inrludiiig the two- family houses. I'urther it niav be

assumed that a|»proximately one-half the population is urban.

Since a greater percentage of the hnmes reached by electric

service are in the larger rather than in the smaller places, it is

safe to state that the majority of the eij^ht million wired homes

arc urban hornet, b'rom the standpoint of liglitiug, the renter

and the householder who owns his own lioine present st)me-

whal (lilTcic-nt prol)leins. Similarly the ap.utnuul owner or

landlord dilTers from the householder who owns his <»wii home

because the former is not as \itally interested in lighting as the

one who lives with it and owns it. The mban householder also

differs somewhat from the rural householder or one wlio lives in
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a small town. Eventually it is hoped to have data which will

apply to these various individuals.

A great deal of thought was given to devising a form which

would be simple but would yield detailed information. The

plan was to have the householder or a member of the household

fill out the form, thus reducing the cost of the survey and making

it possible to survey a greater number of homes. The form

proved very satisfactory although many returns had to be dis-

carded owing to obvious or suspected errors. These forms were

sent to various persons in different cities, to large offices and

factories employing largely what might be termed the **middle-

class."

The primary aim of the first part of the survey was to obtain

detailed information of the average conditions in the middle-class

homes. It is difficult to define the so-called "middle-class" but it

has been assumed to be a group larger than the ''low-class" and

the "high-class" groups of homes. In other words, the middle-

class group is represented in offices and in factories employing

the more intelligent workers. Special surveys are being con-

ducted in small towns and in the low-class homes. In fact the

survey is still progressing and it is the aim to continue it for

some time. The data upon w^hich this paper is based were ob-

tained from analyses of detailed surveys of about 1,500 homes

in a number of cities in various parts of the country. These are

almost equally divided into "rented" and "owned" homes. Sum-

maries of several smaller groups indicate a general similarity to

the complete summary. The form used was 83/2 inches by 14

inches and is reproduced in Figure i reduced in size. Four

questions were asked and following these was a description of the

types of ceiling-fixtures designated by letters. This was fol-

lowed by letters indicating the material which shades or envelops

the light-sources. A ruled form provided horizontal rows of

spaces for recording the data for each room. Vertical columns

were provided for ceiling-fixtures, portable lamps, and wall-

brackets and data requested for each of these classes of fixtures

for each room. These data pertained to the number and type

of fixtures, the material of shade, total number of sockets, and

total wattage. A column was also provided for the number of

convenience outlets in each room and one for floor dimensions.
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THE NUMBER OF ROOMS

The number of rented homes practically equalled the number

of homes occupied by the owner. It is interesting to study the

relative distribution of the homes of different sizes. In Figure

2 are plotted the relative number of houses of various sizes

Fig. 2.—The distribution of equal groups of "rented" and

"owned" homes according to number of rooms.

for equal groups of "rented" and "owned" homes. In other

words the areas under the two curves should be equal. It is seen

that the maximum is at about 5.8 rooms per home for the rented

group. There is somewhat more "spread" in the "owned" group

but there is a definite maximum in the region of 7.3 rooms per

home.

In Figure 3 are plotted the percentages of "rented" and of

"owned" homes of the total of each size. It is interesting to note

the transition from predominantly rented homes to predominantly

owned homes. This takes place largely in passing from the

six-room to the seven-room home. Of the homes having six

rooms or less, more than 80 per cent are rented ; of those having

eight rooms or better, more than 80 per cent are occupied by the

owner.
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Fig. 3.—Percentages of "rented" and of "owned" homes
of various sizes.

THE "conservative IDEAL" AVERAGE MIDDLE-CLASS HOME

The survey not only yields the details of wiring and of light-

ing but provides an average home as to size or number of rooms.

This is made use of by designing conservative but adequate and

proper wiring and lighting for this theoretical average home and

ascertaining the dilTerence between the actual conditions and

those in the "conservative ideal" home. The average home may
be wired and e(iuii)i)ed in various ways and in the following

paragraphs general (lescrii)tions and summaries are presentetl.

These form a basis for computing the standings of \arious items

considered in the survey. No detailed (lescrii)tion of the fixtures

and i)ortables are presented for these are assumed to be etjuipped

with j)roiier shades, etc., to satisfy the r((|uireinenl.s of i^ood

lighting.

Lhnng-room

General lighting from a shower, or from "direct-indirect" port-

ables, could utili/e joo watts. ,\ table lamp, a floor-Iamj), a

small piano or desk lamp, and two small decorative ])ortables can

account for 340 watts. This is a total of 5.^0 watts all of which,
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of course, would seldom be used at one time. If decorative

brackets were used the general lighting or decorative portables

might be reduced accordingly. Three convenience outlets are

specified.

Dining-room

In the case of a shower, lamps aggregating 150 to 200 watts in

deep dense shades could provide general lighting and from 30
to 100 watts in decorative portables or brackets. A total of 230

watts is assumed to be desirable. One convenience outlet is

specified.

Kitchen

A loo-watt lamp in the central fixture is assumed to be a de-

sirable average. This would be a 150-watt if a "daylight" lamp

is used. Two auxiliary brackets or other sockets would easily

account for 80 watts. It appears safe to assume a total of 180

watts as desirable. One convenience outlet is specified.

Bedroom

A central fixture using 50 watts, two brackets or dresser lamps

using 50 watts, and a bed lamp of 40 watts makes an aggregate

of 140 watts. This wattage may easily be distributed in two

brackets and a portable without considering a ceiling-fixture. One
convenience outlet is specified in each of three bedrooms.

Bathroom

One bracket on each side of the mirror and each containing a

50-watt lamp accounts for 100 watts. One convenience outlet is

specified.

Basement

Assuming a lOO-watt lamp or a 1 50-watt "daylight" lamp over

the laundry trays and four other outlets distributed in locker,

over work-bench, near heater, in coal bin, in toilet, etc., it is

easy to account for a total of 300 watts.

Convenience outlets

A total of nine is assumed, thus providing an average of one

per room with two extra for the living-room.

Portables

A total of eight is assumed; these include the small decorative

portables.
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Wall-brackets

A total of nine is assumed ; these can easily be accounted for

from a purely utilitarian standpoint without considering any

decorative brackets in the living or dining-room. Two in each

bedroom, two in the bathroom, and one in the kitchen account

for nine.

Ceiling-fixtures

An average of one per room is quite, if not more than sufiicient.

Total wattage

A total of 1,770 watts in these various rooms is assumed.

Summary

It should be noted that only the rooms included in the fore-

going paragraphs are considered in this paper. Data pertaining to

hallways, porches, etc., have been obtained but are generally ex-

cluded in order to simplify the presentation. In other words

only the living-room, dining-room, kitchen, bedrooms, bathroom,

and basement enter into the values presented herewith unless

otherwise stated.

MATERIAL OF SHADES

The material which shades or envelopes the light-sources is

designated in the survey as follows

:

G

—

Glasszvarc, S

—

Silk or other zcoi'cn fabric, V—Parchment,

M

—

Metal, N

—

No shade.

No (jucstions were asked as to the characteristics of the glass-

ware, that is, wlu-tlur clear, frosted, highly dilTusing, etc.. bo-

cause of tin- risk of making the survey-form too complex. l''ur-

thermore it was thought that the householder would not be

able to answer these questions satisfactorily. It is a common
observation that much of the glassware in txistince is sand-

blasted or etdu'd crystal glass. These are not sut'liciently ditlus-

ing to provide pr()f)er lighting with modern ilrctric lamps. It

is also known that many of the shades are not deej) enougli or

of i)roper shape. Tlu- data obtained pertaining to types of fix-

tures, number of sockets, etc., is of interest in consitlcring the

material of sliadcs.
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The percentages of the various materials in use for shading,

reflecting, and diffusing are presented in Table I for the various

classes of fixtures, in the various rooms. The horizontal rows of

percentages should equal lOO.

TABLE I.—Materials in Use for Shading, Reflecting or
Diffusing Light in the Middle-Class Home.

Percentage

Glass Silk Parchment' Metal None

Living-room

Ceiling-fixtures 85 6 I I 7
Wall-brackets 48 19 II I 21

Portables 32 57 6 4 I

Dining-room

Ceiling-fixtures 88 3 I I 7
Wall-brackets 56 13 8 — 23
Portables 44 38 II 4 3

Kitchen

Ceiling-fixtures 76 —

.

3 21

Wall-brackets 60 I — I 38

Bed-rooms
Ceiling-fixtures 89 I — 10

Wall-brackets 77 10 I
— 12

Portables 35 46 8 10

V.

I

Bathroom
Ceiling-fixtures 80 — I 19
Wall-brackets 85 — — I 14

Totals

Basement sockets 10 —
3 87

Ceiling-fixtures 85 2 I 12

Wall-brackets 73 7 3
— 17

Portables 34 52 7 6 I

It will be noted that 12 per cent of the ceiling-fixtures and 17

per cent of the wall-brackets have no shades. The candelabra and

other fixtures designed for round-bulb lamps are responsible for

much of these percentages. There is missionary work to be done

in equipping these "round-bulb" fixtures with shades. There are

holders available now for these fixtures which do not have holders

attached. Some of these holders are held in place by screwing

the lamp into the socket thtis making it possible for anyone to
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equip these fixtures with shades. The basement is also open for

missionary work, especially in the case of sufficient and proper

lighting for the laundry trays.

There is an appreciable percentage of all fixtures in all rooms

not equipped with shades. Glass is the predominant material

excepting in the case of portables. Here silk predominates.

CElIvING FIXTURES

There is more or less confusion and indefiniteness in the use

of names of fixtures. In connection with the Code of Luminaire

Design which is in preparation this matter is being given con-

sideration. For the purpose of the survey it was necessary to

adopt simple definitions but not too many of them. Furthermore

knowing where the fixture was used, how many sockets it had,

and the wattage of lamps it was easy to check up some of the

types. The definitions used on the survey-form are presented

herewith.

The lighting ecjuipmcnt is divided into three classes of fix-

tures, namely ceiling-fixtures, wall-brackets, and [)ortables. These

are then subdivided into types such as shower, etc.

The ceiling-fixtures are designated in the survey-form by their

initials and are defined as follows

:

B

—

Bowl—A fixture consisting of a bowl usually open at the

top and hung from the ceiling.

S

—

Shower—A fixture, suspended from the ceiling, in which

a number of incandescent lamps are luiiig in a down-

ward i)osition.

BS

—

Bowl-Shower—A bowl and a shower combined in a

single fixture.

C

—

Candelahrci -i\ fixture susi)en(lc(l from \\\v coiling in

which a inunber of incandescent lamps are niounti'd in

an ujnij^lit position on "imitation" candles,

DC

—

Drop-cord—A fixtme consisting usually of cord sus-

j)i'n(k(l frotn the ceiling with one socket attached.

k

—

Rosette—A fixture consisting of a plate attached to the

ceiling on which is mounted one or more collars or

rosettes each containing a socket.

BL

—

Ball—A fixture of totally enclosing glass or otlur ma-

terial, regardless of shape, which is hung at the ceiling.
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D

—

Dome—A fixture consisting of a large shade, suspended

from the ceihng, with a wide opening at the bottom

which emits Hght downward. This unit is the reverse

of a bowl.

The percentages of various types of ceiling-fixtures found in

the various rooms of the urban middle-class home are presented

in Table II. These data show the tendencies of the past. We
know from dealers' stocks what the present tendencies are.

TABLE II.—Various Types of Ceiling-Fixtures in the Various
Rooms of the Middle-Class Home.

Classification

Percentages

Living,
room

Dining-
room Kitchen Bed-room Bath

Bowl
Shower
Bowl-shower
Candelabra
Drop-cord
Rosette
Ball

Dome

i6

58
II

3

3

7
I

I

21

42
12

7

4
4
I

9

3
6

71
10

3

7

10

23

46

5
I

4
3

63
18

II

I

100 TOO TOO 100 TOO

The average number of ceiling-fixtures, the average number

of sockets per fixture, and the average watts per socket, for the

various rooms are presented in Table III.

TABLE in.—Ceiling-Fixtures in the Middle-Class Home.

Type of Room Fixtures
per room

Sockets
per fixture

Watts per
socket

Living-room
Dining-room
Kitchen
Bedroom
Bathroom

I.O

I.O

I.I

0.8

0.5

2.8

3-4
I.I

1-3

I.O

41

40

59
43
51

Average 0.88 | 1.92 47

The average number of ceiling-fixtures per home is 5.4.

It is seen that there is an average of nearly one ceiling-fixture

per room. This is as many as necessary for satisfactory light-

ing. Many of these are antiquated and should be replaced by

modern fixtures but the rehabilitation of these old fixtures can be

accomplished in many cases by installing new shades. It is in-

teresting to note the predominance of the multi-socket fixture in
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living and dining-rooms. The dome, if well designed, is one of

the best fixtures for illuminating the dining-table, still it is used in

only nine per cent of the dining-rooms. In some other rooms a

type of fixture is used which was classified as a dome.

WALL-BRACKETS

There are many excellent uses for wall-brackets such as flank-

ing mirrors in bedrooms and bathrooms. Brackets are also use-

ful in the kitchen. Data pertaining to brackets are presented

in Table IV from which it is seen that there is an average of

only 0.37 bracket per room and only 2.6 brackets per home.

Wall-brackets are not sufficiently used in bedrooms, bathrooms,

and kitchens to meet the requirements of adequate and proper

lighting. Allowing nine wall-brackets in the "conservative ideal"

average home it is seen that this item is 29 per cent of saturation.

TABLK IV.—Wai^l-Hrackkts in thh Variois Rooms of thk
Middi.k-Class Homk.

Type of room Fixtures per room Sockets per
fixture

Wntts per socket

Living-room
DiniriK-nom
Kitolien
Bed-room
Bath-room

0.40
0.21

0.17

0.45

0.63

1.2

1-3

l.o

I . I

1.0

34
31

35
40
45

Average 0-37 112 j 37

PORTABLE LAMPS

The portable lamp has many advantaijes in residence li;;htinix

as well as many applications. If pn)[)erly designed for each pur-

pose it can go far toward solving most of the ligluluL; jiroblems

in the home. Its decorative value and its portability arc pre-

eminent characteristics. It represents the best solution of light-

ing problems for tlu- renter in many cases. (M course it re-

quires a convenience outlet and these are far too rare. However,

it is relatively easy to install convenience oiitUts and the cc^st

of a con\cnience outlet is less than that of a fixture. The landlord

shouKl b«' more easily persuaded to siipi)ly Muh outlets in the

inade(juat(ly wired and illuminated apartment than to add more

fixtures. iMMthcrmore a sinj^'lc i«»n\enience outlet can be m.ide

a distribution center for several portal)les. hioni e\(Ty an^'le

the ]>ortalile lanij) has many advantages and it appears th.it its
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present popularity will greatly increase. In fact if the manufac-

turer would supply portable lamps and portable brackets each

properly designed for a definite lighting purpose, residence wiring

and lighting could be solved largely by convenience outlets and

portables respectively. In Table V data pertaining to portable

lamps are presented.

TABLE v.—Portabi^b Lamps in the Middi.e-Class Home.

Type of room Portables per room Sockets per
portable

Watts per socket

Living-room
Dining-room
Bed-room

0.95
0.12

0,14

1-7

1.4
r.i

42

37
40

Averaj^e 0.40 1.4 40

An average of 1.6 portables per home is found in the middle-

class home. In the "conservative ideal" average hom^e eight

portables, including the small decorative ones, have been pro-

vided. This indicates 20 per cent saturation.

CONVENIENCE OUTLETS

One of the most deplorable phases of the wiring of homes is

the paucity of convenience outlets. When it is considered that,

besides providing for the use of portables, convenience outlets

extend their usefulness to the many electric appliances, 'it appears

that there should be at least one in each room and at least two

or three in the living-room. In the "modern electric homes*' of

average size as many as forty such outlets have been provided.

In the "conservative ideal" average home nine convenience out-

lets have been allowed. The survey of the middle-class home

reveals an average of 2.5 convenience outlets, therefore in terms

of the "conservative ideal" this item is only 28 per cent of

saturation.

In Figure 4 are shown the average number of convenience out-

lets per home and per room for homes of various sizes.

It is seen that the number of convenience outlets increases

directly with the size but the number per room reaches a fairly

steady value for sizes greater than the average home. Of the

total number of convenience outlets; 71 per cent were found in

homes having from six to nine rooms, and 83 per cent in homes
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having from five to ten rooms. Of course this is largely due to

the fact that most of the homes are found to be within these

ranges.

WATTAGE
The average watts per socket is in general fairly satisfactory.

These arc shown in Tables TIT, IV, and V. The wattage in

certain sockets such as in the kitchen, should be considerably in-

creased. With the exception of the purely decorative brackets

and portables the watts per socket should be somewhat increased

to secure adequate lighting with proi)er diffusing shades, etc.

I'nt the total wattage of the average home falls far short of the

total in the so called "conservative ideal" axeragc home. This is

chiefly due to the inade(|uate number of sockets in tlu* average

home to [)rovide convenient, adecjuate and i)roper lighting.

In I'igure 5 are presented the average total wattage per home
and per room for homes of various sizes.

The average total wattage of lamps per lioine found in the

middle cl.iss homes is 863 watts, including hallways, tic. This

is :ni average of all sizes of homes surveyed.

The average total wattage of lamps per home foiuid in the
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rooms and basement, exclusive of hallways, etc., is 734 watts.

This is an average of all sizes of homes surveyed. The average

wattage per socket in these rooms is 42.3 watts.

The total wattage allowed in the rooms and basement of the

"conservative ideal" seven-room home is 1,770 watts. From the

data obtained it is found that the average total wattage per home,

corrected to a seven-room house in order to be comparable with

the wattage of the "conservative ideal," is 812 watts. There-

fore by dividing 812 by 1,770 it is found that the average watt-

age per home is 46 per cent of that required for adequate and
proper lighting as represented in the "conservative ideal" home.

This does not mean a similar increase in the consumption of

energy for lighting. It is estimated that the energy consumption

for lighting would be increased from 50 to 100 per cent if wiring

and lighting equipment wxre brought up to the standard used

in these computations.

The average total wattages in various rooms compared with

the wattages allowed in the "conservative ideal" are presented

in Table VI.
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TABLE VI.—Average Total Wattage ix Various Rooms Com-
pared WITH Desirable Total Wattage

Type of room Actual wattage Desirable wattage

Living-room 234 540
Diuing-room 150 230
Kitchen 76 180
Bed-room 67 140
Bath-room 57 100
Baiement 94 300

THE INFLUENCE OF OWNERSHIP

Approximately one-half of the homes reached by this survey at

the present time were rented. The distributions as to size of

rented and owned homes of equal number are shown in Figures

2 and 3. The details of this survey were summarized as to

"rented" and "owned" homes for the purpose of comparing the

two classes of homes. In the tables heretofore the data are the

averages of the two classes taken as a single group. In this sec-

tion some of the data are separated to show the difference between

"rented" and "owned" homes. Some of the chief data are pre-

sented in Table VII for an equal number of rented and owned

homes.

TABLE VII.—Thb Influence ofOwnhrship on Wattage, Wiring, Etc

Items Rented homes Owned homes Ratio (per cent)

Total watt.tge of lanij>8

])vr hoiiir 762.0 942.0 81

I'erccnt.ij^c of total

Wattagf per home 450 55" Hi
Convenience outlets i.H 3' 58
Perccnlaj^e of total

convenience outlets 370 63.0 59
Port.iMrs \,<i home 1.5 1.7 88

The average total wattagcs per home in T;ii)lc \'1I include

hallways, etc.

Of course it should be noted that tiie most popular rented home

has about one room less than the most popular size occupied by

the owner. l>ut this extra r(X)m In the latter case is not one of

the chief rooms and therefore would not be likely to have a

portable or a convenience otitlet, considering the small number

of such outlets. It would contribute some wattage to the total
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but assuming that it contributed as much as an average bedroom

or 67 watts, this would leave an average total wattage of the

rented home 88 per cent of the average in the home occupied by

the owner. From every angle the rented home is less adequately

wired and equipped for lighting than the home occupied by the

owner.

THE INFLUENCE OF COST

Although it is not difficult to obtain complete data pertaining

to wiring and to lighting equipment, there are obvious difficulties

in obtaining the cost data of houses and apartments. Further-

more these costs vary from year to year and in different parts

of the country. From the data obtained it appears that the

total wattage of lamps in a home, the average watts per room,

and the number of convenience outlets increase somewhat with

the cost of the single house for the smaller houses; that is, for

houses having from three to seven rooms. However the number

of rooms in a home appears to be a greater influence on these

factors and, inasmuch as the cost of a house increases in general

as the number of rooms increase, the influence of cost is in-

cluded when the number of rooms is taken as a criterion. This

provides a means of studying the influence of cost to some extent

at least.

Data was obtained pertaining to the sizes of the rooms but it

was found that these were so nearly uniform for the great ma-

jority of homes that there was little perceptible difference in the

wiring and lighting equipment for rooms of the same character.

For this reason the size of the room is omitted from this dis-

cussion.

NUMBER OF SOCKETS PER HOME
From such data as already presented it has been found that

the average total number of sockets represented in the six rooms

including living-room, dining-room, kitchen, bedroom, bathroom,

and basement is seventeen. Adding to this two more bedrooms

and we have twenty sockets exclusive of halls, porches, etc. Al-

lowing four sockets for the other places we have a total of

twenty-four sockets in the average middle-class home.

LOW-CIvASS vs. MIDDLE-CLASS HOMES
The survey of low-class homes up to the present time includes

only a single large group of about two hundred homes. These
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were selected as being representative and were personally sur-

veyed by co-workers of the author. The average data is com-

pared with similar values obtained for the average middle-class

home. About 90 per cent of this group of low-class homes had

from five to seven rooms. In Table VIII are presented a com-

parison of total wattages per home for homes of various sizes.

These values include the wattages in hallways, etc.

TABLE VIIL—Average Total Wattage Per Home in Low- and
Middle-Class Homes

Number of rooms
Total wattajic

Ratio

•
Low-class Middle-class

4

S
6

7
8

215

3«9
417
520
605

400
560
720
910
1080

0.54

0.57
0.58

0.57
0.56 •

It is seen that the average total wattage in the low-class homes

is only about 56 per cent of that in the middle-class home of the

same number of rooms. Considering the entire home including

hallways, etc., the average total, 400 watts, of the low-class home

is only 46 per cent of the average total, 863 watts, of the

middle-class home. (See Table X).

Adding another bedroom with 39 watts (Tabic IX ") to make

the number oi rooms of the low-class home comj^arablc with the

size of the middle-class home the total wattage for this low-

class home of augmented size would be 439 watts or 51 per cent

of the total wattage in the middle-class home of about the same

number of rooms. The average wattages per room in the various

rooms are presented in Table IX.

TAHLIC IX.—AvKRAGK Wattage Tick Room.

Type of room l,ow<laM Middle^lMs

Livinjf-rooni loi 234
Dttiiti^-ruoiii 83 15"
Kitchen 58 76
Betl-rooiii

It
67

Halli-rootiJ 57
Uadcinctit 52 94
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The sum of the average wattages in these six places in the low-

class home is 54 per cent of the similar summary in the middle-

class home. This checks well with the ratios given in Table X
which are for the average complete homes. The wattages per

room are particularly valuable when considered in connection

with the types of fixtures.

Another interesting comparison is that of the various classes of

fixtures, portables ,and convenience outlets, wattages, etc. This

is presented in Table X. In this case the values of portables,

convenience outlets, and total wattages are for the entire home
including hallways, etc.

TABLE X.—Average Number of Fixtures, Portables, Watts and
Various Outlets in the Lower- and Middle-Class Homes.

Items Low-cla«.s Middle-class

Ceiling-fixtures 5.4 5-4
Wall-brackets 0.4 2.6

Portables per home 0.2 1.6

Sockets per basement 1-3 2.3

Convenience outlets per home 0-3 2.5

Total watts per home 400 863

It is seen that there is almost a total absence of brackets, port-

ables and convenience outlets in this group of low-class homes.

The lighting equipment consisted almost entirely of ceiling-fix-

tures. The number of sockets per fixture is approximately the

same in these two classes of homes. In general it is concluded

that the lower-class home is underlighted to even a greater

degree than the middle-class home.

The percentages of fixtures in this low-class group of homes

not having shades are as follows : kitchen ceiling-fixtures, 33 per

cent; bedroom ceiling-fixtures, 26 per cent; bathroom ceiling-

fixtures, 56 per cent; bathroom brackets, 56 per cent; basement

sockets, 95 per cent. This represents a field for missionary work.

PER CENT SATURATION

Assuming that the survey has shown the average conditions of

wiring and lighting in the middle-class home it is possible by

using the values of the various items of wiring and lighting

equipment in the "conservative ideal" home to compute the

status of the various items or the per cent saturation. That the
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data represents the average conditions in the middle-class home

sufficiently closely for the present purpose is indicated by the

inappreciable differences in the values of the various items in a

summary of 800 homes as compared with a summary of the

second similar group. Furthermore the survey has been con-

ducted in about twenty cities throughout the country. Data on

a few homes were obtained in many other places. Further-

more it appears that the lower-class home is even less adequately

wired and lighted than the middle-class home. Therefore the

percentages of saturation presented in Table XI should be con-

servative when applied to the eight million wired homes.

TABLE XL

—

Perckn'Tage of Complete Saturation of Various
Phases of the Average Middle-Class Wired Home.

Items Per cent

Total Wattage of lamps
Convenience outlets

Portable lamps
Wall-brackets
Cciling-fixlures

46
28
ao
29
100

CONCLUSIONS

Inasmuch as conclusions readily can be drawn (nnu the data

only a few will be pointed out here.

The most popular rented middle-class home has about six

rooms. The most popular middle-class home occupied by the

owner has about seven rooms. More than 80 per cent of the

homes having six or less rooms are rented. More than 80 prr

cent of the liomes liaving more than se\rn rooms are occupied

by the owner. There is a very marked transition from pre-

dominantly rented to predominantly occupied by the owner in

passing from the six-room to the seven-room lionie. The num-

ber of "rented" homes approximately eijuals the number of

"owned" homes.

Glass predominates among the shades and difTiisiiig media

used on fixtures. Silk predominates on portables. Tarchinent

is u.sed only to a relatively small extent.

Iwom 7 to 21 per cent of the ceiling fixtures in various rooms

of the middle-class home lU) not have sliades. I'rom u to 38 per

cent of the wall brackets in various rooms iiave no shades.
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The use of ceiling-fixtures is as extensive as can be justified.

Wall-brackets are much less plentiful than they should be.

An increase of 250 per cent in the number of utilitarian wall-

brackets appears justifiable.

Considering their advantages the use of portable lamps is

much less than it should be. An increase of 400 per cent appears

justifiable.

The well-known scarcity of convenience outlets is verified. An
increase of 250 per cent is justifiable.

The average total wattage per home is less than half what it

should be to provide adequate and proper lighting. The average

watts per socket is fairly satisfactory although it could be in-

creased somewhat with justification. The sockets in the portables

and wall-brackets which should be added to the average home

in order to secure desirable lighting represent the desired increase

in wattage to a large extent.

The average total watts and the average number of convenience

outlets per home increases almost directly with the total number

of rooms. This is true for the average watts per room and

average number of convenience outlets per room for the smaller

homes but these items appear to approach a constant value for

the larger homes.

The wiring and lighting equipment in the rented home is

marked by inferiority to that in the home occupied by the owner.

There is an average of about 24 sockets in the middle-class

homes. The wiring and lighting equipment of the low-class

home is very much inferior to that of the middle-class home.

The deficiency is particularly marked by a nearly total absence of

convenience outlets, portables, and wall-brackets, and by the

large percentage of unshaded lamps. From 26 to 56 per cent

of the fixtures, exclusive of the basement, were found to have

no shades.

From the standpoint of an adequately and properly wired and

equipped average middle-class home the average wired home

to-day might be said to be less than "half lighted."

In this paper summaries of pertinent data yielded by the

survey thus far have been presented. Data pertaining to many
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Other phases are already available and other angles are being

investigated. The survey is still in progress and will likely be

continued for some time.

The author acknowledges his indebtedness to ^Irs. H. O. Fuller-

ton, Mr. H. H. Kirby, and Mr. H. A. Fellows for analyzing the

survey-forms and to many who kindly assisted in distributing

and in collecting the forms. Among the latter he wishes par-

ticularly to thank the departments at Nela Park, various factory-

managers of the National Lamp Works, Mr. G. B. Regar, Mr.

C. M. Masson, Mr. C. H. Ferris of the Illuminating Glassware

Guild, and Mr. J. E. North of the Cleveland Electrical League.

Many others assisted in one way or another.

DISCUSSION

P. S. Millar: These two papers which are now before us for

discussion are complementary in character. Mr. Macdonald's

paper divides homes respectively into houses and apartments. The

Committee which he represents on this occasion sent its own >ur-

veyors to these homes and got a good deal of detail, being inter-

ested and fairly well-instructed observors, and they are therefore

able to make available such things as photographs of luminaires

which were shown and foot-candle measurements.

Mr. Luckiesh divides homes into those which arc owned and

those which are rented. As I understand it, about half of the data

which he has obtained was provided by the occupants of the

homes.

The data for these two papers were gotten at in radically dif-

ferent ways and the two tend to substantiate each other. I think

Mr. Luckiesh's average home is slightly larger and ju'rhaps rep-

resents a little more money than the home that Mr. Macdonald

has reported on, wliich is only a natural dilTerence between tbe

class of liomcs to which a lamp ni;m lias access and thai to which

a testing man has access. (Laughter).

These two reports give us, I think, an excellent picture of resi-

dence lighting as it is t(»-(lay and furnish a benchmark from wliich

we ran measure inipn»vements as the years go bv. We are verv

nuich indebted to the Association of Edison Illuminating Compan-
ies' Committee and Mr. Macdonald and to Mr. I.uikiesh for

making .ill this inf()rnu*<ion availalde. It lies w ith us whether we
will apply it constructively or not.
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George Ainsworth : Has Mr. Luckiesh, in obtaining the figure

2.5 convenience outlets per residence, considered emergency

sockets attached to fixtures as falHng within the class of con-

venience outlets surveyed?

G. H. SticknEy: We owe a very deep debt of gratitude

to the people who have made all this data available for us. We
are undoubtedly all facing the same problem in trying to discuss

these papers, in that there is such a mass of data, that we have

not had time to really analyze or study them. But they give us

something we can work with right along, and that we can use

in finding out where we stand and how we are going to go ahead

toward better lighting.

Another thing that struck me was the bogey, if you may call

it that, that Mr. Luckiesh established. We are a selected group

here, people who ought to have pretty well lighted homes, but I

wonder how many of us would qualify under his prescription

for a purely utilitarian home. For example, he recommended

portables. I just counted up in my mind how many I have in my
house, and I have seven. I would not be very much surprised

if that were a little above the average of most of us, although

we ought to be able to use that many to good advantage.

Perhaps one of the reasons why the country has so poor light-

ing is that many of those who are active in the lighting industry

are not themselves entirely living up to the standards that we
would like to preach to others. I would like to suggest, therefore,

that each one of us when we go home, take this bogey of Mr.

Luckiesh and see how well we qualify under it. Then perhaps

we can do something to improve our own lighting and get an

appreciation of what it means to us. Each time I have improved

my own lighting, it sold the subject a good deal stronger to me.

By convincing ourselves more thoroughly, we can teach the other

people more eflfectively and become better leaders in the proces-

sion toward better lighting.

F. C. Caldwell : I do not know where you could get better evi-

dence for the arguments I made yesterday with regard to the need

of more educational work, than appears in these two papers ; more

educational work among the people generally. I would like to

emphasize this fact : this situation will have to be reached largely.
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if it is reached at all, through general educational work; these

prospects are not big enough to justify very much expenditure

of time and money in trying to sell to them. These prospects

will not be reached to any great extent through ordinary commer-

cial methods. They can only be reached through educating the

people generally to an appreciation of better lighting.

E. D. TiLLSON : I would like to echo what Professor Caldwell

has just said. I think that we have reached the saturation point

by direct sales methods, to a large extent, in lighting, and that if

we are to go onward, it will have to be by more indirect methods,

and by education.

Mr. Hogue has been conducting an educational campaign in

Chicago on residence lighting. I would like him to tell you about it.

1 think the moral of Mr. Macdonald's figures is terribly obvious

to the central station at least. It is evident that there are too many
fixtures with a multiplicity of sockets, lie says that in a later sur-

vey now in i)rf>grcss, about ^;^ per cent of the sockets are not nor-

mally used, and I think

—

N. D. Macdonald: Eleven per cent.

E. n. Tii.i.soN : What was that figure of 66 per cent. Mr. Mac-

donald ?

N. D. Macixjnalu: Sixty-six per cent was the usual use of

sockets.

E. I). Tii.i.soN : That is what 1 nuant to say; that ii per

cent of sockets arc unused, but that docs not take into account a

great number of sockets that are practically out of use a good part

of tlic time, namely about ^;^ per cent. We find that borne out

all over in the city of Chicago; that a room will have four sockc'ts

and a ceiling fixture, and only one of tliose sockets will have

a lamp in active u.se. We have pleiUy of wattage in that rotjm,

theoretically, but actually we lia\r not; and there is a great ex-

change or transfer of lamps from one rooni to another. If there

is a 4-sf)cket fixtuic and onr of the Ianii)s burns out. no atten-

tion is paid to it ; another lainji burns out and a little concern is

felt. When tluy get down to the last lanij), there may be some-

thing done. Tlun if a lamp fails in the kitchen, the housewife

takes one of the four lamps out of the living room and puts it

in the kitchen; an<l if one burns out in the bedroom, another is

removed hi»in the li\ing room and put in the beilroom. That of
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course does not apply to the high class homes, but to the average

and lower class residences which represent the bulk of our busi-

ness.

I think that we should uphold the hands of those who are pro-

moting portables and lighting fixtures, one relatively large watt-

age lamp per fixture, largely concealed, with low luminosity, or at

least with no glare. It will get away from these objections I have

been speaking of, and it will make for much better lighting.

I was much pleased to see a short while ago that another im-

portant manufacturing company of Chicago,—they are distri-

butors of high class portables all over the country—have come to

that view and are getting out now a line of semi-indirect portables

with a single lamp to be used with a Type C bulb. The idea is

spreading gradually.

R. S. Hale : There is one thing I would like to speak of : the

reason why there are so few convenience outlets is a thing on

which we can direct education to where it will do good. .

The reason there are so few convenience outlets is because of

the so-called 66o-watt rule of the National Code, which itself

does not prohibit convenience outlets, but is interpreted by a very

large number of municipal and underwriters' inspectors so as to

require a convenience outlet to be on a separate circuit, adding thus

very much to the cost. I can not speak from personal experience

outside of the Boston District, but all through the Boston District,

if you start to add a convenience outlet, the wiring contractor

will say, "Well, I will have to run that back on a separate cir-

cuit to the meter," and that adds so much to the cost that peo-

ple do not put them in.

We can do some educational work on that by directing it partly

to the local inspectors, persuading them to the idea that it is very

much better to have convenience outlets put in where the flat

irons, toasters and percolators can be used off the convenience

outlet rather than off the socket; and also if you will direct your

educational work to the Committee that makes up the National

Code, which is now at work on this subject—and I have great

hopes that they are going to change the Code so as to make it clear

that a convenience outlet may be put in on the same circuit with

lamps, without any penalty.
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You can do real educational work in two ways : One, by direct-

ing it at the committee of the National Fire Protection Associa-

tion, which is working on it ; and two, by directing it at the in-

spectors and persuading them to let us put in more convenience

outlets.

J. C. NoRCROSS : Referring to the remarks of Mr. Hale, I think

that education of the customers might help in the pro^^l'^'m of

empty sockets and removal of lamps from one room to another.

The matter can be handled by the central stations in their method

of getting lamps into the customer's hands. I feel that where a

company has a renewal system which makes it convenient and

easy for a customer to obtain lamps, you will find the sockets

are kept filled much better than in those cases where customers

have to actually buy their lamps. In the latter case, customers

will put ofif buying as long as they can ; as long as they have lamps

in fair condition; while if a company furnishes the renewals

and makes is convenient for the customers to obtain their lamps,

they will keep their sockets better filled.

Ward Harrison : As Mr. Millar has said, these papers contain

so much information on home lighting that it might seem as if

together they entirely cover the subject. There is a question,

however, in my mind as to the meaning of the word "shade" in

sf)eaking of home lighting, for which I have tried to find an answer

in Mr. Macdonald's paper. I am not sure whether I have inter-

preted it correctly or not. Figure 1 1 seems to indicate that the

lamps in living rooms in the home are pretty well shaded. In

apartments 76 per cent of the chandeliers and 6S per cent of the

showers or pendent fi.xturcs arc ecjuipped with shades or reflectors.

For houses the corresponding figures arc 64 per cent and 75 |)er

cent. In other words, about three-quarters of the lamps are appar-

ently shaded. On turning to llie next page, however, we find that

in apartments 58 per cent of the bare lamps are visible and y)
]>cv cent in the houses. I wonder if in the ca^e of the apart-

ments, it would be correct to state that 5S j)er cent of the bate

lamps are visible, while only 25 per cent are without shades, mean-
ing that more than one half of the sliades are either of dear
glass through which the lamp lan be seen (juite as well as though

the shade was not tlicrc, or arc equipped with shades (iei.Mdedly
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too shallow. If this is the case it seems as though it should be

emphaszied, for otherwise the casual reader will assume that

lamps in the home are pretty well shaded.

One other point which might perhaps be misinterpreted, is the

statement in the conclusion, that, owing to height or inconvenience,

there is trouble in replacing 25 per cent of the bulbs. Unfor-

tunately, the surveys seem to indicate that the lamps which are

most accessible are those on low chandeliers, probably without

any shades over them. I am interested in knowing whether the

conclusion should be drawn that in specifying fixtures and in

influencing practice we should try to mal<e the lamps more access-

ible or less accessible.

Louis Bell : Mr. Chairman, there is one point in the mat-

ter of residence lighting which has not come up, to which I think

attention should be directed to very sharply, and that is the effect

of the coming of the gas-filled lamp in small sizes on the whole

question. It is very clear that we are in serious trouble now from

bare lamps, lamps improperly shaded, or not shaded at all. The
handwriting is plainly on the wall as regards the change from the

vacuum lamp to the gas-filled. We are now down comfortably

to 75 watts. A good many 50-watt gas-filled lamps are in exist-

ence and in use, and unquestionably some of the yet smaller sizes

will come, so that within a very short time the gas-filled lamps

in domestic sizes are going to be fairly common.

That will mean a period of the worst lighting that the art has

ever seen, unless we get busy and educate the householder to the

difference. Imagine, for example, the efifect of putting a 50-watt

gas-filled lamp in the average abomination of a Colonial wall

bracket with a bogus candle ! It is bad enough now with a bare

25-watt lamp. What will it be with a 50-watt gas-filled?

The same difficulty is going to afifect very seriously all of

our present fixtures, except the portables. The portables are

usually well shaded enough to stand it and give good results,

perhaps improved results, so I am very much inclined to think

that the portable will have to be pushed in an educational way
as against the other forms of lighting fixtures, into which these

very high intensity lamps can be put with most unpleasant effect.

I think the change in the art in that respect is something our

educational powers should take up very actively.
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Norman Macbeth : These surveys and reports showing condi-

tions that can hardly be endorsed by the Society are, if we con-

sider the fixture sales campaigns and a large proportion of the

advertising of the fixture and lamp manufacturers and the central

stations, with of course commendable exceptions, remarkably up-

to-date.

Many of Mr. Macdonald's horrible examples were but recently

campaigned by central stations, one of which I believe is a sus-

taining member of the Society. It is my impression that a casual

inspection of our daily newspaper advertising will show more of

this kind of equipment offered to the householder than of the kind

that would meet the approval of the writers of these reports.

For many years the bulk of the advertising of the lamp manu-

facturers has been to fill existing sockets
—"When you buy a lamp

get an XYZ"—"Fill the empty sockets with XYZ lamps"~"Buy
a carton of six and have them handy"—"Buy a lamp backed by a

laboratory," etc.

"Save two-thirds the cost and get the same light" has run so

many years that to-day we find the uppennost question in the mind

of the pro.sjicctive purchaser is "What will it cost?" Lighting

dollars bulk up larger than any other kind of dollars to the ex-

tent that you could well believe that where the average dollar

was ICO cents a lighting dollar could not be less than 300 cents.

The lighting dollars saved, however, will not buy any more gallons

of gas than each 100 cents saved from some other source.

I have no intention of criticizing this kind of advertising. The

advertising manager of lighting accessories knows his business

and must ])roduce for his client. XYZ as a manufacturer is sat-

isfie<I to fill all the existing sockets— -let the Society or someone

else in a position to build for the future create the extra ones.

However, it just shows what our lighting advertisers have

proven to their own satisfaction—that the lighting field is dif-

ferent—KcKJaks are advertised around the results—snapshots of

individual interest—not cameras, how they ate made nor particul

arly who makes tluin. The linoleum, oilcloth and nianufacturer5

of painted roofing materials are pushing the use of their products

into other rooms in the house than the kitchen. Their advertising

is concentrated on the pleasure alVorded atid the utilit\- advantages
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of these floor coverings rather than to relative costs of bare or

carpeted floors vs. Hnoleum and there is Httle that is dominant

in the copy as to what these materials are or how they are made,

and they show a total absence of our advertising fixture manu-

facturers' point of view, "all for $19.98."

Take any typical lighting fixture or lamp advertising to the

householder and substitute for fixtures or lamps, linoleum, rugs,

hot water heaters, automobiles or what not, and compare this

rebuilt copy with that appearing to-day for the manufacturers or

distributors of these other home furnishings. Take the advertis-

ing pages such as they are in our magazines and columns of our

newspapers devoted to the home or home furnishing—match this

space up with the lighting advertising in the same publications and

I believe we will have the answer to the recommendations in these

papers.

The Society membership is composed of individuals interested

in the advancement of the science and art of illumination. The
present state of the art as exposed in these surveys is in my
opinion right up-to-date if we consider that big bodies move slowly

and that all the educational effort of the past ten years by the men
who make a business of lighting has lead right up to this result.

If we of the Society desire to run counter to the commercial

trend and raise the standard of equipment and illumination I be-

lieve we should seek out those now responsible for the present

actual standards and educate them up to our standard or seek out

the concerns who would profit by a change for the better and per-

suade them to offset the advertising of poorly designed equipment

through educational advertising and text articles to raise the level

of discrimination of the owners and users of houses on lighting

matters.

I recall an experience of several years ago with a speculative

builder. We sold him the idea of better lighting, and of course

it cost more than his usual kind. After this one set of houses

had been disposed of, he said "Never again." The purchasers of

his houses had shown no appreciation for his increased expense

for good lighting equipment. He could just as easily have sold

his houses, and has done so since, with these $19.98 sets which

better match up with the householders* idea of modern lighting.
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J. B. Taylor : These two papers cover similar work but differ

in one respect. One has the word "homes" in the title but through-

out the text speaks of "residences," the other paper has the word
"residences" in the title, but in the following text almost invari-

ably uses the word "home."

This might indicate that there is no distinction in meaning be-

tween such words as "house," "home" and "residence." Now, in

spite of the fact that there is a deal of bad precedent for calling

any house, whether occupied or not, a home, this Society should

not aid and abet the breaking down of a distinction in terms which

have long been recognized and eulogized in poetry and song. A
house or residence can be designed, build and sold by architect,

contractor or agent, but it can be made a home only by the occu-

pants.

Design, construction and fittings, including lights and fixtures,

can do much to improve the value of a house, and also much to

make or mar its attractiveness as a home. The engineer will

succeed better in the work of demonstrating and introducing im-

proved residence lighting features if he recognizes the differences

between the physical and the psychological things in lighting at

the same time that he bears in mind the difference between tlie

tangible "house" and the intangible "home."

Walton Forstall: I would like to ask Mr. Luckiesh why he

used the tmn *Tixture" in view of tlu- recent adoption of the

word "luniinaire"?

G. B. Kkc.ar : Referring to Figure II in Mr. Macdonald's paper,

I notice that there is a higher percentage of shades used in houses

than there is in apartments. This iniglii signify that the apart-

ment resident is more transient or perhaps not as interested in fix-

ing up his living quarters as the man who lives in a residence.

The percentage of both frosted or bare lamps in both apart-

ments and houses mi^^'ht l)e misleading for the reason that the

tendency during tlic last few years on the part of the fixture manu-

facturers has l)een to favor colonial candle effect fixtures with

frosted lamps especially in the dining room and living room, and

they cannot be considered as \K)or lighting, esjK'cially if they arc

low wattage lamps in light colored decorated rooms.
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O. R. HoGUK: Mr. Ward Harrison has asked me to say a

word about our Home Lecture Course.

During the month of June of this year, we presented a lecture

on home lighting before twenty-six organizations, with an aggre-

gate attendance of 4,821. In order to promote this lecture, the

following advertising material was used: Nine hundred and

eighty-seven posters, 17,900 flyers, 9,475 announcements, 4,343

envelopes of literature distributed to audiences.

As a further inducement to attend these lectures, a radio

concert was given each evening, both before and after the

lecture. Posters were distributed to store owners in the neigh-

borhood where the lecture was to be given, which posters were

displayed in the store windows. The flyers were distributed by

boys on the evening of the lecture.

Suggestions for home lighting fixtures were displayed on racks

and also in a booth designed for the purpose. We also showed a

large assortment of colored lamps, which were colored by a

process known as the "Spramel Finish."

In addition to this, we prepared and distributed a new booklet

on home lighting; we also used other booklets, published by

the N. E. L. A. and the Society for Electrical Development.

We had on exhibition two miniature apartments, one showing

good and the other poor residence lighting. This exhibit alone

created considerable interest, and I would advise that they, or

something similar, be presented in conjunction with a lecture series

on the subject.

This entire equipment, including the radio outfit and antenna,

can be loaded on one truck. This truck usually reached a

location about four o'clock in the afternoon, and was ready to

leave about eleven o'clock in the evening.

Our program for an evening's entertainment was as follows

:

The doors were opened at about six o'clock in the evening, so

that people could visit the exhibits. Demonstrators were on the

job to instruct visitors on good and bad lighting. The radio con-

cert started at half past seven o'clock and lasted approximately

one hour, at eight-thirty a twenty-minute illustrated lecture was

given. The lecture was purposely made short and snappy, so

that it would not tire the audience. After the lecture the radio
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outfit was again put into operation, and this program would con-

tinue as long as we could pick up the broadcasting stations.

In most cases, the organization under whose auspices the lecture

was given served ice cream and cake, for which they made a

charge, but there was no charge made for the lecture and radio

concert.

From this experiment, we found that this sort of exhibition

and lecture attracted the home-loving class of people; they all

seemed very much interested in good lighting, and in many
cases we received orders for tinted lamps.

The expense of this month's lecture series was very nominal.

I believe that central stations as a rule have been very lax

in promoting home lighting, and that this is the opportune time

to sell the residence customers better lighting. It is being done

very successfully by several central stations, who have equipped

electric homes for exhibition purposes.

This matter was brought up very forcefully at the Edison

Convention in 192 1, and I appreciated very much its being taken

up seriously at this convention.

As Chairman of the Commercial Section of the N. E. L. A.,

I have recommended that we feature this subject at our next

convention, to be held in New York City on June 4-8, 1923, in-

clusive. We are \tTy fortunate in having Mr. Luckiesh to handle

this subject. He will be given ample time to present it on the

tloor of tlie roiivi-ntion, and there will be organized discussion.

Ry this means, wr hope to standardize home lighting equipment,

and to introduce into the home the tinted lamps.

M. Tillson brought up the subject of empty sockets in the

city of Chicago. During the war j)erio(l we discontinued our

free delivery of lamp renewals, and established lamp stations.

Our customers were used to having us bring lamps to their doors.

No doubt llu- (Jiscontinuance of this service had a great deal to do

with emj)ty sockets in our City. We have, houevrr, resumed

this lamj) renewal delivery service, and 1 belie\c tiie condition

mentioned by Mr. Tillson has been eliminated. We deliver free

of charge ^k) watt lam]>s. ami ask a small additional iharge for

lamps of other sizes, an<l for tinted lamps.

N. I). MACrxiNAl.n : There have been a jL,'ood many (|uestions

asked and I will trv tn answer them as brietlv as 1 can. hirst,
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taking the results of the Edison Association Survey of 192 1 of

1,500 houses, some data which is just becoming available at the

present time from a survey of 5,000 residences by the Edison

Association, and Mr. Luckiesh's data, and comparing the three,

weighting the results by the different methods under which these

data were collected—it is surprising how closely the figures

check.

Mr. Luckiesh spoke of the difference in classification of lumi-

naires. I think that the difference may be explained by the

fact that in Mr. Luckiesh's survey, a list was made of the lumi-

naires in the different rooms. In the Edison Association Survey

a list was made of the most used lighting appliance. He finds that

in living rooms there are 58 per cent showers. We found 29

per cent in apartments and 16 per cent in houses, but there is

no doubt but that if we had listed all the showers found, we would

have found as many as Mr. Luckiesh did. In a great many

cases table portables were listed where there was a shower in-

stalled which was not used.

Replying to Mr. Tillson's point, our survey disclosed the fact

that II per cent of the sockets were not used because they were

abandoned. The question of 66 to 75 per cent lamps being used

in living rooms and dining rooms, is a Httle different one. Living

rooms and dining rooms are somewhat over-equipped from the

householder's point of view in order to take care of overloads

whenever they occur. If the householder has a reception or a

party the full equipment is used, but normally only about three-

quarters of the equipment is used.

Mr. Norcross' point is a very good one. I remember about a

year ago I had occasion to put through a rush printing job in a

small print shop in the city of New York. During the night we

found in the print shop that there were fourteen sockets, but

only three lOO-watt lamps for the fourteen sockets. The men

carried the lamps from the composing-stone to the press and

from the press to the make-ready table, as they were needed. On

account of this lack of supply of lamps, two operations could

not be carried on simultaneously.

The answer to Mr. Harrison's question is that in a good many

cases the shade does not shade. We found a great many re-
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flectors where one sitting got a view of a bare lamp underneath

the shade. In a good many cases also the shades were of almost

clear glass.

Replying to Mr. Harrison's question about the height and in-

convenience of reaching lamps. There was no attempt on my
part to make any recommendation from the illuminating engi-

neering point of view. I am simply recording the fact that in 25

per cent of the cases, it is somewhat inconvenient for the house-

holder to reach his lamps. This, I think, is a question for the

fixture designer.

There is just one more point. There has been a good deal of

discussion of this question of wall or baseboard receptacles. One
very interesting point which was brought out in our survey of last

year was that in one city, the city of Rochester, there was found

to be about twice as many baseboard and wall sockets as in any

other city. The reason for this is not apparent to me, but there is

certainly one moral to be drawn from this fact and that is, that if

the city of Rochester can raise the number of baseboard recep-

tacles to twice the number of any of the other cities, the city of

Rochester ought to be studied by some of the other cities.

M. Li'CKIp:sh : I am very much pleased with this paper by

Mr. Macdonald which attacks the matter from a different angle.

Doubtless Mr. Macdonald had the same difficulty that I did in

presenting his ])aper ; it was very difficult for nu- to determine

what to present and how to present it out of the tremendous

mass of information. In order to make some of tlie commercial

phases of it avaihible as soon as ptjssible, we ha\e written up

some of the commercial side of it in a series of articles which is

appearing now in lilectrical Aferclwndisifu/. .\fter all, j)rogress

in lighting in residences and elsewhere must proceed through

commercial cliannels.

A great deal is said about educational work. This Society is a

committee on education itself, and 1 am going to say that I

think this Society is doing about all it can in the way of educa-

ti(jnal work, and so are its members. We do not want to think

that we are the ones that are slow about the echicational work ;

the jH-'Ople that are slow about it an- tliose that \v<- are trying to

appeal to now, and at all times. 1 think we can say that the

central station, and the tixture dealer, etc.. are thr penjtK- who
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must Spur up a little bit on educational work. We are a limited

body; we have limited means, but I think we are doing a lot of

work notwithstanding these limitations.

Mr. Macbeth asked who profits by it. Of course he knows the

answer. Well, my answer is that everybody does. We can-

not expect lighting to progress in any field as long as it is un-

comfortable and inadequate ; and I think any broad-minded in-

dividual will realize—whether he sells lamps, or electricity, or

shades, or fixtures, or anything else—that if we make lighting

comfortable and desirable, everybody will profit, even the in-

dividual using the lighting.

Mr. Ainsworth asked what we mean by convenience outlet.

We have standardized that term for any outlet in a baseboard,

wall or piece of furniture to which an appliance, including a

lighting appliance, can be attached. We did not include conven-

ience outlets on fixtures. I think there ought to be in many
fixtures such a thing provided, but we did not include as a con-

venience outlet a plug in a socket on a fixture.

Incidentally, in that connection I would like to mention that

the duplex convenience outlet is very useful and we are installing

a great many in the modern electrical homes.

In looking at surveys like these, we are inclined to get the

idea that there is not much progress being made, but one who is

following this field is now experiencing considerable gratification

in the progress that is being made. There are homes to-day that

are being wired with twenty-five, thirty, and forty convenience

outlets, belonging to people who are not interested particularly

in any electric or lighting propaganda, and I think the "modern

electrical home/' from the standpoint of electric lighting, is one

of the finest means of educating the public.

For example, the first three modern electrical homes in Cleve-

land had eighty-three thousand visitors, fully exposed to the

possibilities of lighting and electrical convenience in general. I

believe this "demonstration method" is much more effective than

magazine advertising.

This may not be the place to mention the Committee on Educa-

tion, but I think the Committee on Education, if it assumes that

its field is as broad as the Illuminating Engineering Society, is

taking a tremendous job on its shoulders. If we have a com-
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mittee on education again, we ought to have a dozen sub-com-

mittees, each one of which should take a specific field.

Incidentally, the Fixture Dealers Association of Cleveland is

entirely with us on shading lamps, notwithstanding the great

popularity of the candelabra lamp to-day. Yet on the other hand,

we go to the fixture market and talk to them about what good

lighting should be, and we state that no lamp should be unshaded.

But when we get through talking four of five of them get hold of

us and take us down to show us proudly their fixture displays

—

and we find the unshaded candelabra predominant.

I consider portable lamps have a great field in residence lighting,

for a good many reasons, and it is rather gratifying to know that

that is one kind of lighting the public has sold to itself pretty

well. The portable lamp is growing in use right along.

Speaking of shades, there is no difficulty in my mind about

what a shade is, and I will not go into that. So many of the

fixtures of the past few years have been installed without any

shade holders. The lighting in this room is an example. Yet

to-day we have shades that are supported by the lamp. To-day

there is no reason for any lamp being unshaded. There arc

shades available that do not need holders, so that there is no ex-

cuse when it comes to the type of shade.

I divided my survey into rented and owned homes. Mr.

Macdonald did the same thing practically when he divided his

into apartments and houses. I think tlie rented and ownetl

homes represent two entirely ditTcrent commercial problems.

Good lighting must proceed through commercial channels and

therefore we should separate the data in this manner.

Dr. Bell spoke of the gas-filled lanii)s in the small sizes as

something that is going to give us abominable lighting. When
the smaller sizes arrived we got out the so-called White Mazda
for just that reason. ( )ne of the h(>pes we have is that a survey

of this sort will tell ns how many showers, for example, we have

in the homes; and with the gas-filled lamps coming out it simply

means that we will have to ecjuij) those showers with very dense,

deep glass shades or as Dr. I'ell has said, we are going to have

abominable lighting.

Mr. Macbeth mentioiud the m.itter of ;i<!\ erlisiuL,'. 1 think

very fine progress has been made in the last two or three years
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in the advertising of some companies. They are beginning to in-

troduce lighting pictorially and I think that should have consider-

able influence in the right direction.

Mr. J. B. Taylor distinguished the difference between residences

and homes. When we are dealing with the esthetic side, and all

the things that go to make a house a home, we often use such a

phrase as, "artificial lighting goes far to make a house a home."

I think that is a good distinction. I used the word "home" in this

paper because it is shorter than "residence" and I do not believe

my use of the word in this paper is misunderstood. Furthermore

when it comes to a survey of this sort, we must confine our data

to wiring, sockets, fixtures,and so forth, because we can not take

the responsibility to distinguish whether we are surveying a house

or a home.

Mr. Forstall mentions my use of the word "fixture" which I

used very deliberately in this paper. I will mention that in a few

minutes in connection with the Code of Luminaire Design, and

justify my use of it, from my standpoint at least.

W. E. Clark: May I ask just one short question? Is there

available a drawing or an electrotype of the ideal home with all

these coHvenience outlets, so that electrical contractors who might

like to have them printed and circulated, could do so conveniently?

M. LucKiESH : There are a great many of them now. If

you want the modern electrical home idea, I can send you a

number of them, but this "conservative ideal," which is probably

a third as well wired is described in words here so that it can be

transcribed to a drawing.

Incidentally, there is one other point. Mr. Stickney mentioned

the matter of portables. He says he has seven in his home; we

specify eight. There are many ways in which we could have

arranged fixtures to satisfy the utilitarian requirements of what

we call this conservative ideal. We might use less portables and

more brackets, or more fixtures of some kind. So if you do not

have eight portables you do not need to assume that you are not

up to this conservative ideal, because for example you might

have a bracket attached over the bed or something, which would

simply add one more bracket and one less portable.
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E. D. TiLLSON (Communicated) : I do not quite agree with

Mr. Hogue as to the effect of free lamp renewals. It is true that

such a policy reacts in part against empty sockets. But from

actual observation I know that even where lamps may be had for

the asking, and are delivered right to the door, yet there are many
people who will go without lamps, and transfer them from one

room to another rather than go to the slight trouble of merely

calling up the Central Station.



LIGHTING OF THE FOOD INDUSTRIES*

BY W. H. RADEMACHER**

SYNOPSIS. The investigation reported in this paper indicates that one element

of plant, management has been somewhat overlooked. lyighting men have known for

• long while that proper illumination is a very important factor of sanitation. A
well lighted shop is perforce clean, for there are no dark corners or shadows in

which refuse is allowed to accumulate. Proper lighting also assists in increasing

production, maintaining a high morale among the employees and promoting safety.

The author presents data on lighting conditions in a considerable number of

factories allied to the food industry. It may, in general, be said that the standards

are far too low. Inadequate lighting exists in a high percentage of the plants.

A few notable exceptions where the benefits of proper lighting have been appre-

ciated are illustrated and discussed.

The following scheme of treatment is used in discussing the lighting requirements

of the various industries: general character of building, analysis of the processes of

aanufacture, present lighting practice, recommended practice as to intensity, type

of equipment, and method of lighting, and special or peculiar lighting requirements.

The industry is divided into the following headings, each of which is discussed

individually: grain elevators, flour mills, bakeries, breakfast foods, canning, meat

packing, ice cream manufacturing, chocolate and candy manufacture, fruit packing

and milk testing.

As practically every community has some establishment devoted to the handling

or preparation of food products, the data contained in this contribution should be of

universal application and value.

The subject of food production, conversion and manufacture

is one of ever timely and important interest, for food has ever

been and always will be the most important factor in the health,

welfare and general activity of the human race. Without its

production and manufacture on the enormous scale which exists

to-day, life in its present forms would be impossible, and our

leadership as a nation would cease.

It is rather interesting to look back a few generations and

observe the radical changes which have occurred in methods of

food conversion. One of the many duties then preformed by

the sturdy housewife was the preparation of flour and the baking

of bread. She would grind by hand the required amount of grain,

•A paper presented at the annual convention of the Illuminating Engineering

Society, Swampscott, Mass., September 25-28, 1922,

•• Lighting Service ncpartment, Kdison I^anip Works, Harrison, N. J.

The Illuminating Engineering Society is not responsible for the statements or

oyinioni adT&nced by contributors.
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mix it with the proper ingredients and bake it in her homely oven.

Later the duties of grain preparation passed into the hands of

the village miller, the producers of his neighborhood bringing to

him their sacks of grain for conversion into flour, but still the

preparation of dough and the actual baking remained within the

confines of the home. Tracing this activity still further, we find

that bakeries, to which the formed loaves would be brought for

baking, sprung up in villages. As the population increased the

business of grain preparation and bread baking likewise expanded,

and gradually moved further and further from the home until

to-day we have a huge industry bending its entire energies to

the efficient handling and production of grain and cereal food and

the baking of bread and allied products.

Similarly in the preparation of meats, there was a time when
every man was his own butcher, doing his own killing, cutting,

smoking, salting, etc., but this work gradually passed into the

hands of the village butcher, then through necessity there came

local abattoirs and eventually the enormous stockyards, slaughter

houses and packing plants of to-day. The evolution of our

modern canneries, milk condensing plants, fisheries, etc., has been

very much the same. It is with the application of artificial light

in these modern industries that this paper intends to deal.

When considering the wonderful progress made in a branch of

industry, such as this one, one is naturally prompted to inquire

what manufacturing methods are employed and what changes,

if any, have been made in plant operating practice since their

inception. Do they compare favorably with the practice in other

industries, and arc they consistent with the character of products

which are offered us ?

Generally speaking, the methods to-day employed are seemingly

the acme of j)crfection and efficiency. Modern minds have

evolved maciiinery and methods of handling and utilizing food

stuffs in ways which were never dreamt of in the days of our

forcfatluTs. Sanitary conditions have been nuuh improved and

most of our plants are to-day as clean as the proverbial whistle.

Progressive manufacturers are to-day utilizing every available

agency for pn»ni<»ting efticient \Aau\ operation, lomplying with the

stringently enforced pure food laws .uui accjuiring the gotxl will

of the public.
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Artificial illumination, however, seems to be one factor which

has suffered serious neglect in many plants.

Light in some form is a vital element entering into the oper-

ating efficiency of every industry. We find that manufacturing

buildings are invariably constructed so that the maximum amount

of daylight illumination is insured, it apparently being realized

that daylight illumination of a high order is well worth having.

It seems almost paradoxical then that a good many of these plants

which are so well fortified from the daytime manufacturing stand-

point have artificial lighting systems which may be considered far

from adequate. Artificial light, by many, still seems to be con-

sidered a necessary evil and lighting systems under these condi-

tions are merely the application of a lamp bulb, as such, rather

than the procurement of real illumination.

In considering the problem of illumination of any industry

the first query which confronts us is, "what are the benefits of

good illumination to this industry?"

The writer in compiling data for this paper interviewed many
superintendents and operating men responsible for the efficiency

and output of typical food manufacturing plants. One of the

questions which was usually placed before these men, was "do

you consider good artificial light necessary and desirable in your

establishment." In summarizing the replies made to this question,

it was found that the management of those plants with poor

lighting invariably contended that their particular industry might

be classed as a daylight industry and that in general very little

work was carried on during the hours of darkness or under

conditions necessitating artificial illumination. On the other hand,

it is rather interesting to note that in other plants, almost exact

duplicates, as far as products and working hours are concerned,

the operating men said that they considered artificial light as

being extremely essential and in general these were the plants

which had adopted a high intensity of properly applied light to

their requirements. When we remember that in the so-called

daylight industries there are approximately 300 working days per

year in which there is an average of 2 hours per day during

which artificial light is required, we can quite fully appreciate that

really good artificial light is essential and has a distinct bearing

on the plant's successful operation. (It remains for us in the

lighting business to sell the idea to the industry as a whole).
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This is especially true since the period calUng for artificial

light occurs at the end of the working day when the vitality and

morale of the workers is at low ebb, when they are under the

influence of bodily, mental and ocular fatigue. It is at such a

period as this that stimulating and elevating influences are re-

quired more than at any other time. Inadequate light at such a

time is but another millstone added to the already weighty burden

of depression upon the worker. Good illumination will tend to

keep the curve of production level and that of casualities from

rising.

There are certain derivatives of good lighting and their relative

importance in the food industry seems to be as indicated by

the following order or treatment.

A. Sanitation.

To-day the operation of practically all food preparation plants

is under the eye of Federal authority. Cleanliness is imperative,

for the foods produced are distributed widely and if contaminated

in any way whatsoever are liable to carry disease to all parts of

the world. Periodical inspections by government authorities are

made, not only of the food-stuffs themselves, but of the conditions

under which they are manufactured. Cleanliness of a plant as a

whole is something which must undergo the most rigid surveys.

That good lighting means cleanliness can be readily appreciated,

for with a high intensity of well-difFuscd light refuse and foreign

matter is not likely to be allowed to accumulate, for where the

chances of detection are high and where untidiness is easily

visible greater care is always taken by those responsible for the

possible existence of such conditions. Furthermore, the workers

themselves are likely to be more i)articuhir in their jx?rsonal

cleanliness. The general aspect of an interior under good light-

ing in itself conveys tlu' idea of cleanliness and this reacts even-

tually upon those working beneath the lighting, making them more

careful and more }>artirular of thrir surrcMindini^s and themselves.

B. Safety.

Proper intensities of well distributed light niake it unneces-

sary for the eye to contiiuially readjust itself in moving about

from place to place, enable one to i>erccive clearly at all times,

and eliminate the iM)Ssibility of misjudging the j^laeement of

objects, etc. In the food industries nuich intricate automatic
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machinery is used, with many moving parts and extremely sharp

knives are employed for various cutting operations ; accident

hazards which can be greatly minimized by properly applied light.

C. Increased Production and reduced spoilage.

In every food industry we find that close visual application of

some character is necessary. It is a known fact that good light

quickens visual perception, and that further since the eye sees

more readily other sub-conscious movements occur much more

rapidly increasing output.

To illustrate this we might cite the case of a typical packing

house. Here we find an area which is known as the killing floor,

to which the cattle are driven, killed, stripped of their hides,

and dissected. The actual work of killing requires only a medium
intensity of illumination, but on the other hand the successful

removing of the hides, which are eventually converted into leather,

the cutting of the carcasses and removal of vital organs requires

a high intensity of well diffused light. Keen edged knives are

employed for this work and the workers must trust almost en-

tirely to their keenness of sight in successfully separating the

skin from the fleshy part of a cattle body and the severing of the

various organs. Under a low intensity or poor distribution of

illumination distinct visual perception is practically impossible.

As a consequence miscutting is likely to occur which will result

in the ruination of hides and spoilage of valuable cuts.

Observations on similar operations carried on under good and

bad lighting demonstrate most emphatically that the time

required to strip and dissect a carcass is very materially less

under the well lighted conditions than under the poor. Not only

is the man output greater but the quality of his work, the exact-

ness of his cutting, etc., is of a much higher order. This is truly

one of the many places where it might well be said that good light-

ing will make the difference between profit and loss.

A similar example is found in the fruit packing industries.

Here operations of the sorting and inspection type are predomi-

nant and of greatest import. The fruit is selected not only for

size, but also for color and ability to keep. Visual acuity is

rendered more keen by the proper grade of light. Fruits of

varying hues are more easily and rapidly separated and the possi-

bility of passing low grade, unsalable and decayed fruit is min-

imized.
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D. Indirect Effects.

The effect of good lighting on the morale of those working

cannot be overestimated. The cheery atmosphere which results

from good lighting, makes for a more alert, conscientious and

enthusiastic attitude. Much of the work done in food manufac-

turing plants is of a routine nature, perhaps the most trying on

the mental state of the individual. In a gloomy atmosphere

grouchiness and despondency develop, followed by carelessness

and general laxity.

Where a large number of workers are employed in areas filkd

with benches, machinery, trucks, etc., the problem of labor super-

vision becomes of considerable import. The average worker of

to-day must be watched. lie is inclined to loaf and lag if he

thinks his superintendent or foreman will not see him. Good
lighting because it enables quick or easy perception and eliminates

shadows in which workers may lurk, facilitates the supervision

of workers and greatly minimizes this problem.

Having briefly discussed the general relation of light to liie

industry let us next consider the processes as applied to particular

products and the detailed methods of illumination which will

produce results consistent with the above aims.

The following scheme of treatment will be aclh<.rod to as tar

as possible.

(a) General character of building.

(b) Analysis of the processes of manufacturing.

(c) Present lighting ])racticc.

(d) Recommeiuled practice as to intensity, type of ecjuipnient

and method of lighting.

(e) Special or peculiar lighting re(|uirements.

Grain Ulevators.—Of our many food stutVs ihcsc c!as>ed as

grain and cereal foods are undoubted! v of the tirst order of im-

portance. As far back as we can trace through history, we tnd

facts relating to the growing and consumption of wheat and corn

and today grain products still play an imjxirtant part in our

national commerce and our daily menus. The modern grain

elevator is the keystone around which is built our enormous grain

and cereal food trade.

Tfie primary functions of the ^Tain elevator are to receive via

rail or boat biilk grain from the jjiodnrcr^. minmission agents,
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etc., to clean, grade, weigh, store and mix these grains and redis-

tribute them to carriers, either by rail or boat for further distri-

bution and manufacture, or to mills for conversion into flour in

the case of elevators which are operated in conjunction with such

houses.

Grain elevators may be divided into two classes.

In the first, the elevators are what might be termed—self-con-

tained, the storage bins and elevating machinery all being under

the same roof. In the second, the elevating machineiy is grouped

in what is called the work house, while the storage is cared for in

bins which are separated from the main house, but connected

thereto through conveyors.

Elevator houses are huge rectangular structures the older group

usually being of wood construction while the more modern houses

are of brick or concrete. In the basement and connecting the

work house with the bins, are found low ceilinged tunnels through

which run belt conveyors. The upper floors usually extend

unpartitioned throughout their entire length and breadth and are

occupied by the driving machinery, belt conveyors, scales, elevator

legs, and various bins. The ceilings are usually quite high and

are broken up by projecting spouts, elevating legs, and overhead

beaming and supporting members.

The operation of the typical elevator may be described as

follows

:

Wheat is brought into the car unloading platform, it is then

pushed by means of automatic shovels out of the car down into

the receiving hoppers. Endless belts carrying small buckets scoop

up the grain and hoist it to the very top of the house where it is

dumped from the belt, shot into spouts and directed across the

top of the building to the garners from where it falls into the

scales. From here through swinging turnheads, into spouts and

longitudinal conveyors, it goes to certain bins to be held for

cleaning or shipping.

These operations are for the most part automatic.

Grain elevator interiors are characterized by their exceptional

dustiness and one of the biggest problems confronting the elevator

operating men of to-day is that of dust prevention and removal.

Much money and efTort has been devoted to the elimination of

this evil with varying degrees of success. Dust-collecting and
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removing systems are in use in most modern houses, but even so,

during the periods of grain movement, their interiors become

practically enveloped in dust clouds. From the standpoint of

artificial illumination this presents a serious problem.

The flying particles of dust naturally lodge on all surfaces

presented to them. Lighting units are no exception, and they

become rapidly coated with a dense layer of more or less inflam-

mable and opaque dust. In going about a mill, it will usually be

found that many of the lamps indicate their presence solely by a

mere glow. Aside from the standpoint of light absorption, the

prevalence of dust presents another serious problem, that is one

of fire hazard. As a result of the many explosions which occurred

in grain elevators during the period of the World War, the United

States Grain Corporation, under whose supervision grain handling

was then being carried on, in co-operation with the Bureau

of Chemistry of the United States Department of Agriculture,

conducted a dust explosion prevention campaign, and a survey

of the causes of grain dust explosion.

One of the inferences drawn from this survey was that the in-

candescent lamj) at times presented a fire hazard. The leading

lamp manufacturers upon l)eing acquainted of this fact inaugu-

rated a survey of their own. with a view towards finding out if it

really was dangerous to use the incandescent lamp in such interi-

ors and how could best be applied with safety. A recapitulation of

the results of this survey was present before the society during the

Annual Convention September 26-2i){h, i(;Ji. in a pajK^r entitled

"Incandescent Lamp Tenij)eratures as Related to Modern Lighting

Practice." As was pointed out at that time, it was found that

fires or explosions which may be caused by incandescent lamps

in dusty atmospheres are of two kinds.

First: In extreme cases, fires resulting directly from the ig-

nition of dust accunuilaling on the l.imj) bulb.

Second : Explosions resulting from the accidental breakage of

lami)s in a <histy atinosi)lierc containing the proper pro|)ortion of

air and dust to form an explosive mixture.

Hy the j)ropcr application and i)rolcction of lamj)s. the i)Ossi-

bility of trouble due to either ot" these causes ni.iy be eliminated.
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The hazard attending the use of high wattage lamps in general

overhead lighting systems is far less than that resulting from the

careless use of small hanging lamps on drop cords.

Present day practice as indicated by Table I is in general un-

satisfactory. The usual procedure is to apply bare incandescent

lamps, usually Carbon or Mazda B in the 25, 40 or 6o-watt sizes

on drop cords at intervals of about 20 feet, and a hanging height

of approximately 6 ft. above the floor as shown in Figure 2.

The resultant distribution of illumination is very non-unifonn

;

the intensity is low, the light sources which are in the range of vis-

ion are decidedly uncomfortable and the breakage risk and conse-

quent fire hazard is very great. The claimed advantage of such

practice is that the low hanging height makes it possible for the

workers to readily clean lamps by wiping them with their hands as

they pass along. Some of the more modern mills apply low wat-

tage lamps in vapor proof globes at more frequent intervals, some-

times mounting them on the supporting columns, using a rigid

mounting. This practice is substantially better and in mills of the

more modern type with light surroundings, fairly good illumin-

ation is secured.

There is undoubtedly a large field in this industry for the use

of higher wattage lamps in conjunction with vapor-proof globes

equipped with reflectors and where necessary, guards afifording

protection from mechanical injury. (Fig. i). The. economy,

minimization of fire hazard and improved lighting effect pro-

curable should more than justify their installation. A well-

designed unit is not unduly susceptible to the accumulation of dust

and undoubtedly many of the fixtures now available on the

market are quite satisfactory.

The demands for lighting in the grain elevator are, for safety,

for the carrying on of rough operations such as the setting of belt

trips, grain spouts, etc., and for some little closer visual work as

the reading of scales. Intensities of from 0.25 to i foot-candle are

to-day being almost universally employed for this work. These

values of illumination are undoubtedly low and a substantial in-

crease to intensities in the order of from i to 3 foot-candles should

be adopted, for by so doing safety in working conditions would be

materially bettered, in fact to such an extent that the increased

wattage could be easily justified. Furthermore, the application of

Mazda C lamps in suitable reflectors equipped with vapor-proof
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Fig. I.—Typical vapor proof reflector of the type recommended for praiii elevators

and flour mill lighting.

I'ig. J. Day virw illiiolf uliiiR typienl roiidilioiM enrnunlrrrd in a grain rlcvalor,

JS'WMtt MA7(la II lamp* in vapor proof Klohm on rrntcru u x i.| fort. Ahucncc of

reflector* and dunt Rrrumulalion rr»uhi« in drcidrdly low iilili/ation of light, avrrairc

intensity lr*» than n.5 ft.c. Inadcmiafr an it may !»rrm it piitnim onr of thr brut

in^lallaliont in^prclrd.



Fig. 3.— iJaj view of scale Hour in grain elevator, un»liiel(Je<l lauips are almost

directly in line with scale beam on which none too distinct figures must be read.

Angle type or dome reflectors should be used here to provide "light on the object

and not in the eye."

Fig. 4.—Day view indicating the character of lighting often employed at the

bagging and weighing machines in the flour mill, a few 25-watt bare lamps are

haphazardly placed and pulled over to some chosen position by a piece of string.
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TABLE I—Lighting Statistics Compiled from Inspection of ioo

TvpiCAi, Houses Ranging from 60,000 to 4,500,000 Bushels
Capacity ^

Kind of Lighting

Plants using Oil Lanterns I

Plant using Gas O
Plants using Electricity 99

Types of Lamps
Plants using all carbon lamps 21
Plants using all tungsten lamps (Vacuum) 42
Plants using all tungsten lamps (gas-filled) I

Plants using carbon and tungsten Vacuum 26
Plants using carbon and tungsten gas-filled 5
Plants using carbon vacuum and gas-filled 4
Plants using oil lanterns I

Use of Reflectors

Plants using no reflectors 85
Plants using some reflectors II

Plants entirely equipped with reflectors 4
Vapor Proof Globe Protection

Plants using no V. P. globes 41
Plants partially equipped 46
Plants entirely equipped 13

Types of Reflectors

Plants using all drop cords 53
Plants using all ceiling sockets 2
Plants using ceiling sockets and drop cords 9
Plants using ceiling sockets and wall brackets 5
Plants using drop cords and wall brackets l8'

Plants using drop cords, ceiling sockets and wall brackets 13

Types of U'irincf

Plants using all conduit wiring $1
Plants using all open wiring 32
Plants using open and conduit 17

Lamps
Average mmibir of lami)s per plant 230
Average size lamp used (watt) 40-50

eiiclosint,' j^^lobcs will make possible the procureincnl of a more uni-

form, efTiciciit and romfortahle distribution.

There are some areas in and about the a\(.'rai;o rlo\at«)r \vhiv'h

require otlier than ^'eneral li^htinj^, these being the scales, bins,

freight cars, docks and shi|) holds.

In front of cxch hopper on the scale floor ( the point where thr

incoming and outgoing grain is weiglicd ) . is a beam scale calibra-

ted with figures varying in height from one-foiuth to one lialf inch

It is essential that these scales be read accurately and rapidly.

1 Since 100 is the bantc fifurc the rrprcucntBtivr number &re alao cquiTaknt
p«rccntaffrt.
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The proper kind of illumination undoubtedly is an important

adjunct to the attainment of these ends. The present practice con-

sists for the most part of using one or more low-hanging bare

lamps directly in front of the scales and usually on the normal line

of vision, Fig. 3. This procedure is far from being good and a

practicable solution of the lighting problem seems to be to mount

one or preferably two dome shape reflectors, carrying 75-watt

Mazda C lamps, about 3 feet above the level of the arm.

In the lighting of grain storage bins we have a rather interesting

problem, and one whose satisfactory solution is an objective which

has often been the hope of many operating men. Unfortunately,

most operators have held hope but have taken no real steps towards

investigating ways and means of attaining a satisfactory solution.

Grain bins are in reality tanks ranging in depth from 60 to 90

feet in which grain is stored prior to shipment. It is frequent-

ly desired to look into these bins for the purpose of determining

grain level. It also becomes necessary at times to enter the bins

for the purpose of cleaning. The theoretical method of establish-

ing the grain level is by means of a plumb line, while actual exam-

ination is made under the illumination furnished by a carbon or

Mazda B lamp of low wattage mounted, on a drop cord, in fact in

99 out of 100 plants inspected this practice is held. Unfortunately

the common tendency of workers at these points is to use the

lamp and cord as a plumb line. The lamp and cord are lowered

into the bin and the cord is quite frequently chaffed or broken,

causing short circuits and further are often left hanging in the

bin only to be covered by grain at some later time. This is obvi-

ously an extremely dangerous practice and there are on record

cases of fires and explosions which it is claimed can be directly

traced to this cause. The ideal method of lighting these bins

would be by means of a portable unit which could be mounted at

the opening, projecting its rays into the bins and lighting the in-

terior to an intensity of, in the order of one-half to one foot-candle.

During the movement of grain, one of the most usual intervals of

inspection, the interiors of these bins are enveloped in dust clouds.

The lighting supplied at the opening must penetrate this cloud.

Apparently, the most practical unit for this service is a search-

light carrying a standard voltage lamp. One of the large railroad

export elevators is now using such a scheme to its entire satisfac-
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tion. Outlets are situated at convenient points over the bin floor,

and units which are hung at readily accessible points may be taken

when needed and located at whatever bin requires light, It be-

comes unnecessary for lamps or current carrying parts to be low-

ered into the bins themselves, and ample light is had throughout

the interior even under the most adverse conditions.

It quite frequently happens that ships must be unloaded or

loaded at night, in which event artificial illumination of some

means must be had. For exterior illumination of this character it

is the usual procedure to mount flood lights on convenient parts

of the building training them on the areas where illumination is re-

quired. For lighting the ship holds, clusters of 6o-watt lamps in

a dome steel reflector fitted with a wire protecting guard and ar-

ranged for convenient plugging into receptables mounted along the

deck side of the building are usually employed, while lighting the

interior of cars is cared for in a somewhat similar manner. Un-
doubtedly a better effect and more efficient illumination could be

secured at these points by the utilization of a dome-shaped vapor

proof unit equipped with a guard and a Mazda C lamp, preferably

bowl enameled, of a suitable wattage.

The following tabulation indicates the recommended lighting

practice for grain elevators.

Sect ion Typ« of illumination IntcnKity ft-c.

Machinery floor General 3-4 ft.

Garner floor General 1-3 ft.

Weighing floor (icncral and local i-j, 8-10 ft.

Bin floor General and local projectors 1-3, Va-I fi

Cleaning General 1-3 ft.

Conveyor passageway General 1-3 ft.

Deck and dock General (inoodlighting) 1-3 ft.

Cars and ship holds General 3-4 ft.

flour Mills.—Closely allied to the grain elevator is the modern
flour mill wherein grainstutYs are converted into flour. Treseni

day mills range in size from those which convert but a few l>ar-

rels a day to those having a daily output that ranges well into the

thousands, but regardless of their capacity the oi>erations per-

formed and the lighting demands arc much the same.

Flour mill construction is (|uite similar to that of grain eleva-

tors. Old construction is characterized l)y the multiplicity of

cross-beams, struts, etc., necessitated by the type of architecture.
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Modern practice, however, closely approaches standard factory

construction. As in the case of elevators, the upper areas are

broken up by conveyor tubes, spouting, etc. The machinery em-

ployed in various operations is usually arranged in rows with those

parts demanding most light facing the windows.

The processes employed in flour milling involve a seeming mul-

tiplicity of treatments, but the main objectives may be classed as

cleaning, tempering, separation of middlings and reduction to

flour.2 These operations are all of a semi-automatic nature, and

the product is not touched by human hand from start to finish, be-

ing passed from operation to operation through spout conveyors.

Artificial light application in the majority of mills is very

poor. The customary procedure is to place low^ wattage Mazda B
lamps on drop cords at the place where light is desired (note

Fig. 4) without regard to the procurement of efficent utilization,

unifoim distribution, 01 prevention of glare. As a consequence,

interiors are usually gloomy, eye fatiguing, and even dangerous

because of the prevalent shadows.

General lighting is most admirably adopted to the flour mill

(see Figures 5 and 6), and can be best secured by the use of suit-

ably spaced gas-filled lamps in steel dorne reflectors, preferably

equipped with vapor-proof globes. (See Fig. i).

In modern flour mills laboratories are maintained for, the in-

spection and testing of flour with regard to grade, bread-making

qualities, etc. In addition to the general system of lighting of high

intensity which should be provided in such an area, color-match-

ing units are found to be highly valuable, inasmuch as they enable

the accurate discrimination of slight variations in color regardless

of natural light conditions. Such units are now being employed

in some of the progressive mills.

The following intensities are recommended as a guide for good

lighting practice.

Process or operation Type of illumination Intensity ft-c.

Cleaning, grinding, rolling, separating General 3-6

Bagging and weighing Localized general 6-8

Grading Local 10-20

Breakfast Foods.—The breakfast foods produced under various

trade names are far too numerous to discuss in so far as their

* For a detailed discussion of the process involved, see "Food Industries" by Vultf and
Vanderbilt, pages 62-74. Publishers, Chemical Publishing Company, Easton. Pa,
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Fig. 5.—Night view of modern lighting applied to elevator heads and bolter

distributors in a flour mill, iso-watt bowl enameled Mazda C lamps in RL,M standard

dome reflectors are used on i6foot centers, 13 feet above the floor, they provide an

intensity of 5 ftc. The white siirronndiiiKS aid the sanitary conditions ami promote

tuili/alion of li.,'ht.

Fiir. ft. IIikIi I' vfl liuhtinit of thr mllrt lln.ir in ;i pmurrssivc flour mill. 1
50*

watt bowl rnamrird Ma/da i", Ump* in RI.NI ^landard dome reflector* «rr 10 feet

above the floor on crntrrs 8 x 10 ft, the intrujuly i<« over u ft.c.



Fig. 7.—A rare example of modern lighting applied to the mixing and bake

room of a progressive medium sized bread bakery. The 18 x 18 feet bays in front of

the ovens are illuminated by centrally located 200-watt clear Mazda C lamps in RLM
standard dome reflectors producing a resultant intensity of approximr.tely 3.5 ft.-c.

Fig. 8—Ni«ht view of dividing and raising room of a well-lighted bread bakery,

loo-watt clear Mazda C lamps in RLM standard dome reflectors on g-foot centers

provide a working intensity of 8 ft.-c.
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manufacturing pecularlties are concerned in an article of this

character. It was found, however, that the procedure involved

parallels very closely that described in a typical flour mill plus

cooking, baking, steaming and the like.^ Breakfast food manufac-

turies are usually of standard mill type construction characterized

by large window areas producing good daylight conditions. Arti-

ficial lighting practice varies widely, although the trend as indi-

cated in new construction is toward high grade general illumina-

tion. Many of the older plants inspected were found to be using

a haphazard system of B lamps on drop cords, and as a contrast

to this were found modern plants at the other extreme using well

planned systems of totally indirect lighting.

The following tabulation indicates the recommended lighting

practice.

Process or operation Type of illumtaation Intensity ft-c.

Cleaning, grinding, rolling General 3-6

Baking and roasting General 5-10

Bakeries.—Bakeries may be grouped with reference to character

of product into three general classes, as bread and cake baking,

cracker and biscuit baking and pie baking. The establishments

of a given group in themselves vary widely in character, from the

small cellar or backroom retail variety producing on a small scale

and largely by hand, to the huge specially-constructed well-venti-

lated sunlight factory type building containing acres of floor

space and producing enormous volumes by means of highly de-

veloped automatic machinery for wholesale distribution.

In bread making iIr- operation consists, broadly speaking,* of

mixing, raising, dividing or forniing, baking and wrapjMng. In

the smaller establi>liinents many of these operations are carried

on !>y hand and wrapping is an unknown quantity, (^n the

other hand, in the large institutions the ()j)erations are all carried

on by automatic machinery and the product is not touched by

human hands from the time the ingredients are mixed until the

lf>af is placed in the shipping trays.

* For n r1etMile<l(li<icuMion of thr prncrftM>« involved in brrakfitut ftnvi mniMifnrttire.
•pr 'fftnyi In(liiiitri<>« Ity Vult^ nml Vnmtrrtillt, \*nnr» 7.s-Ho. r»ihli«hri . Chrmi. nl J'ub
liNhinK Cum puny, Hn*ton, I'a

« Foi n niorp flrtnilnl (li««-u<i<tiiiM of iUr oytrraiion't hivulvrd in ItnkiiiK nrr "Hihwl Indus-
IrirH." tiy Vultr niul Vamlrtl.ill. \miitn Si ,,*,_ riiMi»Jirr». Chcniirnl I*\iMi«hin^: Co

,

FaMon, I'li.
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Crackers and biscuits are numerous in variety, ranging from

the well-known soda cracker to the heavily candied and fruited

cracker which might almost be classed as confection. The manu-

facturing operations in this phase of the industry, in addition to

those encountered in bread-making consist of the preparation of

fruits, nuts, icings, etc., and the application of these. By far the

major part of this class of product is made in huge establishments

by automatic and semi-automatic machinery.

Pie baking involves, in addition to the usual blending and mix-

ing processes, the preparation of fillers such as fruits and custards,

and their introduction into the molds. Fruit-peeling in some

cases is carried on by hand, while in others specially designed

machines are utilized. The sorting of fruits, the picking of

raisins and similar operations, depend to a considerable extent

on the human element, and good lighting is a vital essential in

maintaining the product at a high grade.

The survey indicates that the majority of baking establishments

are using lighting systems which are far below a satisfactory and

economical standard. In fully 50 per cent of the plants in-

spected reflectors were found to be a practically unknown quantity

and vacuum lamps ranging from 25 to 60 watts were the pre-

vailing light sources. Light distribution is an element very seldom

found to receive consideration and the prevalence of glare caused

by unshielded light sources is almost as universal as the use of

electricity as an illuminant itself. Many large and otherwise

high-grade modern plants and in fact some even under the course

of erection were found to be planning the use of lighting

systems which would result in intensities ranging from 1-2 foot-

candles. The surroundings in these plants are usually finished

in white to promote cleanliness and light utilization as a conse-

quence is fairly good. However, the average run of intensities

is from one-half to 2 foot-candles and in line for substantial

betterment. (See Figures 7 and 8).

During the course of baking it frequently becomes necessary

to observe progress. For this purpose artificial light other than

that furnished by an overhead general system is required and

several schemes are in vogue. The simplest consists of the use

of a low wattage bare lamp mounted on an extention cord which

is inserted at the front of the oven when inspection is made.
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This scheme, is very poor, inasmuch as the hght source is usually

in the Hne of vision and there is a great likelihood of lamp break-

age. Another common practice is to mount a bare low wattage

lamp in one corner of the oven, occasionally with a reflector be-

hind it, sometimes continuously in circuit and sometimes arranged

for plugging in during inspection. Inasmuch as the baking tem-

perature ranges from 5CX)° to 750° F. short lamp life results from

such practice, a week or ten days being the average time of sat-

isfactory performance. Although special lamps having special

treatment in such matters as glass, basing cement, solder, exhaust,

etc., have been developed for use in such locations their life per-

formance is not sufficiently better than that of regular lamps

to warrant their adoption.

Several oven manufacturers, apparently realizing the weakness

of these makeshift schemes, build special lighting equipment in

thicir ovens. The lamp application in such cases usually takes

one of two forms. One arrangement consists of a swinging arm
mounted without the oven holding a housing with a glass front

a reflector and a 40 or 60-watt Mazda B lamp. This arm may
be swung into the oven and light secured over the bake at the

time of the inspection. Inasmuch as the oven door cannot be

closed when the arm projects through the doorway, the possibility

of having the lamj) at oven temperature for any appreciable

length of time is eliminated.

The other scheme employs a unit which is built in a port in

the front oven wall. It consists essentially of a cylindrical shell

pivoted at the center one-half being of cast iron and the other

mica, with a low wattage lamp and reflector mounted within.

Normally the cast iron section faces the interior of the oven,

the lamp l>eing on the outside. When inspection is made the

cylinder is turned on its axis, by a handle providetl for that i)ur-

posc, and the li^lU thrown where desired. The only fault with

this equipment is that the operators in carelessness freijuently fail

to turn the lamps back to the outside position.

Gas-fillcd lamps are found to give a l>ctter life p<*rformance in

this service than vacuum lamps.
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The following tabulation indicates the recommended standards

of illumination for this class of work.

Frocegs or operation Type of illumination

General

Intensity ft-c.

Blending 4-6

Mixing General 4-6
Dividing and forming General 4-6
Fruit sorting and peeling Localized general 10-15

Raisin picking Localized general 15-18
Baking General 4-8

Icing General 4-8

Wrapping General 4-6

Canneries.—Canning as an industry in the United States dates

back to 1 819 when the packing of marine products was under-

taken on a small scale on our eastern coast. Western emmigra-

tion and the necessities of war caused an enormous expansion in

this method of food preservation and to-day it embraces the

treatment of a vast array of foodstuffs as fruits, vegetables, meats,

marine products, milk and the preparation of many specialties.

Fruits, vegetables and most varieties of canned fish are seasonal

products whose production occurs over a very brief period of

time. As a consequence in plants handling foods of this kind,

it becomes necessary to carry on work almost continuously during

the flush season and until the run of raw material is exhausted.

The need for high grade artificial light under such conditions is

quite obvious.

On the other hand, there are many canneries whose products

are of the year round variety as for example, soup, bean and milk

canneries and in which working hours are much the same as

encountered in the average industry.

Those plants which work but a few months during the year

are in most instances crude roomy structures, built solely to offer

protection from the elements, while those whose production is

of a more constant order are usually housed in substantial build-

ings of typical factory construction.

The first important operation in canning is that of the grading

of raw materials with reference to size and quality.^ The former

discrimination in the case of fruits and some vegetables is made
by machines while in the case of most other products this opera-

^ For n more detailed discussion of the operations involved in modern caniiinj? see
"Food Industries," Vult^ and Vanderbilt, pafjes 251-262, Publishers, Chemical Puhlishiiin
Co.. F,aston, Pa.
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tion depends upon human accuracy. Quality grading is undoubt-

edly one of the most important of processes and depends entirely

Uf>on the visual accuracy of the worker.

Other preliminary operations vary widely depending upon the

product treated. Some materials require but very little prep-

aration while others must be pitted, cored, peeled, husked, etc.

Various methods of accomplishment are employed some utiliz-

ing machinery- and others depending entirely upon the skill of

the worker. Washing, the next operation, is purely mechanical

and is followed by blanching or parboiling, can-filling, processing

and cooling.

Present day artificial lighting practice in this industry varies

widely. Managers of many large modern canneries, realizing the

benefits of high intensity properly applied light, have adopted com-

mendable systems to their requirements. In such plants general

lighting employing from H io i watt per square foot is being used

with localized general lighting at preparation tables and can in-

spection benches. In the small institutions, however, and particu-

larly those who function but a few months a year the lighting ap-

plication is rather poor and consists for the most part of the in-

discriminate application of bare lamps.

In recommending desirable lighting practice for this phase of

the food industry too much stress cannot be laid upon the im-

portance of uniform distribution and adequate intensity, particu-

larly in the cutting, peeling and various preparatory operations.

Provision must be made so that shadows will not be cast in front

of the operators as they sit and c nt or sort. The psyschological ef-

fect of lighting on employees is also an important consideration

inasmuch as the majority of workers are women and as commonly

known the working efficiency and general welfare of this class

of labf)r is inlhienced to a marked degree by the working atmos-

phere. General lighting with localized units at the points pre-

viously mentioned, answers all the lighting needs in the canning

factory.

In many canneries, as for example, in the canning of j>eachfs,

there are as many as five or six distinctive grades of products.

In order to discriminate these from the bulk as received, excep-

tionally gocxi lighting is ol)vi()Usly necessary. Oaylight Mazda

Lamps arc found to be extremely helpful in the discrimination of
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color, quality and blemishes, and should be employed where such

work is carried on. Accurate color matching units, are also in-

valuable in the laboratories where color comparisons and tests are

made.

The following tabulation indicates the recommended practice

lor the lighting of canneries.

Process or operation Type of illumination Intensity ft-c.

Grading Localized general
(daylight lamps) 10-15

Peelini?, pitting, husking,

cutting, etc Localized general 8-12

Washing General 4-8
Blanching General 4-8

Can filling, exhausting and General 4-8

closing

Can inspection Localized general ^o-iS
Processing and cooling General 4-8

Labeling and packing General 4-6

Meat Packing.—The modern packing plant is a typical example

of the great progress that has been made in the scientific hand-

ling of foodstuffs during the last score of years. Whereas in

time gone by, it was primarily a winter industry, modern methods

of refrigeration have made it possible on an enormous scale

throughout the entire year. Federal Government inspection has

done much toward elevating the standards of working condi-

tions and sanitation. The Bureau of Animal Industry of the

U. S. Departmtnt of Agriculture require that complete plans for

the new buildings be sent to Washington for examination and

approval and their recommendations must be carried out. Regu-

lation No. 8 of the Bureau reads that abundant light both natural

and artificial must be furnished at all times and in all places ex-

cept coolers, curing cellars, etc., although it is advocated that

natural light be had here if possible. Painting is also required on

all woodwork and must be of a light color so that accumulations

of dirt or dust can be readily seen and removed.

A modern establishment of average size is made up of a

number of buildings grouped together in a manner best suited

for the efficient handling of the various products. Old plants

are largely of mill type construction with low ceilings, heavy

timbers beams and many columns which tend to obstruct what

daylight succeeds in entering through the small unfrequently

washed windows. On account of the relatively large floor space,
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little daylight penetrates the spaces remote from the windows

and artificial light has to be employed at all times. Small in-

terior rooms, curing cellars, coolers, and passageways usually

have no provisions for daylighting.

Modern buildings as now constructed under government ap-

proval are usually planned so that daylight can penetrate to the

maximum depth. This limits the width of the buildings to ap-

proximately 80 feet. Construction is usually of the mill t)'pe with

bays 16 feet by i6 feet.*' As compared to the older houses,

ceilings are usually higher, columns fewer, windows larger and

daylight conditions much improved.

The working operations in meat packing consist of slaughter-

ing, removal of hides, pelts or bristles, as the case may be, re-

moval of the internal organs, heads and feet, followed by a

thorough scrubbing and washing. The carcasses are then re-

moved to the coolers where they hang until shipped or until they

are sent to the cutting department for dissecting preparatory to

curing, sausage making or canning."^

Although government regulations have done much toward im-

proving sanitary and daylight conditions, artificial lighting in

many plants is still far from a satisfactory standard. The equip-

ment in use is of a wide and in many cases antiquated variety.

Carbon filament and vacuum lamps arc still commonly used

while glaring units are very common. In many cases where re-

flectors are used, they are not of a type designed for the lamps

in connection with which they arc being operated. Local light-

ing, employing groups of small bare lamps is frequently used at

the cutting tal)les, etc., the very j)laces wliere comfortable and

adecjuate light is most essential.

In operations such as the stripping of hides, dressing and in-

specting, a comparatively higli intensity of well diiTused light is

absolutely essential, to tlie maintenance of a higli gratie of

•For II tuorr <lrtnllr»l ilr*4M iptioii of inoilrrii iMcking hounr cutmlruction. ntr "Puck
inf ninl Cold S»«»ri»|r' l«»n«tr»ntl.>n »)y II I'rtrr Hrnmhirn. l'ul)lishrr«, .NlcWrtima nnd
ColUna. Oiicnfo, ni

' Fot • more (lrlnllr«l cttii<»i-%«i(»n ..f ihr ii|>rrntion<i iiixolvrd in itirMt {tm-kiiig. nrr
"Ftuxl ln(lui«li !»»•• by VuU^ rtn«l Vaa<lrr)>itl. iiA^rt .00 1 m), I'liMi^hri* v hrniunl l«ub-

liMhhiK Co.. Knalon. I'n
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product, the minimization of spoilage and the prevention of acci-

dents such as cuts. (See Figure 9). Sales cooler lighting should

be of a comfortable and effective character inasmuch as it

is there that the prospective buyers examine the carcasses and

make their selections. (See Figure 10). A medium intensity of

general light will suffice for most all other working spaces.

The following tabulation indicates the recommended practice

for the lighting of packing houses

:

Process or operation Type of illumination Intensity f t-c.

Slaughtering General 3-6

Hide stripping and dressing General 8-12

Washing General 8-10

Inspection Localized general 12-14

Cooling General 4-8

Cutting Localized general 8-10

Cooking, grinding, sausage General 6^
stuffing, etc.

Curing ^4

Ice Cream Manufacturing.—Ice cream frequently termed the

"Great American Dessert" was developed as a frozen milk product

in northern Italy. The industry is one which has expanded with

surprising rapidity, particularly in recent years. In nearly all

large cities are found plants both large and small usually of

modern factory construction devoting their entire efforts to ice

cream production.

The manufacturing consists of the mixing of the ingredients

freezing and holding in coolers until shipped.

Lighting practice in this industry is among the poorest found

in any of the so-called food industries. Proprietors of some

plants attempt to excuse this state of affairs by referring to the

seasonal nature of their business but the majority of the plants

operate during the hours of darkness as well as light especially

during the summer months.

General illumination of a modern intensity answers all lighting

demands.

The following tabulation indicates the recommended practice

for the lighting of ice cream plants.

Proceit or operation Type of illumination Intensity ft-c.

Mixing General 4-6

Freezing General 4-6

Coolers General 3-4
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Fig. 9.—A iii;;ht view of tin- killing aiui strip|)inK Hour of a moiK-rn packiiiR plant
i5o-watt bowl iiianulid Nfa/da C lamps in .shallow ilonu- porcrlain rctUctors on
lo-foot centtrs, assisted by li^'ht colond surroumlings, furnish a well diffusttl illu-niiia-

tion of approximately 12 ft.c. intensity.

Tin. 10 Niuht VKW of A lypuat "Salr. (doln" illtitninAtril l.y r.w.iii (..ui

Ma/<Ia li l»mp)i on crntrrti H x 6 frrt prniiurinK nn nvrrnKr tiUmiity of H fi c. Th(
lixhl -mrroiiM.linu* niil in ihr iilili/Ation nf \^^^\^^ aikI ininimi/Ation of glarr fio:n (hr

unahirblt-tl lAtnp^.



Fig. II.—Night view of pasteurizing and bottling room in a modern milk treating

plant. General lighting of an average intensity of 5 ft.-c. is provided by white tile

lined side wall troughs fitted each with four 40-watt lamps. Local lighting of an

intensity of 12 ft.-c. for inspection at the take off points on the bottling machine

is provided by steel reflectors and 6o-watt lamps.

Fig. 12.—Night view of a well lighted shipping platform of a large city milk

distributor and pasteurizing plant. An average intensity of -' ft.-c. is provided by

the overhead lighting units.
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Chocolate and Candy Manufacture.—The ever growing public

demand for sweets has elevated the candy industry from the re-

tail store, basement shop to the modern daylight factory of irre-

proachable construction though there still remain many of the

smaller establishments.

The conversion of cacao bean, as received by the chocolate

manufacturer, into the chocolate of commerce involves processes

which are known as cleaning and sorting, husking, sieving, and

winnowing, milling or grinding, fat extraction, crushing, sifting,

mixing, refining, kneading, moulding, setting or cooling and

wrapping.^

The principal operations in candy making consist of mixing,

cooking, moulding, dipping and wra])])ing.

Lighting conditions in this industry vary widely. Several of

the large plants inspected were found to be using admirably

applied general illumination with intensities ranging from 4 to 6

foot-candles. Others were found to be using haphazard applica-

tions of bare lamps on drop cords and these apparently are still

in the majority.

There are no difficult })r()l)lems involved in the lighting of these

factories and general illumination projicrly applied is usunllv

found well suited to all areas.

The following tabulation indicates the recommended practice

for the lighting of chocolate and candy factories:

ProccHH or operation Type <» r illiiniitiation Intensity ft-c.

Chncolatc
ClcaiiiiiK .'tiid sortiiiR Ooncral 4-8
MiiskiiiK', sirvinjs' aiul winnowing (K-ncral 4-«
.Millinv^ (Kiural 4-8

I'at extract inn (iciK-ral 4-8
Cru-shinK, siftiiiK', niixitiK and riTii liiiK (iciu'ral 4-8
Knradiri'K' aixl niotildiiiK (^MUTal 4-8
SottiiH^ ( f( IKT.il 4-8
Wrapping liciural 5-10

Ciiudy
NfixiriK (ft nrral 4-8
C'ookirJK Ot'iural 4-8
Monldinx and dipping (^iciU'ral 5-10
VVrappinjs' (tcniTal 5-10

Fruit l\ukiu</.—As compared with the intricacies of manufac-

ture encountered in many of the food industries, fruit packing

* F'or M <lrtftilr<l «lr«M-i iptiun (»f «h«Kol(itr innnufncliirc nrr "Ctni^a juuI Chfx'idntf " l»y

K. Wliyniprr, ruMiHhrrn, J. A. Churcltill. 7 (iirat MailUirodKlt St., I«uni]uii, Knfilnnil.
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is of extreme simplicity. The fruit, upon being harvested, is

usually taken either to rudely constructed tables built in the open

at a convenient part of the orchard or to more or less substanti-

ally constructed sheds for cleaning, grading and in the case of

choice fruits, w^rapping.

By far the most important operation in fruit packing is that

of grading. In the case of apples, pears, peaches, apricots, etc.,

this consists of the division of the crop into three groups while

in some citrus fruits as many as five gradations are made. Clas-

sification is carried on with careful reference to size, shape, color,

degree of ripeness, blemishes, bruises, etc. Extremely good light

of a character enabling fairly accurate color discrimination is

highly essential in this work. It is found that most packers

depend almost entirely upon north skylight, suspending operations

with the coming of darkness and on cloudy or rainy days.

Owing to the short harvest season and relatively high perish-

ability of most fruits the problem of prompt grading is of serious

importance. In at least one large California orange and lemon

packery a practical solution has been reached by the adoption of

proper lighting. The scheme employed involves the use of Day-

light Mazda Lamps in deep bowl porcelain, enamel steel re-

flectors hung 3 feet above the grading tables and producing a

uniform intensity of approximately 8 foot-candles. It is 'Claimed

that carefully conducted tests shov/ that fruit may be graded under

this light with the same degree of accuracy as under normal

daylight and further that the workers prefer the artificial illum-

ination.

The introduction of this lighting system has made possible

double shift operation and according to the plant manager will

make possible the saving of thousands of dollars in plant addi-

tions to say nothing of the increasing output and hastening of

marketing.

In cleaning and wrapping, a medium intensity of general light-

ing supplied by standard units, localized with reference to the

working tables is found satisfactory.

The following tabulation indicates the recommended lighting

practice for fruit packing establishments.
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Proccfs or operation Type of illumination Intensity ft-c.

Cleaning Localized general 3-6
Grading Local 8-12 daylight lamps
Wrapping Localized general 3-6

MUk Treating.—Milk plays a more important role in the aver-

age daily life than any other beverage, usually being found on

every table either in its natural, condensed, or evaporated form.

Because it becomes easily contaminated, cleanliness is an absolute

necessity in its handling and to these ends, good light is an im-

portant aid.

Dairying and treating plants are characterized by their clean

and light interiors. Walls and ceilings are usually finished with

good white paint or white tile and windows and .skylights are

liberally provided.

The processes involved in marketing fresh milk may be briefly

summarized as pasteurizing, bottling and canning, cooling and

shipping.

Pasteurizing is a process of heating and rapidly cooling which

results in the destruction of a considerable part of the bacterial

life and improvement in the keeping qualities of the milk. It

is the most important process encountered in milk handling, and

is attended by the greatest of care. Bottling is done by auto-

matic machines, each bottle being inspected after being capped

or sealed by an operator who lifts the bottles from the machine

and places them on a conveyor on which they are carried to the

coolers where they are held until shipped.

General lighting supplemented by hxal or localized ucneral

lighting at inspection points is usually employed in milk treating

plants and is well adopted to the work carried on. (Sec I'igure

II).

Inasmuch as most milk shipj)ing especially in tlu* case of city

distribution is done during the night or tarly morning, good

shipping platf(jrm lighting is imj)oitant and may usually be ob-

tained by properly applied general lighting. ( S<e I'ig. 12).

No particular lighting problems are encountered In condensing

or cvai)orating plants and general lighting of a medium inten

sity is found to answer all rfciuircnients.
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The following tabulation indicates the recommended lighting

practice for milk treating plants.

Process or operation Type of illumination Intensity f t-c.

Pasteurizing, bottling and capping General 4-8

Bottle inspection Local or localized general 10-12

Cooling General 2-4

Can and bottle washing General 2-4

Shipping General 1-2

Condensing General 4-8

Evaporating General 4-8

CONCI.USION

There are of course, other products whose manufacture falls

within the scope of the title of this paper and it is regretted that

the limited time available for compilation and preparation has

necessitated their omission.

In conclusion it may be justly said that the "Food Industries"

present as much and perhaps more room for development from

the artificial lighting standpoint than any other industry in the

country. They represent a field which has hardly been touched

upon and in which the Illuminating Engineer, Lighting Salesman

and Central Station can co-operate in carrying on a worthy and

profitable campaign of elevation.
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DISCUSSION

L. B. Marks: I could not help thinking while Mr. Rade-

macher was talking that twenty-five years ago in the factory

lighting industry, we had pretty much the same conditions to

contend with. Of course, we still have a great deal to contend

with, and the old question of the manufacturer not appreciating

what we have to give him is going on and has not been solved,

and the best that we can do is to keep on doing what the

Society has been doing: educating, educating, educating in all

directions.

It does seem a pity that new plants should put in installations

giving only one to two foot-candles, where six or eight or ten are

required, and it was certainly interesting and delightful to hear

the comm.cnts made by Mr. Rademacher, and to note that he

among others is making progress, real substantial progress, in

pointing out to the industry the need of better illumination and

the advantages that accrue therefrom.

Incidentally, I might say that the Lighting Committee of the

New York State Industrial Board has made a survey of shop

lighting, including the lighting of the food industry, and thd

results of that survey check up very closely with wliat Mr. Rade-

macher has reported in his j^aper. The percentage of bare lamps

runs nearly 50 per cent, even after sixteen years of educational

work of the Illuminating Engineering Society.

David SpindELL: The use of prismatic glassware, for upjK'r

windows in factories, will i^rcatly increase the distribution of

natural light, and permit the u^c- of the lower windows for view-

ing objects.

NoR.MAN Mac 111; I II : I have come across one or two interest-

ing points in the foo<l industries in the use of artificial dayliijhtiiig

equipment that 1 thought might be of interest, as Mr. Rademacher

has made certain references to that kind of eijuipment.

In milk ])lants wc found instances where yellow stains on (he

inside of milk bottle^^ b.id withstood all ordinary washing and

sterilizing and could n^t be seen under artiticial lii^hl ; the lH)ttlcs

were filled with milk, and the next morning on the back porch they

would show u]) the yellow stains against the background of the

milk. It re(piires either natural daylight or an artiticial dav-

lighf of reasonably exact reproduction to show up these yellow

stains.
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We also had an interesting application a short time ago from

a fish-packing plant in New England. It seems that in taking

the cured codfish and cutting it up for packing in boxes occa-

sionally the knife would cut into a worm, and this particular

packing concern took pride in their product and desired to get

rid of those worms. The only way they could find the worm in

the cured side of a codfish was to hold the fish up against a bright

sky background, the selective absorption of the worm being

slightly different than the fish, and they could lay the fish on the

table and dig the worm out. They desired to save the workmen
the trouble of turning around to examine each fish at a window,

many of them had to make a full half-turn to get to a window,

and at the same time there were days when the sky brightness

was not sufficient. So artificial light was resorted to; they cut

a hole in the table, put a piece of plate glass over it, and tried a

200-watt lamp and an RLM reflector underneath it. Two things

developed. The first was that under artificial light the worm
disappeared and became the same color as the codfish, you could

not see it ; the second was that the glass got so hot and the glare

from the lamp was so serious that this scheme failed.

In taking up that application, we had occasion to use a 500-

watt lamp with a filter for the reproduction of daylight, and we
practically eliminated -heat and glare with a momentary contact

foot operated switch, so that the lamp was only on during that

period when the operator had the fish on the table, cutting out

the worms. In between times, while cutting up the side of the

fish, the lamps was off.

It should be understood that the worm is part of the codfish,

but when the housewife finds it she is under the impression that

it is an improperly cured codfish which has been neglected some-

where in the process and some outside creature has gotten in.

These worms are actually taken up by the codfish in their natural

living condition when they are lying around on the rocks in shallow

water; they become attached to the fish and afterwards enter.

They are a perfectly good kind of codfish worms, so that it does

not mean bad codfish if you get this kind of worm in it.

We also found an interesting application in the large bakeshops

and in flour mills. Your flour is graded in terms of your com-

I
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petitor's flour. There is a day-to-day standard. The mills

handling a high grade of flour will have samples of several compet-

ing flours, all in similar bins, the bins replenished regularly with

flour of the same manufacture, and each day they bake sample

loaves from each blended brand, but the loaves baked to-day

are of no value in comparison with those baked yesterday. It is

the flour and loaves that are baked to-day that must be compared

because of the humidity, air conditions and similar factors. Color

is exceedingly important because there is a difference in sales

value if the flour is slightly off the white, so a very accurate day-

light is necessary for grading in locations and at hours when
natural daylight is absent or of poor quality.

G. H. Stickney: One interesting feature of Mr. Rademacher's

investigation, which we have frequently found before, is that

the visit of investigation had a tendency to bring the question of

better lighting more specifically to the attention of the manage-

ment.

Even when they explain why something better is not needed,

the fact that their present practice requires defense, is likely to

create a stronger desire for better lighting. At any rate, inquiries

and improvements do follow in the wake of such investigations,

indicating that they have a value in addition to yielding the data

sought.

E. B. Fox : There is just one ]ioint I want to bring out on this

question of enclosing unit. Mr. Kademacher said in all cases

that these units shoukl be vap()r-j)roof. Lately we have been

doing some experimental work, and I think that it would be better

to say they should be dust-proof in i;rain (.levators, because al-

though at the i»ri-sent tinu' all ilu- units on tlu- market are vapor-

proof, it is possible that in the future, in order to obt.iin better

lighting, something may be developed in the way of an Kl.M
reflector, or other unit with a large snrt'aee. having a piece of

wire glass clamped over its opening. It would be very difficult

to make such a unit vapor- j)r()of, and vapor-proof units arc really

not necessary in grain elevators.

As to the (|ucstion of temperature, in grain elevators it is of

course necessary to keep the temperature of the unit below the

ignition temperature of the grain dust, but this ignition tempera-
ture of the dti^t is fjuite hii:h. There are tmne of the grain-dusts
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that will ignite much below 500° F., and none of the vapor-proof

units on the market are running above 250° F. if they are used

with the lamps designed for them. However, in order to keep the

temperature of new units down, there must be a large radiating

surface, and that is the thing that must be watched, because it is

impossible to cool the units by putting in ventilating holes if it is

to be kept dust-proof.

\V. H. Rademacher : I do not think there is much I can add to

what has been said. I do think the points mentioned are all very

well taken.

In reference to the first question that was raised, in connection

with the use of prismatic or ribbed glass in the upper half of

factory windows, I believe it is generally conceded that it is good

policy to use such glass where you have a comparatively wide

floor area and where you want to throw light rays toward the

center of the room and tend to even out your daylight distribution.

Mr. Macbeth's points in reference to daylight lamps in the

food industry are very well taken. I think there are a good many
places where daylight lamps are not being used at the present time

as extensively as desirable—the fruit packing industry being one

of them—where better work can be done, where production can

be speeded up and quality made more uniform by their usage.

With regard to the use of vapor-proof globes in flour,mill and

grain elevator lighting, I agree with Mr. Fox, in that if a unit is

developed which is satisfactory from the standpoint of tempera-

ture and also satisfactory from the standpoint of prevention of

dust getting in to the lamps where it is going to be dangerous

;

it would be all right, if the unit was not vapor-proof but was dust-

proof.



COTTON MILL LIGHTING*

BY JAMES M. KETCH**

SYNOPSIS: Whereas general lighting is easily applied to the usual industry it

is necessary in lighting cotton mills to take account of the long rows of high ma-

chines. However, the grouping of machines is almost uniform in the average cot

ton mill; small looms will generally be found in groups of four, spinning frames

arranged four rows to the average bay width, and cards arranged side by side with

work-aisles at each end of the machines.

It is important that the lighting be so arranged that each work surface will re-

ceive light from the proper direction. This makes it necessary that the luminaires be

grouped with respect to the machine arrangement rather than with respect to the

bay dimensions. The general acctptancc of the RLM dome .tiuI bowl-enamclcd lamp

by cotton mill engineers and architects makes it possible to suggest standard light-

ing designs which fill the requirements of practically all cotton mill processes. A
number of such standard group lighting designs are discu.^^scd in this paper.

In contrast to the commendable standardization of cotton mill

building and machinery arrangement, until recently there has been

little attention given to the possibilities of standardization in light-

ing; that is, levels of illumination, arrangements of lighting units,

and the adoption of standard reflectors and lamps. The more

rapid strides made in lamp manufacture as compared with the

development of suitable reflectors, explains the temporary dissat-

isfaction some mills experienced in their early attempts to use

the highly efficient Mazda C or gas-filled lamps. With the re-

flectors available at the time Mazda C lamps were introduced

and following for a lime thereafter, there seemed to be only three

solutions to the lighting problem ; to use ( i ) the old shallow dome,

which caused glare when used with Mazda C lamps; or (2) the

deep bowl, which while climinatitig direct glare, had certain dis-

advantages; or C3) lower wattage Mazda R lamps, which while

having a lower filament brightness, operatecl at .1 lower efficiency.

In time reflectors were developed which effectively cc^nbined

glare [>rotecti(>n and ecomony in such a way that the safe use of

Mazda C lamps !)ecame possible. Undoubtedly, the most iin

•A papT prrnrntrd brforr ihr Nrw Knglnncl Section of thr nUiminminff Kngi-

nrrring Sorirty. October iS, ioJ«.

••Knginccrlng TVpartmrnt, National I.amp Work* of C. 1* Co., ClrvcUnd,

Ohio
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portant steps facilitating standardization in lighting have been the

recent development of the bowl-enameled Mazda C lamp and

the RLM (Reflector and Lamp Manufacturers) standard dome
reflector. This reflector and lamp combination permits the stand-

ardization of cotton mill lighting to a degree not possible before.

REQUIREMENTS OF GOOD ILIvUMINATlON

The six prime requirements which a satisfactory cotton mill

lighting installation must fill are:

1. Adequate illumination on the work;

2. Freedom from objectionable shadows;

3. Freedom from glare;

4. Light from the proper directions

;

5. Light of the proper color quality;

6. Sufficient light on ceiling and walls to make the inter-

ior bright and cheerful.

Foot-Candles of Illumination—Problems of power analysis are

now figured from effect to cause,—from yards per day to the

power required,—rather than by assuming that there is a defi-

nite amount of power available which must be equally divided be-

tween machines. The illumination problem should receive the

same sequence of attack that a power problem does. The modern

procedure in designing an illumination system is to start .with the

effect desired and knowing that a certain foot-candle level of

illumination is needed for the operation, select the most economical

spacing, the best type of lamp, and the proper reflector for it.

Individual engineers and architects who design cotton mills

and illumination systems have standarized on levels of illumina-

tion which conform very closely to those recommended in some of

the more recent state lighting codes. The levels which have been

adopted by a number of prominent cotton mill engineers and archi-

tects are shown in Table I.

As shown by the table, the average levels of illumination for

the coarser operations before the yarn has become drawn fine, are

^Vz to 7 foot-candles. The finer operations involving the working

of drawn and spun yarn require levels ranging from 5 to 8 foot-

candles or more. It is reasonable to expect that, as a general

rule, the finer or darker the material worked, the higher the re-

quired level of illumination. For example, a damask or plaid
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TABLE I

—

Foot-candles Adopted by Prominent Cotion Mill Engineers

Engineering firm

Opening
Picking
Carding
Dyeing
Lapping

Drawing
Roving
Speeders
Slubbers

Spinning
Twisting
Warping
Beaming
Quilling

Weaving
Inspecting
Finishing

A 4-5 5-6 6-7 6-7

B 6-9 6-9 6-9 6-9

C 5 5-7 7-9 7-9

D 4-5 5-6 6-7 6-7

E 2-6 3-9 3-9 3-9

F s'A-A'A 4-5 5-6 5-6

G 3/2-4 4-4^ 6 6-7

H 2-6 3-9 3-9 3-9

I 2-6 3-9 3-9 3-9

J 2-6 3-9 3-9 3-9

K 5-5/2 5-6 6-7/2 6-9

Mean 3/-5J^ 4-7 5-8 5-8

mill may require 6 foot-candles of illumination for carding, rov-

ing, and intermediates, and 9 foot-candles for spinning and weav-

ing, but the same operations in a gunny-cloth mill would require

only 4 foot-candles and 6 foot-candles, respectively, for corre-

sponding operations.

Mills manufacturing dark cloth and yarn will require the higher

recommended levels of illumination for any operation rather

than thr Inwcr. Tliis a])!tlu'S especially lo the liner Dperalion^

after the yarn has been dyed, such as spinning, weaving, and in-

specting, or the rough operations in tho?c mills working cotton

which is dyed in the stock.

Shadoivs—One of the important items that marks the ilhimi-

nation in a mill as good, bad, or indifferent, is the character of

the shadows.

Dense, sharp shadows arc a f)roliric cause of industrial acci-

dents. Shadows hide an object to be stumbled over—they may
harbor a pair of revolving gears or a set-screw head to catch loose

clothing or one's hair. Serious and fatal accidents are probably

lower in cotton mills than in any other industry of equal import-
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ance, but as long as the mill superintendents' offices need to be

equipped with Red Cross emergency kits, and as long as these

small, time-losing, near serious accidents continue, it is certainly

worth while to provide that quality and quantity of illumination

which will minimize every possibility of accident or injury.

The use of plenty of good white paint will go a long way toward

eliminating harsh, dark shadows, and will materially assist in

utiUzing the most illumination possible for a certain expenditure

of wattage in a lighting system, or the utilization of a given amount
of daylight. In this respect, the cotton industry is to be com-

mended; white paint is plentifully used and the color is gener-

ally well maintained ; in addition to this, windows are in evidence

in proportions found in no industry of like importance. There

are few cotton mills, however, where daylight is sufficient in all

parts of the mill even on the brightest days. The center aisles

in a card room, in the speeder section, and in the spinning room,

and the looms in the center of a weave room very often have

shadows on the work, and seldom have sufficient illumination

from daylight alone. The operators of these inside machines

should have the same chance to turn out a perfect product as

the more fortunate employees on the machines nearer the win-

dows.

Shadows cast from a large source of light are much softer and

more luminous than those from a small source. Accordingly the

shadows resulting from the use of a 200-watt bowl-enameled

Mazda C lamp in a 16-inch RLM dome will be softer and less

confusing than those from a deep bowl with a clear lamp, in

which the small bare filament and small reflector diameter com-

^ine to make the shadows sharp and dense.

Large Mazda lamps are more efficient in light output per watt

expended than small ones. On the other hand, shadows are min-

imized by the use of several small lamps in place of one large

one. A proper balance of these factors applicable to textile mill

illumination points to the use of Mazda C lamps of 100, 150, and

200-watt sizes on an average spacing of 10 to 16 feet as the com-

bination which gives the best results in illumination economy

as well as shadow elimination.
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Fiif. I.— Picker room IikHiiiu. Photograph by cmirtosy of J. K. Sirrino

Fig. 3 l'r«»prr lighlini in \\\\% Mpinnitu room i» furni»hril liy jno-wall bowl
<>namrlril \f«/«lii (' lampii in RI.M KlAiulard domrt on « ij'i x i6 foot opArinit.



Fig. 3.—A card room with plenty of light in all work-aisles and between the

machines, furnished by iso-watt bowl-enameled lamps on a spacing similar to that

shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 4.—Warping requires a high level of well diffused illumination both at

the beam and the creel. One hundred and fifty-watt units are spaced according to

the suggestions of Fig. 16.
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Glare—Glare, loosely defined as "light out of place," is the

most frequent and serious cause of bad lighting. It results from

the use of bare lamps, or from clear lamps in reflectors which do

not have a sufficient shielding angle.

The degree to which glare becomes objectionable depends upon

five principal factors

:

1. Intrinsic brilliancy of the source;

2. Total candlepower coming from the source in the di-

rection of the eye

;

3. Distance from the source to the eye ; and position of

the source in the field of view

;

4. Contrast in brightness between the light source and the

working surfaces and surroundings

;

5. Length of time during which the source of glare is

present within the field of vision.

There are, of course, several means by which the most objec-

tionable glare can be prevented. One of the best is to install

Mazda C lamps of the medium sizes, 75 to 200-watt, and to

shield the filaments by good reflecting or ditlusing equipment

mounted 10 feet or more above the floor.

The judicious use of white or light cream paint will assist

in eliminating harsh contrasts in brightness between tlie light

source and the working surfaces and surroundings. In mills

manufacturing dark materials, there is very little light retlected

from the work to the ceiling ; in these, the contrast between the

lighting unit and the ceiling can be controlled by using reflectors

which direct a small part of the light to tlie ceiling.

One of the most common examples of unnoticed bad light-

ing is that from the average window. Those operations which

require emj)loyecs to stay in one i>lace for any great length of

time, such as drawing-in, warping, and beaming, sliould br ^o ar-

ranged that the employees may work witii their backs to the win-

dows. This not only saves the operators' eyes from glare, but

puts a much better daylight illumination on the work. Artificial

lighting units f(»r these operations may be easily located where

they will be well out of the direct field of vision and will duj>licate

the natural daylight in direction.
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Direction of Light—In the usual industrial operations, the

greater part of the surfaces to be lighted are in the horizontal

plane. This is only partly true in cotton manufacturing for al-

though the important working surfaces in the carding room,

weave room, and cloth room are horizontal, the chief planes of

work in the spinning, twisting, and drawing-in processes are ver-

tical. Because of the diversified requirements which obtain in a

cotton mill, it is very desirable to select a unit which has a good

balance in illuminating efficiency on both horizontal and vertical

planes and also to allow due weight to softening of shadows and

protection from glare.

When incandescent lamps were first used in cotton mills, the

available reflectors were far from satisfactory, and it was found

necessary to hang the lamps low on drop cords, and use a large

number of small bare local lamps in every work-aisle in order

that sufficient light might be obtained on vertical surfaces. This

practice was generally uneconomical, and in addition to the pre-

valence of glare, the illumination was likely to be uneven and

spotty because of the tendency to space the units too far apart.

As well designed reflecting equipment for use with the higher

efficiency Mazda C lamps became available, general lighting

systems came into use ; the larger lamps were mounted well above

the plane of work on a wider spacing, and arranged symmetrically

with respect to the building bays. General lighting is used for the

average industry to-day. In textile mill illumination, however,

additional provision must be made to light special work surfaces.

This calls for an arrangement of the lighting system called "group

lighting." In this type of lighting, the units, using medium sizes

of Mazda lamps, are spaced with particular attention to work

aisles or groups of machines rather than symmetrically with the

building dimensions, and are mounted 10 to 16 feet above the floor,

as in general lighting systems. At the end of this paper are

illustrations of standard group-lighting arrangements adapted to

the more important mill operations.

Color Quality of Light—Modern research^ has found that

the eye functions at its highest efficiency when the light is most

* Ferree and Rand, Trans, of the Illuminating Ekgineerinc Society, Vol. XVII,

No. 2, Page 69.
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Fie '>.— I.itrhtinp a fiiiishiiigf roving section. Photocrraph by courtesy of J.

E. Sirrine.

Fig. 7.— Reflector and Lamp ]\ranufacturers Standard Dome.
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nearly like daylight. The human eye has also learned to judge

colors under daylight illumination, and where color discrimina-

tion is needed in colored goods, plaid, and denim mills, a day-

light quality of illumination will be found very desirable. When
yarn colors are viewed under a daylight quality of artificial

illumination, they appear to be of the same color as thought they

were observed under a sky-light or near the window. Broken warp

which must be replaced in a loom will then always be replaced

with warp of the same color, where otherwise this is difficult.

Daylight Mazda lamps assist greatly in color discrimination,

but are not to be depended upon for accurately matching close

color tints.

Cotton grading, one of the important operations in the average

cotton mill, is the only means by which the buyer knows whether

or not he is getting cotton of the proper length and color. The

original standard samples by which cotton is graded were selected

under north sky light conditions, and if a true color match is

desired, this same quality of illumination must be duplicated when

new cotton is matched against these standards. Here, accurate

color matching units, of which a number are available, should be

used. These units are also found useful in the matching room of

knitting mills where quality hosiery is graded as to color into

pairs.

Bright Ccili>igs—The white materials and rolls of cotton in a

white or gray goods mill reflect sufficient light to the ceiling to

make the room cheerful even though the reflectors thctnsclves

do not direct any light above the horizontal. In such locations,

the RLM standard dome with diffusing bulb or bowl-enameled

lamp represents good practice. There are rooms, however, con-

taining dark materials and machines where some other provision

should be made for l)riglitening the ceilings. Gloomy interiors

often found in plaid, denim, and cheviot mills may be made more
workable and cheerful by the use of plenty of white paint on the

upper side-walls and ceilings, and by using a type of reflector

which has an upward com|X)nent of light.

Glass units such as the dense opal bowl, or the prismatic-glass

types allow a portion of the light to go to the ceiling. Where the

use of porcelain enameled steel reflectors is considered desirable
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in dark surroundings, the glass-top dome or the combination

glass and steel unit should be used. In these a small opal* cap

or glass panel is substituted for a portion of the reflector near

the holder; either will allow a small, but ample, quantity of the

light to be transmitted upward.

THE PROPER USE OF MAZDA LAMPS

The same principles which govern the selection of lamps in

other industries apply as well to the lighting of cotton mills.

Clear lamps should never be used at mounting heights less than

20 feet where the filaments are exposed to view. The 50 and

75-watt diffusing bulb lamps and the lOO-watt and larger with the

bowl-enameled bulb are satisfactory in equipments which pro-

vide a shielding angle equivalent to that of the RLM standard

dome.

Voltage Regulation—Electric power for many cotton mills is

transmitted from a long distance, and comes into the mill only

roughly regulated. In such cases, the power company or central

station selling the power generally makes a paragraph provision

in their contract with the mill, that where the power is to be used

for lighting purposes, the mill owners iare to install adequate reg-

ulating equipment at their own expense. These regulators are

commonly made to correct any voltage variation between the limits

of 10 per cent above and 10 per cent below normal value, thus

covering a total voltage fluctuation of 20 per cent.

For the best operation, lighting and power loads should be car-

ried on separate circuits. Not only are voltage fluctuations caused

by the starting and stopping of looms and warpers, and the start-

ing of motors thereby confined mainly to the power circuit and

the harmful effects upon lamp performance thus reduced, but

with such an arrangement, a shut down in the power circuit will

not cut off the illumination of the mill at a crucial time when

light is needed for repairs.

Wiring—It will be found that cheaply wired mills often have

wire of insufficient size or capacity installed, with constantly de-

creasing voltage from socket to socket along the line. Under such

conditions, uniform performance of lamps cannot be obtained.
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Excessive voltage drop may sometimes be remedied by making

additional cuts in the long circuits and running in heavier feed

wires to the centers of the new circuits.

When a mill is rewired or rebuilt, it will be found most eco-

nomical in the end to employ wire of a size and capacity that will

limit the voltage drop from switchboard to circuit ends, to a

maximum of 2 per cent. The present high standards of light-

ing as compared to those of a few years ago are largely due to

a better appreciation of the value and advantages accompanying

a high level of well diflfused illumination. Accordingly, it is

well in designing the wiring for an illumination system, to make
a far provision for future possible increases in wattage by using

wire sufficiently large to accommodate the ultimate future load.

Over a period of years, oversize wire is an economy in the same

class with oversize tires and oversize motors.

At all times, lamps should be specified of such a voltage as to

jipproximate the average voltage measured at the centers of the

circuits in the distribution system under load conditions.

THE KCONOMICS or A LIGHTING SYSTEM

SivitchiiKj Croups—Some artificial light is usually needed dur-

ing the day in the center aisle of carding, spinning, twisting, and

weaving rooms, especially in wide buildings of two stories or more

in whicli the work-aisles run lengthwise of the room. Convenient

switching groups will allow the dark aisles to be flooded with

light while the aisles near the windows are left to the daylight.

It is the most reasonable and economical ])raetiee to have switch-

controlled groups of units in strings parallel to the rows (f win-

dows, and parallel to the work-aisles. Fading daylight can then

he compensated for by tinning on rows of units nearer and nearer

to the windows as the condition of the natural lii^hting dictates.

Methods of Suspension—The tlay nt open wiring and drop

cords is passing, and mill owners arc installing their wiring in

the more modern conduit construction and using some form yA

conduit suspension. C'ondtjit installations are permanent . eco-

nomical, and well ap|)earing, and in addition to being recjuired in

some cities, always tend to lower the insurance rates on build-

ings. However, this form of construction niav make necessary
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added precaution against lamp filament breakage. It is evident

that rigid conduit suspensions will neither absorb shocks as well

as flexible drop cords, nor will they allow the reflector to swing

when it is struck as with a belt or when the walls and ceilings are

being swept down.

Several methods of suspension are being used in which rigid

conduit is employed, and yet approximately the flexibility of drop

cords is retained. One common method is to fasten the reflector

to a short piece of conduit having a loop hickey at the top which

is suspended from a hook in the ceiling. In others, fixture joints

are used which act somewhat like a universal joint in that they

allow the conduit to hang vertically, and due to the construction,

absorb as much vibration as the hickey and hook arrangement.

These latter have the added advantage that the wires are enclosed

and carried through the joints for protection.

Maintenance—The proper maintenance of the lighting sys-

tem in a cotton mill or knitting mill is of very great importance

and should receive the serious consideration of every superin-

tendent. It is good practice to select reflectors which are easy

to maintain and which have their important reflecting or transmit-

ting surfaces of a shape that minimizes the collection of lint or

dirt.

Periodic foot-candle readings taken at test stations throughout

the mill, when recorded in such a way as to make them 'compara-

tive, will serve as an index of the performance and will immedi-

ately locate weak points of the system.

It is more economical to institute a regular system of cleaning

and maintenance than to allow for a very heavy depreciation in

the original installation by the use of higher wattage lamps.

Many mills have a compressed air system available. It has

been suggested that the compressed air nozzle can be directed

into each of the reflectors each time the walls and ceiling are

swept down. This would loosen the light accumulation of lint

from the reflector and lamp surface and materially assist in keep-

ing the installation operating at good efficiency. However, this

practice would not keep the units clean over a long period of

time and a program including washing at intervals is needed.

Experience has shown that it is better to wash the lamps and re-

flectors, than just to wipe them out with a dry cloth.
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When compressed air is not available, the mill superintendent

should adopt some such cleaning schedule as given in Table II.

TABLE II.—Suggf:sted Cleaning Schedules

Location or process

Interval in days
if units are
wiped out*

Interval in days
if units are

thoroughly washed

Picker room ID

Card room 10

Spinning room 10

Spooling 10

Twisting 10

Warping 10

Cloth room 15 20

Office bklg. (Separate from mill) 30 40

Washing every third or fourth interval assumed.

STANDARDIZED ILLUMINATION

Standarized illumination has followed close on the development

of such standarized lighting equipment as the RLM Standard

dome and the bowl-enameled Mazda C lamp. All of the fol-

lowing group lighting designs are based on the use of the RLM
dome and bowl-enameled Mazda C lamp, because this com-
bination has been largely adoi)tc(l after thorough trials by tex-

tile engineers, architects and illuminating engineers. Other re-

flcctcjrs according to their cfiiciencies and the manner in which

they distribute the light, will give illumination values slightly

above or below the foot-candle values obtained through the use

of the RLM dome.

Where it is desired to employ Mazda daylight lamj^s. the wat-

tage should be increased a|)proximatcly 50 per cent above the

values given for bowl-enameled lamps. This corresponds roughly

to using the next larger size of daylight lamp. P.owl frosted,

rather than bowl-cnamelcd daylight lam])s, should be emj^loyed be-

cause r)f the heavy losses accompanying the use of hn\\\ enameled

C(jlored lamps.

All caUulations of illumination are based on data jiresented

in National Lamp Works Hullctin No. 41, "lllninination Design

Data;" accepted allowances have been made for depreciation.
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Bale-Breaker, Opener, Picker Room—The rough operations of

breaking up the cotton as it comes from the bale, cleaning out the

worst of the dirt, and lapping into one sheet of fairly clean cotton,

do not demand the same fine quality of illumination found de-

sirable for the subsequent operations. An illumination system

designed to provide 4 to 6 foot-candles is considered sufficient.

However, it is the practice of some engineers to recommend the

same quality and quantity of illumination in the breaker and

picker room as in other rooms in order that the same general

cheerful atmosphere may be maintained throughout the mill.

Since the machines in these rooms are relatively few in com-

parison with the numbers found in the rest of the mill, there is no

plan of machine grouping which may be considered standard.

Where there are many of these machines in one room such as is

the case in a few very large mills, it is good practice to locate

a row of units in each work-aisle between the ends of the ma-

chines. This insures that each end of each machine will be

lighted. An average spacing of the rows would be between 12

and 16 feet. Where the rows are 12 feet apart, the reflectors

should be mounted at least 1 1 feet above the floor ; where the

rows are spaced on 16- foot centers, the reflectors should be

approximately 14 feet above the floor. In an ordinary picker

room, the average illumination values which will be obtained bv

using the RLM dome and bowl-enameled Mazda C lamp with

some of the standard spacing arrangements, are as given in Table

III.

TABLE III.—AvKRAGK Foot-Candi,es Obtainf.d ix a Pickkr Room With

150 AND 200-wATT Units at Common Spacing Distances

Reflector sp.nciiigr feet
Avernpe foot car

1 50-watt
die Illuminntioii

200-Witt

12 X 12 • 5-5 8.0

12 X 14 4.5 7.0

12 X 16 4.0 6.0

14 X 14 4.0 6.0

14 X 16 — 50
16 X 16 — 4.5



y?^-

Fig. 8.— This denim weave room uses one 75-watt lamp in an RLM dome for
tach loom.

Fig. Q.— Lighting in thr twikltuK fuom. riinlDgraph l.y i<)»irlr*y df J I! Siiiiiir.
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Pig. 10.—A typical arrangremrnt of the

lighting units in a card room. The foot-

candle values shown in Tabic IV apply to

this room.

Carding—In the carding department, where the individual cot-

ton fibers are strai^ditcned and the finer dirt is removed, the visual

requirements arc slightly higher than in the picker room, and in

addition, the speed and operation of the cards is of a nature to

cause more accidents than any other mill work. For these rea-

sons, and for convenience in repairing the machines, the reflectors

should he so spaced that there will be plenty of well dilTused

illumination between tlie machines. Every work-aisle, including

the lap and the sliver delivery end of the card, and the aisles

on the outside rows next to the walls, should have a row of light-

ing units spaced 12 to 16 feet apart. An illumination level of 4
to 6 foot-candles is desirable. A sensible arrangement which is

adaptable to the average mill is shown in I'ig. 10. Table IV in-

dicates the proper size of lamp to use.
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Drawing, Slubbers—The drawing frames which draw out the

fibers of the cotton and make them parallel, and the slubbers on

which these cotton slivers are wound on bobbins, are ordinarily-

located between the carding section and the fine roving ma-

chines. Up to this point, the cotton has not been reduced to a fine

strand, and therefore, there is no need for lighting of any bet-

ter quality than that furnished for the carding. The machines

are not very high, and but little trouble is experienced from

shadows. It is common practice to adopt the same spacing and

reflectors used for carding to the drawing frames and the slub-

bers. Sometimes lighting similar to that used in the fine roving

section is used for these machines. Either system will do.

TABLE IV.—Average Foot-Candle Values Resulting from Designs

.
Shown in Figs, io, ii, 12, 13, 18 and 19. These Values Are Based

ON Data in National Lamp Works Bulletin No. 41 ; Allow-

ances Have Been Made for Depreciation when RLM
Domes and Bowl-Enameled jMazda C Lamps Are Used

Spacing
along
work-

Spacing between
work-aisles

Square
feet

Minimum
height
above

Lamp
watts

Foot-
candles,

aisles.
Feet

containing rows
of units, feet

per
outlet

floor.

Feet
per

outlet

100

average
sustained*

4

10 12^ 125 12 150 . 6]/2

" A 200

100

10

3/2

12 I2H 150 12 150

200

100

5/2

8

3

14 i2y2 175 13

200

150

4V2

7

4

16 121^ 200 14 200 6

*\Vhen da3'Hj:ht lamps arc used, approximately these same foot-candle

values may be obtained by employing bowl-frosted daylight lamps of a size

next larger than the specified bowl-enameled lamp size.

Roving (Intermediate, Fine Frame, Jack Frame)—Roving
machines are high, and are commonly placed back to back form-

ing a narrow back-aisle, and face to face, making a w^ork-aisle.

The lighting requirements become more and more exacting in

these fine roving processes, since the cotton roving is twisted and
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Fig. II.—A typical arrangement of

lighting units for roving frames.

drawn smaller in each succeeding frame. The spindles also

operate at increasing speed. The usual practice is to provide good

illumination in the work-aisles, and to make no extra provision

for the back-aisles. Good illumination for these machines is 5

to 7 foot-candles. A good arrangement of units is shown in Fig.

II. Table IV will show the size lamp to use.

Ring Spinninc], Twisting—By the time the cotton has reached

the spinning room, it has been drawn and twisted to a fairly small

diameter and is ready for tin- final spinning. Here good vision

and plenty of illumination is needed for pro|>erly watching the

bobbins to see that none are running idle with the yarn bioken.

Both sides of the spinning and twisting frames are work faces;

this requires that the outside aisles next to the walls be provided

with the same ilhuuination as the inside aisles. The general

practice is to !)egin with the outside work-aisles next to the wall

;uul to place rows of lighting units in alternate work-aisles. The

reflectors in each row should be spaced 10 to 16 feet apart. An
illumination of 6 to 9 foot-candles for inulyed yarns, and 9 to

12 foot-candles for dyed or mixed yarns, is recommended. Two
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fl-ajl£k- a. D n &
Fig. 12.—One spacing arrangement

easily adapted to the lighting in a spin-

ning room.

Fig. 13 .—An arrangement of the

lighting units permitting closer spacing

than that shown in Fig. 12. For spin-

ning dark materials the higher illumina-

tion levels are required.

possible systems of spacing are suggested in Figs. 12 and 13. The

first is more commonly used for undyed yarn spinning ; the second

is sometimes convenient where higher values of illumination are

desired, or where the spacing between columns is more than the

usual 8 feet. By having rows of reflectors in alternate aisles,

light reaches all of the working surfaces, as shown in Fig 14.

The proper lamp may be determined by consulting Table IV.

Spooling, Winding—Spooling sections ordinarily occupy a small

part of the mill space. Any system which gives satisfactory il-

lumination for spinning will also satisfy the requirements for

spooling or winding.

Warping—In warping, it is best to have plenty of well diffused

illumination at both the creel and the beam. The warp, which is

being wound from the spool on the V-creel upon the section beam,
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Fig. 14.

—

The light reaches all working surfaces of the spinning and twisting

friinics where rou.s of units arc plact-d in altcinati; \vork-ai^lcs.

has been spun to its final small size and twist, and the visual re-

quirements are necessarily exacting when an operator follows a

broken thread from the beam to the creel. An illumination of

6 to 9 foot-candles is good practice. The row of reflectors at

the beam end should be about in line with the beam, and between

the individual machines. The all-too-common practice of putting

the reflectors directly behind the machines instead of between

them, causes the operator to work in his own light when he ties

a broken warp. A good arrangement for a warping section is

shown in Fig. 16.

Slashing—The best illumination for slashing or warp-sizing is

needed at the head end of the slasher, between the combs and the

beam. A 100 or 150-vvatt bowl-enameled Mazda C lamp in a

standard RLM dome may be hung 4 to 6 feet above the warp at

the place wliere it is most needed. In case colored warj) is be-

ing sized, tbe iSO-watt unit is necdctl. and if tlio warp is dark

blue or black, a 2C)0-watt unit over each slasher at this point is

not extravagant. Cieneral illumination on the spacings recom-

mended for raiding will do very well for the creel end of tbe

slasher. It should be remembered tbat light is desirable between

all of the individual machines. Since the starch boxes are in-

spectc<I at fre(|Uent intervals, provision should be nia«le for a

local liglit extension undei- the hood. A satisfactory arrange-

ment is illustrate<l iti iMg. 17.

IVcaving—Go(mI illumination is of great im|)ortaiu'e in tbe

weave mom, because it is here that the weavers actually combine

the warp and filling to make cloth, and it is here tbat gf^od light
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and good vision are needed to maintain the quality of the cloth.

Poor workmanship in the weave room results in more financial

loss than in any other part of the mill. The weave room illumina-

tion should be well balanced as to horizontal and vertical values;

illumination on horizontal planes is needed for cloth inspection,

and illumination on vertical surfaces is very essential for the pro

cess of threading a broken warp through the harness wire.

The arrangement, mounting height, and type of reflectors should

be such that the back of the looms will be almost as well lighted

as the front. In the past, when certain concentrating types of

reflectors on low mounting heights were used, it was necessary

to put rows of units in the back-aisles as well as in the work-

aisles. However, with most of the present day reflectors, the

light is distributed rather than concentrated. By using reflectors

having a wide spread of light and properly spacing them, both

the work-aisles where the reflectors are placed and the backs of

the looms in adjacent back-aisles may be adequately lighted by

single rows of units over the work-aisles.

A common arrangement of small looms is in groups of four.

Ordinarily, these groups are placed so that one unit, such as the

RLM dome and bowl-enameled lamp, for each group, Fig. i8,

provides good illumination in both the work-aisles and back-aisles.

The mistake is often made of putting lighting units directly in

front of the looms in the work-aisles, thus placing the source of

light in a position where shadows will be cast by the weaver as

he leans over the loom. With the lighting unit in the position

shown in Fig. i8, the light comes from the side and confusing

shadows will not be in evidence.

If the groups of looms are too far apart to use the spacing of

Fig. i8, it is well to keep the rows of units in the work-aisles

with the individual units spaced lO to i6 feet apart in the aisles.

Where a unit comes in front of a loom, the spacing can be changed

slightly to prevent bad shadows on the work. A suggested group-

ing of lighting units for long duck or sheeting looms is shown in

Fig. 19. An illumination of 6 to 9 foot-candles is recommended.

Table IV may be consulted in determining the lamp size.

Bowl-frosted Mazda daylight lamps in RLM standard domes

are successfully used in colored cloth weave rooms. As previously

mentioned, the blue filter glass bulbs of the daylight lamps ab-
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Fig. i8.—One lighting unit per Fig. 19.—Wide cloth weaving may

group of four looms. Levels of illu- require one lamp and reflector for each

mination may be determined from Table two looms.

IV.

Fig. 20.—A wfU lighted cloth luom. Two hunched watt diffusing units are spaced

to obtain an illumination of 8 foot-candles.
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sorb a certain proportion of the light, and daylight lamps of the

size next larger than clear lamps must be used to obtain an equal

level of illumination on a given spacing.

Jacquard Weaving—The character of the figured materials,

towels, etc., woven on Jacquard looms demands better illumina-

tion than plain gray or white goods weaving. Inspection of Jac-

quard woven materials is also more rigid and more exacting.

There are very few Jacquard weave rooms of any size where the

weavers are able to work even for part of the day by natural

light, because practically no daylight can penetrate the rows of

high machinery and the maze of warp controls. In addition to

the high quality and level of illumination required for this fine

grade work, the lighting system must obviate glare and shadows.

In addition to the high light-absorbing machines, many mills

have board runways 7 to 8 feet above the floor in each work-

aisle to make access easy to the loom work heads. This compli-

cates the lighting problem, because the lighting units must gen-

erally be hung below these low runways. The low mounting height

requires special consideration of the glare problem, and also in-

troduces the problem of obtaining uniformly distributed illumina-

tion. In no case should bare lamps, or reflectors having an in-

sufficient shielding angle, be used. Many bare lamps with re-

flectors hung low have been used in the past, and the glare en-

dured because it was found difficult to get an even illumination

on the work-plane under the runways in any other way. Some
thought that when reflectors were used under these conditions,

particularly concentrating reflectors, it was necessary to space

them too close togctlur. However, there is a simi)le relation

which applies to the distance between reflectors, and the height

above the plane of work or machine bed. This relation requires

that with the ordinary RLM dome and most other direct light-

ing reflectors, the spacing distance should not exceed ijj times

the height of the unit above the plane of work. As an example,

in a Jacquard wcavc-room, where it is necessary to mount the re-

flectors l>clow the board runway so that the height from the loom

bed to the reflector is, say, 6 feet, according to the rule, the re-

flectors should be spaced not more than il'j times 6. or 9 feet

apart to meet tlie rr{|uirements for fairly uniform ilhimination
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on tlie work. With a 6- foot mounting height above the work a

wider spacing than 9 feet would result in uneven and spotty

illumination. In those mills where permanent board runways are

not found in the work-aisles, the reflectors may be spaced farther

apart and mounted higher, as in other parts of the mill. It has

been stated by some mill employees that they can reach up under

the loom and replace a broken warp control in the dark ; however,

a type of reflector which has an upward component of light,

facilitates this work and saves the employee's time. Prismatic,

opal bowl, glass-top porcelain-enameled domes, and the combina-

tion glass and steel units satisfactorily light the under side of the

work head.

Very little useful light can filter through from the work-aisles

to the back-aisles, hence provision for their illumination must be

made independent of the lighting in the work-aisles. Whereas

an illumination value of 6 to 12 foot-candles is found the most

convenient in the work-aisles, a lower level of illumination, such

as 4 to 6 foot-candles, will usually be adequate for the back-

aisles. An exception to this would obtain in mills which use the

portable warp-tying machines at the looms, as these require the

same levels recommended for the work-aisles rather than the

lower values here recommended for the back-aisles. The back-

aisles are not hampered by overhead runways and so the units may

be mounted 10 to 14 feet above the floor and spaced as in other

parts of the mill. An ideal arrangement is to mount the back-

aisle reflectors somewhat higher than the loom work heads so

that some light will be furnished at the work heads when needed.

Fig. 21 shows an arrangement of Jacquard weave room light-

ing which has proved satisfactory.

Cloth Room—A general illumination level of 5 to 8 foot-candles

is required for ordinary cloth room work such as folding, baling,

and boxing. This should be supplemented by a lighting unit over

each inspection table so that a total of 8 to 15 foot-candles of

well diffused, glare-protected illumination will be provided on

the cloth. Dark cloth will require the higher level
;
gray goods,

the lower. Keen, quick vision is required of the inspectors because

the cloth is continually moving over the benches, and in order

to make it possible to catch and to remedy the flaws with little
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Fig. 21.—JacQuard weaving rc«|uirc» rows of units in

both work and back aiNlcit. The close hpacniR in the work-

aisles ift necrsnary where the rrflector> nnist he mountril

beluw a I«)\v hoard runway.

Fig aa.—A con-

venient arraPKement

for li»;htinf; the draw-

inK in frames.

delay, the hcst c|iiality of illiuninatioii should l)c supplied. Siuoe

the inachiiu's arc not located in a uniform arrani^cnicnt with re-

spect to each other, no standard j^mouj) lij^htin^ arrangements can

be .shown. Any of the spacing arrangements shown in the para-

^.'raph on weaving', will lill the rc(|uirements of the cloth room.

Tahle IV sliows the levels of illumination obtainahle with ditTcr-

ctit spacing arranj,'ements and lamj) wattajjes.

Drmvinij-in -The drawinj^' in prcKCSS requires steady, close ap-

plication in rirder that mistakes in drawinj^' the warp ends through

their j»ropcr harness wire*^ may he avoided. The operators shoidd

at all times Ik* seated with their hacks to the windows, and should

not he recpiired to face any cxtra-hrij^ht walls, windows, or light-

ing units. A jjood j)laii is t(» lotaic the niiits behind and approx-

imately alK)ve the head of ea» h operator as indicate*! in h^ii^. 22.
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A good vertical illumination of 6 to lo foot-candles is needed,

such as would be furnished by lOO or 150-watt bowl-enameled

lamps and RLM domes in the positions shown.

Machine Shop—Practically every mill has a machine shop and

repair department connected with it. The same type of lighting

units used in the mill proper can well be used in the machine

shop. Bare local lamps on dangling drop cords, miscellaneous

tin shades, and reflectors of unknown origin should be replaced

by a good general illumination system similar to that advocated

for the weaving room. For machine shop work such as lathe,

drill press, and bench work, an illumination level of 6 to 12 foot-

candles is found to be the best practice.

Lappers and Combing Machines—Where special or very fine

yarns are spun from long staple cotton, sliver lappers and combing

machines are used. Because of the small number of machines

and lack of uniform arrangement, no group lighting recommenda-

tions are made. Common practice is to light such machines by

general systems providing even illumination throughout, but in

which the units are spaced symmetrically without particular

regard to the machine arrangement. An illumination level of 6

to 12 foot-candles will give the best results. This means that

where the machines are located in the drawing-frame section, a

few extra units over these machines to provide added light, will

give the desired results.

Quilling—The upper table of the quilling machines should be

lighted in the same way as the beam end of a warp machine. The

past practice of lighting the bobbins under the table with two

bare 25 or 50-watt lamps, is bad. These bare, glaring lamps de-

feat the very purpose for which they are used ; they should in

every case be shielded by pear-shaped "half shades" or some

other good type of angle reflector fastened under the table that

will throw the light upon the bobbins and keep it out of the opera-

tors' eyes.

Dyeing—General illumination of from 5 to 7 foot-candles is

considered satisfactory for dye houses. This illumination will

be provided by a spacing that approximates one lamp watt per

square foot of floor area. This spacing means that a 1 50-watt
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bowl-enameled Mazda C lamp in an RLM standard dome on

a 1 2-foot spacing between rows, or a 200-watt lamp on a 14-

foot spacing, or on a 12 by 16-foot spacing, approximates one

watt per square foot, since there would be a 150-watt lamp for

each 150 square feet, or a 200-watt lamp for each 200 square

feet on either spacing suggested.



ABSTRACTsS
THE INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE ON THE TRANS-

MISSION-FACTOR OF COLORED GLASSES

BY M. LUCKIESH*

It has been shown by Hyde, Cady and Forsythe/ Gibson- and

the writer^ that the transmission- factors of colored glasses change

with temperature. According to the writer's work there was a

decrease in transmission-factor in all the cases studied excepting

cobalt blue glass. His data on sev»eral glasses are presented in

the accompanying table. It is seen that the decrease in some

cases is very great.

Specimen
Principal
coloring
element

Color

Relative transmis-
sion factors at vari-
ous temperatures

(Centigrade)

Cold

Medium red
Light blue

Hot 30° IOO° 200° 300° 350°

84
108

I

2

Copper
Cobalt

lOO
lOO

97
lOI

92
104

87
107

3 Cobalt Deep violet Deep blue No appreciable

4
5

Gold
Copper

Pink
Blue-green

Violet

Yellow-green
lOO

loo

cl

99
98

lang

96

94

^e

94
87

93
82

6

7
8

9
lo

Manganese

Copper
Chromium

Purple
Lemon-yellow
Dull-yellow
Deep red
Yellowish green

Blue-violet

Orange

Yellow

I CO
loo
lOO
ICO
loo

97
94
98
86

95

94
84

94
67
84

91

75
91

50
72

90
71

90
42
67

Recently some red, amber, green and blue lenses used in a

projector unit with 250-watt lamp were studied. The change

in transmission-factor when the temperature of the colored glasses

incnease from room temperature to that attained after the units

were normally operated for five minutes are as follows : red

* Director of Applied Science, Nela Research Laboratory, Cleveland, Ohio.
1 Astrophys. Jour., 42, 1915, p. 302.

•P/iys. Rev. 7, 1916, p, J94.

*Jonr. Amer. Cer. Soc. 2, 1919, p. 743.
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I

glass, decrease fifteen per cent; amber, decrease fifteen per cent;

green glass, decrease seven per cent ; blue glass, increase about

four per cent.

This point should be borne in mind wherever colored glasses

are subjected to considerable change in temperature. The spec-

tral transmission characteristics change somewhat with tempera-

ture but not enough to be of importance in ordinary lighting and

signalling problems.



SOCIETY AFFAIR>S
CONVENTION NOTES

The Sixteenth Annual Convention of

the Illuminating Engineering Society,

held last month at Swampscott, Mass.,

was most successful both from the

viewpoint of attendance and with re-

gard to the information that it has

made available to the society's mem-
bers. More than three hundred members

and guests were registered on Thursday

night, the fourth day of the conven-

tion. The program was particularly

attractive, not only because of the sub-

jects included, but also because of the

way in which they were grouped. Ex-

cellent entertainment was provided, and

special lighting effects were a feature

of the convention. Of the papers and

reports submitted, those on residence and

school lighting, a code of luminaire de-

sign and cost of daylight were especially

interesting.

Dr. Elihu Thomson, who presented the

address of welcome, recalled early

methods of illumination and traced de-

velopment down to the present time,

saying that tungsten filament cannot be

considered the last word in lamp de-

velopment.

The ideals and characteristics of the

society were emphasized by Dr. George

S. Crampton, who in his presidential ad-

dress said that they deserve the un-

stinted support of all members.

There will appear in the Tr.\nsac-

TioNS, the various papers and discussions

which will give the mcm1)crship an op-

portunity to digest the interesting and

instructive data pertaining to illuminat-

ing engineering which was presented.

On Monday evening a General As-

sembly with President George S. Cramp-

ton was held in the spacious lobby of

the New Ocean House and later dancing

was held in the ball room.

The papers sessions were well attended

by the members and guests and were

presided over by various past-presidents

of the Society.

On Tuesday evening the hotel and

adjacent shore were brilliantly illumi-

nated by searchlights, floodlights play-

ing from the roof of the hotel as well

as from the rocks on the shore and

from the destroyer in the bay, and a

ioo,ooo-cp. incandescent lamp, combined

with special float and transparency

effects in plain and colored rays.

Through the courtesy of the United

States Navy Department the destroyer

F. Fred Talbot was anchored off shore

and illuminated in outline. Ornamental

posts illuminated with the emblem of

the I. E. S. were a feature of the hotel

grounds. Many thousands of motorists

and pedestrians attended the display,

which was arranged by engineers of the

Lynn works of the General Electric

Company, with the co-operation of the

United States Army.

This spectacular searchlight exhibit

was observed in the sky by a great num-

ber of persons in Boston and the sur-

rounding towns.

On Wednesday evening a most inter-

esting symposium reviewing the past

fifteen years' development in illumina-

tion was contributed to by authors of

papers at the first T. E. S. convention,

namely Messrs. Sharp, Millar, Marks,

Bell, Ryan, Hale, Blood, Morrison and

Walker.
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The convention closed with a banquet

on Thursday evening at which General

George H. Harries was toastmaster.

Addresses were given by a number of

notable men such as Dr. Elihu Thomson,

Mr. John W. Lieb, Mr. Charles L. Ed-

gar, Dr. Arthur E. Kennelly, Dr. George

S. Crampton, and Mr. Ward Harrison.

At the close of this convention Mr.

Ward Harrison succeeded Dr. George S.

Crampton as the Society's president.

Mr. Samuel G. Hibben became the new
general secretary upon the retirement

after five years of active service, of Mr.

Clarence L- Law.

The entertainment features of the

Convention were very complete in all

details. Luncheons at the Country Club,

automobile trips, a bridge tournament,

a golf putting contest and a musicale

were enjoyed by the ladies. On Wednes-

day afternoon a golf tournament was

held at the Tedcsco Country Club for

the men, insi>ection trips through the

Motion Picture and Street Lighting

Laboratories of the L\nn Works of the

G. E. Co, and other points of interest.

The officers and members of the Gen-

eral Convention Committee performed

a difficult task in a highly cfTicient and a

very generous manner, and to them arc

due the thanks of the entire membership

for staging the l)est convention in the

history of the Society.

CLEVELAND WINS ATTENDANCE
PkIZE

The (iLslomary fciture of the ban(|uet

was observed in the presentation of

traveling gavel to the Cleveland Chapter

by Mr. I). Mcl'^arlan Moore for the best

repreHentative attnxlanco during the

convention.

Mr. K. W. Commcry, Secretary of the

Cleveland Clinptrr, accepted the prize in

a fitting manner.

Attendance at the Convention was in-

ternational in character, members and

guests coming from Canada and various

parts of the United States.

SECTION ACTIVITIES

PHILADELPHLA

Meeting -October 5, i922.

A joint meeting was held on Thursday

evening, October 5, with the Franklin

Institute, before which Dr. Herbert E.

Ives of the Research Laboratories of the

Western Electric Co. of New York City,

presented a paper, "The Primary Stand-

ard of Light."

The speaker discussed the various

types of candles and lamps first used

for standards in the measurement of

lii;ht, the use of a black body at the

melting point of platinum as a standard,

and finally the theoretical studies and ex-

perimental methods involved.

The attendance at this first meeting of

the year was over eighty members and

guests.

NEW YORK
Meeting—October i3. i922.

The first meeting of the N'ew York

Section was held in the Engineering

Societies Building on (X'tober ij, 19.2.2.

The following papers were presented

:

"Paint Characteristics and Conditimis

to be Considrred in Inflecting iicttcr

Illumination," by Mr. C. H. Bryce, Ben-

i.iniiti Moore & Company, Brooklyn, N.

Y.

"The Influence of Paint on Interior

Illumination." by Mr. K. L. Hallctt, Na-

tion.il Lead Conipany, Research I.,abora-

lorics, Brooklyn, N. Y.

"Paint as an Aid to Illuniinati<m from

the Machinery Painting Angle," by Mr.

L. ]'.. Jamme, llilo Wirni.sh Company,

liro,.kl>n, X. Y
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"Determination of Reflection Factors

of Surfaces," by Air. W. F. Little, Elec-

trical Testing Laboratories, New York

City.

The meeting was well attended, there

being over ninety members and guests

present.

The annual meeting of the Society was

held prior to the Section meeting. Mr.

Vv''ard Harrison, President, presided, and

the annual report of the retiring General

Secretary, Mr. Clarence L. Law, was

presented to the Society for approval.

CLEVELAND CHAPTER.
The Cleveland Chapter has recently

elected the following officers for the

next fiscal year beginning October i,

1922.

Chairman

Chester L. Dows
Secretory

EuL':enc \V. Commery
Board of Managers

Earl A. Anderson

George A. Hausmann
PhilC. Keller

A. J. Thompson

J. L. Wolf

COUNCIL NOTES

ITEMS OF INTEREST

Upon recommendation of the Board

of Examiners the following were elected

to membership at the September 28th

meeting of the Council at Swampscott

:

Two Members.

John L. Tudbury,

Vice-President,

Salem Gas Light Co.,

247 Essex Street,

Salem, Mass.

Bryant Whitr,

Electrical Engineer,

Lynchburg Traction & Light Co.,

Lynchburg, Virginia.

Seventeen Associate Members

G. Edwin BRUMBAucii,

Architect,

Real Estate Trust Building,

Philadelphia, Pa.

C. MiaviN DOOLITTLE,

Illuminating Engineer,

W cstinghouse Lamp Co.,

165 Broadway,

New York, N. Y.

L. D. GiBBS,

Edison Electric Illuminating Co..

39 Boylston Street,

Boston, Mass.

Irving T. Hockaday,

Salesman,

Southwest General Electric d.,

iic^; City Xat'l Bank BIdg.,

S'ln Antonio, Texa.".

Robert L. Hosmer,

General Manager,

Eastern Theatre Eq. Co.,

43 Winchester St.,

Boston, Mass.

Herbert E. A. McClenaghen,
Optician,

1 125 South 20th Street,

Philadelphia, Pa..

Richard E. Nevvhouse,

Secretary-Treasurer,

Electric Supply Co.,

815 East Third Street,

Tulsa, Oklahoma.

C. W. Prinh,

Assistant Professor of Physics,

Carnegie Institute of Technology,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

F. M. Reast,

Publicity Engineer,

Westinghouse Electric & Manufac-

turing Co.,

East Pittsburgh, Pa.

G. Benj. Righter,

Schimmcl Electric Supply Co.

526 Arch Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.
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J. A. Seville,

Electrical Contractor,

209 North nth Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

F.DWARD Albert Tucker,

Electrical Salesman,

The F. D. Lawrence Electric Co.,

J 17 W. 4th Street,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Mollis Vaughn,
Sales Manager,

George H. W'ahn Co.

69-71 High Street,

Boston, Mass.

VV'yndham Stokes Wallace,

Lamp Salesman,

McKenney & Waterbury Co., Inc.,

181 Franklin Street,

Boston, Mass.

Hugh A. War nek,

District Illuminating Sales Engineer,

Wcstinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,

1333 Candler Bldg.,

.'\tlanta, Georgia.

Dun \{. Welsh,
Assistant Engineer,

InfcrliorouKh Rapid Transit Co.,

165 Broadway,

New York, N. V.

\. M WlI.LlA.MS,

New Business Man,

Wisconsin Power, Eight and Heat

Co.,

Kyson. Wisconsin.

The General Secretary reported the

following change in incmhership:

One ArhjcuIo Mtniber DtcrMtd

l-osTKB B. Taylou,

New York Edison C'<».

Irvinx Place and 15th Street,

New York, N. \'.

At the mcetinn of the Council on

()ctot>cr IJ, l')J2, the following were

elected lf» membership upon rccoinmcn

diiion of the Board of Examiners:

One Member.

Henry B. Dates,

Professor Electrical Engineering,

Case School of Applied Science,

Euclid Avenue at Wade Park,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Eight Associate Membera

Wendell S. Brown,
Engineer,

F. P. Sheldon & Son,

Hospital Trust Bldg.,

Providence, R. I.

Charles Lee Callender,

Manager Sub-OlTice,

W^estinghouse Lamp Co.,

Third and Elm Streets,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Paul H. Fames,

Lamp and Lighting Dept. Salesman,

George H. Wahn Co.,

69-71 High Street,

Boston, Mass.

j. H. GKiiriN. Jr.,

Special Service Dcpt..

lulison IClcctric Illuminating Co. of

Boston,

39 Boylston St.,

Boston, Mass.

\iuNRo»: Rhodes Pevear.

Specialist, Color and Illumination,

Massachusetts Institute of Tcch-

nolog>',

71 Brinsncr Street,

Boston, Mass.

Pnn. C. IVknninc,

Branch Manager,

WcsiiuKhouse Lamp Co.,

525 Hanna BK)ck.

Cleveland, Ohio.

Ru hari» L. Plai't.

Lighting Service Depl.,

Etlis<'n Lamp Wt^rks of G. E. Co.,

Harrison. N. J.
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Hakry E. Roese,

Sales Representative,

Westinghouse Lamp Co.,

Union Bank Bldg.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

The General Secretary reported the

following changes in membership

:

One Member Deceased

V. C. Wynne,
Albany, New York,

One Associate Member Deceased

Frank W. Frueaufe,

H. L. Doherty & Co,

60 Wall Street,

New York, N. Y.

CONFIRMATION OF APPOINTMENTS

The appointments of the following

chairmen and committee members were

confirmed

:

Council Executive Committee

Ward Harrison, Chairman

Samuel G. Hibben

Walton Forstall

Clarence L. Law
Louis B. Marks

Committee on Finance

Adolph Hertz, Chairman

Walton Forstall

D. McFarlan Moore

Committee on Papers

J. L. Stair, Chairman

A. L. Powell, Vicc-Chairman

E. A. Anderson

Louis Bell

Geo. G. Cousins

H. H. Higbie

Howard Lyon
Norman D. Macdonald

F. H. Murphy

J. J. Ryan

Committee on Editing and Publication

Norman D. Macdonald, Chairman

Allen M. Perry

Ralph C. Rodgers

General Board cf Examiners

Norman Macbeth, Chairman

Clarence L. Law
L. J. Lewinson

Committee on Lighting Legislation

L. B. Marks, Chairman

W. F. Little, Secretary

Louis Bell

W. T. Blackwell

F. C. Caldwell

C. E. Clewell

Geo. S. Crampton

H. B. Dates

S. G. Hibben

J. A. Hoeveler

Clarence L. Law
M. G. Lloyd

M, Luckiesh

R. H. Maurer

A. S. McAllister

W. J. Serrill

R. E. Simpson

G. H. Stickney

Committee on Membership

G. Bertram Regar, Chairman

A. L. Arenberg

C. A. Atherton •

W. T. Blackwell

F. W. Bliss

R. I. Brown
Geo. G. Cousins

Terrell Croft

J. Daniels

E. Y. Davidson, Jr.

Robert B. Ely

H. W. Fuller

H. E. Hobson

J. A. Hoeveler

Merritt C. Huse

C. C. Munroe
F. H. Murphy

E. W. Spitz

Clare N, Stannard

O. R. Toman
L. J. Wilhoite

L. A. S. Wood
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Committee on Motor Vehicle Lighting

C. H. Sharp, Chairman

Committee on Nomenclature and Stand-

ards

E. C. Crittenden, Chairman

Howard Lyon, Secretary

Louis Bell

G. A. Hoadlcy

E. P. Hyde

A. E. Kennelly

C. O. Mailloux

A. S. McAlhster

C. H. Sharp

G. H. Stickncy

Committee on Progress

F. E. Cady, Chairman

Geo. S. Crampton

W. E. Saunders

Comtnittee on Research

E. V. Hyde, Chairman

Louis Bell

W. T. Bovie*

Alex. Duane

KniKht Dunlap

E. N. Harvey*

M. Luckiesh

C. il. Sharp

C. A. Skinner*

L. T. TroIan.I

E. N Verh.MlT*

Committee on Sky lirightnrss

]\ II Kiml)all, Chairman

E. C. Crittenden

E H. Hohhir

Bassctt Jones

W. F. Little

NL Luckiesh

L. B. Markn

I. G. Priest*

• Not mciiit)*r» of the Society t»ul coOpernting

Committee to Co-operate with Fixture

Manufacturers

^L Luckiesh, Chairman

E. W. Commcry, Secretary

S. G. Hibl^en

J. W. Gosling*

R. H. Maurer

A. L. Powell

Samuel Snyder

Committee on Nezv Sections and Chapters

D. McFarlan Moore, Chairman

Committee to Prepare a Bulletin on

Residence Lighting by Gas

Howard Lyon

R. H. Maurer

Committee to Prepare a Bulletin on

Residence Lighting by Electricity

Samuel G. Hibbcn, Chairman

Geo. Ainsworth

F. E. Cady
O. H. Caldwell

\V. J. Drisko

R. B. Ely

Gertrude R. Fcrree*

R S. H;ile

F. Y. Joannes*

Clarence I.. Law
NL Luckie>h

W. R M'Coy
Hermati Plant

A. L. Powell

F. B. Rae. Jr.*

R. C. Rodiiers

J. W. Smith*

J. 1. Stair

1' I) Tilkon

I) H Tuck

Mr. W. H. Ridinson lias hern appoint-

ed inanaKer of the interior li^htinn sec

lion of the merchandising department

of the WesiinKhousc Electric and Manu-
factiuiuk' Compatiy with head<|uartcrs at

South Bend, Indiana. He has recently

l»ccn assistant to the sales manawer of

the \Vestin>;house Latup Company of

New York City,

in thr work of thmr ('onniiit(rr<i.
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NEWS ITEMS

DOHERTY MEDAL WON BY
WILLIAM H. EVANS

The honor of winning one of the most

important awards made yearly by the

National Electric Light Association has

come to the Philadelphia Electric Com-
pany for the' third time in twelve years.

Each year since 191 1 the Doherty Gold

Medal is awarded to the author of the

best paper read before a branch meeting

of section of the national body, the

award being made by a committee of

three. William H. Evans, of the Phila-

delphia Electric Company, is this year's

winner with a paper, "Much and Good
Business, Plus Advertising, Means More

and Better Business," which is printed

in The Central Station for October, 1922.

Mr. Evans is a member of the I. E. S.

and his paper is the first advertising

paper to win the Doherty Medal.

A. E. S. C. HANDLING 106 PROJECTS

The growing interest in standardiza-

tion on the part of almost every Ameri-

can industry is emphasized by the

quarterly report of the activities of the

American Engineering vStandards Com-
mittee issued from the headquarters of

the Committee at 29 West 39th Street,

New York City.

Of the projects which have official

status before the A. E. S. C, twenty are

concerned with mechanical engineering;

seventeen are civil engineering projects;

fifteen are electrical ; three are auto-

motive ; ten are concerned with trans-

portation ; ten with ferrous metals

;

eleven with chemical ; five with non-

ferrous metals ; four with mining ; two

with textiles ; one with shipbuilding

;

and eight projects are of general in-

terest.

Twenty- four standards or safety codes

have been approved and thirty-six are

up for approval. The remaining forty-

six projects represent codes and stand-

ards which are either in the process of

formulation, or which are now being

considered by committees of representa-

tives, designated by the various bodies,

industrial, technical and governmental,

interested in each particular subject.

In this way, more than two hundred

such bodies are officially participating in

the work of the A. E. S. C. through their

accredited representatives.

A regular interchange of information

as to the status of work under way is

maintained by the American Engineering

Standards Committee with the national

standardizing bodies of Austria, Bel-

gium, Canada, Czech- Slovakia, France,

Germany, Great Britain, Holland, Italy,

Japan, Norway, Sweden and Switzer-

land. This information is issued in the

form of quarterly reports 'and includes

a statement of the status of each pro-

ject on which work is actively imder

way.

The A. E. S. C. has adopted two of

the I. E. vS. projects as "American Stand-

ard," namely "The Code of Lighting

Factories, Mills and Other Work Places,"

and "Illuminating Engineering Nomen-
clature and Photometric Standards." A
third project is under consideration for

adoption as "Tentative American Stand-

ard" ; namely "Laboratory Tests for the

Approval of Electric Hcadlighting De-

vices for Motor Vehicles."
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Prkparkd by thk Committee on Progress.

Ah index of references to books, papers, editorials, news and abstracts on
illuminating engineering and allied subjects. This index is arran.:;c(i alphabetically

according to the names of the reference publications. The references are then given

in order of the date of publication. Important references not appearing herein

should be called to the attention of the Illuminating Engineering Society. 29 \V.

39th St., New York, N. Y.

Electrical Times

A Study in Illuniinalifm

Motors atid 1 )yiiain().s--

Elcctrical World

Why a I.iKhtinR Code May be Op
po^^•d

Development (»f the .\rc MkIiI

HikH Spots in I.am|> Development —
Subdivisions of the I'.lcctric I.iKht -

ICfforts for a I.iKlninK C*odc in KuKhind

ProvisionH of Massachusetts IjKhtinK

Co(|i'
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Annales De Physique
i,j^tp; p^^j;,-

Actions de !a hnniorc sur Ics suspcn- 1922

sions

—

Ktnc Audubcrt July-August 5

Central Station

Sosne Reasons for the Upward Trend

of Modern Lighting Practice

—

ICarl A. Anderson Sept. 7>

Doctors of Illumination— Sept. 83
The IJgliting of tlu- Home

—

\\ . K. Underwtu.d .Sept. o;

Chemical Abstracts

Research on the i'luorescence of Cel-

lulose and its Derivatives

—

S. J. Lewis .'^cpt. 10 2807

The Quantitative Di'ltrniination of the

Fluorescent Powers of Cellulose.

Sugars and other Substances

—

S. j. Lewis Sept. 10 2807

A New Type cf Monochromatic Li.nht

Source— A. P.. IV^k Sept. 20 301.?

IVotcctivc Spectacles for Ultra-V'ioKi

Rays— T. InaKaki Sept. 20 31S5

Electrical Journal

Practical Mctbnds in tlu Lighting of

Steel Mills - 1). W . At water and

J. J. McLaughlin Sept. j^i^j

Aug. 17 "43

Aug. 17 140

\\. (i. CushiuK Sept. 2 4»S
h'.lilm Tliomvou Sept. .vi-'

.1. K. Colville Sept. *) 5^>

l'*lihu Thomson Sept. <; S.Vi

Sept. -?3 (H7

W Harrison Sept. -?3 665
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Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift

Zur Gescliichtc dcr Tantallanipc

—

Gas Age-Record

Acetylene Mantle Burner Tests

—

General Electric Review

Highway Lighting

—

Thermocouples and the Measurement

of Searchlight Mirror Tempera-

tures

—

On the Scope of Spectroscop}-

—

Helios

Selbsttatige Notheleuchtung D. R. P.

fiir Theater, Kinos, Geschiiftshaus-

er, Bergwerke, SchifTe, u. s. w.

—

Taschenlampenbatterien mit unbegrenz-

ter Lagerfiihigkeit.

—

Qualitiits Beleuchtnngskorper

—

Illuminating Engineer

The Action of Light upon the Human
Body—

The Use of Light in Hospitals

—

Journal of the American Chemical Society

Experimental Attempts to Decompose

Tungsten at High Temperatures

—

Journal of Experimental Psychology

Individual Variations in Retinal Sen-

sitivity and their Correlation with

Opthalmologic Findings

—

The Selectiveness of the Eye's Response

to Wave- Length and its Change

with Change of Intensity

—

Journal of General Physiology

The Yisil)ility of Monochromatic Radi-

ation and the Absorption Spectrum

of Visual Purple-

Journal of the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers

*Liglit without Glare

—

*A New Use for Miniature Lamps

—

Crossing Beacons

—

• Through an error in tlie Septcmhrr iss\it tl^e'^e

Institution of Electrical Engineers.

L. Fischer Aug. -M 1081

Chas. F. Rockstroli Aug. 5 178

H. E. Butler Aug. 465

Frank A. Ben ford Aug. 49S

Enoch Karrer Aug. 513

Gerald L. W'endt

and Clarence E.

Irion

P. W. Cobli

I. A. Haupt

Hecht, Sclig and

Robert E. Wil-

liams

Aug.

Aug.

Sept.

June

June

Sept.

Aug.

Oct.

Sept. 20

162

165

1887

227

347

\\'ard Harrison Aug. 609

Aug. 616

L. C. Porter Aug. 616

rcf« rences were credited to the Jonrnal of the
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Journal of the Optical Society of America

and Review of Scientific Instruments

Report of Committee on Colorimetry

for 1920-19JI

—

Heteromorphies Due to Variation of

Effective Aperture and Visual

Acuity

—

The Absorpti(>n of ihc Eye for Ultra-

violet Radiation

—

A New Principle and lis Application to

the Lummer-Brodhun Photometer

An Improved Fc^rm of Nichols Ra-

diometer- -

Kolloid-Zeitschrift

Koiloidtlockuni; durcli Sonncnlichl

—

Licht ucd Lampe

ZeitKi-"iniil<es uher Hcrstcllun;^ von

lircnncrkorhen, Gluhlampcnfassun-

gen usw. sowic Emailliercn und

Neulackicrcn

—

Uie Industrichclcuchtunvjen, thcorctische

Fordcrungcn und praktischc l.osun-

gen—
Bclcuclitung und Augcnkrankluitcii in

Gruhcn

Die Ultraviolcttcn Strahlcn drr kunst

lichen IJclitfiucllcn -

Wisscnschaftlichc Mttliodcn und hau-

lichc (iffcntlicluT Grhaudc •

Vom LiclUcfFckt dcs "Hangclichlhrcn-

ncrs"-

Ursprung (lis \\'<irlrs "Ctas**

—

Lighting Fixturra «nd Lighting

Ligiiting the Sfnail Store Ivccniirrs

Special Treatment

—

Lighting the Clothing Store-

National ElectraKiot

Suggestions fur Lighting the Home—

Ifature

Colour X'ision unil Syntony

—

Aug. 527

K. Horovitz Aug. 597

Winifred P. Gra-

ham Aug. 605

E. P. Hyde and

F. E. Cady Aug. 615

B. J. Spence Aug. 625

P. B. Ganijuly and

X. R. Dhar July

A. L. Powell Sept.

1) 11 Tuck Sept

Artluu L. Wayne Sijit

V. \l. Barton Sept. g

16

June 29 311

July Ji 335

Aug. 10 37(i

Aug. 10 378

Aug. M 3^9

Aug. ^4 40.1

Aug J4 4c)6

17

Ji

357
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Philosophical Magazine and Journal of

Science

The Measurement of Li?ht

—

Physical Society of London

Tiif \Tp(^n Tube as a Means of Frr^^v^-

ing Intermittent Currents

—

Physikalische Berichte

Some Important Ph.vsical and Physio-

logical Relationships between Ra-

diant Energy and the Visual Ap-
paratus and Processes

—
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Co-operation of the

I. E. S. and the A. E. S. C.

XT OT THE LEAST important of the numerous activities of

-^ ^ the Illuminating Engineering Society are those carried out in

official co-operation with other organizations under the Rules of

Procedure of the American Engineering Standards Committee.

With these activities the members of the Society have been kept

posted by notices published from time to time in the Tr,-knsac-

TiONS, but it seems well at this time to summarize these activities

and show their present status and the trend of progress.

In June, 1920, the I. E. S. was designated as sponsor for the

Industrial Lighting Code, and for the purpose of revising its

code for the Lighting of Factories, Mills and Other Work Places

organized a sectional committee containing official representatives

of fourteen organizations, including the I. E. S. The code ap-

proved by this sectional committee was officially apjMoved as

American v^tandard by the American Engineering Standards Com-

mittte in December, i()2\.

In March, uj2\, llu- 1. Iv S. submitted its .Xutomobile Head-

lighting v^pecifications for approval by the American Engineering

Standards Committee as tentative .Anierican v^tandard. On
account of certain changes which the 1. Iv S. desired to introduce

into the specifications, in Jnne. i<)ji. tlu A. iv S. C. was requested

to hold the application in .ibeyance, and the Ileadlighting Specifi-

cations were resubinillcd in revised foiin in I-'ebruary, nj2J.
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In November, 1922, in accordance with the request of the

I. E. S., the A. E. S. C. gave its formal approval to the I. E. S.

specifications under the specific title of Laboratory Tests for the

Approval of Electric Headlighting Devices. It also invited the

I. E. S. and the Society of Automotive Engineers to act as

joint sponsors for the preparation of specifications relating to all

types of automobile headlighting devices. Both the I. E. S. and

the S. A. E. have formally accepted the invitation of the A. E.

S. C. and the organization of a thoroughly representative sectional

committee under their joint sponsorships will shortly be under-

taken.

In March, 1922, the I. E. S. added its request to that of the

International Traffic Officers Association that the A. E. S. C.

call a conference of interested organizations to determine the

advisability of standardizing colors of signal lights along highways

and on vehicles using the highways. On May 23, 1922, there

was held in New York a thoroughly representative conference on

Colors for Traffic Signals, as a result of which there has recently

been organized under the joint sponsorship of the American As-

sociation of State Highway Officials, the Bureau of Standards

and the National Safety Council a sectional committee on which

the I. E. S. is represented by the Chairman of the Committee

on Motor Vehicle Lighting.

In March, 1922, the I. E. S. submitted the "Rules" prepared by

its committee on Nomenclature and Standards to the American

Engineering Standards Committee for approval as American

Standard. At the suggestion of the I. E. S., six of the "Rules"

were modified in order to conform in wording with the English

translation of six of the definitions of the 1921 report of the Inter-

national Commission on Illumination, and in July, 1922, the

"Rules" were approved by the A. E. S. C. as American Standard

under the title of Illuminating Engineering Nomenclature and

Photometric Standards. The A. E. S. C. also designated the
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I. E. S. as sponsor for this subject, and a thoroughly representa-

tive sectional committee is now being organized under the sponsor-

ship of the I. E. S. to take care of revisions in the present "Rules"

of the I. E. S. Committee on Nomenclature and Standards.

In recognition of the interest of illuminating engineers in build-

ing exits the I. E. S. was requested in September, 1922, to

designate a representative to serve on the Sectional Committee

on Safety Code for Building Exits which has been organized

under the sponsorship of the National Fire Protection Association.

To those unfamiliar with the exact significance of the co-

operation with other national organizations under the Rules of

Procedure of the American Engineering Standards Committee

it might seem that the I. E. S. gains little and loses much by

such co-operation. Experience has shown that in every case

the gain has greatly exceeded the loss ; in fact the gain has proved

to be real and the loss fictitious. In no respect does the I. E. S.

lose its identity through co-operation ; it gains in prestige and

receives a substantial recognition for the most excellent work of

its technical committees. Its own activities have not been re-

stricted in any way; on the contrary its influence has been feh

by numerous national organizations who have gladly assisted the

I. E. S. in extending the sphere of its activities. P.oth it and

the other co-nj)crating organizations have benefited not only from

the interchange of information and l)ut also by reason of the

spirit of mutual helpfulness which has been an (intst.mdinp fea-

ture of the co-o[)cration.

A. S. .MvAIllsicr.



REFLECTIONS
Useless Motor Car Rear

Lamps Cast Out in Massachusetts

WHILE New York State motor officials are still wrestling
with the automobile headlight situation, Massachusetts seems

to have solved that problem in a fairly satisfactory manner and is

now tackling very vigorously the tail or rear lights. A new
tail-lamp law goes into effect on Jan. i in that State and the

changes which are rendered imperatively necessary by that law
have disturbed to some extent manufacturers as well as Massa-
chusetts motor car dealers and owners.

In view of the widespread interest in proper automobile light-

ing, this attitude on the part of Massachusetts in tail-lamp legis-

lation is of considerable importance, because it undoubtedly will

pave the way for some necessary changes in all of the Eastern

States and ultimately, no doubt, throughout the country. To use

a sporting phrase, this progressive New England State seems to

have got the jump in adopting tail-lamp regulations on the Il-

luminating Engineering Society which has had a special com-
mittee working on that subject with the object of arriving at

more exact specifications for proper tail lights than exist at the

present time.

This society, It may be said, working with the Standards Com-
mittee of the Society of Automotive Engineers, adopted specifi-

cations for automobile headlights about five years ago, and these

have been adopted by the ten States comprising the Interstate

Conference of Motor Vehicle Commissioners, being the six New
England States with New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey and

Maryland. They are also in use in other States. New York,

notwithstanding its laxness in this respect, as admitted at a recent

meeting in this City by Bert Lord, Director of the State Motor
Vehicle Bureau, is now coming up to the standard of some of

these States, and in its revision of lenses has already cast out

sixty-seven of those formerly approved, and several others will

probably meet the same fate before the end of the year.

In speaking of the tentative specifications announced by the

Massachusetts Registrar of Motor Vehicles, Frank A. Goodwin,
Dr. Clayton H. Sharp, Chairman of the Illuminating Engineering

Society's Committee on Automobile Lighting, said last week, just

before sailing for Europe to study lighting conditions abroad,

6i6

i
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that while definite specifications had not been adopted by the

committee, the practical application of the Massachusetts regu-

lations would undoubtedly form a fundamental basis upon which
to work, and certain details, of whose excellence he was in doubt,

could be satisfactorily adjusted as the result of experience.

In formulating its new tail-lamp regulations Massachusetts

has been fortunate in having on its motor advisory staff Alfred

W. Devine, who is Chairman of the subcommittee of members
of the Motor Vehicle Lighting Committee of the Illuminating

Engineering Society and the Lighting Division of the Society

of Automotive Engineers. That committee has been doing con-

siderable experimental work on rear automobile lights, but has

not yet made its final report.

Without going into too many details, it may suffice to say

that the requirements drawn up by Mr. Devine with Registrar

Goodwin's approval require a bulb to illuminate the number
plate of not less than two candlepower, that the slot through

which the light shines shall be covered with glass, that it shall

be so constructed that the lamp and bracket to which the number
plate is affixed shall be one device, and that the lamp shall be

above the centre of the plate. The law also requires that the

white rear light shall be so placed as to make the plate number
visible at a distance of 60 feet from the rear of the car. The
New York requirement, and that of most States, is 50 feet.

For oil or acetyU-ne lamixs, the Massachusetts requirements

specify a four candlepower light and tlusc lamps may be ])laced

at the left end of the plate.

'i'lio Massachusetts tnil lamp law has been discu^sod by the

Le;,'islative Committee of the National Automobile Chamber of

Commerce, and one of the members stated that the original re-

()uirement of making the lamj) and bracket an integral part of

the number j)late had been modified to the extent that the lamp
shr)ul(l be solidly affixed to the plate.

Conformity with this law will make it necessary for the manu-
facturers selling cars in Massachusetts, and that includes all of

the makers of standard cars, to mainifacture a new style of rear

lamp. The committee of the National .Automobile Chamber of

Commerce has, very wisely, suggested a voluntary acceptance of

the law. The result will virtually be that all cars will, in the

near future, bo fitte(| with rear lights eonforniable to the Massa-
cluisetts law, thcrel)y automatically enacting Ix'tter regulations in

all States whether dmie by legislative act or not. Indeed, it is

stated that all of the other nine v^tates in the interstate conference

for uniforniilv in motor laws will soon adopt the Massachusetts

policy, perhaps with minor imjjrovements. For owners of old
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cars in Massachusetts Mr. Devine is quoted as saying that the
expense of providing proper rear lamps will not exceed $3, and
some of the tail lamps submitted and approved can be made to
sell for $1.50 to $2, according to the information given to Mr.
Devine.

An investigation of tail-light efficiency was lately made by
Registrar Goodwin in several cities, and of 205 cars stopped and
whose rear lights were tested only one was found that conformed
to the new law. In 176 cases the lamp was improperly located,

in 124 cases the lamp had defective celluloid or no covering of

the lamp slot, and in 97 cases the slot was too small. Practically

every careful observer of automobiles on the city streets at

night will recognize that the rear lighting, in so far as it illumi-

nates the plate number, is not what the law requires it to be. At
a distance of even 25 feet it would often be difficult to see the

entire number. Two or three figures might stand out with toler-

able clearness. The law does not state how the lamp shall be
affixed, and, so far as known, Massachusetts is the first State

to establish a definite situation where the light may do the most
good.

Another detrimental feature in regard to the illumination of

number plates is due to their grimy and dusty condition. This
may be due to carelessness, but it is quite possible that some
owners do not object to a little obscurity caused by the dust and
grime of the road. In Pennsylvania, last Summer, the police in

two or three towns stopped a number of motorists and obliged

them to clean the number plates on the spot. The law says that

the light shall illuminate the plates, and if the light is Ml right

the next step will probably be to insist with more rigor that the

numbers are clear enough I0 be illuminated.

The list of approved rear lamps for Massachusetts, it is stated,

will be made by Nov. 15, so that manufacturers can make proper

provision for equipment on cars sent out after the first of the year.

Nezv York Times, November 5, 1922.

Toronto Approaches

the Ideal in Street Lighting^

TORONTO is naturally adapted to parks and lakeshore drives,

but not until the last six months did it have a boulevard

worthy of any particular note.

Some years ago a scheme was worked out for the construction

of a boulevard along the entire waterfront, reclaming the land

along the lake shore where necessary. Three or four miles of

this highway in the Sunnyside district at the west end of the

city are now open to traffic.
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In the summer of 1920, the question of lighting the boulevard
came to the front. The matter was one which warranted con-
siderable thought, for although only a few miles of the work
had been completed at that time, a lighting system was to be
decided upon which could be standardized for the whole length

of the waterfront.

After considerable time had been spent on the display of
sample units by various manufacturers, it was decided, from an
ornamental standpoint and from a maintenance point of view, to

adopt an octagonal cast bronze lantern, the unit to be equipped
with opalized stippled glass panels on the sides and top, and
each unit to be complete with an 83/ -inch Holophane dome re-

flector, with a porcelain enameled top reflector, constituting the

reflector holder, to obtain the maximum candlepower on the

road surface. These lanterns were to be mounted on ornamental
poles, the light center to be approximately 15 feet from the ground,

the units being placed opposite and 100 feet apart. The orna-

mental bronze lanterns and cast iron capitals were sup{-)lied by
the Canadian General Electric Company, Ltd., the poles being

supplied by the Union Metal Co., of Canton, Ohio.

Another point worthy of note is the fact that this is the tirst

series system installed in the city of Toronto. The remainder of
the street lighting, which consists of some 60,000 lights, is fed

from multij)le circuits; but after making comparisons on lamp
life, illumination, costs, and flexibility between the series and
multiple systems, the engineers of the Toronto Hydro-Electric
System recommended that the series system should bo used on
this new boiiK'vard lii^diting scheme. This was sanctioned, and
the system laid out with a series I.L. 1,000 c-p. transformer
buried in the ground at the side of each standard, stepping the

current uj) from 6.6 to 20 amperes. On the ^Ide streets nmning
ofl" the boule\ar(l, there were erected on poles JO-kilow.itt con-

stant current transformers, to feed the .system. The ultimate

intention is to dig waterproof pits and install these transformers
under ground. At the present time there i*; only a 600 c-f).,

?o-ampere l.imj) U'^cd in each imit. although the capacity of the
T I. transff)rmcr is i.ooo c-p. A point of interest in connection
with this installation is that the entire Cfjuipment had to be sup-
plied for a f reqiK iicy of 25 cycles, as practically the whole of
Toronto is supplied with 25-cvcle power frf>m Niagara rail-;.

The system has now been in oj)eration a few months and has
met with tlie entire ai)proval of all three l)odics which were instru-

mental in deciding on the lighting scheme. It is considered otie

of the nio'-t efiicient incandescent street lighting systems in
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Canada. It is also proving a wonderful advertisement and has

created a desire among the citizens of Toronto for better light-

ing in the remainder of the city. The system is being inspvected

continually by neighboring engineers and when any section of

Toronto or a neighboring city is considering street lighting it is

the habit to use the Sunnyside Boulevard as an example of ideal

illumination.

—

The Digest, July-August, 1922.



PAPERS
LIGHTING FOR PUBLIC EATING PLACES*

BY J. L. STAIR**

INTRODUCTION

SYNOPSIS: SuRifestions of public eating houses are found in the records of

mythology. The development, however, of these institutions, so far as the human
race is concerned, came after travelers began to extend their journeys throughout the

land and (.oiim<ju niiy rij., .li p a cs of rest and refrohment.

The inns and taverns, especially those in Kngland and America in Colonial

times, present an interestini; field for the study of national manners and customs.

The f.ii IkCritig light from oil l.imp-. and tallow candles provided the means of illumina

tion in thrs'j caily ho-.t<Irios.

The coffee house followed the establishment of inns and taverns, and the restau-

rant, a comparatively modern innovation, had its beginning in France about the year

1770.

Our present day caiiii? places include a varied assortment which mij^ht he

cfa sifted into four gi neral groups as far as the requirements of lighting and arii!>tic

treatment arc concernid: First—Cheap lunch rooms whieh offer only a simple service.

Second—Those in which .some artistic features are to be combined with the utilitarian

lighting. Third Those in which artistic treatment is of greatest importance; and
Fourth —Those in which special forms of illumination are required.

Th«- general rc*|uirenients that are to be carefully considered in the ilhimtnatiun of

any type of public eating pl.ue would inclut'r the following: (i) The provision of the

proper ititen»ity ui illumination. (.•) The avoidance of all glare effect*. (3) Co«-
sideration for color harmony. (4) Care in the design of the luminaire. (5) Pro-

Ttaion for flexibility of the lubling system because of the variety of functions that

are often included in the life of thl^ type of establishment.

The historical !)ackj,'roun(! of the pii lint- ai,Minst which wc may
view the modern public eatinj^ i)hices presents ;iti intensely in-

terestinj.,' perspective. The details luick at the ori^'in and manv
of those in the middle distance, are so jjreatlv obscured that many
of the steps in the transition from the old time hos|)itality of

friends to the present day commercial hospitality, must necessarily

be supj>lie(l by the imaj^'ination.

If wc are Xo take the word of the m\ tholoi^ical writers, the first

dinint: club was formed in I'Jwinni. then transferred to Mt.

•A paper pr.-srnle*! at the Annual Convrnlinn of ilir llhiminaling Ijninrrnng
Society, Sw«m|»»cote, M«««., SrpI js jH, tn>J

••Chief Knginerr, Nsiional X Ray Rrflrctor Co.. Chirafn. III.

The Illiiminaling l-'.ngiiirering Society is not ir^poiiKihlr f«»r the »iatcm»nt^ or

Opinio.-i* atUancrd by runti ibulors.
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Olympus in the center of a vast forest of chestnut trees which

Ceres had caused to spring up and bear in abundance. After a

while, as a reward for their great piety, the Grecian men were

granted by the Gods, sufficient land to build a sacred city and a

charter for the club. Needless to say, many imitations were made
of the original club and its first branch, but to inquire into their

inception and purposes, would require more time than we have at

our disposal.

According to tradition, the Spartans instituted public meals

in order to correct extravagance. All citizens were required to

eat at the common table, not even the kings were excused. It

is stated that the refectories consisted of spacious halls in which

were tables of rough boards placed upon trestles, and the seats

were plain wooden benches. These halls were styled "Philition"

by the Spartans.

For many many years the Greeks in their primitive simplicity

sat at tables to eat, but after their European Conquest, they be-

came more luxurious and adopted the Persian custom of re-

clining on couches. Later on the Romans in imitation of the

Greeks, likewise reclined on couches while eating. It was decreed

in those early days, that the number of persons at the dining table

should not exceed twelve. The Romans usually entertained nine

guests, three on each of their three couches. Hence the name

"Triclinium" was given to the dining room.

It seems that neither in Athens nor in Rome much attention

was given to the decoration, ventilation or illumination of the

refectories except in some of the great halls of the wealthy

Epicureans. One writer states that the ample dining halls of the

renowned Lucullus were said to be airy, richly decorated and

brilliantly lighted.

INNS AND TAVERNS

The establishment of public inns came along with the widening

greatness of the Roman World Empire. Posts of entertainment

were established along the magnificent roads by which the empire

was bound together. The more the traveller extended his

journey, the less likely he would be to find houses to which he

was bound by friendly ties of genuine hospitality, and on the

other hand, those that remained at home would find the con-

stantly increasing duties of voluntary host growing to be a
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burden. No doubt the householder was greatly relieved to see

the establishment of public inns and probably had a part in their

development when he sought relief by charging his guests a

nominal sum to defray their expenses.

It was about this time that the distinction between pure hospi-

tality and commercial hospitality began. We do not know just

when, but there appeared centuries ago, an insc: iption over a

door in Pompeii bearing the following words : "Hospitium hie

locatur"—Hospitality for hire.

In England the inns began with the Roman conquest. It is

evident that the Britons whom Julius Caesar conquered, required

no accomodations of this character, whereas the colonizing Ro-

mans were used to inns and soon covered Briton with a system of

roads and hostelries for the accomodation of both soldiers and

civilians. These Roman inns were apparently swept away by the

Anglo-Saxon invaders, and for two or three centuries, no places

of rest or refreshment for travellers were to be found until

monasteries had been established throughout the land. As travel-

ling became more general, lodging houses were subsidized and

inns were again established.

r
.<?>:

I >.,«

^

'mmMM-^

FiR. t.- Chaucrr't I'ilirims M-Alrd around a tabic at thr

"Tabard," Southwark

One of tiic earliest Knglish liost.s of whom we havt.- any knowl-

edge, was Harry liailey, landlord of tlie genial hostelry, the
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"Tabard" at Southwark. Chaucer's immortal poem, "The Canter-

bury Tales" states that a group of the pilgrims assembled at this

famous inn. The illustration in Figure i shows the artist's con-

ception of them seated around the table at the Tabard.

The early inns provided little comfort and less privacy. By the

close of the i6th Century, however, the character of the English

inn was greatly improved. The inn and tavern life of old Eng-

land, as well as that of America in Colonial times presented a

large field for study of national manners and customs and played

an important part in the history of the country. These were not

merely places for the sojourn of travellers, but became the meet-

ing places of poets, wits and politicians from the time of Shakes-

phere to that of Addison and Johnson, and the recognized center

for social intercourse. The more homelike the inn, the greater the

assurance of its patronage, popularity and prosperity. The i6th,

17th and i8th Centuries, especially in England, show a remark-

able development of these public establishments.

A long list could be given of the famous old taverns of England

and America. Typical of those of England, is the "Cheshire

Cheese," the chief glory of which was the old fashioned eating

room with rude tables, seats around the walls and sawdust

sprinkled floor. This quaint place was made famous by Dr.

Johnson. The following verses taken from a ballad written by

John Davidson, hint as to the type of lighting that was em-

ployed :

"All Hail,

Great souls ! They met on nights like these,

'Til morning made the candles pale.

And revellers left the Cheshire Cheese."

The institution of inns and taverns in America followed im-

mediately upon the settlements made by the Pilgrims and they

were licensed as fast as villages grew up. Many interesting

accounts have been recorded of life in the inns and in some,

descriptions have been made of the lighting effects, especially for

stated occasions. One writer in 1778, in describing a celebration

at "Kings Head Tavern" in the New York Colony, remarked on

the grand and elegant lighting effects, stating that the tavern was

illuminated with upwards of two hundred wax lights. A descrip-
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tion was also given of transparencies, and mention of the fact

that verses over the tavern door which were proper for the occa-

sion were well illuminated.

Another writer states that grand preparations were made for

a supper ball in honor of the peace of 181 5 at Washington Hall,

and that the garlands extending from the pillars were attached

to a central canopy beneath which was a golden sun made to

revolve rapidly by machines above the ceiling so as to diffuse the

reflected radiance of eight hundred lights.

A lieutenant in writing to a friend in England under date of

October 17, 1881, refers thus to Loosleys' "Kings Head Tavern"

—

"The effects would be offered at public auction for the benefit

of the creditors of Chas. Loosley. Among the articles mentioned

which indicates that the house was rather nicely furnished were

.... several hundred transparancies, and tin lamps fit for illum-

inations."

Still another narrative includes the following paragraph

—

"Gathered together to celebrate one of the anniversaries of the

festive season, the flickering light from oil lamps and tallow

candles reflected from the white washed walls of Madam Wessles'

Assembly Room, shown on as happy and gay hearted a gathering

as is found in the magnificent and brilliantly lighted halls of our

present grand cities."

We have nothing existing to-day that in any way resembles the

old tavern of the first class in Colonial times, since it was a

place of political discussion, for social clubs and meetings of all

kinds. Ik- fore any news papers appeared, the tavern was a very

important institution in the community. It was the medium of all

news, and exercised an influence second only to that of the church.

As a prominent feature of society and manners, the tavern has had

its day. As one writer stated, "The simple truth is that in

moving on, the world has left this venerable institution standing in

the iHth century."

THE COFFEE lIOfSE

After our forefathers had perfected the inns and taverns,

they .set to work (leveloj)ing a new species of public iunise known
as "tlie coffee house" and it is this estal)lishnient tliat appears to

have been responsible for the development of the club. During

the latter part of the 17th century, the use of coffee as a beverage
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was introduced in New England and on the continent. The first

coffee houses in Paris were opened in 1672. Previous to this time

they were established in London, since we find that in 1663 they

were placed on the footing of the tavern and were required to

be licensed. The coffee house, however, along with the inn and

tavern, exists only as a picturesque memory.

The advent of the railroad and great increase in travel, as well

as growth of cities, created a decided change in the taverns. They
soon became to be called "hotels." These same influences are

responsible for the development of the restaurant, cafe and

other types of eating houses.

THE RESTAURANT

The restaurant is a modern innovation, and is not considered a

direct development of the inn and tavern. France is primarily

the home of the restaurant. No other country could have sup-

plied either the utilitarian basis for its existance or the fastidious

clientele. The real rise of the restaurant proper dates back to

the close of the i8th century and owes its principal growth to the

fact that a great many families with their estates broken up, found

it convenient to patronize the public eating house. The first

restaurant was founded in Paris about 1776 by a hotel keeper by

the name of Boulanger, where the customers were served with

bouUion on marble tables, as in our cafes. The idea became

popular because it was novel and the prices were high which

gave the establishment a distinction and kind of polish. He was

so successful with his unheard of enterprise that it not only

sprang into immediate popularity, but the idea spread to the

utmost parts of the globe. The Parisian restaurant acquired

cosmopolitan fame and it is only of recent years that the res-

taurants of even the foremost American cities, have rivalled

them.

PRESENT DAY EATING PLACES

Our present day offers us a varied assortment of eating places

that almost defies classification. In early New England there

were taverns for the gentry and taverns for the mechanics, to

compare with our types, catering to important business people,

serious folk, pleasure seekers, rich strangers, office and shop

employees, workmen, etc.
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Lunch rooms, cafeterias, automats, cafes, summer gardens,

commercial restaurants, hotel dining rooms, lunch clubs, in-

dustrial restaurants, club dining rooms, tea rooms, coffee shops, ad

infinitum, provide a truly fertile field for the "gastronomic ad-

venturer."

CLASSIFICATION

An arbitrary grouping of public eating places can be made based

upon their requirements for lighting and artistic treatment.

Group "A" Includes the cheap lunch room that offers a very

simple service, and many of the industrial dining

rooms. These present practically no artistic con-

siderations. The lighting is therefore of a purely

utilitarian nature.

Group "B" This group comprises those establishments in which

a general illumination is usually satisfactory and in

which the artistic must be considered, especially

in the design and finish of lighting units. As for

instance, commercial restaurant, cafeteria and better

class of lunch room.

Group "C" This class requires a more purely artistic treatment

and necessitates the creating of an atmosphere more

homelike than the classes mentioned above. Color

plays an important part, and artistic touches of

light and shade are tlesirable. Under this class

comes the dinini; rooms of hotels and clubs, as

well as high class cafes and tea rooms.

Group "D" There is still another class that might be considered

as special from the illumination standpoint and in-

cludes those establishments which provide enter-

tainiTient such as dancing, skating and CJibaret, and

which rt'fjuire some umi'^ual, if not spectacular,

lighting arrangements.

'I'he miscellaneous de|)artmenls such as kitchens, lobbies and

rest rooms are common in a greater or less degree, to all juiblic

eating places, and must be considered apart from tlic main dining

hall or space.

C.KNKRAL I.ir.IITINr, RKQIURE MENTS

One of the errors that is often made in planning the lighting

of the class of intrrior under consideration, is to assume that
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the fundamental conditions are much the same as those for a

store, office or many other interiors frequented by the public.

For this reason, we often find them illuminated with the same

types of units installed in a manner similar to those in mercan-

tile establishments. For the cheaper class of lunch rooms and

restaurants, this arrangement is no doubt satisfactory, but the

requirements of the higher class places are quite different.

Visibility is not the chief consideration.

For many people, the public eating place must serve as a

substitute for the home, with the manager as host, and hence we
might consider that the ideal would be approached by following

the three essential elements which stimulate the atmosphere of

coziness in the dining room of the home.

1. Concentration of light upon the table to accentuate the

setting of linen, silverware and glassware, with the

proper shading so that the eyes of the diner never meet

the direct source of light.

2. Providing of a suitable intensity of general illumination

throughout the room.

3. Supplying of a tinted light to fall upon the faces of those

seated about the table.

These three essentials are necessarily difficult to apply in

large establishments, but by careful designing can be attained

to a great degree in clubs, tea rooms and cafes, to give even in

these public places, a sense of privacy and intimacy.

There seems to be, especially in commercial restaurants, a

tendency to over-lighting. The public eating place should, of

course, reflect the atmosphere of the society that it entertains. If

the patrons go to see and be seen, a general bright illumination

is, of course, most proper.

In any case, strong contrasts should be avoided. For instance,

Figure 2 shows a cafeteria well equipped for the serving of its

patrons. Careful attention has been given to the table arrange-

ments and to other details essential to successful operation, yet

the lighting system can be described by one word, "glare" which

is accentuated by mirrored walls and columns and a ceiling

finish that reflects the radiance of bare lamps in the ceiling pieces

and wall brackets.
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Surely, a condition of this kind cannot be entirely comfortable

for the patron, and is not in keeping with the general appoint-

ments of the room. Hundreds of public eating places having

similar or worse conditions, can be corrected at comparatively

small expense. The simple expedient of shields and shades

around the lamps and fixtures would enclose bare lamps and be

a great improvement. No doubt some day, the quality of ex-

actitude will be exercised by the patrons in the matter of glaring

lighting as it now is regarding prompt service, clean linen and

silverware and well cooked food.

Attractive color combinations are essential, and since the dining

room is a place of stimulation, a warm light is usually demanded.

Depressing tones should therefore be avoided. A progressive

restaurant keeper recently said that the room should not be shiny

and white. It smacks too much of the hospital, and is trying both

on the eye and nerves. The filtering of light through silk, parch-

ment and colored glass, with tints such as amber and rose always

give a touch of warmth to the illumination.

The average layman is not usually attracted by details, but he

is impressed by the general harmonious effect of the interior.

Hence the lighting fixtures for better classes of eating places,

especially those to be found in hotels and clubs, must be tlesigned

to harmonize with the interior furnishings and decorations of the

room, as well as to produce pr()i)er lighting effects. Fixtures of

this character cannot be purchased from stock, because stocks

cannot be ])repared to meet the varif)us demand without unwar-

ranted cost and sacrifice of many of tlic details of individualism.

Each intrrior has its own peculiar architectural and tlecorative

details which call for specialized designs.

As an illustration of what should not be done in liie design of

the lighting fixture, l^igure 3 is presented. 1 1 is evident that

careful attention has been given to the furnishing of this res-

taurant, but a ligiiting fixture has l)een installed that is very in-

harmonicHis, consisting chiefly of a howl of glass surrounded by

a scries of large ball fiostid lamps with one projecting without

any ai)(>arent reason, from the lM)ttoni of the ornamental bowl.

In many cases, the design of tlie fixture is too elaborate. It

does not convey the general ideas of comfort, (juiet and simplicity

which are essential if the homelike appearance of the interior
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is to be maintained. However, the fixtures in the banquet hall

and places of a similar character can tend in their design, more

towards giving the impression of massiveness and splendor.

There are many public eating places in which a flexible lighting

system is necessary because of the variety of functions that are

often included in the life of the particular establishment. Means
should be provided so that the general illumination of moderate or

fairly strong intensity can be produced for such occasions as

banquets, and general gatherings. While subdued values of in-

tensity can be obtained for more usual occasions.

Dining rooms, especially in hotels, often serve for the purpose

of an assembly room and are used for banquets, conventions and

noon day luncheons. On such occasions, it is usually desirable

to have a flood of light. Many of these rooms are equipped with

wall brackets in addition to the fixtures for general illumination,

and almost without exception, when a speaker is addressing the

assembly, glaring bracket lights directly behind the speaker's

platform are allowed to shine into the eyes of persons endeavoring

to concentrate their attention on the remarks of the talker.

Lighting conditions of this kind are especially objectionable

when the platform is situated at one end of the room and it is

almost impossible to seat oneself so that the glaring lamps will

be out of the range or vision when looking at the spealjer. To
sit an hour through facing these lamps is a very uncomfortable

experience.

In the planning of banquet rooms, this very important condition

should be kept in mind and if bracket lights are desired to avoid

monotony they should be well shaded and used principally for the

touch of color that they might add in the artistic scheme.

Examples of modern i^ighting practice

The examples of modern lighting in public eating places that

are to be described and illustrated in the following paragraphs

have been carefully selected to conform to the classification that

was given above.

The Group "A" of the classification included those interiors

requiring a purely utilitarian type of lighting. For instance,

Figure 4 illustrates an industrial lunch room typical of many of

the larger manufacturing plants. These dining halls are the result

of thoughtful planning over a period of years, and in the ma-
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Fig. 2.—Cafeteria which illustrates the distressing effect of glare from the light-

ing system.

Fig. J. Dining room illuttrAlinK lack ol ihciiiitht iii driigii ol (hr lighting hxturc.



Fig. 4.— Typical industrial cafeteria in which indirect lighting system is employed.

Fig. 5.—Interior typical of the commercial restaurant. The low ceilingcd room,

in which the luminous type of indirect fixture is suspended on short chains, gives

excellent lighting results.
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jority of cases are operated on the cafeteria plan. In one large

plant, five hundred to seven hundred people are served in the short

space of 30 minutes. Good lighting is therefore very essential in

order that service be speedy and orderly. It is evident from the

illustration that very few artistic considerations are encountered in

an interior of this kind, the chief problem being that of supplying

a well diffused general lighting.

To illustrate the eating places that come under the second or

**B" grouping of the classification, Figure 5 shows a typical com-

mercial lunch room. It will be noted that the luminous type

fixture is employed and the arrangement is such as to give a gen-

eral lighting effect. More consideration is given here to the

artistic character of the lighting unit than in the example illus-

trated in Figure 4.

Not more than ten years ago, cafeterias in the cities were

represented by few second floor and basement locations, generally

known as lunch clubs, and patronized only by women. The de-

velopment in this class has been raj)i(l and we now find large

first floor establishments seating several hundred people. In the

lighting of the cafeteria, one requirement cannot be made to cover

the entire establishment. The dining space calls for general

illumination, while the space devoted to steam tables requires a

more localized lighting treatment. One of the important things

to keep in mind is the protection of the eyes of those serving at

the steam tables and it is found that the deep bowl type of direct

lighting reflector when installed relatively low is admirably

adapted for this location. Where foods are to be displayeil in

their true color values, the daylight lamp has an important appli-

cation.

In discussing the group "C" in which the artistic predominates,

we may for the purpose of convenience, divide the establishments

into those that can be lighted with suspended fixtures, those for

which a floor pedestal or portable arrangement is more suitable.

those in which cove lighting is proper, those in which a system

of bracket units would be satisfactory and those requiring a

special lighting treatment.

The architic tural details, as well as the lighting arrangements

for the Badger room in the Hotel Wisconsin, Milwaukee, arc

clearly shown by the illustration in I'igure 6. The indirect method
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employed is supplemented by a series of pendant lights supported

on the columns. The lighting fixture is designed to harmonize

with the somewhat elaborate treatment of the room. The frieze

is beautifully decorated with hand painted landscapes represent-

ing actual scenes from the beauty spots of the Badger State.

The ceiling decorations of hand painted floral wreath designs

are brought out in their full value by the lighting method em-

ployed.

An example of the most recent type is to be found in the Main

Dining Room of the Brandies Department Store, Omaha, Nebr.

The interior is illustrated in Figure 8. The architect in this case

selected an indirect luminous bowl type fixture, the body of

which is 16 inches in diameter and its over-all length 20 inches.

Glass panels of the bowl are etched in colors to harmonize with the

polychrome finish of the fixture and decorations. Twelve small

parchment shades are mounted on candles surrounding the body

of the fixture. The supporting stem is covered with cord of an

orange shade to match the decorations in the room.

T t N T L D J^( roc INDIRECT
Ll6HTIN<^-

^AJICHMCNT

kUP FOiL
IIGHTING

Fig. 7.—Diagram giving details of the design and interior

arrangement of the Brandies Restaurant fixture.
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Fig. 6.—Badger room of the Hotel Wiseoiisin. Milwaukee.
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Fig, 9.—Unique lighting scheme to be found in the Grill of the Blackstone Hotel,

Chicago, 111.

Fig. 10.— Rc^trtuiant in which the general illuminatiun from luminous indirect

fixtures is supplemented by decorative table lamps.
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A diagram is given in Figure 7 that indicates not only the

general design of the fixture, but also the arrangement of the

reflectors in its interior. Three lamps in silvered reflectors, burn-

ing in a horizontal position provide the indirect illumination. The
candles are for decorative purposes. The fixture is wired in

two circuits, the indirect reflectors on one, and the candles on the

other. The glass panels of the fixture are illuminated by means

of a small lamp placed in the bottom of the body supporting the

indirect lighting reflectors.

A peculiar type of lighting treatment is to be found in the

Grill Room, of the Blackstone Hotel, Chicago, as shown in Figure

9. The ceiling here is treated with a conventionalized relief pat-

tern and is lighted by means of a large number of small lamps

mounted on the stalactites which project into the bowls contain-

ing silvered reflectors of special design. Although the ceiling is

decorated in a gray white color and fittings and furniture of the

room are of the dark Elizabethan Period, the indirect illumination

gives a pleasing intensity, suflicient for all purposes. Wall

brackets with their lamps concealed by fabric shades add touches

of light and color that assist in creating the proper atmosphere

in the room.

The introduction of the table lamp to suj)plemcnt the general

lighting scheme, is to be found in the restaurants illustrated in

Figure 10. In this case, a small lamp within the fixture serves to

illuminate the glass panels and convey an idea of the luminous

light source which to many, is more agreeable than the dark

opaque bowl suspended against the ceiling. The spacing adopted

for the units is such as to produce a uniform ceiling brightness.

Sufficient intensity of light is provided and more or less tlistinctivc

effect is produced in the room.

In order to carry out the idea of flexibility, the ligliting system

in the club dining room of I'igure 11 was carefully planned so

that at least two intensities of illumination could be easily secured.

A moderate intensity may be obtained by using only the candles

surrounding the body of the fixture. A still greater intensity is

produced when the bowl lights only are turned on and a combina-

tion of 1k)w1 lights and candles firoduce a brilliant lighting which

is often employed whrn the room is to be used for special

assemblies and gatherings.
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A t^'pical example of lighting of public eating places without the

use of suspended fixtures is illustrated in Figure 12 which

shows a tea room of a class to be foimd in the large cities, cater-

ing especially to the shopper and theatre goer. The lighting

pedestal in this case is composed of composition, contains in its

upper bowl, a number of reflectors and lamps that supply by in-

direct means, a flood of light throughout the entire room. As will

be noted from the illustration, the decorative qualities of the

lighting pedestal are enhanced by the draping of artificial flowers

and vines from the upper edge of the bowl.

The application of this method can be successfully earned out

in many classes of public eating places. A hotel in Milwaukee,

Wis., for example has adopted this scheme, but has modified the

pedestal to conform with vrhat is to be foimd ordinarily in the

home. The hotel dining room illustrated in Figure 13 presents

a ver}' homelike atmosphere. The architectural treatment which

includes the French windows and doors, the window drapes,

bracket lamps and indirect lighting portables, enhances the cozy

eitect. In a low ceilinged interior of this character, the lighting

method that has been adopted is especially suitable. The illustra-

tion, of course, does not show the coloring, that further adds to

the homelike appearance of the interior.

The t}-pe of indirect lamp that is used for the lighting oi the

room illustrated is one of the nimierous applications of indirect

illumination, a system which was originally applied only to ceiling

fixtures. This t\-pe of art lamp really ser\-es two purposes, as far

as the illumination is concerned. It will light the area immediately

under the lamp and will also provide a clear well diffused illumi-

nation throughout the entire room. The mechanism is com-

pletely concealed within the silk shade so that the appearance of

the lamp remains unchanged.

A new t)"pe of indirect portable lamp that has recently been

developed is especially suitable for installations of the character

just described. The details of the make up of this new lighting

device are best shown by illustrations in Figures 14, 15, and 16.

The mechanism consists essentially of reflector, diffuser and

metal body containing sockets and switches. When a general

illumination of the room is desired, pulling one of the switches

turns on the large lamp contained within the opaque reflector.
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lig. II.—Principal dining room of the Union League Club, Chicago. An in-

stallation illustrating flexibility in the lighting system.

Fig. ij- The Hopper. A tea room liKhtcil in an unusual n»aniicr.



Fig. 13.—Good illustration of the use of the indirect portable lamp found in

the Stratford Arms Hotel, Milwaukee, Wis.

•V

Fig. 14.—Details of a new type of in-

direct portable lamp suitable for illumina-

tion of dining rooms and restaurants.
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Fi«. 15.— Details of a new type of indirect portable lamp suitable for

illumination of dining rooms and restaurants.

Fig. 16.— Distribution curve of new tuut. Sec Tigs. 14 *i»'l «5-

The lik'ht from this lamp is thrown to the ccihiig and from there

difTused throuRhout tlie room. 'Phi- lowir portion of the re-

flecting' clement is made of ditTusinj; ^jlass and assists in ilhiminat-

inj; the shade to pive the effect that is fonnd in the ordinary art

lamp

Tlie ^e^<>nd switch controls the small lamps in the metal hody

at the base of the reflector. These lamps when used alone jpvr
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the localized lighting effect that is produced with the standard

table lamp, and also serve to illuminate the shade. One of the

principal advantages of this particular design is that the reflector

is adaptable to lamps from the 75 to 200 watt size. The center

of the filament is placed in proper relation to the reflector by

merely adjusting the position of the latter on the threaded stem

which forms a part of the metal body. The fact that the diameter

of the reflector at the top is much smaller than for units that have

been previously used for this purpose, adds greatly to the flexi-

bility possible in the design of the silk shade.

A hotel dining room similar, as far as the lighting treatment is

concerned, to that just described, is to be found in the Copley-

Plaza Hotel, Boston, Mass. The illustration in Figure 17 shows

this beautiful interior which is oval in shape, 60 feet wide and

80 feet long, illuminated by one central pedestal contain-

ing lamps and reflectors. An installation of this character is

especially suitable since it brings out the beautiful ceiling decora-

tions. As an additional illumination feature, lights are provided

back of glass panels in the coved portion of the ceiling. It will

be noted that in this particular room, no table lamps or bracket

pieces are employed.

One of the most rare methods of lighting to be found in the

public eating place is that of cove lighting, an example of which

is illustrated in Figure 18. The architectural treatment of the

room blends itself particularly to this lighting method since a

natural receptacle for reflector units is provided in the upper

portion of the frieze just above the side wall panels. The

high arched ceiling receives the flux from the large number of

small units and produces a general lighting effect which is de-

sirable in some classes of interiors of this kind. Unquestionably

the interior would be marred by suspended fixtures of any sort.

Because of the proportions of the room and the location of the

lighting equipment, an extremely uniform ceiling brightness is

attainable, which of course, is always desirable in an installation

of this kind. The main dining room shown is 29 feet wide and

118 feet lon^. The ceiling is 22 feet 9 inches high. Reflectors

equipped with 25-watt lamps have been spaced about 12 inches

apart and flexibility in the lighting has been secured by placing

every third light on a separate circuit.
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Fig. 17.—Copley Plaza Hotel dining room, Boston, Mass.
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Fig. 19.—Teco Inn of Minneapolis, employing bracket type fixture.
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Fig. 20.— Spectacular and vuiusual liijhtiiig arran.i^'cnunt in the Alexandria Motel,

Los Angeles, Calif.
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The illustration in Figure 19 is included to further illustrate

the diversified methods that may be employed in the lighting of

public eating places. There are certain classes of interiors for

which this type of lighting scheme can be successfully recom-

mended, especially those having low ceilings. One of the chief

advantages lies in the fact that the ceiling is entirely cleared of

suspended units of any kind. The interior is therefore given a

more roomy appearance. The indirect lighting method also tends

to raise the ceiling which is desirable in rooms of this character.

All of the principal illumination in this case comes from wall

brackets that have been designed as a part of the decorative

columns. The exterior of the lighting bracket is made of tile and

contains a non-symmetrical reflector and lamp which tend to

distribute the light over the ceiling away from the unit, thus

minimizing the loss on the walls and splashes of light that often

occur above the bracket. Small lamps recessed in the side walls at

several of the tables, add a decorative touch to the general light-

ing treatment.

As coming under the class requiring special illumination treat-

ment a novel and striking scheme was once employed in the

supper room of the Alexandria Hotel, Los Angeles, Cal. The

lighting was accomi)lished by means of special indirect fixtures

which were selected to permit of a better mixture of several

colors than would be possible with the same number of direct

lighting units.

The room with its unusual decorative scheme is illustrated in

I'igure 20. The walls and ceiling were decorated in a speaal

manner with strips of white and green cloth alternating. Over
the cloth across tlie ceiling and partly down each side wall was
placed a covering of fern braiuhcs treated with ground mica.

The total elTecl was very much as if the room were overhung with

trees covered with snow. In addition, there were a number of

balls from 4 to 7 inches in diameter suspended on tine wires

from the ceiling. These balls were also covered with ground

mica and were very lulpful in ^ntting spectacular elTecls when
they were intercepted by the colored light of red, green and blue

from the various fi.xtures.
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The lamps and reflector equipment were housed in ornamental

beaded fixtures consisting mainly of a wire frame supported by

four vertical rod hangers. Blue and white beads were draped

from the wire frame, sufficiently separated to permit the light

from the ceiling to filter through and illuminate them. Each
fixture contained six reflector units and over these units were

placed supports for red, green and blue gelatine films. With
dimmers in circuit, the intensity of li^ht of the various colors

could be varied at will. In addition to the colored units, each

fixture contained a large individual lamp and reflector to provide

the white or untinted light that was used when colors were not

required.

This novel installation was used for a short season and em-

ployed primarily in connection with a skating entertainment

feature. The skating rink was established at one end of the room

and was also provided with special lighting features.

In many of the cafes and public restaurants, dancing is offered

as the principal entertainment feature, and in almost all cases, the

lighting of the dance floor is considered independently of the

general illumination of the room which is usually provided with

a moderate intensity. One of the simple means of concentrating

light upon the dance floor is illustrated in Figure 21. In this case,

projectors of the small type using 250 watt floodlighting lamps are

mounted on columns near the ceiling and so directed that the

illumination is confined as nearly as possible to the dance floor

area. In some instances it is necessary to equip the projectors

with shields to prevent a spill of light into the area occupied by

the tables. The diagram in Figure 22 gives the details of a typical

installation of this character. Standard equipment can in most

cases be used for producing the effects desired. There are cases,

however, in which spotlights are used to concentrate upon the

dance floor when special exhibitions are given.

The floodlighting method has been very successfully used for

several types of outdoor gardens such as the one illustrated in

Figure 23. The principal illumination for the garden is received

from projectors mounted on the trees and on adjacent buildings. A
moderate intensity of illumination is all that was found necessary

supplemented by touches of color from festoons of lamps having

balloon type globes of gelatine.
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Pig. ii.—View in Cafe de Paris, New York, illustratinp use of tlouilljijhtiiig

projectors for illumiuatiiig dance floor.
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dance door area.



Fig. 23.—An outdoor amusement garden lighted by means of flood-lighting pro-

jectors supplemented by festoons of colored lamps.

Fig. 24.—Typicil ristaurant kitchen using a hiniinairc of the enclosing glass typo.
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THE KITCHEN

There is a portion of the public eating place, a department of

great importance, one which adds much to the comfort and

pleasure of the patron, which is practically never seen by him.

This is the kitchen. (See Figure 24). Many places pride them-

selves on the condition of the kitchen, invite inspection by guests

and patrons, and consider that the sanitary and efficient arrange-

ment is one of the best advertising features of the establishment.

There is no argument as to the part that good lighting plays in

the planning and equipping of the kitchen quarters. There is

no better aid to sanitation than sufficient light and there is no

better tool to help the chef and his assistants in giving prompt

service.

The requirements of the kitchen as far as the lighting is con-

cerned, are purely utilitarian. There is very little call for artistic

treatment in the lighting fixtures and practically only one in-

stance in which color plays a part in the illumination and that is

in the inspection of vegetables, butter and other materials that

are used in preparing of the meals. Often times a daylight effect

is desirable in order to facilitate and insure accurate inspection.

Under some forms of artificial lighting, defects and adulterations

cannot be detected, which are at once discovered when the proper

color value is maintained.

The systems of illumination in general use for kitchens emi)loy

the direct and indirect lighting methods. The style of fixture that

seems to be the most satisfactory for use where maximum visibility

is demanded, is a die |» bowl reflector containing a icx3 or 150-watt

gas filled lamp. The points which recjuire special attention are the

dishwashing unit, ranges, tables where salads and desserts are

prepared, as well as the meat cutting and preparing tables. In

most cases a wattage expenditure of i watt ])er square f«K)t

will provide plenty of light for all operations. When open re-

flectors and shades are used, the gas filled lamps should be treated

with a translucent coating of white enamel on the bowl where

there is any chance that the lamp will come within the lim- of

vision of anyone working in the kitchen (jnarters. Indirect light-

ing has been very successfully used in many kitchens, especially

with tlic totally opacjue type of tniit.
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Fig. 25.—A floor plan of typical kitchen for club dining room showing various

departments and proper location for lighting units.

The floor plan of a club dining room kitchen is shown by the

diagram Figure 25 and includes such typical spaces as kitchen

proper, kitchen storage, cold room, refrigerating plant room,

pantry, ice cream room, meat ice box, fruit ice box, dish washing

department, etc. The location of various lighting units is in-

dicated by symbols on the plan. By the proper placing of units,

provision is made for the general illumination of the space, as

well as concentration of light at locations where the work re-

quires close observation or inspection. In general, ceiling units

are equipped with 100 or 150-watt lamps. In the storage rooms,

the size of lamp is reduced to about 50 watts. In bracket lights,

50-watt lamps are usually large enough to take care of Ibcal illum-

ination over work tables that are placed near the wall.

GENERAI, NOTES ON INTENSITY

It is interesting to compare the recommendations that have been

made for intensities of lighting in public eating places, with those

actually found in restaurants, cafes and lunch rooms.

By taking averages of the recommendations to be found in the

current books on illumination, the bulletins of the lamp manu-

facturers, and the hand books of associations such as the National

Electric Light Association, we find that for cafes for instance, an

average of 3 foot-candles is specified as desirable, for dining

rooms, 3^, for restaurants 4, for lunch rooms, slightly less

than 4, kitchens about 33/2 and lobbies and rest rooms in connec-

tion with restaurants, slightly more than 3. In other words, a

general average of less than 4 foot-candles for public eating

spaces.
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A hasty survey of the number of representative establishments

in Chicago, gives us the following information as far as inten-

sity measurements are concerned. Lunch rooms of the cheaper

class average 23^ foot-candles. Standard lunch room 4^,
cafeterias 4, club lunch rooms 6, hotel dining rooms 5, com-

mercial restaurants 4, restaurants of specialized type such as

Chinese restaurants, etc., 2, department store restaurants 13^,

tea rooms i. It is impossible to draw conclusions from the sur-

vey without taking into consideration the nature of the various

establishments visited. In general, however, the average in-

tensity found exceeds that recommended in the various hand

books and bulletins mentioned in the previous paragraph. Another

general statement can be made, that those places in which the

artistic is emphasized and an endeavor is made to secure an

atmosphere, the average intensity is much lower than in the

commerical types of eating places.

An old aphorism states that "The destinies of nations depend

upon the character of their diet." Why not add a modern para-

phrase and say that "The destinies and nations depend upon the

conditions under which they dine." We know that in all ages

many of the gravest political and social questions have been

settled at the dining table. Responsibility of the lighting man in

providing proper conditions as far as illumination is concerned,

is therefore evident.



PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF THE PRINCIPLES OF
SCHOOL LIGHTING*

BY HENRY B. DATES**

SYNOPSIS: The lighting of many of our school buildings is far below the

standards prevailing in commercial and industrial establishments. In Cleveland, Ohio,

the School Board recognized the fact that in many of its schools poor lighting was
prevalent. A survey was made of one hundred and twenty-three school plants of the

system, and results indicated that seventy-four buildings were inadequately lighted.

To correct this condition of affairs, Outhwaite School, a building typical of the

general conditions to be met, was selected as a working laboratory. Many units were

installed, four and six outlets per room, and thoroughly tested for various factors.

This study led to the adoption by the Cleveland School Board of specifications for a

standard unit and lay-out for use in the public schools.

The author has presented some interesting data and made use of typical illustra-

tions, and has suggested specifications for enclosing globes of diffusing glass for

school rooms. The standard specification for Class Room Fixture Type "E" as adopted

by the Cleveland School Board is also incorporated in the paper.

At a conservative estimate twenty-five per cent of school chil-

dren suffer from defective eyesight. Investigations by national

and local committees to ascertain the status of vision among
school children and the factors responsible for eye troubles have

been practically unanimous in their findings. The reports show

an intimate relation between defects in eyesight and school lite;

a seriously large percentage of children with eye troubles, and

a marked increase in defective vision during school life. A recent

report on rural schools in a large state says, "A great majority

of school children have eye trouble," and, defining a reasonable

standard of school lighting the report further says that only

nineteen out of one hundred rural schools meet this standard.

The economic loss resulting from defective vision is as yet too

little appreciated. That this loss is large and of vital importance

both to the individual concerned and to the industrial welfare

of the country is without question.

*A paper presented at the Annual Convention of the Illuminating Engineering

Society, Swampscott, Mass., Sept. 25-28, 1922.

••Department of tZlcctrical Engineering, Case School of Applied Science,

Cleveland, Ohio.

6)2
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One of the large contributing factors to the impairment of

eyesight is the poor lighting of the class rooms, both natural

and artificial. While most of the large cities are building, at

the present time, well designed and well lighted school buildings,

the general condition throughout the country is of a low average

and it is appalling to find, especially in the smaller communities,

new buildings being erected in which little or no attention is

given to the proper lighting of the class rooms, especially with

regard to artificial lighting. It is stated on competent authority

that with few exceptions, state laws are deficient with regard

to natural lighting, that a large number of states still have no

laws governing the construction of school buildings, and that

still fewer states regulate, in any way whatsoever, artificial

lighting.

In the northern zones where there is a great deal of clcnidy

weather, natural lighting is inadequate many days in the year

and must, therefore, be supplemented by artificial lighting. The

artificial lighting becomes, therefore, a prime factor in reducing

eye strain and must not only be adequate in quantity, but so

distributed as to meet the well known and established standards

of good lighting.

It is not the purpose of this paj>er to treat of the theoretical

asf>ects of illumination, of the various systems available, or

of the design of illumination systems. These matters have all

been discussed at length in various articles and publications and

are well known to illuminating engineers. This paj>cr is rather

intended to discuss the artificial lighting problem as found in

one of the lari^e cities of the country; to indicate the scope ami

magnitude of the prnblcm, the method of attack and the practical

outcome of a rather extensive investigation iti the lighting of

the school buildings of the city.

There arc one hundred and twenty liirec school plants in tlic

Cleveland Sclior»l Svstcm. A survey of the plants as of Janunrv

I, 1921, showed that there were seventy-four buildings in the

system in which the artificial lighting was markedly inadequate.

The other buildings might !)e classed as fairly well lighted. These

for the most part, included the newer school buildings and they
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had been equipped with fixtures using chiefly types of enameled

and crystal glass enclosing globes^ and open type bowl-shaped

opalescent glass, semi-indirect units.

^

A considerable number of new buildings were in course of

construction and others were in process of design in the architect's

office. No standard plan had been adopted for the lighting of the

school buildings and various numbers of units i>er room and a

considerable variety of glassware had been used from time to

time as buildings were erected.

In the organization of the executive work of the Cleveland

schools the architect's office is in charge of the planning and

construction of new buildings and the Superintendent of Build-

ings is in charge of the maintenance and renovation of buildings

after they are erected.

It was recognized that there was a pressing necessity for elim-

inating the defective condition in the lighting of the seventy-four

buildings just mentioned and it was the desire of the Director of

Schools and his staff to adopt some standard plan for the

lighting of new buildings, which plan could also be adopted in

the renovating and lighting of the older buildings of the system.

A considerable number of proposals hid been made by various

interested parties as to the system to adopt, the number of units

to use per room, the size of lamps, the style of glassware. It

was appreciated that a careful study of the conditions was neces-

sary before deciding upon the exact plan to follow and as there

was no illuminating engineer attached to the staff of the schools,

the writer was asked to make a survey of the problem and make

recommendations.

To this end, Outhwaite School, a building situated in a rather

congested district, typical of the general conditions to be met in

Cleveland as to smoke and dirt and consisting of an original

building of the older type with an addition of a more modem
design was selected as a working laboratory. The various dealers

in lighting fixtures and supplies were advised by the Board of

Education that they could submit samples of glassware for this

study and as this building contained rooms having both four

and six outlets per room, complete equipments of all of the units

submitted were installed in both types of rooms.

1 Phoenix, No. ii«t7.
* Ivanhoe ReRent Druid 3031.
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The mounting heights were specified and were uniform in all

cases. The fixture holder used in all installations was the standard

school holder and conformed to the specifications of the architect's

office.

The qualities considered in the study of the installations were:

(a) The intensity of the illumination on the desks.

(b) Uniformity of distribution.

(c) Density of shadows.

(d) Location and number of units,

(ej Surface brightness.

(f) Degree of glare.

(g) Depreciation due to dirt,

(h) Ease of maintenance.

The installations included among others, the following

:

One type of enameled glass enclosing semi-inairect units,*

One type of metal and glass open semi-indirect unit.

One type of prismatic glass enclosing semi-indirect unit,

One type of prismatic glass open semi-indirect unit,

Four types of enameled and crystal glass enclosing direct

lighting units.

Six types of opalescent glass enclosing units of various shapes.*

One hundred-watt lamps were, at this time, in use in all of

the schools and at the rccjucst of the department in charge of the

tests, the first studies were made using six units per room with

lOO-watt clear lamps in each unit and four units per room with

1 50-watt clear lamj)s in each unit. The rooms averaged about

28 feet X 32 feet, there l)cing. as usual, sonic difTcrcnce in the

actual floor area in tlic rooms of the same building, the actual

floor areas running between S75 and g^o square feet. The mount-

ing heights were in f)ractically all cases Q feet ten inches.

The rf)nms having six units installed averaged approximatelv

900 sf|uare feet floor area. N'either the walls nor ceiling had been

re-painted for six years. The color of the walls was a light bufT.

in rather a soiled condition, and the ceilings were of a medium
cream more or less dirty. Outhwaite building is used as a grade

school. The average height of the de^ks was two fret, and all

ilhuninafion reachngs were made on a working plane two feet from

the floor.

• Thrrc nitrn tr^tnl
* Thrrc rUch of onr fihn{tr tmteM.
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A very careful illumination survey was made in each room,

using twenty to twenty-five stations per room, and covering prac-

tically the entire floor area. From three to five readings were

made at each station Fig^ure i shows for room 202 the locationo
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Fig. I.—Sketch showing location of outlets and test stations

in typical class room.

of the lighting units and the location of the test stations. The
desk area is indicated by the dotted lines. This layout of stations

is typical of that made in all of the rooms. Figures 2 to 9 inclusive

show views of the various installations used in the illumination

survey of the school rooms.

The following table is presented showing the average intensities,

maximum intensities, and minimum intensities found in typical

rooms.

A study of the data of this first series of tests showed that

the distribution of light in the six unit rooms was markedly

superior to the distribution in the four unit rooms. This might

be inferred from the tables given above from a comparison of the

maximum and minimum values of the illumination. In this series

of tests it so happened that all of the four unit rooms were in the

new addition where the rooms were considerably smaller. A first

inspection of the data showed in most cases, an apparent superior-

ity in average illumination in the four unit rooms over the six



Fig. 2.—Outhwaitc School, Cleveland, day view of original installation, foi
watt bowl frosted Mazda C lamps in prismatic glass, direct lighting reflectors.

Pig.
.1. Onthwaitr Si hnol. day vi, w uf uri«inal ini.lallRii..n of howUhAprd.

Opalescent glaM, open, temi indirect uniln.



Fig. 4.—Outhwaite School, day view of typical test installation, four-unit lay-

out, stalactite shape, opalescent glass enclosing globe.

Fig. 5.—Outhwaite School, day view of typical test installation, four-unit lay-

out, enameled glass enclosing semi-indirect units.
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TABLE I.

Total power -600 watts; six unit rooms—600 watts

Intensities
Watts perRoom Unit number*

Average Maximum Minimum sq. ft.

106 I 314 4.27 2.63 0.647
loi 2 3.01 4.04 1.86 0.686
202 3 2.66 4.15 1-65 0.683
103 4 2.60 3-47 1.94 0.669
20

1

5 2.59 4-75 1,68 0.662
105 6 2.42 3-31 1.62 0.645
lOI

/ 2.33 304 1.51 0.685
202 8 2.09 2-37 1.77 0.647
102 9 1-53 1. 91 105 0.647

Four unit rooms—600 watts

no 5 2.81 8.00 1-52 0.777
108 6 2.74 6.60 1.43 0.765
112 7 2.74 4.40 1-55 0.773
205 3 2.64 3-72 1-39 0.650
112 4 2.63 5.60 1-45 0-773

See Appendix C.

unit rooms, but this was due entirely to the difFerence in the size

of the rooms and when reduced to the same floor area this

superiority disappeared. The average illumination intensity was
very much below values which good lighting practice indicates

should be used, the highest values obtained being only 3.1 foot-

candles, this with the lamps new and with the glassware clean

With the depreciation due to aging of lamps and the glassware
becoming dirty, the ilhiniinntion would be materially below tliis

value.

The study was, therefore, carried on using six units jx^r room
with 150-watt clear lami)s in each unit. The results are found in

Table II.

In addition to a study of the intensity of illumination, uni-

formity of distribution, glare and surface brightness, the units

were very carefully examined to detenninc the case of cleaning

and the elTect of the collection of dirt.

The surface brightness was found to range from 1.5 to (> and 7

candles jkt s(juare inch.

To dclrrniinc the ctiecl of tiic accunuilation of tlirt, six units

were selected as rq^rcsenlalive of the various tvpes. Regular
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TABLE 11.

six unit rooms -900 watts

Room Unit number
Intensities Watts per

sq. ft.Average Maximum Minimum

lOI 10 2.36 3-33 T.29 0.876

104 II 2.12 2.66 152 0995
206 12 2.-5 4.35 1.96 1.005

202 14 2.48 3.52 1-52 0.968

204 15 3.10 4.47 2.25 1.006

204 16 3-16 4.39 2.05 1.006

204 17 3-35 4.60 2.37 1.006

204 18 3 52 5-04 2.48 1.006

lOI 2 3.58 4.49 2.42 1.025

203 18 3.35 4-30 2-35 1.006

106 I 3.67 547 2.2s 0.920

105 6 2.60 3.29 1.92 0.969

TABLE III.

Six unit rooms— 1200 watts

Room Unit number
Intensities Watts per

sq. ft.Average Maximum Minimum

203
102

18

19

5-00

3.36

6.20

4.06

4.00

2.55

1.34

1.259

installations of these units, four or six per room, were made and

left undisturbed and without cleaning for the same period. At the

end of this period careful tests were made of the illumination

values before and after cleaning with results as shown below.

Per cent increase in

Unit number illumination due to cleaning

7 13.3

18 14.5

4 33.0

9 35.5

5 20.4

6 303
I II.

Cleveland is essentially a manufacturing city burning chiefly

soft coal. There is, therefore, present in the atmosphere at all

times, a very considerable amount of soot and dirt.

As a result of this survey and a study of the physical conditions

to be met, together with the maintenance possible, it was decided

that any unit selected must be consisted of a totally enclosed



Fig. 6.—Outhwaitc School, day view of tyi)ical test installation, six-unit layout,

enameled and crystal glass enclosing direct lighting globes.

I'iK. 7. Outhvvaitr Si honl, «l«y view of typical tr«t innlallAtion, fix tinit by mil,
nqu.it ^hapr, opalmcrnl gl<i<«H rncloRiiig glohra.
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Fig. 8.—Outhwaite School, day view of typical test installation, six-unit lay-out,

enameled and crystal glass enclosing direct lighting globes.

Fig. 9.—Murray Hill School, Cleveland, night view of typical class room 33 .k 22

feet, lighted by six 150- watt Mazda C lamps in squat shape opalescent glass enclosing

globes, 16-inch diameter (Trojan).
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piece of glass. The present financial situation does not permit

repainting walls and ceilings of class rooms oftener than once

in six or seven years. Before the end of this period the surfaces

have become decidedly dirty and have depreciated materially in

reflecting power.

The conclusion was reluctantly forced upon the investigators

that under the conditions encountered in Cleveland, the deprecia-

tion of surfaces, the maintenance possible and the financial

questions involved, a direct lighting system should be chosen,

though for well established reasons a semi-indirect system would

otherwise have been preferred. It was further decided that

units of one piece of homogeneous diffusing glass were to be

preferred, that the surface brightness should be kept as low

as possible, and that the units selected should be of large diameter.

Units 9, 10, II, 14 were semi-indirect units and the conditions

to be met were unfavorable to the semi-indirect type. The
final choice narrowed down, therefore, to a very few units.

These units were subjected to further critical study with regard

to the distribution of light in the different zones, the surface

brightness, diffusion, and freedom from glare, depreciation due

to accumulation of dirt and the ease with which they could be

handled and cleaned.

As a fairly extensive program of redecorating was contem-

plated, installations of units numl)er 3, 18. 15, and 17 were made
in Hough Avenue School, a building which had just been redec-

orated. These units were all i6-inch units. Sets of six units were

installed in succession in the same class r(M)m with
1 50-watt Mazda

C clear l.imps. The results obtained are sunuuarized in Table IV.

TAIU.I«: IV.

8U unit room — 900 Watta

i;nll Nunil^r
IntPimilira

Wntta |>rr

M f(.Avenge MiiKiinum Minimun

90
iR

n
»5

5.88

.S.86

5.74

5 52

7.71

7 (h)

7 33

7.26

354
3.>'

3.39
2.92

0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
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It was found possible to secure glassware of homogeneous

texture, having excellent diffusing properties which in the 1 6-inch

size, with 150-watt Mazda C clear lamps gave distribution of

light in the various zones, in percentage of lumens of the bare

lamp as follows

:

o to 60 degree zone 25 to 28 per cent

o to 90 degree zone 45 to 48 per cent

o to 180 degree zone 80 per cent or better

Values of surface brightness at 35 degrees and 70 degrees

ranged from 1.5 to 1.9 candles per square inch.

It was recommended that all class rooms be wired for six

outlets per room, to be equipped with direct lighting fixtures and

fitted with totally enclosing glassware, 16 inches in diameter.

The glassware to be either Trojan or Monax 4386 or equal

approved quality and used with 150-watt Mazda C clear lamps.

While the writer would have preferred to have increased the

illumination intensities by the use of 200-watt lamps, which size

of lamps could be used with perfectly good results in this size of

unit, it was felt that the financial conditions did not warrant

recommending at the time, further increase in lighting bills by

the use of higher wattage lamps. However, the use of this large

size globe, 16 inches, keeping as it does, the brightness to very

low values, permits the use of 200-watt lamps in cases where it

is desired to raise the intensity, as for sewing and other special

work. The rooms are wired for two circuits per room and the

wire is of ample size to permit the use of larger size lamps

whenever and wherever advisable.

These recommendations were adopted by the Board of Educa-

tion. Since this investigation was made, seventy-one existing

buildings have been completely rewired and lighted on this plan

at a cost of $291,128.24; three high school buildings are imder

contract for rewiring and lighting at a total estimate cost of

$47,000.00 ; thirty-one buildings have been completely redecorated

at a cost of $138,203.24. When these high schools are completed

every class room in the Cleveland public schools will have been

satisfactorily wired and fixtures installed, either of the totally

enclosing direct type or of the semi-indirect type. This program

involved the lighting of over 1,500 class rooms requiring some

9,000 lighting units. As previously stated, the semi-indirect units
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1

are open inverted bowls in buildings which had been equipped

prior to this investigation. These will eventually be replaced by

units of the direct type, as it is practically impossible under present

conditions to maintain an open bowl in good efficient condition

and to maintain ceilings in such conditions as to make a semi-

indirect system satisfactory.

Public bodies, such as Boards of Education, are obliged by

law to make their purchases by inviting bids for the supplies

desired, and letting contracts to the lowest and best bidder. It

would be desirable in advertising for bids for lighting fixtures

and glassware to have all firms bid on the same fixture and to so

formulate the specifications for the glassware as to call for and

require certain specific qualities.

The Cleveland School Board has adopted certain fixture designs

as standard and have formulated "standard specifications for

fixtures and reflectors." The specifications and the general details

of the standard class room fixture are given in Appendix B.

There has not as yet been adopted in Cleveland or elsewhere,

as far as is known, standards for the performance of glassware

for direct lighting in class rooms.

Few cities have undertaken at one time so large a program as

has been carried out in Cleveland and it is hopd that this resume
of the work done in this instance may be of value to others.

The following specifications are suggested as a basis on which
enclosing difTusing globes for direct lighting service might be

purchased. The limits stated arc jnit forth for discussion and
very probably should be changed in some particulars.

APPENDIX A
SUCCE.STKD Si'lXiFICATlONS FOR ENCLOSING Gl.OHES OF DIFFUSING

Glass for School Rooms

In the following it will \>v understood that the standard allow-

ance mentioned is to be met by the average test examples,
selected at random by a representative of the Ik)ard of Education.

'I'hc niimlur of samples to Ik* so .^elected atid tested shall bo

Lots of less than 100 2 samples

I.,<^>ts of i(X) or more and less than 2on 3 samj^lcs

IvOts of 2(X) or more and less than 4cx) 4 samples

U)ts of 400 or more 5 samples
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The bidder shall include in his price bid the cost of making

these tests at the laboratory designated by th€ Board of Education.

The number of samples stated above is the minimum number to

be tested. The bidder may, if he wishes, specify a greater number
of samples to be tested.

(A) The total output, with a standard clear bulb, uncolored

^lazda C lamp as the light source, and with the light center

placed at the approximate center of the globe, should be in excess

of 75 per cent without reflector over the opening; that is, the

opening should be covered throughout the test with a black cover-

ing absorbing at least 90 per cent of the incident light.

(B) Tested as in ^, the o to 60 degree zone should contain at

least 25 per cent of the total bare lamp lumens.

(C) In the case of lighting units of substantially uniform

brightness, it is most important to limit the average brightness of

the entire light source. Therefore, the horizontal globe diameters

in Table V are the minimum acceptable for use with lamps of

the sizes and light outputs as listed.

In addition to a sufficiently low average brightness determined

by the diameter of the diffusing globe, it is also important that the

maximum brightness at any section to which the eye is exposed

should not be unduly great. In Table V, therefore, allowances

for candlepower from the brightest square inch of the globe are

given for measurements to be taken at angles of 35° and at 70°

above nadir. The brightness limit at 70° is restricted more closely

than at 35° since high brightness at the higher angles tends to

be more productive of glare. The measurement at 35° is con-

sidered representative of the zone 0° to 50°, the measurement

of 70° is considered representative of the zone 50° to 90°. In

case of equipment which gives evidence of unusual variations of

TABLE V.

Size of lamp Lamp lumens
Horizontal

diameter of globe
in inches

Candlepower from brightest sq. in. 1

Zone 35 degrees Zone 70 degrees

I.SO

200

1300
2 100

3100
49CX-)

14
16
16

18

3-0

3-5

4.5

5-5

2.5

3-0

4.0

5-0

I
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brightness over the surface, additional brightness readings in these

zones may be made to determine the maximum brightness for

each zone.

(D) Some globes which otherwise are acceptable, may be so

thin in places as to not withstand ordinary handling to which

they would be subjected in service. Also, it is important that

the support of the globe be sufficiently strong so that there is no

likelihood that the globe would fall as results of breakage of the

holder lip. It appears, therefore, that a practical specification as

to the weights of globes would be one which provides for resis-

tance against breakage in handling or when supported from the

holder. Some statement should be included as to the crushing

pressure applied to the bottom of the globe which should be with-

stood by test samples, and also weights which the test globes

should withstand when supported by the standard holder. No
figures have yet been derived for these tests.

A means of insuring compliance with the above specifications

would be, to arrange in the contract form, to subtract from the

price hid, the following amounts per globe furnished if the

average of the test samples falls below the standards indicated.

The light output of the globes in the 0° to 60° zone very largely

determines the efTeclive illumination in the school room It is

important, therefore, from the stan(li)oint of cost of lighting,

that the unit show a satisfactory output in this zone. The speci-

fication might i)rovidc for the following penalities for non-

compliance with the standard specifications of light output in the

0° to 60° zone as indicated by (C).

Less than 25 per cent but more than J4 per cent, subtract 10

per cent from globe price.

Less than 2.\ per cent but more than jt^ i>er cent, subtract 20
per cent from globe price.

Less than 23 per cent but more than 22 jur cent, subtract 30
per cent from gl()!}C price.

Less than 22 per cent not acceptable.

Upward light not only increases the cheerfulness (.f the ajv

pcarance of the room, but al.so contrilnites to softening shadows
by j)rovi(ling for a ictiain amount of well difTnsed illumination

redirected from the ceiling. Tn Table VI. therefore, is given an
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additional scale for deduction for non-compliance with the stand-

ard total globe output. Two ranges are given depending on

whether the test globes comply in all respects with the brightness

allowance or whether they fail to comply with the brightness

allowance specifications.

TABLE VI.

Total globe output as determined under (A )•

If globes comply with If globes exceed
maximum brightness maximum brightness
allowance; subtract, allowance; subtract,

Over 75fe 0% 10%
Less thau 75 % but 749o or more 2>% n%
Less than 74% but 73% or more 6% 16%
Less than 73% but 72% or more 9% 19%
Less than 72% but 71% or more 12% 229^
Less than 71 % but 70% or more 15% 28%
Less than 70% but 69% or more 18% 28 f^

Less than 69% not acceptable.

It would probably be necessary to call for separate bids for

fixtures and glassware, should a penalty clause be attached to the

specifications. A maximum brightness value would also need to

be specified, above which glassware w^oiild not be accepted.

As stated, these specifications are in a formative stage and sug-

gestions as to tolerances and values will be welcomed.

APPENDIX B
Standard Specifications for Class Room Fixture Type "E."

Adopted by Cleveland School Board

Each fixture shall be made up of material arranged and as-

sembled as follows

:

A three-eighth inch by three- eighth inch hickey shall be screwed

to a three-eighth inch iron pipe stem, then covered by a three-

quarter inch diameter No. 22 B. & S. Gauge Brass Casing, that

shall show no trace of seam, when finished. The casing shall be

held in place at the top by the hickey and at the bottom by a

smooth finished solid brass loop, which shall be screwed to the

three-eighth inch iron pipe stem. This part of the fixture shall be

five and one-half inches in length from end of hickey to the top

of loop.
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Fig. 10.—SUodarda of general dctuilt of Type K luminaire.
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Another solid brass loop shall be screwed to three-eighth inch

pipe stem, then covered by casing, as called for above. The loop

shall hold the casing firmly in place at the top. At the bottom the

iron pipe stem shall be screwed to a solid turned brass nozzle,

recessed to receive and hold in place the casing.

The reflector holder shall be a six (6") inch, two (2) piece

spun holder, made of No. 20 B. & S. Gauge Brass and covered

with white porceloid enamel on the entire inside surface. It shall

be as shown in Figure 10 and the depth shall vary with other

glassware than "Trojan" to bring the center of the lamp filament

to the proper focal point.

The holder shall be complete, having only two (2) flanged eye-

lets and upset supporting screws together with an approved lock-

ing device or lock nut. The other two (2) supports shall be heavy

brass studs, securely riveted and soldered in place.

The top of holder shall be flattened to permit iron cap of socket

fitting up tight and in all cases the socket shall be placed against

the top of holder.

Socket shall be "P. & S." No. 1235 "Arrow E" No. 5084, or

equal. The location of this socket shall be such that the dis-

tance from center of holder screws to top contact in socket shall

be two and three-sixteenths (2 Yi<,") inches for the "Trojan"

Unit.

The glassware for this fixture shall be Ivanhoe Trojan sixteen

(16") inch, Macbeth-Evans No. 4386 sixteen (16") inch with six

(6") inch fitter not drilled, or their approved equal.

APPENDIX C

Key TO Lighting Units

No. Name of unit No. Name of unit

I 3756 Monax 14^'' II Apollo
2 i2''^TrDJan 12 4 in I

3 3869 Monax 14 Filterlite

4 Ace 15 Gillender Cased Glass

5 1840 Macbeth- Evans 16 Cora Cased Glass 14''''

6 1 181 2 Phoenix 17 Cora Cased Glass 16'''

7 14^^ Trojan 18 le''' Trojan
8 4138 Monax 19 16'^ Keldon

9 14^^ Keldon 20 4386 Monax iS'-'

10 Duplexalite
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DISCUSSION

J. A. HoEVELER : Professor Dates has already pointed out that

the illumination intensities of Table II are probably too low. How-
ever, they approximate the. intensities specified in the I. E. S.

School Lighting Code, but when engaged in drafting the Wis-

consin School Lighting Code, it was our opinion that some of

these values are too low. We, therefore, are now requiring a

minimum of 5 foot-candles for class rooms, and a few of the

recent installations have been made on the basis of 10 foot-candles,

which I think is more nearly the right value, not the correct

legal minimum, but the correct desirable value.

The preferable type of natural lighting for class rooms is un-

ilateral illumination from the left, and the reason for this choice

is obvious. It seems to me therefore that we should keep this

fact in mind, when concerned with the artificial lighting of class

rooms. A symmetrical arrangement of the luminaires usually

means that the left row of desks next to the windows will get

all their artificial illumination from a direction which is predomi-

nately from the right. This is bad. Therefore in Wisconsin, we
are asking for a non-symmetrical layout. Architects in general

are quite willing to agree with us, even though such a layout

does not look so well on the plans. Usually six outlets are pro-

vided in the standard class room (32 ft. x 28 ft.) with the entire

installation ofTsct to the left, so that the desks will receive

illumination from the left. When an architect objects to this

non-symmetry, his remedy is to j)nt in a third row of luminaires,

thereby restoring synimetrw

F. C. Cai.dwki.i. : It is interesting that a similar situation

should have develoi)e(l in Columbus, and that a rather careful

study of the subject resulted in the adoption i)\ the same tvpe

of luminairc. that is, the enclosing globe of large diameter, and

comj)aratively shallow vertically. The tests that were made
there were not so thorough ns in Cleveland, and I certainly think

Professor Dates is to be very nnich congiattilated on the excel-

lence of this investigation.

This is certainly the way to diM i<le the type of luminaire to he

used, hut it is not usually adopted in the case of school lighting.

where such matters are apt to he d«'ii(lc(l inainlv on a ha^is of

salesmanship. Tn this ease, and in Columbus, the salesman did
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not have much to do with it, for the unit itself determined the

sale.

We investigated the units from a similar point of view. We
had a unique method of deciding on the best unit. There was a

committee of three; an architect, who had had considerable

experience with lighting and with school design, the electrical

man of the public school system, and myself. After some tests

on the various units were completed, a list of characteristics was

selected, somewhat similar to the ones given in this table, only

more extended, and these characteristics were given different

weightings, depending on what we considered were their relative

importance. Each member of the committee rated the luminaires

on the basis of these different characteristics, giving each a point

rating between zero and ten. The points were then weighted and

added and the final selection was made largely on the basis of

these points.

The system was regarded as somewhat experimental and as a

matter of fact, the unit with the highest number of points was
an almost totally indirect unit ; the same considerations as in the

Cleveland case deterred us from recommending anything except

an enclosing globe.

This method of judging a luminaire for a given purpose on

a basis of the various characteristics, with weightings adapted

to the particular purpose for which it is to be used, might be more

extensively adopted. It would be well to have such a method

worked out with some care, getting a consensus of competent

engineers as to what the weighting should be for different pur-

poses.

One thing which struck me with regard to this paper was the

quite considerable variation between maximum and minimum in

these rooms, even with the six luminaires, and it has occurred

to me that it might be very desirable if some attention could be

paid to the location of the pupils relative to the lighting; that is,

the pupils whose eyes are not in perfect condition might be

favored by being placed at the desks where the maximum lighting

comes rather than placing them by chance at the desks where the

minimum lighting is found.
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A. L. Arenberg: One of the reasons that has made the

enclosing globe popular is undoubtedly the fact that the deprecia-

tion is very small, providing a holder is used on the fixture that is

reasonably dust-proof.

I notice in these specifications in V'l'j;. 10. Professor Dates very

clearly indicates some ventilating holes in the holder. From what

information we have been able to get from the lamp companies,

they say that ventilation is entirely unnecessai'y, with globes of

the size mentioned in this paper. I would therefore like to know
why they put the ventilating holes in these holders.

D. H. Tuck : There are several points in this paper that are

of interest to me.

First, I want to make a plea, v/hen showing illumination meas-

urements, as in Tables I, II, III, and I\', not to carry so many
decimal places. This indicates an accuracy of an order of a

tenth of one per cent, which we know we do not get in illumina-

tion measurements in the field, and I do not think those meas-

urements should be carried past the first decimal place.

Second, this talk ahM)Ut brightness seems to ha\c swc])t the

country like fire, and many engineers seem to have lost their

sense of perspective. We all know that glare is a function of

brightness, total flux and contrast, but every one has forgotten

about total flux and contrast. So, in this paper nothing has been

said about total flux and contrast as a function of glare and the

layman would assume that brightness was the only derivative

of glare.

In Table \' are shown i)ermissible bri;^htiiess \ahies for various

size lamps in different size globes, and it would seem from that

table that a higher brightness is permissible for a large lamp.

This might Ix- the case if the lamps were hung higher, that is,

if the mounting height were higher for a large lamp, but in school-

rooms the ceiling height is usually limited so the moimting

height would be the same for the K^vwatt or ^cw-watt lamp,

and inasnnub as the total flux from the v^ ^vatt lamp is murh
greater than from tlie i(X>-watt lamp the brightness shinild bo

less, rather than greater.

With regard to the ratings given on page 653, where the manu-
facturer is penalized for low efficieneies in the 0° to 60° zone,

if you are going to pen.ili/e him for low eOiciency. whv not reward
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him for high efficiency? Penalizing for efficiency below 25 per

cent would cause the manufacturer to give just 25 per cent, and

not try for anything better. The manufacturer therefore should

be rewarded for a high efficiency in the 0° to 60° zone.

Then on page 654 the manufacturer is also penalized for effici-

encies below 75 per cent in the 0° to 180° zone. We know that

flux in the 90° to 180° zone is desirable. The manufacturer

should therefore be penalized for low efficiencies between 90° and

180°, and he should be rewarded for higher efficiencies in the

90° and 180° zone. The 60° to 90° zone is the glare zone, and

flux in that zone should be penalized. Under the system outlined

in the paper, the manufacturer is rewarded ; that is, he is not

penalized, for high flux in the glare zone of 60° to 90°.

E. A. Anderson : Professor Dates mentioned the importance

of the mechanical strength of the globes. It might be of interest

to remark that we had occasion to make some tests of mechanical

strength. In these tests we found that fixtures of standard globes

of the character described in this paper seem to be able to stand

anywhere from 60 to 120 pounds of steady pull. Therefore, if

the globes used are of a reasonable quality there should not be

much chance of their dropping. Likewise these globes seem to

be able to stand a crushing pressure of from 100 to 250 pounds.

Some of them, of course, will stand pressure in exoess of this

and I belive that some very thin samples, such as Professor Dates

referred to, might have a much lower crushing strength than

100 pounds, the minimum obtained in our rather rough tests.

There is another point which I would like to make, and that

is in regard to the matter of glare. My impression is that Pro-

fessor Dates has succeeded very well in taking care of total

light flux by specifying the large diameters of globes for the

lamp sizes used. I note that he specifies a 16-inch globe for a

T50-watt lamp and an 18-inch globe for the 300-watt lamp which

I think is a distinct improvement upon the usual method of simply

considering the brighter spot alone as the glare specification limit.

H. B. Dates: I might say there is no school lighting code

in the State of Ohio ; therefore, there is nothing to control this

matter of school lighting. The quality of the classroom lightin<i:

depends entirely on the individual action of school boards, archi-

tects, or men who are working with them. The result is that
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in many parts of the state, and frequently in towns in Northern

Ohio, new school buildings are found with but one outlet in the

middle of the classroom. You would be appalled at the number

of schools that are going up just that way.

As regards the difference between maximum and minimum,

you will find in Table IV, which gives the results that we are

getting with the units we are using, that there is a ratio of about

two to one between the maximum and the minimum. In regard

to the larger differences you find in some of the other tables,

that is due to the units. Some of the units in these tables had

clear glass sections ; some of them had holes in the bottom. If

the station happened to come directly under a hole, the values

would go right up in the scale ; if the desk was over in the corner

of the room, it would be way down on the scale.

With regard to that holder. I am not responsible for it. I

have been trying to persuade the architect to take the ventilating

holes out, but I have not succeeded as yet. We made some tests

of glassware for depreciation due to dust. We put them up for

six months, and those pieces of glassware that had openings in

the bottom were coated on the inside with the most beautiful,

greasy, black film of dirt you ever saw; those in tight holders,

totally enclosed in glass were relatively very clean.

I am concerned with the matter of brightness. I want to keep

the contrast between the units and the ceiling just as low as

possible, so that when a child looks up he will not be conscious of

the fact that he is looking at a real bright spot there— for a child

will look up from his work and around the room. One w.iv wc
have fonml of controlling this matter is to keep the size of the

unit very large as comi)are(l with the wattage of the lamp we are

using.

A. I'. W'AKKi'ii-i.n: fCommuiiicated). I think Professor Dates
should be romi)limente(l for the interesting <letail bv which he
has arrived at his roiuln.sions for the use of enclosing globes for

school lighting.

I iMlicvc. th.it in view of the ]»:ij)rr given by Messrs. Hows and
P.rown at the Rochester Convention of the Society last year, we
as a Society should bear in niifid their most carefullv <ltri\ed con-

clusions in regard to the ventilation of enclosing miits. It would
seem (piite in v;nn to us to u^e nn enclosing globr and to fiTLillv
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provide for ventilation and thereby destroy the advantages which

make the enclosing- globe so superior to other means of securing

the proper diffusion where the units in use are not likely to receive

the best attention as to maintenance.

The investigation referred to thoroughly recommends the

discard of ventilation in units of this nature and because ventila-

tion is even suggested in Professor Dates' paper it would seem

that the Society has only arrived at a doubtful conclusion of

this important question whereas all the evidence from the lamp

manufacturers and from the investigations of our own members

points to the fact that this ventilation is no longer necessary.

Moreover it detracts considerably from the possibilities of a

commercial lighting unit.

W. H. Fisher: (Communicated). There is some possibility

that on one point in Professor Dates' paper on "School Lij^hting" a

little confusion may occur concerning ventilation of lighting units.

While Professor Dates recommends fixtures equipped with a six

(6) inch fitter not drilled, in Fig. 10 two small vent holes are shown

in the fitter or holder. Since these holes, which are very small, are

of no practical benefit and are unnecessary, yet add to the expense

of the unit, they should be omitted. Due to the fact that one

manufacturer has already raised this point, it seems advisable

that mention should be made of it.



ABSTRACT>S
In this section of the Transactions there will be used (i) abstracts

of papers of general interest pertaining to the field of illumination ap-

pearing in technical journals, (2) abstracts of papers presented before

the Illuminating ICn^ineering Society, and (3) notes on research prob-

lems now in progress.

THE ELECTRICAL RESPONSE OF THE RETINA TO
STIMULATION BY LIGHT*

BY E. L. CHAFFEE AND \V. T. BOVIE**

It has long been known that a nerve when stimulated transmits

impulses which are accompanied by electrical disturbances. If

a sensitive galvanometer be connected to the sheath and core of a

motor nerve which is stimulated at some distance from the con-

nections, the electrical disturbance accompanying the nerve re-

sponse consists of repeated changes in electrical potential between

the core and the sheath.

When the nerve is continuously stimulated, these discrete

electrical disturbances are of the same intensity imlepcndent of

the intensity of stimulation but follow each other at a frequency

dependent upon the stimulating eilect. The frequency of impulses

is of the order of a thousand per second and they travel along

the nerve with a velocity of about 30 meters per second. The

action in a nerve fibre can be crudely compared to the tipping

over of a line (jf dominoes. After one electrical disturbance has

traveled down the fibre the nerve is inactive even though stim-

ulated, until the nerve energy is again built up which corresponds

in our crude e.\amj)le to the setting up of the domint)es. It is

probable that a measure of the electrical disturbances gives

valuable information cf)ncerning the nature of nerve transmission.

Holmgren in iSU» discovered that an electrical change takes

place in the eye of the frog when the latter is stimulated by

light, llolnif^'ren's observation was followed by many researches

in which the nature of the electrical change in the retina ant! the

optic nerve was studied.

*An ahatract of • paper prcacntrd at ihr aniuiAl cnnvrnliun of ihr Illuminit-

ing Knfinrrrinf Sorirljr. Swamp»colt, M««a., Srptrniticr ai'MS, loii.

* • II .11 v.lf il I'lllvrmHy, ( Ainlii i<li|r, M.tu*.

The IlinniinAtinv KnKiiirrrinK Society ii not rntponnible for ihr klaicmrnd nr

opiniona a<lYaii('r(l hy rnnlril)Ulnra.
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It was found that when one electrode of a sensitive galva-

nometer is connected to the optic nerve and the other to the cornea

of the eye, and the eye illuminated, the cornea became suddenly

more positive in potential with respect to the optic nerve. This

rapid rise in potential is followed by a decline which, however,

may later change to a gradual increase. When the light is turned

off the potential again rises to a maximum and falls. Einthoven

and Jolly suggested that this history of changes of potential re-

sults from the action of three substances in the retina. Each of

these substances gives its own electrical changes which when

added give the observed curve. Waller describes the effect ob-

served in terms of two substances.

The present investigation was undertaken to carry further

the researches on the nature of vision making use of improved

apparatus, a description of which follows. The eye (usually that

of a frog) is excised and cut in two to remove the lens, iris and

a portion of the aqueous humor. The remaining posterior half

of the eyeball is then placed in a dark moist chamber and con-

nection is made to the optic nerve and ,to the front surface of the

retina by moist thread electrodes. These electrical terminals are

carried to a two stage resistance-couple thermionic amplifier. The

output of the amplifier passes to an Einthoven galvanometer

arranged to record its deflections upon a moving piece of photo-

graphic paper. The deflections for various times and intensities

of illumination of the eye are studied and the effects of light of

different wave lengths upon the reaction are investigated.

Since the retina is a nerve net-work with special photo-

chemical end-organs, i. c, the rods and cones, and since, as

has been pointed out above, the stimulation of nerves produces

electrical changes which probably depict the nature of the signals

transmitted to the brain, it is believed that a study of the reactions

of the retina and optic nerve to stimulation by light will give a

great deal of information concerning the nature of vision. The

whole process of vision is, of course, extremely complicated in-

volving first, the optical system of the eye; second, the photo-

chemical receiving and transforming system, the retina ; third,
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the transmitting system, the optic nerve ; and fourth, the very-

complex percepting mechanism in the brain. It is, of course, im-

possible by the present method of investigation to study the per-

ception process and so the experiments are confined to the second

and third steps in the process of vision.

The study of the typical responses of the eye to stimulation

by flashes of light shows that the response curves are more com-

plex than had hitherto been supposed. In general, there is a very

rapid negative deflection followed by a rapid rise to a maximum
in the positive direction (retina positive with respect to optic

nerve). Subsequent to this first positive maximum there may
be two to three other well defined steps or maxima in the curve.

These successive maxima have been classified and denoted as

the first, second and third maximum. The first occurs approxi-

mately 0.27 second after the beginning of the response, the

second approximately 0.70 second, but the time to the third

maximum varies with different intensities of illumination. The

heights of the several maxima vary with the intensity and time

of stimulation. Since the retina contains two distinct nerve ter-

minae, rods and cones, it is reasonable to assume that the re-

actions of the two are dissimilar. Since the first and second

maxima observed in the response curves appear to be cjuite in-

dependent of each other, it is also reasonable to attribute one

to the cones and the other to the rods.

The height of (lie total response has been used as a measure

of the intensity of impression upon the brain. TIk' variation of

height has been measured as the intensity of stimulation is

varied and the results plottt-d. Tlu- ri->ults indicate that for very

low intensities of illumination the response is pi()i>()rtional to the

square root of the intensity of light. I'or medium intensities

I'echner's law holds and for very high intensities I-'echner's law

breaks down. Tliis is in accordance with i)sychological o!>serva-

tion which fact gives furtlier support to this method of studying

vision.

The variations in the response cuives as the eye dies have

been observed and also the elTect f)f varying the tenii>erature.

These results arc qualitative and cannot easily be described with-
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out the curves. In general, a frog's eye will respond for fifteen

or twenty hours. A lowering of the temperature produces

changes which are the same as take place as the eye ages.

The effect of the variations in the response curves has been

studied when the eye is illuminated with various colored lights

and the sensitivity of the eye plotted for equal intensities at

various wave lengths. The frog is relatively insensitive to the

red end of the spectrum and the response to the red end is much

simpler and of shorter duration than the response to the blue end.

Frequently oscillations of remarkable regularity are observed

in the response of the eye. These oscillations are undoubtedly

associated with the separate responses of the nerves. The shape

of the oscillations depend on the intensity of light and also upon

the color of light and it is believed that further study of these

oscillations may lead to a better understanding of color vision.



SOCIETY AFFAIRS
SECTION ACTIVITIES COUNCIL NOTES

ITEMS OF INTEREST
CHICAGO

Meeting—October 26, i922.

At the meeting of the Chicago Section

held in the rooms of the Western Society

of Engineers on the evening of October

26, Mr. Earl A. Anderson, National

Lamp Works of Cleveland, presented a

paper, "Some Modern Developments in

Street Lighting Equipment." Various

types of units, which are now in exten-

sive use, were demonstrated. As a pos-

sibility for decorative lighting on festive

occasions the use of color screens was

shown and some very beautiful effects in

combination with rippled glassware were

secured.

The meeting was attended by a num-
ber of the members of the Electrical

Department of the city of Chicago and

suburbs as well as by superintendents

from central station companies serving

surroun<ling towns. About sixty-five

members and guests were present.

TORONTO
Meeting October 23, i922.

The Toronto Chajvtrr met in the Engi-

neering liuilding of the University of

Toronto on the evening of October 23,

at which time I'rof. G. K. Anderson giive

a very interesting lecture on the "I'roj;-

ress of Ilbniiination " Old and modrin

tyi)rs of illiiminants wrre shown and

an artive discussion was held Thrr<-

wrre present twenty-four members atid

guests.

At the meeting of the Council on

November 9, 1922, the following were

elected to membership

:

One Member

Arthur G. Webster,

Professor of Physics,

Clark University,

Worcester, Mass.

Twenty-four Associate Members

L. Aschner,
United Incandescent Lamps & Elec-

trical Co.,

Ujpest, Hungary.

Henry Auuer,

Architect,

F. R. A. Rldg.. Washington Blvd.,

Oshkosh, Wis.

John S. Barti.ett,

Lighting Representative,

Public Service Corporation,

84 Sip Ave.,

Jersey City, N. J.

J. Bramoso,
72t> I'jitrc Kios,

Villa Maria. K. C. C. A..

Argentina, S. A.

J. IL Cattell.

Secretary and Treasurer,

Warner- Patterson Co.,

914 S. Michigan Ave.,

Chicago, 111.

Rai.i'ii W Cjiaduourn.

Ivlison Electric Illuminating Co. of

Boston.

iiCiS MassatbuNCtts Ave.,

Kuxbury, Mass.

667
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Philip H. Chase,

Philadelphia Electric Co.,

2301 Market St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Henry A. Cook,

Engineer,

Edison Lamp Works of G. E. Co.,

Harrison, N. J.

LeRoy E. Emerich,

Divisional Ltg. Representative,

Public Service Co.,

188 Ellison Ave.,

Paterson, N. J.

Lynn W. Ferguson,

Sales Engineer,

Benjamin Elec. Mfg. Co.,

247 West 17th St.,

New York, N. Y.

Marcus W. Hall,

Sales Engineer,

Duplex Ltg. Works of G. E. Co.,

6 East 48th St.,

New York, N. Y.

Sumner R. Keyes,

Asst. Supt. Purchasing Dept.,

Edison Electric Illuminating Co. of

Boston,

39 Boylston Street,

Boston, Mass.

Daniel B. Kirby, M. D.,

Ophthalmologist,

Bellevue Hospital,

New York, N. Y.

Robert M. Love,

Street Lighting Specialist,

Canadian General Electric Co.,

212 King Street, West,

Toronto, Canada.

James H. McQueston,
Lighting Representative,

Public Service Electric & Gas Co.,

271 N. Broad St.,

Elizabeth, N. J.

Henry Maisonneuve,

Engineer,

Compagnie des Lampes,

41 rue La Boetie,

Paris (VIII), France.

Charles H. Parker,

Supt. Generating Dept.,

Edison Electric Illuminating Co. of

Boston,

39 Boylston Street,

Boston, Mass.

T. J. Rider, Jr.,

Assistant Manager,

Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Divi-

sion of G. E. Co.,

500 S. Clinton St.,

Chicago, 111.

Leland S. Ross,

Great Western Power Co.,

1700 Broadway,

Oakland, Cal.

Robert G. Ross,

Divisional Lighting Representative,

Public Service Co.,

80 Park Place, Newark, N. J.

Henry A. Satter,

Special Inspector Illumination,

New York Edison Co.,

130 East 15th Street,

New York, N. Y.

Harry Swindell,

Ivanhoc-Rcp:ent Works of G. E. Co.,

5716 Euclid Ave.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Elliott W. Vincent,

Sales Engineer,

Edison Lamp Works of G. E. Co.,

120 Broadway,

New York, N. Y.

Ray Hart Wilson,

Sales Engineer,

X-Ray Reflector Co.,

31 West 46th Street,

New York, N. Y.
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One Transfer to Associate Membership

Dr. Ellice M, Alger,

40 East 41st Street,

New York, N. Y.

One Sustaining Member

Cambridge Electric Light Co.,

R. M. Miller, Official Representative,

46 Blackstone Street,

Cambridge, Mass.

COlfFIRMATION OF APPOINTMENTS

The appointments of the following

committee members and representatives

were confirmed

:

As Members of the Motor Vehicle

Lighting Committee

G. H. Stickney, Vice-Chairm<in

F. C. Caldwell

A. W. Devine

C. E. God ley

C. A. B. Halvorson, Jr.

J. A. Hoeveler

W. F. Little

H. H. Ma^Mlsick

W. A. McKay
A. L. McMurtry

L. C. Porter

U. M. Smith

L. E. Voycr

As Member of Ih, Committee on Light-

ing Legislation

W. n. A. ICvani

/ts Mefnliers of the Committee on

Membership

J. I'. Anderson

R. W. Everson

/4s Member of the Committee on New
Sections and Chapters

I). McFarlan Moore, Chairman

As Member of the Committee on I'apers

AII)crt Schciblc

As Representative on A. E. S. C. Sec-

tional Committee on Building Exits

Code

R. E. Simpson

As Local Representative, Los Angeles,

California

F. S. Mills

NEWS ITEMS

Annual Meeting of U. S. National Com-
mittee of the International Commission

on Illumination

At the annual meeting of this body,

held Friday, October 27, 1922, consid-

eration was given in a preliminary way
to provision for the meeting of the Inter-

national Commission on Illumination

which is to be held in the United States

in 1924. The view was expressed that

among the alliliated societies and associa-

tions which suppt)rt the National Com-
mittee of this body and which are rep-

resented by it in international illumina-

tion matters, the Illuminating Engineer-

ing Society ought to bear a prominent

part in the 1924 activities. It was thought

that possibly the International meeting

may be held near New Yt)rk City and

that it mij^ht l>c found desirable for the

Illuminating Envjinooring Society to hold

its aimual convention at the ^ame place

and immediately before or after the

International meeting.

Dr. E. r. Hyde is President of the

International Commission on Illumina-

tion Dr. (^ II. Sharp is President of

the U. S. National Committee of the In-

ternation.il Cotnmission.

I E. S. Deslgnattd Joint Spon<*or

Hy unanimtnis vote of the A. E. S. C.

at its meeting on October 10. 1922, the

Ilhimitiatin^; I'.nginroring Society and the

Soiirty of Automotive EuKinerrs were

designated joint sponsors for the Aiito-

mobile Meadlighting Specifications.
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The Council at its meeting on Novem-

ber 9, 1922, voted to accept this joint

sponsorship.

A. E. S. C. Approves Headlighting
Specifications

The specifications of Laboratory Tests

for approval of Electric Headlighting

Devices for Motor Vehicles, with the

note referring to acetylene headlamps

omitted, were unanimously approved as

"Tentative American Standard" by the

American Engineering Standards Com-
mittee on November 11, 1922,

These specifications were published in

the Transactions, February, 1922, as

part of the Interim Report of the Com-
mittee on Motor Vehicle Lighting. The

material recently approved can be found

on pages 106-111 of that issue under the

heading of Laboratory Tests, Section L

Mr. John W. Lieb Honored

Mr. John W. Lieb, Vice-President of

the New York Edison Company, has

been informed that the King of Italy has

bestowed upon him the decoration of

Grand Officer of the Royal Order of the

Crown of Italy.

American Delegates to I. E. C.

Gen. George H. Harries, Dr. Clayton

H. Sharp, and Dr. C. O. Mailloux have

been appointed members of the com-

mittee of nine representing the United

States at the meeting of the International

Electrotechnical Commission to be held

at Geneva, Switzerland, November 18,

1922.

I



ILLUMINATION INDEX
Prepared by the Committee on Progress.

An INDEX of references to books, papers, editorials, news and abstracts on

illuminating engineering and allied subjects. This index is arranged alphabetically

according to the names of the reference publications. The references are then given

in order of the date of publication. Important references not appearing herein

should be called to the attention of the Illuminating Engineering Society, 29 W.
39th St., New York, N. Y.

American Journal of Physiological Optics

Some Important Physical and Physio-

logical Relations between Radiant

Energy and the Visual Apparatus

and Processes

—

American Journal of Psychology

Film, Surface, and Bulky Colors and

their Intermediates

—

Electrical Merchandising

A Commercial Survey of Residence

Lighting Possibilities, II—The
Present Status of Fixtures and

Shades

—

Electrical World

A Welcome Change of Procedure

—

Editorial- -

Three Desirable Qualities in Street

Lighting— Editorial

—

Illuminating EnK'inccring Society Con-

vcnticjn Decidedly Practical

—

Journal of the American Chemical Society

A Study of the Luminous Disdiargc in

Hydrogen and in Mercury and a

New Method of Measuring Ioniza-

tion Potentials-

Journal of the Franklin Inititute

Improvements in Pliot<>metiic Etjuip-

mcnt for Integrating Spheres

—

Maintenance of Glass Areas in Indus-

trial Plants—

Chas. Sheard

Mabel F. Martin

M. Luckiesh

George E. Gibson

and W. Albert

Noycs, Jr.

A IL Taylor

M. Luckiesh and

A IL Tavlor

Date

Oct.

Oct

Oct.

Oct.

Oct.

Oct.

Pagi

391

451

66

Oct. 7 753

Oct. 7 754

Oct. 7 757

2091

S4S

546

671
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Licht und Lampe

Die Beleuchtung von Schaufenstern

—

Die Wiedersterstellung Ausgebrannter

Gliihlampen

—

Antiker Lampenfund

—

Monthly Abstract Bulletin of the Eastman

Kodak Company

High Power Lamp (for Moving Picture

Work)—

Transactions of the Illuminating Engineer-

ing Society

Report of the Committee on Progress

for 1922

—

The Lighting of the Milwaukee Art

Institute

—

Guarding Railroad and Highway Traf-

fic by Uniform Colored Warning

Lights

—

Zeitschrift fiir Beleuchtungswesen

tJber die Lichteinheit

—

Eine neue Raumbeleuchtungslampe fiir

zerstreutes Licht

—

W. T. Thomas

Sept. 7 426

Sept. 7

Sept. 7

Sept.

42s

427

354

Sept. 355

H. W. Bogner
A. J. Sweet

and

Sept. 434

A. H. Rudd Sept. 45^

C. Muller July 89

Ph. Cullmann July 94



TRANSACTIONS
OF THE

ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING SOCIETy
Vol. XVII DhcexMber, 1922 No. 10

The Code of Luminaire Design

rplTK COM.MITTKK to Co-operale with Fixture Maniifac-

-- tiircr^ has ju'epared a tentative outline of specifications and

(lata i>ertaininLC to luminaires which is i)rinte(l in this issue. In

drafting this Code, the Committee confined its considerations to

the utilitarian asj)ects (jf luminaires, or to tlv)se elements of design

which r.iake for ]>rf>per shading. j)r()]»(.'r difi'usion. and i>r()per dis-

tribution of light. Shortcomings of luminaires are usually trace-

able to a lack of ac(|uainlance with, or indilTertnce toward, the

principles which underlie the utilitarian aspects. Tlu' Code con-

tains the material foi* the design nf hnninaires from ilie \iew-

point of projjcr lighting, leavini; to the designing artist the suj>er-

position ()\ artistic lines, forms, ornaments and colors upon this

s/ienlitic f<Hindati(»n to ))roducj' proper luminaires from the \iew -

jK)int of beatity. It is only through c-o<')r(lin:ition i^\ the two

viewpoints that luminaires, desirable in tlu- broadest sense, can be

created. I'tit in order that such luminaires be pro<luced the

artist must ad.ipt his tools to the re(|uirements of projier and

a<Ie(|uate lighting eveti thouL;h it is necessar\ to e\ol\e an original

style in keeping with modern light sources .and modern lii;iiting

rtMjuijements.

'I'lie C'ode <leals with the optir.il characteristics of icllet liuL' and

lran«Jmitting me<lia which foim the basis foi the control of liL:ht.

With these characteristics in mind, the matter of lii^ht distribution

is taken »ip in detail by showing the infhience of the shapi* <»l' the
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shade or envelope on the distribution of Hght, on the efficiency

of the luminaire and on the eUmination of glare. A luminaire

must be designed for a certain maximum output of light there-

fore the influence of size is discussed.

The various portions of luminaires must not exceed safe tem-

peratures so ventilation and radiation are treated. In general,

it is concluded that sufficient cooling can usually be obtained by

radiation thus eliminating the disadvantages of admitting dust

to the interior of an envelope which results from interior ventila-

tion. Depreciation of light-output is discussed in connection with

maintenance. Certain standardization of holders, husks, and heels

are suggested. And finally an attempt is made to define various

types of luminaires.

After luminaires are properly designed, often they can fail in

their purpose if they are not hung in the proper position or at the

proper height. It is the plan eventually to add a discussion per-

taining to the installation of fixtures.

This Code of Luminaire Design has been prepared in accord-

ance with the aims of the Illuminating Engineering Society which

are to advance and to disseminate knowledge relating to proper

lighting. The Committee welcomes suggestions and criticisms

from designers of luminaires for, as circumstances dictate, the

Code will be altered or added to from time to time.

M. LyUCKiESH, Chairman.



REFLECTIONS
The Problem of Glare and its Need for Investigation

THE RECENT DRR'E for higher ilkimination as an aid to

industrial efficiency has necessarily brought with it serious

consideration of the question of glare, since one cannot obtain in-

tense illumination without the use of numerous and powerful
sources. Now, glare is a thing of many phases. Originally, in

studying the matter, attention was chiefly directed ujion the in-

trinsic brilliancy of the source, a factor of dominating impor-

tance when one passed from mild illuminants like the gas flame

to incandescent lamps, gas or electric, of high brilliancy. More
recently it has been fully recognized that the quantity of light

flux independent of intrinsic brilliancy is very important, and still

more recently close attention has been directed to contrast in

brightness between the source and its background. For the first

time in the Ilhiininating Engineering Society's code for indus-

trial lighting these several factors have been taken into sufficient

account and so tabulated that illuminants can be roughly evaluated

with respect to their capacity for {producing what in general terms

we denominate glare. The data, of course, are frankly empirical,

and the tabulations represent merely somewhat educated judg-

ment as to the existence or non-existence of glare.

The thing to which we particularly wish to direct attention is

the need of further investigation of the whole subject, parti-

cularly since these preliminary values are likely to arouse con-

siderable discussion when it is attemj)ti'd practically to aj)ply them.

The j)roblem is mainly a physiological one of great intricacy to

wiiich observational values based on general iinj>ressions apply

only with many reservations, l-'urther, the fact is that the three

factf)rs of glare here notetl arc not in truth indei>eiideiU variables.

The ultimate physical fact is the conci'iitration of visual energy

in the image on the retina, with a further limitation due to the

absolute value oi this area as compared with the light-receiving

elements upon which it falls. Heyond this the matter of contrast

is far from being whollv clear of the other phenomena, and all

f)f thctn depend oti a fartor which is only intrinsicallv invoKtMl

in the matter f)f background, aiul that i< the particular state of

arlaptation of the eye. Inasnuich as the retinal sensitiveness varies

enormously under different conditions, the backgrotind effect may
or niav not base latge significance and the data available are as

675
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yet somewhat imperfect. \Vith all these limitations the tabular

view of illuminants brought out in the I. E. S. code is of great

practical value in classifying the rough facts, which it does from
the observational standpoint in a rather complete and satisfactory

way. The why and wherefore of the sensation effects here cor-

related can be ascertained only after considerable research, but

in the larger aspect the glare tables of the code are likely to prove

of immense importance in the promotion of better and safer

ligliting. There is much which we do not know about the theory

of vision, yet it does not take much astuteness to discover when a

source of light is also a source of discomfort, and therefore in-

evitably a source of inefficiency and of possible serious harm.
Electrical World, November 11, 1922.

Nela Offers Fine Ornamental Street Lighting Exhibition

AT NELA PARK, Cleveland, the National Lamp Works has

installed a permanent exhibit showing the twenty most effi-

cient and popular types of standards and luminaires available

for cities re-designing their street lighting systems.

From the exhibition a definite idea can be secured of the day
and night appearance of the many units. Each unit is controlled

by a separate switch so that any one luminaire may be singled out

and its particular characteristics of light diffusion and distribution

observed, or a few or all of them may be lighted at one time for

the purpose of comparison.

In both beauty of design and efficiency of lighting these modern
units represent a remarkable advancement over the unsightly

wooden poles, with mast arm suspensions, that impair the beauty

of so many residence streets, and the ball globes with small, less

efficient vacuum lamps that are still in n-e for white-way lighting

in some cities.



PAPERS
OVERCOMIXG DAYLIGHT REFLECTIONS IX SHOW

WINDOWS*

BY WARD HARRISON' AND H. T. SPAULDING**

SYNOPSIS: The reflections in the plate glass of show windows created hj

a bright sky or by outside objects sunlighted to a much greater brightness than those

within the display, often cause annoyance by very seriously iiitcrfirin? with the

visibility of the display and correspondingly reducing the attractiveness and eflFective-

ncss of the show window. It was found that the difticnity cxpi'ricnLed with these

reflections was overcome by li(;hting the objects in the display to intensities of the

order of 1,000 to 2.000 foot-candles. A description is given of a ipciial lighting

installation employing high power spotlights to concentrate artificial illuiuination on

the important objects in the display. With a design of this character a practical

installation showed that it was possible to obtain the necessary high intensities and
do away with the objectionable reflections without an excessive wattage tot.*!

Polislu'd plate glass under certain condition^ f(^rnv< a vcrv

excellent minor. Willi a suitable hackp^round l)rii,du objects in

front of the p^lass arc reflected in niinute detail, and nianv times

does the mag^ician stake his success upon the tact that the promi-

nence of such imac^es varies primarily with the relative briL^htness

of the objects behind the p^las^ and those which are reflected in it.

Even with a comi)aratively lij^ht back^^round reflections of objects

havinp: a still j^jreati r brii^htness can be seen very well. The most

familiar instance of this effect is in tin- plate u'lass front of onr

show windows. When objects on or airo^^ the street are well

illnnnnated the reflections are very evident in almost everv

window: when iliev are in bright sunlight and the backgrouinl

and trim of the window are dark, the relative ^tretigth of the

reflections is such as to f)ractically eliminate portitMK of the

disf)lay. .\u t tT( ( t of this character is so serious that the men bant

will go to almost any length to iliminate it. Show wiiitiows.

particulaily those located u|)on an impnriani bnsv street. h.»\e a

high adverli.>ing value, variously eMimated by dilTer<MU proprie-

• A pufirr |trr«rntr(l nt ihr Annniil Convrntion of ihr lltumiiiAlinB Knifinccr-
iiic Society, SwHmpitcotl, Makh., Sept. jJ jf, tojj.

"Illuminmini ICnfinrrrinf Section, National Lamp Wnrku of G, K. Co. Clrre
Utiil. (^>hin.

The llluminatinc Knginrrring Smirir i« ii..t ir»(.i,.i.,M.- f„r the ulalrnirii!. ,•

opinionn advanrrd by conlribulort.

677
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tors at from $50,000 to $150,000 per year, $1,000 per week, $10

profit per hour, etc., depending upon the number, size and loca-

tion of the windows. Without analyzing or comparing these esti-

mates it is evident that a high value is placed upon show windows

by the owners, and that whatever tends to reduce the attractive-

ness or visibility of the display is decidedly unwelcome.

In a number of cases an attempt has been made to do away with

these troublesome reflections by the use of a curved plate glass.

One of the best installations of this type is shown in Figure i.

In general this method is highly satisfactory as regards the elimi-

nation of reflections. It has not, however, been extensively em-

ployed, possibly because the use of curved glass requires that the

lower edge of the glass be located from 18 inches to 2 feet behind

w^hat would ordinarily be the front line of the window. This not

only gives a sense of distance to the observers, but furthermore

the display being necessarily located further back receives less

natural light.

It has long been realized that if it were possible to install in

the window a sufficiently high intensity of artificial illumination,

one which would provide a brightness of the objects in the window
materially greater than the brightness of the reflected object, much
of the veiling effect now encountered would be eliminated. Many
have tried to accomplish this result by turning on the regular show
window lights, but the results are usually disappointing. The
reason for this, although frequently overlooked, becomes at once

evident when one considers the relative brightnesses involved.

Objects in bright sunlight, such, for example, as the buildings

shown in the left hand side of Figure 4, are illuminated to perhaps

5,000 foot-candles and their images on the plate glass appear to be

at least one-tenth as bright as the buildings themselves
; 50 foot-

candles or even 100 foot-candles of artificial light inside the

window can scarcely be expected to overcome brightnesses of

500 foot-candles on the surface of the glass. Artificial illumina-

tions of from 1,000 to 2,000 foot-candles would be of more nearly

the correct order of magnitude.

The question of overcoming window reflections has been a

particularly serious problem at the Lindner Company store in

Cle\'cland on account of their location on Euclid Avenue directly
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Fig. I.—Show windows utilizing: curved plate glass to eliminate difficulties with

reflections. Note the comparison between the curved portion of the glass and the

upper part which is vertical.

''•K- i.— Interior view «)f win<iow i«h«)wini{ rqtiipmrni n-rtl. One of the framcft

i<« dr(»ppr<l Ii> illiiitratr mrthod of «« rr«< for rlraniuR or lamp irnrwaU.



Fig. 4.—View of figure in window
with natural lighting only and with

camera so located that buildings across

the street are reflected.

Fig. 5.—Conditions same as in Fig.

4 with the exception that the special

lighting is added. While the reflections

at the side of the picture are unchanged,

those which would interfere with the

view of the figure are eliminated.

Fig. 6.—View of figure in window

by natural light alone with the camera

80 located as to show the reflections of

the sky line of the street opposite the

store. It will b? noticed that the upper

part of the figure is practically invisible.

Fig. 7.—Conditions are identical

with Fig. 6 except that the special light-

ing is turned on.
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Opposite E. 14th St. In the construction of the building, tliere-

fore, the windows were made to project out in front of the upper

stories and a skyhght was provided in each window to increase

the dayhght illumination within. See Figiue 2. These skylights

it proved did not add a sufficient amount of light to help the

situation appreciably and Mr. Helman, President of the Company,

who had previously convinced himself of the futility of all ordi-

nary means of artificial illumination set about to find a different

solution. His first experiment was with a spotlight capable of

producing about 25 foot-candles and was unsuccessful. However,

the idea of trying to light just the principal objects in the window
rather than the whole area did embody a solution of the problem

and when on the advice of the authors six spotlights or floodlights

of approximately 25,000 candlepower each were installed a desir-

able effect was secured. Ordinarily, two projectors were focused

on each of the three principal costumes displayed but since the

locations of objects to be lighted were not fixed, and further, on

special occasions it might be desirable to direct the light from

more than two projectors on a given object, it was necessarv to

make the installation in such a way as to provide a maximum
flexibility of light direction and control. The window in wliich

the installation was to be made was j)rovi(led with a row of units

along the upi)er edge close to the plate glass and structural con-

ditions permitted no opportunity of substituting projectors for

any of the other units in this desirable location. The window-

did, however, have a false ceiling which contained ihree remov-
able panels of leaded glass and there was sulTicient room above

these to accommodate the projectors. This loc.itlon was. there-

fore, decided upon aiul new panels wcic designed to (It the open-

ings in the ceiling.

Figure 3 shows a detailed drawing of the construction. This

consists of a special mounting for the interior j^lass reflector so

that it can be tipju'd at any an,L;Ie. .and a1 o .1 rotating circular

frame for each projector which lits into the panel so that the

horizontal direction of the beam can be changed as well. The
main panel was fitted with a diffusing gla<;s and the circle im-

mediately below the projector with fluted Ljla^s to eliminate stria-

tions and give a slight vertical spread to the beam. The con-

struction is such that it is possible to adjust the lamps from within
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the window. In order to facilitate cleaning and lamp renewal,

the frames were hinged at one side so that they might be lowered

at an angle of about 30°. The appearance of the interior of the

window with one of the frames dropped to this position is shown

in Figure 2,

\ /

Fig. 3.—Construction details of method of supporting reflectors and permittinsj

the necessary flexibility of adjustment.

The complete installation wns made in one winaow and is now

in daily use. Figures 4 to 7 sliow as well as can be depicted by

the camera the results obtained. In Figures 4 and 5 the camera

was located so that only buildings across the street could be re-

flected and inasmuch as some of these were dark in tone and

were blurred when the camera was focused on the objects in

the window, Figure 4 does not sliow the reflections as definitely

as they actually appeared to the eye. This picture was taken

without any artificial light in the window; the daylight intensity

on the figure was approximately 100 foot-candles. In Figure 5

the special lighting was turned on. It will be noted that while

the reflections are still in evidence around the sides of the picture

thev do not interfere with one's vision of the central figure which

I
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1

becomes the most prominent object in the field of view. In

Figures 6 and 7 the camera was so located that the sky was

reflected in the window. In this case also the second photograph.

Figure 7, was taken under the same conditions as the first, except

that the lights were turned on.

The installation described above may bt- considered as special

due to the rather unusual structural details of the show window.

In many windows sufficient room is available between the upper

edge of the plate glass and the ceiling to mount ordinary pro-

jector units in such a manner as to render them invisible from the

street. In other windows there is enough distance between

the ceiling of the window and the ceiling of the store so that they

could be mounted in the ceiling in a similar manner to that de-

scribed in this paper, but usually it would be feasible to locate

them considerably nearer the front than was possible in this

case. This would be extremely desirable since the light would

then strike the front of the object to a greater extent than when
located more nearly above. In some few certain cases the lighting

units could be located below or at the sides of the window. The
details of the window will determine in e.ieli case the best loca-

tif)n for this special lighting.

TARLK I.—NuMBKR OP Pkrsons Stoimmng To Ohskrvh DiSJ'LAY
WITH Special Lighting Off and On

Window A
1 ime

UiRhta on LiRhU off 1

10.15 — 11.00 45
1 l.fx) — I 1.45 93
1 1.45 — I2..V» 87
'J 30 l.l.S I U)

2.00 — 2.30 4a
1

1

2.30 — .-^.oo 47

Total 259 174

The Use of the high powered projectors not only nude ii possiM,-

fnr those intereste<l in the display to see it more readilv. but also

the fact that tlie better ilhtininated display resulted iti rairsing

more people to st(»p at the window at oiire hocame e\idein. Table

1 gives the result of a very l)iief cheek on the relative number
of j)ersons who 'itojiped to look at the displav with lii^dils on and
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lights off. In a total of two hours one hundred and seventy-four

persons stopped when the lights were not burning, in an equal

time two hundred and fifty-nine persons or 50 per cent more

stopped when the display was illuminated. It happens also that

there were actually less people on the street in the second case.

This is witnessed by the fact that the number of persons who
stopped at another window on the street totalled two hundred and

sixty-five and two hundred and thirty-eight respectively for the

same periods.

DISCUSSION

The papers by Messrs. Harrison, Spaulding, Sturrock and

Shute were discussed together. See page 694.



EFFECT OF LIGHT OX THE DRAWING POWER OF
THE SHOW WINDOW^*

BY WALTER STURROCK** AND J. M. SIIUTE***

SYNOPSIS: As one branch of industry finds it profitable to increase the standard

of artificial light used, all other classes consciously or unconsciously do likewise.

Investigators in factories have proven that production is increased through high level

lighting. Public safety is demanding that street liRhting be increased and these

improvements over the practice of former days induce progressive store managers

to provide good lighting in their sales rooms and show windows.

To date there has been only a general impression that such lightin? is really

necessary. This paper is the result of tests run to obtain definite facts about the

attracting power of show windows in which different intensities of illumination are used.

The investigations were carried on in Cleveland, Ohio and Newark, N. J. The
data obtained gives a very fair indication of what may be anticipated under comparable

conditions elsewhere.

Preliminary tests were run to ascertain the relative importance of sui.h factors

as character of display, frecjucncy of changing display and reputation of thf store.

In the main part of the tests, two windows were used simultaneously each with

different levels of intensity. The lamps were so arranged that the intensities could
be reversed i'l the two windows. Count was made of the pedestrians who looked
at each window, also the total number who passed. These data, reduced to a com-
parable ba.sis, arc Kummarized in the tables presented.

With both windows lighted to the same intensity a series of tests show that as

the intcniiity is increased, a higher percentage of the pro|)le passetl is attracted. This
is certainly what the merchant desires.

The attracting power of colored light is also very clearly shown by these inves-

tigations. The increase in the number of peojilc stopping in front of the windows
with colored light was in the neighborhood of 40 per cent greater than th^- number
who stopped at the same window iJKhtrd by uiiniudified liuhi from lamps of equal
wattagr.

The cltc-ct (jf li^hl on workinj^^ conditions has \)vv\\ iKinonstr.acd

by the many factory tests which have heen made in the |)ast few
ye^irs. The public has become famili.ir with the resuhs obtained
in industrial plants from the use of levels of illumination consider-

•A pAprr prrsrnte-l at the Annual Convention t»f the llluminaling KnKtnrerinc
Sotirty, Swampscott, Mass., Sept. JS J^, IQJ^.

•*KnK<'>crtt>>K I>riMitlinrnl. Niiliimnl I.ninj. Work *i of (1. |< i u.. cUNrlnml. Ohio,
••• I.lghtlnjf Srrvicr I>r|)nrln»rn«. I'.dinon I.innp Work* of O. K. Co.. HnrriMMi. .N J.

The llluminAling Knginerring Sorirty is not renponitible for the statcntcnlt or
opinions sdvanrrd by rontribuKifB
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ably higher than those which had previously been considered

efficient. Increases in production result from the fact that light

facilitates vision. Increases in sales in stores have also been re-

ported with levels of illumination higher than commonly employed.

Sales were probably stimulated by the added attractiveness of the

interior of the store.

Store managers have realized for a long while that proper light-

ing is an important factor in their business, and in general, this

class of service is better Hghted than any other. In accordance

with this belief, display windows have been illuminated to high

levels of illumination in order to increase their effectiveness.

Although many store executives have followed this practice, it has

not })reviously been known to what extent the drawing power of

a window actually depends upon the illumination, and one did

not know whether he was using light in such a manner as to get

the maximum return from his show windows.

Through the courtesy of the Oppenheim, Collins and Company,

arrangements were made to conduct an invesh'7;alir>n 'n \hv two

display windows of their Cleveland store. This investigation,

previously reported in the technical [)ress/ showed that the number

of people attracted to a window depended on the intt^nsity of

illumination. In order to obtain more comprehensive data on the

subject, further studies have made, not only in Cleveland, but in

stores of other cities. This paper presents the results of a series

of tests conducted to determine the relation of light to the drawing

power of the show window.

Any display, regardless of its nature or its arrangement, is of

no value unless it can be seen in detail. During the hours when
daylight is insufficient for properly showing the merchandise on

display, it is, of course, necessary to furnish artificial illumination.

The amount of artificial illumination required has always been

more or less determined from the standpoint of making the

window appear brightly lighted at night. In this investigation,

an attempt was made, first, to determine the actual drawing

power of a window when lighted to different levels of illumina-

tion, and second, to obtain the drawing ]iower of colored light

and of spotlights.

> I'.lectriial Mn t handisinfc. ^'ol. i^. No. i, Ta^u^ q6.
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In approaching any engineering problt-m, it is necessary to

reduce the number of variables to a minimum. The drawing

power of the window is unquestionably dependent on several f:.c-

tors. These might i)c in brief enumerated as follows:

A—character or novelty of display

15—reputation of store

C—frequency with which liic (hsplay is changed

D—method of lighting

These factors are all related, and this was proven by one of the

preliminary surveys.

On the hypothesis that the apparent brightness of a show

window might bear a direct relation to its attracting power ( in

other words, that mere bright appearance might compel attention)

readings were taken of the average background brightness of

>ome fifteen stores and check runs made on typical, widely vary-

ing conditions to determine whether the relation nuniioned above

existed. These rough results are ]>resented in Tal)le 1.

TABLE I.

•Store BnckKrouiul
nriuhtiifss
nppnmit

Hoot-candlc.H

Intrnsity
(fool-c.inillrs)

PInne uf displny

Prr cent of
pHs>crs l>v

nllrncteil

I mat wliitf 20.3 100 6..S

2 Flat crtaiii 9.0 40 ti.S

3 KiiuTal<l ;^rffu and
AhI creain

> 5
and 7.0

25
•• *

4 CircHNHioii walnut I.I 35 '3-2

There is no consistency to these figure^, and a lurther an.il\sis

reveals, for examf)le, window No. i, the most brilliant of the

group, fitted \-. ith a <lisplay which api)ean<l altiactlve l)ut exactly

as it had Imen for two weeks previous to the test, attracted tlie

least attention. Window No. J. h.id a nuuh lower brightness;

tlie store had an e(|uaiiy good rej)Utation and the display, to the

casual observer, was no m<»re attractive, yet it was regularly

changed at inlervaN of three or four days, and the lii^'Uies indicate

that it attracted 45 |hm" cent more ])eople than win<low No. I.

Window \o. .\, on the other baml. with a veiy low appareiU

brightness, .ittracted hm) j)er icnt mnre people than window No. i.
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These stores were chosen with as nearly as possible the same

displays, the same conditions as to surroundings and located on

the same streets. Tests were conducted at these four stores

simultaneously for three evenings, and the percentage of the

persons attracted at each of the four stores and of those passing

on the street were recorded.

The results of these tests show that, although window No. 3

was sufficiently well lighted to permit a fairly detailed inspection

of the display, yet window No. 2, with a higher level of illumina-

tion, attracted more people. Window No. 1, having 100 foot-

candles, was lighted better than either No. 3 or No. 2, but its

display did not attract as high a percentage of the passersby

because, although well arranged, it had apparently outlived its

power of attraction.

It follows, from the above analysis that, one cannot lay down

definite figures that a certain intensity of light will attract a certain

per cent of the passersby. To obtain data of a reliable character,

it is necessary to run a series of tests on one store's windows,

varying the intensity and color of light. A series of tests on indi-

vidual installations will give results indicating the order of magni-

tude which may be anticipated.

It is, of course, reaUzed that the display itself is of the greatest

importance in the show window. All other factors, such as the

background and the amount of illumination are used by the store

management to make a better presentation of the display. Many
show windows have on display articles or objects which are of

interest to the public, only from a curiosity standpoint, and of

course, attract a very high percentage of the pedestrians. For

example, a blank window containing nothing but a live animal

will attract a very large percentage of the passersby and yet at

the same time may have no advertising value to itself. In these

investigations, however, windows were chosen in which a repre-

sentative display of the store's merchandise was carefully and

tastefully arranged to attract prospective buyers. (See Figures

I, 2, 3 and 4).

All tests were made with show windows connected with retail

stores, with no changes whatever made in the nature of a special
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display. Intensity of light was controlled by increasing or decreas-

ing the number and size of lamps in service. Color changes were

made through the addition of glass color caps.

It was realized early in the test that, if the observers appeared

to be making notes, or particularly interested in the windows,

that mere curiosity would probably attract many people. Hence,

in all cases, the observers were either hidden from view or as-

sumed unobstrusive positions where they would not attract atten-

tion. Tally was kept by means of counters hidden in the hands

of the observers. During all tests, credit was given only in the

event that the person either definitely stopped in front of the

window or came close to the plate glass and reduced his rate of

travel to a very slow walk while looking at the display. A
record of all persons passing the store during a given run was kept.

I. INIlEkKNT DKAWINC. TOWER OF EIGHT IN THE SHOW WINDOW

After an extended preliminary survey of the subject, the con-

clusion was reached that the drawing jiower of light could be

determined by illuminating two show windows of the same store

to different levels of illuniinalion and tlicn reversing these levels.

In conducting the test, each of the two windows was (.Hjuipped

with lamps of such sizes that either of the two levels to be used

during the evening's test could be obtained by the use of one or

l)Oth of the circuits. Then window A was illuminated to a given

level of illumination and window H to a level of either higher or

lower. Record was then kept of the number of people stopping

at each window. At the end of the test period, the levels of

illumination were reversed and another count was made.

In this manner the drawing jKnver of live levels of illumina-

tiun, 15, 40. ^)5, 85 and hx) foot-candles, was obtained. Check
tests were run on these comparisons of intensities during the

same evening and on difTerent evenings. Hvcrv possible contii-

tinn was obtained, tests being run on fair and ^t(»rmy nights, on

nights when snudl crowds were on tlie streets and when large

crowds were j)resent, on mid week nights and on Saturdav and

holidays. In all, fifty test jKriods were run. and the number of

passersby varied from 6(X) to 4..\^x^ in .m hnm. Typical test log

sheets are given in Tables H .in<l III.
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TABLE II.—CI.KVRLAND vSroRE—March i, 1922

Time Illumination
foot-candles

Individuals
attracted by
window

Data reduced
to comparative

basis

Increase
due to re-

versing the
foot-candle

levels

"Increase
due to

changing
either
window
alone

7:00-7:45 P. M.
7:50-8:35 P. M.

A B A B A B

54 7c 17%100

40
40
100

95
67

122 78
78

100

134

8:40-9:25 P. M.
9:35-10:20 P. M.

100

40
40
100

66

30
93
71

74
74

100

146
46% 23%

TABLE III.

Newark Store—June 8, 1922

Total
passers-

"Window G Window D

Inten- No. at- ^ At- Inten- No. at- i at-

Time by sity tracted tracted .sity tracted tracted

8:45- 9:15 605 iOO f.C. 1 1

1

'8-3 IOO IIO 18.2

9->5- 9:45 580 35 . 59 10,2 IOO 80 13.8

9:45-10:15 370 IOO 171 46.2 35 70 18.9

10:15-10:45 230 35 39 17.0 IOO 51 22.0

10:45-11:15 275 IOO 121 44.0 35 51. 18.6

* See Electrical Merchandising. Volume -8, No. i, Page 96. This per cent

increase was found as follows:

—

The first set of data given in this Table was obtained when window A was

lighted to 100 foot-candles and the other window was lighted at 40 foot-candles. The

number of individuals stopping to view them during the same period of time was

ninety-five and one hundred and twenty-two respectively. In order to reduce these

numbers to a basis for better comparison it is found, in proportion to their ratio,

that during the time one hundred persons stopped at window B, seventy-tight individ-

uals stopped at the other window. The next set of data was obtained when the 100

and 40 foot-candle levels were reversed in the two windows. These data show that

with the 40 foot-candle illumination in window A there were sixty-seven persons

.stopped to view it, while the other window having 100 foot-candles attracted one

hundred and fifteen individuals. By reducing these numbers to a common basis for

better comparison it is found, in proportion to their ratio, that one hundred and
thirty-four persons would have stopped at window B during the same time that agaia

seventy-eight stopped at the other window. It is therefore found that in this pair

of tests the number of individuals stopping to view one of the displays has beei*

increased from 100 to 134 or by 134 per cent due to the reversing of the ^o and
100 foot-candle levels in the two windows. Then the sijuare root of 1.34 whichi

is 1.
1 7 gives a change for each window of 17 per cent.
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Considering all windows reduced to a comparable ba<is by

determining the relative number of people who stopped, we find,

from all tests conducted, the results given in Table I\ .

TABLE IV.

Summary of Tests

clf.veland store

Average increase due to changing either window
Per cent No. '. f nnis

From 15 to 40 foot-candles 24 5
From 40 to 100 foot-candles 18 9

Indicated increase due to changing either window from 15 to 100 f. c.

—

42 per cent

NEWARK STORE

Average increase due to changing cither window
Per cent No. of ni:n

From 35 to 65 foot-candles 48 9
From 35 to 85 foot-candles 79
From 35 to 100 loot-candles 82 o
From 15 to 85 foot-candles 109 9

Indicated increase due to changing either window
IVr cent

From 15 to 35 foot-candles 17

From 15 to 65 foot-candles 72
From 15 to 100 foot-candles 113

It will be noted that in the case of the chock lest nui in the

Newark Store the attractive j)ower of the windows was increased

to an even greater degree with increased ilhnnination than in the

original investigation in the Cleveland Store. .\llhoiigh tlic

method of test described al)ove is such as to eliminate a maximiun

luunber of variables, nevertheless the point might pos-^iblv be

raised tliat changes in the K\el of illmnination do not in reality

atlect the lot.il mnnbfi (»t jyeiscMis looking into the windows of

any given store, but tliat peoj)K' who intend to look in one oi' the

other of the windows are simply diverted to the more brightly

lighted of the two. To answer this criticism a second series of

tests were executed ni which both windows of a store were lighted

at all times to the same level and these levels were changed at

the same time. The criteria in this case weri tin- percentage of

passcrsby who viewed the windows under the dilTeient levels.

Record wm^ kept as before, and tests were conducted imder all

possible condition-. In some cases the wiiidows were lighted to
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one level during the entire evening's run, and on others, two or

even three levels would be used during the night's test. In this

way every possible method of eliminating errors and of obtaining

average values, was employed. For example, on one evening,

the first period would be at a high level and the second period at

a low level, on the following night the first period low and the

second high. The same five levels of illumination— 15, 40, 65,

85 and 100 foot-candles—were used, and a total of fifty-six test

periods were run.

The data obtained from two typical evenings' tests during this

survey are recorded in Table V. Figures i, 2 and 3 show, windows

A and B, Cleveland Store, windows C and D, Newark Store.

TABLE V.

Time
niumination
foot-candles

Number of persons Percen
passersby

tage of
attractedPassing

windows
Attracted
by A

Attracted
by B A B

Cle^t'eland store No. 2—August 17, 1922

8:00 - 8:30 40 618 114 142 1 8.'

4

23.0

8:30 - 9:00 100 514 125 154 24.3 30.0

9:00 - 9:30 15 524 75 lOI 14-3 193
9:30 -10:00 40 357 68 89 19.1 25.0
10:00 -10:30 15 254 27 . 46 10.6 18.I

10:30 -11:00 Ido 256 55 73 21.5
,
28.5

Newark store No. 2—August 21. 1922

c ^ c D
'/« ^

8:30 - 9:00 15 914 90 82 9.8 8.8

9:10 - 9:40 35 790 106 92 13-4 II.

6

9:50 -10:20 15 476 51 36 10.7 7-5

10:30 -11:00 35 390 52 44 13-3 II.

2

A grand summary of all these tests is presented in Table VI

on the basis of one hundred attracted at the lowest level, namely,

15 foot-candles.

These data show that, raising the level of illumination from a

level of 15 foot-candles to a level of approximately loo foot-

candles, that is, in the order of magnitude of 6 to i, caused an

increase of 48 per cent in the case of the Cleveland store and

78 per cent in the case of the Newark store. Of these increases

it will be noted that in the case of the Cleveland store, the increases

obtained by increasing the level from 15 to 40 foot-candles and

from 40 to 100 foot-candles were approximately the same. In

I
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Fig. I.—Windows A and B—Cleveland Store No. i. {Suftl'^'^ ^S Stiirrock).

Fig. 2.— Window (J— Newark Store No. i. (Supf^licd by Shutf).

Ii»t. .1. Window I) NrwArk Slorr No. i (.9ii/>^fiV(l by Shiilr).



Fig. 4._Windows A and B—Cleveland Store No. 2 (Supplied by Sturrock).

jm.

.^^l^fl^Bi

Fig. 5.—Window C—Newark Store
No. 2. {Supplied by Shute).

Fig. 6—Window D—Newark Store

No. 2. (Supplied by Shutc).
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TABLE VI.

Illumination

foot-candles

Percentage of

passersby attracted

Percentage

drawing i)ower

Cleveland store A B A B Ave.

15

40
100

14. I 14.2

18.4 16.4

22.1 19.7

100 100

130 115

157 139

100
122

1 48

Newark store C D C D

15

40
65
85

9.8 8.2

I4-0 13-7

14.3 14.

1

16.0 15.8

100 100

143 167

148 172

163 193

TOO

154
160

.78

the case of the Newark store, a very large increase was obtained

when the level was raised to 40 foot-candles and lesser increases

were obtained above this level. This would, be expected as the

ratio increases in illuminationn above this level were also lower.

2. COLOR AND SPECIAL EFFECTS IN SHOW WINDOW LIGHTING

In this test two stores in Newark were chosen, each having two

display windows, outlets in each window being installed on two

circuits. As in the preceding tests, records were kept of the

people stopping at the windows and jiassing the store when dif-

ferent levels of illumination were supplied. In all thirty-eight

check tests were made in tliis phase of the investigation.

In the first store one window was lighted to an intensity of

65 foot-candles and the other lighted by colored light and spots

obtained from a wattage cijual to that necess.nv t<> t)btain an

intensity of (>^ foot candles of unmodilied light. In the other

store, both windows were ligiited to an intensity of 40 and 100

foot-candles, ten check tests being run on each of these inten-

sities. The lamps, which were used to olitaiii 100 foot-candles,

were fitted with glass caps of such a color as to harmonize with

the display in each window and spotlights were suspended in

each window to direct a beam on the central figure. (See I'^igurcs

5 and 6). Care was taken in this test that tlie same wr.ttaj^'e was
supplied to each wimlow as sup|)hed to obtain the khj fool-candles.

Typical log sheets covering these tests arc presented in Tabic
\'I1.
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TABLE VII,

Time

Newark store No.i, Aug. 28, 1922 |

Window C window D
Passersby b5 F. c unmodified Kqual wattage color and spots

No. attracted
Per cent
attracted No. attracted

Per cent
attracted

8:15-8:45 760 97

8:55-9:25 691 92
9:35-10:05: 490 77

12.8 149

13.4 136
15-7 93

19.6

19.7
18.9

Newark store No. 2, Aug. 15, 1922

100 Foot-candles unmodified

j

Time Passersby Number attracted
: 1

Per cent attracted

8:15-8:45

8:50-9:20

9:30-10:00

701

552
491

85
69

59

12.

1

12.5

12.0

Newark store No. 2, August 8, 1922

Equal wattage as above, color and spots

Time Passersby Number attracted Per cent attracted

8:15-8:45

8:50-9:20

9:30-10:00

704
1 119

633 ' 107

456 80

17.0

16.9

17-5

A summation of these tests is as follows : Newark Store No. i

was the example used when testing the effect of intensity of

unmodified light on the drawing power of the window. Here it

was shown that, with both windows lighted to equal intensity, on

the basis of lOO per cent attracted at 15 foot-candles, 160 per cent

were attracted at 65 foot-candles. When wattage equivalent to

that necessary to provide 65 foot-candles was used in colored light

and spots, 220 per cent were attracted, which indicated that the

attractiveness of this window was increased 36 per cent for the

same wattage.

In Newark Store No. 2 on the basis of 100 per cent attracted

at 40 foot-candles, 121 per cent were attracted at 100 foot-candles,

and when equal wattage (100 foot-candles) was used in colored

light and spots, 175 per cent were attracted, indicating that the

attraction here is increased 44 per cent at a given wattage.

This test was conducted in stores in which colored show window

equipment had not been previously employed. It might, therefore,

be expected that the increases would be somewhat greater than
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l!» 35^0 65 d}5

FOOT CANDLES IN SHOW WINDOW

Fig. 7.— Rcnuit from one bundrol ami six tests made in two different cities on

show window* in four ttorcs. {Su^piifd by Sturrock).

what would be obtained in a window where such ociuipnicnt is

regularly used. For this reason, llu- tinu' of takins^ data was

extended over a j^'reater period than when tests of umnixlit'ied

lip[ht were made. The results, however, showed that there was

no ai)parent dilTerence in the percentai^e of peoi>le attracted froni

the first to the last nij^du of the test.

CONCLUSIONS

In view of the wide-spread use of show window lij^hlinp, this

series of i</) tests on uinnodified li.Ljht. and 36 tests on colored

li,i;ht, though quite extensive, eonslilute a relatively small sample

under certain metropolitati eonditir)ns. Kxcept for the remarkable

consistency of the results obtained by two difTerent corps at con-

siderable distances apart, the drawing;: ^^i (K liiiite conclusions

niij^lil be unwarranted.
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Under these limitations, it was clearly evident that,

(i) As compared to fifteen foot-candles, the drawing power

of these windows was increased 33 per cent by the use of 40 foot-

candles and 73 per cent by the use of 100 foot-candles.

(2) That, at the same wattage, the use of colored light

increased the drawing power about 40 per cent."

These experiences lead naturally to the more general conclusion

that in any class of show window lighting more of the people on

the street can be made to look at the display by increasing the

intensity of light or through the use of color and spot light effects.

DISCUSSION

D. McF. Moore : The authors have suggested several prac-

tical ways of finding the value of light as a drawing power. Sev-

eral years ago, I knew of several instances where the value of tlie

drawing power was obtained by the merchant keeping track of

his gross business per month, and when the store or the show

window was lighted with one system of lighting, he would show

a business in some instances—I know it was so in one or two

instances—100 per cent greater than in other instances ; and most

merchants when they put in a new system of lighting make a

note of that fact, and see whether or not it paid them to put in

their new lighting.

I do not know whether or not this Society has in its Transac-

tions a paper on that subject; if it has not, it seems to me, it

would be a very practical title for a paper.

Julius Daniels : We heard of these tests made by Mr. Stur-

rock in Cleveland, and we ran a very similar test in Boston, in

one of tlie larger stores on Tremont Street, which had two show

windows that were exceptionally fine for this purpose. One of

the windows was illuminated by twenty old 50-watt lamps and an

old trough reflector, and the foot-candle intensity delivered to

the window was about 10 foot-candles. In the other window we

had twenty reflectors of a modern type, equipped with 1 50-watt

Type C lamps, delivering 30 foot-candles.

In conjunction with a man from one of the jobbing houses

in Boston, we carefully counted on a number of evenings the

people who actually stopped and looked in each one of these win-
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dows. Although the displays were better in the window that

was poorly lighted, we found that 45 per cent more people looked

in the window that had the higher illumination. When this fact

was brought to the attention of the store, there was no question

whatever about changing the lighting in the other windows.

F. C. Caldwell: I would like to raise the question as to the

effect if all the stores in the neighborhood raised their windoAV

illumination to the same value?

A. L. Powell : I would like to draw attention to one fea-

ture of the scheme outlined in the Harrison- Spaulding paper,

which might not occur to one as he attempts to put it in effect.

A very necessary element of this type of illumination is that

the object, to be illuminated to a degree to overcome the re-

flections in the window, must be comparatively light in color,

and have a relatively higli reflection factor.

In the automobile show room a great deal of ditTicully i> ex-

perienced due to these window reflections and the distributors

of autonKjbiles would spend any amount of money to overcome it.

W'e tried this scheme out, using a group of flotKllii^hting pro-

jectors, but with the dark blues, greens and black (which arc

the prevailing colors on cars), the effect gained is not such as

to really warrant the expenditure. However, when tlic oar is

surrounded by some sort of a li.i^ht background or j)laced on a

light floor covering which gives the effect of contrast, the (Hffi-

culties of dayligiit reflections can be o\ercome to an a|)preciable

degree by this method.

Nor .MAN Macuktii : I was attracted to this lield i)urely from

a commercial standpoint, l)y the amount ot' money that seemed

to be in it. if wc could do wliat had never been done before,

and <lo it right.

In talking wilb a (lisj)lay manager in a -«tore in Hallimorr, I

found that they had t banged the l)ackgr()unds in their show win

dows from a painted wckkI to a Circassian waliuM. I do not be

licve anyone here lias any idea that the Circassian wabnit wttuld

l)ring an adilitiona! amouiU of business into the store, and sell

more goods, and I do not believe they thought so themselves. They

just made that change so as to have the store a little better than

usual. Nevertheless, that change in l)ackgronn(I cost over $40,000.
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I was talking, recently, to the equipment man in a New York

store about the possibility and value of increased intensity to

remove the mirror reflection from the surface of the plate glass

in the daytime. This would keep the ''flappers" from walking up

to the glass to see if their hats were on straight, and their noses

powdered, and, consequently, block the view of the windows from

those who really desired to see the goods displayed. He told me
that the former equipment manager had spent a great deal of

time and money in experimenting to do this very thing.

There are several points that come up in connection with this

high intensity lighting, in the paper by Messrs. Harrison and

Spaulding, where they spot-lighted single features. I believe,

that in a year or two, probably less time, w^e will see the entire

windows lighted in a similar high intensity manner.

There is one difficulty w^e w^ill have to contend with, probably

two,—a higher intensity of light than has ever been used before,

and probably a greater degree of heat. We will get much more

fading of colors in these windows, and the radiant heat will

bring up problems which we have not had to consider in window-

lighting. The figures, in this paper, are without heads. T won-

dered if the faces had been melted off, the heads and the heads

removed, or whether it just happened that in this store> figures

without heads were usual.

I recall, some ten years ago, when a New York store increased

the window, lighting intensity. The man with the pure silver-

lined reflector who finally got the business, was very much exer-

cised one time, because in this particular test-window, a bottle

of perfume had blown up. I suggested to him that this might

be due to another of those unknown effects of the X-ray, some

new reaction not heretofore recognized.

As a matter of fact, investigations have shown— I do not know

if they are on record in the electrical field, but they may be found

in the Proceedings of the American Gas Institute—that the radi-

ant heat distribution from both gas and electric lamps compared

favorably to their vertical light distribution. With electric lamps,

the heat distribution is almost identical with that of the light, and

of course, it is understood, that where we have light, we also

have heat, but it has not been generally realized that the lumi-

nous flux is a very small proportion of the whole.
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1 should like to ask Mr. Harrison, if, in this particular win-

dow, the spots are used at ni^dit. that is, if they are on solely

during daylight hours.

I had a case in Philadelphia, >ome years ago, where we pro-

vided for twice the intensity in clothing windows that was to

be used in the furnishing goods windows. With this switch con-

trol, the furnishing goods window could be held down to about the

same order of brightness as the clothing window. Our experi-

ence was that the furnishing goods man used all he could get,

all of the time, utterly defeating the purpose of our switch con-

trol.

I found mention, upon going over some of my notes vester-

day, of a case of appreciation for high intensity window light-

ing. In one of our Massachusetts cities, not far from here, a

merchant several years ai^o . had a dispute with the ctMitral station.

and practically cut out his window lighting. An adjoining mer-

chant asked, "What is the matter with Jones?" (which, of course.

is not that merchant's name). **()h, he had an argumeni with

us. He wouldn't i)ay his bill, and lo s{)ite us, reduced his win-

dow lighting intensity to next to nothing." "How much did he

take out."" "He took out so-and-so many lamps." "Then,

put them into one of my windows," he said, "and let's see thai

they will do." The extra lightin;^' was put into his window, and

he wa^ so well satisfied with tlu- efTcct of the increased window
lighting intensity, tli.it he afterwards ortlered all hi< windows to

be brought uj) to a similar le\el.

The doing of this thing is worth thousands of doll.irs to the

merchant. Let us go out and d(» it right, if it is |H)ssible. The
l)rincij)le has l)een j>r()ven ; it only remains to sell the idea in

certain receptive quarters. We need a more general appreciation

among lighting nun (»f what this kind of lighting is worth to the

merchant. Then, with .1 few good lighting salesmen who will not

be afraid of the cost of doing the job rij^ht. I :\n\ satisfied ili.U the

merchant will let us light up his windows throughout, to an in-

tensity of l.fMX) to J.cxx) foot -candles, provided, only, (hat we
can assure him that it can be <lone. and I hoi>o we will not have to

call ui>on a cabinet maker or carpenter to put over the thousand

dollar idea which is necessarily associated with these 1,000 foot-

candle intensities.
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G. A. HoADLEY : I think no one who has seen the excel-

lent results that are obtained by the use of curved glass windows

concaved to the street in cutting down reflections could have

an instant's hesitation in choosing them, if they were adapted

to the display that is inside the window. We see in the illustra-

tions given in this paper the excellent results that are obtained.

I have in mind some windows of that type in Philadelphia that

are used in musical instrument stores. I understand the objection

to them is that they take up too much room from the street.

Would it be possible to get a similar or very nearly similar

result if the glass was not curved quite so much? The differ-

ence between the perfectly plain plate glass and the one described

is so noticeable that here is something that should be worked out

by both the illuminating engineer and the glass manufacturer.

W. D'A. Ryan : In 1916, when we inaugurated the Path of

Gold in San Francisco, the merchants of the Downtown Asso-

ciation asked if it would not be possible to reduce the window

lighting, due to the fact we were steeping the street illumination

twenty-five or thirty times upward of what it was before. I stated

it would not be possible, and on the contrary they would have to

increase it. After the installation had been in operation a reason-

able length of time, the Downtown Association made' a rough

estimate of the increased window shopping due to the intense

illumination of that street, and they estimated there was an in-

crease of at least 25 per cent. I told them at that time if they

vv^ould steep the window lighting up ten times and add color, they

could make it 50 per cent—and that is a fact.

The drawing power of light and color is far beyond anything

that the average person realizes. I trust every effort will be

made so that within the next five years, window lighting will

not be less than 100 foot-candles average, and I think it can be

done to advantage to the public and to the merchants.

The question as to what would happen if all the lights came up

to that value I think is answered by the illumination of Mar-

ket Street, where the entire street level was brought up, and the

window shopping increased 25 per cent, as I said before. In

other words, the street is more attractive, and the hold over is

worth a great deal ; that is, people coming into a town where the
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Streets are attractive like to linger there. They figure (at least

they do on the Pacific Coast) that if they can hold people over

one or two more days or nights, it means quite a big advantage

to the merchants and that is a point worthy of consideration.

Ward Harrison : I have just two comments on the paper by

Messrs. Sturrock and Shute. The data presented by !Mr. Stur-

rock on the number of people attracted to the windows early in

the evening and later in the evening show quite a disparity. One
might think that this was simply inconsistency in test data, but

as a matter of fact, I understand that they found it true in al-

most every test that the later the evening grew, the greater was

the drawing power of very bright windows.

The other question is the one with regard to cost. Mr. Stur-

rock told me that the reason that he chose to stress the cost oi

lighting per year rather than cost per hour was because the

thing the merchant worries about is not the expenditure for elec-

tricity—he knows it amounts to little in comparison with the

result he gets— but he does worry about the installation cost

;

and in this connection, the $5,000 or $6,000 annual difference

h>ctween good window lighting and j^oor window lighting would

stand out more j)rominently in his mind than a figure of J^^.oo

per hour.

As to the pai)cr on daytime window ligliting. several have

voiced a comment similar to Mr. Macbeth'^, namely tliat wc had

made a f:^()n(\ start, hut that it would seem to tlu'in better in the

elimination of daylight rcllections to go further and light the

whole window. The first ditliculty in this scheme is the (juestion

of heat : a window 20 feet long would require 15 or 20 kilowntt*^.

and that means a special system of ventilation. Mr. Macl)etli

l>ointed out that simply changing the background of a store's

windows costs $40,(xx). Kverything in a show wiiuiow on ,1

prominent street must be in keeping, and a system of si>ccial ven

tilation. or any other cliange runs into li\e figures very (juickly.

Then there is the (jucstion of fading of goods from the use

of high levels of ilhuuination to overcome the daylight refie^Mions.

Before we were permitted to make the installation described, we
tested out the effect of samples of twelve difTerent fabrics. Strips

of each wore f)laceH in front of a piojcctor at a distance of 2

feet and kept there t'oi twn weeks. I kill' nt' each strip was
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covered and half of It was exposed, and at the end of that time

no Hne of demarcation could be detected between the exposed

and unexposed portion of any sample. The test was prolonged

for three or four weeks, and then the line just began to appear

on some samples. I might add that the portion of each strip

which was not exposed to light was also very carefully protected

from the heat.

The system designed for the Lindner Company's window was

based on a snap judgment that 1,500-2,000 foot-candles ought to

overcome reflections and produce a desirable result. Since this

paper was written further investigations have been made by the

authors to determine more exactly the amount of light required

to make up for the presence of the glass front in a window. A
small window was so designed that the plate glass front could

be quickly removed at the same time that the lights were turned

off or on. The daylight illumination of the window was approx-

imately 100 foot-candles and there were objects in bright sun-

light so located as to be reflected in the glass front. The arti-

ficial illumination was raised or lowered with the glass front

in place tmtil in the opinion of the observers the window dis-

play was as clearly visible under these conditions as when the

lights were extinguished and the glass removed. Fifteen observa-

tions, three made by each of five observers, showed that the addi-

tion of from 200-300 foot-candles of artificial light would just

make up for the presence of the plate glass front in a window
which received 100 foot-candles of daylight. These values are

much lower than those upon which the paper was based. It was

found, however, that though the first 300 foot-candles made up

for the plate glass, the next 1,000 foot-candles were what made the

window attractive. If you stand in a room illuminated to 10

foot-candles and look toward another illuminated to i foot-candle

the latter seems dark and unattractive. Likewise if you stand

on a street where the illumination is 3,000 to 5,000 foot-candles

and seen an object in a window illuminated to 100 or even 300

foot-candles, it seems dim and unimpressive. On the other hand,

if yr)u have a window trimmed as in some of those slides shown

bv Mr. Sturrock, where there are small articles all over the win-

<ln\v and it is not possible to concentrate on one or two, then
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Stepping up the artificial light to say, 200, 300 or 400 foot-canrlles

will give an appreciable help, but the effect of lo, 20, or 50 foot-

candles is inappreciable.

There was just one more point and that is with regard to Dr.

Hoadley's comments on the curved glass. That seems a very clever

way of accomplishing the purpose in hand, and one which entails

no operating expense. I have been puzzled very much to realize

that that system has been on the market for ten or twelve years,

and yet I know of no city which has more than three or four

such windows.

Their limited use is no doubt due to the fact that it is necessary

to place the goods further back in the window where the daylight

illumination drops down to perhaps 25 or 30 foot-candles, and

therefore they attract few ])assersby.

It would appear reasonable that objects in a window recei\ing

2,000 or 2,500 foot-candles would be a source of objectionable

glare at niglit. Tliis, however, is not the case. Phe i)rojectors

are turned on e\ery evening in addition to the rci^ular window-

lighting and the effect is remarkably good.

J. M. SnuTK: Regarding Mr. Moore's remarks concerning

the desirability of obtaining data on the merchant's tindings as to

business gained from better show window lighting, we have never

been able to get anything really definite. Although the tests in

Newark were carried on over (juite a length of time, the store

management have so far been unable to gi\e us anything that we

could really put into figures. 1 lowever, we ha\e noticed that since

our tests were comj)lcted both the stores which we used have

maintained the lighting we installed wlun the highest level was ob-

tained in those stores. In one of the stores wc had a svstein

so arranged that it furnished either 35 or (}^ foot candles .ind the

store management was in tlic li.ibit of using a 35 foot candle limit

most of the time and the ()5 only on special occasions. Since

these tests were made they have been using the 65 f(K)t -candle

intensity at all times, and also they have paid much more atten-

tion to colored lighting since the results of the tests were ox-

plained to them.

In one store, they have spent more tnoiu \ on l».iiki;ronnd

trim*i. that is fixtures to go with the window display, since the
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tests than they spent all the time during the test period. Not
only have they kept it up in the stores that we used, but as both

of these stores are owned by syndicate firms, they have asked us

to help them out in bettering the lighting conditions in the win-

dows of their other stores. One syndicate owns four stores

and the other one I believe owns eight.

Besides the Boston test, about which Mr. Daniels spoke, a

similar test was run in California—I think in Los Angeles. In

that case the test was made in a shoe store, and they found that

practically similar results were obtained. I think any man con-

nected with lighting would be able to convince a customer very

easily that he could obtain better results, by running a test similar

to this.

Both Professor Caldwell and Mr. Ryan spoke of the raising

of the intensity of all the stores. In the case of one of the

stores in Newark, there was located on either side of it stores

which had much higher intensities than were ordinarily used in

the store we tested. The intensity, even when at its highest, in

our store, was 65 foot-candles. The store on one side ordinarily

uses about 80 and the one on the other side uses about 100 foot-

candles, and in fact all the stores along that street are lighted to

an average of probably 40 or 50 foot-candles.

Mr. Macbeth and Mr. Harrison both have spoken of cost figures.

We figured the lighting cost out in a number of diiTerent ways

and finally came to the conclusion that the cost figures per hour

or per minute were so low that they indicated less to the mer-

chant than cost figures on the same window per year.
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PART I

THE PURPOSE OF A LUMINAIRE

The primary functions of a luniinaire are usually purely util-

ititarian; that is, to distribute and to diffuse light adequately and

properly. Furthermore it should not be a hindrance or an annoy-

ance to vision. Having fulfilled these requisites, the luminaire

then may be clothed in a great variety of ways to make it beautiful

in itself and harmonious with the decorative scheme. There are

luminaires and illuminated ornaments whose existence is justified

solely from a decorative viewpoint. In these the distribution of

light need not be considered but they should not be glaring or

offensive to vision. For example, the wall-bracket with dense

shields or shades in the dining-room or the living-room, the tor-

chere, certain portables, and various lighting novelties have a

right to exist as decorative objects. As such they have great

possibilities. However the aim of this Code is to treat of the

utilitarian aspects of luminaires, or those elements of design

which make for proper shading, distribution and diflfusion of

light. In other words this Code does not aim to include discus-

sions of elements which do not unduly jntefere with the principles

of proper and adequate lighting.

PART II

CHARACTERISTICS OF MEDIA

The materials selected for luminaires should be considered from

the viewpoint of their ability to shade, to diffuse, and to redirect

light witli reasonable efficiency both when new and when in ser-

vice.

SECTION I. SHADING. The chief use of a shade is to di-

minish or to intercept the light from the source in certain direc-

tions where such light is not desirable. The function of the shade

is commonly combined with that of a reflector althougli a refl^'c-

tor may be erroneously called a shade when it does not diminish

or intercept light in those directions wliere the light is not de-

sirable.

Crystal, C. R. I. and C. R. O. glasses in the usual shapes em-

ployed for shading are often erroneously referred to as shades,

for usually they do not sufficiently diminish or intercept the light

from the source. Among the materials which do afiford a means
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of shading are the denser opal glasses or their equivalent, sil-

vered glass, parchment, textiles, enameled and painted metals.

The effectiveness of a shade, assuming a choice of proper

material, is largely dependent on the position of the light-source

with respect to the edge of the opening. With only this one lim-

itation on the proportions of a shade, the designer is free to use a

wide variety of designs. For example, in the case of a sym-

metrical pendent shade. Figure i, the angle formed between

lines drawn through the centre of the light-source to the edge

of the aperture of the shade and through the axis of sym-

metry will be termed the angle of cut-off. If this shade is

inverted as in Figure 2 the angle of the cut-off remains the

same. In general in the case of symmetrical shades, bowls, etc.,

the angle of cut-off is one half the plane angle subtended at the

light-source by the aperture.

The ])roper ziw^lc of cut-off is determined by the actual ap-

plication of the shade which involves the hanging height, the area

to be directly illuminated, the position of the eyes, etc. The de-

sign and Installation of a shade should be such as to shield the

eyes from the light -source at all the angles at which the luminaire

is likely to Le viewed. Examples of proper and improper angles

of cut-off are shown in Figure 3 and in Figure 4, illustrating

the .satisfactory and unsatisfactory shading of light-sources.

With luniinaircs for so-called semi-indirect and indirect lighting,

the angle of culotT, while not directly important in concealing

the light-sources, should be given consideration. With this tyj^c

of luminaire the angle of cut-off usually should be small enough

to confine the cone of direct light to the ceiling and large enough

to avoid producing a small spot of excessive brightness above the

luminaire. This i)oint is illustrated in iMgures 5 and (>.

SKCTION 2. Ul'l-LI'.CTIOX. A ray of light travels in a

straight line until interfered with by some object or medium. This

interference is usually due to reflection or to refractif^i or to both.

Rcffular Reflection—The simplest form of reflection is that

which takes place when a ray of light strikes a polished or mir-

rored surface. Reflection of this kind obeys a very simj)le law

stated as follows ; The angle of inci<lencc is ctpial to the angle of

reflection.
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Fig. 2

/..v

\t>--

( , l ;

Fig. 3 Fig. 4

Fig. 5 Fig. 6

Fig. I.—Angle of cut-off of a shade.

Fig. 2.—Angle of cut-off of an inverted shade.

Figs. 3 and 4.—Proper and improper angles of cut-off.

Fig. 5.—Angle of cut-off such as to produce a bright spot on the ceiling.

Fig. 6.—Angle of cut-off such as to produce a more uniformiy lighted ceiling.
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TABLE I.—Refi^kction Factor of the First Surface of a Plane
Glass of Refractive Index Equal to 1.55

Angle of incidence Reflection-factor

(degrees) (per cent)

4.65

10 4.66

20 4.68

30 4.82

40 5-26

50 6.50

55 7-74
60 9-73

65 12.91

70 18.00

75 26.19

80 39-54
85 61.77
86 67.82

87 74-56
88 82.10

89 90-54

90 100.00

In Figure 7, / represents a ray of light striking a mirrored sur-

face, and R the reflected ray. The angles of incidence and re-

flection are indicated by i and r respectively. By utilizing this

principle it is possible to redirect the light from a source in any

desired direction with a high <legree of accuracy.

In practice polished metals and certain mirrors made by de-

position, reflect light regularly as shown in Figure 7. A poli.*^hed

glass surface reflects a small portion of the lii^dit regularly un-

less the angle of incidence is large. The results for one surface of

polished glass (refractive index 1.55) are shown in Table I.

These values are greater for materials of higher refractive in-

dex such as porcelain.

Diffuse Reflection—In perfect diiluse reflection the incident

beam of light upon striking the reflecting surface is .scattered in

many directions in such a way thai regardless of the an-Je at

which the surface is viewed it is equally bright. Perfect dilTuse

reflection is illustrated in I'igure S. There are many surfaces

which din"usely reflect the incident li.u'ht approximately perfectly.

Inasmuch as the light is scattered in all directions very little con-

trol of the light is afTordal by niedia having this characteristic.

Pjlotting paper, plaster, rf)Ughed opal i^lass, "flat" paints as well

as many other surfaces are diffusely reflecting.
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Fig. 7

Fig. 7.—Reflection from polished and mirrored surfaces.

Fig. 8.—Illustrating perfect diffuse reflection.

Fig. 9.—Illustrating spread reflection.

Fig. 9

Mixed Reflection—If a diffusing surface is glazed or var-

nished the result is "mixed" reflection, that is, a combination of

regular and of diffuse reflection. This can be illustrated by placing

a sheet of clear glass upon a white blotting paper. See Figure 10.

Spread Reflection—There is a very genaral type which may be

termed "spread" reflection as illustrated in Figure 9. A surface

coated with aluminum paint affords a good example. When a

beam of light strikes such a surface the rays are reflected in

different directions but in the general direction that would be

followed if regular reflection took place. The spread of the re-

flected light is dependent upon the degree of smoothness of the

surface. The rougher or more irregular the surface, the greater

the spread.

The reflection characteristics of media of this class are similar

to those having polished surfaces except that the light is re-

directed with considerable less accuracy. The effectiveness of

redirection of light increases with decreasing spread or as reg-

ular reflection is approached.

The total amount of light which may be reflected from such

surfaces shown in Figures 7, 8, and 9, are about the Same for

the best materials of the various characteristics. For example,

a good mirror and the best of white pigments will reflect about

90 per cent of the incident light, the difference being merely in

the manner in which the light is redirected.

SECTION 3. DIFFUSION. Diffusion is a breaking up of a

beam of light and a scattering of its rays in many directions either

by the nature of the surface upon which it falls or by the nature

of the substance through which it passes. An opal glass globe

around a light-source is said to diffuse the light whereas in effect
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the source of light has been increased in area. One of the most

commonly used diffusing media is so-called opal glass. The

properties of opal glass can be most easily understood if it is

thought of as crystal glass containing translucent white particles

or minute air bubbles.

In Figure lo, a represents a beam of light striking the smooth

surface of a good ditlusing glass, part of it being reflected reg-

ularly by the smooth surface in the direction indicated by b as in

the case of a mirror. The remainder of the light enters the glass

until it strikes the translucent white particles or minute air

bubbles. The light is then scattered in many directions, some

of it being thrown back and diffusely reflected and the remainder,

assuming no loss by absorption in the glass, being diffusely trans-

mitted emerging in many directions as shown. Glasses of this

kind are very effective in obscuring the light-source. The trans-

mission of good diffusing glasses may be as low as lo per cent

and on the other hand there are globes of good diffusing glass

which allow from 80 to 90 per cent of the light from the

source to be transmitted. In a specific case of enclosing globe

only 60 per cent of the light coming directly from the light-

source to a point on the surface may be directly transmitted,

but sufficient light may come to this point from the illum-

inated interior of the glolx' to i)riiig the total transmission of the

globe up to 90 per cent.

A good diffusing glass need not necessarily lie thick. A thin

coating of a dense mixture may be "flashed" on clear glass of

ordinary thickness, producing what is known as flashed opal,

with resultant high transmission and good diffusion.

Besides the media which afford good diffusion, there are others

which (iifl'use the transmitted light to lesser degrees. A dilTusing

medium which allows the position of the light-source to be seen

without actually showing tlic form of the light-source may be

considered as a fair diffusi-r while a diffusing medium which

allows the outline of the light -source to be seiii may be considered

as a poor diffuser.

In I'igures 11 and u the characteristics of fair and poor dif-

fuscrs respectively, are illustrated. .\ i).irt of the light from the

source is reflected regularly from liie smooth surface of the fair

and of the poor diffuser jusl as in the ca.sc of the good diffu.scr.
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Fig. II Fig. 12

12.—Reflection and transmission characteristics of the good,

Fig. 10

Figs. 10, II and

fair and poor diffusers respectively (smooth surface)

A part of the light strikes the translucent or minute air bubbles

is thrown back and diffusely reflected while the remainder, as-

suming no loss in the glass, passes through in many directions ex-

cept that more of the light passes out in a line parallel to the one

along which it entered than in the case of the good diffuser. If

the medium were viewed along this line this would be apparent

by the bright spot in the case of the so-called fair diffuser and

by the outline of the light-source with the so-called poor diffuser.

In all of these cases the smooth surface of the glass has been

a means of reflecting part of the light regularly. The amount due

to regular reflection at a given angle is of the same order of

magnitude as that from one surface of plane clear glass at the

same angle as indicated in Table I.

This may be advantageously used in designing luminaires of

diffusely reflecting or transmitting media to build up the amount

of light in certain directions but care should be exercised so as

not to direct this regularly reflected light in those angles that

are likely to be in the line of vision, for when the luminaire is

viewed along the lines in which this light is directed an image of

the light-source may be plainly seen.

When it is desirable to eliminate this component of regular

reflection this may be done by roughening the surface by such

means as sand-blasting and acid-etching. When the surface of

the good, fair and poor diffusing media, adjacent to the light-

source is roughed the reflection and transmission characteristics

of the media are as indicated in Figures 13, 14 and 15 respectively.

In such case the regularly reflected component of light indicated

in Figures 10, 11 and 12 is eliminated.

In addition to the diffusion of light obtained from the class

of diffusing media just described, etched crystal glass reflects
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Fig. 13 Fig. 14 Fig. IS

Figs. 13, 14 and 15.—Reflection and transmission characteristics of the good,
fair and poor diffusers respectively (roughed surface).

and transmits light in a manner indicated in Figure i6. In this

case the beam of Hght striking the roughened surface of the glass

is reflected to some extent more or less diffusely. The trans-

mitted light is scattered in many directions but mainly in a di-

rection, more or less, parallel to that from the source. Owing
to the lack of good diffusion, media of this type are undesirable

for most luminaires and especially undesirable for shades. Such
materials as tracing cloth and paper exhibit diffusing character-

istics in varying degrees.

Tig. 16

Pig. 16.— Reflection and tranamiaiiion of such media M MUld-bla5ted and acid
etched gla.li.

The illustrations in Figure 17 indicate the .scattering of light

from a singK- small source when transmitted throuq:h glas.scs surh
as ribbed, j)ebble(!, etc.

Diffusion in addition to scattering light ni.iy be a contributing
factor in retjucing the brightness of sources to that within the
limits of comfort. DifTusing also affords a means of reducing
.shadows. Without diffusion, shadows, due to luminairc parts
such as supports an<l chain, are thrown on the ceiling and other
surroundings. To minimize this the luminairc .«;hould either

utilize diffusing media around the .*;ource or diffusing bulbs, .such

as the frosted, coated and opal-glass bulbs should be used.
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SECTION 4. REFRACTION. Transparent and translucent

substances have the property of refracting Ught. Various sub-

stances differ in their optical properties. In general when a beam
of light passes from one medium to another its path will be some-

what altered. Refraction may be said to be the bending of a beam
of light as it passes from one medium to another differing in

optical density or refractive index. A common illustration of

this may be noted when a fish-line is partly in air and partly

under water. In this case the line appears to be changed in

direction at the point where it enters the water. The line may be

straight but the light rays coming from that part of the line

under water are refracted when they pass from the water into

air. Optical text-books supply the formula and data necessary

for computing refraction.

/?/ Ft

Fig. 18 Fig. 19

Fig. 18.—Illustrating reflection and refraction of light by plane 'polished glass.

Fig. 19.—Refraction of prism glass.

An illustration of refraction when light passes from air to

glass is presented in Figure 18. A ray of light / striking a thick

sheet of plane polished glass is partly reflected at the surfaces

and partly transmitted. The light passing through the glass is

changed in direction, from that of the incident light. If the sur-

faces are parallel the transmitted light, on emerging into air is

again changed in direction, parallel to that of the incident light.

The amount of bending depends upon the difference in the re-

fractive indices of the two media. Part of the light on passing

through the glass is reflected from the second surface and so

on. The intensities of these reflections however, become negligi-

ble because they contain but a small portion of the incident light.

When the second surface is silvered the intensity of i?2 will be

high. The reflections from the two surfaces account for the

double reflected image seen in mirrors and even in clear plate

glass.
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l^otal Internal Reflection—Light-rays are totally reflected from

a "glass-air" surface when the angle of incidence is as great or

greater than the angle shown in Figure 22 provided they are in

the glass medium just before reaching the surface which is

bounded by air.

Refraction and total reflection have been utilized extensively

in prismatic glassware with excellent control of the light. Since

these principles involve the passage of light through clear glass,

the absorption is low, and the efficiency therefore can be of a high

order.

TABLE II.—Ratings of Media in Respect to Sevkrai,

Phases of Luminaire Design

shading Diffu- Redirec- Trnii5niit- Reflect-
of liRht- sion of tion of ting effi- ing effi-

source liKht light ciency ciency

Crystal j^hiss VP E VP
Etched or sand-
blasted crystal

glass VP P p E VP
Opal f \
Glass* 1

^

G
F
P

E
G
F

F
F
F

F
G
E

G
F
P

Cased i^lass G E F G G
Eiianu-le<l glass F F F F F
SilveriMl j^lass E — E — E
Prism 1 Refracting VP — E E —
Glass \ Reflecting I' — E — I^

Ripplcrl glass VP VP P E VP
Porcelain enamel E V I' c;

Paint enamel E F V — G
Pclishe*! silver E — E — E
Polislu-d aluminum IC — G — G
Paper (dense) G c; F V G
Parchment G G F P I"

.Mica (art) G p P P P
Textiles (dense) G G I' P K»»
Plaster B G F — G

E, excellent; G, K**^^; J**, f*'''; P, juxtr; \'P, \ery poor.

•Three grn<leH of optil glass are assumed aciordiiig lo their ahililv to
diffuse liglit; opal glass i, 2 and 3 having eharaclerislics similar lo those
illu.Hlraled in Figures 10, 11 nn<I 12 respectively.

•• I'or Ihc ligliler colors.

With prismatic glass, as witli mirrored reflectors and all other

types that alTonl an accurate control of light, it is especially nec-

essary that the light soince Ik; in the correct |K)sition with rc-

.spect to the reflector or the desired distrilnition will not he ob-

tained. In general the light source nnist be small (approaching
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Fig. 20 Fig 21 Fig. 22

Fig. 20.—Refraction of a prism.

Fig. 21.—Refraction of a lens.

Fig. 22.—Total reflection in glass prisms.

the theoretical point-source) if the most accurate control of light

is to obtained by refraction and by specular reflection.

In summarizing the characteristics of media for the control of

light, specular reflection and refraction afford the most accurate

means. Surfaces and transmitting media which scatter light are

limited in their control of light although they are very important in

the design of many luminaires where highly directed light and

exact distributions of light are unnecessary. Figures 23, 24 and

25, will serve to illustrate typical distribution obtainable with these

three general classes of media.

As a guide for the proper selection of media for shading,

diffusing and redirecting light, some of the more important char-

acteristics of the commonly used media are presented in Table 11.

Fig. 23.—Control of light by luminaires employing mirrored surfaces.
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Fig. 24.—Control of light by luminaircs employing prism glass.

Pig. as-—Control of Ught hy Iiiminairr* employing difTuning glass.
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PART III

VARIOUS PHASES OF DESIGN

By properly proportioning the materials usually employed in

the design of luminaires it is possible to distribute, to shade, and

to control brightness in almost any way desired. As there is no

one ideal form of light distribution which solves all the problems

to be met, a knowledge of the means of controlling light in those

places and quantities desired is of particular importance to the

designer.

SECTION I. LIGHT-DISTRIBUTION OF LUMINAIRES.
Luminaires and artificial lighting systems are commonly divided

into three broad classes, namely, direct, semi-indirect, and indirect.

These classifications are indefinite and only approximate because

there are no definite boundaries between the classes and much less

distinction between them on the basis of the lighting effects ob-

tained. A light-source equipped with a pendent opaque reflector

may be called a direct-lighting luminaire. This same luminaire

when inverted falls into the indirect class because the light reaches

the working-plane indirectly by reflection from the ceiling, walls,

etc. Between these extremes there is an indefinite variety of

luminaires and lighting effects.

If the pendent opaque reflector is replaced by an opal-glass

shade, the luminaire is still considered a direct-lighting luminaire

although the lighting effect is materially altered from that ob-

tained with the opaque reflector. Furthermore when this opal-

glass shade is inverted it becomes what is termed a semi-indirect

luminaire. With the wide variation in the diffusion of glassware

and in the design of luminaires employing diffusely transmitting

media, it is possible to have so-called light-density bowls and

good diffusing balls producing practically the same lighting effect

although the ball would never be called a semi-indirect luminaire

or the light-density bowl a direct-lighting luminaire.

A simple diagram such as shown in Figure 26 illustrates all

possible combinations of direct and indirect (downward and up-

ward) components of light flux obtained from luminaires. The

downward component can be considered as that part of the light

emitted by the luminaire in the lower hemisphere and the upward

component that portion emitted in the upper hemisphere. The
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Fig. 26.—Diagrammatic illustration of the distribution character-

istics of luminaires in terms of direct and indirect components.

horizontal plane //// may be considered to pass throiii^h the

center of the luniinaire which must be considered to be without

dimension for the sake of diagrammatic illustration. A lum-

inaire confining all of the light emitted to the lower hemisphere

(below the horizontal plane ////) would be purely a direct-

lighting luminaire. This would be represented at o, 100 per cent

direct. The luiuinaire with all the light emitted in the upper

hemisphere ( icxj per cent indirect) would be represented at /.

Between these extremes is a vast variety of direct-indirect lighting.

It is apparent that a more definite idea of the distribution ob-

tained from the vast group between these extremes would result

if the term semi-indirect were rej)laced by the term direct-

indirect. .'\ giveii luminaire wouKl then be specilied in such man-

ner as direct-indirect 30 70, signifying that 30 per cent of the

light given olT by the luminaire was downward and 70 ])er cent

upward, 'i'he adoption of this maimer of s|H*cincation would

eliminate the confusion nnd indeliniteness of the term semi-

indirrct. 'i'his rating as implied consi<Iers only the light givin olT

by the luminaire and does not enter into the overall elliciency
;

that is, the designation, direct indirect 30-70, dea's only with

the light delivered by the luminaire. l*or a comi)arison of the

efhciencics of luminaires, the ratio of the light given off by the

luminaire to that given off by the light-source would be addal.

The comi)let(' designation for a 30-70 direct-indirect luminaire
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with an overall efficiency of 82 per cent would carry this overall

efficiency figure. Other factors such as the maximum brightness

at various angles and so on could be added to this designation

;

but since the principle purpose of this classification is to clarify

the indefiniteness of terminology these refinements are purposely

omitted until a thorough familiarity with the plan has been at-

tained.

SECTION 2. SHAPE AND DISTRIBUTION. Consider

three enclosing luminaires of good diffusing glass illustrated in

the round ball, the "mushroom" or "squat" type and the "stal-

acactite" (pendent cone-shaped). While it is true that diffusely

transmitting and reflecting media do not offer a means of accurate

light-control, a study of the difference in the form of distribution

with these three types of enclosing luminaires of diffusing glass

will serve to illustrate the possibilities.

y

Fig. 27 Fig. 28 Fig.

Fig. 27.—Distribution of light by a ball of good diffusing glass.

Fig. 28.—Distribution of light by a flattened or "squat" enclosing luminaire of

good diffusing glass.

Fig. 29.—Distribution of light by an elongated or "stalactite" enclosing luminaire

of good diffusing glass.

The round ball illustrated in Figure 27 when lighted appears

like a round disk of the diameter of the ball regardless of the angle

at which it is viewed. Having the same area and brightness when
viewed at any angle results in equal amounts of light in all

directions.
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The "mushroom" type as illustrated in Figure 28 when lighted

appears like a flat disk when viewed from above and below and

more or less rectangular (according to the design) when viewed

from the side. The apparent or projected area in this case is

less when viewed from the side than when viewed from above

or below ; in other words, more or less equal amounts of light are

emitted above and below the luminaire and a lesser amount out

to the side.

The "stalactite" as illustrated in Figure 29 when viewed hor-

izontally appears as a cylinder or cone. When viewed from

above or below it appears as a flat disk of considerably less area

than when viewed horizontally. With this shape the large ap-

parent vertical area emits a considerable amoiftit of light hor-

izontally with corresponding lesser amounts above and below.

In each case the amount of light in a given direction is de-

pendent on the apparent or projected area in the given direction,

assuming the glass to be illuminated to a reasonable degree of

uniformity. The position of the light-source in the enclosing

luminaire of good diffusing glass may vary one-half to one inch

from the correct position without appreciably altering the dis-

tribution of light ; however, departures from the correct posi-

tion which produce brightness considerably in excess of that of

other parts ni the luminaire should \>c avoided. The light-

source placed close to the bottom of the luminaire will increase

the amount of downward light but in so doing high l)rightncss

at the bottom of the luminaire may result. On the other iiand

the source placed close to the top of the luminaire may prodiuo

high brightness of the top of the luminaire, a condition ordin-

arily not harmful a^ that j)art of the luminaire is largely out of

the field of view. Hut since this allows a considerable part of

the light to pass upward a lesser amount of light is likely to

reach the |)lanc to he ilhiminate<l when the luminaire is installed.

With direct-lighting open luminaircs such as the shade, dome.

etc., a greater part of the li,L;ht is confined inside of a cone. The
extent of this cone of light directly from the light-source, may
!)e determined by drawing lines through the source to the ctlgc

of the opening of the luminaire. Illustrations of this are shown
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Fig. 30 Fig. 31 Fig. 32

Figs. 30, 31 and 32.—Illustrating the direct cone and respective distributions of

light with three shapes of luminaires of dense diffusing material.

in Figures 30, 31, and 32. All of the light is confined to this

cone when opaque media are used, while with translucent media

as illustrated in Figures 30, 31 and 32, in addition to this direct

cone of light there is a certain amount emitted from the diffusing

materials of the luminaire according to the transmitting char-

acteristics of the media.

When the interior of luminaire of this type is mirrored or

smooth, the distribution of light inside of the direct cone may be

somewhat different than that illustrated. In this case use can be

made of the regular reflection from the smooth or mirrored sur-

faces to build up the distribution in certain directions.

SECTION 3. SHAPE AND EFFICIENCY. The efficiency

of a luminaire is the ratio of the light given off by the luminaire to

the light emitted by the source. One of the most important

factors in obtaining efficiency, commensurate with the media

selected, is the minimizing of multiple reflections. When light

is reflected back and forth a number of times before it is allowed

to escape there is said to be multiple reflection. If for example

light strikes a medium which reflects 75 per cent of the in-

cident light, 25 per cent will be absorbed on the first reflection,

leaving 75 per cent of the original quantity. This part when
striking the surface the second time suffers a loss of 25 per cent

leaving about 56 per cent of the original quantity. The rate

at which this loss accumulates is seen by carrying this to six re-

flections where only 18 per cent of the original quantity of light

remains to escape from the luminaire.
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Fig- 33 Fig. 34 Fig. 35

Figs. 33, 34 and 35.—Showing the influence of the shape of the luminairc in

producing multiple reflections.

In Figure 33, the path of a ray of light which is reflected

several times is shown by the broken line. After the ray of

light is reflected several times its intensity is appreciably re-

duced. In Figure 34 the shape illustrated is comparatively free

from multiple reflections. The enclosing luminaire of diffusing

glass should have contours which minimize the loss of light by

multi])1e reflections.

The projections shown on tlu' luminairc illustrated in Figure

35 ''pockets" the light as indicated by the dotte<l lines with a

resultant lowered efflciency.

SFXTION 4. SIZE OF TIIF LrMIXATRH. In addition to

distributing light in the desired direction, a luminaire in order

to be satisfactory must not be glaring. Brightness of a given

diffusing envelope which is one of tlic chief factors in producing

glare, is readily controlled by varying the area of the dilYusing

medium and the distance fr^in the light-source. For example.

the average brightness of a four inch !):ill of a good dilTusing

glass, with a i(X)-watt gas-filled lamp, may be 7 candles per scjuare

inch while an right-inch i)all of this same glass containing tlie

same lamp would have an average brij^htness of i.S candles per

square inch. In this case the brightness is (ie|)endent on the

area and tin- toi.il .-minunt of light givi-n olT bv ibi* luminaire.

'I'he brightness of the filament (d' the KKVwatt gas-lilled lamj)

is of the same order of magnitude as the i,cxx^-watt lamp but the

amount of light emitted by the l.itler is about liftcen times greater

than the former. If then a luminaire designrd for a i.(xx)-watt

lamp is to have the same bri^jhtness as a luminaire for the HX)-

watt lamp, the art a i)i the former nnist he greater in proportion to

the amount of li^dlt emitte<l by the source, when the same medium
is used.
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TABLE III.—Brightness and Size op Enci^osing Gi^obes
OF Good Diffusing Gi^ass*.

Diameter Brightness **

Source of globe (average candles per
(inches) sq. in. of surface)

loo-watt lamp (gas-filled) 5 4.5
100-watt lamp (gas-filled) 6 3.1
100-watt lamp (gas-filled) 7 2.3
loo-watt lamp (gas-filled) 8 1.8

loo-watt lamp (gas-filled) 9 1.4

icx)-watt lamp (gas-filled) 10 I.I

loo-watt lamp (gas-filled) 12 0.8

loo-watt lamp (gas-filled) 14 0.6
Sky """ 2.0

* The globes are assumed to be fairly uniform in brightness and to have
an overall efficiency of 85 per cent.

** A lambert is 2.054 candles per square inch.

The effectiveness of controlling brightness by varying the size

of the luminaire is shown in Table III. These values obtain

with enclosing globes of good diffusing glass with the light-

source located so that the brightness is fairly uniform. The

globes are of such character as to emit 85 per cent of the total

output of light from the lamp. For the sake of comparison the

average brightness of the sky is included.

Aside from the size of the luminaire the diffusing qualities of

the medium chosen are of great importance. A 12-inch en-

closing globe can be obtained which, while it diffuses the light,

when illuminated with a lOO-watt gas-filled lamp, will have a

spot of brightness considerably higher than the rest of the globe.

The brightness of this spot may be of the order of 20 candles

per square inch as against 0.8 candle per square inch for the

good diffusing glass.

The brightness of this spot can be reduced to that comparable

with the good diffusing glass by increasing the size of the globe,

however the size of globe necessary to accomplish this would

be such as to make this means of reducing the maximum bright-

ness of the luminaire impractical.
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TABLE IV.—Recommended Globe Sizes of High Efficiency,
Good Diffusing Glass When Used Unshielded*

Lfimp size
(watts)

Globe diameter
(inches)

Brightness** of brightest
square inch (approximate

caudles per sq. in )

50- 75
75-100
100-150
150-200
200-300
300-500

8
10

12

14
16

18

2.5

2.5

30
3.5
4.0

5.0

*The globes are assumed to be substantially uniform in brightness.

** Values that obtain with the larger size of lamps.

Definite values for the allowable brightness of luminaires de-

pend on the hanging-height, angle at which the luminaire is

likely to be viewed, the kind of interior, the reflection-factors

of the surroundings such as walls and ceiling, the use for which

the interior is intended, etc. Any specific recommendations must

take these factors into account.

As an average value which may be considered to provide for

average conditions three candles per square inch may be taken.

This value would probal)ly be higher than that desirable in some

interiors and on the other hand there are other conditions where

this value could be exceeded. If however a v.iluo of this onlcr is

used as a limiting value satisfactory results will obtain in most

cases.

The values in Table IV are included as a guide in the proper

selection of size for the enclosing luminaire of good diffusing

glass. Furthermore the brightness obtained with the globe and

lamp sizes used in the table may serve as a working standard in

the design of other luminaires. The higher brightness values

shown in the tables for the larger sizes of lamps are allowed,

for these larger luminaires are generally susj)ende(l higher than

the smaller ones. At these higher hanging-heights luminaires

arc less in the lino of vision.

If may be of interest to compare the brightness of various

light sources presented in Table \' with each other and also

with the values iti T.iblcs HI :uid 1\'.
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TABLE v.—Brightness of Various Light Sources

Source
Brightness
(Candles)

(per sq. in )

Authority

Kerosene flame
Gas flame (fish tail burner)
Welsbach mantel
Acetylene flame (i ft. burner)
Cooper Hewitt mercury.vapor lamp
Crater, open carbon arc
Carbon filament (2.5 1. p. w.)
Graphitized carbon filament (4 1. p. w.)
Tantalum filament (5 1. p. w.

)

Tungsten filament (vacuum lamp)
(81. p. w.)

Tungsten filatnent 50-watt (gas-filled)

Tungsten filament 500-watt (gas-filled)

50-Watt opal-glass bulb (gas-filled)

75-Watt white-coated bulb (gas-filled)

Enameled portion (bowl-enameled lamps)

9
2.7

31

53
14.9

84,000

325
750
580

1,060

2,630

4,500
8.3

13.5
10—15

Ives and Luckiesh
Ives and Luckiesh
Ives and Luckiesh
Ives and Luckiesh
Ives and Luckiesh
Ives and Luckiesh
Ives and Luckiesh
Ives and Luckiesh
Ives and Luckiesh

Ives and Luckiesh
Forsythe
Forsythe
Forsythe
Forsythe

SECTION 5. LIGHT-SOURCES. The previous paragraphs

in deahng with the principles of light-control, have in many ways

involved the amount of light emitted by the source, the size of

the source, the position of the light-source with respect to the

contact-point of the base and so on.

TABLE VI.—Incandescent Gas Manti^es

Type
Number

of
mantles

Gas*
pressure
(inches)

Gas**
consump-

tion
(cu. ft.)

IviRht
output
(lumens)

Dimensions

l^eng^th
(inches)

Diameter
(inches)

Large inverted mantle
Standard inverted

I

I

2.5

2.5
7-59 1977.9 2/2 ^H

mantle
Medium inverted I 2-5

4.78 1285.5 I^ iH

mantle
Small inverted mantle
Small inverted mantle

I 2-5

2.64

1.89

736.4
619-5 i/s

1^16

Cluster unit
Standard upright

3 2.5 3-35 996.5
15/

/]6 H

mantle unit

Small upright
jr. mantle unit

Small thrift

I

I

2.5

2.5

4.83

2-33

1480.3

551-6

3H

2/2

I\l6

11 /

16

upright mantle unit

Small twin thrift

I 3 2.6 375
13 '

16
13/

16

upright mantle unit 2 3 5 813-5 13/
,16

13/
/16

Authority— Laboratories of Welsbach Co.

* Gas pressure measured in inches of water column.
^* Artificial low pressure gas.
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When distributing light by reflection and refraction an accurate

control is afforded and in turn the position of the light-source must

be confined to narrow limits. In the case of diffusely reflected

and transmitted light a less accurate control of light is afforded

and in turn the position of the light-source need not be confined

to these same limits. Inasmuch as a large part of the design of

the luminaire is dependent on the light-source, some of the more

important data pertaining to the light-sources are incorporated

in Tables \^I to IX and in the contour drawings shown in Figures

36 to 4a The data presented in these tables and drawings,

while correct at the time of writing, are subject to change.

TABLE VII.—MuLTiPLE Vacuum Tungsten Lamps

IJulb di-

aineter

(inches)
Volts Watts

Total
lumens Type

M ax. oven
Length
(inches)

ill,
Screw-
base

Straii^ht side

Fo 80

15 129
1 10, 115 25 240
and 120 1 40 404

j

50 5'o
1 60 612

S-I7
S-I7
S-I7
S-I9
S-I9
S-2I

2,'S

2>8

2H
2%

Round bulb— ail frosted

5' „•. Mcdiutn
.Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

no. 115
and 120

15 113*

25 204*

25 225*

40 371*

G-i8>i
G-25
G-25

2 /i«

3^i

3H

3 Id

4 la

4 /i«

Mill typ^

Medium
Mediutu
Medium
Medium

no, 115
and 120

? f". t ! S

no, 1 15

25
50

25
40

15

•-L-Ii.

28.3a

203
420

p.19
p.19

238
348

Tubular

T-io

KuTT)

2H
lit

Medium
Medium

1%

Decorntive Umpit—all frosted

ICO*
loo*

6 Mcflium
M»*<lium

I
G.i6>^

>•/..

Country home Ii}.;htinf;

\C .\ tidi-1 iliirt

10 94
20 196

25 265

40 424

S-I7
G-iH>^
S.17
S-19

2'i

2'li

2%

o It

«»•,
It

[Medium
Moilium
Mr«liutn
iMi-duim

• Approximate value.
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TABLE VIII.—Multiple Gas-Filled Lamps

Volts Watts Total
Lumens

Type
Bulb ^I'l'^-

diameter overall

(iuches) Je"»th
(inches)

Screw
base

Light-
center
length
inches

no, 115
and 120

50

75

75
100

150
200

300
500
750
1000

450**
880
780**

1300
2100
3000
4900
9(>oo

14000
20000

PS-20*
PS-22
PS-22^-*^-

PS-25
PS-25
PS-30
PS-35
PS-40
PS-52
PS-52

5

5V16

67l6

1%
8V16

I37l6

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Mogul
Mogul
Mogul
Mogul

47l6

5 '16

/16

6

7

7

9Y^
9K

Country Home Service

28-32

50
50

75
100

640**

740
1215
1700

PS-20*
PS-20
PS-22
PS-25

2% 5 /16

5^16

67,6

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

4^'l6

57',6

*Opal glass bulb.

** Approximate value.

*** White-coated bulb.

TABLE IX.—Daylight Gas-Filled Lamps

Light

Volts Total Type Bulb Max. over- Screw center
Watts lumens* diameter all length base length

(inches) (inches) (inches)

75 600 PS-22 2 3< 6V16 Medium 4 ^^6
100 900 PS-25 I'A 1% Medium 5Vi«

110,115 150 1400 PS-25 yA 1% Medium 5V16
and 120 200 2100 PS-30 2>H 8V,G Medium 6

300 3400 PvS-35 AVi 9 '7,G Mogul 7
500 5S00 PS-40 5 I0V,6 Mogul 7

Approximate value.
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PART IV

VENTILATION AND RADIATION

Most of the early rulings stated that ventilation was necessary

in order to reduce the temperature of the exposed surfaces of the

luminaire and at the same time to prevent decreasing the life of

electric filament lamps. There is no doubt that ventilation usually

cools the lamp-bulb and some parts of the luminaire to a certain

extent, but this is ordinarily accomplished by a corresponding

temperature rise in other parts.

Ventilation accomplished by holes in the bottom or top of

the luminaire frequently causes the electric wire and socket to be

raised in temperature owing to the circulation of heated air

against these parts. Inasmuch as one of the most important

considerations, from the standpoint of the National Electric Code,

is the temperature of the wire where it is connected to the lamp-

socket, ventilation may in cases of this kind defeat its purpose.

The impression that the life of an incandescent filament lamp

is appreciably shortened by high surrounding temperature has

also led designers to ventilate luminaires in various ways. The

range of filament temperature for regular gas-filled lamps is

approximately from 4,000° F. to 5,000° F. so that the effect of

the temperatures of air usually found in luminaires is so small

as to be unnoticeable even in carefully conducted life-tests. In

those exceptional cases where the surrounding temperatures are

excessively high the lamp will generally show a blistered bulb,

loose base, melted solder and so on before any serious effect is

shown upon the filament.

The ordinary hot-water radiator utilizes the principle of rad-

iation to carry off its heat to the air in the room. The radiator

in this case is of sufficient area to heat the room without being

excessively hot itself and at the same time a large amount of

heat is furnished to the room by the radiator. In a similar way
the luminaire of adequate size will dissipate the heat given off by

the light-source without becoming excessively hot. The advan-

tages to be obtained by utilizing radiation as a means of cooling

are (i) a more uniform temperature of the luminaire; (2) in

many cases a lower temperature of socket and wire than obtained
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by ventilating holes; (3) considerably less depreciation due to the

lessened dust collection on the inside of luminaire and on the lamp
bulb; (4) the elimination of ventilating holes which may be un-
desirable from the standpoint of appearance. That satisfactory

cooling of luminaires can be effected by radiation has been proved
by many non-ventilated luminaires which are now in service.

Such materials as silk, paper and parchment should not be

located too near the light-source in order to prevent deteriora-

tion and to eliminate fire-hazard.

PART V
MAINTENANCE

Maintenance has been considered primarily a function to be

performed by the owner of lighting equipment; however, if

cleaning is given proper consideration during the design of the

luminaire, the cost of maintenance can be reduced to" a niininuini.

The luminaire when new and first installed should deliver and
direct light in the quantity and direction for which it was
designed. To assure sustained performance over a period of

time, the luminaire should be designed with maintenance in

mind. A comparison of the losses due lo i\u>[ and dirt, found

with the open bowl and the same bowl closed with a clear glass

cover, as illustrated in iMgiu'es 41 and 4J respectivclv. will

serve as an example of loss of light diu' to the accumulation

of dust.

CLiAa

Pig- 4» Fif. 4'

Vig. |t, IlltiHtr.iliiiR the lo-mcn of liKttl «ltir »n iliiol on vArtnti* p«r«ii of \hr
oprt) howl liiiiiiri.iir«-.

Vift. 4J. - IlluHlratinK thr Icmr* of liuhl <l»ir to dust wnli ilir rnclo»cJ buwl with
cicar-glaa* top.
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The losses due to the dust with the open bowl may be analyzed

as follows

:

(i.) Light leaving the filament suffers loss upon passing

through the dust layer on the bulb.

(2.) A considerable part of the light leaving the bulb strikes

the bowl which is dust covered ; in passing through this layer to

the bowl there is a loss.

(3.) That part which has gone through the dust layer is re-

flected back and passes again through this same layer with re-

sultant loss.

(4.) Some of the light reflected from the interior of the bowl

passes through the dust covered lamp bulb before leaving the

luminaire and further losses follow, both on entering the bulb

and on leaving it.

In comparison with these losses take the same bowl, enclosed

with a clear glass top so as not to appreciably alter the dis-

tribution of light. With this condition the losses may be analyzed

as follows

:

(i.) Light from the source that passes through the bulb to the

bowl is reflected to the glass top with no appreciable loss due to

dust. In passing through the clear glass top there is the single

loss due to dust collection on the outside surface of this cover.

In both cases there is a loss of the same order of magnitude

due to the dust collection on the outside of the bottom of the bowl

when transmitting media are used.

In addition to the normal collection of dust on the exposed

surface of a luminaire there is the agitation of dust particles

carried by the air when the luminaire is heated by the light-

source.

This action is similar to that found around a radiator. The

heated radiator causes the cold air surrounding it to be raised

in temperature and this heated air rises allowing the cooler air

from below to pass through this same cycle. The heated lum-

inaire produces a similar effect on the surrounding air. The effect

of the shape of the luminaire upon air-currents and dust-

accumulation is worthy of attention. Figures 43 and 44 illustrate

approximately the currents of air in and around luminaires.
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Fig- 43

Figs. 43 and 44.— Illustrating the circulation of air in and around the enclosed

luminaire with and without holes respectively.

When the luminaire itself has openings in it, such as holes in

the bottom, in the holder, or a combination of both, the heated

air in the luminaire rises rapidly through the holes at the top

with an inrush of dust laden cooler air through the bottom open-

ings. This results in a coating of dust over the interior of the

luminaire and lamp-bulb which would not be present if the holes

did not exist. If then a luminaire is purposely designed to sur-

round the light-source so as to reduce losses from dust accumu-
lation a considerable part of its effectiveness is destroyed when
openings of tliis kind are added.

Even the enclosing luminaire with a single bottom opening and

no top oi)cning generally shows a more rapid rate of deprecia-

tion than would be found if the hole were stopped. Tiiis is due

to the "breathing" of the luminaire. When the luminaire is lighted

some of the expanded air i)asscs out through the opening, this in

turn is followed by some of the dust-laden air being drawn
through this opening into the luminaire when the light-sources

are extinguished. As this cycle repeats itself each time the lumi-

naire heats and cools a considerable amount of dust mav enter

through a single oj)ening.

Aside from these losses due to dust collection, deterioration of

surfaces, such as the tarnish of silver, the yellowing of some white

paints, and so on. may result in further losses. In fact a gradual

deterioration takes place with some material which ultimately
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results in the loss of the greater part of the light that is controlled

by the luminaire. In Table X the permanency, ease of cleaning

and other factors that enter into depreciation are shown for the

media commonly used in luminaires.

TABIvE X.

—

Maintenance Factors of Commonly Used Media

Material Deterioration * Restoration Ease of cleaning

Crystal glass None Excellent Excellent
Etched glass None Good Fair

Opal glass None Excellent Excellent
Enamel glass (fired) None Excellent Excellent
Silvered glass Very slight Excellent Excellent
Prism glass None Excellent Fair
Rippled glass None Excellent Fair

Paper Gradual Poor Poor
Parchment Gradual Fair Fair
Mica (art) None Excellent Excellent
Textiles Gradual Fair Poor
Porcelain enamel None Excellent Excellent
Painted surface (matt) Gradual Fair Fair

Painted surface (glossy) Gradual Good Good
Polished silver Rapid Fair Fair
Polished aluminum Gradual Fair Fair
Plaster Gradual Good Fair
Enamel glass (unfired) Gradual Qood Excellent

*Normal interior atmospheric conditions are assumed. Of course all

materials will suffer deterioration under extreme conditions.

PART VI
HOLDERS, HUSKS AND HEELS

There are many mechanical and electrical features involved in

the design of a luminaire with which some designers have given

due consideration, while others have neglected this responsibility.

As this phase of the design of luminaire data does not appear t(>

be properly within the scope of this Code, only those mechanical

features which have to do with lighting results will be dealt with.

For practical purposes it may be said that there is a definite

position or a range of positions for the light-source with a given

luminaire if the results for which the luminaire was designed

are to be obtained. To co-ordinate the efforts of the designer,

the testing laboratories, the merchandiser and those responsible

for installing luminaires two definite reference points should be

adopted one of which is the base cantact-point of the incandes-

cent filament lamp, and the other is the plane drawn through the

minimum diameter of the heel. The latter is shown as line AB
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Figs. 45, 46, 47 and 48.—Illustrating various distances of the base-contact of

lamp from the plane of minimum diameter of heel. These different distances are

represented by different values of LP. Fig. 48 represents the case of a luminaire

(a bowl) without a heel.

in Figures 45 to 47. It is a plane passed through the points of

contact of the holder-screws when such are used. Xo standard

symbol is in use to designate the dimension or perpendicular

distance between the base contact and the plane of minimum
diameter of heel. The symbol, LP, (inii)lyinj^ lamp-position)

is used herewith. For example, this dimension or distance in

Figure 45 is LP = + i. In other words one incli must be added

to the distance of the center of the lamp filament from the base-

contact in order to obtain the distance of the center of the light-

source from the plane of llie heel. In I'igure 46, LP =^ o. In

Figure 47, LP = — i inch, the negative sign indicating that the

distance from the center of the filament to the ])lanc of the heel

is one inch less than to the base-contact of the lamp. The light-

center length, or distance from base-contact to center of filament

can be obtained from ])receiling tables.

Various ])oints of refiixiue ha\e been used heretofore for

locating the light-source with respect to the luminaire. The

most commonly used refereiue points are the top eili^e of the

heel and the base contact of the lanij). This however is open

to serious objection due to the \ariation in the height of the lieel

and also in the variation in the grinding oil of the heel. In

selecting the minimum diameter of heel (the point of contact for

holder screws) the variables likely to be encountered with other

points of refereiue ar<- «^olne\\hat reduced.

For the exceptions where there is no heel. I*igure 4S, the plane

of the top (tf the i:i\\!^K: of the glassware, rellector, etc., and the

base-contact j)oint of the Jilament lamp would Ik* the reference

points and their distance apart wouhl be designated by UV

,
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At present there are a large number of holders, some with lamp

receptacles and others to be attached to the receptacles ; in ad-

dition there are husks to which reflectors and shades may be

attached. All of these devices are for holding reflectors and

shades and therefore play an important part in establishing

definite positions of the light-source with respect to the shade or

reflector. A given reflector may be used with a holder, detach-

able holder or husk of the same general size and in each case

the light-source may be in a different position. To assure un-

iform results with these various types of holders and husks of a

given size, a set of standard dimensions indicating the distance

LP between tjie base-contact of the lamp and the plane of the

holder screws should be adopted. Four values of LP, -'- i

inch, o, — I inch, and —2 inch, are largely in use at present so

that no great confusion would arise in their standardization and

at the same time they will be found to meet a large percentage of

the requirements. This standardization is independent of the

diameter of heel accomodated as it is intended that any size of

these lamp positions can be incorporated with any of the heel

sizes in use. For example, the holders and husks for the ^/i-

inch heel would be available with the four values of LP; that

is, four different distances between the base contact point of the

lamp and the center line of support. Using the suggested symbol

LP for this dimension, a typical holder would be termed 3 -/pincli

holder with an LP dimension of + i inch.

At the present time there are holders coming into use which

are constructed so as to provide the correct position of the light-

source for more than one size of lamp, this being eft'ected in

most cases by placing the lamp receptacle in different positions.

To insure that they be properly used the socket positions and the

corresponding lamp sizes should be clearly marked.

In some of the preceding sections of the Code the means of

affording a control of the lirightness has been dealt with. These

general points of design are the fundamentals to be followed to

obtain satisfactory results. The designer and manufacturer how-
ever are generally at the mercy of the ones responsible for in-

stalling luminaires. For example, an enclosing luminaire of

adeouate size to provide low brightness with a 100-watt lamp

is like'y to be large enough for 2CO-v/att lamp. In equipping
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this luminaire with the lamp of larger size, a briglitness will

result which may render it unsatisfactory.

The size of the heel selected for enclosing luminaires offers

a means in many cases of preventing the use of lamps larger

than that designed for. If an enclosing luminaire for loo- and

150-watt lamp is designed with a four-inch heel, it is obvious

that a larger size of lamp cannot be used. The recommended

sizes of heel for the various sizes of lamps are given in TableXI.

TABLE XI. — Rkcommkndkd PIrkf^ Sizh:s kor thk
Rkspkctivk Lamp Sizfs

Nominal
heel size
(inches)

I^.nnp size
;?a.s-Hlled

(watts)

3^
4
5
6
S

75
100- 150
200
300- 500
75(i-icoo

The overall length of the enclosing luminaire may also be

designed to prevent tlu' use of lamps larger than those for which

it has been designed. As a high brightness may result at the

bottom (;f the luminaire when the light-source is placed too close

to the bottom, the depth of the luminaire should receive due

consideration.

The danger of falling glassware .should be borne in mind and

adecjuale means for its prevention slunild be jirovided. Even the

-mailer pieces of glass hung comparMii\ ely low may cause in-

jury of no small CDnsccjUt iice.

Set-screws are sonieiimes loosened by \ibralion or other causes,

allowing a \):\\{ of the himinaire to t'alL Some consumers arc

demanding a locking device for set-.screws. Whenever feasible

>\\ch a s.ifetv fiatuic should be employed.

Sod. el extensions are often useil in such a manner as to

defeat good lighting. If for any reason, such as an imperative

change in the size or design of the incandescent lamp, the socket-

extension nntst be u'^c(\, its dimensions shouki be such as to locate

the light-source in the piopei |»nsiti<in in the luminaire.
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The medium-to-medium socket-extension is made at the pre-

sent time with a difference between contact-points of about i^
inches, whereas the difference in Hght-center length between the

75-watt and the lOO-watt (also 150-watt) lamp is about seven-

eight inch. The difference in light-center length of the lOO-watt

(also 150-watt) and the 200-watt lamp is about seven-eight

inch. When this adapter is used with a 75-Vv'att lamp in what

would regularly be a 100- or 150-watt luminaire, the filament

of the 75-watt would be one-half inch from the correct position.

The results obtained with enclosing globes of good diffusing glass-

\vare would not be materially altered by this change ; however, with

most open luminaires, such as reflectors and bowls, the distribu-

tion may be materially altered and what is even more serious, a

part of all of the source may become visible thus causing glare.

The desirability of making medium-to-medium extensions with a

seven-eight inch difference between the contact-points is therefore

obvious.

The mogul medium adapter may be used with the 200-watt

lamp in these luminaires designed for the 300- and 500-watt lamp.

The adapter to be correct should have a difference of one inch be-

tween the contact-points. Some manufacturers are now furnish

ing this with the correct dimensions.

The mogul-to-mogul socket-extension can be used with 300-

and 500-watt lamp in those luminaires designed for the 750-

and 1,000-watt lamp. The difference between the contact-points

of this adapter should be 2}4 inches.

PART VII

DEFINITIONS

The confusion which exists among the manufacturer, designer,

dealer, and the public as to the names and what constitutes the

different luminaires makes it desirable to standardize terms and

descriptions for the luminaires commonly used.

Luminaires supported by the ceiling may be divided into two

classes, those fitted close to the ceiling are to be termed ceiling-

type luminaires while the remainder, using chains, tubular or

solid stems, cords and the like are termed suspension-type.
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Bozd-A bowl-shaped luminaire used to produce so-called serni-

indh-^ct or totally indirect lighting. Usually a predominant com-

ponent of light is emitted upward.

Shower-A luminaire consisting of two or more lamps hung

in a downward position.
,

Rosette^A luminaire fitting close to the ceiling conststmg ot

one or more rosettes each containmg a socket.

Candelabra-A luminaire consisting of a number ol hght-

sources mounted as upright imitation candles.

Dome-\ luminaire consisting of large shade wth a w,de

opening at the bottom directing all or a large part o, the hgh

down"' rd. This luminaire can be considered as the rove-se of

the bowl. , . .

The intent of the definition is to classify this umma.re as o e

of large dimensions to be used primarily in the dmu,g room.

Bowl and Sliowcr-A luminaire which is a combinat.on ot the

bowl and the shower.
. , .

, „„..

Enclosing ,lobc-A luminaire, the material ... winch rogatdless

of shape, entirely envelopes the light-source.

Drop Cord-A Unninaire consisting of a cord suspended from

111.- ceiling with one socket attached.

Brackc,^-.\ Unninnire fastened to the wall or to an anule o,

,vl„oh is readily n..,ved whhou, need ,..r taMe.MUg ,. .. odu,

"'S,;'.,-,,,-,.,,,-.
//W A finished outle, in .bo wall baseboard.

floo:. !;.l U. of furnislung, e.c.. .o wbub ,.or.:..Oes :u.l appbancos

m.iy Ik- easily altailu-d.

Respect fullv .snbtnittrd.

COMM.TT..;,: TO C r,.<ATr, w'.m I'lxTrK..: M.VNf..-ACTeKKKS.

M. 1,UCK1KSH. Chairman

\' W Com M IKY. St-iri'(ary

i:/;,'n S.MUK.. Ssv...:.
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DISCUSSION

W. H. RoLiNSON : I have been very much interested in this

report. I think the Committee have done a very valuable piece

of work. Actually, lighting fixtures are sold in many cities by

manufacturers whose standards of quality are very unsatisfactory

from a lighting standpoint. Many of these lighting fixtures have

wires of insufficient size, the attachment of the wires to the

sockets is done carelessly, the lighting center lengths for the

lamp is in many instances improper and the mechanical features

of the fixture which have to do with the character of the ser-

vice are so poor that in many instances not only does improper

lighting result but no light at all is available because of the fail-

ure in these particulars.

I believe these statements are particularly true as regards resi-

dencial lighting fixtures. In most of the apartments in which

I have lived in New York City, I think that in most cases I have

found one or more fixtures in which some of the sockets were

inoperative or mostly so. I would like to suggest, therefore,

that this Committee concern themselves with the mechanical

features of lighting fixtures particularly" as to the character of

sockets, the attachment of wires and size of wires and other

things of this character which are really important from a light-

ing standpoint.

N. D. Macdonald : In the section headed definitions we find

a number of luminaires listed and a suggested definition for each.

Mr. Luckiesh has apparently used these same definitions in the

survey which he described this morning.

It would seem that Mr. Luckiesh has left out, perhaps inten-

tionally, one very large class of luminaires which is becoming

obsolete at the present time; which is the class, that for want of

a better term is called '"chandelier." This is a fixture which is

built up from a number of brackets either gas, electric, or com-
bination and in which the lighting units are pointed up, down,

or at an angle.

The classification given does not seem to provide any place

for such fixtures and yet, at the present time, perhaps 20 per cent

of the fixtures installed are of this type.
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Your Sub-Committee was charged with such an investigation

of the subject of glare as should furnish a sound foundation for

definite research regarding the matter. Much work has been done

in the study of glare but it has mostly been from the subjective

or affective side and has not dealt with sufficiently definite physi-

cal criteria. Impressions of discomfort or fatigue are not with-

out interest but they are too closely connected with environment

and suggestion to furnish definite results. Your Committee has

therefore turned to a study of glare from the standpoint of

visual acuity and shade perception in an endeavor to correlate the

lighting conditions with their specific elYect in hindering vision.

Attacking the matter from this standpoint your Committee defines

glare as follows:

—

Glare is the sensation produced by light so in-

Z'oding the eye os to inJiibit distinct 2'ision.

We distinguish at least three typical varieties of glare based

on the nature of the particular interference with vision produced.

( / ) Veiling glare.

Veiling glare is produced by hght somewhat uniformly super-

imposed on the retinal image, thus reducing the contrasts and

hence the visibility.

It corresponds to the fogging of a ])h()tograi>hic plate which

sui)presses details olhcrwisc \isil)le. rractlcally it is t<">und in

such cases as reading under an ojK'n sk), partifiilarly if there is

a liglit fog, so that the eye is Hooded willi liglit other tlian that

which is reflected from tlie pages of the book. A similar condi-

tion is .sometimes found in trying to see e\en fairly consiMcuous

objects between two skv lit window spaces.

(2) Dazzle (jlare.

Dn/zle glare is ])roduce(l by adventitious light so refracted and

.'icattered as not to form part of the retinal ii;ii-;i-.

Tiiis corresponds s*"»nie\\ hat to tlu- tkire s|h)Is and streaks on a

plat<' due to an iinpeifect or dirty lens or lens nu^unting.

•.\ rrpoit prrBviitrd at the Aiinvial (,'onvrinioii of the Uliimiiiating Kiiijinccr'

inp Sociriy, SwnmpKrott, Mann., Sept. J*, J^* io.'J.

The Illttnunnting KtiK'inrrring Society ii« not rcuponiiiblc for the ttatcmcntt Of

(>f)ini(ir^« ailv;>m (-1I l>v niiil t ihiitor »
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(j) Scotomatic glare.

Scotomatic glare is produced by light of intensity such as to

fatigue the retinal sensativity to below the concurrent limit for

visual images.

Scotomatic glare corresponds in effect with the case of heavy

over exposure in photography.

Dazzle glare is the common form produced by bright lights in

the field of view whether acting directly or by reflection from

bright surfaces. It forms a dazzle field within which ordinary

objects become quite invisible. It is due to causes at or within the

refracting media of the eye.

The scotomatic glare puts a retinal area temporarily out of

business by exhaustion of its active material.

To distinguish still further between these varieties of glare.

In I the eye is functioning quite normally, but shade perception

is impaired by want of contrast. In 2 the retinal images are

violently light struck by the imperfections of the optical system

of the eye. In 3 the cause of trouble is at the retina itself in-

stead of at the object or in the dioptric media. Finally all these

may be complicated by irradiation which' is the spreading of the

visual image beyond the limits of the geometrical image. Its

cause broadly is scattering of light at the retina itself with con-

sequent extension of the stimuli beyond the geometrical image.

It corresponds in the photographic case somewhat to halation but

more accurately to the extension of the image such as is found in

celestial photography where increased exposure makes a differ-

ence in the size of star images not at all corresponding to the

dimensions of the diffraction disc. Incipient scotomatic glare is

often complicated by irradiation combined with imperfect fixation,

so that objects having sharply contrasted detail suffer from the

overlapping of after images upon other elements of the visual

field. Thus in reading in a too brilliant light the negative after

images of the bright elements float over and blur the details.

In attempting to obtain some quantitative ideas of these glare

phenomena a test apparatus was set up as follows :— A test target

45 inches x 58 inches was prepared, having in its centre a per-

foration 1.5 inches in diameter. The target was covered with

white cardboard of known coefficient of reflection approximately
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0.74. The distance of observation was 25 feet. From the centre

of the target circles were struck at radii of 1°, 2°, 3" and 4°, and

on these circles were placed in various position angles black paper

gummed letters. Those chosen were capital "E" and lower case

"c." The "c" had a gap of approximately one foot, the same

width, and an overall height quite exactly five feet. The "E"

was of approximately double these dimensions. The "c"' at this

distance and under various illuminants check with the require-

ments of the vSnellen chart for acuity 20/20, and correspondingly

the "E's" indicated approximately 20/40. For testing the charac-

teristics of glare a small flood light was provided for the target,

but incandescent lamps of various sizes were applied as glare

lamps behind the central hole in the target, and finally an auto-

mobile spot light was used for i)roducing extreme dazzle glare

such as is a serious matter in automobile practice. A Sharp-Millar

phr>tometer and a foot-candle meter especially calibrated were

used to measure the intensities and brightness for the various

conditions of the experiments. The preliminary observations were

made by the three members of your sub-committee.

VEILING GLARE
To determine the characteristics of veiling glare a small sight

box was preparr'd lia\iiig an aj)ei"ture some J i;u-hes in diameter

through front and back of the box. which was j)ainled dead

black, Vvhile across the line of sight at an angle of 45 degrees

was placed a lantern slide ])late illuminated throngh an o|)ening in

the side of the box from a type C incandescent lamp between t)|)al

shade screens. As one looked at the target there was therefore

present a char \ii'W of the target thr<)UL;li tlu- glass upon which

could be snpeiimj)ose(l by shifting the opal glass along the pho-

tometer bar a \ariable amount of veiling glare. Il.uing ascer-

tained tli.it with an ilhunination of (>,'» foot e.mdle i>n the target

the "c" is just visible or acuity 20/20, veiling glare was intro-

duced until atnity fell below 2o/.|0 so that the positions of the

"K's" cfnild just be distinguished. At this degree of veilinjj

glare the interference with visit)!! was very marked aiul attempt

ing to read the characters appeared to cause rapid fatigue. Using

the Sharj)Millar inslnnnents for a brightness photometer the

ratio of bjiiditmss from the two sources was determined and
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from the reflection coefficient of glass the final ratio of r-—

was found to be 2.6. Small amounts of veiling glare were found

to produce very little loss of acuity or discomfort, but a glare

brightness equal to or greater than the surface brightness would

certainly prove very objectionable. This particular form of 2;larc

appears to operate wholly through degradation of contrast. The
original contrast of the black paper and the standard cardboard

was practically 1:15. The introduction of the amount of veiling

glare just noted reduced this contrast to i : 54 m 0.0185 which

checks quite accurately with the ordinary values of Fechncr's

fraction. And one can for objects within fairly easy acuity esti-

mate the extinguishing value of veiling glare thus

:

Be ^
bTTIT,

>^-°"

Here B^ is the brightness of the object, B^ as before that of

the surrounding surface, and B^ that of the veiling glare. As
Fechner's fraction increases the veiling glare required seriously

to interfere with seeing decreases and vice versa. With rela-

tively poor contrast with objects in the background a very small

amount of glare suffices to cause trouble. One might at first

associate this simple veiling glare with the difficulties in seeing

broufiht about by glossy paper. This view is incorrect, since save

under exceptional conditions all the light which reaches the eye

has been reflected from the page. The difficulty in seeing print

on shiny paper from which there is specular reflection comes from

absolute increase of brilliancy sufficient to cause serious irradia-

tion or, in the case of specular reflection, from loss of contrast

in the print. Much printer's ink reflects specularly a considerable

amount of light so that its contrast with the surrounding paper

is greatly reduced. Preliminary experiments with a wedge pho-

tometer showed difference in contrast in ratio as great as 4:1.

Precisely this sort of thing occurs in the case of an oiled road

which often gives distressingly brilliant reflections.

DAZZLE GLARE

In determining this the target was illuminated to a known

amount and then a lamp of knovv'n candlepower was allowed
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to shine through the central hole. This hole was of dimension

which fell far within Charpentier's limit, that is, the retinal image

w-as of so small dimensions that it acted as a unit and hence the

brightness of the aperture was determined merely by the candle-

power of the light behind it, the entire area being effectively

illuminated. Under these conditions it was found that the tar-

get as a whole emitted in the direction of observation 0.003 candle-

power per square inch for each foot-candle of illumination v»hich

is equivalent to 5.8 millilamberts. Similarly each 100 candle-

power in the glare lamp behind the aperture gave 56.5 candle-

power per square inch of aperture or unitary brightness in the

glare object of 110 millilamberts. From lliese data the values

of B^ and IV were obtained for tlic \arious conditions of the

experiments.

In brief the results were as follows :--

A 50 candlepower type B lamp as glare lamp produced a

dazzle area of nearly 1° radius so that letters on the i^ circle were

much reduced in legibility but still visible. The illuminalion on

the screen was 2.25 foot-candles.

A 200 candlepower tyi)e C lamj) as glare lamp with I again

ecjual to 2.25 fool-candles obliterateil the letters on i*-' circle and

greatly reduced the legibiHty of those on tlic j cink*.

With I = 0.5 foot-candle and 200 candlepower glare lamp the

da;<zle area extended over tin- j^ circle and o]>!iterated il greatly

impairing also the 3- circle.

At 1 - 0.3 foot-candle and 200 candlrpow n glate lamp the

"E's" on the 4" circle were diflicult, nothing inside this clearly

N'isible. Radius of dazzle area fully 5'\ The screen illumination

was too low for normal acuity, acuity being reduced to about

20/40.

I r=r 5.9 200 candlepower glare l.nni> as before left everything

easily visible except the "c's" in the 1 circle and e\en these could

be m.i<lc out with some diriiculty. The radius of the daz/le area

about I .

With a 500 watt t;lare lamp. I - 0.8 fool-candle everything was

obliterated except an occasion.al "I!" in the 4" circle. Radius of

daz/le si»ot nearlv 6'^.
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I = 2.0 foot-candles 500 watt glare lamp reduced the circle

of legibility to about 3°. Over the whole dazzle was about 5° in

radius.

At I = 7.5 foot-candles 500 watt glare lamp left e\erything

clear except the 1° circle.

In all these experiments occvilting the glare lamp left every-

thing sharply visible and there was no troublesome scotoma.

Finally an automobile spot light was used giving apparent

candlepower of approximately 15,000 in an area of about 28

square inches.

With I zz: 6.5 foot-candles on the screen all the characters were

obliterated and the radius of the dazzle area exceeded 10°.

At a screen illumination I z= i foot-candle everything v\'as of

course obliterated and the flare extended over the whole visible

field.

In all these experiments the background brightness apparently

determined to a limited extent the radius of the dazzle area.

With the 500 watt lamp the brightness hnd to be reduced to

ap»proximately i per cent by means of a wedge photometer be-

fore the dazzle completely disappeared. The dazzle rays were

not perceptibly polarized so that no relief was obtained l)y ex-

amining them with a Nicol prism.

SCOTOMATOUS GLARE

Only in case of the spot light was scotomalous glare of any

material extent observed and this disappeared \\ iihin two or three

minutes. After the brief period of fixation necessary to ex-

amine the target some of these experiments were repeated with

quite concurrent results.

CONCLUSIONS
'I'hc net results of these experiments and others like them have

been to show that of the three varieties of glare dazzle glare is

of far the most serious consequence. It interferes greatly with

vision and is found in practical cases of bad illumination more

frequently than the other varieties. In particular it is dazzle glare

from reflected light that is a common and serious fault in in-

dustrial illumination deserving further investigation. Dazzle glare

from a near-by object impairs the vision over a considerable

angular area as related to more distant objects of \'ision. The
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sensation is always unpleasant and the reduction of acuity and

shade perception as well very great.

Veiling glare as such is comparatively rare, rather easily avoided

and, depending as it does wholly on the reduction of contrast,

can be reckoned with comparative readiness.

Scotomatic glare is rarely troublesome with small light sources,

since it occupies a very small angular area on the retina and is

much less troublesome than the usually accompanying dazzle

glare. It is a familiar fact that increase in the area of the

luminous source may apparently reduce the amount of dazzle

which would exist were the light concentrated in a small area.

One can see looking alongside a source of given total intensity

the more easily as the area from which the lii^dit is given is in-

creased, but with the larger area the scotomatic effect increases,

and on looking away from the source the area affected is projected

as a large and dark patch which necessarily interferes some-

what with \ision to an extent which ought to be carefully deter-

mined.

In view of its preliminary investigation }(nir Committee recom-

mends as to the directions in which research should be pointetl :

—

1. Thai a (|uantitative study be made of veiling i;lare with

respect to the extent by which reduction of contrast actually

interferes with acuity so as to j)ro(luce discomfort. This should

include comparison of veiling glare with a iiu-rc rrduclion of tlu-

contrast between the object observed, as between test letters and

their background.

2. With resi)ecl to dazzle glare a w idr licld is ojx'ii for study.

In th.i- first place it is not dcfiiiitriv Unoun iust Imw and where

in tli<- refractive media the etfeel is produced, and in particular

a (|uantitati\(' examination of the extension of tiie dazzle area

with increasi- in intensity of the imidetU light is much needed.

The lirst matlei may be materially facilitated by studv of the eye

muhr flu- inlluence of inMlriatic^. and the effect of monochro-

matic liidit should be included in the investigation. The rela

tion between extent of da/zle idaic. brightness of source and

brightness of background should be woiKed «»ut b\ ((uantitativr

exixiinients so that it nia\ dclniitely apj)ear what the effect of a
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given source, either of direct or reflected li^dit, is going to be on

the general visibility of the field.

This Study should be extended to the examination of sources

of gradually increasing area to determine the extent to which

reduction of intrinsic brilliancy and increase of area may relieve

the glare conditions for a given illumination as tested by measure-

ments of acuity and shade perception. It is well known that

when the luminous area considerably exceeds Charpentier's limit

the glare relations are materially changed. The extent of this

change is important to be determined.

3. Finally as regards scotomatic glare your Committee recom-

mends that the studies made with light sources of considerable

area be extended to make clear their effect not only in reducing

dazzle glare, but in lowering the retinal sensibility so as to inter-

fere with vision through the production of negative after-images

of the luminous area. Exposure to very large luminous sources,

even of low brilliancy, materially lowers the state of adaptation

of the eye and examination should be made of the extent to which

this practically interferes with normal acuity and shade per-

ception under the conditions of brilliant illumination from widely

diffused sources.

Quantitative examinations in all these varieties of glare based

on the variations in acuity and shade perception produced arc

imperatively needed to put the subject upon a definite basis freed

fro;n subjective impressions and unconscious suggestion.

Respectfully submitted,

SUB-COMMITTEE ON GLARE,

Louis Bell, Chairman

L. T. Troland
F. H. Verhoeff



GENERAL SECRETARY'S REPORT FOR THE
FISCAL YEAR 1921-1922

BY CLARENCE L. LAW

INTRODUCTION

During the period just passed, constituting the sixteenth fiscal

year of the Society, a decided progress has been shown as a

result of the Society's activities. The foundation for future work

has been made during the past administration which should de-

velop most interesting results. The dissemination of the Society's

principles and practices should necessarily be promoted through

the medium 'of sections and chapters and it is therefore fitting

that some effort be made to increase the existing membership of

these sections and chapters. A committee for this purpose was

appointed by the President and through this medium it is hoped

that there v.ill be an increase in the number. Meetings have been

held regularly in the various cities whore we have representation.

The character of the papers presented under discussion were of

the usual high standard and shows a conliimed interest in t!ic

subject of lighting.

COUNCIL

The Council of llu- Society during the pnst year had meetings

regularly each month with ihr exception of July and August

when the Executive Committee lransacte<l t!ie necessary business.

The usual keen interest has been manifested by the individual

members during the transaction of the Society's atTairs. The

General ntTice has lieen conducted without any cb.ange in the

personnel of the staff. The individual members of the Council

have endeavored tf) assist the various roininittre chairmen and

the members in carrying out the many details of tluir committee

work.

MI'.MHI'.KSIMI'

The membershij) of tin- Siniety is (h\id«<l nilo tour citisses:

member, associate member, student member and sustaining mem
ber. It may be of interest to note some statistics regarding each

class in order to lonvcv an i<lea of the membership »;tatus.

'51
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Sustaining Members: From this source is derived the largest

revenue, which is approximately 30 per cent of the total revenue

of the Society. As of September 30, 1922, the sustaining mem-
bers were 80 in number and had contributed an annual income of

$6,579.50. The corresponding figures for the last year show 87

sustaining members who contributed an income of $8,1 12.50. The
decrease in revenue for the past fiscal year from this source w^as

$1,533 f^^ ^ decrease of 18.8 per cent. Although the Society may
have nothing tangible to show as a result of sustaining member-

ship, there can be most assuredly pointed out advantages accruing

to companies as a result of affiliation. To this class of member-

ship the Society will assist as far as possible in the direction of

furnishing information of any character pertaining to illuminating

engineering.

Members: From this source is derived 26 per cent of our

revenue. The number of members this year is 384 as compared

with 384 at the end of last year. The revenue derived this year

was $5,732.49 against $5,707.50 last year, an increase of 0.4 per

cent.

Associate Members: From this source is derived 24 per cent

of our revenue. The number of associate members this year is

810 as compared with 799 last year, a net gain of 11. The

revenue derived this year was $5,699.73 against $5,820.99 last

year, a decrease of 2.1 per cent.

Student Members: There has as yet been no activity in ob-

taining new members of this class. There is a very promising

field for effort in this direction through the medium of our chap-

ters, and it is hoped that during the coming year this class of

membership will be fostered.

In Table I is found a detail summary of the total membership

of the Society for the present fiscal year. Fig. i shows the total

membership at the end of each year from 1906 to date.

LOCAL REPRESENTATIVES

The Local Representatives of the Society now number thirty-

five, and are situated in twenty-two states of the Union, iiu

Australia, Canada, and South Africa; in September, 1915, the

Society had nine Local Representatives.
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TABLE I.

Class of membership
Honorary
members Members Associates

Sustainiug
Total members

Membership Oct. I, 1921 2 384 799 1183
Additions

Transferred 3 4
New members qualified 34 137
Re-elected 3 I

Re-instated 5 8

Sub-total 45 150
Deductions

Deceased 3 5
Resigned 20 47
Dropped 18 84
Transferred 4

45

3

Sub-total 139
Increase II II

Membcrsliip Oct. I. 1922 2 384 810 1194
Net Increase During
Year in Membership II 14

87
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YEARS
FIk- '• -V;iri:ii ion in Mcinlici vliip siiUT H)"'<

'riu* fiiiKiionin^' of (lie l.oc.il l\r|)ii-srntati\c is important ami

offers \i\i:\\\ possibilities in fintlu'riii^^ llu- artivilics of tin- Society.

Kvcr\' stale ill ijic I 'nion slionbl lia\c at K-ast oiu- I.oca! Kcprc-

sentalivc to proiniilL^alc tlic aims and objects of our Society.

SI'XTIONS .WD ^11 M'TI'.KS

.\n incii-asini; intdtst on the p.u I of many who are not mem-

bers of the Society is indicated in the annnal reports received

from the various secti<»ns an<l chapters. 'The policy of holdin^^

joint meetings with other ori^anizations ami technical societies
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by the sections and chapters has proved fruitful in bringing about

this added interest. The papers discussed at these meetings were

of value and a large number of them have been published in the

Transactions.

Many valuable suggestions were included in these annual re-

ports for improvement in the management of the sections. These

items covered details of attendance, exhibition, membership,

papers, and publicity.

The following table gives the average attendance, and the num-

ber of papers presented at the Section and Chapter meetings.

TABLE II.

Nntiiber of Papers Averag^e
Section meetinjjs presented attendance

Chicago 6 6 62

New England 5 7 48
New York 8 14 138
Philadelphia 8 10 134

Chapter

Cleveland 3 3 40
Toronto 8 8 38

COMMITTEES
'

Committee on Editing and Publication: The Committee on

Editing and Publication has functioned continually since its ap-

pointment, and upon taking office found itself handicapped in the

issuing of the Transactions due to the printers' strike and the

discussion regarding the change in form of the Transactions.

However, this committee gradually decreased the delay, and has

supervised the publication of the ten issues covering the past

administrative period.

In January the change in the style of the Transactions was

made which, in the opinion of the committee, has made them more

attractive and more in accord with the progressive journals of

other societies.

The number of the Transactions has been increased to ten

during the year, which includes a monthly journal. A new feature

is the monthly editorial written and signed by men prominent in

the Society commenting on questions of timely interest. A sec-

tion entitled "Reflections" has also been included which seems to
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be of interest to the membership. Abstracts of papers of general

interest in addition to papers presented to the Society are also

embodied in the new form.

An unusual sale of reprints has been made during the past

year. In order to present an idea of this increase a comparison

has been made with last year, which shows that this year a sale

of 14,733 reprints was made with a total profit to the Society of

$349.42 against a sale of 875 reprints the previous year, with a

net profit to the Society of $13.37.

The Editing and Publication Committee in its report makes

some excellent recommendations to the new committee to make

the Transactions more attractive.

Committee on Membership : The Membership Committee ha5

worked energetically to create enthusiasm in order to secure new
members, and has received the co-operation of a large percentage

of the membership including some of our Associate ^tembers.

Despite business conditions and the fact that other technical

societies have shown a falling off, our membership has increased

over last year.

Committee on Nomenclature and Standards : This cmnmittec

is presenting a report in detail of its work during the past year.

The term "Luminaire" which was recommended by the com-

mittee last year has been formally approved by a resolution of

the Standards Committee of the American Institute of FJectrical

Engineers.

The committee repcjrts further progress in view of the fact

that the Society's reports on Nomenclature and Standards have

been formally approved as American J^taiidard !)y the American

Engineering Standards Committee on July 11. H)22.

Committee on Lightiyu] Lefjislation : During the year ig-M, the

I. E. vS. Code of Lighting Factories, Mills an<l Cither Work
Places was revised by the Committee on Lighting Legislation in

co-operation with a S((tional Committee acting under the aus-

pices of the American iCngineeiing St.indaids Committee. On
December ^i. i(>jr, the Code was unanijiionsly apj)r<)ved by the

A. Iv v^. C. as the American Standard.

The policy of the committee has been to bring the Code to the

attention of Departments of Labor and Lnhistrial I'oards and
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to co-operate with them In introducing the Code. Among the

organizations with which the Committee has actively co-operated

during the past year is the International Association of Industrial

Accident Boards and Commissions. The Code is in force in six

states as follows : California, New Jersey, New York, Oregon,

Pennsylvania and Wisconsin. It is being tried out in Ohio and

Massachusetts. Several other states now have the adoption of the

Code under consideration.

The Factory Lighting Code of New York was revised during

the year in respect to the glare rule and also the rule relating to

minimum intensity of light required for detailed industrial opera-

tions and processes. The revision was effective May i, 1922.

During the year a law was passed in New York State giving

the Industrial Commission jurisdiction over the matter of Safety

in Places of Public Assembly. A code is now being prepared

which will include the subject of lighting. The Commission has

requested the Committee on Lighting Legislation to advise as to

safe lighting requirements.

The Council has authorized the committee to revise the School

Lighting Code, issued by the Society in"i9i8. Data for this re-

vision are being gathered.

The International Commission on Illumination has planned a

conference to be held in 1924 at which an effort will be made to

bring about uniformity, so far as is practicable, in the Factory

Lighting Codes and School Lighting Codes of various countries

and states. The Committee on Lighting Legislation is co-operat-

ing in this movement.

CONCLUSION
In concluding this brief report may I take the opportunity to

express my appreciation for the assistance which has been ren-

dered me, not only during the past year, but during the entire

term of my five years in the office of General Secretary. It has

not only been an honor but a ])leasure to serve in that capacity and

to aid in the promotion of the Society's affairs and well being.

In turning over the office, I do so with the hope that my successor

as General Secretary will find his associations with the work and

the members a real benefit and pleasure as I have.
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APPENDIX

New York, October i6, 1922.

Illuminating Engineering Society,

29 West 39th Street,

New York City.

Dear Sirs

:

Pursuant to my engagement, I have audited your accounts for

the fiscal year ending September 30, 1922, and present appended

hereto the following Statements

:

Exhibit I—Balance Sheet, September 30, 1922.

Exhibit 2—Statement of Income and Expenses—For Fiscal

Year Ending September 30, 1922.

The Cash in bank and in office was proved correct. The

Liberty Bonds, in the custody of the Treasurer, were not ex-

amined. The inventories were estimattxl by the office staff at

the figures shown. Furniture and fixtures was increased by $-148,

representing the cost of partitions, etc.. in your present office.

Depreciation has not been deducted from this asset as the actual

depreciation of value is small.

The v^tatement of Inconn- and iCxpcnses (Exhibit 2) is com-

piled on an accrual basis. Its first section shows the income and

expenses pertaining to the year ending Sept. 30. i<u'2. and shows

a Net Income of $3.40.02.

Adjustments jxTtaining to \\\v prior yc.ir .iic shown in tlu* last

section of Exhibit J and tlu'ir natnn- is statid thniin. Tiu" Not

Total tliciTof is $1 /)5.|.55. which dcihuti-d fioni the Net Iiuonu*

—

Current Year, $340.02, makes a Net DrfKit of $i..U I 5.V

The Surplus at Oct. i, i<)Ji was $3.>^47 3^^

and <l(flucting the Net Deficit of 1..V4 53

leaves tin- Snr|)lns at Scj)!. 30, \()2^, :\\ 2,53^.77

Resf)ect fully submitted.

(Signed) KknnETh I'AiKnANKS.

Certified I'uhlic Accountant
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EXHIBIT I

BALANCE SHEET—SEPTEMBER 30, 192J

Assets

Cash in Bank and Office $ 844.23
Liberty Bonds 3,000.00

Accounts Receivable

:

Members' Dues $ o
Associate Members' Dues 8.50
Sustaining Members' Dues 400.00
Initiation Fees o
Transactions 22.59
Advertising 3.50
Miscellaneous 84.48 519-07

Inventories

:

Badges and Reprints
Transactions—Illustration Cuts

Furniture and Fixtures

LlABlI,ITlES

Accounts Payable—X'ouchered
Accounts Payable—Estimated
Dues and Fees Paid in Advance
Transactions Paid in Advance

Loan for Educational Purposes
Surplus

Surplu.s—Oct. I, 192

1

Less—Net Deficit, Year Ending Sept. 30, 1922

Surplus—Sept. 30, 1922

128.00

270.00 398.00

1,033-30

$5,794.60

$ 95.09

6.75

$2,809.99

350.00

101.84

2,532.77

$5,794.60

$3,847.30

1.314.53

2,532.77
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EXHIBIT 2

INCOME AND EXPENSES FOR FISCAL YEAR
ENDING SEPTEMBER 30, 1922

Income

Members' EHics

Associate Members' Dues
Sustaining Members' Dues

Initiation Fees
Back Dues
Transactions Sales
Advertising Sa'es
Miscellaneous Sales
Royalties on Sales

Interest—B^nk
Interest—Liberty Bonds

Total Income

$573249
5,69973
6.579-50 $18,011.72

360.00

1.387.83

1.483.50

407.02
10.80

107.18

108.75 -215.93

$21,885.80

Expenses

Transactions
General Office Expenses

:

Salaries $6 566.LO

Rent 1,560.00

Priating, Stationery. .Supplies 558.16

Postage 375-91

Telephone, Telegrams, Express 22253
Miscellaneous 782.97

Committee Expenses 37 1 64
Committee on Education, Expenses ii7-50

International Commission on Illumination 300. (X)

Educational Course Preparatory Expense o

New "^'ork Section 52980
PliiUidilphia Section 506. J3

Chicago Section 367.06

New England vScctiou 34823
San I'rancisco Chapter o

Clev( 'and Cliapter 873
Toronto Chapter O

Convention Expenses

\( t inc<im( Cnri<-nt ^'^•ar

Adjiistnunts of Pri«»r Year I*",xi)rnsrs

Tk.\nsactions I^x|)ense :j^i.5u2 85

Convention of 102 1 Exoen«;f^ 290 16

Arcotmts unroljcctiblr 12. 70

Total $1,805 7

«

l.esn- E<Iucational Coui sr E\p<nv(s

Refunded 1511^

Nc! Delkil (l)cdmt«d fioiu Suiplu*.)

$ 7.047 78

10.065.57

7.V14

1.7O0.I1

1.883. 18 21.54578

$ 340.02

1.654 t;?;



ABSTRACTS
In this section of the Transactions there will be used (i) abstracts

of papers of general interest pertaining to the field of illumination ap-

pearing in technical journals, (2) abstracts of papers presented before

the liUiniinating Engineering Society, and (3) notes on research prob-

lems now in progress.

LIGHTING IN RELATION TO SAFETY

This is the subject of a pamphlet issued by the Edison Lamp
Works of the General Electric Company and is one of a series

of bulletins on the general subject of lighting. Because of the

greatly increasing interest in the safety movement from both the

welfare and the financial points of view a study of the relation

of adequate illumination to safety is of interest. A discussion of

the magnitude of the safety question is followed by examples of

improper lighting—glaring lights, insufficient lighting, improperly

placed lights, etc.—and of correct and adequate lighting to show

how safety is retarded or promoted thereby. The pamphlet

states

:

'"In a well lighted shop, obstructions being more readily- visible, are much
more likely to be removed, or even if not removed, are likely to be seen

by the v.orkmen, and thus accidents are avoided.

Similarly, over a wide range of conditions, good illumination is the

best possible warning of danger, facilitating the removal of the cause

and further helping the employee to see any dangerous conditions and

thus avoid danger. An employee is certainly- entitled to this protection.

Few employers would think of letting a blind man go in among powerful

machine? in a workshop, yet it often happens that they render an employee

partial!}- blind by glaring or inadequate illumination.

It is impossible so to guard a sharp-cutting tool that it is not

possible for an operator to reach its danger point. If it is not clearly

visible, injury is liable to occur, even though the best obtainable device

is used.

A peculiarity of good lighting is that it differs from many other safe-

guards in that it assists rather than impedes the workman, thus contribut-

ing toward raising the quality and quantity of the product. In other

words, it pays from every point of view."
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I

The writer also points out the value of proper lighting for

automobiles, public and private buildings and streets, asserting:

"In all walks of life, and in all occupations or recreation, artificial

illumination is a necessity, not alone from the standpoint of making move-
ments possible through the ability to see, but also from the humanitarian

standpoint of assisting in making all of these safe."

RESTORATION OF BURXED-OUT IXCAX-
DESCENT LAMPS

BY II. LUX

The article gives a review of the many possible methods of

renewing the broken or burned-out filaments of incandescent

lamps. Four main methods for such renewals are known: (i)

The glass bulb may be made with a joint in the first place; (2)

the bulb may be opened at the exhaustion tip; (3) same as in

(2), but additional openings are made near the base of the lamp;

(4) the bulb is cut o])en along the base and afterward rcscalcd.

The fourth method is being used to some extent in England ami

Germany, where the j)resent high cost of new lamps makes tiie

renewing of old lamps a commercial success.

—

ZeitSihrijt flir

Bcleuchluiuisivesen, Aug. i.^ and 31. 19JJ.

THE USE Ol'^ LI(;iIT IX IKX^IMTALS

The Illuminating Engineering v^ocitty ( London) arranged a

if)int discussion with llu- !\oy;il Soi"iet\' of Medicine to discuss the

chief problems in tin- use of light for hospitals, particular atten-

tion being devoti'd to lighting of wards and operating tables. The

introductory pajx-r l)y Mr. Darch was snppK'nu'nti-d by a series

of (|ncstions with the object of inxiting additional information,

'i'hc in!rodiKtoi\- |)a|)(r tells the re(|nireinents f(»r lighting operat-

ing tables, 'i'hese i (Minireineiits are \erv exactini.^. The discus

sion brought out \aluable in t'ormatiou on lighting of hospitals in

general, wards, oj)erating tables, speri.d inspection lamps, micro-

scoi>e illumination, illumination of colored objects, the lighting

of |>athological museums an<l the lighting of disprnsaries. Jllu

nitnatin<i linf/iticcr ( London), \'oi. XV, No. 6.



LIGHT AND ILLUMINATION*

SUGGESTED RESEARCH SUBJECTS SUITABLE FOR GRADUATE

AND UNDERGRADUATE THESES

Compiled by the Committee on Education, Illuminating

Engineering Society

August, 1922

This list of research subjects covers a wide range of adaptability to

different conditions and to investigation of varying degrees of experience.

Great care should be exercised by instructors in charge of the thesis so

that the student will undertake a subject well suited to his individual

needs. The subjects have been suggested by a number of the most

successful investigators in the illumination field. The chairman of the

committee on education will be glad to put any investigator in touch

with the proposer of a listed topic, or to afford any other assistance

within his power. Inquiries should be sent to F. C. Caldwell, Ohio State

University, Columbus, Ohio.

BRIGHTNESS

A survey of typically lighted interiors to determine brightness

of source and other surfaces.

COU)R

The collection of data regarding color vision.

Light for matching colors for use under artificial illuminants.

Light for matching colors for daylight use.

Can color of sky, clouds, etc. be expressed as a color tempera-

ture above 5,000° or is there distortion?

DAYLIGHT PROBLEMS

A detailed survey of factory day-lighting in any industrial cen-

ter.

Window design (factory, office or school) from the stand-

point of good lighting.

The changing colors of daylight, diurnal, seasonal, etc.

Abstracted from tlie .intuuil report of th« Conniiittte on Education for 1921-1922.
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Sky brightness and color as meteorological indications of immi-

nent weather conditions.

Show window lighting with a view of eliminating daylig^ht re-

flections.

ELECTRIC ADVERTISING ECONOMICS

Cost of electrical advertising displays and their value in terms

of circulation as compared with newspaper, magazine, street car

and other forms of advertising.

Relation of number and permanency of impressions to circula-

tion, for electrical advertising as compared with other forms.

Study of economically desirable period of change in copy or

form of electrical advertising displays of various characters.

ILLUMINATION

A survey of illumination on eye-charts in use by opticians

and oculists.

A detailed survey of factory artificial lighting in any industrial

center.

A detailed survey of store window lighting in any locality.

The drawing power of light in a store
;
provide increased illu-

mination for counter or section, and note the relative number

and value of sales.

A survey of the lighting in college study rooms.

What are the safe minimum intensities required in various

industrial operations and processes?

Proper ratio of minimum daylight intensity to aiiificial light

intensity.

Factory lighting in its relation to production.

The economic aspect of street lighting- saving through decreasf

in crime—lesser police force — decreased accidents. Promotion

of business through greater use of streets at night, greater cheer

fulness, etc., (several theses).

Speed of drafting as affected bv Illumination with many ob-

servers.

Speed of rending as afferted bv ilhiinination with manv ob

servers.

The feasibility of planning or analyzing industrial lii,'hting upon

th( basic of the brightness of working surfaces rather than upon

the bnsi«; of foot -candle v.-dnc^ u|)oii tho'^^ surfaces.
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Surveys of maintenance found in different classes of lighting,

(several theses).

ILLUMTNANTS

Voltage—actinic studies of artificial illuminants.

Voltage—candlepow^er studies of modern illuminants.

Photographic characteristics of the mercury-vapor light.

A study of the true evaluation of lamp quality.

GLARE

Study of glare due to daylight, as affected by varying condi-

tions, as of brightness, volume, contrast, etc. Obtain judgments

of many observers, (several theses).

Permissible glare under various conditions as of brightness,

volume, contrast, time of exposure, etc., (several theses).

Permissible glare from flood-lights under various conditions,

(many observers, several theses).

Glare studied from the points of view of the following five

factors or combinations of two or more, (a) Intrinsic bright-

ness, (b) Candle-power in the direction of the eye, (c) Angular

position of the light source, (d) Brightness contrast with the

background, (e) Length of time the eyes are exposed, (many

observers, several theses).

A study of the methods of determining and classifying degrees

of glare.

Design of illuminated signal system for handling street traffic

of a given city.

Specifications and measurement of glare, development of a

practicable, portable measuring instrument.

Speed of reading as affected by veiling glare, (many observers).

LIGHTING ACCESSORIES

Depreciation of lighting units due to dust collection in different

classes of use, as schools, factories, etc., (several theses).

Depreciation of lighting systems due to darkening ceiling and

walls in different classes of use, (several theses).

Relations between ventilation and temperatures (including dust

deposits) of enclosing lighting units.

Where a large number of similar globes or reflectors are avail-

able, a studv to determine variations from the mean transmission.
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A Study of the brightness relation on typical luminaires com-

paring average maximum brightest square inch, brightest half

square inch, brightest one-quarter square inch.

MISCKLLAaKOUS

A survey of local homes, to give number of occupants, number

of rooms, number of outlets, number and wattage of lamps, classi-

fication of fixture equipment.

A study of electrical resistance of glass under various tempera-

tures. (This has to do chiefly with incandescent lamp bulb manu-

facture).

Radium salts, applications to electric lighting devices, and fur-

niture.

Use of incandescent lamps in japanning ovens as a substitute

for gas or oil.

PHOTOMETRY

A comparative study of the portable illumination measuring

devices, such as Macbeth Illuminometer, The Sharp-Millar Photo-

meter, the Holophone Light Meter and the Weber Photometer.

In direct measurement of sources of different colors the de-

termination of the relative candlepower of lamps at different

voltages over a considerable range, or of lamps of different types.

Such measurements to be made by considerable numbers of oh-

sei*vers.

Comparison of results obtained by o(|uality of brightness and

flicker methods and determination of the effect of conditions

such as field size and field l)rightness.

Relative precision of measurements by c(|ualitv of bri^htiiess

and flicker methods and under ditlercnt conditions such as dif-

ferent ranges in color diflerences and different field c<inditions.

The collection of data from numbers ot' obserNers on the results

obtained with typical color difTercnces. with equality of !>right-

ness and flicker pliotnmeler methods.

The choice of a satisfactory standard ni<-lh(i(l for the comparison

of lights of different colors.

On the efTect of variation of brightness of fiehi size on \hv

o])served relative brightness of light*^ of different colors.

On the cfTect of brightness of the surrounding field on the .sen-

sitivity of the photometric instrument and of the color of the sur-

rounding field on the results obtained.
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The effect of position of source in the sphere photometer.

Effect of variation of size and position of screens in measuring

sources, which have different distributions of light, in the sphere

photometer.

Effect of lack of perfect diffusion in window and in sphere

photometer surface.

Effect of lack of perfect whiteness of window and sphere photo-

meter surface in comparing lights of different colors.

The errors entering into spectrophotometry, particularly due to

feeble fields of view, stray light, etc.

Comparison of reflection factor measurements using light inci-

dent, (i) diffusely, and (2) normally on the surface. The first

is the standard sphere reflectometer method ; the second, the older

distribution method.

PROJECTION, MOVING PICTURES

Investigation on the intermittent used on motion picture ma-

chines ; also other characteristics of the optical system.

A study of the functioning of shutters on motion picture pro-

jectors particularly with reference to the limiting blade require-

ments for single and double disc shutters and including both solid

and translucent blades, (with a student of psychology).

A study of the relation of picture size (on screen) to satis-

factory projection. This would involve considerations of bright-

ness, distance of observer from screen, angle with screen, etc.

Eye fatigue in moving picture audiences and its reduction.

Mat and specularly reflective screens and their use in rooms of

different dimensions.

PSYCHOLOGICAIv AND PHYSIOLOGICAL

Maintenance of vision and eye fatigue imder various condi-

tions, (many observers. See papers by Ferree and Rand).

The reduction in ability to distinguish objects or brightness

differences as depending on the total candlepower of a light

source in the field of view, (many observers).

The reduction in ability to distinguish objects or brightness

differences as depending on brightness of a light-source in the

field of view, (many observers).
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The reduction in one's ability to distinguisli objects or bright-

ness differences as depending on angle of a light source in the

field of view, (many observers).

The study of the time factors involved in visual sensations such

as occur in after images.

Visual acuity under varying conditions of contrast; use a suf-

ficient number of men to insure normal results; use the broken

ring test with the test objects cut out of Velox paper exposed in

varying degrees and tested in the photometer for its reflection

coefficient, (several theses).

Effect of an illuminated foreground on acuity, visibility or the

ease with which objects are revealed at a distance by other

sources of illumination, or illumination proceeding from the

same source.

S})ted of vision as affected by illumination ; conditions varied as

by size of objects, contrast with background, colored objects and

backgrounds, etc., eye adaptation by time of exposure, abnormal

eyes, etc., (many observers, several theses).

Acuity of vision as affected by illumination ; conditions \ aried.

(many observers, several theses).

Pupillary areas as a function of waw k'ni^lh and cnorg)' of

stimulation.

Is there sufficient heat radiation from welding arcs anil llames,

steel furnaces, etc., to cause injury to the eye. (joint thesis with

student in zoology or medicine).

Effect of ultra-\iolet light between visible and aboui 0.3 inikron

upon the eye. Use Corning glass (^i586A\V for isolating 0.365

mikron radiation from mercury arc. (joint tlusis with student in

zoology or medicine).

Kelation of j)sychology of seeing and (|ualit\ and intensity of

illumination.

KI'.ri.KCTlON. TRANS.MISSION AND AHSORPTIO.N

Absorption ami jxrniaiu nee of color screens, colored glass or

colored rKpiids.

Investigation of the absorption of dips, coloi i.i^s .md colored

glass globes used for sign and deeoiative lighting.

Changes in the light rellection \alnes of different color ^\\\>

stances under different colors and (Qualities of illumination.
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The measurements of reflection coefficients using mercury va-

por lighting as the source.

Refraction and transmission of Hght through irregular sheet

glass surfaces.

Light reflecting values of book and print papers and inks.

Light reflecting values of various metal and v^^ood surfaces.

A study of the action of smoke, fumes, and acids on the

silvered, polished and enameled reflector surfaces.

The investigation of the color and kind of paint which will

give the best results with different types of lamps for sign light-

ing.

The penetration of colored lights through fog and dust.

SPECIAL EFFECTS OF LIGHT

Effects of light upon fermentation and bacterial growth.

Efi^ects of artificial light upon plant growth.

Efl^ects of artificial light upon production of eggs from hens.

Bleaching actions of electric illuminants.

STREET LIGHTING AND TRAFFIC SIGNALS

Method of specifying street illumination horizontal or vertical

illumination.

Place of silhouette vision in street lighting.

Best height and candlepower for street lighting of diflferent

types.

SYSTEMS

Series street lighting lamps with a particular view of ascer-

taining performance of two-coil and compensator types of trans-

formers in conjunction with high amperage series lamps and an

investigation of choking actions and current maintenance of

transformers on secondary street lighting circuits. This investi-

gation might further include measurements of voltage drops in

sockets and secondary circuits of series lighting systems.

The design of a remote control switch operated from the cen-

tral station on the regular multiple lighting circuits for control-

ling street series systems in remote districts.

Errors in the measurement of voltage or current in alternating

circuits due to the wave form by using the usual types of port-
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able instruments as compared with the resuhs obtained by using

instruments which are considered unaffected by wave form such

as those of the dynamometer type.

VEHICLE LIGHTING

The best distribution of Hght in the beam of headlamps of

autom.obiles to meet the conditions on the road, (many observers).

The legibility of automobile license tags with regard to in-

tensity of light, color of plates and speed of vehicle, (many ob-

servers).

Reflectors for use with a concentrated incandescent light source,

tending particularly toward the design of optical headlights.

Effect of color of headlight on candlepower needed to pro-

duce objectionable glare, (many observers).

Analysis of desirable electrical system and illumination equip-

ment for farm tractors, (with a student of agricultural engi-

neering).

Functioning of battery-generator starting and lighting systems

for motor vehicles and the possibility of line or system regula-

tion through the use of vacuum tubes so as to provide substan-

tially uniform voltage for lighting.

Actual service illumination from automobile headlightiiig ccjuip-

ments of approved types; the factors responsible for the discrep-

ancies between service and laboratory results and analysis of

corrective measures.



SOCIETY AFFAIRS
SECTION ACTIVITIES

NEW YORK
Meeting —November 9, 1922.

At the meeting of the New York Sec-

tion held in the auditorium of the Con-

solidated Gas Company Building on the

evening of November 9th, the topic of

residence lighting was presented. Mr.

W. H. Rademacher of the Edison Lamp
Works gave a lecture and demonstration

of apparatus on the subject, "Common
Sense Electric Lighting in the Home,"

By the use of a revolving stage, the

contrast of poor and good lighting in the

home was shown. Both kinds of illu-

mination were produced in the living

room, dining room, bedroom and kitchen.

Mr. R. H. Maurer of the Consolidated

Gas Company demonstrated a number

of gas luminaires which could be used

in the home. The display of the gas

luminaires consisted of floor lamps, table

lamps and wall brackets.

A very interesting discussion was held

and about one hundred and ten members

and guests were present.

PHILADELPHIA.

Meeting November i4, 1922.

The Philadelphia Section met at the

Engineers* Club on November 14th, to

discuss the topic of school lighting.

Mr. Davis H. Tuck of the Holophane

Company of New York City gave a talk,

illustrated with lantern slides, on the

general subject, which was followed by

a good discussion. About forty members

and guests were present.

CHICAGO
Meeting—November 22, 1922.

A joint luncheon meeting was held

on November 22, with the Office Build-

ing Managers Association at the Great

Northern Hotel. Mr. E. D. Tilson of

the Commonwealth Edison Company pre-

sented a paper, "The Illumination of

Office Buildings." There was no general

discussion.

At the meeting of the Board of

Managers held on the same date, Mr.

William Goodrich of the Western Elec-

tric Company, 500 South Clinton Street,

Chicago, was elected to the board in

place of Mr. W. T. Blackwell. resigned.

NEWS ITEMS

The Membership Drive

The Membership Drive under the able

leadership of Mr. G. Bertram Regar, of

Philadelphia, is making splendid prog-

ress. The entire membership of the

Society have received a letter from the

chairman outlining the progress of the

work. It is the duty of every member
to help in this campaign. The return

postal card should be mailed promptly,

and every effort will be made in follow-

ing up prospective applicants by members
of the committee. Concerted action by

all will result in a larger membership,

and the activities of the Society will be

expanded.

Illumination Activities in Russia

There has been recently organized in

Pctrograd a special commission on Illu-

minating Engineering by the Central

770
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Electrotechnical Council of the Republic

of Russia, The following officers have

been appointed : Prof. M. de Chatelain,

Chairman; Prof. M. Bogoslovsky, Vice-

Chairman ; P. Tikhodeeff, Secretary.

The problems of the commission in-

cludes all questions concerning lighting

and lamps of all kinds, and the consid-

eration of photometric standards. As
electricity and oil are the only sources

used in illumination in Russia the ques-

tion of gas lighting has not yet been

examined.

Prof. M. de Chatelain is a member of

the I. E. S. and would appreciate the co-

operation of American illuminating engi-

neers.

PERSONALS
Mr. E. H. Whitney, formerly of the

Westinghouse Lamp Co. as District Il-

luminating Engineer in Boston, Mass.,

has become connected with the Westing-

house Elect, and Mfg. Co., as assistant

to the Manager of Interior Lighting

Section at South Bend, Ind.

Mr. Morgan Brooks, who is on a leave

of absence from the University of Illi-

nois, recently gave a lecture on "Illu-

mination" before the Czecho- Slovakia

Society of Engineers and Architects at

Prague.



ILLUMINATION INDEX
Prepared by the Committee on Procress.

An INDEX OF references to books, papers, editorials, news and abstracts on

illuminating engineering and allied subjects. This index is arranged alphabetically

according to the names of the reference publications. The references are then given

in order of the date of publication. Important references not appearing herein

should be called to the attention of the Illuminating Engineering Society, 29 W.
39th St., New York, N. Y.

Annalen der Physik

tJber die Liclitwirkung auf Zinksulfid

—

Central Station

Black Streets are Back Streets

—

A Survey of Residence Lighting

—

I. E. S. Notes (Swampscott Conven-

tion)

—

Chemical Abstracts

Electrical Conductivity in Electronically

Poor Solid Conductors. Experi-

ments with Mercury Iodide. (Effect

of Light on Electrical Resistance)

(from Annalen Physik, 66, 463-96,

1921)*

—

Wire-shaped Crystals of Tungsten

—

Electrical World

Investigations of the Conditions in

Residence Lighting—Editorial

—

Ornamental Lighting System Installed

for $100,000

—

What a Store-Lighting Survey Shows

—

Reckoning the Cost of Daylight—Edi-

torial

—

Development of Incandescent Lamp for

Street Lighting—

Elektrotechnischer Anzeiger

Glulilami)cnschutz gegcn Diebstahl

—

Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift

Betrag zur Thcorie dcr Raumbeleuch-

tung

—

*Not previously reviewed

DATE PAGE

P. Lenard Oct. 4 553

L. A. S. Wood Oct. 102

M. Luckiesh Oct. 106

Oct. 126

F. Kiimpf Oct. 20

R. Cross and N.

Blassmann Oct. 10 3239

Oct. 14 808

P. B. Reed Oct. 14 829

Oliver R. Hogue
and James J.

Kirk Oct. 14 832

Oct. 21 861

Oct. 21 877

Sept. 16 1 167

R. Ulbricht Oct. 12 1262

772
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Elektrotechnik und Maschinenbau

Die Bewertung und Auszerehnung der

Gebrauchlichen elektrischen Gliih-

lampen

—

Alfred Meyer Sept. 17 445

Exhibitors Trade Review

Lighting Systems in Theatres (Library

—Edison Lamp Works)

—

Sept. 9 1000

Gas Age-Record

Remarkable Decorative Lighting*— D. D. Ransdell Mar. 25 355

Gas Industry

Lighting Efficiency

—

E. Terres and H.

Stroube Oct. 325

General Electric Review

Some Features of the High-intensity

Motion-picture Arc— Frank A. Benford Sept. 555
Helios

Zur Verhiitung von GKihlampen- und

Stromdiebstahl

—

c^^^pt j^

Illuminating Engineer

Factories and Workshops, Third Report

of the Home Office Departmental

Committee on

—

j,^,ly jg^
The Illuminating Engineering Move-

ment in ICngland

—

j^jiy jqi

Journal of the Optical Society of America

A Photo-EIectric 'IMieory of Color

Vision - Janet H. Clark Oct. 813

Journal de Physique et le Radium

Rcchrrches sur la luminescence des gaz

dans la dechargc sans ilectrodes

Sprctrcs d'induction (hi cesium it

<Iu rubidium— 1, DunoRcr Auk 261

Licht und Lar.ipe

Der ICnergic- mid Kohlcnvcrbramh /nr

LirhterzeuKung Sept 21 447

Lightin/. Fixftires and Lighting

Theater IjKlitinis' l\cv< )Iulii)ui/e«I in

Rochester "Movie"

—

Oct. 10
Use School as Channel of LiKhtinx

Kducati'in Oct. 8
Monthly Abstract Bulletin of Ka 'in.in

Kodak Compp.r.y

Necessary ICquipnicnt for Projection

with Inratidesrent lamps— 11 II Madv:'iirk

and C. I'.. EkIt Oct. 40O
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Radioactivity of Incandescent Gas

Mantles (from Chem. Zentralbl.,

Feb. 22, 1922, L, p. 440)—
N. E. L. A. Bulletin

Lighting Education

—

Bibliography of Lighting Articles

—

Pfliigers' Archiv fiir die gesamte Physiologic

Untersuchungen mit farbigen Schwel-

Icnpriiflichten iiber den Dunkel-

adaptationsverlauf des normalen

Auges

—

Weitere Untersuchungen iiber den

Dunkelsadaptationsverlauf bei ver-

schiedenen Farbensystemen und bei

P. Hanck Oct. 414

Ward Harrison Oct. 618

J. Carl Fischer Oct. 621

Arnt Kohlrausch Sept. 27 113

Adaptationsstorungen

—

G. Agelsdorff, W.
Dieter and A.

Kohlrausch Sept. 27 118

Philosophical Magazine

Repulsive Effect upon the Poles of the

Electric Arc

—

A. Sellerio Oct. 765

Phyfical Review

The Thermionic Work Function of

Tungsten

—

C. Davisson and

L. H. Germer Oct. 300

Note on the Specified Heat of Tungsten Paul F. Gaehr Oct. 375

Proceedings of the Royal Society

Spontaneous Incandescence of Sub-

stances in Atomic Hydrogen Gas- R. W. Wood Oct. 2 I

Public Works

Street Illumination

—

Oct. 177

Railway Electrical Engineer

Report of Committee on Illumination- Oct. 319

Report of Committee on Train Light-

ing and Equipment

—

Oct. 346

Report on Locomotive Headlights and

Classification Lamps

—

Oct. 354

Science

Growth of Plants in Artificial Light

from Seed to Seed

—

R. B. Harvey Sept. 29 366

Zeitschrift fiir Beleuchtungwesen

Die Wiederherstellung ausgebranntcr

Gliihlampen

—

Dr. H. Lux Aug. 15 no
Deutsche Beleuchtungstechnische Gcscl-

Ischaft— Sept. 121
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COMMITTEE.S
1922-1923

Except as noted below, all committees are appointed by the President,

subject to the approval of the Council, and term-inate at the time oj

the first Cou7icil meeting of each new administration, in the^tnonth

of October, The duties of each committee are indicated,

WARD HARRISON, President, Ex-officio member of all Committees.

(1) STANDING COMMITTEES AUTHOR-

IZED BY THE CONSTITUTION

AND BY-LAWS.

COUNCIL EXECUTIVE, —(Cow575//>i^o/M<f
President, GeneralSecretary, Treasurer
and tivo members of the Council.) Act
for the Council between sessions of the

ktttei .

Ward Harrison, Chairman.

Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

Walton Forstall, Clarence L. Law,

S. G. Hibben, L.B.Marks.

FINANCE.- {Of three membeis: to contin ue
mi til successor is appointed.) Prepare a
budget; approve expenditures; 7nanage
the finances; and keep the Council in-

formed on the financial condition.

Adolph Hertz, Chairman.

Irving Place & 15th St.. New York, N. Y.

Walton Forstall, D. McFarlan Moore.

PAPERS. - (6|/"(i'/ least five members.) Pro-
vide the program for the annual con-

veniion; pass on papersand communica-
tions fo^ publicadov; and provide pa-
pns and speakers f01 joint sessions with
othej societies.

J. L. Stair, Chairman.
235 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicap^o, 111.

A. L. Powell, Vice-Chairman.

P'ifth and Sussex Sts., Harrison, N. J.

E. A. Anierson, Howard Lyon,

Louis Bell, Norman D. Macdonald,

Geo. G. Cousins, F. H. Murphy,

H. H. Higbie, J. J. Ryan.

Albert Scheible.

Chairman of Section and Chapter Papers
Committees, Ex-officio Members.

EDITING AND PUBLICATION.—r^/ ///r/'c

members.) Edit papers and discus-

sions; and publish the Transactions.

Norman D. Macdonald, Chairman.

8otli St. and \\. V\\n\ Ave., New York, N.Y.

Allen M. Perry, Ralph C. Rodgers.

GENERAL BOARD OF EXAMINERS.- {Ap-

pointed by the President. ) Pass upon the

eligibility ofapplicants formembet ship

orfor changes in grade oftnembership.

Norman Macbeth, Chairman.

227 W. 17th St., New York, N. Y.

Clarence L. Law, L. J. Lewinson.

(2) COMMITTEES THAT ARE CUSTO-

MARILY CONTINUED FROM
YEAR TO YEAR.

LIGHTING LEGISLATION. — Prepare a

digest of laws on Illuminatioti; cooper-

ate with other bodies in promoting zvise

legislation on illumination; and pi epa^ e

codes of lighting in cei tain special fields,

to function also as a Technical Com-

mittee on Industrial Lighting.

L. B. Marks, Chairman.

103 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.

W. F. Little, Secretary.

80th St. and K. Knd Av., New York, N. Y

Louis Bell,

W. T. Blackwell,

F. C. Caldwell,

C. E. Clewell,

Geo. S. Crampton,

H. B. Dates,

W. A. D. Evans,

S. G. Hibben,

J. A. Hoeveler,

Clarence L. Law,
M. G. Lloyd,

M. Luckiesh,

R. H. Maurer,

A. S. McAllister,

W. J. Serrill,

R. E. Simpson,

G. H. Stickney.

MEMBERSHIP. — To obtain additional

mdn'idual memberships.

G. Bertram Regar, Chairman.

1000 Chestnut St. Philadelphia. Pa.,

J. F. Anderson, F.W. Bliss,

A. L. Arenberg, R. I. Brown,

C. A. Atherton, George G. Cousins,

W . T. Blackwell, Terrell Croft,
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COMMITTEES -- 1922-1923.
-Ill

J. Daniels, Menitt C. Huse,

E. Y. Davidson, Jr., C. C. Munroe,

Robert B. Ely,

R. W. Everson,

H. W. Fuller,

H. E. Hobson,

J. A. Hoeveler,

F. H. Murphy,
E. W, Spitz,

Clare N. Stannard,

0. R. Toman,
L. J. Wilhoite,

L. A. S. Wood.

MOTOR VEHICLE LIGHTING.

C. H. Sharp, Chairman.
Soth St. and K. End Ave., New York. N.Y.

G. H. Stickney, Vice-Chairman.

Fifth and Su.ssex Sts., Harrison, N. J.

F.C. Caldwell, W.F. Little,

A. W. Devine, W.A. McKay,
C. E. Godley, A. L. McMurtry,
C. A. B. Halvorson, H. H. Magdsick,

J. A. Hoeveler, L.C.Porter,
U. M. Smith.

L. E. Voyer, Representative in State of Cal,

NOMENCLATURE AND STANDARDS -/;^-

/inf the trrms andstandards ofIllumin-
ation ; andendeavor to obtain uni/ot mity
in nomenclature.

E. C. Crittenden, Chairman.
Bureau of Standards, WashinKloii. I) i".

Howard Lyon, Secretary,

Welsbnch Co., Gloucf.sti-r. N. J.

Louis Bell,

G. A. Hoadley,

B. P. Hyde,

A. E. Kennelly,

C. 0. Mailloux,

A. S. McAllister,

C. H. Sharp,

G. H. Stickney.

PROGRESS. Suhniil to the annual conven-
tion a teport on the progress of the yea*
in the science and art of Illumination.

P. B. Cady, Chairman.
NpIh Pnrk. Clrvrliind. ().

0. 9. Cr«mpton, W. K. Saundem.

RRSBARCH. Stimuhite fr.\eanh in tin-

field of illuoimation; and keep in

fot med of the pi on rrss of teseauh.

B. P. Hyde, Chairman.

Nrin Turk. CIcvrlMud, ( ).

Louis Bell,

W. T. Bovie,*

Alex. Duane,
Knight Dunlap,

E. N. Harvey,*

M. Luckiesb,

C. H. Sharp,

C. A. Skinner,*

L, T. Troland,

F. H. Verhoeff.*

(3) TEMPORARY COMMITTEES FOR
SPECIAL PURPOSES.

SKY BRIGHTNESS.

H. H. Kimball, Chairman.
U. S. Weather Bureau, Washington. D. C.

E. C. Crittenden, W. F. Little,

E. H. Hobbie, M. Luckiesh,

Bassett Jones, L. B. Marks.
I. G. Priest.*

COMMITTEE TO COOPERATE WITH
FIXTURE MANUFACTURERS

To Prepare Code of Luminaire Design

M. Luckiesh, Chairman,
Nela Park, Cleveland, t).

E. W. Commery, Secretary,
Nela I'ark, Cleveland, O

S. G. Hibben, R. H. Maurer,

J. W. Gosling,* A. L. Powell,

Samuel Snyder.

COMMITTEE ON NKW SECTIONS AND
CHAPTERS

D. McFarlan Moore, Chairman,
Edi.son I.anip Work.«*. Hariison, N. J.

COMMITTKE TO PREPARE A BULLETIN
ON RESIDENCE LIGHTING

BY GAS
Howard Lyon, R. H. M.iurer.

COM.MITI :

UN
ILBTIN

BY LLLCIKICIIY

Samuel G. Hlbbrn. Chairman.
!'•> MnwuhvMy. New Yi'tW, N. V

P. B.

Geo. AIn.iwotth,

F. B. Ciidy,

0. H. Caldwell.

W. J. Drl»ko,

R. B. My,
Gcrliudo R. Perreff,*R. C

R. M. n.dp. J. W
r. Y. Jo.innp.i.« J. L.

I'Lltniun I. I.iw, IJ. D. TlllaOD,

I). H. Tack

M. Lurklmh,

W. R. M'Coy.
Hetman Plaut,

A. L. Powell,

Rart. Jr.,*

RodKort,

Sniuh,»

Stair,

• Not mrinhrnt of the .Hoclrty l)ut crOpeinling In the work of thmr connnittrrM.
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Cambridge Electric Light Co., Cambridge, Mass.
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Commonwealth Edison Co., Chicago, 111.

Consolidated Gas, Electric Light & Power Co., Baltimore, Md.

ConsoHdated Gas Co. of New York, New York, N. Y.

Consumers Power Co., New York, N. Y.

Cooper-Hewitt Electric Co., Hoboken, N. J.

Cox, Nostrand & Gunnison, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee, W'"

Dawes Brothers, Chicago, 111.

Detroit Edison Co., Detroit, Mich.

Duquesne Light Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

East Side Metal Spinning & Stamping Co., New York, N. Y.

Edison Electric Illuminating Co. of Boston, Boston, Mass.

Edison Lamp Works of General Electric Co., Harrison, N. J.

Electric Outlet Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.

Electrical Testing Laboratories, New York, N. Y.

Oscar O. Friedlaender, Inc., New York, N. Y.

Georgia Railway & Power Co., Atlanta, Ga.

Gillindcr P.rotlicrs, Port Jcrvis, N. Y.

Gillinder & Sons, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

Gleason-Tiebout Glass Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Haverhill Electric Co., Haverhill, Mass.

Holophane Glass Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.

The Horn & Brannen Mfg. Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario, Toronto, Canada.
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Hygrade Lamp Co., Salem, Mass.

Krich Light and Electric Co., Newark. New Jersey.

Kristiania Elektrecitetsvork, Kristiania, Norway.

E. B. Latham & Co., New York, N. Y.

Leeds & Northrup Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Lightolier Co., New York, N. Y.

McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., New York, N. Y.

Macbeth-Evans Glass Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Millville Electric Light Co., Millville, N. J.

Narragansett Electric Lighting Co., Providence, Rhode Island.

National Lamp Works of General Electric Co., Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

National X-Ray Reflector Co., Chicago, 111.

New Bedford Gas & Edison Light Co., New Bedford, Mass.

New Haven Gas Light Co., New Haven, Conn.

New York Edison Co., New York, N. Y.

New York & Queens Electric Light & Power Co., Long Island City, N. Y.

Pennsylvania Power & Light Co., Allentown, Pa.

Peoples Gas Light & Coke Co., Chicago, 111.

Pettingcll-Andrews Co., Boston, Mass.

Philadelphia Electric Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Philadelphia Electric Manufacturing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

L. Plant & Co., New York, N. Y.

Portland Railway, Light & Power Co., Portland, Ore.

Potomac Electric Power Co., Washington, D. C.

Providence Gas Co., Providence, R. I.

Public Service Corporation of New Jersey. Newark. N. J.

Public Service Company of Northern Illinois, Chicago, 111.

Roilicstrr G.is Si I'lcctric Corp., Roilitstcr. N Y
Max Sciiaffcr Company, New York, N. Y.

Shapiro & Aronson, Inc., New York, N. Y.

Societa Idroclcttrica Picmoutc, liuiu, Italy.

Southern Electric Co., Bnltiinorr, Md.

Strrliug Bronze Co., New York, N. Y.

Stone & Webster, Boston, Mass.

Suburban Gas & Electric Co., Revere, NLiss.

The United (tas Improvement Co., Phila<lcl|)hia. Pa.

Tung.Hten Wire Works, A. B., Stockljolm, Sweden.

Union Gas & Electric Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
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^^*" SUSTAINING MEMBERS

United Electric Light & Power Co., New York, N. Y.

Alfred Vester Sons, Providence, R, I.

Welsbach Co., Gloucester, N. J.

Welsbach Street Lighting Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa.

Westinghouse Lamp Co., Bloomfield, N. J.
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ADV ERTISEMENTS

X-Ray Engineered Lighting

The application of proper lighting equip-

ment to secure a required lighting result!

j
For Eye Comfort

} The nearest approach to daylight for

j
eye efficiency and perfect eye comfort.

i The artistic liimitiaires developed

^
in our studios produce X-Ray

1 Engineered Eye Comfort Lighting.

^
You are invited to visit our Studios and consult

} with us on your lighting problems.

National X-Ray Reflector Co. ^ Vx?
"The Clearing House for Lighting Ideas^"

New York CHICAGO Los Angeles

Engineers in a/I principal cities

LIGHT

Duplexalitca linvr « \\\^\\ ituliir^l

and low clirnt com|><inrnl.

thereby furniihinn a unih)rm

and well diffiisnl itluminAtion.

with an ahjrtur dI ^\iitr »iit-

rounding thr li&tuir.

Ill'- Duplex ! .i^hting Syilem in an ideal one (<»t llir I lotnr. Offue. Sloir ntui I l..lrl

('alali<a and data \u\i\ i>ii ir.jnrti

^^^
DUiM.KX li(;htin(; works ^,^

^^r\> "' ^••"'•••l KIrclric C*oint>«ny '^TrVV^ f, Wl .ST AM^ .sr. NKW VOKK ( TI Y ^^

Duplex-a-litefii
'^JTjC Ilj/Ji to live •L.Ht/j



II ADVERTISEMENTS

There is

a Welsbach

Gas Lighting

Fixture for

Every Home
Lighting

Need and

Effect

Included in the Welsbach Line are gas-lighting fixtures

for dining room illumination—which shed soft and

radiant brilliance on the table; semi-indirect fixtures

in various styles and designs for living room and hall;

and wall bracket lights for every room.

Possessing an enduring beauty, they harmonize per-

fectly with their surroundings and give an air of charm

and richness to the room. Their light—soft, even,

well-diffused— is easiest to read by and most economi-

cal to use.

A set of booklets describing the various styles or

Welsbach Gas-Lighting Fixtures, will be

sent upon request

Welsbach Company
Gloucester, N. J.

Member American Gas Association



ADVERTISEMENTS III

At left — A Mandan
Business Street at
Night.

At right— Day View of a
Mandan Residential Street.

Ornamental Lighting is

not limited to "White Ways"

Mandan, N. Dak., is one of several cities that have
hghted both business and residential streets with G-E
Ornamental Novalux Units. This city, numbering
about 4500 population, has an ornamental street light

for every ten inhabitants.

For a numh.er of years the streets of Mniidnn were
lighted by an old ty|)e of arc lamp. These have been re-

moved and a comi^lete installation of scries incandes-
cent lairps wit h diffusing globes and glass canoj^ies has
been substituted with beautiful and gratif\ing results.

The cliange cost the city less than $100,000 and
the maintenance expense on glassware was Init six

hundredths of one- pt r cent for the first () months after

inst allat ion. Tlu- curi int consumpt ion averaged about
K.OOO kw hrs. monthly at a S cent rate.

Beauty and economy are features of G K Novalu.x

street lighting. Ask our street ligliting specialists to

help you select an up to-dnte ligliting system for

your city's streets.

General^Electric
ikhcncct.ulv.NY Company all Ui(;c ciUc6 )SC-90



IV ADVERTISEMENTS

Better Lighting DOES PAY

I

PROptCTT(&hr

Hundreds of Manufacturers

Everywhere, Have Proved It

There is no story in the whole range of electrical d
ment that is more clean cut, or more easily verifie
the story of what good lighting brings to a factory
facts are so easily understood, so impressive, and
easy to benefit from them, that every manufacture
find possibilities of profit in them for his own busin

It is impossible in an advertisement, to touch up
the benefits that follow the installation of scientific 1

All that we can do here is to call attention to th
most important results that modern lighting nicthoc
produced., The figures used are averages from, literal

dreds of installations, and are, therefore, not only c(

tive, but reliable.

Manufacturers have invested in money and effort
times the amounts necessary to insure the rate of l^ro

increase that better lighting will give. They have
and are spending, thousands annually to reduce sl'oilag

minimize rejects. Kvery plant in this country should
is. vitally and financially interested in the reduction
dents. Scientific methods of lighting offer real ga
every manufacturer under each of these three head

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company
George Cutter Works South Bend, Indiana.

Westinghouse



ADVERTISEMENTS

In this properly lamped display 1500 50-watt all frosted P-19
MAZDA lamps are used.

Electrical Advertising
A Major Illumination Field

The rr()j)(.'r Laiiii) is Deleriniiud hy

a. I'*x|H)sf(l I.aiJij) Signs 25 fed or less from
j^roinid.

1). Mxjioscd Lamp Si^^Mis 25 to 75 (vci from
)4roiinil.

1. Nitiiri- of Display c. I^xjJostMl Lamp Si^^iis 75 fetl or mon- from
j^rouiKl.

»1. I'jiclosfil I, imp vSij^iis.

V. MaKjiuts.
1. lluildiiij^ OulliiK- Lighting.

2. Snrrounding or Hackgi..»iii<l Illuminiilion.
Brightly lighted districts rt(|nirt' brighter signn.

3. Circidation or the Numher of Persons Who See the Display.
Upon tins ihpends tlie lunonnt of money that it is pro(jtftl>lc to
spend for constrnction. lamps and rnergy.

Complete sign liKhtinn rhnrln mny he had upon rrqurst

National Lamp Works
of (rctu'rn/ l\k\tric Cojupiiuii

Nelft Park CIcvrlnnd



VI ADVKRTISKMBNTS

L. B. MARKS

CONSULTING ENGINEER

ILLUMINATING

ENGINEERING

103 PARK AVE.

NEW YORK

STONE & WEBSTER
Incorporated

EXAMINATIONS REPORTS
APPRAISALS

ON
INDUSTRIAL AND PUBLIC SERVICE

PROPERTIES

NEW York Boston Chicago

14-Karat gold with safety pin-

clasp, highest grade enamel.

Blue background (or Members

Red background (or Associate

Members

BADGE

PRICE $3.50

The official emblem of the Society is represented above. Orders should

be sent to the General Office.

ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING SOCIETY
29 WEST 39th STREET NEW YORK. N. Y.

TRANSACTIONS
OF THE

ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING SOCIETY
Office OF Publication: Easton. Pa.

Published monthly except June and August under the direction of the
Committee on Editing and Publication.

DATES OF PUBLICATION :

No. I, January No. 2, February No. 3, March
No. 4, April No. 5, May No. 6, July
No. 7, September No. 8, October No. 9, November

No. 10, December

Subscription. $7.50 per Annum Single Copies. $1.00
Foreign Subscription. $8.GO per Annum

advertising rates may be had upon application
to the general offices of the society.

29 west 39th street. new york. n. y.

BNTKRED AS SECOND-CLASS MATTER AT THE EASTON, PA. POST OFFICE
ACCEPTANCE FOR MAILING AT SPECIAL RATE OF POSTAGE PROVIDED FOR

IN SECTION 1103, ACT OF OCTOBER 3. 1917. AUTHORIZED JULY i6. 1918

COPYRIGHT 1922 BY THE ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING SOCIETY.
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